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Notice to Readers
This Audit and Accounting Guide presents recommendations of the AICPA
State and Local Government Audit Guide Revision Task Force on the applica
tion of generally accepted auditing standards to audits of financial statements
o f state and local governments. This Guide also presents the Task Force's rec
ommendations on and descriptions of financial accounting and reporting prin
ciples and practice for state and local governments. The AICPA Accounting
Standards Executive Committee has found this Guide to be consistent with
existing standards and principles covered by Rules 202 and 203 of the AICPA
Code of Professional Conduct. The GAAP-related accounting provisions o f this
Guide have been cleared by the Governmental Accounting Standards Board
(GASB), except the provisions for GAAP-based fund and departmental financial
statements in Chapter 14, "Audit Reporting," of this Guide. AICPA members
should be prepared to justify departures from the accounting guidance in this
Guide.
Auditing guidance included in an AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide is an in
terpretive publication pursuant to AU section 150, Generally Accepted Auditing
Standards (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1). Interpretive publications
are recommendations on the application of SASs in specific circumstances, in
cluding engagements for entities in specialized industries. Interpretive pub
lications are issued under the authority o f the Auditing Standards Board
(ASB).
An auditor should identify interpretive publications applicable to his or her au
dit. Interpretive publications are not as authoritative as a pronouncement of the
ASB; however, if an auditor does not apply the auditing guidance included in an
applicable interpretive publication, the auditor should be prepared to explain
how he or she complied with the Statement on Auditing Standard (SAS) pro
visions addressed by such auditing guidance. The specific terms used to define
professional requirements in the SASs are not intended to apply to interpretive
publications such as this Guide because interpretive publications are not au
diting standards. It is the ASB's intention to make conforming changes to the
interpretive publications over the next several years to remove any language
that would imply a professional requirement where none exists.*

* In December 2005, the Auditing Standards Board (ASB) issued Statement on Auditing Stan
dards (SAS) No. 102, Defining Professional Requirements in Statements on Auditing Standards, and
the companion Statement on Standards for Attestation Engagements (SSAE) No. 13, Defining Pro
fessional Requirements in Statements on Standards for Attestation Engagements. Those Statements
define the terminology the ASB will use going forward to describe the degrees of responsibility that
the requirements impose on the auditor or the practitioner in engagements.
SASs and SSAEs will use the words "must" or "is required" to indicate an unconditional re
quirement, with which the auditor or practitioner is required to comply. SASs and SSAEs will use
the word "should" to indicate a presumptively mandatory requirement. The auditor or practitioner
is also required to comply with a presumptively mandatory requirement in all cases in which the
circumstances exist to which the presumptively mandatory requirement applies; however, in rare
circumstances, the auditor or practitioner may depart from a presumptively mandatory requirement
provided the auditor or practitioner documents his or her justification for the departure and how the
alternative procedures performed in the circumstances were sufficient to achieve the objectives of
the presumptively mandatory requirement. If a SAS or SSAE provides that a procedure or action is
one that the auditor "should consider," the consideration of the procedure or action is presumptively
required, whereas carrying out the procedure or action is not.
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•

GASB Statement No. 49, Accounting and Financial Reporting for
Pollution Remediation Obligations

•

SAS No. 114, The Auditor's Communication With Those Charged
With Governance (Information about SAS Nos. 104, Amendment
to Statement on Auditing Standards No. 1, Codification of Au
diting Standards and Procedures ("Due Professional Care in the
Performance o f Work”), through 111, Amendment to Statement on
Auditing Standards No. 39, Audit Sampling, is included only in
the Preface of this Guide.)

V

•

•
•

Auditing Interpretation No. 1, "Use o f Electronic Confirma
tions" (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 9330.01.06), which interprets AU section 330, The Confirmation Process
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1).
SSAE No. 14, SSAE Hierarchy
SOP 05-1, Accounting by Insurance Enterprises for Deferred A c
quisition Costs in Connection with Modifications or Exchanges o f
Insurance Contracts

This Guide also reflects the GASB staff document Comprehensive Implementa
tion Guide—2006.
Users of this Guide should consider pronouncements issued subsequent to
those listed above to determine their effect on entities covered by this Guide.
Users may be able to obtain information about such subsequent pronounce
ments on the GASB's Web site at www.gasb.org and the AICPA's Web site at
www.aicpa.org. In addition, the AICPA's annual Audit Risk Alert State and
Local Governmental Developments summarizes the provisions o f selected pro
nouncements.
Appendix H identifies the current year conforming changes made in this Guide.
The changes do not include all those that might be considered necessary if the
Guide were subjected to a comprehensive review and revision.
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Preface
Purpose and Applicability of This Guide
The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) developed this
Guide to help auditors understand the generally accepted accounting principles
(GAAP) applicable to the financial statements of state and local governments
and audit and report on those financial statements in accordance with gener
ally accepted auditing standards (GAAS). This Guide is designed as a tool for
auditors of governments of all sizes. The nature, timing, and extent of auditing
procedures in a particular engagement are matters of professional judgment
and will vary depending upon numerous factors, including the size of the entity
and its organizational structure and internal control, materiality considera
tions, the auditor's assessment of risk, and applicable laws, regulations, and
provisions of grants and contracts.
This Guide applies to all state and local governments as defined in Chap
ter 1, "Overview and Introduction." Certain other AICPA Audit and Accounting
Guides also apply to audits of certain state and local governments, as discussed
in Chapter 1. In particular, auditors who perform audits under Government A u
diting Standards, the Single Audit Act Amendments of 1996, and Office o f Man
agement and Budget Circular A-133, Audits o f States, Local Governments, and
Non-Profit Organizations, should refer to the AICPA Audit Guide Government
Auditing Standards and Circular A-133 Audits.

Limitations and Coverage
This Guide is designed to provide guidance to auditors who are new to state and
local governmental accounting and auditing as well as to auditors experienced
in state and local governmental accounting and auditing. This Guide assumes
that the auditor has expertise in accounting and auditing, in general, but not
necessarily in the specialized accounting and auditing practices applicable to
state and local governments. Therefore, the Guide concentrates on the account
ing standards and auditing procedures that are unique to or significant for those
governments. This Guide also is intended to be useful in providing accounting
and financial reporting guidance to preparers of governmental financial state
ments. The guidance presented here is not all-inclusive; it is limited to certain
matters that warrant special emphasis or that experience has indicated may be
useful. Although this Guide does not incorporate, repeat, or summarize all au
thoritative pronouncements that apply to state and local governments, it does
consider relevant guidance contained in authoritative pronouncements through
those indicated in the Notice to Readers.
Authoritative pronouncements should be applied based on the effective dates
in the pronouncements. The AICPA staff will make conforming changes to this
Guide annually to incorporate relevant guidance in new accounting and au
diting pronouncements. Users of this Guide should consider pronouncements
issued after those listed in the Notice to Readers to consider their effect on state
and local governments.

Effective Date
This Guide is effective for audits of a state or local government's financial
statements for the first fiscal period ending after June 15, 2003, in which
the government does apply, or is required to apply, the provisions of GASB
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Statements No. 34, Basic Financial Statements—and Management's Discus
sion and Analysis—for State and Local Governments, or No. 35, Basic Financial
Statements—and Management's Discussion and Analysis—for Public Colleges
and Universities. (The provisions of GASB Statements No. 34 and 35 became
effective in three phases. The last implementation phase was for financial state
ments for periods beginning after June 15, 2003. GASB Statements No. 34,
paragraphs 142 through 166, and No. 35, paragraphs 6 through 12, present
the Statements' effective date and transition provisions. Chapter 7, "Capital
Assets," of this Guide discusses the delayed effective date provisions of GASB
Statements No. 34 and No. 35 for general infrastructure assets.) This Guide su
persedes the 1994 AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide Audits o f State and Local
Governmental Units, and subsequent editions of that Guide with conforming
changes made by the AICPA staff.
The auditing conforming changes made in this edition of this Guide are effec
tive for audits of financial statements for which fieldwork is completed after
its issuance, subject to the effective dates of the underlying authoritative pro
nouncements.

Auditing Guidance Included in This Guide
In March 2006, the ASB issued SASs No. 104 through 111 (the "risk assess
ment standards"). Collectively, the risk assessment standards establish stan
dards and provide guidance concerning the auditor's assessment of the risks of
material misstatement (whether caused by fraud or error) in a financial state
ment audit; design and performance o f tailored audit procedures to address
assessed risks; audit risk and materiality; planning and supervision; and audit
evidence. The most significant changes to existing practice that the auditor will
be required to perform are as follows:
•

Obtain a more in-depth understanding o f the audited entity and
its environment, including its internal control;

•

Perform a more rigorous assessment of the risks of where and how
the financial statements could be materially misstated (defaulting
to a maximum control risk is no longer permitted); and

•

Provide a linkage between the auditor's assessed risks and the na
ture, timing, and extent of audit procedures performed in response
to those risks.

The Statements are effective for audits of financial statements for periods begin
ning on or after December 1 5, 2006. Early adoption is permitted. See Appendix
F for a more detailed comparison between the risk assessment standards and
the existing standards.
This Guide has been conformed to the new risk assessment standards
to indicate, at a minimum, where these standards need to be applied. Additional
implementation guidance, specific to state and local government, is being de
veloped and will be incorporated in the 2008 edition.
For additional guidance on the risk assessment standards, please refer to the
AICPA Audit Guide Assessing and Responding to Risk in a Financial State
ment Audit and the AICPA Audit Risk Alert Understanding the New Auditing
Standards Related to Risk Assessment.
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References to Professional Standards
In citing the professional standards, references are made to the AICPA Pro
fessional Standards publication. Additionally, when referencing professional
standards, this Guide cites section numbers and not the original statement
number, as appropriate. For example, Statement on Auditing Standards (SAS)
No. 54 is referred to as AU section 317. Appendix G of this Guide has been
prepared to assist users in the transition.
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Chapter 1

Overview and Introduction
Scope and Purpose
1.01 This Audit and Accounting Guide (Guide) applies to all state and local
governments.1,2,3 Governmental entities are subject to generally accepted ac
counting principles (GAAP) for state and local governments as described later
in this chapter. Public corporations1
4 and bodies corporate and politic are gov
3
2
ernmental entities. Other entities are governmental if they have one or more
of the following characteristics:
•

Popular election o f officers or appointment (or approval) of a con
trolling majority o f the members of the organization's governing
body by officials o f one or more state or local governments;

•

The potential for unilateral dissolution by a government with the
net assets reverting to a government; or

•

The power to enact and enforce a tax levy.

Furthermore, entities are presumed to be governmental if they have the ability
to issue directly (rather than through a state or municipal authority) debt that
pays interest exempt from federal taxation. However, entities possessing only
that ability (to issue tax-exempt debt) and none o f the other governmental
characteristics may rebut the presumption that they are governmental if their
determination is supported by compelling, relevant evidence.
1.02 Entities are governmental or nongovernmental for accounting, fi
nancial reporting, and auditing purposes based solely on the application o f the
above criteria; other factors are not determinative. For example, the fact that an
entity is incorporated as a not-for-profit organization and exempt from federal
income taxation under the provisions of Section 501 of the Internal Revenue

1 Auditing and accounting m atters associated with the federal government are not within the
scope of this Guide. Throughout this Guide, state and local governments may be referred to using the
terms governments or governmental entities.
2 Certain component units do not meet the definition of a government contained in this paragraph
and, consequently, accounting, financial reporting, and auditing m atters associated with the separate
financial statements of those component units are not within the scope of this Guide. However, account
ing, financial reporting, and auditing m atters associated with reporting component units, including
nongovernmental component units, in a reporting entity's basic financial statements, required supple
mentary information (RSI), and supplementary information other than RSI (known as SI) are within
the scope of this Guide. Chapter 3, "The Financial Reporting Entity," discusses the GASB standards
for defining and reporting component units.
3 Other AICPA Audit and Accounting Guides also may be applicable to audits of certain govern
ments. See paragraph 1.21.
4 Black's Law Dictionary defines a public corporation as: "An artificial person (e.g. [a] municipal
ity or a governmental corporation) created for the administration of public affairs. Unlike a private
corporation it has no protection against legislative acts altering or even repealing its charter. Instru
mentalities created by [the] state, formed and owned by it in [the] public interest, supported in whole
or part by public funds, and governed by managers deriving their authority from [the] state." Sharon
Realty Co. v. Westlake, Ohio Com. Pl., 188 N.E.2d 318, 323, 25, O.O.2d 322. A public corporation is an
instrumentality of the state, founded and owned in the public interest, supported by public funds and
governed by those deriving their authority from the state. York County Fair Ass'n v. South Carolina
Tax Commission, 249 S.C. 337, 154 S.E.2d 361, 362.
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Code is not a criterion in determining whether an entity is governmental or
nongovernmental for accounting, financial reporting, and auditing purposes.
1.03 Although some recognized Indian tribes may not meet the definition
o f governmental entities in paragraph 1.01, many tribes use governmental ac
counting and financial reporting guidance to prepare their financial statements.
A section of Chapter 12, "Special-Purpose and State Governments," highlights
the accounting, financial reporting, and auditing considerations relating to rec
ognized Indian tribes.
1.04 There are over 87,0005 general- and special-purpose state and local
governmental entities in the United States. General-purpose governments are
governmental entities that provide a range of services, such as states, cities,
counties, towns, and villages. Special-purpose governments are legally separate
entities that perform only one activity or only a few activities. Special-purpose
governments include, for example, cemetery districts, levee districts, assess
ment districts, drainage districts, school districts, utilities, hospitals or other
health care organizations, public benefit corporations and authorities, public
employee retirement systems (PERS), public colleges and universities, govern
mental external investment pools, and public entity risk pools.
1.05 An audit o f a governmental entity may be conducted under four dif
ferent groups o f auditing standards or requirements:
a. Generally accepted auditing standards (GAAS)
b. The standards contained in Government Auditing Standards (also
referred to as the Yellow Book), issued by the Comptroller General
of the United States
c. The requirements of the Single Audit Act Amendments o f 1996 (the
Single Audit Act) and Office o f Management and Budget (OMB)
Circular A -133, Audits o f States, Local Governments, and Non-Profit
Organizations6
d. Other auditing requirements, such as those required by a state
oversight agency for audits of local governments
1.06 This Guide discusses in detail the requirements for a financial state
ment audit encompassed by GAAS. Under AU section 150, Generally Accepted
Auditing Standards (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), this Guide is an
interpretive publication. That is, this Guide provides guidance on the appli
cation o f SASs in a governmental environment. This Guide also highlights
the requirements for a financial audit encompassed by Government Audit
ing Standards, referring where appropriate to the detailed discussion o f those
standards in the AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide Government Auditing
Standards and Circular A -133 Audits. That Guide provides detailed guidance
on financial audits conducted in accordance with Government Auditing Stan
dards as well as audits conducted in accordance with the Single Audit Act and
OMB Circular A-133. Other auditing requirements are beyond the scope of
GAAS and this Guide and generally are not discussed in this Guide. (See the
5 U.S. Bureau of the Census, 2002 Census of Governments: Volume 1, Number 1, Government
Organization.
6 The first three groups of audit standards and requirements are cumulative and progressive.
That is, Government Auditing Standards incorporates and adds requirements to GAAS, and the Single
Audit Act incorporates and adds requirements to both Government Auditing Standards and GAAS.
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further discussion o f the four groups of auditing standards and requirements
starting at paragraph 1.16.)
1.07 This Guide provides guidance for the audits of governmental finan
cial statements that are prepared in conformity with GAAP7 and is based on
pronouncements issued or cleared by the GASB. (See the following section for
a discussion o f GAAP for state and local governments.) This Guide contains a
small amount o f category (b) accounting guidance, which is listed in Appen
dix B, "Category B Guidance," of this Guide.
1.08 The accounting and auditing guidance in this Guide may become su
perseded by standards issued since its publication. Therefore, when planning
and conducting an audit of financial statements in accordance with GAAS, the
auditor should refer to the most recent applicable pronouncements o f author
itative standard-setting bodies, such as the GASB, the Financial Accounting
Standards Board (FASB), and the Auditing Standards Board and the Account
ing Standards Executive Committee (AcSEC) of the AICPA.

GAAP for State and Local Governments
1.09 Pursuant to Rule 203 of the AICPA Code o f Professional Conduct
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 2, ET sec. 203.01), the AICPA recognizes
the GASB as the standard-setting authority for GAAP for state and local gov
ernments. To provide accounting and financial reporting guidance for govern
ments, the GASB has issued various Statements and Interpretations, and its
staff has issued various Technical Bulletins and Implementation Guides.
1.10 AU section 411, The Meaning o f Present Fairly in Conformity With
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (AICPA, Professional Standards,
vol. 1), establishes a hierarchy of GAAP applicable to state and local govern
mental entities that indicates the level o f authority o f various sources. As pro
vided in AU section 411.12, the application of GAAP for governmental financial
statements is as follows:
a. Category (a), officially established accounting principles, consists of
GASB Statements and Interpretations, as well as AICPA and FASB
pronouncements specifically made applicable to state and local gov
ernmental entities by GASB Statements or Interpretations. GASB
Statements and Interpretations are periodically incorporated into
the GASB Codification.8
7 Chapters 14, "Audit Reporting," and 15, "Comprehensive Bases of Accounting Other Than Gen
erally Accepted Accounting Principles," also discuss auditor's reports on summary financial informa
tion (popular reports) and on financial statements prepared in conformity with a comprehensive basis
of accounting other than generally accepted accounting principles (OCBOA financial statements),
respectively.
8 Two GASB publications, Original Pronouncements and Codification o f Governmental Account
ing and Financial Reporting Standards (Codification), provide authoritative accounting guidance for
state and local governmental entities and are updated by the GASB as of June 30 each year. Original
Pronouncements includes National Council on Governmental Accounting (NCGA) and GASB State
ments and Interpretations and other materials in their original form, with indications of amended and
interpreted standards. (GASB Statement No. 1, Authoritative Status of NCGA Pronouncements and
AICPA Industry Audit Guide, continued in force certain pronouncements of the AICPA and the NCGA,
the GASB's predecessor.) The Codification organizes currently effective governmental accounting fi
nancial reporting standards into topical areas. Those who prepare or audit governmental financial
statements should obtain a current edition of Original Pronouncements or the Codification. This Guide
refers to NCGA and GASB pronouncements. Readers can locate those references in the Codification
by using its appendix, Finding List of Original Pronouncements, which shows where each paragraph
of each original pronouncement may be found in the Codification.
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b. Category (b) consists o f GASB Technical Bulletins and, if specifi
cally made applicable to state and local governmental entities by
the AICPA and cleared by the GASB,9 AICPA Industry Audit and
Accounting Guides and AICPA Statements of Position.
c. Category (c) consists of the AICPA AcSEC Practice Bulletins, if
specifically made applicable to state and local governmental enti
ties and cleared by the GASB, as well as consensus positions of
a group of accountants organized by the GASB that attempts to
reach consensus positions on accounting issues applicable to state
and local governmental entities.101
d. Category (d) includes implementation guides (Qs and As) published
by the GASB staff, as well as practices that are widely recognized
and prevalent in state and local government.11
1.11 AU section 411 states that, in the absence o f a pronouncement cov
ered by Rule 203 (that is, category (a) guidance) or another source of estab
lished accounting principles (that is, categories (b)- (d) guidance), the auditor
o f governmental financial statements may consider other accounting literature,
depending on its relevance in the circumstances. Other accounting literature
includes, for example:
•

GASB Concepts Statements

•

FASB and AICPA pronouncements when not specifically made
applicable to state and local governmental entities either by the
GASB or by the organization issuing them

•

FASB Concepts Statements

•

Federal Accounting Standards Advisory Board (FASAB) State
ments, Interpretations, Technical Bulletins, and Concepts State
ments
AICPA Issues Papers

•
•

International Accounting Standards of the International Account
ing Standards Committee

•

Pronouncements of other professional associations or regulatory
agencies

•

Technical Information Service Inquiries and Replies included in
AICPA Technical Practice Aids

•

Accounting textbooks, handbooks, and articles

The appropriateness of other accounting literature depends on its relevance
to particular circumstances, the specificity of the guidance, and the general
recognition of the issuer or author as an authority. For example, GASB Con
cepts Statements normally would be more influential than other sources in this
category.
9 The auditor should assume that such AICPA pronouncements specifically made applicable to
state and local governments have been cleared by the GASB, unless the pronouncement indicates
otherwise.
10 The GASB has not organized such a group.
11 A conclusion that a particular practice is widely recognized and prevalent is a matter o f pro
fessional judgment by individual financial statement preparers and auditors. Other accounting liter
ature, as discussed in paragraph 1.11, cannot appropriately assert to represent widely recognized and
prevalent practices and, thus, category (d) guidance in whole or in part. Similarly, references in this
Guide to common practices do not take the place o f professional judgment about whether a practice
is widely recognized and prevalent or elevate that practice from category (d) guidance.
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1.12 GASB pronouncements have made certain AICPA and FASB pro
nouncements specifically applicable to governmental entities. For example,
GASB Statements No. 20, Accounting and Financial Reporting by Proprietary
Funds and Other Governmental Entities That Use Proprietary Fund Account
ing, as amended, and No. 34 require the application o f certain pronouncements
of the FASB and its predecessor standards-setting organizations issued before
November 3 0 , 1989, and permit the application of later FASB pronouncements
in certain situations, as discussed in Chapter 2, "Financial Reporting."
1.13 This Guide makes various references to implementation guides pub
lished by the GASB staff. As discussed in paragraph 1.10, those implementation
guides are category (d) guidance in the hierarchy of GAAP applicable to state
and local governments. GASB staff implementation guides have not been re
viewed by AcSEC and references to their guidance in this Guide do not elevate
that guidance to category (b) guidance. Further, the GASB's clearance o f this
Guide does not elevate the guidance it contains from the implementation guides
to category (b) guidance. Similarly, references in this Guide to discussions or
examples in the nonauthoritative appendixes of GASB pronouncements or its
staff's implementation guides do not elevate that guidance from "other account
ing literature."
1.14 Rule 203 prohibits an auditor from expressing an unqualified opinion
if the financial statements contain a material departure from accounting princi
ples promulgated by a body designated by the AICPA Council to establish such
principles (that is, category (a) guidance) unless, due to unusual circumstances,
adherence to the pronouncements would make the statements misleading. Rule
203 states that the application o f officially established accounting principles
almost always results in the fair presentation o f financial position, results of
operations, and cash flows in conformity with GAAP. Nevertheless, Rule 203
provides for the possibility that the literal application of such a pronouncement
might, in unusual circumstances, result in misleading financial statements. In
such a situation, Rule 203 requires the auditor's report on the financial state
ments to describe the departure, its approximate effects, if practicable, and the
reasons why compliance with the principle would result in a misleading state
ment. (See AU section 508.14 and .15, Reports on Audited Financial Statements
[AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 11.) The auditor's report should indicate
the opinion units affected by the departure. (See the discussion of opinion units
and their effect on the auditor's report in Chapters 4, "General Auditing Con
siderations," and 14, "Audit Reporting.")
1.15 AU section 411.07 states that if the accounting treatment of a trans
action or event is not specified by a pronouncement covered by Rule 203, the
auditor should consider whether the accounting treatment is specified by an
other source of established accounting principles (that is, categories (b )-(d)
guidance). If such an accounting principle is relevant to the circumstances,
the auditor should be prepared to justify a conclusion that another treatment
is generally accepted. If there is a conflict between accounting principles rel
evant to the circumstances from one or more sources in category (b), (c), or
(d), the auditor should follow the treatment specified by the source in the
higher category—for example, follow category (b) treatment over category (c)—
or be prepared to justify a conclusion that a treatment specified by a source
in the lower category better presents the substance o f the transaction in the
circumstances. Therefore, no description in the auditor's report on the finan
cial statements is required for the situations described in this paragraph,
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but the auditor should consider documenting such conclusions in the audit
documentation.

Applicable Auditing Standards and Requirements
1.16 Audits of governmental financial statements should satisfy auditing
standards established by the AICPA, which are the general, fieldwork, and re
porting standards and the SASs. Audits o f governmental financial statements
also should consider applicable interpretative publications that provide rec
ommendations on the application of the SASs—Audit and Accounting Guides,
SOPs, and Auditing Interpretations. AU section 801, Compliance Auditing Con
siderations in Audits o f Governmental Entities and Recipients o f Governmental
Financial Assistance (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1) is particularly
relevant to auditors o f state and local governments. AU section 801 states that
if, during a GAAS audit of the financial statements, the auditor becomes aware
that the entity is subject to an audit requirement that may not be encom
passed in the terms of the engagement, the auditor should communicate to
management and the audit committee, or to others with equivalent authority
and responsibility, that an audit in accordance with GAAS may not satisfy the
relevant legal and contractual provisions. See Chapter 4 for a discussion about
considering the requirements of AU section 801 while planning the audit.12
1.17 In addition to GAAS, auditors o f state and local governmental en
tities also may need to comply with Government Auditing Standards. Those
standards are to be followed by auditors and audit organizations when required
by statute or other mandate or when auditors are holding themselves out as
following Government Auditing Standards. For financial audits,13 Government
Auditing Standards incorporates all AICPA audit standards for fieldwork and
reporting. It also contains general standards (which are similar to those o f the
AICPA) and additional fieldwork and reporting standards. Government Audit
ing Standards requirements and guidance relating to financial audits are dis
cussed further in the AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide Government Auditing
Standards and Circular A-133 Audits.
1.18 The Single Audit Act imposes additional audit responsibilities on
auditors of certain state and local governments that expend federal awards. The
OMB is the federal agency that has primary responsibility for implementing
the Single Audit Act, and OMB Circular A-133 sets forth audit requirements for
single audits. A supporting OMB document, OMB Circular A-133 Compliance
Supplement, which is updated annually, identifies the significant compliance
requirements to be considered in single and certain program-specific audits.
Audits under the provisions of the Single Audit Act and OMB Circular A-133
are discussed in the AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide Government Auditing
Standards and Circular A-133 Audits.
1.19 Before undertaking audits o f governmental entities, or o f specific
governmental grants, programs, or contracts, auditors should be knowledgeable
of the auditing requirements that affect the scope of the engagement, including
12 Auditors also may be engaged to provide attest services—an engagement to express a conclu
sion on subject matter, or an assertion about the subject matter, that is the responsibility of another
party. Those engagements are conducted in accordance with the AICPA's Statements on Standards
for Attestation Engagements (SSAEs) and generally are not within the scope of this Guide.
13 Besides financial audits, Government Auditing Standards also addresses attestation engage
ments and performance audits. Chapter 2 of Government Auditing Standards defines financial audits,
attestation engagements, and performance audits.
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those promulgated by state or local governments or federal agencies that have
oversight authority over the government or are responsible for administering
the specific grants, programs, or contracts.
1.20 AICPA Ethics Interpretation No. 501-4, "Failure to Follow Standards
and/or Procedures or Other Requirements in Governmental Audits," of ET Sec
tion 501, Acts Discreditable (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 2, ET sec.
501.05), states:
If a member . . . undertakes an obligation to follow specified govern
ment audit standards, guides, procedures, statutes, rules, and regula
tions, in addition to generally accepted auditing standards, he or she
is obligated to follow such requirements. Failure to do so is an act dis
creditable to the profession in violation of Rule 501 of the AICPA Code
of Professional Conduct, unless the auditor discloses in his or her re
port the fact that such requirements were not followed and the reason
therefore.

Guidance in Other AICPA Audit Guides and
Statements of Position
1.21 This Guide is not the only industry-specific AICPA Audit and Ac
counting Guide that auditors might have to consider when performing an audit
o f a governmental entity.14 Two other industry-specific Guides include govern
mental entities in their scope and were cleared by the GASB. Those Guides are
Health Care Organizations and Property and Liability Insurance Companies.
Therefore, certain accounting and financial reporting guidance in those Guides
constitutes category (b) guidance for the applicable governmental entities, and
the auditing guidance in those guides also should be considered during an au
dit of those governmental entities. (See the further discussions concerning the
application of this Guide to those governmental entities in the sections o f Chap
ter 12 entitled "Public Entity Risk Pools" and "Hospitals and Other Health Care
Providers.") Further, the AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide Government Au
diting Standards and Circular A -133 Audits may apply to the audits o f govern
mental entities. (See the discussion in paragraph 1.06.) In addition, SOP 98-2,
Accounting for Costs o f Activities o f Not-for-Profit Organizations and State and
Local Governmental Entities That Include Fund Raising, includes governmen
tal entities in its scope and was cleared by the GASB and, thus, is category (b)
accounting and financial reporting guidance for governmental entities. (That
SOP is included as Appendix C in this Guide.)
1.22 Other AICPA Audit and Accounting Guides and SOPs may provide
useful suggested auditing procedures if a governmental entity is in a special
ized industry or has transactions addressed by those Guides and SOPs, even
though governmental entities are not included in their scope. Among those
Guides are Brokers and Dealers in Securities; Depository and Lending Institu
tions: Banks and Savings Institutions, Credit Unions, Finance Companies and
Mortgage Companies; Casinos; Employee Benefit Plans; Investment Companies;
and Not-for-Profit Organizations.
1.23 Although not reviewed by the GASB or made specifically applicable
to governmental entities, the guides listed in paragraph 1.22 and AICPA SOPs
14 Auditors also should consult the general AICPA Audit Guides, such as Auditing Derivative
Instruments, Hedging Activities, and Investments in Securities and Consideration o f Internal Control
in a Financial Statement Audit, for practical guidance for applying the provisions of specific SASs.
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other than SOP 98-2 also have accounting guidance that may be useful as "other
accounting literature" in a particular situation, provided it does not conflict
with or contradict other, higher categories of governmental GAAP. (See also the
discussion in Chapter 2 on the applicability o f certain post-November 3 0 , 1989
AICPA pronouncements to enterprise funds and to the resulting reporting in
the government-wide financial statements.)

Other Sources of Guidance
1.24 The following AICPA publications contain guidance that may be use
ful in conducting audits o f governmental financial statements. Under AU sec
tion 150 these are "other auditing publications" and, although they might be
useful, auditors are not required to consider them.
•

The AICPA issues an annual Audit Risk Alert, State and Local
Governmental Developments, as a complement to this Guide. That
Alert provides an overview of economic and industry conditions,
regulatory developments, and recently issued accounting and au
diting pronouncements that may affect audits of governmental
entities. That Alert also includes information about how to obtain
many of the publications referred to in this Guide and a listing
of useful Internet sites. The AICPA also annually issues an Audit
Risk Alert, Government Auditing Standards and Circular A -133
Audits, as a complement to the Audit and Accounting Guide Gov
ernment Auditing Standards and Circular A -133 Audits, a general
Audit Risk Alert, and Audit Risk Alerts as complements to other
Guides (such as some of the other Guides mentioned in paragraphs
1.21 and 1.22) that may be useful in conducting audits of govern
mental financial statements.

•

The AICPA has various publications to assist with financial state
ment audits o f state and local governmental entities. Understand
ing and Implementing GASB's New Financial Reporting Model—A
Question and Answer Guide for Preparers and Auditors o f State
and Local Governmental Financial Statements, Revised Edition
digests the contents of GASB Statement No. 34 and includes ob
servations on planning and implementation issues. Checklists and
Illustrative Financial Statements for State and Local Governments
provides checklists o f GAAP-required disclosures in governmen
tal financial statements, notes to financial statements, and re
quired supplementary information (RSI), among other things. In
the Practice Aid Series, Auditing Governmental Financial State
ments: Programs and Other Practice Aids provides audit programs
and illustrative engagement, confirmation, and management rep
resentation letters and Applying OCBOA in State and Local Gov
ernmental Financial Statements provides guidance on preparing
and reporting on financial statements prepared in conformity with
a comprehensive basis of accounting other than GAAP.

Organization of This Guide
1.25 This Guide is organized as follows:
•
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•

and financial statements that should be included in their basic
financial statements and the RSI that should accompany those
financial statements.
Chapter 4, "General Auditing Considerations," provides guidance
on various considerations relating to planning the audit, such as
materiality, internal control, and compliance requirements that
may affect the audit, and communications with the auditee.

•

Chapters 5, "Cash, Investments, and Investment-Related Activ
ity," through 10, "Equity and Financial Statement Reconcilia
tions," discuss, for various accounts in the financial position and
activity statements,15 the nature o f the transactions; accounting
and financial reporting considerations; and auditing considera
tions, including audit objectives, internal control features, and au
dit procedures.

•

Chapter 11, "The Budget," discusses the effect o f a government's
budget on its activities, financial reporting, and audit. Chapter
12, "Special-Purpose and State Governments," highlights account
ing, financial reporting, and auditing considerations relating to
special-purpose, Indian tribal, and state governments.

•

Chapters 13, "Concluding the Audit," and 14, "Audit Reporting,"
present various considerations relating to finalizing the audit and
the auditor's reports on financial statements.

•

Chapter 15, "Comprehensive Bases o f Accounting Other Than
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles," discusses the finan
cial statements and auditor's reports on governmental financial
statements prepared in conformity with a comprehensive basis of
accounting other than GAAP, which are referred to as OCBOA
financial statements.

•

Chapter 16, "Auditor Association With Municipal Securities Fil
ings," discusses the auditor's association with a government's of
ficial statements and continuing disclosure documents for debt
issuances.

Transition to GASB Statement No. 34— General Infrastructure
Asset Provisions
1.26 Chapter 7, "Capital Assets," of this Guide includes a separate section
that discusses accounting and auditing considerations relating to the transition
to the general infrastructure asset provisions established by GASB Statement
No. 34. That transition section will be removed from this Guide as a conforming
change when those provisions become fully effective.

15 This Guide sometimes uses the term financial position statements in a generic manner to refer
to one or more of the following—the government-wide statem ent of net assets, the governmental funds
balance sheet, the proprietary funds statem ent of fund net assets or balance sheet, and the fiduciary
funds statem ent of fiduciary net assets. This Guide sometimes uses the term activity statements in a
generic manner to refer to one or more of the following—the government-wide statement of activities,
the governmental funds statem ent of revenues, expenditures, and changes in fund balances, the
proprietary funds statem ent of revenues, expenses, and changes in fund net assets or fund equity,
and the fiduciary funds statem ent of changes in fiduciary net assets. Those financial statem ents are
discussed in Chapter 2, "Financial Reporting."
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Chapter 2

Financial Reporting
Introduction and Overview
2.01 Governments have unique requirements for financial reporting—that
is, how they present information in their basic financial statements (including
the notes to those financial statements) and required supplementary informa
tion (RSI). This chapter provides an overview of the basic financial statements
and RSI required by GASB standards and discusses certain auditing consid
erations relating to them. It also discusses in detail certain GASB standards
and the supplementary information other than RSI, known as SI, that some
governments present with their basic financial statements.1 Other chapters in
this Guide provide additional details about the accounting, financial reporting,
and auditing considerations for the basic financial statements and RSI.

Historical Perspective
2.02 The required structure and presentation of information in a govern
ment's basic financial statements is known as the financial reporting model. For
many years, and most recently with the issuance in 1979 of National Council
on Governmental Accounting (NCGA) Statement 1, Governmental Accounting
and Financial Reporting Principles, generally accepted accounting principles
(GAAP) have required governments to present their financial statements using
a funds structure. When it was created in 1984, the GASB agreed that, among
other projects, it would reexamine the financial reporting model. Later, the
GASB agreed also to consider the financial reporting model for public colleges
and universities. The GASB's efforts resulted in the issuance in 1999 of GASB
Statements No. 34, Basic Financial Statements—and Management's Discussion
and Analysis—for State and Local Governments, and No. 35, Basic Financial
Statements—and Management's Discussion and Analysis—for Public Colleges
and Universities.
2.03 The nonauthoritative Basis for Conclusions o f GASB Statement
No. 34 explains the GASB's reasoning for the required financial presenta
tion, which builds on the traditional, fund-based financial reporting model. The
GASB believes that the financial reporting model required by GASB Statement
No. 34 provides understandable and useful information to financial statement
users within the context of two types o f accountability—fiscal accountability
and operational accountability. The GASB defines fiscal accountability as the
responsibility of governments to justify that their actions in the current period
have complied with public decisions concerning the raising and spending o f pub
lic moneys in the short term. Operational accountability is governments' respon
sibility to report the extent to which they have met their operating objectives
efficiently and effectively, using all resources available for that purpose, and
whether they can continue to meet their objectives for the foreseeable future.

1 This Guide uses the term supplementary information (SI) to refer to supplementary information
other than th at required by the generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP), consistent with that
usage in GASB standards.
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Governmental Financial Statements
2.04 The principal GASB pronouncement establishing standards for the
form and content of the basic financial statements to be issued by all state and
local governmental entities is GASB Statement No. 34, as amended.2Additional
guidance is provided in Chapter 7 of the GASB staff document, Comprehensive
Implementation Guide (GASB Q&A). Various nonauthoritative illustrations of
the financial statement presentation and note disclosure requirements of GASB
Statement No. 34 are in an appendix to GASB Statement No. 35 and Appendixes
to Chapter 7 of the GASB Q&A. Various other NCGA and GASB pronounce
ments also address the form and content of governmental financial statements,
including note disclosures. Various GASB pronouncements and other chapters
o f the GASB Q&A address and illustrate the form and content of the RSI that
accompanies the basic financial statements. This section of this chapter dis
cusses the presentation of the basic financial statements and RSI; other chap
ters in this Guide provide more detail about certain aspects o f those financial
statements and RSI.
2.05 The minimum required financial presentation for governments is
composed of three sections: (a) management's discussion and analysis (MD&A),
which is RSI, (b) the basic financial statements, and (c) RSI other than MD&A.
For many governments, the basic financial statements have three sections: (1)
government-wide financial statements, (2) fund financial statements, and (3)
notes to the financial statements. Exhibit 2-1 includes a graphical representa
tion of the minimum required financial presentation, with cross-references to
related paragraphs in this chapter.

Exhibit 2-1
Minimum Required Financial Presentation

RSI

Management's
discussion and analysis
(paragraphs 2.05-2.07)

Government-wide
financial statements
(paragraphs 2.08-2.19)
Basic
financial

statements

Fund financial
statements
(paragraphs 2.20-2.38)
including reconciliations
(paragraph 2.39)

For special-purpose entities, see paragraph 2.48

Minimum
required
financial
presentation

Notes to the financial statements
(paragraphs 2.40-2.43)

RSI

Required supplementary information
other than MD&A
(paragraphs 2.44-2.47)

2 Among the GASB standards that amend GASB Statement No. 34, Basic Financial Statements—
and Management's Discussion and Analysis—for State and Local Governments, is GASB Statement
No. 35, Basic Financial Statements—and Management's Discussion and Analysis—for Public Colleges
and Universities. GASB Statement No. 35 amends GASB Statement No. 34 to include public colleges
and universities within its scope.
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Management's Discussion and Analysis
2.06 MD&A is RSI that introduces the basic financial statements by pre
senting certain financial information as well as management's analytical in
sights on that information. That analysis should provide users with the in
formation they need to help them assess whether the government's financial
position has improved or deteriorated as a result of the year's operations. Para
graphs 8 through 11 of GASB Statement No. 34, as amended by GASB State
ment No. 37, Basic Financial Statements—and Management's Discussion and
Analysis—for State and Local Governments: Omnibus, provide the standards
for MD&A, which should precede the basic financial statements. The informa
tion to be presented in MD&A should be confined to the topics discussed in
GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 11, summarized as follows:
a. A brief discussion of the basic financial statements, including the
relationships of the statements to each other, and the significant
differences in the information they provide
b. Condensed financial information derived from the governmentwide financial statements comparing the current year to the prior
year, including certain specific elements listed in GASB Statement
No. 34, paragraph 11b, if relevant
c. An analysis of the government's overall financial position and re
sults o f operations to assist users in assessing whether financial
position has improved or deteriorated as a result of the year's op
erations
d. An analysis o f balances and transactions o f individual funds
e. An analysis of significant variations between original and final bud
get amounts and between final budget amounts and actual budget
results for the general fund (or its equivalent)
f. A description of significant capital asset and long-term debt activity
during the year
g. Specific information by governments that use the modified ap
proach to report some or all of their infrastructure assets
h. A description of currently known facts, decisions, or conditions that
are expected to have a significant effect on financial position or
results o f operations
Currently known indicates information that management is aware o f as of the
date o f the auditor's report. As clarified in the GASB Q&A, item 7.5.13, the
MD&A discussions should be based on events or decisions that already have
occurred, or have been enacted, adopted, agreed upon, or contracted. Govern
ments should not discuss the possible effect of potential future events or deci
sions. (See the examples of items that are and are not currently known facts,
decisions, or conditions in the GASB Q&A, item 7.5.13.) Further, because the
information to be presented in MD&A should be confined to specific topics, gov
ernments should not present in MD&A any topics other than those discussed
in GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 11.
2.07 MD&A should focus on the primary government and distinguish be
tween information pertaining to the primary government and its component
units. Discussing matters relating to component units in MD&A is a matter
o f professional judgment, as discussed in Chapter 3, "The Financial Reporting
Entity." (RSI other than MD&A is discussed in paragraphs 2.44 through 2.47.)
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Government-Wide Financial Statements
2.08 The government-wide financial statements are highly aggregated fi
nancial statements that present financial information for all assets (including
infrastructure capital assets), liabilities, and net assets of a primary govern
ment and its component units,3 except for fiduciary funds.4 The governmentwide financial statements use the economic resources measurement focus and
accrual basis of accounting. Those financial statements are designed to help
users assess the finances of the government in its entirety, including the
year's operating results; determine whether the government's overall finan
cial position improved or deteriorated; and evaluate whether the government's
current-year revenues were sufficient to pay for current-year services. They
also are designed to help users assess the cost of providing services to its cit
izenry; determine how the government finances its programs—through user
fees and other program revenues versus general tax revenues; understand the
extent to which the government has invested in capital assets, including roads,
bridges, and other infrastructure assets; and make better comparisons between
governments.
2.09 Paragraphs 12 through 62 of GASB Statement No. 34, as amended,
provide the standards for the government-wide financial statements. The
government-wide financial statements are the statement of net assets and the
statement of activities. The statements should:
•

Include the primary government and its component units, except
for fiduciary funds.

•

Use separate rows and columns to distinguish between the total
primary government (including its blended component units) and
its discretely presented component units.

•

Use separate rows and columns to distinguish between the pri
mary government's governmental and business-type activities.
Governmental activities generally are financed through taxes, in
tergovernmental revenues, and other nonexchange revenues and
usually are reported in governmental funds and internal service
funds.5 Business-type activities are financed in whole or in part by
fees charged to external parties for goods or services and usually

3 Primary governments and component units are legally separate entities th at are included
together in a financial reporting entity's financial statements. See the discussion in Chapter 3, "The
Financial Reporting Entity."
4 GASB Statement No. 34 provides that component units that are fiduciary in nature are dis
played with fiduciary funds in the fiduciary fund financial statements. This Guide uses the term
fiduciary funds to refer not only to a primary government's fiduciary funds but also to its compo
nent units that are fiduciary in nature. See also GASB Q&A, item 4.39.5, which clarifies that there
are 3 types of component units—blended, discretely presented, and fiduciary. This Guide refers to
component units that are not fiduciary in nature as blended component units or discretely presented
component units.
5 Internal service fund asset and liability balances that are not eliminated in the statem ent of net
assets normally should be reported in the governmental activities column. (See Chapter 9, "Interfund,
Internal, and Intra-entity Activity and Balances," concerning the eliminations of interfund activities
and balances.) However, if enterprise funds are the predominant or only participants in an internal
service fund, that internal service fund’s residual assets and liabilities should be reported within the
business-type activities column in the statem ent of net assets.
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are reported in enterprise funds.6 (See the discussion of fund clas
sifications starting at paragraph 2.22.)
•

Present total columns for the primary government. A total column
for the entity as a whole may be presented but is not required.
Prior-year data may be presented in the government-wide finan
cial statements but also are not required. (See the further dis
cussion of prior-period comparative financial information at para
graphs 2.50 and 2.51.)

2.10 The government-wide financial statements should use the economic
resources measurement focus and accrual basis of accounting. They should rec
ognize the effect of exchange and exchange-like transactions when the exchange
takes place. They should recognize the effect of nonexchange transactions in ac
cordance with the requirements o f GASB Statements No. 33, Accounting and
Financial Reporting for Nonexchange Transactions, as amended by No. 36, Re
cipient Reporting for Certain Shared Nonexchange Revenues.
2.11 GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 17, states that recognition and
reporting for governmental and business-type activities should be based on
all applicable GASB pronouncements,7 as well as Financial Accounting Stan
dards Board (FASB) Statements and Interpretations, Accounting Principles
Board (APB) Opinions, and Accounting Research Bulletins (ARBs) of the Com
mittee on Accounting Procedure issued on or before November 30, 1989, un
less those pronouncements conflict with or contradict GASB pronouncements.8
GASB Statement No. 34 also states that business-type activities also may apply
FASB pronouncements issued after November 30, 1989, as provided in para
graph 7 o f GASB Statement No. 20, Accounting and Financial Reporting for
Proprietary Funds and Other Governmental Entities That Use Proprietary Fund
Accounting, as amended. Paragraph 7 of GASB Statement No. 20, as amended,
provides that an enterprise fund also may apply all FASB Statements and In
terpretations issued after November 30, 1989, except for those that conflict
6 The GASB staff document, Comprehensive Implementation Guide (GASB Q&A), item 7.7.4, in
dicates that the statement of activities usually follows the categorizations used in the fund financial
statements—governmental activities are those that usually are accounted for in governmental funds,
and business-type activities are those that usually are accounted for in enterprise funds. However, gov
ernments can realign their activities if they believe that it more faithfully represents their operating
objectives and philosophies. The reconciliations from the governmental and enterprise fund financial
statem ents to the government-wide statements, as discussed in paragraph 2.39, would explain the
reclassification.
7 If a GASB pronouncement specifies the application of a particular FASB pronouncement, gov
ernments should apply that FASB pronouncement even if it is superseded or amended by a subsequent
FASB pronouncement. GASB Q&A, item Z.20.1, clarifies that proprietary funds and other governmen
tal entities that use proprietary fund accounting that do not elect to apply post-November 3 0 , 1989
FASB pronouncements should apply FASB and predecessor organization pronouncements only as
amended through November 30, 1989, even if those pronouncements are superseded, amended, or
interpreted by subsequent FASB pronouncements.
8 Unless affected by subsequent GASB pronouncements, nonconflicting, noncontradictory
private-sector pronouncements issued on or before November 30, 1989, remain effective for govern
mental financial statements even if those pronouncements are superseded, amended, or interpreted
by subsequent FASB pronouncements. However, business-type activities that apply post-November
3 0 , 1989 FASB pronouncements as discussed in the next sentence should apply superseding, amend
ing, or interpreting FASB pronouncements except for those that conflict with or contradict GASB
pronouncements. GASB Q&A, item Z.20.1, clarifies that proprietary funds and other governmental
entities that use proprietary fund accounting that do not elect to apply post-November 3 0 , 1989 FASB
pronouncements should apply FASB and predecessor organization pronouncements only as amended
through November 3 0 , 1989, even if those pronouncements are superseded, amended, or interpreted
by subsequent FASB pronouncements.
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with or contradict GASB pronouncements.9 The GASB Q&A, item 7.8.1, clari
fies that the election to apply post-November 30, 1989 FASB pronouncements
to business-type activities is based on the election made for the underlying en
terprise funds. GASB Statement No. 34 specifically addresses the applicability
of FASB Statement o f Financial Accounting Standards No. 71, Accounting for
the Effects o f Certain Types o f Regulation, as amended and interpreted, as dis
cussed further in Chapters 8, "Expenses/Expenditures and Liabilities," and 12,
"Special-Purpose and State Governments."
2.12 Footnote 13 to paragraph 17 of GASB Statement No. 34 provides that
changes in accounting principles, addressed in APB Opinion No. 20, Account
ing Changes, as amended, should be reported as restatements of beginning
net assets and fund equity, not as a separately identified cumulative effect in
the current-period statement of activities or proprietary fund statement of rev
enues, expenses, and changes in fund net assets. (That is, the cumulative effect
should not be included in the change in net assets for the current year but,
instead, should be reported as an adjustment o f net assets at the beginning of
the period.)
Statem ent o f N et A ssets
2.13 The statement o f net assets should report all financial and capital
resources, including infrastructure capital assets, except that certain capital
assets need not be capitalized, such as certain collections of works of art. (Chap
ter 7, "Capital Assets," discusses the accounting, financial reporting, and au
diting considerations for capital assets.) The statement o f net assets is the only
financial statement that reports general capital assets and general long-term
liabilities, which are capital assets and long-term liabilities that are not specif
ically related to activities reported in proprietary or fiduciary funds and that
are associated with and generally arise from governmental activities.
2.14 Governments are encouraged to present the statement of net assets
in a format that displays assets less liabilities equal net assets; however, they
may use the traditional balance-sheet format (assets equal liabilities plus net
assets). Regardless of the format used, the statement should label the difference
between assets and liabilities as net assets and display it in three components—
(1) "invested in capital assets, net of related debt," (2) "restricted" (distinguish
in g between major categories of restrictions), and (3) "unrestricted." Chapter 10,
"Equity and Financial Statement Reconciliations," discusses the financial re
porting and auditing considerations for equity (net assets, fund balances, and
fund equity), and explains the differences between the equity amounts and
components reported in the various financial statements.
2.15 GASB Statement No. 34 encourages governments to present assets
and liabilities in the statement o f net assets in order o f their relative liquidity.
An asset's liquidity should be determined by how readily it is expected to be
converted to cash and whether restrictions limit the government's ability to use

9 Paragraph 33 in the nonauthoritative Basis for Conclusions of GASB Statement No. 20, Ac
counting and Financial Reporting for Proprietary Funds and Other Governmental Entities That Use
Proprietary Fund Accounting, provides that AICPA pronouncements issued after November 3 0 , 1989,
and not made specifically applicable to governmental entities should be applied using the same logic
used in the application of post-November 3 0 , 1989 FASB standards. In addition, on the GASB Internet
site at www.gasb.org/st20guide.html, the GASB staff maintains a chart that provides nonauthorita
tive guidance regarding the applicability of post-November 30,1989, FASB standards to enterprise
funds and business-type activities that apply paragraph 7 of GASB Statement No. 20.
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the resources.101A liability's liquidity is based on its maturity, or when cash is
expected to be used to liquidate it. The liquidity o f an asset or liability may be
determined by assessing the average liquidity of the class o f assets or liabilities
to which it belongs, even though individual balances may be significantly more
or less liquid than others in the same class and some items may have both cur
rent and long-term elements. Liabilities whose average maturities are greater
than one year should be reported in two components—the amount due within
one year and the amount due in more than one year.11 Alternatively, govern
ments may present a classified statement o f net assets, which distinguishes
between all current and long-term assets and liabilities using the classification
provisions for the proprietary funds statement of net assets or balance sheet as
discussed in paragraph 2.33.
Statem ent o f Activities
2.16 GASB Statement No. 34, as amended, requires the statement of ac
tivities to present activities accounted for in governmental funds at a minimum
by function and activities accounted for in enterprise funds at a minimum by
different identifiable activities. NCGA Statement 1 defines a function as a group
o f related activities that is aimed at accomplishing a major service or regula
tory responsibility (such as public safety, public works, and education). GASB
Statement No. 37 states that an activity within an enterprise fund is identi
fiable if it has a specific revenue stream and related expenses and gains and
losses that are accounted for separately. Determining whether an activity is
different generally is based on the goods, services, or programs provided by an
entity, but may require the use o f professional judgment. For example, provid
ing natural gas differs from supplying water or electricity, although all three
are utility services. Conversely, separate water districts are not "different" ac
tivities, although they may serve different areas.12 GASB Statement No. 34
and this Guide use the term function to refer to the level o f detail presented
in the statement of activities for both governmental and business-type activi
ties. GASB Statement No. 34 encourages governments to provide data in the
statement of activities at a more detailed level than by function if doing so pro
vides more useful information without significantly reducing the statement's
understandability.
2.17 A government should present its statement o f activities in a format
that reports the net (expense) revenue (also known as net cost) o f its individ
ual functions. That format identifies the extent to which each function's ex
penses (except those that meet the definition of special or extraordinary items
or transfers) are self-financing through program revenues—which are charges
for services and restricted grants and contributions—or instead draw from the
government's general revenues. General revenues,13 contributions to term and
permanent endowments, contributions to permanent fund principal, special
and extraordinary items, and transfers should be reported separately after the

10 The GASB Q&A, item 7.22.3, discusses how the reporting of restricted assets under the "order
of liquidity" approach is based on the time length of the restriction.
11 The GASB Q&A, item 7.22.4, discusses how governments should determine when compensated
absences are "due." The GASB Q&A, item Z.16.2, discusses that compensated absences should be
reported when "due", not necessarily when such compensated absences vest.
12 The GASB Q&A, items 7.26.3 through 7.26.5, discuss situations in which activities accounted
for in enterprise funds are different identifiable activities.
13 General revenues are all revenues except those required to be reported as program revenues
or as contributions or special or extraordinary items.
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total net expenses of the government's functions, ultimately arriving at the
"change in net assets" for the period. GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 54,
provides an example of a format that meets those requirements. (Certain spe
cial purpose governments may modify the standard format of the statement of
activities or use an alternative format; see Chapter 12.)
2.18 Chapter 8 explains how expenses are classified into the various
functions or as special or extraordinary items. Chapter 7 discusses the mea
surement and reporting o f depreciation expense on capital assets. Chapter 6,
"Revenues and Receivables", explains how resource inflows are classified as
program revenues, general revenues, contributions to term and permanent en
dowments, contributions to permanent fund principal, and special and extraor
dinary items.
Internal a n d Intra-Entity Activity a n d Balances
2.19 In aggregating data for the statement of net assets and the state
ment of activities, some amounts reported as interfund activity and balances in
the fund financial statements should be eliminated or reclassified. Chapter 9,
"Interfund, Internal, and Intra-Entity Activity and Balances," explains those
eliminations and reclassifications. That chapter also explains how activities
and balances between the primary government and its component units should
be reported.

Fund Financial Statements
2.20 The fund financial statements consist of a series of statements that fo
cus on information about the government's major governmental and enterprise
funds as well as its internal service and fiduciary fund types. Those financial
statements present additional and detailed information about the activities
in the primary government's governmental and proprietary funds, including
its blended component units. In addition, those statements provide the only
presentation in the basic financial statements for the activity and balances
of fiduciary funds. The financial statements for the three fund categories—
governmental, proprietary, and fiduciary—use different measurement focuses
and bases o f accounting to demonstrate fiscal accountability for governmental
funds and operational accountability for proprietary and fiduciary funds.
2.21 Paragraphs 63 through 112 o f GASB Statement No. 34, as amended,
provide many of the standards for the fund financial statements. Separate fi
nancial statements should be presented for governmental funds, proprietary
funds, and fiduciary funds. This section o f this chapter describes fund clas
sifications, fund aggregation, and the fund financial statements. Chapters 5
through 10 discuss the accounting, financial reporting, and auditing consid
erations in the fund financial statements for specific activities and balances,
including interfund activity and balances, which are unique features of govern
mental financial statements.
Fund Classifications
2.22 A government's accounting system usually is organized on a fund ba
sis. A fund is a fiscal and accounting entity with a self-balancing set o f accounts
that the government establishes for accountability purposes in accordance with
statutes, laws, regulations, restrictions, or specific purposes. There is no spe
cific number of funds that a government should use. NCGA Statement 1, para
graph 29, states that a government "should establish and maintain those funds
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required by law and sound financial administration" and that "only the mini
mum number of funds consistent with legal and operating requirements should
be established." Further, NCGA Statement 1, paragraph 30, as amended, in
dicates that individual funds are not required for financial reporting purposes
unless required by legal requirements or by GASB standards, which occasion
ally require that particular activities be accounted for in a specific fund type. For
example, NCGA Statement 1, paragraph 30, as amended, requires the use of a
debt service fund if financial resources are being accumulated for future-period
debt principal and interest payments.
2.23 Governments should report governmental, proprietary, and fiduciary
funds in the fund financial statements to the extent they have activities that
meet the criteria in NCGA Statement 1, as amended, and GASB Statement No.
34, as amended, for using those funds. A summary of the resources and activities
accounted for and reported in the eleven fund types, by category, follows:
a. Governmental funds
(1) General fund—All financial resources except those re
quired to be reported in another fund (A government
should report only one general fund.)
(2) Special revenue funds—The proceeds o f specific revenue
sources (other than for trusts for individuals, private or
ganizations, or other governments or for major capital
projects) that are legally restricted to expenditure for spec
ified purposes
(3) Capital projects funds— Financial resources to be used for
the acquisition or construction o f major capital facilities
(other than those financed by proprietary funds or in trust
funds for individuals, private organizations, or other gov
ernments), including capital outlays financed by general
obligation bonds
(4) Debt service funds—The accumulation of resources for and
the payment of general long-term debt principal and inter
est
(5) Permanent funds—Resources that are legally restricted to
the extent that only earnings and not principal may be
used for purposes that support the reporting government's
programs—that is, for the benefit of the government or its
citizenry
b. Proprietary funds
(6) Enterprise funds—Permitted or required for any activity
for which a fee is charged to external users for goods or
services (see paragraph 2.24)
(7) Internal service funds—Permitted for any activity that pro
vides goods or services to other funds, departments, or
agencies of the primary government and its component
units, or to other governments, on a cost-reimbursement
basis when the reporting government is the predominant
participant in the activity
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c. Fiduciary funds (see also paragraph 2.25)
(8) Pension (and other employee benefit) trust funds—
Resources that are required to be held in trust for the mem
bers and beneficiaries of defined benefit pension plans,
defined contribution plans, other postemployment benefit
(OPEB) plans, or other employee benefit plans
(9) Investment trust funds—The external portion of external
investment pools that the government sponsors
(10) Private-purpose trust funds—All other trust arrangements
under which principal and income benefit individuals, pri
vate organizations, or other governments
(11) Agency funds—Resources held in a purely custodial capac
ity for individuals, private organizations, or other govern
ments
2.24 Enterprise funds may be used to report any activity for which a fee is
charged to external users for goods or services. However, GASB Statement No.
34, paragraph 67, states that activities are required to be reported as enterprise
funds if any one of the following criteria is met in the context of the activity's
principal revenue sources, focusing on fees charged to external users.
a. The activity is financed with debt that is secured solely by a pledge
o f the net revenues from fees and charges of the activity. (Debt
that is secured in part by a portion of its own proceeds should be
considered as payable "solely" from the revenues of the activity.)
b. Laws or regulations require that the activity's costs o f providing
services, including capital costs (such as depreciation or debt ser
vice), be recovered with fees and charges, rather than with taxes or
similar revenues.
c. The pricing policies o f the activity establish fees and charges de
signed to recover its costs, including capital costs.
Footnote 33 in paragraph 67 of GASB Statement No. 34 states that these cri
teria do not require insignificant activities o f governments to be reported as
enterprise funds. Footnote 34 in paragraph 67 o f GASB Statement No. 34 and
GASB Statement No. 10, paragraph 18, require that state unemployment com
pensation funds and public entity risk pools, respectively, always be reported in
enterprise funds. (See the further discussion of state unemployment compen
sation funds and public entity risk pools in Chapter 12.)
2.25 A government's fiduciary funds should report only those resources
held in a trust or custodial capacity for individuals, private organizations, or
other governments. Any resources held for the government itself should not be
reported in fiduciary funds, but rather in the fund to which they belong. Further,
the trust funds generally are distinguished from agency funds by the existence
o f a trust agreement that affects the degree of management involvement and
the length of time that the resources are held.

Fund A g g reg a tion
2.26 A government's governmental and proprietary fund financial state
ments should present each o f its major governmental and enterprise funds (as
discussed in paragraph 2.27) in a separate column. Nonmajor governmental
and nonmajor enterprise funds should be aggregated and displayed in single
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columns. The proprietary fund financial statements should aggregate and dis
play all internal service funds in a single column. The fiduciary fund financial
statements should aggregate and display fiduciary funds by fund type.
2.27 A government's main operating fund (the general fund or its equiv
alent) always should be reported as a major fund. Other individual govern
mental and enterprise funds14 should be reported as major funds if their to
tal assets,15 liabilities, revenues, or expenses/expenditures (excluding revenues
and expenses/expenditures that are extraordinary items) are:
a. At least 10 percent o f the corresponding total element (assets, lia
bilities, and so forth) for all funds of that category or type (that is,
the total governmental fund category or the total enterprise fund
type), and
b. The same element (assets, liabilities, and so forth) that met the 10
percent criterion in item a is at least 5 percent o f the corresponding
element total for all governmental and enterprise funds combined.
Further, any other governmental or enterprise fund may be reported as a major
fund if the government's officials believe it is particularly important to finan
cial statement users. An Appendix to Chapter 7 of the GASB Q&A includes a
nonauthoritative exercise on determining major funds.
G overnm ental Fund Financial Statements
2.28 Governmental fund financial reporting focuses primarily on the
sources, uses, and balances o f current financial resources. The financial state
ments required for governmental funds are the (a) balance sheet and (b) state
ment o f revenues, expenditures, and changes in fund balances. Those financial
statements should be presented using the current financial resources measure
ment focus and the modified accrual basis o f accounting. The governmental
funds balance sheet does not report general capital assets or general long-term
liabilities. Instead, the statement of revenues, expenditures, and changes in
fund balances reports the financial resource inflows and outflows arising from
the disposition and acquisition o f general capital assets, the issuance and repay
ment of general long-term debt, and the maturation of nondebt general long
term liabilities, such as compensated absences and claims and judgments.16
Capital assets and long-term liabilities associated with and generally arising
from activities reported in the governmental funds are reported only in the
governmental activities column o f the government-wide financial statements.
2.29 The governmental funds balance sheet should report information
about the current financial resources (assets, liabilities, and fund balances) for
each major governmental fund, nonmajor governmental funds in the aggregate,
and in total for all governmental funds. This statement should use a balancesheet format (assets equal liabilities plus fund balances); using a net asset
14 The GASB Q&A, item 7.56.1, explains that the major fund reporting requirements apply to
blended component units, which are discussed in Chapter 3. Similarly, blended component units are
included in the totals of governmental and enterprise funds used to determine major funds.
15 The GASB Q&A, item 7.56.14, explains that interfund receivables and payables are not elimi
nated when calculating major funds using the 10 percent and 5 percent criteria described in paragraph
2.27(a) and (b). A government, however, may adopt a policy to "net" significant such receivables and
payables consistently within funds.
16 See the discussion in Chapter 8, "Expenses/Expenditures and Liabilities," of GASB Interpre
tation No. 6, Recognition and Measurement o f Certain Liabilities and Expenditures in Governmental
Fund Financial Statements. Matured nondebt general long-term liabilities are liabilities that nor
mally are due and payable.
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format is not an alternative. Fund balances should be segregated into reserved
and unreserved amounts (see Chapter 10).
2.30 The governmental funds statement o f revenues, expenditures, and
changes in fund balances should report information about the inflows, outflows,
and balances of current financial resources using the same columnar presenta
tions as does the balance sheet using the following required format, as provided
for in GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 86:
Revenues (detailed)
Expenditures (detailed)
Excess (deficiency) of revenues over expenditures
Other financing sources and uses, including transfers (detailed)
Special and extraordinary items (detailed)
Net change in fund balances
Fund balances (both reserved and unreserved)—beginning of period
Fund balances—end of period

P roprietary Fund Financial Statements
2.31 Proprietary fund reporting focuses on the determination of operat
ing income, changes in net assets (or cost recovery), financial position, and
cash flows. The financial statements required for proprietary funds are the (a)
statement of net assets or balance sheet, (b) statement of revenues, expenses,
and changes in fund net assets or fund equity, and (c) statement of cash flows.
Those financial statements should be presented using the economic resources
measurement focus and the accrual basis of accounting.
2.32 GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 93, states that proprietary funds
should be reported based on all applicable GASB pronouncements as well as
FASB Statements and Interpretations, APB Opinions, and ARBs o f the Com
mittee on Accounting Procedure issued on or before November 3 0 , 1989, unless
those pronouncements conflict with or contradict GASB pronouncements.17 In
addition, GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 94, states that, for enterprise
funds, governments may elect to apply all FASB Statements and Interpreta
tions issued after November 30, 1989, except for those that conflict with or
contradict GASB pronouncements, based on the provisions of paragraph 7
o f GASB Statement No. 20, as amended.18 GASB Statement No. 20, para
graph 8, encourages that the same application o f FASB pronouncements be
used for all enterprise funds in the basic financial statements. See the further
discussion of the applicability of private-sector standards in paragraphs 2.11
and 2.12.

17 GASB Q&A, item Z.20.1, clarifies that proprietary funds and other governmental entities that
use proprietary fund accounting that do not elect to apply post-November 3 0 , 1989 FASB pronounce
ments should apply FASB and predecessor organization pronouncements only as amended through
November 30, 1989, even if those pronouncements are superseded, amended, or interpreted by sub
sequent FASB pronouncements.
18 The provision in GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 94, to elect to apply all nonconflicting,
noncontradictory post-November 30, 1989 FASB pronouncements applies only to enterprise funds,
not also to internal service funds.
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2.33 The proprietary funds statement of fund net assets or balance sheet
should report information about the economic resources (assets, liabilities, and
net assets) for each major enterprise fund, all nonmajor enterprise funds in
the aggregate, and in total for all enterprise funds. It also should report the
combined total for all internal service funds in a separate column to the right
of the total enterprise funds column. This statement may use either a net as
sets format (assets less liabilities equal net assets) or a balance-sheet format
(assets equal liabilities plus net assets). Net assets should be displayed in the
three components as required for the government-wide statement of net assets
(see paragraph 2.14). Assets and liabilities should be presented in a classified
format, distinguishing between current and long-term assets and liabilities,
as discussed in Chapter 3 of ARB 43, Restatement and Revision o f Account
ing Research Bulletins. Restricted assets should be reported when restrictions
on asset use change the nature or normal understanding of the availability of
the asset. Items 7.22.2 and 7.71.1 of the GASB Q&A discuss the reporting o f
restricted assets using a classified format.
2.34 The statement of revenues, expenses, and changes in fund net assets
or fund equity should distinguish between operating and nonoperating rev
enues and expenses (as discussed in Chapter 6) and present a separate subtotal
for operating revenues, operating expenses, and operating income. The state
ment should use the same columnar presentations as does the statement o f fund
net assets or balance sheet using the following required format, as provided for
in GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 101:
Operating revenues (detailed)
Total operating revenues
Operating expenses (detailed)
Total operating expenses
Operating income (loss)
Nonoperating revenues and expenses (detailed)
Income before other revenues, expenses, gains, losses, and transfers
Capital contributions, additions to permanent and term endowments,
special and extraordinary items (detailed), and transfers
Increase (decrease) in net assets
Net assets—beginning o f period
Net assets—end of period

2.35 Governments should present a statement of cash flows for propri
etary funds based on the provisions of GASB Statement No. 9, Reporting Cash
Flows o f Proprietary and Nonexpendable Trust Funds and Governmental En
tities That Use Proprietary Fund Accounting, as amended, using the direct
method of presenting cash flows from operating activities (including a recon
ciliation of operating cash flows to operating income). GASB Statement No. 9
requires that a statement o f cash flows classify cash receipts and payments
according to whether they stem from operating, noncapital financing, capital
and related financing, or investing activities, and it provides definitions of each
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category. The Statement also requires the reporting of information about all in
vesting, capital, and financing activities during a period that affect recognized
assets or liabilities but do not result in cash receipts or cash payments in the
period. The GASB Q&A includes a nonauthoritative exercise that illustrates
how governments can indirectly determine amounts of operating cash receipts
and payments by adjusting for beginning and ending receivables and payables.
Chapter 2 of the GASB Q&A provides additional guidance.
Fiduciary Fund Financial Statements
2.36 The financial statements required for fiduciary funds are the (a) state
ment of fiduciary net assets and (b) statement of changes in fiduciary net assets.
Those financial statements should be presented using the economic resources
measurement focus and the accrual basis of accounting. The statement of fidu
ciary net assets should use a net assets format (assets less liabilities equal
net assets); using a balance-sheet format is not an alternative. The statements
should provide a separate column for each fund type. The GASB Q&A, item
7.77.4, clarifies that each fiduciary component unit should be reported within
the appropriate fiduciary fund types, rather than aggregated in a separate fidu
ciary component units column.
2.37 The statement of fiduciary net assets should include information
about the assets, liabilities, and net assets for each fiduciary fund type, but the
components of net assets, discussed in paragraph 2.14, are not required to be
presented in this statement. In the statement of fiduciary net assets, agency
fund assets should equal liabilities. The statement o f changes in fiduciary net
assets should include information about the additions to, deductions from, and
net increase (or decrease) for the year in net assets for each trust fund type, pro
viding information about significant year-to-year changes in net assets. Agency
funds should not be reported in the statement of changes in fiduciary net assets.
2.38 Detailed recognition and presentation requirements for defined
benefit pension plans, certain postemployment health care plans, and invest
ment trust funds are discussed in Chapter 12. GASB Statement No. 34, para
graphs 108 and 109, extends the detailed display requirements of GASB State
ments No. 25, Financial Reporting for Defined Benefit Pension Plans and Note
Disclosures for Defined Contribution Plans, and No. 26, Financial Reporting
for Postemployment Healthcare Plans Administered by Defined Benefit Pension
Plans, to the financial statements for other employee benefit trust funds.*
Financial Statem ent Reconciliations
2.39 Governments should present summary reconciliations to the
government-wide financial statements on the governmental and proprietary
fund financial statements or in accompanying schedules. Those reconciliations
will help financial statement users understand how the fund financial state
ments relate to the government-wide financial statements. See the further

GASB Statement No. 43, Financial Reporting for Postemployment Benefit Plans Other Than
Pension Plans, establishes accounting and financial reporting standards for plans that provide postem
ployment benefits other than pension benefits (known as other postemployment benefits or OPEB).
GASB Statement No. 43 supersedes GASB Statement No. 26, Financial Reporting for Postemployment
Healthcare Plans Administered by Defined Benefit Pension Plans, and amends various other gener
ally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) requirements relating to the financial reporting for OPEB
plans. The provisions of GASB Statement No. 43 are effective in three phases starting for periods
beginning after December 15, 2005. See Chapter 12, "Special Purpose and State Governments." See
also GASB Q&A, Chapter 8.
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discussion of the financial reporting and auditing considerations for those fi
nancial statement reconciliations in Chapter 10.

Notes to the Financial Statements
2.40 The notes to the financial statements should communicate informa
tion essential for the fair presentation o f the basic financial statements that is
not displayed on the face of the financial statements. As such, the notes are an
integral part of the basic financial statements. GASB standards require specific
note disclosures for various types of activities and balances that are unique to or
significant in government. Note disclosure is needed only when the information
required to be disclosed is not displayed on the face o f the financial statements.
2.41 The notes to the financial statements should focus on the primary
government—specifically, its governmental activities, business-type activities,
major funds, and nonmajor funds in the aggregate. Information about the gov
ernment's discretely presented component units may need to be presented in
the notes, as discussed in Chapter 3.
2.42 The principal guidance for note disclosures is contained in NCGA
Interpretation 6, Notes to the Financial Statements Disclosure, as amended.
Various other NCGA and GASB pronouncements, such as GASB Statement
No. 38, Certain Financial Statement Note Disclosures, also establish note disclo
sure requirements. Many of the chapters in this Guide discuss note disclosures
required for governmental financial statements. The following are among the
significant required disclosures that are not discussed elsewhere in this Guide:
•

A description of the government-wide financial statements, noting
that fiduciary funds are not included

•

The measurement focus and basis o f accounting used in the
government-wide statements

•

The policy for applying FASB pronouncements issued after
November 30, 1989, to business-type activities and to enterprise
funds of the primary government

•

For governments that present their primary government in more
than a single column, a description o f the activities accounted for
in each major fund, the internal service funds, and the fiduciary
fund types (For other than the general fund or its equivalent, the
descriptions should be specific to the government, rather than gen
eral definitions that could describe any government.)

•

Material violations of finance-related legal and contractual provi
sions and the actions taken to address such violations

2.43 The notes to the financial statements should include a summary of
significant accounting policies, as required by NCGA Statement 1 and APB
Opinion No. 22 (as amended by FASB Statement No. 95), Disclosure o f A c
counting Policies. As provided for in APB Opinion No. 22, paragraph 12, the
summary of significant accounting policies should encompass those accounting
principles and methods19 that involve any of the following:

19 GASB Q&A, item 7.22.16, indicates that all changes in accounting principles, including error
corrections, as defined in APB Opinion No. 20, as amended, should be reported as restatements
of beginning net assets/fund equity, not as a separately identified cumulative effect in the current
period operating statements. The notes might include details of such changes, if such changes are not
otherwise detailed in the operating statements.
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•

A selection from existing acceptable alternatives

•

Principles and methods peculiar to the industry in which the entity
operates, even if such principles and methods are predominantly
followed in the industry

•

Unusual or innovative applications of GAAP (and, as applicable,
o f principles and methods peculiar to the industry in which the
entity operates)

NCGA Interpretation 6, paragraph 6, as amended by GASB Statement No. 34,
states that while a summary of significant accounting policies is a required
disclosure, it may be a stand-alone summary or may be included as the initial
note to the financial statements. If it is a stand-alone summary, each page of the
basic financial statements should be referenced thereto and also to the notes to
financial statements.

Required Supplementary Information Other Than MD&A
2.44 GAAP require the presentation of certain RSI. RSI differs from other
types of information that accompanies the basic financial statements because
RSI is considered an essential part of financial reporting and has established
authoritative guidelines for measuring and presenting that information have
been established.
2.45 GASB Statement No. 34, as amended, requires budgetary compar
isons to be presented for the general fund and for each major special revenue
fund that has a legally adopted annual budget. As discussed in paragraph 2.63,
governments are encouraged by GASB to present such budgetary comparison
information as a part of RSI, rather than as a basic financial statement, be
cause that information is not considered essential to the users' understanding
o f the financial position and results of operations of a government. However,
as provided in GASB Statement No. 41, Budgetary Comparison Schedules—
Perspective Differences, a government with significant budgetary perspective
differences that result in the government's not being able to present budgetary
comparisons for the general fund and each major special revenue fund should
present budgetary comparison schedules as RSI based on the fund, organiza
tion, or program structure that they use for their legally adopted budget. GASB
Statement No. 34, as amended, allows governments, except those subject to
GASB Statement No. 41, to elect to report the required budgetary comparison
information in a budgetary comparison statement as part o f the basic financial
statements, rather than as RSI. The budgetary comparison information should
present both (a) the original and (b) the final appropriated budgets for the re
porting period as well as (c) actual inflows, outflows, and balances, stated on the
government's budgetary basis. This information will demonstrate whether re
sources were obtained and used in accordance with the entity's legally adopted
budget. See the further discussion of the financial reporting and auditing con
siderations for budgetary comparison information in Chapter 11, "The Budget."
2.46 The following GASB standards include provisions for RSI other than
MD&A (discussed in paragraphs 2.06 and 2.07) and budgetary comparison in
formation (discussed in paragraph 2.45):
•
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public entity risk pools to include certain revenue and claims de
velopment information. (See Chapter 12.)
•

GASB Statement No. 25 requires that certain defined benefit pen
sion plans present a schedule of funding progress and a schedule
o f employer contributions. GASB Statement No. 26 † does not re
quire a schedule of funding progress and a schedule of employer
contributions for postemployment healthcare plans. However, if
those plans present those schedules as SI, GASB Statement No.
26 requires that they include all information that is required for
pension plans. (See Chapter 12.)

•

GASB Statement No. 27, Accounting for Pensions by State and
Local Governmental Employers, requires the disclosure of certain
multi-year actuarial data by employers that participate in single
employer and agent multiple-employer defined benefit pension
plans. (See Chapter 8.)

•

GASB Statement No. 34 requires schedules o f assessed condition
and estimated and actual maintenance and preservation costs for
governments that use the modified approach for infrastructure
assets. (See Chapter 7.)

GAAP requirements for certain RSI also provide for certain notes to the RSI.
As discussed in Chapter 14, those notes are part of the prescribed guidelines.
Further, presenting RSI for discretely presented component units is a matter
o f professional judgment, as discussed in Chapter 3.
2.47 GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 6 and footnote 5, requires that
RSI other than MD&A be presented immediately following the notes to the fi
nancial statements, except for the revenue and claims development information
presented by certain public entity risk pools, as discussed in the public entity
risk pools section of Chapter 12.

Special-Purpose Governments
2.48 Special-purpose governments are legally separate entities that per
form only one activity or only a few activities, such as cemetery districts, school
districts, colleges and universities, utilities, hospitals and other health care or
ganizations, and public employee retirement systems. GASB Statement No. 34
provides that certain special-purpose governments should present different ba
sic financial statements from those described above. The required financial
statements for those entities are designed to be appropriate to the nature and
mix of the activities they perform. See the further discussion o f the financial re
porting and auditing considerations for special-purpose governments in Chap
ter 12.

Other Financial Reporting Issues
Supplementary Information
2.49 Although SI is not required to accompany the basic financial state
ments, many governments present this information with their basic financial

† See footnote * to paragraph 2.38. GASB Statement No. 43 includes provisions for required
supplementary information (RSI) for certain postemployment benefit plans other than pension plans.
See Chapter 12 for further discussion of GASB Statement No. 43.
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statements. GASB standards exist for certain SI, such as the combining and
individual fund financial statements, and certain statistical information, that
should be presented in a Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR). A
CAFR comprises the basic financial statements and RSI accompanied by certain
SI. NCGA Statement 1, paragraph 139, as amended, contains the requirements
for the contents of a CAFR. The SI in a CAFR includes:
a. Introductory section—This section includes a table of contents, let
te r s) of transmittal, and other material deemed appropriate by
management.
b. Appropriate combining and individual fund financial statements
and schedules—This section has the following:
•

Combining statements, which should present (a) the nonmajor governmental and enterprise funds, internal ser
vice funds, and fiduciary funds o f the primary govern
ment (including its blended component units)—all by fund
type,20 (b) the nonmajor discretely presented component
units, and (c) the fund financial statements o f individual
component units if the information is not available in sep
arately issued financial statements of the individual com
ponent units.

•

Individual fund statements, which should be presented
when the primary government has only one nonmajor
fund o f a given fund type (unless presented in the combin
ing statements) or if they are needed to present prior-year
and budgetary comparisons that are not presented in RSI.

•

Schedules, which should be used to (a) demonstrate com
pliance with finance-related legal and contractual pro
visions, (b) present information spread throughout the
statements that can be brought together and shown in
greater detail, and (c) present greater detail for informa
tion reported in the statements.

c. Statistical section— GASB Statement No. 44, Economic Condition
Reporting: The Statistical Section, requires a statistical section to
present detailed information, typically in ten-year trends, in five
categories: financial trends information, revenue capacity infor
mation, debt capacity information, demographic and economic in
formation, and operating information. (The GASB staff document
Comprehensive Implementation Guide, Chapter 9, answers various
questions about Statement No. 44. Appendix 9-2 to that Chapter
provides nonauthoritative illustrations o f the provisions of State
ment No. 44 for various example types o f governments).
The three sections listed above are required parts o f a CAFR, but governments
are not required to prepare those sections if they do not present their basic fi
nancial statements within a CAFR. SI that is "required" to accompany a CAFR
remains SI; it does not become RSI when presented as part o f a CAFR. Para
graphs 2.59 and 2.60 discuss auditing considerations for RSI and SI.

20 The Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR) also should present a combining state
ment of changes in assets and liabilities for all agency funds.
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Prior-Period Comparative Financial Information
2.50 Governments sometimes present partial or summarized (or partial
and summarized) prior-period comparative financial information in their basic
financial statements rather than making a complete prior-period presentation
at the level of detail required by GAAP. For example, a government may present
prior-year financial information only for its government-wide financial state
ments and not also for its fund financial statements. As another example, a
government may present prior-year financial information in its governmentwide financial statements only for the total reporting entity rather than dis
aggregated by governmental activities, business-type activities, total primary
government, and discretely presented component units.
2.51 If prior-period financial information is presented in a partial or sum
marized manner and does not include the minimum information required by
GAAP, the nature of the prior-period information should be described by the
use o f appropriate titles on the face of the financial statements and in a note
to the financial statements. Such labeling and disclosure is supported by the
provisions of Chapter 2A o f ARB 43, paragraph 3, which states "it is necessary
that prior-year figures shown for comparative purposes be in fact comparable
with those shown for the most recent period, or that any exceptions to compa
rability be clearly brought out." (ARB 43 applies to the government-wide and
proprietary fund financial statements and may be applied to the governmental
and fiduciary fund financial statements as "other accounting literature.") The
use of appropriate titles includes a phrase such as "with [partial/summarized]
financial information for the year ended June 3 0 , 20PY," as part of the title of the
statement or, instead, column headings that indicate the partial or summarized
nature of the information. Labeling the prior-period partial or summarized fi
nancial information "for comparative purposes only" without further disclosure
in the notes to the financial statements would not constitute the use o f an ap
propriate title. An example of a note to the financial statements21 that describes
the summarized nature of prior-period information would be as follows:
The basic financial statements include certain prior-year summarized
comparative information in total but not at the level o f detail required
for a presentation in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles. Accordingly, such information should be read in conjunction
with the government's financial statements for the year ended June
30, 20PY, from which the summarized information was derived.
Chapter 14, "Audit Reporting," discusses auditors' reports on prior-period fi
nancial information.

Auditing Considerations
2.52 A significant consideration in auditing a government's financial state
ments is to understand the unique requirements for financial statement presen
tation. Auditors should understand GAAP for financial statement presentation
as discussed in this and other chapters o f this Guide, as well as the engage
ment's reporting objective as discussed in Chapter 4. Chapter 14 discusses the

21 Because the note discusses information that does not pertain to the current-period financial
statements, the note is not considered to be part of the current-period financial statements.
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effect on the auditor's opinions in various situations when a government's basic
financial statements are not presented in conformity with GAAP.

Compliance Requirements
2.53 As discussed in Chapter 4, the auditor should determine that a
government's financial statements appropriately consider compliance require
ments that have a direct and material effect on the determination of finan
cial statement amounts. For example, the auditor should consider evaluating
whether separate funds are maintained and reported when required by legal
or contractual provisions, such as those arising from the entity's own consti
tutional or legislative provisions and from grants, contributions, and appropri
ations received from other governments and from nongovernmental entities.
Legal and contractual provisions may sometimes use the terminology separate
funds or separate accounts, when the intention of those provisions is a sepa
rate accounting for restricted resources, which does not necessarily require the
government to establish separate funds or bank accounts for the resources. An
example of a situation that may require evaluation of whether a separate ac
counting is intended is a debt agreement (covenant or indenture) that specifies
that the entity maintain separate depreciation, bond reserve, and debt service
"funds." Conversely, legal and contractual provisions may require a segrega
tion of resources for a particular purpose but not use the terminology separate
funds. The auditor may need to consult legal counsel to evaluate whether le
gal or contractual provisions require the use of separate funds for financial
reporting purposes.

Fund and Activity Classifications
2.54 One consideration in the audit of a government's financial statements
is whether the government has properly segregated activities into funds and re
ported its funds in the proper fund classifications. Those classifications depend
not only on compliance requirements, as discussed in paragraph 2.53, but also
on the GAAP definitions of the various funds, as discussed in paragraphs 2.22
through 2.25. Another consideration is whether a government's activities are
properly classified as governmental or business-type in the government-wide
financial statements. Those classifications depend on the GAAP definitions re
lating to those classifications as well as the government's fund classification of
the underlying fund activity, as discussed in paragraph 2.09 and footnotes 5
and 6.

Major Funds
2.55 The auditor should evaluate the government's quantitative deter
mination of major funds to determine whether all required major funds are
separately displayed in the fund financial statements. Chapter 14 discusses
the effect on the auditor's report if quantitatively determined major funds are
not separately displayed. GASB Statement No. 34 permits (but does not re
quire) governments to report as a major fund any governmental or enterprise
fund other than those that meet the quantitative criteria if the government's
officials believe it is particularly important to financial statement users. That
permitted presentation of major funds based on management judgment gives
management broad discretion in designating additional funds as major, and
the auditor is not required to evaluate management's judgment in that re
gard. However, the auditor should consider obtaining a written representation
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from current management indicating that management believes that all judg
mentally determined major funds are particularly important to financial state
ment users. The standards for selecting major funds could result in different
funds being reported as major each year. As discussed in Chapter 14, such
changes should not be considered a change in accounting principles affecting
consistency.22 Chapter 10 discusses how auditors should consider performing
procedures on the opening equity o f major funds that they did not audit as
major the previous year.

Restricted Assets
2.56 Assets are reported in the financial statements as restricted when
the nature and amount of those assets satisfy the applicable legal and contrac
tual provisions. The auditor should consider evaluating the adequacy o f the
government's compliance with restrictions and its financial reporting o f those
restrictions, and consider the effect on the auditor's report on the financial
statements. For example, the auditor may find that assets restricted for debt
retirement include amounts due from other funds. In that situation, there is an
implication that the underlying assets have not been appropriately restricted
from general use and, thus, noncompliance with the requirement for restriction
of the assets.

Notes to the Financial Statements
2.57 As stated earlier in this chapter, the notes to the financial state
ments should communicate information essential for fair presentation o f the
basic financial statements that is not displayed on the face of the financial
statements. In addition to that basic rule, certain notes to the financial state
ments are specifically required for the basic financial statements to be in con
formity with GAAP. Chapter 4 discusses the auditor's responsibility concerning
whether the government makes required disclosures in conformity with GAAP.
The auditor should consider evaluating whether the government's basic finan
cial statements properly present all material note disclosures and the effect
on the auditor's report on the financial statements if material disclosures are
omitted or not presented in conformity with GAAP, as further discussed in
Chapter 13, "Concluding the Audit."
2.58 Like the provisions o f all GASB standards, notes to the financial state
ments are not required for immaterial items. In fact, NCGA Interpretation 6,
paragraph 6, states that "The notes to financial statements should not be clut
tered with unnecessary and immaterial disclosures. Attendant circumstances
and materiality must be considered in assessing the propriety o f the notes to
the financial statements disclosures." The auditor should consider evaluating
whether the government's notes to the financial statements present unneces
sary and immaterial disclosures and, if so, consider advising the government if
any such disclosures have been made. However, the presentation o f unnecessary
and immaterial disclosures does not affect the auditor's report on the financial
statements because the presentation does not cause material misstatements of
the financial statements.

22 Management may, in the interest of interperiod consistency, choose to report a governmental
or enterprise fund as a major fund even though it does not meet the quantitative criteria.
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Required Supplementary Information and
Supplementary Information
2.59 Chapter 4 discusses the procedures that an auditor applies to RSI
and SI, and Chapter 14 discusses auditor reporting on RSI and SI. As noted
earlier in this chapter, GASB standards require MD&A to precede the basic fi
nancial statements and most other RSI to be presented immediately following
the notes to the financial statements. Although AU section 558.11, Required
Supplementary Information (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), discusses
alternative placement of RSI provided it is clearly marked as unaudited, that al
ternative is not available for GASB-required supplementary information given
the GASB's specific requirements for placement. If a government does not place
GASB-required supplementary information in its financial report as required
by GASB standards, the auditor should consider the effect of the placement
on his or her report. Specifically, the auditor should consider whether to report
that the RSI placement constitutes a presentation that departs materially from
prescribed guidelines. (As discussed in Chapter 14, the manner in which RSI is
presented does not affect the auditor's opinions on the opinion units presented
in the basic financial statements.)
2.60 Only information required by GAAP to be presented as RSI can be
considered RSI. As part of the auditor's procedures for RSI, the auditor should
consider whether MD&A and other RSI includes information that is not re
quired by GAAP.23 For example, information presented in MD&A should be
confined to the topics discussed in GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 11, as
amended (as discussed in paragraph 2.06). If the government presents nonrequired information as part o f RSI, the auditor should consider whether to
report that the RSI content constitutes a presentation that departs materially
from prescribed guidelines.

Other Financial Reporting Considerations
2.61 Chapter 14 discusses the presentation of summary financial informa
tion (popular reports). Chapter 15, "Comprehensive Bases o f Accounting Other
Than Generally Accepted Accounting Principles," discusses the presentation
of financial statements prepared in conformity with a comprehensive basis of
accounting other than GAAP. Financial statements presented on this basis are
referred to as OCBOA financial statements.

Accounting and Financial Reporting Alternatives
2.62 GASB standards permit various accounting and financial report
ing alternatives. Although GASB standards do not identify any alternatives
as preferable, they do state or imply that the use o f certain alternatives are
encouraged.24 Chapter 14 discusses the auditor's evaluation o f a change in ac
counting principles relating to accounting and financial reporting alternatives
that are identified as preferable and encouraged. Appendix A [paragraph 2.63]
to this chapter, "Accounting and Financial Reporting Alternatives in GASB
23 At present, private-sector standards have no RSI requirements that affect governmental enti
ties. Future RSI established by private-sector standards, if any, would apply to governmental entities
only with respect to those enterprise funds and business-type activities that apply post-November
30, 1989 FASB Standards that do not conflict with or contradict GASB Standards, as discussed in
paragraphs 2.11 and 2.32.
24 Certain private-sector standards applicable to governmental entities do identify preferable
accounting and financial reporting alternatives as well as encouraged alternatives.
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Statement No. 34, as Amended," lists certain accounting and financial report
ing alternatives contained in GASB standards and identifies those alterna
tives that are encouraged. The auditor should consult GASB and applicable
private-sector standards for the status of other alternatives. General disclo
sure standards regarding accounting and financial reporting alternatives are
noted in paragraph 2.43.
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2.63

Appendix A

Accounting and Financial Reporting
Alternatives in GASB Statement No. 34,
as Amended
A -1 GASB Statement No. 34, as amended, includes numerous accounting
and financial reporting alternatives, which are provisions that permit an un
conditional choice between two or more approaches. In many situations, that
Statement encourages the use of one alternative over another. Table A -1 lists
those alternatives and identifies those that are encouraged with a checkmark.
This appendix includes some requirements from the transition section o f GASB
Statement No. 34 because they have ongoing effect on a government's financial
statements.

Table A -1
GASB Statement No. 34 Accounting and
Financial Reporting Alternatives
Topic
MD&A

Government-wide
financial
statements
(GWFS)

GWFS—statement
of net assets

Description of Alternative
Methods and Presentations
• Using charts, graphs, and
tables is encouraged
to enhance the
understandability of the
MD&A.
• A total column for the
reporting entity as a
whole may or may not be
presented.
• Prior-year data may or
may not be presented.

Encouraged

References in GASB
Statement No. 34
paragraph 9

paragraph 14

paragraph 14

Presentations

• Presenting the
statement using a net assets
format, rather than a
balance sheet format, is
encouraged.
• Presenting assets and
liabilities in order of
their relative liquidity,
rather than classifying
them as between current
and long-term, is
encouraged.

paragraph 30

paragraph 31 and
footnote 23

Capital assets

• Accumulated
depreciation may be
reported on the face
of the statement of net
assets or disclosed in the
notes.
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Topic

Description of Alternative
Methods and Presentations

Encouraged

References in GASB
Statement No. 34

• Capital assets may be
paragraph 20
reported in detail, such as by
major class of asset—for
example, infrastructure,
buildings and
improvements, vehicles,
machinery and equipment
(although disclosure of the
details is required).
GWFS—statement
of activities

Level o f detail

• Presenting data at a
more detailed level than by
function (for governmental
activities) or different
identifiable activities
(for business-type activities)
is encouraged if that
presentation provides
more useful information
without reducing
understandability.
• Presenting a statement of
activities as supplementary
information other than
required supplementary
information (known as SI) is
encouraged by GASB for
(a) governments that want to
present disaggregated data
for their multiple-function
enterprise funds beyond
what is required for segment
reporting and
(b) special-purpose
governments engaged only
in business-type activities.

paragraph 40

paragraph 123

Indirect expenses

• None, some, or all
indirect expenses may
be allocated among
functions.
• If indirect expenses are
allocated, a column totaling
direct and indirect expenses
may or may not be
presented.
• Administrative overhead
charges for "centralized"
expenses may be eliminated
or not. Disclosure is required
if those charges are not
eliminated.

paragraph 42

paragraph 42

paragraph 43

(continued)
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Description o f Alternative
Methods and Presentations
Depreciation expense
• Depreciation expense on
noninfrastructure capital
assets that serve essentially
all functions may be (a)
allocated ratably as a direct
expense among functions, (b)
reported as a separate line
item, or (c) reported in an
"indirect" function (such as
"general government"). A
disclosure is required on the
face of the statement if a
separate line item is used.

Fund classification

Major funds
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Encouraged

References in GASB
Statement No. 34
paragraph 44

• Depreciation expense on
general infrastructure
assets may be reported as a
direct expense of the
function associated with
capital outlay or as a
separate line item.

paragraph 45

• An enterprise fund may
or may not be used to report
any activity for which a fee
is charged to external users
for goods or services. (There
are three situations in which
the use of an enterprise fund
is required.)

paragraph 67

• An internal service fund
may or may not be used to
report any activity that
provides goods or services to
other funds, departments, or
agencies of the primary
government or its
component units, or to other
governments. However, to
use an internal service fund,
the reporting government
has to be the predominant
participant in the activity.

paragraph 68

• Any governmental or
enterprise fund that the
government's officials
believe is particularly
important to financial
statement users may be
presented as a major fund.
(There is a two-step test for
determining which
governmental and
enterprise funds are
required to be reported as
major funds.)

paragraph 76
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Topic
Proprietary fund
financial
statements

Fiduciary fund
financial
statements

Infrastructure
assets

Description of Alternative
Methods and Presentations
• The financial position
statement may be presented
using either a net assets
format or a balance sheet
format.
• In the financial position
statement, the difference
between assets and
liabilities may be labeled
either fund net assets or
fund equity. (Regardless of
the label used, however, the
net assets or equity should
be displayed in the three
components, as discussed in
GASB Statement No. 34,
paragraph 98.)
• Revenues may be
reported either (a) net of
discounts and allowances
with the discount or
allowance amount presented
parenthetically in the
financial statement or in a
note to the financial
statements or (b) gross with
the related discounts and
allowances reported directly
below the revenue amount
• The components of net
assets—invested in capital
assets, net of related debt;
restricted; and
unrestricted—may or may
not be presented in the
statement of fiduciary net
assets. (Other GASB
Statements require specific
equity presentations for
certain fiduciary funds.)
• Networks or subsystems
of networks of infrastructure
assets may be reported by
using the modified approach
or by reporting depreciation
expense. (Two requirements
for using the modified
approach have to be met.)
• For infrastructure assets
reported using the modified
approach, condition
assessments may be
performed using statistical
samples and may be
performed on a cyclical
basis.

Encouraged

References in GASB
Statement No. 34
paragraph 91,
footnote 39, and
paragraph 98

paragraph 91,
footnote 40

paragraph 100,
footnote 41

paragraph 108

paragraph 23

paragraph 24,
footnote 19

(continued)
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Topic

Works of art,
historical
treasures, and
similar assets

AAG-SLV 2.63

Description of Alternative
Methods and Presentations
• Governments that do not
use the modified approach
but gather the information
required to be presented as
required supplementary
information (RSI) were they
to use that approach are
encouraged to provide that
information as SI.
• Phase 1 and 2
governments (those with
total annual revenues of $10
million or more in the first
fiscal year ending after June
15, 1999) may limit
retroactive reporting of
general infrastructure
assets to major general
infrastructure assets
acquired, renovated,
restored, or improved in
fiscal years ending after
June 30, 1980.1
• Phase 3 governments
(those with total annual
revenues of less than $10
million in the first fiscal year
ending after June 15, 1999)
are not required to
retroactively report general
infrastructure assets.2
• Phase 3 governments
may retroactively report
major general infrastructure
assets and all governments,
including phase 3
governments, may
retroactively report all
general infrastructure
assets.
• If the actual historical
cost of existing major
general infrastructure
assets is not practically
determinable, historical cost
may be estimated using any
approach that complies with
the intent of GASB
Statement No. 34.
• Capitalization is
encouraged, but not
required, for collections that
are not capitalized at June
3 0 , 1999, and that are (a)
held for public

Encouraged

References in GASB
Statement No. 34
paragraph 133,
footnote 58

paragraphs 148,
154, and 156

paragraph 148

paragraphs 148
and 156

paragraph 155

/

paragraph 27 and
footnote 22
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Topic

Depreciation

Private-sector
standards and
previous GASB
proprietary
activity
standards

Description of Alternative
Methods and Presentations
exhibition, education, or
research in furtherance of
public service, rather than
financial gain; (b) protected,
kept unencumbered, cared
for, and preserved; and (c)
subject to an organizational
policy that requires the
proceeds from sales of
collection items to be used to
acquire other items for
collections.
• Any established
depreciation method may be
used, including composite
methods.
• Depreciation may be
based on the estimated
useful life of a class of
assets, a network of
assets, a subsystem of a
network, or individual
assets.
• For estimated useful
lives, governments can use
(1) general guidelines
obtained from professional
or industry organizations,
(2) information for
comparable assets of other
governments, or (3) internal
information.
• Business-type activities
and enterprise funds may
use all post-November 30,
1989 FASB pronouncements
unless they conflict with or
contradict GASB
pronouncements, or they
may use none of them.
(According to item 7.81 of
the GASB Q&A, the election
to apply post-November 30,
1989 FASB pronouncements
to business-type activities is
based on the election made
for the underlying
enterprise funds.)
• Using the same
application of FASB
pronouncements for all
enterprise funds is
encouraged.

Encouraged

References in GASB
Statement No. 34

paragraphs 22, 161,
163, and 164

paragraphs 22
and 161

paragraph 161

paragraphs 17
and 94

paragraph 94

(continued)
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Topic

Budgetary
information

AAG-SLV 2.63

Description of Alternative
Methods and Presentations
• FASB Statement No. 71,
Accounting for the Effects of
Certain Types of Regulation,
and related pronouncements
issued on or before
November 30, 1989, may or
may not be applied to
qualifying enterprise funds.
• The following standards
may be applied prospectively
only to governmental
activities in the
government-wide financial
statements: (a) APB
Opinions No. 12, Omnibus
Opinion—1967, and No. 21,
Interest on Receivables and
Payables, concerning the
deferral and amortization
of debt issue premiums and
discounts, except for
deep-discount or
zero-coupon debt and (b)
GASB Statement No. 23,
Accounting and Financial
Reporting for Refundings of
Debt Reported by
Proprietary Activities.
• Governments that
present budgetary
comparison information for
the general fund and for
each major special revenue
fund are encouraged to
present such information as
part of RSI, rather than as a
basic financial statement.
• Reporting the variance
between the final budget
and actual amounts is
encouraged but not required.
• The variance between
original and final budget
amounts may or may not be
presented.
• Budgetary comparison
schedules may be presented
using (a) the same format,
terminology, and
classifications as in the
budget document or (6) the
format, terminology, and
classifications in a
statement of revenues,
expenditures, and changes
in fund balances.

Encouraged

References in GASB
Statement No. 34
paragraph 95

paragraph 146, as
amended

paragraph 130 and
footnote 53, as
amended

paragraph 130

paragraph 130

paragraph 131
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Topic

Component unit
financial
information

Single-program
governments

Description of Alternative
Methods and Presentations
• If the budgetary
comparison schedules are
presented as RSI, required
information that reconciles
budgetary information to
GAAP information may be
presented either in a
separate RSI schedule or in
notes to RSI.
• Information required by
paragraph 51 of GASB
Statement No. 14 about each
major component unit can be
provided by (a) presenting
each major component unit
in a separate column in the
GWFS, (b) including
combining statements of
major component units in
the basic statements after
the fund financial
statements, or (c) presenting
condensed financial
statements in the notes to
the financial statements.
Alternatives a and b include
nonmajor component units
aggregated in a single
column.
• Special-purpose
governments engaged in a
single governmental
program may combine their
GWFS and fund financial
statements using a
columnar format that
reconciles individual line
items of fund financial data
to government-wide data in
a separate column on the
face of the financial
statements. Descriptions of
reconciling items should be
presented either on the face
of the financial statements,
in an accompanying
schedule, or in the notes to
the financial statements.
• If special-purpose
governments engaged in a
single governmental
program present separate
GWFS and fund financial
statements, they may
present their
government-wide statement

Encouraged

References in GASB
Statement No. 34
paragraph 131

paragraph 126

paragraph 136 and
footnote 6

paragraph 136

(continued)
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Topic

"Not-for-profit"
governments

Public employee
retirement
system (PERS)
reporting

Description of Alternative
Methods and Presentations
of activities using a different
format (such as a single
column format).
• Governments that
reported as of June 30, 1999,
using the AICPA
Not-for-Profit model as
defined in GASB Statement
No. 29, The Use of
Not-for-Profit Accounting
and Financial Reporting
Principles by Governmental
Entities, but that do not
meet the GASB 34 criteria
for the use of an enterprise
fund, may nevertheless use
enterprise fund accounting
and financial reporting.
• PERS that administer
more than one defined
benefit pension plan or
postemployment healthcare
plan may (a) present a
separate column for each
plan on its financial
statements or (b) present
combining statements for
those plans as part of its
basic financial statements.
• For all plans other than
defined benefit pension
plans or other
postemployment benefit
plans, a PERS is encouraged
to present combining
financial statements.

Encouraged

References in GASB
Statement No. 34

paragraph 147

paragraph 140, as
amended

paragraph 141, as
amended

1 Similar guidance concerning the retroactive reporting of general infrastructure assets is pro
vided in GASB Statement No. 35, Basic Financial Statements—and Management's Discussion and
Analysis—for Public Colleges and Universities, paragraph 10.
2 See footnote 1.
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Chapter 3

The Financial Reporting Entity
Introduction
3.01 Many governmental financial statements include the financial data of
more than a single legal entity. GASB Statement No. 14, The Financial Report
ing Entity, as amended, contains the standards for defining the governmental
financial reporting entity and for identifying which legally separate entities are
component units that should be included with another government (usually a
primary government) in a financial reporting entity's financial statements. Re
quirements for including component units are based primarily on the concept
of financial accountability, where elected officials are accountable to citizens
for their public policy decisions, regardless of whether those decisions are car
ried out directly by the elected officials through the operations of the primary
government or by their designees through the operations of specially created
organizations.
3.02 GASB Statement No. 14, as amended, also contains standards for
displaying component units in a financial reporting entity's basic financial
statements. The Statement contains a concept of discrete presentation that
separates the financial information of most component units from the financial
information of the primary government. However, the financial information of
some component units is blended with the financial information of the primary
government.
3.03 The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the major elements of the
financial reporting entity definition and related reporting matters to consider
in planning, performing, evaluating the results of, and reporting on the audit.
Refer to GASB Statement No. 14, as amended, for a complete discussion of the
standards. Additional guidance is provided in Chapters 4 and 7 of the GASB
staff document, Comprehensive Implementation Guide (GASB Q&A), including
nonauthoritative appendixes that provide illustrative examples, disclosures,
and financial statement presentations for the financial reporting entity and
component units.

GASB's Financial Reporting Entity Standards
3.04 The requirements of GASB Statement No. 14, as amended, apply to
all state and local governments and to the financial reporting of the following:
•

Primary governments

•

The separately issued financial statements of a governmental compo
nent unit

•

Governmental joint ventures

•

Jointly governed organizations

•

Other stand-alone governments1

1 Other stand-alone governments are legally separate governments that (a) do not have a sepa
rately elected governing body and (b) do not meet the definition of a component unit. Other stand-alone
governments include some special-purpose governments, joint ventures, jointly governed organiza
tions, and pools.
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In addition, GASB Statement No. 14, as amended, should be applied to all
governmental and nongovernmental component units when they are included
in a governmental financial reporting entity.

Definition of the Financial Reporting Entity
3.05 The governmental financial reporting entity consists of the following:
•

The primary government

•

Organizations for which the primary government is financially ac
countable

•

Other organizations for which the nature and significance of their re
lationship with the primary government are such that exclusion would
cause the financial reporting entity's financial statements to be mis
leading or incomplete

The nucleus of a financial reporting entity usually is a primary government.
However, a government other than a primary government (such as a component
unit, a joint venture, a jointly governed organization, or another stand-alone
government) serves as the nucleus for its own financial reporting entity when
it issues separate financial statements.
3.06 GASB Statement No. 14, paragraph 13, defines a primary govern
ment as any state government or general-purpose local government (for exam
ple, a municipality or county). A primary government also is a special-purpose
government (for example, a school district or a park district) that meets all of
the following criteria:
•

It has a separately elected governing body.

•
•

It is legally separate (see GASB Statement No. 14, paragraph 15).
It is fiscally independent o f other state and local governments (see
paragraph 3.07).

The primary government consists of all funds, organizations, institutions, agen
cies, departments, and offices that make up the legal entity. GASB Statement
No. 14, paragraph 19, as amended, states that the primary government also
consists of funds for which it has a fiduciary responsibility, even though those
funds may represent organizations that do not meet the definition for inclusion
in the financial reporting entity.
3.07 A special-purpose government is fiscally independent if it has the
authority to do all three of the following:
•
•
•

Determine its budget without another government's having the au
thority to approve and modify that budget.
Levy taxes or set rates or charges without approval by another gov
ernment.
Issue bonded debt without approval by another government.

3.08 Component units include legally separate organizations (whether
governmental, not-for-profit, or for-profit organizations) for which elected offi
cials of the primary government are financially accountable. GASB Statement
No. 14, paragraph 21, states the following about a primary government's finan
cial accountability for a legally separate organization:
•

A primary government is financially accountable if it appoints a vot
ing majority o f the organization's governing body and (a) it is able to
impose its will on that organization or (b) there is a potential for the
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organization to provide specific financial benefits to, or impose specific
financial burdens on, the primary government. (See the discussion in
paragraph 3.09.)
•

The primary government may be financially accountable if an organi
zation is fiscally dependent on the primary government regardless of
whether the organization has (a) a separately elected governing board,
(b) a governing board appointed by a higher level of government, or (c)
a jointly appointed board. (An organization that is not fiscally indepen
dent is fiscally dependent on the primary government that holds one
or more of the powers listed in paragraph 3.07.) See GASB Statement
No. 14, paragraphs 34-38.

3.09 GASB Statement No. 14, paragraph 26, states that a primary govern
ment has the ability to impose its will on an organization if it can significantly
influence the programs, projects, activities, or level of services performed or
provided by the organization. It provides a list of conditions that indicate that
ability. Further, GASB Statement No. 14, paragraph 27, states that an orga
nization can provide a financial benefit to, or impose a financial burden on, a
primary government in a variety o f ways and indicates that an organization
has a financial benefit or burden relationship with a primary government if
any one o f the following conditions exist:
•
•

•

The primary government is legally entitled to or can otherwise access
the organization's resources.
The primary government is legally obligated or has otherwise assumed
the obligation to finance the deficits of, or provide financial support to,
the organization.
The primary government is obligated in some manner for the debt of
the organization.

GASB Statement No. 14, as amended, provides a detailed discussion o f those
three manifestations of a financial benefit or burden relationship.
3.10 GASB Statement No. 14, as amended, also requires certain orga
nizations to be included as component units if the nature and significance
o f their relationship with the primary governments are such that excluding
them would render the financial reporting entity's financial statements mis
leading or incomplete. GASB Statement No. 14, paragraph 40, refers to certain
authorities that are created to provide temporary fiscal assistance to a local
government. GASB Statement No. 39, Determining Whether Certain Organiza
tions Are Component Units, paragraph 5 (which added paragraph 40a to GASB
Statement No. 14), provides further guidance, stating that a legally separate,
tax-exempt organization should be reported as a component unit if all of the
following criteria are met:
•

The economic resources received or held by the separate organization
are entirely or almost entirely for the direct benefit o f the primary
government, its component units, or its constituents.

•

The primary government, or its component units, is entitled to, or has
the ability to otherwise access,2 a majority of the economic resources
received or held by the separate organization.

2 GASB Statement No. 39, Determining Whether Certain Organizations Are Component Units,
states that a primary government's "ability to otherwise access” may be demonstrated in several
ways and provides some examples, including a primary government historically receiving, directly or
indirectly, a majority of the economic resources provided by the organization.
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•

The economic resources received or held by an individual organization
that the specific primary government, or its component units, is enti
tled to, or has the ability to otherwise access, are significant to that
primary government. (Note that this "significance" criterion applies
only to the legally separate, tax-exempt organizations that meet the
other two criteria listed here, and not to the evaluation of the inclusion
o f other component units in the financial reporting entity.)

In addition, paragraph 41 of GASB Statement No. 14, as amended, states that
other organizations should be evaluated as potential component units if they
are closely related to, or financially integrated3 with, the primary government.
It is a matter of professional judgment to determine whether the nature and
the significance of a potential component unit's relationship with the primary
government warrant inclusion in the reporting entity.
3.11 A nonauthoritative Appendix to Chapter 4 of the GASB Q&A provides
a flowchart as an aid for evaluating potential component units of a particular
financial reporting entity.

Financial Statement Presentation
3.12 GASB Statement No. 14, as amended, requires financial statement
presentation that permits financial statement users to distinguish between the
primary government and its component units.4 Some component units have
close relationships with the primary government, and their financial state
ments should be blended as if they were part of the primary government. (See
paragraphs 3.13 and 3.14.) However, the financial data for most component
units should be discretely presented. (See paragraph 3.15.)
3.13 GASB Statement No. 14, as amended, explains that with blending, a
component unit's balances and transactions are reported in a manner similar
to the balances and transactions of the primary government itself. That is, for
accounting and financial reporting purposes, blended component units gener
ally should be treated the same as the funds o f the primary government. For
example, the funds of a blended component unit should be included in the appro
priate fund financial statements (and combining and individual fund financial
statements, if presented as supplementary information other than required
supplementary information—known as SI5) of the primary government, and
presented as major governmental or enterprise funds if they meet the major
funds criteria.6 However, the general fund of a blended component unit should
be reported as a special revenue fund. The financial data of blended component
3 GASB Statement No. 39 states that "financial integration may be exhibited and documented
through the policies, practices, or organizational documents of either the primary government or
the organization being evaluated as a potential component unit." The nonauthoritative Basis for
Conclusions of GASB Statement No. 39, paragraph 34, provides examples of financial integration.
4 GASB Statement No. 34 provides that component units that are fiduciary in nature should be
reported in the primary government's fund financial statements only (in the statements of fiduciary
net assets and changes in fiduciary net assets), where th at data is included with the appropriate
fiduciary fund type. Those component units are treated the same as fiduciary funds and are therefore
referred to in this Guide as fiduciary funds. This Guide refers to component units that are not fiduciary
in nature as blended component units or discretely presented component units. See also GASB Q&A,
item 4.39.5, which clarifies that there are 3 types of component units—blended, discretely presented,
and fiduciary.
5 Chapters 4, "General Auditing Considerations," and 14, "Audit Reporting," discuss the auditor's
responsibility for and reporting on supplementary information other than required supplementary
information (known as SI).
6 Chapter 2, "Financial Reporting," discusses the major funds criteria.
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units also should be included with the primary government's financial data in
the government-wide financial statements.
3.14 GASB Statement No. 14, as amended, requires the use of the blend
ing method for a component unit if the component unit's governing body is sub
stantively the same as the governing body of the primary government. Blending
also is required if the component unit directly or indirectly provides services
entirely, or almost entirely, to the primary government or otherwise exclusively,
or almost exclusively, benefits the primary government even though it does not
provide services directly to it. (Paragraph 3.15 discusses an exception to this
second condition.)
3.15 Component units are included in the financial reporting entity by
discrete presentation if they do not meet the criteria for blending. In addition,
GASB Statement No. 39 requires that component units that meet the criteria
of GASB Statement No. 14, paragraph 40a, as discussed in paragraph 3.10, be
discretely presented. (The GASB Q&A, items 4.30.1 and 4.30.2, clarifies that
these component units should be discretely presented, even if they also meet the
criterion for blending.) Discrete presentation generally entails reporting com
ponent unit financial data in rows and columns separate from the financial data
of the primary government. All discretely presented component units should be
combined in one or more columns in the government-wide financial statements
only (that is, they are not also displayed in the fund financial statements). That
discrete column(s) should be located to the right of the total column o f the pri
mary government, distinguishing between the financial data o f the primary
government (including its blended component units) and those of the discretely
presented component units by providing descriptive column headings. All pre
sentations o f the financial data o f discretely presented component units in the
reporting entity's government-wide financial statements should be made using
the economic resources measurement focus and accrual basis of accounting.
3.16 GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 61, provides that resource flows
between a primary government and its blended component units should be re
ported using the Statement's standards for interfund and internal activity (see
Chapter 9, "Interfund, Internal, and Intra-Entity Activity"). In the governmentwide financial statements, resource flows between a primary government and
its discretely presented component units, except those that affect the balance
sheet only such as loans and repayments,* should be reported as revenues and
expenses. However, amounts payable and receivable between a primary gov
ernment and its discretely presented component units or between those com
ponents should be reported on a separate line.
3.17 Chapter 12, "Special-Purpose and State Governments," in the sec
tion on financing authorities, discusses the standards for reporting lease ar
rangements between a primary government and its component units. National
Council on Governmental Accounting (NCGA) Statement 5, Accounting and Fi
nancial Reporting Principles for Lease Agreements o f State and Local Govern
ments, paragraphs 22 through 26, as amended, is the source o f this guidance
on reporting such lease arrangements. That chapter, in the section on state
governments, also discusses the provisions of GASB Technical Bulletin (TB)

* GASB Statement No. 48, Sales and Pledges o f Receivables and Future Revenues and IntraEntity Transfers o f Assets and Future Revenues, effective for financial statem ent periods beginning
after December 15, 2006, changes this listing to "..loans, repayments, and deferred revenues and
charges resulting from intra-entity transactions..."
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No. 2004-1, Tobacco Settlement Recognition and Financial Reporting Entity
Issues, which addresses accounting by governments in connection with settle
ments made by U.S. tobacco companies, including whether a Tobacco Settlement
Authority that is created to obtain the rights to all or a portion of future tobacco
settlement resources is a component unit of the government that created it and,
if so, how to report it.†
3.18 A primary government and its component units may have the same
or different fiscal year-ends. If there are different fiscal year-ends, the financial
reporting entity reports using the primary government's fiscal year and incor
porates financial statements for the component units' fiscal years ending during
the reporting entity's fiscal year. If a component unit's fiscal year ends within
the first quarter of the reporting entity's subsequent fiscal year, the component
unit's financial statements for that subsequent year may be used if doing so
does not adversely affect the timely and accurate presentation of the reporting
entity's financial statements. (Chapter 9 discusses the effect on interfund, in
ternal, and intra-entity activity and balances when a component unit's fiscal
year differs from that of its primary government.)
3.19 GASB Statement No. 14, as amended, requires the financial report
ing entity's basic financial statements to include information about each major
discretely presented component unit. In determining which component units
are major, consideration should be given to each component unit's significance
relative to the other component units and the nature and significance of its rela
tionship to the primary government. The GASB Q&A, item 4.28.17, states that
"no specific benchmarks for evaluating 'significance' are established in GASB
Statement No. 14 because they necessarily would be arbitrary." However, the
item provides examples of both qualitative and quantitative characteristics to
consider. (Note that the definition o f major for this purpose is not solely quan
titative, as it is for the definition of certain major governmental and enterprise
funds.) The alternatives for presenting the required information about each
major discretely presented component unit are as follows:
•

Presenting each major component unit in a separate column in the
government-wide statements (Nonmajor component units would be
aggregated in a single column.)

•

Including combining statements of major component units, with nonmajor units aggregated in a single column*7 as a basic financial state
ment after the fund financial statements

•

Presenting condensed financial statements in the notes to the basic
financial statements (Certain minimum requirements for this disclo
sure are provided.)

3.20 GASB Statement No. 14, paragraph 51, as amended, requires that the
data presented for each component unit in the combining statements generally
be its aggregated totals, derived from the component units' statements of net
assets and activities. Those aggregated totals should include amounts for the

† GASB Statement No. 48, Sales and Pledges of Receivables and Future Revenues and Intra-Entity
Transfers o f Assets and Future Revenues, effective for financial statem ent periods beginning after
December 15, 2006, supersedes paragraphs 16-23 of GASB Technical Bulletin 2004-1. See Chapter 12
of this Guide, "Special-Purpose and State Governments."
7 GASB Statement No. 34, footnote 50, does not require a combining statem ent for the nonmajor
component units as a basic financial statement. However, it states that such a combining statement
may be presented as SI.
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component units' own component units. (Because component units that are en
gaged only in business-type activities and that do not have discretely presented
component units that are engaged in governmental activities8 are not required
to prepare a statement o f activities, that disclosure should be taken from the
information provided in the component unit's statement of revenues, expenses,
and changes in net assets.) Presentation of the fund financial statements of
the individual component units is not required unless such information is not
available in separately issued financial reports o f the component unit. If sepa
rately issued financial information for a component unit is not available, fund
financial statements for that component unit should be presented as SI.9

Disclosures
3.21 GASB Statement No. 14, paragraphs 62 and 63, as amended, re
quire the notes to the financial statements to distinguish between information
pertaining to the primary government (including its blended component units)
and that of its discretely presented component units. Notes essential to fair
presentation in the financial reporting entity's basic financial statements in
clude those for individual discretely presented component units considering
both (a) the unit's significance relative to the total discretely presented com
ponent units and (b) the nature and significance o f the unit's relationship to
the primary government. Determining which discretely presented component
unit disclosures are essential to fair presentation is a matter o f professional
judgment and should be done on a component unit-by-component unit basis.
3.22 The notes to the financial reporting entity's financial statements
also should include the following disclosures concerning component units as
required by GASB Statements No. 14 (paragraphs 60 and 61) and No. 34 (para
graph 128):
•

A brief description o f the component units of the financial reporting
entity and their relationships to the primary government, including
a discussion o f the criteria for including the component units in the
financial reporting entity and how the component units are reported

•

Information about how the separate financial statements for the indi
vidual component units may be obtained

•

If transactions between component units that have different fiscal
years result in inconsistencies in amounts reported between the pri
mary government and its component units, the nature and amount of
those transactions

•

Changes in fiscal years of component units

•

The nature and amount of significant transactions that each major
component unit has with the primary government and other compo
nent units

3.23 GASB Statement No. 14, paragraph 68, also requires a primary gov
ernment to disclose in the notes to the financial statements the nature o f its
8 Item 7.97.3 of the GASB staff document, Comprehensive Implementation Guide (GASB Q&A),
indicates that a special-purpose government engaged only in business-type activities that has dis
cretely presented component units that are engaged in governmental activities should present
government-wide statements.
9 GASB Q&A, items 4.33.1-4.33.3 describe how a reporting entity would display the financial
statements of a component unit that uses a GAAP reporting model other than the governmental model
(such as the non-governmental not-for-profit model).
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accountability for related organizations. Related organizations include those
for which the primary government is accountable because it appoints a voting
majority of the board, but for which that same primary government is not finan
cially accountable. Groups of related organizations with similar relationships
with the primary government may be summarized for purposes o f that disclo
sure. In addition, the primary government should disclose related-party trans
actions with its related organizations. GASB Statement No. 14, paragraph 68,
further requires the financial statements o f a related governmental organiza
tion to disclose the primary government that is accountable for it and describe
its relationship with that primary government. (Chapters 4, "General Auditing
Considerations," and 13, "Concluding the Audit," discuss the reporting of and
audit considerations for related-party transactions.)

Other Financial Reporting Requirements
3.24 GASB Statement No. 14, paragraph 62, states that required supple
mentary information (RSI) should distinguish between information pertaining
to the primary government (including its blended component units) and that
o f its discretely presented component units. Further, GASB Statement No. 34,
paragraph 10, provides that, while the management's discussion and analysis
(MD&A) should focus on the primary government, the MD&A should, when ap
propriate, include information pertaining to component units. That paragraph
states: "Determining whether to discuss matters related to a component unit is
a matter of professional judgment and should be based on the individual compo
nent unit's significance to the total o f all discretely presented component units
and that component unit's relationship with the primary government. When
appropriate, the financial reporting entity's MD&A should refer readers to the
component unit's separately issued financial statements." (Chapters 4 and 14,
"Audit Reporting," discuss the auditor's responsibility for and reporting on RSI.)
3.25 GASB Statement No. 14, paragraph 64, states that if financial state
ments are issued that present only the data of the primary government, they
should acknowledge that they do not include the data o f the component units
necessary for reporting in conformity with generally accepted accounting prin
ciples. (Chapter 14 discusses the effect of that situation on the auditor's report.)
3.26 GASB Statement No. 14, paragraph 65, states that a component unit
may serve as a nucleus for a financial reporting entity when it issues separate fi
nancial statements and should apply the provisions of GASB Statement No. 14,
as amended. However, those separate financial statements should acknowledge
that the government is a component unit of another government—for example,
"Sample County School District, a component unit of Sample County." In addi
tion, the notes to the financial statements should identify the primary govern
ment in whose financial reporting entity the component unit is included and
describe its relationship with the primary government.10
3.27 GASB Statement No. 14, as amended, also discusses the financial
statement presentation and disclosure requirements pertaining to a financial
reporting entity’s relationships with the following types o f organizations:
•

Joint ventures

•

Jointly governed organizations

10 As discussed in Chapter 14, the auditor's report on the component unit’s separate financial
statements also should disclose information that the entity is a component unit of a financial reporting
entity.
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•

Component units and related organizations with joint venture charac
teristics

•

Pools

•

Undivided interests

•

Cost-sharing arrangements

Auditing Considerations
3.28 The audit objectives relating to the definition, financial statement
presentation, and disclosure of the financial reporting entity are as follows:11
•

The component units reported in the financial statements meet the
criteria for inclusion in the financial reporting entity.

•

All funds of the primary government and all component units are in
cluded in the financial reporting entity.

•

If a component unit's fiscal year differs from that of the primary govern
ment, component unit information for the proper fiscal year is included
in the financial reporting entity's financial statements.

•

The component units' assets, liabilities, and equities presented in
the financial reporting entity financial statements are consistent in
amount and classification with their presentation in the separately
issued component unit financial statements, if applicable, and consis
tent with the classification of similar items in the reporting entity's
financial statements.12

•

Financial statement presentation and disclosures for component units
and related organizations are in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles (GAAP) consistently applied.

3.29 The auditor's understanding of internal control should include per
forming risk assessment procedures to evaluate the design o f the controls and
to determine whether they have been implemented, including obtaining an un
derstanding o f a government's internal control over the definition, financial
statement presentation, and disclosures relating to the financial reporting en
tity. Those internal control features may include the following:
•

Annual consideration and supervisory review that all o f the primary
government's funds are included in its financial statements

•

Annual consideration and supervisory review o f the potential com
ponent units and related organizations for reporting in the finan
cial reporting entity's financial statements (including issues of inclu
sion, identification o f major component units, method o f presentation,
and disclosure), including the need for changes in the presentation of
component units since the prior-year financial statements because of
changes in legal and contractual provisions that affect the operation
of potential component units

11 Similar audit objectives also relate to audits of the separately issued financial statem ents of
governmental component units, joint ventures, jointly governed organizations, and other stand-alone
governments.
12 The presentation of component unit financial information in the reporting entity's financial
statements need not be identical to its presentation in the component unit's financial statements, but
any reclassification of component unit financial information should not distort the presentation of the
component unit's financial information.
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•

Procedures to communicate financial reporting requirements and re
sults between the primary government and each of its component units
and their separate auditors, if applicable (Primary governments some
times obtain the information they need for financial reporting from
their component units by having the component units complete a "re
porting package" that provides the required information.)

•

Procedures to appropriately incorporate component unit financial data
into the financial reporting entity financial statements, including the
notes thereto, and to appropriately disclose related entities

3.30 Audit procedures relating to the financial reporting entity may
include—
•

Asking management about the existence of potential component units,
including whether the entity might have component units like those
reported by similar governments

•

Reviewing and evaluating that all of the government's funds are in
cluded in the primary government's financial statements

•

Reviewing and evaluating the government's analysis of potential com
ponent units and related organizations for reporting in the financial
reporting entity financial statements (including issues of inclusion,
identification of major component units, method o f presentation, and
disclosure)

•

Examining governing board minutes, amounts paid to other entities,
local newspaper articles, the entity's internet Web site, the blue pages
o f telephone directories, statutes and ordinances, and other similar
documents for evidence of funds, potential component units, and other
related organizations that have not been reported in the financial re
porting entity's financial statements as required by GAAP

•

Consulting with legal counsel, officials with oversight of local govern
ment audits, and other appropriate monitoring or oversight officials
(such as the state attorney general, state auditor, or auditor general),
as needed, to determine whether potential component units are legally
separate entities

•

Examining the entity's incorporation of component unit financial data
into the financial reporting entity financial statements, including the
notes thereto, as well as its inclusion of primary government funds and
its disclosure of related entities

3.31 During the planning stages o f an audit, the auditor should assess
whether the entity has properly identified its component units. This is impor
tant to ensure, for example, that:
•

Major funds (the calculation o f which is affected by blended compo
nent units) and opinion units are appropriately identified. (See the
discussion of opinion units in Chapter 4.)

•

The audit is properly coordinated. Some component units may be au
dited by other auditors. (See paragraph 3.35 and Chapter 4.) Deliv
ery deadlines need to be established so that component unit audits
are completed in time for those financial statements to be included in
the financial reporting entity's financial statements. Some component
units may not be audited. If that is the case, the component unit or
primary government could arrange for a timely audit, or the auditor
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should discuss with the primary government the potential effect on the
auditor's report on the reporting entity's basic financial statements of
having an unaudited component unit.
•

That appropriate audit personnel or consultants are available for those
component units that require expertise on issues such as health care,
insurance, and actuarial matters.

Presentation of Less Than a Complete Financial Reporting Entity
3.32 Some governments issue financial statements that present less than
a complete financial reporting entity. For example, they issue financial state
ments for the primary government only, one or more individual funds, or a
department, agency, or program. Further, some governments issue financial
statements that omit one or more funds. Chapter 14 discusses the effects of
those situations on the auditor's report.

Departures of Component Unit Information From GAAP
3.33 In some situations, component unit information in a financial re
porting entity's financial statements might not be in conformity with GAAP.
Consider these examples:
•

A component unit is omitted or an included organization does not meet
the provisions o f GASB Statement No. 14, as amended, for inclusion
as a component unit.

•

The component unit's auditor has modified his or her opinion on the
unit's separately issued financial statements because o f a departure
from GAAP or reported that the unit's financial statements are pre
sented on an comprehensive basis of accounting other than GAAP
(OCBOA financial statements).

•

Information about a major component unit as required by GASB State
ment No. 14, paragraph 51, as amended, is not included.

•

The component unit is presented using the wrong inclusion method
(that is, using discrete presentation instead of blending or vice versa).

•

Note disclosures for a discretely presented component unit as required
by GASB Statement No. 14, paragraphs 62 and 63, as amended, are
omitted or incomplete.

When such a GAAP departure exists, the auditor should exercise professional
judgment to determine whether the effect of that departure is material to the
financial statements of the opinion unit in which the component unit is reported.
If the GAAP departure is considered material, the auditor should appropriately
modify the opinion. See the discussion in Chapter 14 about the effect of GAAP
departures in a component unit's financial information on the auditor's report.

Nongovernmental Component Unit Use
of Private-Sector Standards
3.34 It is possible that the financial information o f a discretely presented
component unit will be presented in the reporting entity financial statements
using private-sector accounting and financial reporting standards because the
component unit is not a governmental entity. (Several items in the GASB Q&A,
such as items 4.33.1 and 4.33.3, discuss the display o f nongovernmental compo
nent units in the governmental financial reporting entity financial statements.)
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Although there is no specific GASB requirement to do so, the reporting entity
could disclose the component unit's use of nongovernmental standards following
the note disclosure requirements of NCGA Statement 1, Governmental Account
ing and Financial Reporting Principles and Accounting Principles Board (APB)
Opinion No. 22, Disclosure o f Accounting Policies, as well as GASB Statement
No. 14, as amended. (An Appendix to Chapter 4 of the GASB Q&A provides a
nonauthoritative example of such a disclosure.)

Separate Component Unit Auditor
3.35 A component unit's auditor often is not the same as the primary
government's auditor (the principal auditor). In those circumstances, it is im
portant that the auditors establish an appropriate professional relationship.
The principal auditor assumes certain responsibilities under AU section 543,
Part o f the Audit Performed by Other Independent Auditors (AICPA, Profes
sional Standards, vol. 1), as further discussed in Chapter 4. The component
unit auditor may have to facilitate the principal auditor's performance of those
responsibilities by, for example:
•

Providing a representation of independence,

•

Communicating with the principal auditor his or her awareness that
the component unit's financial statements are to be included in the
reporting entity's financial statements, and

•

Permitting the principal auditor to review audit documentation.

In addition, the component unit auditor may be expected to participate in pre
senting financial statements o f the component unit on a basis o f accounting or
fiscal year not typically used by the component unit for its separate reporting.
It is important that the various auditors and their auditees agree early on mat
ters that will affect the reporting entity's audited financial statements. Those
matters might include, for example, the timing o f the reports, the accounting
and financial reporting principles to be applied (or other accounting and finan
cial reporting information that the primary government needs for the reporting
entity financial statements13), and the auditing standards to be applied (for ex
ample, whether the component unit's financial statements will be audited using
Government Auditing Standards).14

Changes in the Financial Reporting Entity
3.36 As discussed in Chapter 2, "Financial Reporting," certain privatesector pronouncements should or may be applied in governmental financial
statements. One such pronouncement that should be applied is Accounting
Principles Board (APB) Opinion No. 20, Accounting Changes, as amended (and
as affected by GASB Statement No. 34, footnote 13). APB Opinion No. 20, as

13 For example, GASB Statement No. 34 does not require the financial statements of specialpurpose governments engaged only in business-type activities to distinguish program revenues from
general revenues. Some primary governments may require their component units engaged only in
business-type activities to include information about program and general revenues in their basic
financial statements so that audited information is available for the reporting entity's financial state
ments. Other governments will infer that information from the component unit financial statements
as discussed in item 7.26.6 of the GASB Q&A.
14 The AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide Government Auditing Standards and Circular A -133
Audits discusses the necessary modifications to the auditor’s reports on the reporting entity when a
component unit or fund does not have an audit in accordance with Government Auditing Standards.
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amended, provides financial reporting requirements, including disclosure re
quirements, when there is a change in the financial reporting entity, such as
one resulting from a change in the component units included in the financial
reporting entity. (The GASB Q&A, item 4.38.3, discusses the application o f APB
Opinion No. 20 when an organization previously reported as a component unit
no longer qualifies as a component unit.) AU section 420.07-.09, Consistency o f
Application o f Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 1), provides that a change in the reporting entity that results
from the creation, cessation, or complete or partial disposition o f a subsidiary
or other business unit does not require the auditor's report to include an ex
planatory paragraph about consistency

Other Component Unit Auditing Considerations
3.37 Chapter 14 discusses the following additional considerations concern
ing the principal auditor's report on the financial reporting entity's financial
statements: (a) a component unit's adoption o f an accounting principle earlier
than its adoption by the primary government, (b) the inclusion o f an unaudited
component unit in the financial reporting entity's financial statements, and (c)
the effect of another auditor's work on RSI and SI.
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Chapter 4— General Auditing Considerations
Introduction
4.01 In accordance with AU section 150, Generally Accepted Auditing Stan
dards (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), an independent auditor plans,
conducts, and reports the results of an audit in accordance with generally ac
cepted auditing standards (GAAS) including procedures that address the au
ditor's responsibilities for considering internal control over financial reporting
and compliance requirements as they affect the financial statement audit. Au
diting standards provide a measure of audit quality and the objectives to be
achieved in an audit. This section of the Guide provides guidance, primarily on
the application of the standards of fieldwork. Specifically, this chapter provides
guidance on the risk assessment process and general auditing considerations
for a governmental entity.

Planning and Other Auditing Considerations
4.02 This section addresses procedures for planning the audit of the fi
nancial statements of a governmental entity under GAAS. The AICPA Audit
Guide Government Auditing Standards and Circular A -133 Audits discusses
planning procedures for audits that also are conducted in accordance with the
provisions of (a) Government Auditing Standards (also referred to as the Yel
low Book), issued by the Comptroller General of the United States1 and (b) the
Single Audit Act Amendments of 1996 and Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) Circular A-133, Audits o f States, Local Governments, and Non-Profit
Organizations.
4.03 The GASB establishes accounting and financial reporting standards
for state and local governments. Chapter 2, "Financial Reporting," discusses
governmental financial statements and certain auditing considerations relating
to them. Chapter 3, "The Financial Reporting Entity," and Chapters 5, "Cash,
Investments, and Investment-Related Activity," through 10, "Equity and Finan
cial Statement Reconciliations," discuss the audit objectives, internal control
features, and audit procedures that may be considered in developing audit pro
grams for financial statement components and elements. The auditor plans his
or her audit using auditing standards and interpretive publications, including
this Guide, to meet the objectives of each specific audit engagement.

Audit Planning
4.04 The first standard of field work states, "The auditor must adequately
plan the work and must properly supervise any assistants." AU section 311,
Planning and Supervision (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), provides
guidance on the considerations and activities applicable to planning and super
vision of an audit conducted in accordance with GAAS, including appointment1

1 The AICPA Audit Guide Government Auditing Standards and Circular A-133 Audits, discusses
Government Auditing Standards requirements and guidance relating to financial audits. Government
Auditing Standards apply only when required by statute or other mandate (including in an audit under
the provisions o f the Single Audit Act Amendments o f 1996 and Office of Management and Budget
[OMB] Circular A-133, Audits o f States, Local Governments, and Non-Profit Organizations) or when
auditors are holding themselves out as following those standards.
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of the independent auditor, preliminary engagement activities, establishing an
understanding with the client, preparing a detailed, written audit plan, deter
mining the extent o f involvement of professionals with specialized skills, and
communicating with those charged with governance and management. Audit
planning also involves developing an overall audit strategy for the expected
conduct, organization, and staffing of the audit. The nature, timing, and ex
tent of planning vary with the size and complexity of the entity, and with the
auditor's experience with the entity and understanding o f the entity and its
environment, including its internal control.
4.05 AU section 311.03 states that the auditor must plan the audit so that
it is responsive to the assessment of the risks of material misstatement based
on the auditor's understanding of the entity and its environment, including
its internal control. Planning is not a discrete phase of the audit, but rather
an iterative process that begins with engagement acceptance and continues
throughout the audit as the auditor performs audit procedures and accumulates
sufficient appropriate audit evidence to support the audit opinion.

Audit Approach and Program
4.06 Auditors should consider planning and performing a financial state
ment audit to achieve maximum audit efficiency. Because governments often
maintain numerous funds, audit tests are most efficient if they are designed to
avoid repetitive procedures. However, if the government operates one or more
activities separately or autonomously, the auditor may need to perform proce
dures on those activities separately.
4.07 Many auditors plan and perform audit work based upon an entity's
transaction cycles. For example, an auditor may plan and perform audit pro
cedures relating to an entity's revenue and receivables by examining the cash
receipts cycle. While planning and performing cycle work, the auditor should
ensure that appropriate coverage is given to each opinion unit (see the discus
sion of materiality determinations and opinion units in paragraphs 4.26-4.44).
If a government's internal control for a transaction cycle is handled by the same
system regardless of where the transactions and balances are reported in the
financial statements, the auditor's consideration of internal control and assess
ment of control risk for that system would apply equally to all affected opinion
units, even if transactions and balances reported in an individual opinion unit
are not included in a test of controls. However, in designing substantive tests of
financial statement assertions, the auditor should use professional judgment in
designing audit procedures that will provide appropriate substantive evidence
for the auditor's separate opinion on each opinion unit.
4.08 Many governments maintain their primary accounting records based
on funds and typically use a process through which they separately develop the
additional information needed for the government-wide financial statements.
As a result, the auditor may find it efficient to plan and perform the audit by
considering the fund financial statements first and then the additional infor
mation developed for the government-wide financial statements. While much
of that additional information is displayed in the reconciliations between the
fund financial statements and the government-wide financial statements (such
as capital asset and long-term debt information and asset and liability accru
als), some additional information is not displayed in the reconciliations (such
as the eliminations and reclassifications of internal activity and classifications
of program and general revenues). In planning and performing the audit in this
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manner, the auditor should consider the different processes and internal con
trol over the additional information developed for the government-wide finan
cial statements. The auditor's responsibility for considering the processes and
internal control over the additional information developed for the governmentwide financial statements is the same as his or her responsibility for considering
the processes and internal control over the fund financial statements.

Communicating With the Auditee2
4.09 Communicating with the auditee is an ongoing process, beginning
during audit planning and continuing through the delivery of the reports and,
possibly, even after report delivery. During planning, the auditor should estab
lish an understanding with the auditee as well as communicate engagement
details. Those communications may need to be revised or supplemented as the
audit progresses.
4.10 AAU section 311 states the auditor should establish an understand
ing with the governmental entity regarding the services to be performed for
each engagement. This understanding should be documented through a writ
ten communication with the governmental entity in the form of an engagement
letter. The understanding should include the objectives o f the engagement,
management's responsibilities, the auditor's responsibilities, and limitations
of the engagement. AU section 311 lists matters that generally are included
when the auditor establishes an understanding with the auditee regarding an
audit o f the financial statements. Among other matters, the engagement letter
or contract should include the type of engagement and whether it is intended
to meet specific audit requirements (see paragraph 4.13). The auditor also may
want to include, in the engagement letter or contract, requirements for access
to audit documentation (see paragraph 4.98) and for communicating internal
control related matters (see paragraph 4.95).
4.11 The auditor might consider holding a preaudit conference with the
auditee to discuss the responsibilities of both the auditee and the auditor. The
understandings reached during the preaudit conference may be documented as
provided for in AU section 311. Topics for the preaudit conference with elements
that are unique to or significant in a governmental audit could include:3
•

Identification of audit staff that have knowledge and experience
with governmental accounting, financial reporting, and audits4

2 Government Auditing Standards includes an additional fieldwork requirement for communi
cating certain information to the auditee, the individuals contracting for or requesting audit services,
and the audit committee during the planning stages of an audit. Those standards also include an
additional general requirement for the audit organization to have in place, document, and monitor an
appropriate internal quality control system and to undergo an external peer review every three years.
A copy of the most recent external peer review report and any letter of comment should be provided to
certain parties, including the auditee. See the AICPA Audit Guide Government Auditing Standards
and Circular A-133 Audits.
3 Discussion at the preaudit conference may be influenced by materiality determinations for
financial statement preparation and audit purposes as discussed in paragraphs 4.23-4.41.
4 Government Auditing Standards builds upon the AICPA's first general standard (AU section
210, Training and Proficiency o f the Independent Auditor [AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1]) by
requiring that an audit organization have a process for recruiting, hiring, continuously developing,
and evaluating staff to assist the organization in maintaining a workforce that has adequate com
petence. One of the areas that process should address is continuing professional education (CPE).
Government Auditing Standards requires CPE for audit personnel in subjects that directly enhance
their professional proficiency to perform audits or attestation engagements and that relate to the spe
cific or unique environment in which the auditee operates. See the AICPA Audit Guide Government
Auditing Standards and Circular A-133 Audits.
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•

The use o f other auditors and the effect of those other auditors on
the timing of the audit and on the auditor's report (See paragraphs
4.14-4.20.)

•

The effect of the use of service organizations (see paragraph 4.63)
and specialists on audit procedures

•

Audit timing, including dates for the following:
—

Availability of records, especially when a government's
accounting records are decentralized among several de
partments or other accountability centers

—

The required delivery of the report, which may be affected
by legal and contractual provisions

•

New accounting and financial reporting standards that the entity
has or is required to implement (see paragraph 4.57)

•

Reports to be provided by the auditor pursuant to the terms of the
engagement (see paragraph 4.12)

•

Applicable audit requirements, including the auditor's respon
sibility under AU section 801, Compliance Auditing Considera
tions in Audits o f Governmental Entities and Recipients o f Gov
ernmental Financial Assistance (AICPA, Professional Standards,
vol. 1), for communicating with management if the auditor be
comes aware that the entity is subject to an audit requirement that
is not encompassed in the terms of the engagement (see paragraph
4.13)

•

The effect of new auditing requirements on audit procedures or
the scope o f the audit

•

The auditor's responsibilities for:
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—

Discovering and reporting material misstatements re
sulting from illegal acts, errors, or fraud (see paragraphs
4.77-4.86)

—

Making specific inquiries o f those charged with gov
ernance, internal auditors, and other entity personnel
about fraud (Appendix A [paragraph 4.99] to this chapter
discusses the provisions o f AU section 316, Consideration
o f Fraud in a Financial Statement Audit [AICPA, Profes
sional Standards, vol. 1]).

—

Communicating certain matters to those charged with
governance, including information about uncorrected
misstatements aggregated by the auditor that were de
termined by management to be immaterial, both indi
vidually and in the aggregate, to the financial state
ments for the opinion units in the government's financial
statements (see the discussion o f materiality determina
tions and opinion units in a governmental audit in para
graphs 4.26-4.44 and the discussions about communica
tions with the audit committee in paragraph 4.95 and
Chapter 13, "Concluding the Audit")
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•

The auditee's responsibilities for:
—

Preparing worksheets, schedules, and other "prepared by
client" (PBC) material needed for the audit

—

Preparing the basic financial statements, required sup
plementary information (RSI), including management's
discussion and analysis (MD&A), and supplementary in
formation other than required supplementary informa
tion, known as SI

—

Determining whether required budgetary compliance in
formation will be presented in the basic financial state
ments or as RSI

—

Identifying all component units that should be reported
in the reporting entity's financial statements and deter
mining how they should be displayed

—

Identifying compliance requirements that have a direct
and material effect on the determination of financial
statement amounts and for disclosing applicable in
stances of noncompliance (See paragraphs 4.78 and 4.814.86.)

—

Adjusting the financial statements to correct material
misstatements and for affirming to the auditor in the
representation letter that the effects o f any uncorrected
misstatements aggregated by the auditor are immaterial,
both individually and in the aggregate, to the financial
statements for the opinion units in the government's fi
nancial statements (See the discussion of materiality de
terminations and opinion units in a governmental audit
in paragraphs 4.26-4.44.)

—

Identifying related-party transactions and for determin
ing the appropriate reporting (See paragraph 4.45.)

—

Complying with any industry association certificate pro
gram requirements (if applicable) for the comprehensive
annual financial report (CAFR)

—

Signing a management representation letter that may
include government-specific representations (See Chap
ter 13.)

•

The need for lawyer letters or for alternative procedures if the
government does not retain inside or outside counsel and has not
consulted a lawyer during the period about litigation, claims, or
assessments (See Chapter 13.)

•

Internal audit assistance the auditor expects to receive from the
auditee (See paragraphs 4.21 and 4.22.)

Engagement Reporting Objectives
4.12 The auditor should establish an understanding with management
early to determine the specific auditor's reports to be issued. For example, in
an audit conducted in accordance with GAAS, the auditor may be required to
report on any or all of the following.
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•

The basic financial statements with accompanying RSI, as dis
cussed in Chapter 2. The basic financial statements are the min
imum financial statements that should be prepared under gener
ally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) and, generally contain
government-wide financial statements, fund financial statements,
and notes to the financial statements. RSI consists o f MD&A and,
when applicable, other RSI.5

•

The CAFR, which, in addition to the basic financial statements
with accompanying RSI, contains:6

•

—

An introductory section

—

Appropriate combining and individual fund financial
statements and schedules

—

A statistical section

The financial statements of the primary government or o f a com
ponent unit, department, agency, program, or individual fund

Paragraphs 4.87-4.94 discuss the auditor's responsibility for performing
procedures on RSI and SI. Chapter 14, "Audit Reporting," discusses and illus
trates the auditor's reporting on governmental financial statements.
4.13 The engagement may include audit requirements in addition to an
audit in accordance with GAAS. For example, requirements could include the
need to comply with Government Auditing Standards or the Single Audit Act
Amendments of 1996 and OMB Circular A-133, as described in the AICPA Au
dit Guide Government Auditing Standards and Circular A-133 Audits. Audit
requirements of the engagement should be clearly defined in writing. Because
o f the various audit requirements to which governments are subject, AU section
801.21 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1) states that auditors should ex
ercise due professional care to ensure that they and management understand
the type o f engagement to be performed. AU section 801.22 states that, if the
auditor becomes aware that the entity is subject to an audit requirement that
may not be encompassed in the terms of the engagement, the auditor should
communicate to management and the audit committee, or to others with equiv
alent authority and responsibility, that an audit in accordance with GAAS may
not satisfy the relevant legal, regulatory, or contractual requirements.

Principal Auditor Status and Independence
4.14 As discussed in Chapter 3, the financial statements o f component
units often are required to be included with the financial statements o f a pri
mary government to form the financial statements o f a financial reporting en
tity. Frequently, that requirement results in including component units whose
financial statements are audited by auditors other than the auditor engaged

5 As discussed in Chapters 2, "Financial Reporting," and 11, "The Budget," GASB Statement
No. 34, Basic Financial Statements—and Management's Discussion and Analysis—for State and Local
Governments, as amended by GASB Statement No. 41, Budgetary Comparison Schedules—Perspective
Differences, permits governments to elect to report certain required budgetary comparison information
in a budgetary comparison statem ent as part of the basic financial statements, rather than as required
supplementary information (RSI).
6 This accompanying material is supplementary information other than RSI, known as SI. This
chapter and Chapter 14, "Audit Reporting," discuss the auditor's responsibility for and reporting on
SI, including if the auditor is engaged to audit SI that is financially oriented, such as the combining
and individual fund financial statements.
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by the primary government. In some cases, the assets, liabilities, revenues, or
expenses/expenditures o f one or more of those component units exceed those of
the primary government. In addition, some primary governments may hire a
separate auditor to audit separate funds, such as certain enterprise funds or a
pension trust fund. Those circumstances have raised questions about the iden
tity o f the principal auditor of the reporting entity's financial statements. AU
section 543.02, Part o f Audit Performed by Other Independent Auditors (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1), requires a decision as to whether the auditor's
participation in the audit is sufficient to enable the auditor to serve as the prin
cipal auditor and to report as such on the financial statements. At a minimum,
an auditor should meet both o f the following criteria to serve as the principal
auditor:
•

Engagement by the primary government as the principal auditor
of the financial reporting entity

•

Responsibility for auditing the primary government's general fund
(or other primary operating fund)

4.15 Having met the principal auditor criteria, that auditor is required to
exercise the responsibilities of the position as discussed in AU sections 543.10,
.12, and .13 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1). In obtaining independence
representations from other involved auditors, the principal auditor should con
sider the provisions o f Ethics Interpretation No. 101-10 o f the AICPA Code of
Professional Conduct, The Effect on Independence o f Relationships With Enti
ties Included in the Governmental Financial Statements (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 2, ET sec. 101.12), as discussed in paragraph 4.19. (See Chap
ter 3 for a discussion o f the responsibilities o f the component unit auditor.)
4.16 In accordance with AU section 543 (AICPA, Professional Standards,
vol. 1), the principal auditor should decide whether to make reference in his
or her report to the audits performed by the other auditors. Reference should
be made unless the principal auditor decides to assume responsibility for the
work o f the other auditor. AU section 543 provides guidance for making that
decision, and that decision should be made in the context o f the opinion unit that
contains the financial statements that are audited by the other auditor. (See the
discussion o f materiality determinations and opinion units in a governmental
audit in paragraphs 4.26-4.44.) Chapter 14 discusses the effect on the auditor's
report when part of the audit is performed by another auditor.
4.17 Because o f expertise, contracting requirements or preferences, or
other reasons, an auditor might perform an audit on a subcontract or joint
basis or through a joint venture with another auditor, for example, a state au
ditor's office or a minority-owned or small firm. Auditors participating in such
an arrangement should consider arriving at a formal understanding of their
respective responsibilities, including the following:
•

Client communication responsibilities, including general commu
nications and communicating findings

•

Reporting responsibilities, including signing the audit report (see
the discussion in Chapter 14)

•

Determining the compensation of the parties

•

Supervising the engagement
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•

Documenting the engagement and ownership o f audit documen
tation

•

Establishing review procedures

The responsibility for signing the audit report usually dictates the extent o f the
review of audit documentation and other professional requirements imposed on
the participants.
4.18 AICPA members who are engaged to audit the financial statements of
governmental entities in accordance with GAAS are required to be independent.
In making judgments about whether they are independent, members should be
guided by Rule 101, Independence, of the AICPA Code of Professional Conduct
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 2, ET sec. 101), its Interpretations, and
the Ethics Rulings it includes.7 Among those standards, Ethics Interpretation
No. 101-3 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 2, ET sec. 101.05), establishes
requirements that members should meet to perform nonattest services for an
attest client without impairing his or her independence with regard to that
client. Those requirements are that (a) the member should not perform man
agement functions or make management decisions for the attest client, (b) the
client must agree to perform certain functions in connection with the engage
ment to perform nonattest services, including make all management decisions,
perform all management functions, and accept responsibility for the results of
the services, and (c) the member should establish and document in writing his
or her understanding with the client certain matters, such as the objectives of
the engagement and any limitations o f the engagement. Ethics Interpretation
No. 101-3 provides examples of the types of nonattest services that would be
considered to impair a member's independence. Members also should be guided
by the definition of the term client at ET sec. 92.01, which provides that AICPA
members who are employed by state and local governments who meet certain
criteria may be considered independent for purposes of auditing their employer
governments.
4.19 Ethics Interpretation No. 101-10 of the AICPA Code of Professional
Conduct (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 2, ET sec. 101.12), discusses the
effect on an auditor's independence of relationships with entities included in
governmental financial statements. The Interpretation requires that:
•

Auditors issuing a report on the basic financial statements of
the financial reporting entity must be independent o f the finan
cial reporting entity, as defined in the Interpretation. However,
where the primary auditor explicitly states reliance on other au
ditors reports thereon, independence is not required with respect
to any major or nonmajor fund, internal service fund, fiduciary
f und, or component unit or other entities disclosed in the financial

7 Some state boards of accountancy have independence requirements in addition to those of
the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA). Also, for engagements conducted
in accordance with Government Auditing Standards, auditors and audit organizations are subject to
additional independence rules that are in some cases very similar to the AICPA independence rules
and in other cases are more restrictive. The AICPA Audit Guide Government Auditing Standards and
Circular A-133 Audits, discusses the additional independence requirements of Government Auditing
Standards. Ethics Interpretation No. 101-3 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 2, ET sec. 101.05),
requires compliance with independence regulations of authoritative regulatory bodies, specifically
including the General Accounting Office [subsequent to the issuance of this ethics interpretation,
the General Accounting Office was renamed the Government Accountability Office], when a member
performs nonattest services for a client and is required to be independent of the client under the
regulations of the applicable regulatory body.
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statements. In addition, independence is not required with respect
to an entity disclosed in the notes to the basic financial statements
if the financial reporting entity is not financially accountable for
the organization and the required disclosure does not include fi
nancial information. For example, a disclosure limited to the fi
nancial reporting entity's ability to appoint the governing board
members of an organization would not require the auditor to be
independent of that organization. However, auditors and their im
mediate family should not hold a key position with a major fund,
nonmajor fund, internal service fund, fiduciary fund, or component
unit of the financial reporting entity or other entity that should
be disclosed in the notes to the basic financial statements.
•

Auditors who are auditing the financial statements of a major
fund, nonmajor fund, internal service fund, fiduciary fund, or com
ponent unit of the financial reporting entity or an entity that
should be disclosed in the notes to the basic financial statements
o f the financial reporting entity, but are not auditing the primary
government, should be independent with respect to the financial
statements being reported upon. Auditors are not required to be
independent o f the primary government or other funds or compo
nent units of the reporting entity or entities that should be dis
closed in the notes to the basic financial statements. However, au
ditors and their immediate family should not hold a key position
within the primary government.

4.20 Sometimes when a government audit agency performs an audit
(whether as the principal auditor or under a joint arrangement with another
auditor), there is a change in the administration of the audit agency (for exam
ple, as a result o f an election). In some cases, the completion of field work (and
thus the date o f the auditor's report) may fall within the term o f the outgoing
government auditor. However, the financial statements, the management rep
resentation letters), certain communications to the auditee, and the auditor's
report may not be finalized until after the incoming government auditor takes
office. Even though the date of the audit report may fall within the predeces
sor auditor's term, the auditor in office when the report is issued should sign
the report because the auditor relies on the staff o f the audit agency. (Chap
ter 13 discusses a similar situation involving the signing of the management
representation letter following a change in administration.)

The Internal Audit Function
4.21 State and local governments frequently establish an internal audit
organization; large governments sometimes establish separate organizations
for separate departments. The responsibilities o f internal audit organizations
can vary significantly—from monitoring control activities to providing assur
ance and consulting activities designed to add value and improve an organiza
tion's operations and its risk management, control, and governance processes.
The internal audit organization usually attempts to maintain its independence
from the executive, legislative, or judicial branches although, administratively,
it may report to one or more of them.8 Auditors should recognize the various
roles and perspectives that internal auditors may have within government and
8 Auditors employed by state and local governments sometimes may be considered independent.
See paragraph 4.15.
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consider whether and how they may be able to use the work o f those internal
auditors to assist in the audits o f the government's financial statements.
4.22 An internal audit function may affect an organization's internal con
trol in two ways. First, the function usually increases the attention devoted to
internal control. Second, to the extent the function is responsible for a contin
uing evaluation of internal control, it serves the important role of monitoring
internal control. An internal audit organization also may be responsible for
monitoring compliance by the entity's grantees and subgrantees with the pro
visions o f grant agreements. Independent auditors may be able to coordinate
efforts with the internal audit organization and use their efforts to provide au
dit evidence. AU section 322, The Auditor's Consideration o f the Internal Audit
Function in an Audit o f Financial Statements (AICPA, Professional Standards,
vol. 1), discusses the effects of internal audit organizations on the audit.

Audit Risk
4.23 AU section 312, Audit Risk and Materiality in Conducting an Audit
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), states that audit risk is a function
o f the risk that the financial statements prepared by management are mate
rially misstated and the risk that the auditor will not detect such material
misstatement. The auditor should consider audit risk in relation to the rele
vant assertions related to individual account balances, classes of transactions,
and disclosures and at the overall financial statement level. In the context o f a
governmental audit, the overall financial statement level would be at the level
o f the opinion units, as discussed in paragraph 4.32.
4.24 At the account balance, class o f transactions, relevant assertion, or
disclosure level, audit risk consists o f (a) the risk of material misstatement (con
sisting o f inherent risk and control risk) and (b) the detection risk. AU section
312.23 states that auditors should assess the risk o f material misstatement at
the relevant assertion level as a basis to design and perform further audit pro
cedures (tests of controls or substantive procedures). Defaulting to a maximum
inherent or control risk assessment is not permitted.
4.25 In considering audit risk at the overall financial statement level, the
auditor should consider risks of material misstatement that relate pervasively
to the financial statements taken as a whole. As discussed in paragraph 4.32,
below, in a governmental audit, "taken as a whole" means considering each
"opinion unit" separately. Risks of a pervasive nature often relate to the entity's
control environment and are not necessarily identifiable with specific relevant
assertions at the class of transactions, account balance, disclosure level, or opin
ion unit. Such risks may be especially relevant to the auditor's consideration
of the risks of material misstatement arising from fraud, for example, through
management override o f internal control.

Materiality
4.26 This section describes how the nature of the governmental financial
reporting model is the basis for how materiality is determined in an audit of
governmental financial statements. It also describes how materiality determi
nations for purposes of preparing a government's basic financial statements
differ from materiality determinations for purposes o f planning, performing,
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evaluating the results of, and reporting on the audit o f a government's basic
financial statements.
4.27 As described in Chapter 2, governments generally are required to
include in their basic financial statements both government-wide financial
statements and fund financial statements. GASB standards require those fi
nancial statements to present certain disaggregated information. For example,
GASB Statement No. 34 requires the government-wide statement o f net as
sets and statement of activities, which display information about the govern
ment as a whole, to include separate rows and columns to distinguish between
the governmental and business-type activities of the primary government and
also between the primary government and its discretely presented compo
nent units. The fund financial statements are required to report additional
and detailed information about the primary government's funds, including its
blended component units. Separate sets o f financial statements are required
for each fund category—governmental, proprietary, and fiduciary—and each
statement is required to present a number of different columns. For example,
the governmental fund financial statements are required to present separate
columns for the financial information for each major governmental fund, for
the nonmajor governmental funds in the aggregate, and for total governmental
funds.
GASB G uidance to Preparers on M ateriality Determ inations
4.28 Items 7.4.1-7.4.6 of the GASB staff document Comprehensive Im
plementation Guide (GASB Q&A) explain how preparers should view govern
mental financial statements in applying materiality determinations. That view
is based on the requirements in GASB standards to report separate financial
statements or information for various reporting units, as shown in Exhibit 4-1.
Item 7.4.1 of the GASB Q&A indicates that preparers should make separate
materiality evaluations for the governmental activities; the business-type activ
ities; and each major governmental and enterprise fund because those reporting
units are considered to be quantitatively material. That item also states that
the components o f the remaining fund information—nonmajor governmental
and enterprise funds, internal service funds, and fiduciary funds—may or may
not be quantitatively material. It states that the preparer's view of the data pre
sented for those reporting units for purposes of materiality evaluations should
be based on professional judgment considering relevant qualitative factors and
the relationship of the remaining fund reporting units to other appropriate in
formation in the financial statements. Item 7.4.2 o f the GASB Q&A indicates
that materiality assessments for the reconciliations between the fund financial
statements and the government-wide financial statements should be considered
in conjunction with the government-wide financial statements. Note that those
reconciliations are presented on the fund financial statements or in schedules
that accompany those statements.
4.29 Items 7.4.4-7.4.6 o f the GASB Q&A discuss how preparers should
view the data for discretely presented component units for purposes of material
ity evaluations. Item 7.4.5 states that assessment of major individual discretely
presented component units should consider certain characteristics o f the major
component unit information and be based on an evaluation of the unit's signifi
cance relative to the total discretely presented component units and the nature
and significance of the unit's relationship to the primary government. See also
GASB Q&A, item 4.28.17, which provides further guidance on "significance" for
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determining major component units. Item 7.4.6 states that the preparer's view
of the data presented for component unit information when there are no major
component units for purposes of materiality evaluations should be based on
professional judgment. That judgment includes considering relevant qualita
tive factors and the relationship of the nonmajor component units' information
to other appropriate information in the government's financial statements.
A uditor M ateriality Determinations
4.30 AU section 312, Audit Risk and Materiality in Conducting an Audit
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), establishes standards and provides
guidance on the auditor's consideration of audit risk and materiality (at both
the financial statement and relevant assertion level) when performing an audit
o f financial statements in accordance with GAAS. The auditor's consideration
o f materiality is a matter o f professional judgment and is influenced by the au
ditor's perception of the needs of users of financial statements. The perceived
needs o f users are recognized in the discussion of materiality in Financial Ac
counting Standards Board (FASB) Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts
No. 2, Qualitative Characteristics o f Accounting Information, which defines ma
teriality as "the magnitude o f an omission or misstatement of accounting in
formation that, in the light of surrounding circumstances, makes it probable
that the judgment of a reasonable person relying on the information would
have been changed or influenced by the omission or misstatement." That dis
cussion recognizes that materiality judgments are made in light o f surrounding
circumstances and necessarily involve both quantitative and qualitative con
siderations.
Planning M ateriality
4.31 In accordance with AU section 312.27, the auditor should determine
a materiality level for the financial statements taken as a whole, which, in
the context of a governmental audit, means establishing materiality levels by
each opinion unit as further discussed in paragraph 4.32 when establishing the
overall audit strategy for the audit. These materiality levels help the auditor
make judgments about:
a. The identification of risks o f material misstatement;
b. The assessment of whether those risks are material; and
c. The determination o f the nature, timing, and extent of further audit
procedures. Properly designed further audit procedures increase
the likelihood that you will detect any material misstatement that
exists in the financial statements.
The determination of what is material to the users is a matter o f professional
judgment. The auditor often may apply a percentage to a chosen benchmark
as a step in determining materiality for the financial statements taken as a
whole.
4.32 As noted in paragraph 4.31, because of the unique nature o f gov
ernmental financial reporting, the auditor's consideration of whether a govern
ment's basic financial statements are presented fairly, in all material respects,
in conformity with GAAP, should be based on opinion units, as shown in Ex
hibit 4-1 and as discussed in paragraphs 4.33—4.36.
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Exhibit 4-1
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(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)

NOTE: GASB Statement No. 34 requires the presentation on the govern
mental fund financial statements of reconciliations to governmental activi
ties in the government-wide financial statements. It also requires reconcil
iations on the proprietary fund financial statements from enterprise funds
to business-type activities in the government-wide financial statements, if
applicable. In planning, performing, evaluating the results of, and report
ing on the audit, the auditor should consider the information presented
in the financial statement reconciliations as relating to the governmental
activities and business-type activities opinion units.
The basic financial statements also include notes to the financial state
ments that are essential to fair presentation of the financial statements.
Chapter 13 discusses the effect of opinion units on the auditor's evaluation
o f note disclosures.
Reporting units represent the separate columnar displays required by
GASB standards.
Financial reporting alternatives exist for the display of discretely presented
component units. See discussion in footnote 10 and Chapter 3.
These are the opinion units required for an audit o f government's basic
financial statements. An auditor may be engaged to set the scope of the
audit and assess materiality at a more-detailed level than the opinion units
required for the basic financial statements, as discussed in paragraphs 4.43
and 4.44.
Except as indicated in (7), auditors should make a single quantitative mate
riality evaluation for the aggregate discretely presented component units,
and apply quantitative materiality to those component units independently
of the quantitative evaluations they make for other opinion units and re
gardless of how major component units are reported in the basic financial
statements. That quantitative evaluation along with quantitative materi
ality factors should affect the nature, timing, and extent of audit procedures
applied to the financial information of individual funds that comprise the
opinion unit. See paragraph 4.34.

(6) Except as indicated in (7), auditors should make a single quantitative ma
teriality evaluation for the remaining fund information, and apply quanti
tative materiality to that remaining fund information independently o f the
quantitative evaluations they make for other opinion units. That quanti
tative evaluation along with quantitative materiality factors should affect
the nature, timing, and extent of audit procedures applied to the financial
information o f individual funds that comprise the opinion unit. See para
graph 4.34.
(7) As explained in paragraph 4.35, under certain circumstances auditors may
choose to combine the two aggregate opinion units—the one for the ag
gregate discretely presented component units and the one for the aggre
gate remaining fund information—into a single opinion unit referred to
as the aggregate discretely presented component unit and remaining fund
information opinion unit. Auditors should apply quantitative materiality
to that combined aggregate opinion unit independently o f the quantitative
evaluations they make for other opinion units and regardless o f how major
component units are reported in the basic financial statements. That quan
titative evaluation along with quantitative materiality factors should affect
the nature, timing, and extent o f audit procedures applied to the financial
information o f individual discretely presented component units and funds
that comprise the opinion unit.
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4.33 Auditors should make separate materiality determinations for pur
poses o f planning, performing, evaluating the results of, and reporting on the
audit o f a government's basic financial statements for each opinion unit. Ex
cept as discussed in paragraph 4.35, the opinion units in a government's ba
sic financial statements are (as applicable) the governmental activities; the
business-type activities; the aggregate discretely presented component units;
each major governmental and enterprise fund;9 and the aggregate remaining
fund information (nonmajor governmental and enterprise funds, the internal
service fund type, and the fiduciary fund types). The auditor should view the
financial statement reconciliations presented on the fund financial statements
or in an accompanying schedule as relating to the presentation o f the govern
mental activities and business-type activities opinion units. Chapters 13 and 14
discuss how the auditor should evaluate misstatements and express opinions
in the auditor's report separately for each opinion unit.
4.34 Audit materiality is based on the opinion units indicated above
because, as established in GASB Statement No. 34 and explained in Chapter 7
o f the GASB Q&A, a government's basic financial statements highlight a
primary government's governmental activities, its business-type activities,
and each of its major governmental and enterprise funds. As a general rule, the
other information presented in a government's basic financial statements is
separated into two opinion units—the aggregate remaining fund information
and the aggregate discretely presented component units. Those groupings
distinguish financial information for the primary government from financial
information for its discretely presented component units. (See also para
graph 4.35.) The auditor should make materiality evaluations for each opinion
unit separately. That is, the materiality evaluation for one opinion unit should
not be affected by other information in the government's financial statements
or by quantitative or qualitative factors relating to other opinion units. Also,
in the audit o f a government's basic financial statements, the auditor should
not establish more than one opinion unit for the aggregate remaining fund
information, even though, as discussed in paragraph 4.28, Chapter 7 of the
GASB Q&A advises preparers to consider disaggregating the remaining fund
information for purposes of materiality evaluations. Similarly, auditors should
not establish more than one opinion unit for the aggregate discretely presented
component units, regardless of how major component units are reported in the
basic financial statements.10 (paragraphs 4.43 and 4.44 discuss how auditors
may set the scope of the audit at a more-detailed level.) However, because o f the
various, potentially diverse information comprising the aggregate opinion units
(that is, the aggregate remaining fund information and the aggregate discretely
presented component units, or the combination of those two, as discussed in
paragraph 4.35), the auditor should consider how qualitative and quantitative
factors relating to the components of each aggregate unit will affect the nature,
timing, and extent of audit procedures on that unit. Regardless of how the audi
tor designs and performs audit procedures for each opinion unit (including the
9 Major governmental and enterprise funds are separate opinion units regardless of whether
(1) they meet the quantitative criteria in GASB Statement No. 34 for reporting as major or (2) the
government voluntarily decides to report them as major because they are particularly important to
financial statem ent users.
10 As discussed in Chapter 3, "The Financial Reporting Entity," information about each major
component unit can be provided by (a) presenting each major component unit in a separate column in
the government-wide financial statements, (b) including combining statements of major component
units in the basic financial statements after the fund financial statements, or (c) presenting condensed
financial statem ents in the notes to the financial statements.
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aggregate opinion units), the auditor's report on the basic financial statements
generally should contain either expressions o f opinion regarding the financial
statements for each opinion unit, or assertions to the effect that an opinion on
one or more opinion units cannot be expressed, as discussed in Chapter 14.
4.35 Normally, as discussed in paragraphs 4.43 and 4.44, the aggregate
discretely presented component units and the aggregate remaining fund in
formation are treated as separate opinion units. In some cases, however, the
aggregate discretely presented component unit opinion unit is not quantita
tively or qualitatively material to the primary government. For example, the
reporting entity may have a single, small component unit and there are no
qualitative factors that make that component unit material to the primary
government. In other cases, the aggregate remaining fund information opinion
unit is not quantitatively or qualitatively material to the primary government.
For example, the primary government may have only a few, small nonmajor
governmental or enterprise funds (and no internal service or fiduciary funds)
and there are no qualitative factors that make those funds material to the pri
mary government. In either of those situations, auditors may choose to combine
the two aggregate opinion units—the one for the aggregate discretely presented
component units and the one for the aggregate remaining fund information—
into a single opinion unit for purposes of planning, performing, evaluating the
results of, and reporting on the audit of the government's basic financial state
ments. That combined opinion unit is referred to as the "aggregate discretely
presented component unit and remaining fund information" opinion unit. Even
if that combined aggregate opinion unit is not material to the primary govern
ment, no further aggregation of that opinion unit with other of the government's
opinion units is permitted. Similarly, no further aggregation is permitted if the
government has only the aggregate discretely presented component unit opin
ion unit or only the aggregate remaining fund information opinion unit, and
that opinion unit is not material to the primary government.
4.36 Auditors should determine opinion units for audits of a specialpurpose government's basic financial statements in the same manner as for
general-purpose governments.
•

A government that is engaged in a single governmental program
and that combines its fund financial statements and government
wide financial statements, as provided in paragraph 136 of GASB
Statement No. 34, will have an opinion unit for each major govern
mental fund, an opinion unit for its aggregate nonmajor govern
mental funds, if any, and an opinion unit for the government-wide
total column, which represents governmental activities.

•

A government that is engaged only in business-type activities may
have more than one opinion unit. For example, a utility district
with more than one enterprise fund (one each for its water, sewer,
electric, and trash operations) will have an opinion unit for each
major enterprise fund and another opinion unit for its aggregate
nonmajor enterprise funds, if any, which represents "remaining
fund information."111

11 Some special-purpose governments engaged only in business-type activities report fiduciary
activities in fiduciary funds. GASB Statement No. 34 does not require those governments to present
a government-wide financial statem ent because the activity reported in fiduciary funds is not part
of government-wide financial statements. In those situations, the fiduciary funds are part of the
remaining fund information opinion unit.
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•

A government that is engaged only in fiduciary activities has only
one opinion unit that represents, in effect, "remaining fund infor
mation." For a public employee retirement system (PERS) with
more than one defined benefit pension plan that presents sep
arate financial statements for each plan, as required by GASB
standards, those separate plan financial statements do not repre
sent separate opinion units but rather are aggregated into a single
opinion unit.

If a special-purpose government has one or more discretely presented compo
nent units, the component unit, or the aggregate o f those component units,
is an opinion unit separate from the government's other opinion unit(s), un
less the aggregate component units meet the conditions for combining with the
aggregate remaining fund information, as discussed in paragraph 4.35.
Quantitative a n d Qualitative M ateriality Factors
4.37 The auditor plans the audit to obtain reasonable assurance of detect
ing misstatements that he or she believes could be large enough, individually or
in the aggregate, to be quantitatively material to the financial presentation of
an opinion unit. Auditors may establish a single measure or multiple measures
of quantitative materiality for each opinion unit in designing and performing
audit procedures. As a practical approach to establishing multiple measures of
quantitative materiality for an individual opinion unit, the auditor may con
sider qualitative factors such as whether large-dollar activity or balances might
distort quantitative materiality for the unit. For example, the governmental
activities opinion unit may have significant amounts o f general capital assets,
including infrastructure assets that are as large as, if not larger than, all of the
other assets of that opinion unit. In that case, the auditor may wish to take a
two-tiered approach to establishing quantitative materiality and develop one
set of measures for considering general capital asset activity and balances and
another set o f measures for considering activity and balances relating to other
than general capital assets. Other accounts that similarly could distort quanti
tative materiality considerations for an opinion unit include investments, debt,
and special and extraordinary items. However, as stated in paragraph 4.34,
regardless of how the auditor designs and performs audit procedures for each
opinion unit, the auditor's report on the basic financial statements should pro
vide one opinion for each opinion unit.
Lesser M ateriality fo r Particular Items
4.38 Consistent with AU section 312, when establishing the overall strat
egy for the audit, the auditor should consider whether, in the specific circum
stances o f the entity, misstatements o f particular items of lesser amounts than
the materiality levels determined for each opinion unit, as discussed in para
graph 4.32, if any, could, in the auditor's judgment, reasonably be expected to
influence economic decisions of users taken on the basis o f the financial state
ments. Any such amounts determined represent lower materiality levels to be
considered in relation to the particular items in the opinion units.
4.39 In making this judgment, the auditor should consider factors such as
the following:
•

Whether accounting standards, laws, or regulations affect users'
expectations regarding the measurement or disclosure o f certain
items
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•

The key disclosures in relation to the government and the envi
ronment in which the entity operates

Tolerable M isstatem ent
4.40 As discussed in paragraphs .34-.36 of AU section 312 (AICPA, Profes
sional Standards, vol. 1), when assessing the risks of material misstatements
and designing and performing further audit procedures to respond to the as
sessed risks, the auditor should allow for the possibility that some misstate
ments of lesser amounts than the materiality levels determined in accordance
with paragraphs .11 and .31 o f AU section 312 could, in the aggregate, result
in a material misstatement of an opinion unit. To do so, the auditor should de
termine one or more levels o f tolerable misstatement. Tolerable misstatement
(or tolerable error) is the maximum error in a population (for example, the class
o f transactions or account balance) that the auditor is willing to accept. Such
levels of tolerable misstatement are normally lower than the materiality levels.
4.41 The auditor must perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
o f detecting misstatements that the auditor believes could be large enough,
individually or in the aggregate, to be quantitatively material to an opinion
unit. Although the auditor should be alert for misstatements that could be
qualitatively material, it ordinarily is not practical to design audit procedures
to detect them.
4.42 As indicated above, judgments about materiality include both quanti
tative and qualitative information. As a result of the interaction of quantitative
and qualitative considerations in materiality judgments, misstatements o f rela
tively small amounts that come to the auditor's attention could have a material
effect on an opinion unit. Qualitative considerations also influence the auditor
in reaching a conclusion about whether misstatements are material. Paragraph
.60 o f AU section 312 provides qualitative factors that the auditor may consider
relevant in determining whether misstatements are material. Also see the dis
cussion o f the consideration o f qualitative factors in evaluating opinion unit
misstatements in Chapter 13.
M ore-D etailed M ateriality Levels
4.43 Because o f the terms o f the audit engagement, the auditor may set
the scope of the audit and assess materiality at a more-detailed level than by
the opinion units required for the basic financial statements (for example, at
an individual fund or fund type level). In many cases, the more-detailed level is
required by legal or contractual provisions, such as state law, debt covenants,
or grant or contribution agreements.
4.44 A more-detailed audit scope supplements, rather than replaces, the
scope of the audit on a government's basic financial statements. That is, the
auditor should continue to plan, perform, evaluate the results of, and report on
the audit o f the basic financial statements based on the opinion units described
in paragraphs 4.30-4.36. The auditor also should plan, perform, evaluate the
results of, and report on the entity's financial statements at the more-detailed
level by establishing additional opinion units corresponding to the expanded
scope. Chapter 14 discusses how a more-detailed audit scope affects the audi
tor's report.
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Related Parties and Transactions
4.45 The auditor should evaluate the government's identification o f re
lated parties and transactions. In a governmental audit, related parties include
members of the governing board, administrative boards or commissions, ad
ministrative officials and their immediate families, component units and joint
ventures, and affiliated or related organizations that are not included as part
of the financial reporting entity. Many governments require their officials and
employees to periodically file statements to disclose related-party relationships
and transactions. Among other procedures, the auditor could review those dis
closure statements to evaluate the government's identification o f related parties
and transactions. See the discussion about the financial reporting o f relatedparty transactions in Chapter 13.

Use of Assertions in Obtaining Audit Evidence
4.46 Paragraphs .14-.19 of AU section 326, Audit Evidence (AICPA, Pro
fessional Standards, vol. 1), discuss the use of assertions in obtaining audit
evidence. In representing that the financial statements are fairly presented in
accordance with GAAP, management implicitly or explicitly makes assertions
regarding the recognition, measurement, and disclosure of information in the
financial statements and related disclosures. Assertions used by the auditor
fall into the following categories:

C a te g o rie s o f A ssertio n s
Description o f Assertions
Classes o f
Transactions and
Events During
the Period
Occurrence/
Existence

Transactions and
events that have
been recorded
have occurred
and pertain to
the entity

Rights and
Obligations

Completeness

All transactions
and events that
should have been
recorded have
been recorded.

Account Balances
at the End o f the
Period

Presentation and
Disclosure

Assets and
liabilities exist.

Disclosed events
and transactions
have occurred.

The entity holds or
controls the rights
to assets, and
liabilities are the
obligations of the
entity

Disclosed events
and transactions
pertain to the
entity

All assets and
liabilities that
should have been
recorded have
been recorded.

All disclosures
that should have
been included in
the financial
statements have
been included.
(continued)
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C a te g o rie s o f A ssertio n s
Description o f Assertions
Classes o f
Transactions and
Events During
the Period
Accuracy/
Valuation and
Allocation

Amounts and
other data
relating to
recorded
transactions and
events have been
recorded
appropriately.

Cut-off

Transactions and
events have been
recorded in the
correct
accounting
period.

Classification and
Understandability

Transactions and
events have been
recorded in the
proper accounts.

Account Balances
at the End o f the
Period
Assets and
liabilities are
included in the
financial
statements at
appropriate
amounts and any
resulting valuation
or allocation
adjustments are
recorded
appropriately.

Presentation and
Disclosure
Financial and
other information
is disclosed fairly
and at
appropriate
amounts.

Financial
information is
appropriately
presented and
described, and
information in
disclosures is
expressed clearly.

4.47 The auditor should use relevant assertions for classes o f transactions,
account balances, and presentation and disclosures in sufficient detail to form
a basis for the assessment of risks of material misstatement and the design
and performance o f further audit procedures. The auditor should use relevant
assertions in assessing risks by considering the different types o f potential
misstatements that may occur, and then designing further audit procedures
that are responsive to the assessed risks.

Understanding the Entity, Its Environment,
and Its Internal Control
4.48 AU section 314, Understanding the Entity and Its Environment and
Assessing the Risks o f Material Misstatement (AICPA, Professional Standards,
vol. 1), establishes standards and provides guidance about implementing the
second standard o f field work, as follows:
"The auditor must obtain a sufficient understanding o f the entity and
its environment, including its internal control, to assess the risks of
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material misstatement of the financial statements whether due to er
ror or fraud, and to design the nature, timing, and extent o f further
audit procedures."
4.49 Obtaining an understanding of the entity and its environment, in
cluding its internal control, is a continuous, dynamic process of gathering,
updating, and analyzing information throughout the audit. Throughout this
process, the auditor should also follow the guidance in AU section 316, Con
sideration o f Fraud in a Financial Statement Audit (AICPA, Professional Stan
dards, vol. 1). See Appendix A of this chapter for additional guidance pertaining
to AU section 316.

Risk Assessment Procedures
4.50 As described in AU section 326, audit procedures performed to ob
tain an understanding of the entity and its environment, including its internal
control, to assess the risks of material misstatement at the financial statement
and relevant assertion levels are referred to as risk assessment procedures. AU
section 326.21 states that the auditor must perform risk assessment procedures
to provide a satisfactory basis for the assessment of risks at the financial state
ment and relevant assertion levels. Risk assessment procedures by themselves
do not provide sufficient appropriate audit evidence on which to base the audit
opinion and must be supplemented by further audit procedures in the form
of tests of controls, when relevant or necessary, and substantive procedures.
In accordance with AU section 314.06, the auditor should perform risk assess
ment procedures to obtain an understanding of the entity and its environment,
including its internal control. Risk assessment procedures include:
a. Inquiries o f management and others within the entity
b. Analytical procedures
c. Observation and inspection
See paragraphs .06—.13 o f AU section 314 for additional guidance on risk as
sessment procedures.
Analytical Procedures
4.51 AU section 329, Analytical Procedures (AICPA, Professional Stan
dards, vol. 1), requires the auditor to use analytical procedures during audit
planning to identify significant matters that may require audit emphasis.12,13
Analytical procedures should be directed at a level sufficient to understand
the effect of significant events or actions taken by management, which may
involve individual accounts or financial statement subtotals and totals. The
auditor should perform analytical procedures during audit planning for each
o f the financial statement's opinion units. (See the discussion of opinion units
at paragraphs 4.26-4.44). As one example o f an analytical procedure used in
planning, the auditor could compare a government's actual results to its bud
gets, even if the budgets are not legally required or the budgetary comparison
information is not presented as a basic financial statement.1
*
3
2

12 AU section 316.28-.30, Consideration o f Fraud in a Financial Statement Audit (AICPA, Pro
fessional Standards, vol. 1), discuss the use of analytical procedures in planning the audit to help
identify risks of material misstatement due to fraud. Appendix A [paragraph 4.991 to this chapter
discusses the provisions of AU section 316.
13 The AICPA Audit Guide Analytical Procedures provides practical guidance to auditors on the
effective use of analytical procedures.
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Discussion Among the Audit Team
4.52 In obtaining an understanding of the entity and its environment,
including its internal control, AU section 314 states that there should be dis
cussion among the audit team. In accordance with paragraph .14 o f AU section
314, the members o f the audit team, including the auditor with final responsi
bility for the audit, should discuss the susceptibility of the entity's opinion units
to material misstatements. This discussion could be held concurrently with the
discussion among the audit team that is specified by AU section 316 to discuss
the susceptibility o f the entity's financial statements to fraud.

Understanding the Entity and Its Environment
4.53 AU section 314 requires auditors to obtain an understanding o f the
entity and its environment, including its internal control. In accordance with
AU section 314.04, the auditor should use professional judgment to determine
the extent of the understanding. The auditor's primary consideration is whether
the understanding that has been obtained is sufficient (1) to assess risks of ma
terial misstatement of each opinion unit and (2) to design and perform further
audit procedures (tests o f controls and substantive tests).
4.54 The auditor's understanding of the entity and its environment con
sists of an understanding of the following aspects:
a. Industry, regulatory, and other external factors
b. Nature of the entity, including its opinion units
c. Objectives and strategies and the related business risks that may
result in a material misstatement o f an opinion unit
d. Measurement and review of the entity's financial performance
e. Internal control, which includes the selection and application of
accounting policies (see section below for further discussion)
Refer to Appendix A o f AU section 314 for examples o f matters that the auditor
may consider in obtaining an understanding of the entity and its environment
relating to categories (a) through (d). Matters to consider in obtaining an un
derstanding of a governmental entity and its environment are discussed in the
following section.*
Understanding the G overn m en t
4.55 In a governmental audit, the auditor should also obtain an under
standing o f the operations of both the governmental industry and the entity to
assess the risks of material misstatement and design further audit procedures.
Information that may be useful in gaining this understanding generally can
be obtained from, for example, federal and state laws and regulations, local
charters, budget documents, recent official statements, prior-period financial
reports, the request for proposal (RFP) for audit services, and discussions with
key members of management. Such information may include:

* These examples do not comprise all aspects of the auditor's understanding of the entity and
its environment. Specific government examples pertaining to industry, regulatory, and other external
factors; the nature of the entity; objectives and strategies and related business risks; and measurement
and review of the entity's financial performance will be incorporated in a future edition of this Guide.
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•

Economic, legislative, regulatory, accounting, and auditing devel
opments that affect the governmental industry in general and the
auditee in particular14

•

The composition of the reporting entity

•

The form of government, for example, a governing board with an
elected governor or mayor as the administrator versus a governing
board with an appointed manager

•

Organizational structure, including the names and experience of
top management

•

Laws and regulations governing the general operations of the en
tity

•

The nature of any joint ventures

•

Factors affecting the continued functioning of the government, for
example, the presence or absence of taxpayer initiatives that limit
its budget growth or addition of services

•

The existence and functions of an audit committee or other group
or individual with oversight responsibility for financial reporting

•

Primary sources o f revenue (for example, property taxes, appro
priations from other governments, grants, contracts, and service
charges)

•

Services provided by the entity and the relative level of resources
used for each function or program

•

Involvement in complex, unusual, or risky activities

•

Services provided by separate departments and independent enti
ties (for example, hospitals, school districts, redevelopment agen
cies) and their relationship to the entity to be audited

•

Accounting and financial reporting requirements established by
another government with financial reporting oversight responsi
bilities

•

Accounting and financial reporting policies, procedures, and sys
tems, including the number and nature o f funds, supplementary
records that are maintained for capital assets (including infras
tructure capital assets) and long-term debt, and the entity's meth
ods of producing information for presentation in the governmentwide financial statements from fund-based accounting data

•

If accounting and financial reporting functions are automated, the
types of computer equipment used, personnel involved, and simi
lar background information, including software packages and op
erating systems

•

Opinion modifications on prior-period financial statements that
could lead to opinion modifications on the current-period financial
statements

14 The AICPA's annual Audit Risk Alert State and Local Governmental Developments includes
information about governmental industry developments.
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•

The current status o f prior-period findings,15 including findings
and questioned costs in compliance audits that could require the
reporting of contingent liabilities

•

The nature o f any compliance auditing requirements

•

Special reporting requirements

4.56 Because o f legal or contractual provisions concerning confidential
ity, some governments restrict an auditor's access to certain source records
that support amounts that are material to the financial statements. For ex
ample, state constitution or legislation may restrict access o f state income tax
returns to employees of the state's revenue collection department. In such a
situation, an auditor may be able to perform adequate alternative procedures
to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence to achieve the audit objectives.
Alternatives may include procedures performed by the internal audit organi
zation for the auditor or substantive procedures that provide indirect evidence
about the information, such as analytical procedures. The auditor should con
sider the guidance in AU section 322 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1) in
using the work of internal auditors and AU section 329, Analytical Procedures
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), in performing analytical procedures.
If the auditor is not able to perform adequate alternative procedures, he or she
should consider the guidance o f AU section 508, Reports on Audited Financial
Statements (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1). As discussed in AU section
508, restrictions on the scope o f the audit, whether imposed by the client or
by circumstances, including the inability to obtain sufficient appropriate au
dit evidence, may require the auditor to qualify the opinion or to disclaim an
opinion.
Understanding G overn m en tal A ccounting a nd Financial
R eporting Standards
4.57 Auditors should understand the unique nature o f the governmental
financial reporting model, as described in Chapter 2. In auditing a government's
financial statements, two financial reporting concerns may include evaluating
which funds are separately reported as major funds and the presentation of
comparative financial information, as discussed in Chapters 2 and 14. Further,
during planning, the auditor should consider whether the entity has or is re
quired to implement new accounting and financial reporting standards, includ
ing those arising not only from GASB pronouncements but also from AICPA and
FASB pronouncements that are applicable to the entity. (For example, certain
enterprise funds, and the resulting reporting in the government-wide financial
statements, might apply all of the FASB pronouncements issued after Novem
ber 3 0 , 1989, unless they conflict with or contradict GASB pronouncements, as
discussed in Chapter 2.) The AICPA's annual Audit Risk Alert State and Local
Governmental Developments often includes information about recently issued
AICPA and FASB pronouncements that may be applicable to governmental
entities.

15 Government Auditing Standards includes an additional fieldwork requirement for auditors
to consider the results of previous financial audits, attestation engagements, performance audits, or
other studies and to follow up on known material findings and recommendations that directly relate
to the objectives of the audit being undertaken. See the AICPA Audit Guide Government Auditing
Standards and Circular A-133 Audits.
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Understanding of Internal Control
4.58 AU section 314 states that the auditor should obtain an understand
ing o f the five components of internal control sufficient to assess the risks o f ma
terial misstatement of the financial statements whether due to error or fraud,
and to design the nature, timing, and extent of further audit procedures. Be
cause an audit of government's financial statements is based on opinion units
as discussed in paragraphs 4.26-4.44, the auditor's consideration of internal
control in assessing the risks o f material misstatement should address each
opinion unit. (See also paragraph 4.07.) The auditor should obtain a sufficient
understanding by performing risk assessment procedures to:
a. Evaluate the design o f controls
b. Determine whether they have been implemented
4.59 The auditor should use such knowledge to:
•

Identify types o f potential misstatements

•

Consider factors that affect the risks of material misstatement

•

Design tests o f controls, when applicable, and substantive proce
dures

4.60 Obtaining an understanding o f internal control should be distin
guished from testing the operating effectiveness of internal control. The objec
tive o f obtaining an understanding of internal control is to evaluate the design
o f controls and determine whether they are implemented for the purpose o f
assessing the risks o f material misstatement. In contrast, the objective of test
ing the operating effectiveness o f internal control is to determine whether the
controls, as designed, prevent or detect a material misstatement.
4.61 AU section 314.41 defines internal control as "a process— effected by
those charged with governance, management, and other personnel—designed
to provide reasonable assurance about the achievement o f the entity's objectives
with regard to reliability o f financial reporting, effectiveness and efficiency o f
operations, and compliance with applicable laws and regulations." Internal con
trol consists o f five interrelated components:
a. The control environment
b. Risk assessment
c. Information and communication systems
d. Control activities
e. Monitoring
Refer to AU section 314.40-.101 for a detailed discussion o f the internal control
components.
4.62 The following list includes examples o f unique characteristics o f a
government's environment and its internal control that the auditor may con
sider in assessing the risks o f material misstatement:
•

Members o f senior management and the governing board are
elected officials or report to elected officials and therefore often
are subject to political influences.

•

The governing board usually holds its meeting in public.
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•

The press and citizens often hold management and governing
board decisions and otherwise seemingly insignificant matters up
to substantial scrutiny.

•

Management and governing board actions often are mandated or
otherwise affected by laws, regulations, and provisions of contracts
and grant agreements.

•

GAAP financial statements should conform to GASB standards
and governmental financial statements at times are required to
conform to accounting and financial reporting requirements estab
lished by another government with financial reporting oversight
responsibilities.

•

Management should respond to results o f audits and regulatory
and grantor reviews.

4.63 In acquiring an understanding o f and assessing internal control, the
auditor should consider computer controls16 as well as the controls over the
manual portions o f the system. (See AU section 314.) Further, when an en
tity obtains computer or other services from another organization and if those
services are part o f the entity's information system, AU section 324, Service
Organizations (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), provides guidance to
the auditor. (Also see the AICPA Audit Guide Service Organizations: Applying
SAS No. 70 for clarifications regarding the guidance in AU section 324.) Such
guidance includes information about the situations in which to consider the
effect o f the service organization's controls on user organization's controls and
how to consider the effect of those controls. Governments use service organi
zations, for example, to invest bond proceeds and pension plan assets, to serve
as third-party administrators for employee health insurance programs, to per
form billing services for enterprise activities, and to collect taxes.17 AU section
324 requires the auditor to evaluate the significance o f the controls o f the ser
vice organization to those o f the user organization and available information
about the service organization controls. The user auditor may conclude that
he or she has the means from that available information to obtain a sufficient
understanding of internal control to assess the risks of material misstatement.
Or, instead, the auditor might conclude that there is a need to obtain specific
information from the service organization, to perform procedures at the service
organization, or to have a service auditor perform procedures.
4.64 Often, governments maintain their accounting systems on a basis of
accounting other than GAAP, such as the cash or their budgetary basis of ac
counting. At year-end, those governments may prepare worksheets to convert
their accounting system information as needed for the basic financial state
ments, rather than enter conversion data into their transaction processing sys
tems. Auditors should understand and assess internal control over the prepa
ration of those worksheets, particularly for significant accounts, which might

16 Government Auditing Standards includes an additional fieldwork requirement that audit doc
umentation contain the auditor's consideration that the planned audit procedures are designed to
achieve audit objectives when evidential m atter obtained is highly dependent on computerized in
formation systems and is material to the objective of the audit but the auditor is not relying on the
effectiveness of internal control over those computerized systems that produced the information. See
the AICPA Audit Guide Government Auditing Standards and Circular A-133 Audits.
17 Sometimes services organizations are other governments. For example, counties sometimes
collect property taxes for cities, towns, villages, and school districts within the county and states
sometimes collect income and sales taxes for other governments within the state.
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include receivables, inventories, capital assets, and liabilities. (See the further
discussion of this matter in paragraph 4.08.)

Assessment of Risks of Material Misstatement and the
Design of Further Audit Procedures
4.65 As discussed above, risk assessment procedures allow the auditor
to gather the information necessary to obtain an understanding o f the entity,
its environments, and its internal control. This knowledge provides a basis for
assessing the risks o f material misstatement of the opinion units. These risk
assessments are then used to design further audit procedures, such as tests o f
controls, substantive tests, or both. This section provides guidance on assessing
the risks o f material misstatement and how to design further audit procedures
that effectively address these risks.

Assessing the Risks of Material Misstatement
4.66 AU section 314.102 states that the auditor should identify and assess
the risks o f material misstatement at the financial statement level and at the
relevant assertion level related to classes of transactions, account balances, and
disclosures. In the context o f a governmental audit, "financial statement level"
means at the level o f each opinion unit, as described in paragraph 4.32, above.
For this purpose, the auditor should:
a. Identify risks throughout the process o f obtaining an understand
ing of the entity and its environment, including relevant controls
that relate to the risks, and considering the classes of transactions,
account balances, and disclosures in the financial statements.
b. Relate the identified risks to what can go wrong at the relevant
assertion level.
c. Consider whether the risks are o f a magnitude that could result in
a material misstatement of an opinion unit.
d. Consider the likelihood that the risks could result in a material
misstatement o f an opinion unit.
4.67 The auditor should use information gathered by performing risk as
sessment procedures, including the audit evidence obtained in evaluating the
design o f controls and determining whether they have been implemented, as
audit evidence to support the risk assessment. The auditor should use the as
sessment o f the risks o f material misstatement at the relevant assertion level
as the basis to determine the nature, timing, and extent o f further audit proce
dures to be performed.
Identification o f Significant Risks
4.68 As part o f the assessment of the risks o f material misstatement,
the auditor should determine which o f the risks identified are, in the auditor's
judgment, risks that require special audit consideration (such risks are defined
as "significant risks"). One or more significant risks normally arise on most
audits. In exercising this judgment, the auditor should consider inherent risk
to determine whether the nature of the risk, the likely magnitude of the po
tential misstatement including the possibility that the risk may give rise to
multiple misstatements, and the likelihood o f the risk occurring are such that
they require special audit consideration. In considering the nature o f the risks,
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the auditor should consider a number of matters, including whether the risk
is related to recent significant economic, accounting, or other developments;
whether the risk involves significant transactions with related parties; whether
the risk involves significant nonroutine transactions that are outside the nor
mal course of business for the entity, or that otherwise appear to be unusual;
the degree of subjectivity in the measurement of financial information; the com
plexity of the transactions; and whether the risk is a risk of fraud. Examples of
some risk areas pertaining to government audits could include valuation o f al
ternative investments, landfill liability estimates, and determination of infras
tructure work-in-progress amounts related to governmental activities. Refer to
AU section 318.45-.53 for further audit procedures pertaining to significant
risks.

Designing and Performing Further Audit Procedures
4.69 AU section 318, Performing Audit Procedures in Response to Assessed
Risks and Evaluating the Audit Evidence Obtained (AICPA, Professional Stan
dards, vol. 1), provides guidance about implementing the third standard of field
work, as follows:
"The auditor must obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence by per
forming audit procedures to afford a reasonable basis for an opinion
regarding the financial statements under audit."
4.70 In a governmental audit, to reduce audit risk to an acceptably low
level, the auditor (1) should determine overall responses to address the as
sessed risks o f material misstatement at the opinion unit level and (2) should
design and perform further audit procedures whose nature, timing, and extent
are responsive to the assessed risks of material misstatement at the relevant
assertion level. The purpose is to provide a clear linkage between the nature,
timing, and extent o f the auditor's further audit procedures and the assessed
risks. The overall responses and the nature, timing, and extent of the further
audit procedures to be performed are matters for the professional judgment
o f the auditor and should be based on the auditor's assessment o f the risks o f
material misstatement.
O verall R esp onses
4.71 The auditor's overall responses to address the assessed risks of ma
terial misstatement at the opinion unit level may include emphasizing to the
audit team the need to maintain professional skepticism in gathering and evalu
ating audit evidence, assigning more experienced staff or those with specialized
skills or using specialists, providing more supervision, or incorporating addi
tional elements of unpredictability in the selection o f further audit procedures
to be performed. Additionally, the auditor may make general changes to the
nature, timing, or extent o f further audit procedures as an overall response,
for example, performing substantive procedures at period end instead of at an
interim date.
Further A udit Procedures
4.72 Further audit procedures provide important audit evidence to sup
port an audit opinion. These procedures consist o f tests of controls and substan
tive tests. The nature, timing, and extent of the further audit procedures to be
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performed by the auditor should be based on the auditor's assessment of risks
of material misstatement at the relevant assertion level.
4.73 In some cases, an auditor may determine that performing only sub
stantive procedures is appropriate. However, the auditor often will determine
that a combined audit approach using both tests of the operating effectiveness
of controls and substantive procedures is an effective audit approach.
4.74 The auditor should perform tests of controls when the auditor's risk
assessment includes an expectation of the operating effectiveness o f controls or
when substantive procedures alone do not provide sufficient appropriate audit
evidence at the relevant assertion level.
4.75 Regardless of the audit approach selected, the auditor should design
and perform substantive procedures for all relevant assertions related to each
material class o f transactions, account balance, and disclosure.
4.76 The auditor's substantive procedures should include the following
audit procedures related to the financial statement reporting process:
•

Agreeing the financial statements, including their accompanying
notes, to the underlying accounting records; and

•

Examining material journal entries and other adjustments made
during the course of preparing the financial statements.

The nature and extent of the auditor's examination of journal entries and other
adjustments depend on the nature and complexity o f the entity's financial re
porting system and the associated risks of material misstatement.

Financial Statement Misstatements
4.77 AU section 312, Audit Risk and Materiality in Conducting an Audit
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), describes the auditor's responsibility
in a GAAS audit to plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
about whether the financial statements, including note disclosures, are free of
material misstatement, whether caused by error or fraud. AU section 316 ex
pands on that discussion as it relates to fraud. (Appendix A [paragraph 4.99]
to this chapter discusses the provisions o f AU section 316.) The auditor must
accumulate, by opinion unit, all known and likely financial statement misstate
ments identified during the audit, other than those that the auditor believes
are trivial and communicate them to the appropriate level o f management. AU
section 312 further states that auditors must consider the effects, both individ
ually and in the aggregate, o f misstatements (known and likely) that are not
corrected by the entity. This consideration includes, among other things, the
effect of misstatements related to prior periods.
4.78 In addition, AU section 317, Illegal Acts by Clients (AICPA, Pro
fessional Standards, vol. 1), describes the auditor's responsibility to plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial
statements are free o f material misstatements arising from illegal acts that
have a direct and material effect on the determination o f financial statement
amounts. It also describes the auditor's responsibility for detecting, consider
ing the financial statement effects of, and reporting illegal acts that have a
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material indirect effect on the financial statements.18,19,20 AU section 317 de
fines illegal acts as violations of laws or governmental regulations. Although
it has not been explicitly stated in AU section 317, the phrase laws and gov
ernmental regulations generally has been interpreted to implicitly include the
provisions of contract and grant agreements.21 Laws, regulations, and the pro
visions of contracts and grant agreements are referred to in this Guide as com
pliance requirements. AU section 801 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1)
gives general guidance on the application of AU section 317 in GAAS audits o f
governmental entities.22
4.79 The auditor's consideration of financial statement misstatements is
a matter of professional judgment, is influenced by his or her perceptions of
the needs of users of the financial statements,† and should be based on the
opinion units discussed in paragraphs 4.26-4.44. In planning and performing
an audit to provide reasonable assurance that the financial statements for each
o f a government's opinion units are free of material misstatements, the auditor
could consider evaluating:
•
•

Whether those charged with governance, citizens, or the media
exert significant pressure for favorable budgetary results
The existence o f contentious or difficult accounting matters

•

Management's reputation in the governmental community

•

Management's attitude, awareness, and actions concerning the
control environment

•

The effectiveness of overall financial controls, including whether
they allow the entity to operate within approved budgets and issue
timely and accurate financial reports

18 Specifically, an audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards (GAAS) nor
mally does not include audit procedures specifically designed to detect material indirect illegal acts.
However, procedures applied for the purpose of forming an opinion on the financial statements may
bring such possible illegal acts to the auditor's attention. The auditor should make inquiries of man
agement concerning compliance with laws and regulations and obtain written management repre
sentations concerning the absence of violations or possible violations of laws or regulations whose
effects should be considered for disclosure in the financial statements or as a basis for recording a loss
contingency. The auditor need perform no further procedures in this area absent specific information
concerning possible illegal acts.
19 AU section 317.24 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1) observes that an audit engagement
may entail a greater responsibility for detecting illegal acts than specified under GAAS. An example
would be an audit under the provisions of the Single Audit Act Amendments of 1996 and OMB Circular
A-133. The auditor's responsibility for detecting illegal acts in those engagements is discussed in the
AICPA Audit Guide Government Auditing Standards and Circular A -133 Audits.
20 One area in which noncompliance could have a material indirect effect on the financial state
ments involves contractual requirements for certain municipal securities issuers to file continuing
disclosure documents with certain distributing organizations as discussed in Chapter 16, "Auditor
Association With Municipal Securities Filings."
21 Government Auditing Standards includes an additional fieldwork requirement that specifi
cally refers to the auditor's consideration of violations of provisions of contracts and grant agreements.
Further, Government Auditing Standards includes an additional fieldwork standard requiring that
auditors be alert to situations or transactions that could be indicative of abuse, which it defines as
behavior that is deficient or improper when compared with behavior that a prudent person would con
sider reasonable and necessary business practice given the facts and circumstances. See the AICPA
Audit Guide Government Auditing Standards and Circular A-133 Audits.
22 AU section 801, Compliance Auditing Considerations in Audits of Governmental Entities and
Recipients of Governmental Financial Assistance (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), also pro
vides general guidance when the auditor is engaged to test and report on compliance with laws and
regulations under Government Auditing Standards and OMB Circular A-133, which are discussed in
the AICPA Audit Guide Government Auditing Standards and Circular A-133 Audits.
† Refer to AU section 312.05 and .06 for characteristics of financial statem ent users.
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•

Whether the entity depends on one or more individuals to operate
key programs or manage the budget or financial reporting function
and whether the entity has provided for appropriate segregation
o f duties

•

The effectiveness of the organizational placement o f the internal
audit function (legislative versus executive branch)

•

Whether grants, contributions, and appropriations from other gov
ernments that finance key programs have been reduced or elimi
nated

•

Whether key subsidiary accounting systems produce the data
needed to support financial statements

•

Whether accounting systems and processes are decentralized or
centralized

The auditor also should consider the nature o f compliance requirements that
could have a direct and material effect on the determination o f financial state
ment amounts. See the discussion starting at paragraph 4.81.
4.80 AU section 316.75-.78 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1) and
AU section 317.07-.11 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1) describe the
situations in which an auditor should extend procedures when he or she has
determined that a misstatement is, or may be, the result of fraud or becomes
aware of information concerning a possible illegal act, respectively. If the au
ditor identifies indications of fraud or illegal acts, he or she may unilaterally
extend procedures, although perhaps only enough to obtain a sense of the size
of the matter. If the auditor decides that extending procedures is required but
cannot come to mutually agreeable terms with the government, that situation
should be considered a restriction on the scope of the audit, which may require
the auditor to qualify or disclaim one or more opinions, or to withdraw from the
engagement. AU sections 316 and 317 provide guidance on those alternative
courses o f action. (Appendix A [paragraph 4.99] to this chapter discusses the
provisions o f AU section 316.)

Financial Statement Compliance Requirements
4.81 An entity's management is responsible for ensuring compliance with
the laws, regulations, and provisions o f grants and contracts applicable to its
activities. That responsibility encompasses identifying applicable compliance
requirements and establishing internal control designed to provide reasonable
assurance that the entity complies with them. Governments are established
by and operate under numerous laws and regulations, and they generally are
subject to many more legal constraints than are nongovernmental entities. Na
tional Council on Governmental Accounting (NCGA) Statement 1, Governmen
tal Accounting and Financial Reporting Principles, paragraph 5, recognizes
that compliance requirements may affect governmental financial statements:
An important aspect o f GAAP as applied to governments is the recog
nition o f the variety o f legal and contractual considerations typical o f
the government environment. These considerations underlie and are
reflected in the fund structure, bases of accounting, and other princi
ples and methods set forth here, and are a major factor distinguishing
governmental accounting from commercial accounting.
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4.82 As discussed in paragraph 4.78, GAAS require the auditor to plan
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the fi
nancial statements are free of material misstatements arising from illegal acts
that have a direct and material effect on the determination o f financial state
ment amounts. As stated in paragraph 4.79, the auditor's consideration of those
misstatements is a matter o f professional judgment, is influenced by his or her
perceptions of the needs of a reasonable person who will rely on the financial
statements, and should be based on the opinion units discussed in paragraphs
4.26-4.44. The following types of compliance requirements may have a direct
and material effect on the determination of financial statement amounts. To
understand these and other compliance matters within the scope o f the audit,
the auditor should consider seeking guidance from auditee officials, officials o f
other levels o f government with oversight responsibility, and legal counsel.
•

GAAP Requirements. Governments often are subject to legal or
contractual provisions that require them to prepare their financial
statements in conformity with GAAP.

•

Federal and State Taxes. Governments are subject to various fed
eral tax requirements, including those relating to employment
taxes, employee benefits, and tax-exempt debt (such as arbi
trage rebate requirements). State-level tax requirements also may
apply.

•

Legal Authority for Transactions. Governments often should have
legal authority to execute transactions. That is, governments, es
pecially local governments, often cannot exercise powers or con
duct activities unless authorized by law. For example, a local gov
ernment may not be able to levy property taxes unless specifically
authorized to do so under state law and taxes levied without proper
authority may be subject to refund.

•

Establishment o f Funds. As discussed in Chapter 2, legal and con
tractual provisions may require governments to establish individ
ual funds to account for and report on particular activities.

•

Time and Other Eligibility Requirements and Purpose Restrictions
on Nonexchange Transactions. Time and other eligibility require
ments and purpose restrictions affect the recognition and report
ing of nonexchange transactions. A government’s failure to comply
with a provider's eligibility requirements and purpose restrictions
may cause the provider to withdraw the intended support or re
quest a refund o f amounts previously paid. For example, certain
costs are not allowable costs for federal programs under Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) Circular No. A-87, Cost Princi
ples for State and Local Governments, but they may have been
inappropriately charged to those programs. Similarly, legal provi
sions may restrict a government's use o f its tax revenues (such as
a constitutional requirement that the proceeds o f a state gasoline
tax be expended only for the maintenance o f highways).

•

Other Legal- and Contract-Based Compliance Requirements. Be
sides the eligibility requirements and purpose restrictions that
affect the recognition and reporting o f nonexchange transactions,
providers o f such resources may impose other compliance require
ments on recipients. For example, federal financial assistance pro
grams often require recipients to adhere to specific procurement
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and cash management policies. There also may be contractual
compliance requirements relating to exchange transactions, such
as those discussed below for debt issuances.
•

Budgets. Budgets often establish the particular funds that can
finance particular costs and the nature and amount o f interfund
activity.

•

Tax and Debt Limitations. Governments often are subject to legal
provisions that limit taxing authority, impose ceilings and other
issuance requirements on debt, or limit the use o f debt proceeds to
particular purposes. For example, state law may impose a millage
cap on property taxes or require tax refunds if an entity's annual
revenue growth exceeds a set percentage or amount. Also, debt of
ten is issued subject to contractual provisions that require certain
reserve fund and revenue coverage amounts.

The compliance requirements listed above may not have a direct and material
effect on the determination of financial statement amounts for all governmental
entities. Further, there may be types o f compliance requirements other than
those included here for which noncompliance could have a direct and material
effect on the determination o f financial statement amounts.
4.83 Governments often are affected by many other laws or regulations,
including those related to occupational safety and health, food and drug ad
ministration, environmental protection, equal employment, and price-fixing or
other antitrust violations. AU section 317 states that those laws and regula
tions generally relate more to an entity's operating aspects than to its financial
and accounting aspects, and that the financial statement effect o f those laws
and regulations is indirect. Although AU section 317 does not require the au
ditor to plan the audit to detect noncompliance with such compliance require
ments, the auditor does have certain detection, consideration, and reporting
responsibilities. (See paragraph 4.78 and footnote 18.) Because GAAP require
governments to disclose material violations of finance-related legal and con
tractual provisions (see paragraph 4.86), the auditor of a governmental entity
should be alert to the possible financial reporting effect of noncompliance that
has a material indirect effect on financial statements. However, even though a
violation o f such legal and contractual provisions can have consequences that
are material to the financial statements, the auditor may not become aware
o f the violation unless informed of it by the entity or there is evidence o f the
violation in the documents the auditor normally inspects during the audit.
4.84 In considering whether the financial statements are free o f material
misstatements arising from illegal acts that have a direct and material effect on
the determination o f financial statement amounts, the auditor should consider
both quantitative and qualitative factors. Qualitative factors that the auditor
may consider relevant to that evaluation include the following:
•

The potential effect of the noncompliance on the government's abil
ity to raise resources (for example, through taxes, grants, contri
butions, or debt or loan financings) in the future

•

The potential effect o f the noncompliance on the continuation of
existing relationships with vendors, employees, and elected and
appointed officials

•

Whether the noncompliance involves collusion or concealment
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•

Whether the noncompliance involves an activity that often is scru
tinized by elected or appointed officials, citizens, the press, credi
tors, or rating agencies

•

Whether the fact o f the noncompliance is unambiguous rather
than a matter of judgment

•

Whether the noncompliance is an isolated event or instead has
occurred with some frequency

•

Whether the noncompliance results from management's continued
unwillingness to correct internal control weaknesses

•

The likelihood that similar noncompliance will continue in the
future

•

The cost-benefit o f establishing internal control to prevent similar
noncompliance in the future

•

The risk that possible undetected noncompliance would affect the
auditor's evaluation

4.85 The auditor may consider performing the following procedures to as
sess management's identification o f compliance requirements that could have a
direct and material effect on the determination of financial statement amounts:
•

Consider knowledge about compliance requirements obtained dur
ing prior-period audits.

•

Interview the entity's chief financial officer, legal counsel, or grant
administrators about compliance requirements.

•

Identify sources of revenue, review any related agreements (for ex
ample, loan, grant, and contribution agreements), and ask about
legal provisions that relate to using and accounting for the rev
enue.

•

Obtain and review federal and state publications pertaining to
compliance requirements, such as Department of the Treasury
and Internal Revenue Service laws and regulations (concerning
the calculation and reporting of arbitrage rebates and refunds
and employment taxes) and OMB's cost principles and adminis
trative requirements circulars and OMB Circular A -133 Compli
ance Supplement, the Catalog o f Federal Domestic Assistance, and
similar state program publications (concerning grants and appro
priations).

•

Obtain and review sections of the state constitution, statutes, and
regulations that pertain to the entity, in particular the sections
that concern financial reporting, investment, debt, taxation, bud
get, appropriation, and procurement matters.

•

Review the minutes of meetings of the entity's governing board for
the enactment o f relevant laws and regulations and information
about relevant contracts and grant agreements.

•

Ask federal, state, or local auditors or other appropriate audit over
sight organizations about applicable compliance requirements, in
cluding statutes and uniform reporting requirements.
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•

Ask the audit, finance, or program administrators o f other entities
from which the entity receives grants, contributions, and appro
priations about the restrictions, limitations, terms, and conditions
under which the amounts were provided.

•

Review the discussions o f compliance requirements applicable
to specific industries, as found in this Guide and other relevant
AICPA Audit and Accounting Guides (see Chapter 1, "Overview
and Introduction").

•

Review accounting and auditing materials available from other
professional organizations, such as state societies of certified pub
lic accountants and industry associations.

•

Obtain written management representation regarding the com
pleteness of management's identification o f compliance require
ments.

To obtain information about possible violations o f compliance requirements,
the auditor should consider making inquiries of management, legal counsel,
grant administrators, and other appropriate sources; and testing transactions
for adherence with compliance requirements. The auditor also should obtain
management's written representations about violations and possible violations
of laws or regulations whose effects should be considered for disclosure in the
financial statements or as a basis for recording a loss contingency, as required by
AU section 333, Management Representations (AICPA, Professional Standards,
vol. 1).
4.86 GASB standards require governments to disclose certain violations
o f compliance requirements. NCGA Interpretation 6, Notes to the Financial
Statements Disclosure, paragraph 4, states that the notes to the financial state
ments should disclose material violations o f finance-related legal and contrac
tual provisions.23 Other GASB standards expand on that requirement by re
quiring disclosure concerning noncompliance with specific finance-related legal
and contractual provisions. For example, GASB Statement No. 3, Deposits with
Financial Institutions, Investments (including Repurchase Agreements), and
Reverse Repurchase Agreements, paragraph 66 requires governments to dis
close significant violations during the reporting period o f legal or contractual
provisions for deposits and investments. In addition, GASB Statement No. 38,
Certain Financial Statement Note Disclosures, requires disclosure o f actions
taken to address significant violations o f finance-related legal or contractual
provisions. The auditor should consider the adequacy of the government's dis
closures about those violations within the context of the auditor's responsibili
ties established in GAAS concerning illegal acts.

Required Supplementary Information
and Supplementary Information
4.87 As discussed in Chapter 2, a government's basic financial statements
always should be accompanied by MD&A and frequently may be accompanied
by various types of other information presented outside the basic financial state
ments. Information that GAAP require accompany the basic financial state
ments is RSI, and GASB-established RSI includes, for example, MD&A, certain
23 In addition, material violations, or potential violations, of finance-related legal and contractual
provisions should be considered for recording a loss contingency. Chapter 8, "Expenses/Expenditures
and Liabilities," discusses loss contingencies.
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pension funding information, and budgetary comparison information.24 Infor
mation that GAAP do not require accompany the basic financial statements is
SI and includes, for example, a letter o f transmittal and other introductory in
formation, combining and individual nonmajor fund financial statements and
schedules, and a statistical section. Governments provide SI voluntarily to sup
plement and expand upon the basic financial statements. Some governments
provide SI as part of a CAFR; as discussed in Chapter 2 and paragraph 4.12, a
CAFR is required to contain certain SI. According to AU section 558, Required
Supplementary Information (AICPA Professional Standards, vol. 1), RSI differs
from SI because RSI is considered an essential part of financial reporting and
because there are authoritative guidelines for measuring and presenting RSI.
4.88 Unless the auditor is engaged to audit information that accompanies
the basic financial statements as discussed in paragraph 4.90,25 the procedures
that an auditor applies to that information depend on whether the information
is RSI or SI. Paragraph 4.91 discusses such procedures relating to RSI; para
graph 4.91 discusses such procedures relating to SI. The auditor's procedures
also are affected if the auditor is expressing an opinion whether either or both
RSI and SI are fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the basic finan
cial statements taken as a whole, as discussed in paragraphs 4.93 and 4.94. In
addition, Chapter 16, "Auditor Association With Municipal Securities Filings,"
discusses the auditor's responsibilities for information that accompanies the
basic financial statements in official statements. Chapter 14 discusses auditor
reporting on RSI and SI. As discussed in Chapter 14, auditor reporting on RSI
and SI does not affect the auditor's opinion on the basic financial statements.
However, the auditor may have to or choose to add one or more paragraphs to
his or her report concerning RSI or SI.
4.89 The flowchart in Exhibit 4-2 summarizes auditor procedures on RSI
and SI as discussed in this section. The auditor should consider the flowchart
separately for each component of RSI and SI. (GAAS permit the auditor to
(a) audit, (b) express an "in relation to" opinion, or (c) disclaim an opinion on
different components o f accompanying information. See, for example, the guid
ance in AU section 551.06, Reporting on Information Accompanying the Basic
Financial Statements in Auditor-Submitted Documents [AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 1], as discussed in note (1) of the flowchart.)

24 At present, private-sector standards have no RSI requirements that affect governmental enti
ties. Future RSI established by private-sector standards, if any, potentially would apply only to those
enterprise funds and business-type activities that apply post-November 30, 1989 FASB standards
th at do not conflict with or contradict GASB standards, as discussed in Chapter 2.
25 Being engaged to audit information th at accompanies the basic financial statements means
being engaged to express an opinion whether that accompanying information is fairly presented, in all
material respects, in conformity with GAAP. Unless the auditor is engaged to audit the accompanying
information, this Guide refers to the information as unaudited, even though GAAS require the auditor
to perform specific procedures, as discussed in this section of this chapter, and perhaps to report on
the information, as discussed in Chapter 14.
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Exhibit 4-2
RSI and SI Procedures (1)

Plan and perform adequate procedures
to support an opinion w hether the

Was the a u d ito r
engaged to audit

Y es

the information?

in form ation is fa irly presented, in all
m aterial respects, in conform ity w ith

( A U sections

G A A P , evaluate results o f procedures

550.03 and
558 02 ( 2

and their effect on the auditor's rep o rt
)

(paragraph 4 .5 2 )

No
Perform lim ited procedures specified
RSI
Is the inform ation

in A U section 558 07; evaluate results
o f procedures and their effect on the

R S I or SI?

auditor's rep o rt (paragraph 4. 5 3 )

SI

R ead the inform ation and consider w h ether i t or the
m anner o f its presentation, is m aterially inconsistent
w ith inform ation, o r the manner o f its presentation,
in the financial statements, evaluate results o f
procedures and their effect on the auditor's rep o rt
( A U section 550.0 4 - .0 6 ) (paragraph 4 .5 4 )

I f the audit o f the basic

Is the auditor reporting on

financial statements does not

the fair presentation o f the

encompass the inform ation,

inform ation, in all m aterial
respects, in relation to the
basic financial statements?
( A U sections 550 07,
551 07, 551.12. and 5 5 8 .09
and paragraph 4. 5 5 ) ( 2 ) (3)

Yes

m odify o r redirect procedures
to support an "in relation to "
opinion, evaluate results o f
procedures and their effect on
the auditor's rep o rt (paragraph
4 .5 6 )

No

N o further procedures

(1) See also the flowchart on reporting on RSI and SI in Chapter 14.
(2) The auditor can only audit or express an "in relation to" opinion on RSI or
SI that is financially oriented.
(3) AU section 551 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1) requires the audi
tor to report on additional information in an auditor-submitted document
by including either an opinion whether the information is fairly stated, in
all material respects, in relation to the basic financial statements taken as
a whole or a disclaimer o f opinion. In addition, a government may engage
an auditor or the auditor may choose to report on additional information in
a client-prepared document using the provisions of AU section 551. Para
graph .06 o f AU section 551 indicates that an auditor may express an opin
ion on a portion of additional information and disclaim an opinion on the
remainder.
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Audit Scope Includes Required Supplementary Information
or Supplementary Information
4.90 The auditor may be engaged to audit either or both RSI and SI—
that is, express an opinion whether the information is fairly presented, in all
material respects, in conformity with GAAP. For example, the auditor may
be engaged to express an opinion whether budgetary comparison information
presented as RSI and combining and individual nonmajor fund financial state
ments presented as SI are fairly stated, in all material respects, in conformity
with GAAP. Before accepting such an engagement, the auditor should deter
mine that the information is financially oriented so that it is possible to ex
press an opinion on it. Information that is not financially oriented is subject to
the AICPA Standards for Attestation Engagements (SSAE). See SSAE No. 10,
Attestation Standards: Revision and Recodification (AICPA, Professional Stan
dards, vol. 1, AT secs. 101-701), as amended. When engaged to audit RSI or
SI, the auditor should plan and perform adequate procedures responsive to the
assessed risks o f material misstatement and evaluate the results o f those pro
cedures to support developing an opinion on the information or to disclaim an
opinion. The auditor makes materiality determinations and establishes opinion
units for planning, performing, evaluating the results of, and reporting on the
results o f the audit depending on the terms of the engagement. For example,
if the engagement terms provide for the audit of each fund presented in com
bining and individual nonmajor fund financial statements, the auditor should
consider each fund to be a separate opinion unit.

Required Supplementary Information
4.91 AU section 558 provides the auditor's responsibilities for performing
procedures and reporting on unaudited RSI.26 The auditor should consider what
RSI is required by GAAP in the circumstances. If RSI is required, and the audi
tor is not engaged to audit the RSI (as discussed in paragraph 4.90), the auditor
ordinarily should apply the following limited procedures to the information, as
required by paragraph .07 of AU Section 558:
•

Inquire o f management about the methods o f preparing the infor
mation, including (a) whether it is measured and presented within
prescribed guidelines,27 (b) whether methods o f measurement or
presentation have been changed from those used in the prior pe
riod and the reasons for any such changes, and (c) any significant
assumptions or interpretations underlying the measurement or
presentation.

•

Compare the information for consistency with (a) manage
ment's responses to the foregoing inquiries, (b) audited financial

26 Unaudited R S I is information that accompanies the basic financial statements on which the
auditor is not engaged to express an opinion whether it is fairly presented, in all material respects,
in conformity with GAAP. Unless the auditor is engaged to audit the RSI, this Guide refers to the
information as unaudited, even though GAAS require the auditor to perform specific procedures, as
discussed in this section of this chapter, and perhaps to report on the information, as discussed in
Chapter 14.
27 Management inquiry should address not only whether all required information is presented,
but also whether nonrequired information is presented. As discussed in Chapters 2 and 14, if a
government presents nonrequired information as part of RSI, the auditor should consider whether
to report th at the RSI content constitutes a presentation that departs materially from prescribed
guidelines.
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statements, and (c) other knowledge obtained during the exami
nation o f the financial statements.
•

Consider whether representations on RSI should be included in
specific written representations obtained from management. See
AU section 333.

•

Apply additional procedures, if any, that other [AICPA] state
ments, interpretations, guides, or statements of position prescribe
for specific types o f RSI.28

•

Make additional inquiries if application o f the foregoing proce
dures causes the auditor to believe that the information may not
be measured or presented within applicable guidelines.

Supplementary Information
4.92 The auditor's responsibilities with regard to unaudited SI29 are pro
vided in AU section 550, Other Information in Documents Containing Audited
Financial Statements (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1). If SI is pre
sented, and the auditor is not engaged to audit the SI (as discussed in para
graph 4.90), the auditor should read the information and consider whether it,
or the manner of its presentation, is materially inconsistent with information,
or the manner of its presentation, appearing in the financial statements. Para
graphs .04-.06 o f AU section 550 provide guidance if the auditor concludes
there is a material inconsistency or a material misstatement of fact that is not
a material inconsistency.

Effect of SAS No. 29, as Amended, on Procedures
Relating to Required Supplementary Information
and Supplementary Information
4.93 When an auditor-submitted document contains unaudited RSI or SI,
paragraph .15 o f AU section 551, requires the auditor to report on whether
the information is fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the basic
financial statements taken as a whole or to disclaim an opinion. In addition,
paragraph .07 of AU section 550, and AU section 558.09 permit auditors to
report on unaudited RSI and SI that accompanies financial statements in clientprepared documents using the guidance in AU section 551. Unless required to
do so by the terms o f the audit engagement, the auditor has no obligation to
apply procedures as discussed in paragraph 4.94 to RSI or SI. Note, however,
that when using the guidance o f AU section 551—whether an "in relation to"or
a disclaimer of opinion—GAAS still requires the auditor to perform procedures
on RSI and SI as discussed in paragraphs 4.91 and 4.92.
4.94 As discussed in Chapter 14, an opinion whether RSI or SI is fairly
stated in all material respects is made in relation to the basic financial state
ments taken as a whole, not in relation to individual opinion units. An "in

28 At present, there are no such additional procedures prescribed by AICPA literature for gov
ernmental RSI.
29 Unaudited S I is information that accompanies the basic financial statem ents on which the
auditor is not engaged to express an opinion whether it is fairly presented, in all material respects,
in conformity with GAAP. Unless the auditor is engaged to audit the RSI, this Guide refers to the
information as unaudited, even though GAAS require the auditor to perform specific procedures, as
discussed in this section of this chapter, and perhaps to report on the information, as discussed in
Chapter 14.
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relation to" opinion is possible if the audit of the basic financial statements en
compasses the information presented in the RSI or SI or if the auditor modifies
or redirects procedures to be applied in the audit of the basic financial state
ments so as to express such an opinion on the information. The auditor can
only express such an opinion on information that is financially oriented.30 The
procedures the auditor performs should consider the relationship of the infor
mation to relevant information in the basic financial statements. For example,
information in combining nonmajor governmental fund financial statements
should be related to the presentation of the aggregate nonmajor governmen
tal funds in the basic financial statements. A schedule of insurance could be
related to the insurance expense/expenditure charges in the various financial
statements. In addition, the auditor should be satisfied that the information is
suitably titled.

Other Matters
4.95 SAS No. 112, Communicating Internal Control Related Matters Iden
tified in an Audit (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 325), pro
vides guidance in identifying and reporting internal control-related conditions
observed during a financial statement audit to those charged with governance.
SAS No 112, paragraph .02 notes: (t)he term those charged with governance is
defined in footnote 5 of section 339, Audit Documentation, (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 1) as "the person(s) with responsibility for overseeing the strate
gic direction of the entity and obligations related to the accountability of the
entity. This includes overseeing the financial reporting and disclosure process."
In most entities, governance is a collective responsibility that may be carried
out by a board of directors, a committee of the board of directors (for exam
ple, an audit or legislative oversight committee), a committee of management
(for example, a finance, budget, or governmental agency executive committee),
partners, equivalent persons, or some combination o f these parties.
4.96 In addition to requiring written communications o f significant defi
ciencies and material weaknesses in the internal control over financial report
ing, SAS No. 112 states that because timely communication may be important,
the auditor may choose to communicate significant matters related to internal
control over financial reporting during the course o f the audit rather than af
ter the audit is concluded. See the AICPA Audit Guide Government Auditing
Standards and Circular A -133 Audits for additional discussion of internal con
trol reporting requirements in an audit performed under Government Auditing
Standards or OMB Circular A-133. Additionally, see Chapter 13 for a discus
sion o f SAS No. 114, The Auditor's Communication With Those Charged With
Governance.
4.97 Ethics Ruling No. 102, Member's Indemnification o f a Client (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 2, ET sec. 191.204 and .205), states that auditors

30 As discussed in AU section 551.11, Reporting on Information Accompanying the Basic Finan
cial Statements in Auditor-Submitted Documents (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), RSI and SI
that contains nonaccounting information and certain accounting information not directly related to
the basic financial statements ordinarily would not have been subjected to the auditing procedures
applied in the audit of the basic financial statements, and, accordingly, the auditor ordinarily would
disclaim an opinion on it. However, for RSI that contains nonaccounting information and certain ac
counting information not directly related to the basic financial statements, GAAS still requires the
auditor to perform the procedures discussed in paragraph 4.88 and to consider the reporting require
ment for RSI discussed in Chapter 14.
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should not enter into agreements that would require them to indemnify their
client for damages, losses, or costs arising from lawsuits, claims, or settlements
that relate, directly or indirectly, to client acts. To do so would impair the audi
tor's independence. Governments often include such clauses in RFPs for audit
services and proposed audit contracts. Therefore, auditors should carefully re
view RFPs and proposed audit contracts for such clauses to ensure that they
are not agreeing to such provisions.
4.98 SAS No. 103 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 339)
requires the auditor to apply appropriate and reasonable controls for audit
documentation. Auditing Interpretation No. 1 of AU section 339, entitled "Pro
viding Access to or Copies of Audit Documentation to a Regulator" (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 9339A.01-.15), provides guidance on
responding to requests by governmental agencies (regulators) that auditors
provide them with access to audit documentation. Auditors should consider dis
cussing this requirement with the auditee, or including it in the engagement
letter.31

31 Government Auditing Standards includes an additional fieldwork requirement concerning
audit documentation. That requirement specifies, among other things, that (a) audit documentation
should contain sufficient information to enable an experienced auditor having no previous connection
with the audit to ascertain from it the evidence that supports the auditors' significant conclusions
and judgments, (b) audit documentation should contain support for findings, conclusions, and recom
mendations before the auditors issue their report, and (c) the contractual arrangements for the audit
should provide for access to audit documentation by other auditors. (See also footnote 16.) See the
AICPA Audit Guide Government Auditing Standards and Circular A-133 Audits.
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4.99

Appendix A —Consideration of Fraud in a Financial
Statement Audit
A -1 AU section 316, Consideration o f Fraud in a Financial Statement Au
dit (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), is the primary source of authorita
tive guidance about an auditor's responsibilities concerning the consideration
of fraud in a financial statement audit. AU section 316 establishes standards
and provides guidance to auditors in fulfilling their responsibility to plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial
statements are free of material misstatement, whether caused by error or fraud
as stated in AU section 110, paragraph .02, Responsibilities and Functions o f
the Independent Auditor (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1). This respon
sibility should be applied based on opinion units. (See the discussion of the
concept o f opinion units in planning, performing, evaluating the results of, and
reporting on governmental audits in this chapter and Chapters 13, "Concluding
the Audit," and 14, "Audit Reporting.")
A-2 There are two types o f misstatements relevant to the auditor's con
sideration o f fraud in a financial statement audit:
•

Misstatements arising from fraudulent financial reporting

•

Misstatements arising from misappropriation of assets

A-3 Three conditions generally are present when fraud occurs. First, man
agement or other employees have an incentive or are under pressure, which
provides a reason to commit fraud. Second, circumstances exist—for example,
the absence o f controls, ineffective controls, or the ability o f management to
override controls—that provide an opportunity for a fraud to be perpetrated.
Third, those involved are able to rationalize committing a fraudulent act.

The Importance of Exercising Professional Skepticism
A-4 Because of the characteristics of fraud, the auditor's exercise of pro
fessional skepticism is important when considering the risk o f material mis
statement due to fraud. Professional skepticism is an attitude that includes
a questioning mind and a critical assessment o f audit evidence. The auditor
should conduct the engagement with a mindset that recognizes the possibil
ity that a material misstatement due to fraud could be present, regardless
o f any past experience with the entity and regardless o f the auditor's belief
about management's honesty and integrity. Furthermore, professional skepti
cism requires an ongoing questioning of whether the information and evidence
obtained suggests that a material misstatement due to fraud has occurred.

Discussion Among Engagement Personnel Regarding the Risks
of Material Misstatement Due to Fraud1
A-5 Members o f the audit team should discuss the potential for material
misstatement due to fraud in accordance with the requirements of paragraphs

1 The brainstorming session to discuss the entity's susceptibility to material misstatements due
to fraud could be held concurrently with the brainstorming session required under AU section 314,
Understanding the Entity and Its Environment and Assessing the Risks of Material Misstatement
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), to discuss the potential of the risks of material misstatement.
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.14-.18 of AU section 316. The discussion among the audit team members about
the susceptibility of the entity's financial statements to material misstatement
due to fraud should include a consideration of the known external and internal
factors affecting the entity that might (a) create incentives/pressures for man
agement and others to commit fraud, (b) provide the opportunity for fraud to
be perpetrated, and (c) indicate a culture or environment that enables manage
ment to rationalize committing fraud. Communication among the audit team
members about the risks of material misstatement due to fraud also should
continue throughout the audit.
A-6 The following are potential fraud risk factors specific to or significant
for state and local governments. The risk factors generally relate to misstate
ments arising from fraudulent financial reporting.2 This listing does not include
all government-specific fraud factors, and does not list many fraud factors that
might exist in any entity, governmental or nongovernmental (such as adverse
relationships between the entity and employees with access to cash or other
assets susceptible to theft, and deficient internal control resulting from inade
quate monitoring).
A. Incentives/Pressures
•

There are or are expected to be laws or regulations that limit re
sources.

•

The entity is subject to unfunded mandates from other govern
ments.

•

The entity is subject to public pressure to provide more services
with fewer dollars.

•

There have been or are expected to be funding cuts from grantors
and other resource providers.

•

The entity has major taxpayers with declining financial condition
or position.

•

The entity has a declining property or other tax base.

•

The entity is experiencing a declining demand for services.

•

The entity's investment values have been negatively affected by
the market.

•

The entity uses high-risk or exotic investments to maintain or
increase investment income.

•

The entity has a significant need to obtain debt financing.

•

The entity uses complex or "innovative" financing mechanisms.

•

The entity is unable to generate sufficient cash flows to cover ex
penditures.

•

The entity is experiencing rapid growth, unusual budget growth,
or unusual budget surpluses, especially compared to other, similar
entities.

•

There is substantial political pressure on management creating
an undue concern about reporting positive financial accomplish
ments.

2 Items marked (*) relate to misstatements arising from misappropriation of assets.
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•

Investment analysts, institutional investors, significant creditors,
donors, or other external parties have unduly aggressive or unre
alistic expectations about financial position or performance, bud
get results, or program achievements. (Those expectations might
have been created by management in, for example, overly opti
mistic press releases or annual report messages.)

•

The entity's financial position or performance is close to violating
debt covenants.

•

Net assets are in deficit positions, while fund balances are positive.

•

The entity is having difficulty developing a balanced budget for
next fiscal year due to either anticipated revenue shortfalls or
projected excessive expenditures.

•

Management expects adverse consequences on significant pending
transactions, such as a grant or contract award or modification, if
it reports poor financial or program performance.

B. Opportunities
•

Those charged with governance are inexperienced or unqualified.

•

Those charged with governance accept management's recommen
dations and actions without inquiry or debate.

•

The entity is subject to complex or frequently changing accounting
requirements.

•

The entity has financially significant transactions for which
there are no or unclear generally accepted accounting principles
(GAAP).

•

The entity makes excessive use of separate funds, internal service
funds, or interfund and internal activity.

•

There is a high incidence of patronage employment in positions
with significant authority or responsibilities.

•

There have been or are expected to be changes in entity manage
ment or governing body composition.

•

The entity lacks a formal budgeting or planning process.

•

The budget is not prepared by the appropriate level o f manage
ment or is prepared without the input of employees who have a
thorough understanding of the budgetary aspects o f the entity's
activities.

•

Budgets are modified after year end to reflect actual results.

•

There is uncontrolled access to cash or cash equivalents, such as
parking meter receipts and benefit vouchers.(*)

•

The entity does not require personnel to provide appropriate doc
umentation for regular time, overtime, or vacation and sick leave
time taken.(*)

•

The entity awards financially significant contracts without com
petitive bids, or without due consideration of vendor qualifica
tions.(*)

•

The entity gives departmental or agency directors authority to
expend certain monies outside of the budgetary process.(*)
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Assets that do not qualify for capitalization for financial reporting
purposes are not being marked with identification tags, listed on
asset inventory records, or subject to periodic physical inspections
or other physical safeguards.(*)

C. Attitude/Rationalization
•

There is an excessive interest by management in meeting or ex
ceeding budgetary targets, maintaining a predetermined level of
fund balance, fund equity, or net assets, meeting debt covenant
requirements, or maintaining or improving bond ratings.

•

Those charged with governance or management do not support
public accountability or programmatic efficiencies.

•

Those charged with governance or management display a signifi
cant disregard for regulatory, legal, or oversight requirements or
for federal, state or other regulatory authorities.

•

Management has not engaged reputable professional third par
ties appropriate to the entity's needs, such as attorneys, invest
ment bankers, actuaries, appraisers, financial advisors, and bond
counsel.

•

Management displays an attitude o f (or there is analytical evi
dence of) the view that funds must be spent on a "use or lose"
basis in order to sustain future funding levels.

•

Management fails to effectively follow up on questions about fi
nancial position, financial performance, or budget variances.

Obtaining the Information Needed to Identify the Risks
of Material Misstatement Due to Fraud
A-7 AU section 314, Understanding the Entity and Its Environment and
Assessing the Risks o f Material Misstatement (AICPA, Professional Standards,
vol. 1), establishes standards and provides guidance about how the auditor
obtains an understanding of the entity and its environment, including its in
ternal control for the purpose of assessing the risks o f material misstatement.
In performing that work, information may come to the auditor's attention that
should be considered in identifying risks of material misstatement due to fraud.
As part of this work, the auditor should perform the following procedures to obtain information that is used to identify the risks o f material misstatement due
to fraud (as described in paragraphs .35—.42 o f AU section 316):
a. Make inquiries o f management and others within the entity3 to
obtain their views about the risks o f fraud and how they are ad
dressed. (See paragraphs .20-.27 o f AU section 316.)
b. Consider any unusual or unexpected relationships that have been
identified in performing analytical procedures in planning the au
dit. (See paragraphs .28-.30 o f AU section 316.)

3 Others within the entity include the audit committee or others with equivalent authority and
responsibility. If a government does not have an audit committee, others with equivalent authority and
responsibility may include the governing board, such as a City Council or a School Board. In AU section
316, Consideration of Fraud in a Financial Statement Audit (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1),
and the remainder of this appendix, the term audit committee encompasses others with authority and
responsibility equivalent to an audit committee.
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c. Consider whether one or more fraud risk factors exist. (See para
graphs .3 1 - .33 of AU section 316, the Appendix to AU section 316,
and paragraph A-6)
d. Consider other information that may be helpful in the identification
of risks of material misstatement due to fraud. (See paragraph .34
of AU section 316.)
A-8 In planning the audit, the auditor also should perform analytical pro
cedures relating to revenue with the objective o f identifying unusual or unex
pected relationships involving revenue accounts that may indicate a material
misstatement due to fraudulent financial reporting.4,5 For example, in state and
local government, the following unusual or unexpected relationships relating
to revenue may indicate a material misstatement due to fraud.
•

Actual revenues at significant variance from originally budgeted
revenues

•

Actual revenues at significant variance from prior-period actual
revenues, without similar changes in the revenue base or rates

•

A significant increase in actual revenues over those of the prior
period that is just enough to keep the government from reporting
annual or accumulated fund balance, fund equity, or net assets
deficits, or from violating debt covenants

•

Large "miscellaneous" or "one-shot" revenues

•

Deferred revenues at significant variance from prior-period de
ferred revenues

•

Revenue from sales of assets without a similar reduction in the
asset accounts

•

Investment income that is contrary to market conditions

•

Expenditure-driven grant revenue without offsetting grant expen
ditures

Considering Fraud Risk Factors
A-9 As indicated in item c in paragraph A-7, the auditor may identify
events or conditions that indicate incentives/pressures to perpetrate fraud,
opportunities to carry out the fraud, or attitudes/rationalizations to justify
a fraudulent action. Such events or conditions are referred to as "fraud risk
factors." Fraud risk factors do not necessarily indicate the existence of fraud;
however, they often are present in circumstances where fraud exists.

4 In government, the reference to revenues would encompass all resource inflows, even if reported
as other financing sources, additions, extraordinary items, and so forth.
5 Some auditors believe that, in government, there is a greater risk of material misstatement
due to fraudulent financial reporting arising from misstated expenses/expenditures than from mis
stated revenues. That is, they believe that the nature of governmental transactions and govern
mental financial reporting leads to a higher likelihood that expenses/expenditures (rather than rev
enues) will be misstated. For example, a government’s management might intentionally misstate
expenses/expenditures for compensated absences or claims and judgments. Auditors should use the
guidance of AU section 316 to address the risks of material misstatement of expenses/expenditures.
However, even if the auditor perceives greater risks relating to misstated expenses/expenditures than
to misstated revenues, paragraph .41 of AU section 316 continues to require the auditor ordinarily to
presume a risk of material misstatement due to fraud relating to revenue recognition. (See paragraph
A-12.) If the auditor does not identify improper revenue recognition as a risk of material misstatement
due to fraud in a particular circumstance, paragraph .83 of AU section 316 requires the auditor to
include the reasons supporting that conclusion in the audit documentation.
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A-10 AU section 316 provides fraud risk factor examples that have been
written to apply to most enterprises. Paragraph A-6 lists examples o f state
and local government-specific fraud risk factors and other conditions that may
indicate the presence o f a material misstatement due to fraud. Remember that
fraud risk factors are only one of several sources o f information an auditor
considers when identifying and assessing risks of material misstatement due
to fraud.

Identifying Risks That M ay Result in a Material Misstatement
Due to Fraud6
A -11 In identifying risks of material misstatement due to fraud, it is help
ful for the auditor to consider the information that has been gathered in ac
cordance with the requirements of paragraphs .19-.34 of AU section 316. The
auditor's identification of fraud risks may be influenced by characteristics such
as the size, complexity, and ownership attributes o f the entity. In addition,
the auditor should evaluate whether identified risks o f material misstatement
due to fraud can be related to specific financial-statement account balances
or classes o f transactions and related assertions, or whether they relate more
pervasively to the financial statements as a whole. Certain accounts, classes of
transactions, and assertions that have high inherent risk because they involve
a high degree of management judgment and subjectivity also may present risks
o f material misstatement due to fraud because they are susceptible to manip
ulation by management. In state and local government, such accounts, classes
of transactions, and assertions may include, but not necessarily be limited to,
the following:
•

The valuation of investments for which there is no marketestablished fair value

•

The valuation of receivable allowances

•

The valuation of excessive or obsolete supplies inventory

•

Long-outstanding interfund receivables/payables, which may not
represent valid rights and obligations

•

The valuation of the recourse liability for receivables sold with
recourse

•

The valuation o f liabilities for compensated absences, claims and
judgments (including risk financing liabilities), termination ben
efits, and landfill closure and postclosure care costs

•

The amount at which a pension benefit obligation is disclosed

•

The existence of restrictions on net assets

•

The classification of revenues as program versus general

•

The classification o f interfund and internal activity and balances,
including elimination o f allocated expenses

•

Depreciation on capital assets, where applicable, especially those
with long useful lives

•

The classification of capital assets as land versus land improve
ments versus infrastructure assets, thus affecting classification
and allocation of costs

8 AU section 314 requires the auditor to identify and assess the risks of material misstatement
at the financial statem ent level and at the relevant assertion level related to classes of transactions,
account balances, and disclosures. See AU section 314.102.
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Im proper R even u e Recognition
A-12 Material misstatements due to fraudulent financial reporting often
result from an overstatement of revenues (for example, through premature
revenue recognition or recording fictitious revenues) or an understatement of
revenues (for example, through improperly shifting revenues to a later period).7
Therefore, the auditor should ordinarily presume that there is a risk of material
misstatement due to fraud relating to revenue recognition (See paragraph .41
o f AU section 316.) For example, a state or local government's management
might intentionally:
•

Recognize significant revenues on a cash, rather than on a modi
fied accrual or accrual basis

•

Overstate or understate the allowance for uncollectible receivables

•

Delay recognition of revenue for protested taxes until the protest
has run its course

•

Net revenues against expenses/expenditures when no right o f off
set exists

•

Fail to net revenue against expenses/expenditures, for example,
for insurance recoveries received in the same year as an impair
ment loss

•

Recognize revenue from derived taxes based on cash receipt rather
than the underlying economic event

•

Recognize revenue, for example, for a legal judgment, before the
amount is realizable

Risk o f M a n a gem en t O verride
A-13 Even if specific risks of material misstatement due to fraud are not
identified by the auditor, there is a possibility that management override of
controls could occur, and accordingly, the auditor should address that risk (see
paragraph .57 of AU section 316) apart from any conclusions regarding the
existence o f more specifically identifiable risks. Specifically, the procedures de
scribed in paragraphs .58-.67 of AU section 316 should be performed to further
address the risk of management override of controls. These procedures include
(1) examining journal entries and other adjustments for evidence of possible
material misstatement due to fraud, (2) reviewing accounting estimates for bi
ases that could result in material misstatement due to fraud, and (3) evaluating
the business rationale for significant unusual transactions.
K e y Estimates
A-14 In state and local government, key estimates involve investments
with no market-established fair value or with permanent impairments, uncol
lectible taxes receivable, the useful lives of capital assets that are depreciated,
obligations for compensated absences, claims and judgments, termination ben
efits, landfill closure and postclosure care costs, pension benefits, postemploy
ment benefits other than pensions and pollution remediation obligations.**

7 See footnote 5.
* GASB standards for employer accounting for postemployment benefits other than pensions
(other postemployment benefits or OPEB) and for termination benefits that affect an employer's
obligations for defined benefit OPEB are changing on a phased-in basis. See Appendix A to Chap
ter 8.
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Assessing the Identified Risks After Taking Into Account
an Evaluation of the Entity's Programs and Controls
That Address the Risks
A-15 Auditors should comply with the requirements of paragraphs .43—.45
o f AU section 316 concerning an entity's programs and controls that address
identified risks o f material misstatement due to fraud. Examples of programs
and controls that auditors might find in state and local government include:
•

Public disclosure o f the entity's code of conduct

•

A competitive bidding process that rewards potential vendors that
have fraud programs

•

A toll-free "tip line" for the public and employees to report sus
pected fraud

•

A process for checking whether job applicants have arrest records
and for making periodic checks to see whether current personnel
have arrest records

•

Requirements that, periodically, employees and governing body
officials disclose conflicts of interest and other exceptions to the
code of conduct

•

Periodic and random reviews by a certified fraud examiner

•

Termination of employees found to have committed fraud

A-16 The auditor should consider whether such programs and controls
mitigate the identified risks o f material misstatement due to fraud or whether
specific control deficiencies exacerbate the risks. After the auditor has evaluated
whether the entity's programs and controls have been suitably designed and
placed in operation, the auditor should assess these risks taking into account
that evaluation. This assessment should be considered when developing the
auditor's response to the identified risks o f material misstatement due to fraud.

Responding to the Results of the Assessment8
A-17 Paragraphs .46-.67 of AU section 316 provide requirements and
guidance about an auditor's response to the results o f the assessment of the
risks o f material misstatement due to fraud. The auditor responds to risks of
material misstatement due to fraud in the following three ways:
a. A response that has an overall effect on how the audit is
conducted—that is, a response involving more general consider
ations apart from the specific procedures otherwise planned (see
paragraph .50 of AU section 316).
b. A response to identified risks involving the nature, timing, and ex
tent of the auditing procedures to be performed (see paragraphs

8 AU section 318, Performing Audit Procedures in Response to Assessed Risks and Evaluating
the Audit Evidence Obtained (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), requires the auditor to deter
mine overall responses and design and perform further audit procedures to respond to the assessed
risks of material misstatement at the financial statement and relevant assertion levels in a financial
statem ent audit. See paragraphs .04 and .07 of AU section 318.
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.51-.56 o f AU section 316). For example, in state and local govern
ment, the auditor might:
•

Confirm transaction details with other governments (for
example, for grants and tax collections) pertaining to yearend cut-offs

•

Perform additional inquiries and other procedures on the
collectibility of interfund receivables, particularly large,
continuing balances

•

Select larger sample sizes when examining write-offs of
uncollectible taxes and other receivables

•

Perform detailed analysis of investment income by type of
investment and time period

•

Use firm or independent specialists to recalculate cer
tain estimates, such as liabilities for pollution remedia
tion obligations and landfill closure and postclosure care
costs

•

Confirm compensated absences balances with employees

•

Observe capital assets that do not qualify for capitaliza
tion for financial reporting purposes

•

Scan accounting entries for unusual items

•

Count cash collections on a surprise basis during the year.

c. A response involving the performance of certain procedures to fur
ther address the risk of material misstatement due to fraud involv
ing management override o f controls, given the unpredictable ways
in which such override could occur (see paragraphs .57-.67 o f AU
section 316 and paragraph A-13).

Evaluating Audit Evidence
A-18 Paragraphs .68-.78 o f AU section 316 provide requirements and
guidance for evaluating audit evidence. The auditor should evaluate whether
analytical procedures that were performed as substantive tests or in the over
all review stage of the audit indicate a previously unrecognized risk o f mate
rial misstatement due to fraud. The auditor also should consider whether re
sponses to inquiries throughout the audit about analytical relationships have
been vague or implausible, or have produced evidence that is inconsistent with
other evidential matter accumulated during the audit.
A-19 At or near the completion o f fieldwork, the auditor should evaluate
whether the accumulated results of auditing procedures and other observa
tions affect the assessment of the risks of material misstatement due to fraud
made earlier in the audit. As part o f this evaluation, the auditor with final
responsibility for the audit should ascertain that there has been appropriate
communication with the other audit team members throughout the audit re
garding information or conditions indicative o f risks o f material misstatement
due to fraud.

Responding to Misstatements That M ay Be the Result of Fraud
A-20 When audit test results identify misstatements in the financial state
ments, the auditor should consider whether such misstatements may be indica
tive of fraud. See paragraphs .75—.78 of AU section 316 for requirements and
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guidance about an auditor's response to misstatements that may be the result
of fraud. If the auditor believes that misstatements are or may be the result
o f fraud, but the effect of the misstatements is not material to the financial
statements of the affected opinion unit, the auditor nevertheless should evalu
ate the implications, especially those dealing with the organizational position
o f the person(s) involved.
A-21 If the auditor believes that the misstatement is or may be the result
of fraud, and either has determined that the effect could be material to the
financial statements of the affected opinion unit or has been unable to evaluate
whether the effect is material, the auditor should:
a. Attempt to obtain additional audit evidence to determine whether
material fraud has occurred or is likely to have occurred, and, if
so, its effect on the financial statements and the auditor's report
thereon.9
b. Consider the implications for other aspects o f the audit (see para
graph .76 of AU section 316).
c. Discuss the matter and the approach for further investigation with
an appropriate level of management that is at least one level
above those involved, and with senior management and the audit
committee.101
d. If appropriate, suggest that the client consult with legal counsel.
A-22 The auditor's consideration o f the risks o f material misstatement
and the results o f audit tests may indicate such a significant risk o f material
misstatement due to fraud that the auditor should consider withdrawing from
the engagement and communicating the reasons for withdrawal to the audit
committee or others with equivalent authority and responsibility. The auditor
may wish to consult with legal counsel when considering withdrawal from an
engagement.

Communicating About Possible Fraud to Management, the Audit
Committee, and Others
A-23 Whenever the auditor has determined that there is evidence that
fraud may exist, that matter should be brought to the attention of an appropri
ate level o f management. See paragraphs .7 9 - .82 of AU section 316 for further
requirements and guidance about communications with management, the au
dit committee, and others.11

Documenting the Auditor's Consideration of Fraud
A-24 Paragraph .83 o f AU section 316 requires certain items and events to
be documented by the auditor. Auditors should comply with those requirements.

9 See AU section 508 for guidance on auditors' reports issued in connection with audits of financial
statements.
10 If the auditor believes senior management may be involved, discussion of the m atter directly
with the audit committee may be appropriate.
11 Government Auditing Standards and Office of Management and Budget Circular A-133, Audits
o f States, Local Governments, and Non-Profit Organizations, also contain requirements for reporting
fraud. See the AICPA Audit Guide Government Auditing Standards and Circular A-133 Audits.
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Available Practical Guidance
A-25 The AICPA Practice Aid Fraud Detection in a GAAS Audit—Revised
Edition provides a wealth of information and help on complying with the provi
sions of AU section 316. Moreover, that Practice Aid provides an understanding
of the differences between the requirements o f SAS No. 99 and SAS No. 82,
which was superseded by SAS No. 99. That Practice Aid is an Other Auditing
Publication as defined in AU section 150, Generally Accepted Auditing Stan
dards (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1). Other Auditing Publications
have no authoritative status; however, they may help the auditor understand
and apply SASs.
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Chapter 5

Cash, Investments, and Investment-Related
Activity
Nature of Transactions
5.01 Governments have certain unique accounting and financial report
ing standards that apply to their cash, investments,1 and investment-related
transactions, such as reverse repurchase agreements and securities lending
transactions. Those standards arise primarily from:
•

GASB Statements No. 3, Deposits with Financial Institutions, In
vestments (including Repurchase Agreements), and Reverse Re
purchase Agreements; No. 9, Reporting Cash Flows o f Proprietary
and Nonexpendable Trust Funds and Governmental Entities That
Use Proprietary Fund Accounting; No. 10, Accounting and Finan
cial Reporting for Risk Financing and Related Insurance Issues;
No. 25, Financial Reporting for Defined Benefit Pension Plans and
Note Disclosures for Defined Contribution Plans; No. 28, Account
ing and Financial Reporting for Securities Lending Transactions;
No. 31, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Certain Invest
ments and for External Investment Pools; No. 40, Deposit and
Investment Risks Disclosures; and No. 43, Financial Reporting
for Postemployment Benefit Plans Other Than Pension Plans (the
Statement is effective on a phased-in basis starting for periods
beginning after December 15, 2005. See Appendix A [paragraph
8.110] to Chapter 8 and paragraphs 5.43 and 5.44)

•

GASB Interpretation No. 3, Financial Reporting for Reverse Re
purchase Agreements

•

GASB Technical Bulletins (TBs) No. 87-1, Applying Paragraph 68
o f GASB Statement 3; No. 97-1, Classification o f Deposits and In
vestments into Custodial Credit Risk Categories for Certain Bank
Holding Company Transactions; and No. 2003-1, Disclosure Re
quirements for Derivatives Not Reported at Fair Value on the State
ment o f Net Assets.

•

Chapters 1, 2, 5, 6, and 8 of the GASB staff document, Compre
hensive Implementation Guide (GASB Q&A).

Deposit and Investment Risk
5.02 Like any entity, when a government places deposits with a financial
institution or invests to earn a return, it exposes those amounts to risk—the
probability or possibility of loss. Many of the GASB's cash and investment note
disclosure standards are based on the objective of providing information about

1 Investments are securities and other assets acquired primarily for the purpose of obtaining
income or profit. This chapter does not apply to securities or other assets if they are not held by the
government for investment purposes, either for the government itself or for parties for which the
government serves as investment manager or other fiduciary. Also see GASB Q&A, item 1.11.1 which
discusses what the term "securities" encompasses.
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the risks of potential loss of resources. Three primary types of deposit and
investment risks underlie those disclosure standards— credit, interest rate, and
foreign currency risk:
•

Credit risk. The risk that an issuer or other counterparty to an
investment will not fulfill its obligations. In addition to the credit
quality of the issuer of debt securities, credit risk includes concen
trations of credit risk and custodial credit risk, as follows:
—

Concentrations o f credit risk. The risk o f loss attributed to
the magnitude of a government's investment in a single
issuer.

—

Custodial credit risk. For deposits, the risk that, in the
event of the failure of a depository financial institution,
a government will not be able to recover deposits or will
not be able to recover collateral securities that are in the
possession of an outside party. For investments, the risk
that, in the event of the failure of the counterparty to a
transaction, a government will not be able to recover the
value of investment or collateral securities that are in the
possession of an outside party.

•

Interest rate risk. The risk that changes in interest rates will ad
versely affect the fair value of an investment.

•

Foreign currency risk. The risk that changes in exchange rates will
adversely affect the fair value of an investment or a deposit.

Compliance Requirements and Deposit and Investment Policies
5.03 Governments usually have extensive legal and contractual provisions
relating to their cash, investments, and investment-related transactions, which
often differ for different funds. Those requirements usually involve the types
and terms of investments and investment-related transactions a government
may use (see paragraphs 5.04 and 5.05), the counterparties with which it may
conduct business, and the collateral it should obtain on depository accounts
(see paragraph 5.06). Compliance requirements also arise from Internal Rev
enue Code (IRC) and U.S. Treasury regulations on the amount o f investment
income a government may earn on proceeds from tax-exempt debt without hav
ing to rebate excess earnings to the federal government, known as arbitrage
requirements. Paragraph 5.07 discusses arbitrage requirements.
5.04 Governments establish deposit and investment policies based on
compliance requirements and other considerations (such as cash-flow needs),
and often document those policies in writing and have them approved by the
governing board.2 Those policies often establish stated or implied investment

2 Paragraph 41 in the nonauthoritative Basis for Conclusions of GASB Statement No. 40, De
posit and Investment Risks Disclosures, states that "the Board has not specifically defined deposit or
investment policy. However, the Board expects for the purposes of this Statement that a deposit or
investment policy is one that has been formally adopted and limits a government's allowable deposits
or investments." The GASB staff document, Comprehensive Implementation Guide, item 1.5.1, states
that an investment policy may be formally adopted through legal or contractual provisions or by other
means, usually by the governing board. As discussed in paragraph 5.39, governments should disclose
deposit and investment policies related to the risks that GASB Statement No. 40 requires be disclosed.
GASB Statement No. 40 does not require a government to establish deposit and investment policies,
but does require it to disclose when it does not have a deposit or investment policy that addresses a
specific type of risk to which it is exposed.
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objectives that include safety, liquidity, and yield. To help management adhere
to those objectives, investment policies often list, among other things, the types
and terms o f investments that are permitted or prohibited. Some funds, such
as pension trust and permanent funds, may have a higher risk tolerance, and
thus be authorized to invest in debt securities with a lower credit rating or a
longer term to maturity than other funds, such as the general fund, where liq
uidity requirements require a lower risk tolerance. For some funds, again such
as pension trust and permanent funds, compliance requirements and invest
ment policies may establish a "prudent person rule" rather than a "legal list"
of permitted or prohibited investment types and terms.
5.05 Governments sometimes invest in sophisticated investments, includ
ing derivatives. GASB TB 2003-1 defines a derivative instrument as a financial
instrument or other contract with all three of the characteristics in the follow
ing listing. GASB TB 2003-1 refers to FASB Statement No. 133, Accounting
for Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities, paragraphs 7 through 9, as
amended, to further clarify this definition.
•

It has (a) one or more underlyings and (b) one or more notional
amounts or payment provisions or both. Those terms determine
the amount of the settlement or settlements, and, in some cases,
whether or not a settlement is required.

•

It requires no initial net investment or an initial net investment
that is smaller than would be required for other types o f contracts
that would be expected to have a similar response to changes in
market factors.

•

Its terms require or permit net settlement, it can readily be settled
net by a means outside the contract, or it provides for delivery of
an asset that puts the recipient in a position not substantially
different from net settlement.

Other sophisticated investments include structured financial instruments, such
as mortgage-backed securities. At times, the use of derivatives or other sophis
ticated investments is inconsistent with a particular government's compliance
requirements, investment policies, or investment objectives.
Collateralization o f D eposits
5.06 Legal provisions often require financial institutions to collateralize
governments’ cash deposits when they exceed the amount o f depository insur
ance. Those legal provisions usually specify the type and ratio or dollar amount
o f collateral that is required. That collateral protects governmental deposits
against the financial failure o f an institution. Individual financial institutions
in some states and groups o f financial institutions in other states are permit
ted to pledge collateral on a pooled basis to cover the combined accounts o f
all o f their governmental depositors. See GASB Statement No. 3, as amended,
and Chapter 1 o f the GASB Q&A for a discussion of common provisions and
management issues relating to the pledging of collateral on deposits.
A rbitrage Requirem ents
5.07 Arbitrage is the excess profit earned from investing the proceeds o f
tax-exempt bonds at a yield that is materially higher than the yield on the
bonds. Arbitrage requirements arising from the IRC and U.S. Treasury regula
tions generally require governments to rebate the excess investment earnings
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to the federal government. For this purpose, tax-exempt debt includes bonds
and certain capital leases and installment purchases. Arbitrage requirements
provide guidance with respect to various aspects of the calculation of an arbi
trage rebate liability, including certain exceptions that may apply if debt pro
ceeds are spent rapidly enough and for debt issuances under certain amounts.
Excess earnings are required to be rebated every five years or upon maturity
of the bonds, whichever is earlier. Governments generally should calculate the
arbitrage liability annually to determine whether it is material and thus should
be reported in the financial statements.

Internal Investment Pools
5.08 Governments commonly combine the cash and investments of several
funds to enhance investment opportunities, operating efficiency, and physical
custody and control. Those arrangements are known as internal investment
pools. In some cases, internal pooling o f cash and investments is prohibited by
compliance requirements. For example, a bond indenture may prohibit com
bining the cash o f a sinking fund with that of other funds. In other cases, the
use of an internal investment pool is not possible because different types of
investments are authorized for different funds or because different funds have
different investment objectives. For example, a pension trust fund may be able
to enter into long-term investments whereas the general fund may not be.

Reverse Repurchase Agreements and Securities
Lending Transactions
5.09 As part of their investment programs, some governments enter into
reverse repurchase agreements and securities lending transactions. A reverse
repurchase agreement is an agreement in which a government transfers secu
rities to a broker-dealer or other entity for cash and simultaneously agrees to
repay the cash plus interest in exchange for the same securities or for different
securities in the future. A securities lending transaction is an agreement in
which a government transfers its securities to a broker-dealer or other entity
for collateral—which may be cash, securities, or letters o f credit—and simul
taneously agrees to return the collateral for the same securities in the future.
Depending on the nature o f the collateral, the government may receive from or
pay to the other party a fee for the securities lending transaction.

Investment Arrangements, Including External Investment Pools
5.10 Governmental officials may conduct investment activity directly with
brokers or financial services companies, or they may use investment advisers
and managers to varying degrees. The approach used often is affected by the
size and complexity o f an entity’s portfolio and the knowledge and experience
o f its investment personnel.
5.11 Governments often enter into cooperative investing agreements with
other governments, or they place their moneys with the officials of other govern
ments (such as state or county treasurers) for individual investing or for pooled
investing with moneys from other governments. Governments also sometimes
enter into agreements with nongovernmental investment managers for pooled
investing with other of the managers' clients (for example, collateral pools on se
curities lending transactions). Those cooperative or pooled investment arrange
ments are known as external investment pools; those sponsored by individual
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state or local governments or jointly by more than one government are known
as governmental external investment pools.
5.12 A government's relationships with investment counterparties usually
are governed by written agreements that address appropriate matters, includ
ing, for example, the types and terms of investments that are permissible; the
procedures for making investments; the procedures for the custody of the evi
dence of the investment; and the fees to be paid for the services provided. Also,
agreements that govern external investment pools usually provide for the man
ner in which income, losses, and expenses will be shared and the circumstances
under which each participant may redeem or liquidate its interest in the pool.

Records and Supporting Documentation
5.13 For internal control and accountability purposes, governments usu
ally maintain detailed records and supporting documentation for their cash, in
vestments, and investment-related transactions. Some depository institutions
do not return original canceled checks to their customers. Instead, they may use
substitute checks—paper reproductions of checks that include an image o f the
front and back of the original check and that can be processed like an original
check. Substitute checks contain a legend reading: "This is a legal copy of your
check. You can use it the same way you would use the original check." The Check
Clearing for the 21st Century Act (Public Law 108-100) states that substitute
checks have all the force and effect of the actual cleared check. Some deposi
tory institutions also may use various methods o f check imaging—processes of
returning images of canceled checks on, for example, microfiche, compact disk,
or other storage mediums. In some jurisdictions, compliance requirements may
not have kept up with such banking practices and instead require the govern
ment to obtain and retain the original (or substitute) canceled checks.
5.14 Some governments, especially small and special-purpose govern
ments such as single-employer pension plans, may rely exclusively or almost
exclusively on investment managers to make investment decisions (within es
tablished policies), conduct investment transactions, and arrange for custody
of investment securities. In those cases, the government may not maintain
detailed investment records or information beyond the summary information
provided to them by their investment manager or custodian.

Additional Information About Investments and Investment Risks
5.15 The GASB's investment standards, including GASB Statement No. 3,
as amended, GASB Statement No. 40, and the GASB Q&A describe the na
ture and types o f many cash, investment, and investment-related transac
tions, including repurchase agreements, and the risks associated with them.
The AICPA's Audit and Accounting Guide Depository and Lending Institutions:
Banks and Savings Institutions, Credit Unions, Finance Companies and Mort
gage Companies also discusses the nature of and risks associated with various
types of investments.3
3 The accounting and financial reporting guidance in the AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide
Depository and Lending Institutions: Banks and Savings Institutions, Credit Unions, Finance Com
panies and Mortgage Companies does not constitute category (b) accounting and financial reporting
guidance for governmental entities because the AICPA did not make that Guide applicable to gov
ernmental entities and the GASB did not clear it. See Chapter 1, "Overview and Introduction," for
a discussion of the hierarchy of generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) for state and local
governments. Also, even though that Guide is not applicable to governmental entities, auditors should
consider referring to it for specific auditing considerations relating to cash and investments.
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Accounting and Financial Reporting Considerations
5.16 GASB standards provide specialized investment accounting and fi
nancial reporting standards for defined benefit pension plans, OPEB plans sub
ject to GASB Statement No. 43, reverse repurchase agreements, and securities
lending transactions. See paragraphs 5.43-5.46 for a discussion of those special
ized standards. GASB standards also provide specialized investment account
ing and financial reporting standards for governmental external investment
pools; see Chapter 12, "Special-Purpose and State Governments," for a discus
sion of those standards.

Accounting
5.17 Table 5-1 shows the GASB Statements that establish investment
accounting standards for various governmental financial statements. The table
also indicates the paragraphs in this section that discuss additional investment
accounting guidance for those financial statements.

Table 5-1
GASB Statements With Investment Accounting Standards
GASB Statement No.
10

25

31

43

Additional
Guidance

Government-wide

X

—

X

—

5.24

Governmental funds

—

—

X

—

5.22

Proprietary funds (except funds that
represent public entity risk pools— see
the section of this table concerning
special-purpose entities)

X

Fiduciary funds (except funds that
represent governmental external
investment pools and defined benefit
and defined contribution pension
plans, and OPEB plans subject to
GASB Statement No. 43— see the
section of this table concerning
special-purpose entities)

X

5.24

Special-purpose entities
Public entity risk pools

X

—

X

—

5.24

Governmental external investment pools

—

—

X

—

—

X

X

X

X

—

X

—

X

—

Public employee retirement systems
(defined benefit and defined
contribution pension plans and OPEB)
Other post employment benefit plans
Colleges and universities
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5.18 The GASB Q&A, item 6.28.1, states that investment transactions
should be accounted for based on the trade date. The trade date is the date on
which the government is exposed to (or released from) the rights and obligations
of the ownership of the instrument.
5.19 GASB standards require that governments report many of their in
vestments at fair value, but permit or require cost-based measures for certain
investments and in certain circumstances. Fair value is the amount at which a
financial instrument could be exchanged in a current transaction between will
ing parties, other than in a forced or liquidation sale. GASB Statement No. 31,
paragraph 13, requires that all investment income, including changes in the
fair value of investments, be recognized as revenue. Interest income on invest
ments reported at fair value should be measured at the investment's stated
interest rate; any purchased premiums or discounts on such debt securities
should not be amortized or accreted to investment income.
5.20 For governments other than governmental external investment pools
and defined benefit pension plans, GASB Statement No. 31, as amended, re
quires investments in the following to be reported at fair value: (a) interest
earning investment contracts, (b) external investment pools, (c) open-end mu
tual funds, (d) debt securities, and (e) equity securities, option contracts, stock
warrants, and stock rights that have readily determinable fair values. However,
one exception to that reporting requirement involves certain money market
investments and participating interest-earning investment contracts, which
may be reported at amortized cost. For purposes of that exception, the money
market investments and participating interest-earning investment contracts
should have a remaining maturity of one year or less at time o f purchase, and
the fair value of those investments should not be significantly affected by the
impairment of the credit standing of the issuer or by other factors. GASB State
ment No. 31, as amended, also provides guidance for reporting the fair value
o f investments in securities that are subject to purchased put and written call
option contracts.
5.21 GASB Statement No. 31, as amended, does not apply to investments
in equity securities that are accounted for under the equity method, as provided
for in Accounting Principles Board (APB) Opinion No. 18, The Equity Method
o f Accounting for Investments in Common Stock, or to investments in joint ven
tures or component units as provided in GASB Statement No. 14, The Financial
Reporting Entity, as amended.
5.22 Other than investments that are within the scope of GASB Statement
No. 31, as amended, the GASB has not addressed the valuation or recognition
o f investments reported in governmental funds. (For example, although rare,
a governmental fund may invest in real estate.) Governments generally report
those other governmental fund investments using cost-based measures, which
means that the investments are recorded at original cost when acquired and
that any purchased discount or premium from the investment's face or maturity
value is accreted or amortized to investment income over the life o f the invest
ment in a systematic and rational manner. Investment income also is reported
for realized gains and losses if those investments are sold at an amount differ
ent from their carrying amount when the sale takes place. However, if there are
declines in the fair value of investments reported using cost-based measures,
an unrealized loss may have to be recorded if the decline is not due to a tem
porary condition. For example, a government's liquidity needs may require the
sales o f investments at losses after the reporting date. That circumstance may
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represent a permanent decline that should be recognized in the current-period
financial statements.
5.23 GASB Statement No. 10, as amended, provides specific cost-based
guidance for reporting other investments held by public entity risk pools. Ad
ditional guidance is included in Chapter 3 of the GASB Q&A.
5.24 Other than investments that are within the scope of GASB State
ments No. 10, No. 25, No. 31, as amended, and No. 43, the GASB has not
addressed the valuation or recognition of investments reported in the propri
etary or fiduciary fund categories or in the government-wide financial state
ments. However, certain private-sector investment standards are category (a)
accounting and financial reporting guidance for governments because GASB
Statement No. 34, Basic Financial Statements—and Management's Discussion
and Analysis—for State and Local Governments, as amended, provides that pro
prietary funds and the government-wide financial statements should or may
apply certain private-sector standards.4 Those private-sector standards include
certain pre-November 30, 1989 private-sector pronouncements, such as FASB
Statements No. 52, Foreign Currency Translation, and No. 80, Accounting for
Futures Contracts (see the GASB Q&A, item 6.19.1). They also may include cer
tain post-November 3 0 , 1989 FASB pronouncements, such as portions of FASB
Statements No. 133, as amended; and No. 140, Accounting for Transfers and
Servicing o f Financial Assets and Extinguishments o f Liabilities—a replace
ment o f FASB Statement No. 125, as amended, for those enterprise funds (and
resulting business-type activities) that apply paragraph 7 o f GASB Statement
No. 20, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Proprietary Funds and Other
Governmental Entities That Use Proprietary Fund Accounting, as amended.
5.25 Despite the use of different bases of accounting in different financial
statements and fund categories, investment income arising from changes in
fair value is measured the same way under the accrual and modified accrual
bases of accounting. That is, that income in governmental funds is not modi
fied for the "availability" criterion. Paragraph 57 in the nonauthoritative Basis
for Conclusions o f GASB Statement No. 31 states that "The Board believes
that governmental fund investments— and changes in the fair value o f those
investments—are appropriately 'available,' thus meriting recognition under the
modified accrual basis o f accounting."

Financial Statement Presentation
Financial Position Classifications
5.26 Each of a government's funds, activities, and component units should
report its own cash and investments, including its equity position in internal
investment pools. The GASB Q&A, item 6.29.3, states that equity positions in
internal investment pools should be reported as, for example, "equity in cash
management pool," "equity in internal investment pool," "cash and cash equiv
alents," or "investments." It also sometimes is necessary to classify certain cash
and investments as restricted assets to comply with compliance requirements,
such as debt covenants. (See the discussion o f restricted assets in Chapter 2,
"Financial Reporting.")

4 See the discussion of the hierarchy of GAAP for state and local governments in Chapter 1
and the discussion of the applicability of certain private-sector standards in Chapter 2, "Financial
Reporting."
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5.27 When one fund has overdrawn its share o f an internal investment
pool, that fund should report an interfund liability to the fund that the govern
ment's management deems to have lent the amount to the overdrawn fund.5
The fund deemed to have lent the amount should report an interfund receivable
from the borrowing fund. This treatment is unaffected by whether the lending
and borrowing funds are of the same or different fund types or categories. How
ever, in the government-wide financial statements, those interfund accounts
should be eliminated as required for internal balances by GASB Statement
No. 34, paragraph 58. (See the discussion of interfund eliminations in Chap
ter 9, "Interfund, Internal, and Intra-Entity Activity and Balances.") If a cash
account for the government is overdrawn in total, the balance should be classi
fied as a liability in the fund and government-wide financial statements.
5.28 Some governments consider their arbitrage rebate liability to be a
revenue-generated liability and adjust interest earnings for the annual change
in the liability. Other governments consider the arbitrage rebate liability to
be an expense-generated liability and adjust expenses for the annual change
in the liability. With the expense-generated approach, expenditure recognition
and liability reporting in the governmental funds is subject to the modified
accrual basis of accounting.
5.29 Agency funds may have negative cash balances because more cash
has been paid out than received. The funds also may have incurred more liabili
ties than there are assets to pay them. In those cases, the government may have
a liability to cover the shortages with amounts from other funds, and should
report an interfund receivable in the agency funds.
Activity Statem ent Classifications
5.30 GASB Statement No. 31, paragraph 13, provides that when the
change in the fair value of investments is identified separately as an element
of investment income, it should be captioned "net increase (decrease) in the fair
value of investments." For investments reported at fair value, realized gains and
losses should not be displayed separately from the net increase (decrease) in the
fair value of investments in the financial statements; note disclosure o f those
realized gains and losses with certain prescribed language is permitted. (Dif
ferent display standards apply for defined benefit pension plans as discussed
below.)
5.31 The GASB Q&A, item 6.14.1, indicates that realized gains and losses
may be reported for investments that are reported using cost-based measures. If
that is done, that Q&A item states that the financial statements should clearly
indicate that the presentation applies only to securities reported at amortized
cost.
5.32 GASB Statement No. 31, paragraph 14, as amended, states that,
often, income from investments associated with one fund is assigned to another
fund because of legal or contractual provisions. In that situation, the accounting
treatment should be based on the specific language of the legal or contractual
provisions. If, however, the investment income is assigned to another fund for
other than legal or contractual reasons— for example, management decision—
the income should be recognized in the fund that reports the investments. The

5 Such overdrawn positions may represent instances of noncompliance if the government has a
prohibition against interfund borrowing.
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transfer of that income to the recipient fund should be reported as an interfund
transfer.
5.33 GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 51, provides that earnings on
endowments or permanent fund investments should be reported as program
revenues in the government-wide statement of activities if the earnings are
restricted to one or more programs specifically identified in the endowment or
permanent fund agreement or contract. It also states that investment earnings
should be reported as program revenues when legal restrictions require the
earnings from the investment of accumulated program resources to be used
for that program. If investment earnings do not meet either of those criteria,
they should be reported as general revenues. Item 7.37.3 o f the GASB Q&A
discusses how the change in fair value of investments is classified as program
or general revenues.
5.34 In proprietary funds, interest income generally is reported as non
operating revenue. However, it should be classified as operating revenue when
it meets the definition of operating revenue that is appropriate to the nature
of the activity. For example, footnote 42 to GASB Statement No. 34 states that
interest revenue should be reported as operating revenue by a proprietary fund
established to provide loans to first-time homeowners. See the further discus
sion of the classification o f operating revenue in Chapter 6, "Revenues and
Receivables."
5.35 As further discussed in Chapter 2, GASB Statement No. 9, as
amended, requires a statement o f cash flows for all proprietary funds and gov
ernments that use proprietary fund accounting. The statement of cash flows
should explain the change during the period of all cash and cash equivalents,
including restricted cash and cash equivalents. Cash equivalents, which are
defined in GASB Statement No. 9, paragraph 9, generally are only those in
vestments with original maturities of three months or less from the date of
purchase, although not all investments that meet the GASB's definition o f cash
equivalents are required to be treated as such. GASB Statement No. 9, para
graph 8, states that the total amounts o f cash and cash equivalents at the be
ginning and the end o f the period in the statement o f cash flows should be easily
traceable to similarly titled items or subtotals shown in the financial position
statements as o f those dates. Additional details concerning those requirements
are in Chapter 2 of the GASB Q&A.
Fund Classification—Individual Investm ent A ccounts
5.36 Some governments provide individual investment accounts to other,
legally separate entities that are not part of the same financial reporting en
tity by acquiring specific investments for those other entities. With individual
investment accounts, the investments' income and value changes affect only
the entity for which the investments were acquired. GASB Statement No. 31,
paragraph 20, states that governments that provide individual investment ac
counts should report those investments in one or more separate investment
trust funds. The financial reporting for investment trust funds is described in
the Chapter 12 section on governmental external investment pools.

Disclosures
5.37 GASB Statement No. 40, paragraph 4, states that unless other
wise required, investment disclosures should be organized by investment type,
such as U.S. Treasuries, corporate bonds, or commercial paper. Dissimilar
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investments, such as U.S. Treasury bills and U.S. Treasury strips, should not be
aggregated into a single investment type. GASB Statement No. 40, paragraph 5,
establishes the level of detail for making deposit and investment disclosures.
Those disclosures generally should be made for the primary government, in
cluding its blended component units. Risk disclosures also should be made for
governmental and business-type activities, individual major funds, nonmajor
funds in the aggregate, or fiduciary fund types when the risk exposures are sig
nificantly greater than the deposit and investment risks of the primary govern
ment. Making disclosures for discretely presented component units is a matter
of professional judgment, as discussed in Chapter 3, "The Financial Reporting
Entity."
5.38 Deposit and investment disclosures should encompass the portfolio
positions of the entire primary government, including its fiduciary funds. That
is, the disclosures should not be limited to the portfolio positions reported in
the government-wide financial statements.
5.39 GASB pronouncements require numerous disclosures about cash and
investments. Among the required disclosures are the following:
•

The types o f investments authorized by legal or contractual pro
visions (GASB Statement No. 3, paragraph 65, as amended)

•

Deposit and investment policies related to the risks that GASB
Statement No. 40 requires be disclosed (If a government has no de
posit or investment policy that addresses a specific type o f risk that
it is exposed to, the disclosure should indicate that fact.) (GASB
Statement No. 40, paragraph 6)

•

Significant violations during the period of legal or contractual pro
visions for deposits and investments, and the actions taken to ad
dress such violations (GASB Statements No. 3, paragraph 66, and
No. 38, paragraph 9)

•

The accounting methods for investments (GASB Statement
No. 31, paragraph 15)

•

The credit quality ratings o f investments in debt securities as de
scribed by nationally recognized statistical rating organizations—
rating agencies—as o f the date of the financial statements (This
disclosure does not apply to investments issued or explicitly guar
anteed by the U.S. government, but does apply to investments
in external investment pools, money market funds, bond mutual
funds, and other pooled investments of fixed-income securities. If
a credit quality disclosure is required and the investment is un
rated, the disclosure should indicate that fact.) (GASB Statement
No. 40, paragraph 7)

•

For deposits at the end o f the period that are exposed to custodial
credit risk, the amount o f those bank balances, the fact that the
balances are uninsured, and the basis on which the balances are
exposed to custodial credit risk (GASB Statement No. 40, para
graph 8) (See paragraph 5.40)

•

For investment securities, including securities underlying repur
chase agreements, at the end o f the period that are exposed to cus
todial credit risk, the investments' type, the reported amount, and
how the investments are held (This disclosure does not apply to
investments in external investment pools and in open-end mutual
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funds or to securities underlying reverse repurchase agreements.)
(GASB Statement No. 40, paragraph 9) (See paragraph 5.40)
•

Investments in any one issuer, by amount and issuer, that rep
resent 5 percent or more o f total investments (This disclosure
does not apply to investments issued or explicitly guaranteed by
the U.S. government or investments in mutual funds, external in
vestment pools, or other pooled investments.) (GASB Statement
No. 40, paragraph 11)

•

Information about interest rate risk using one of the five methods
listed in paragraph 5.41 (If a method requires an assumption re
garding timing of cash flows, interest rate changes, or other factors
that affect interest rate risk information, that assumption should
be disclosed. This disclosure does apply to investments in mutual
funds, external investment pools, or other pooled investments that
do not meet the definition of a 2a7-like pool.) (GASB Statement
No. 40, paragraphs 14 and 15)

•

The terms of investments with fair values that are highly sen
sitive to changes in interest rates, such as coupon multipliers,
benchmark indexes, reset dates, and embedded options, to the ex
tent investment terms are not considered in the interest rate risk
disclosure requirements of GASB Statement No. 40, paragraph 15
(GASB Statement No. 40, paragraphs 14 and 16)

•

The U.S. dollar balances o f deposits or investments exposed to for
eign currency risk, organized by currency denomination and, if ap
plicable, investment type (GASB Statement No. 40, paragraph 17)

•

Certain information about investments in external investment
pools (GASB Statement No. 31, paragraph 15)

•

The assignment of investment income between funds (GASB
Statement No. 31, paragraph 15)

•

The definition o f cash and cash equivalents (GASB Statement
No. 9, paragraph 11)

•

Details about derivative instruments that are not reported at fair
value on the statement of net assets, including the objective of
the derivatives and their significant terms, fair values, risks, and
associated debt (GASB TB 2003-1, paragraphs 5 through 10)

•

Specific information relating to investment appreciation and in
come available for spending on donor-restricted endowments
(GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 121)6

Chapters 1 and 6 of the GASB Q&A provide additional guidance on making the
required disclosures and appendixes to those chapters provide nonauthoritative
illustrations o f some o f the disclosures. Private-sector standards that apply to
the proprietary fund and government-wide financial statements may require
additional disclosures.

6 See the detailed discussion of spending policies on endowments in the college and university
section of Chapter 12, "Special-Purpose and State Governments."
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5.40 The disclosure of custodial credit risk for deposits and investment se
curities is perhaps the most unique of the government-specific disclosures for
cash and investments. GASB Statement No. 40, paragraphs 8 through 10, pro
vides standards for the custodial credit risk disclosure, and GASB TBs No. 87-1
and No. 97-1 and Chapter 1 of the GASB Q&A provide guidance. Deposits are
exposed to custodial credit risk if they are not covered by depository insurance
and the deposits are (a) uncollateralized, (b) collateralized with securities held
by the pledging financial institution, or (c) collateralized with securities held
by the pledging financial institution's trust department or agent but not in the
depositor-government's name. Investment securities are exposed to custodial
credit risk if the securities are uninsured, are not registered in the name of
the government, and are held by either (a) the counterparty or (b) the counter
party's trust department or agent but not in the government's name.
5.41 GASB Statement No. 40, paragraph 15, requires that governments
disclose information about interest rate risk using one of the following five
methods, which range from the simple to the complex: (a) segmented time dis
tribution, (b) specific identification, (c) weighted average maturity, (d) dura
tion, and (e) simulation model. The nonauthoritative glossary in paragraph 19
of GASB Statement No. 40 defines each of those methods. GASB Statement
No. 40 encourages governments to select the disclosure method that is most
consistent with the method they use to identify and manage interest rate risk.
The GASB Q&A, items 1.57.2 and 1.57.4, indicates that a government may
choose to use different methods to disclose interest rate risk among its vari
ous investment portfolios or funds in the same year. However, item 1.57.2 also
states that if a government chooses to use different methods from year to year,
it should disclose that as a change in accounting principle in accordance with
APB Opinion No. 20, Accounting Changes, paragraph 17.

Governmental External Investment Pools
5.42 Chapter 12 discusses the accounting and financial reporting stan
dards for governmental external investment pools, including the standards re
lating to investments. That chapter also discusses the accounting and financial
reporting standards when those pools are included in the financial statements
o f the sponsoring government.

Defined Benefit Pension Plans and OPEB Plans Subject to GASB
Statement No. 43
5.43 GASB Statement No. 25, as amended, establishes accounting and
financial reporting standards for investments held by defined benefit pension
plans. Those investments (except insurance contracts) should be reported at
fair value. GASB Statement No. 25, paragraph 24, provides that unallocated
insurance contracts may be reported at contract value; allocated insurance con
tracts should be excluded from plan assets. The guidance in GASB Statement
No. 31, as amended, on measuring the fair value o f certain investment types
also applies to the investments o f these plans. The investment accounting and
financial reporting standards established in GASB Statement No. 43 for OPEB
plans are virtually identical to those established in GASB Statement No. 25.*
* The reporting requirements in GASB Statement No. 43 include a note disclosure of significant
methods and assumptions used to estimate the fair value of investments if that fair value is based on
other than quoted market prices—that disclosure is not yet required by pension plans.
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5.44 GASB Statement No. 25, paragraph 29, and GASB Statement No. 43,
paragraph 27, require the additions section of the statement of changes in plan
net assets to include a separate category that displays net investment income,
including (a) the net appreciation (depreciation) in the fair value of plan in
vestments; (b) interest income, dividend income, and other income not included
in item a; and (c) total investment expense, separately displayed, including in
vestment management and custodial fees and all other significant investmentrelated costs. GASB Statement No. 25, paragraph 32, and GASB Statement
No. 43, paragraph 30, require certain disclosures about plan investments in
addition to those required by other GASB standards and discussed in para
graph 5.39. Additional guidance on defined benefit pension plan investments is
in Chapter 5 of the GASB Q&A, and additional guidance on plan investments
for OPEB plans subject to GASB Statement No. 43 is in Chapter 8 of the GASB
Q&A.

Reverse Repurchase Agreements
5.45 GASB Statement No. 3, as amended, includes accounting and finan
cial reporting standards for reverse repurchase agreements. Yield maintenance
reverse repurchase agreements, which are defined in GASB Statement No. 3,
as amended, are accounted for as sales and purchases of securities. The assets
and liabilities arising from other reverse repurchase agreements are not net
ted on the financial position statements. Rather, they are separately reported
as "investments" and "obligations under reverse repurchase agreements." Sim
ilarly, the interest cost of those other agreements is reported as interest expenses/expenditures and not netted with interest earned on any related invest
ments. GASB Statement No. 3, as amended, also addresses the accounting for
reverse repurchase agreements when investing on a pooled basis. It also re
quires various specific disclosures about the agreements, which are illustrated
in a nonauthoritative Appendix to Chapter 1 o f the GASB Q&A.

Securities Lending Transactions
5.46 The accounting and financial reporting standards for securities lend
ing transactions are in GASB Statement No. 28, as amended. Governmental
entities should report the securities lent as assets. Unless collateralized by let
ters of credit or by securities that the government does not have the ability
to pledge or sell unless the borrower defaults, securities lending transactions
are reported as assets and liabilities on the financial position statements. For
example, cash received as collateral on securities lending transactions and in
vestments made with that cash should be reported as assets, and the obligation
to return that cash should be reported as liabilities. Similarly, the interest cost
of those transactions is reported as interest expenses/expenditures and not net
ted with related interest or other income. GASB Statement No. 28, as amended,
also addresses the accounting for securities lending transactions when invest
ing on a pooled basis and requires various specific disclosures about the trans
actions, which are illustrated in a nonauthoritative Appendix to Chapter 1 of
the GASB Q&A.

Auditing Considerations
5.47 AU section 332, Auditing Derivative Instruments, Hedging Activities,
and Investments in Securities (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), pro
vides guidance on planning and performing auditing procedures for financial
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statement assertions about those items, as defined in certain FASB Standards
and AU section 332.7 Among other things, AU section 332:
•

Indicates that an auditor may need special skill or knowledge to
plan and perform auditing procedures for certain assertions about
derivatives and securities, such as the ability to identify a deriva
tive that is embedded in a contract or agreement.

•

Presents examples of factors that affect inherent and control risk
for assertions about derivatives and securities

•

Provides examples of audit procedures for derivatives, securities,
and hedging activities

Auditors should consider the guidance of AU section 332 in their audits of a
government's cash, investments, and investment-related transactions.
5.48 Because many governmental entities use service organizations to
make investment decisions, conduct investment transactions, arrange for cus
tody of investment securities, or maintain investment accounting records, au
ditors should consider the guidance of AU section 324, Service Organizations
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1). Also see the AICPA Audit Guide Ser
vice Organizations: Applying SAS No. 70, as Amended, for clarification regard
ing the guidance in AU section 324. Further, governments may use specialists,
including their investment service organizations, to determine fair value mea
surements for investments and provide specialized reports for deposit and in
vestment risk disclosures. Similarly, auditors may use specialists to evaluate
those measurements and disclosures. Auditors should consider the guidance
of AU section 336, Using the Work o f a Specialist (AICPA, Professional Stan
dards, vol. 1). See also Interpretation No. 1, "Auditing Investments in Securities
Where a Readily Determinable Fair Value Does Not Exist" (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 9332.01-.04), o f AU section 332, Auditing Derivative
Instruments, Hedging Activities, and Investments in Securities (AICPA, Profes
sional Standards, vol. 1), and Interpretation No. 1, "Auditing Interests in Trusts
Held by a Third-Party Trustee and Reported at Fair Value" (AICPA, Profes
sional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 9328.01-.04), of AU section 328, Auditing Fair
Value Measurements and Disclosures (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1).
(For information about those requirements, see the interpretations and the
AICPA Audit Risk Alert State and Local Governmental Developments—2006.)
5.49 Chapter 4 discusses the auditor's responsibilities under AU section
317, Illegal Acts by Clients (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), for detect
ing illegal acts. Many compliance requirements that affect a government's cash,
investment, and investment-related transactions may not have a direct and
material effect on the determination of financial statement amounts. However,
the auditor may become aware of noncompliance that could have a material
indirect effect on a government's financial statements—for example, deficient
collateral on depository accounts; the use o f unauthorized depositories and in
vestment counterparties; the use o f unauthorized investment types or terms,
especially with regard to derivatives and other sophisticated investments (in
cluding indirect positions through, for example, mutual funds and investment
7 AU section 332, Auditing Derivative Instruments, Hedging Activities, and Investments in Se
curities, applies to audits of governmental entities even though the definitions it uses in AU section
332.02-.04 to define its scope come from FASB Standards. The AICPA Audit Guide Auditing Deriva
tive Instruments, Hedging Activities, and Investments in Securities, provides practical guidance for
applying the provisions of AU section 332 in all audits, including audits of governmental entities.
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pools); the unauthorized use of reverse repurchase agreements or securities
lending transactions; the lack of separate accounts for individual funds when
required; or the use of internal investment pools when not authorized or not
consistent with the investment objectives for the various involved funds. If the
auditor identifies noncompliance that has a material indirect effect on the finan
cial statements, the auditor should consider whether that noncompliance has
been properly disclosed in the notes to the entity's financial statements. If the
noncompliance has not been properly disclosed, the auditor should consider the
effect on the report on the financial statements. The auditor also should com
municate the noncompliance to the audit or equivalent committee as provided
in AU section 317.
5.50 The audit objectives for the cash, investments, and investmentrelated transactions of each opinion unit, categorized by financial statement
assertion, are as follows:8
•

Existence or Occurrence. Reported cash, investments, and
investment-related transaction balances represent positions that
are on hand, in transit, or in custody and safekeeping by others
on behalf o f the entity as o f the end o f the period. Reported invest
ment income and cash flow activity represent amounts relating to
the period.

•

Completeness. The financial statements report all balances of cash,
investments, and investment-related transactions as of the end of
the period, and all related income and expenses/expenditures, and
all appropriate cash flow activity relating to the period.

•

Rights and Obligations. The financial statements properly re
flect conditions and agreements that affect the entity’s rights and
obligations concerning cash, investments, and investment-related
transactions as of the end of the period.

•

Valuation or Allocation. Cash, investment, and investmentrelated transaction balances, and investment income and ex
penses/expenditures are reported in the proper amounts.

•

Presentation and Disclosure. The financial statements properly
classify, describe, and disclose the activity and balances relating to
cash, investments, and investment-related transactions, including
classification in the proper fund and activity. Financial statement
presentation and disclosure are made in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles (GAAP), consistently applied.

5.51 In auditing cash, investments, and investment-related transactions,
it usually is more efficient and effective to plan to apply procedures based on the
manner in which the government manages its portfolios rather than based on
the manner in which it accounts for those transactions and balances. However,
in applying a portfolio approach to the audit, the auditor needs to determine
that adequate procedures are performed related to activity and balances in each
o f those opinion units with material cash, investments, and investment-related
transactions. (See the discussion o f opinion units in Chapter 4, "General Audit
Considerations.")

8 AU section 326, Audit Evidence (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), recategorizes asser
tions by classes of transactions, account balances, and presentation and disclosure. This guidance will
be revised to reflect the new assertion categories in a future edition of the Guide.
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5.52 The auditor's understanding of internal control should include per
forming risk assessment procedures to evaluate the design o f the controls and
to determine whether they have been implemented, including obtaining an un
derstanding of the government's internal control over cash, investments, and
investment-related transactions. In addition to standard internal control fea
tures for those accounts, features that are unique or significant in government
may include the following:
•

The integration o f the entity's investment program with its cash
flow needs

•

Procedures to ensure that written agreements with investment
advisers, managers, and external investment pools address all im
portant factors and that they are adhered to

•

The periodic review and supervisory approval o f accounts for ap
propriate amounts and types o f insurance and collateral

•

A process to ensure that appropriate procedures are followed in
establishing and complying with policies relating to deposit and
investment risk, including procedures to monitor compliance with
those policies

•

A process for determining fair value measurements and disclo
sures for investments (including, if deemed necessary, confirma
tion of fair values with a second source) and management review
o f fair values (AU section 328.12, Auditing Fair Value Measure
ments and Disclosures [AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1],
lists considerations relating to obtaining an understanding o f an
entity's process for determining fair value measurements and dis
closures.) See also Interpretation No. 1, "Auditing Investments in
Securities Where a Readily Determinable Fair Value Does Not
Exist" (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 9332.01.04), o f AU section 332, Auditing Derivative Instruments, Hedg
ing Activities, and Investments in Securities (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 1,), and Interpretation No. 1, "Auditing Interests
in Trusts Held by a Third-Party Trustee and Reported at Fair
Value" (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 9328.01.04), o f AU section 328, Auditing Fair Value Measurements and
Disclosures (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1).

•

Procedures to review investments that are reported using costbased measures for impairment losses and to appropriately write
down the carrying amounts of those investments

•

Procedures for identifying overdrawn cash balances (whether re
lating to a fund's position in an internal investment pool or a cash
account in total) and for reporting those negative balances as lia
bilities

•

Procedures for identifying fund liabilities for overspent or over
committed agency funds

•

Procedures to ensure that an arbitrage rebate liability is accu
rately calculated (including, if necessary, the use o f a specialist to
perform the calculation) and policies for reporting the liability in
the financial statements on a consistent basis
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•

The timely and accurate allocation of pooled investment income
to individual funds in conformity with compliance requirements
and management policy

•

Policies and procedures to ensure that classifications and presen
tations in the statement of cash flows are in conformity with GAAP

•

The timely and accurate reporting of transactions and balances to
individuals or other governments for whom investment positions
are held

•

Procedures to compare actual investment earnings to budgeted
amounts and to investigate significant variances

•

Policies and procedures for making all appropriate GAAPrequired disclosures in the financial statements

5.53 In addition to standard audit procedures for cash, investments, and
investment-related transactions, procedures that are unique or significant in
government may include the following:
•

Reviewing state and local laws and regulations; debt issuance
documents; contribution and grant contracts; and other similar
documents for compliance requirements that could have a direct
and material effect on the determination of financial statement
amounts and determining whether those provisions are appropri
ately considered in the entity's written investment policy

•

Reviewing minutes of meetings of the governing body for autho
rization of its investment policy and changes to it

•

Reviewing the entity's compliance at year-end and during the year
with compliance requirements that could have a direct and mate
rial effect on the determination of financial statements amounts

•

Determining whether there are adequate procedures for estab
lishing and complying with deposit and investment risk policies

•

Reviewing supporting information for the entity's deposit and in
vestment risk disclosures, including comparing current-year dis
closures with prior-year disclosures, confirming relevant informa
tion with the collateral and investment securities custodians and
appropriate third-party sources (such as rating agency Internet
sites or databases that contain information about the credit qual
ity ratings of investments in debt securities), and inquiring about
or confirming the nature of relationships between the securities
custodians and the investment counterparties

•

Determining the entity's policies for valuing its investments and
whether those policies are in conformity with GAAP and appro
priately applied to the entity's investments (AU section 328.15.19, Auditing Fair Value Measurements and Disclosures [AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1] lists considerations relating to
evaluating whether an entity's fair value measurements and dis
closures are in conformity with GAAP.) See also Interpretation
No. 1, "Auditing Investments in Securities Where a Readily De
terminable Fair Value Does Not Exist" (AICPA, Professional Stan
dards, vol. 1, AU sec. 9332.01-.04), of AU section 332, Auditing
Derivative Instruments, Hedging Activities, and Investments in Se
curities (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), and Interpreta
tion No. 1, "Auditing Interests in Trusts Held by a Third-Party
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Trustee and Reported at Fair Value" (AICPA, Professional Stan
dards, vol. 1, AU sec. 9328.01-.04), of AU section 328, Auditing
Fair Value Measurements and Disclosures (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 1).
•

Evaluating support for the entity's valuation of its investments
and its consideration of the need to record impairment losses
on investments reported using cost-based measures (AU section
328.23-.42, Auditing Fair Value Measurements and Disclosures
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1] discusses the testing of an
entity's fair value measurements and disclosures and AU section
332.47-.48, Auditing Derivative Instruments, Hedging Activities,
and Investments in Securities [AICPA, Professional Standards,
vol. 1] includes guidance for auditors when evaluating whether
management has considered relevant information in determining
whether an other-than-temporary impairment condition exists.)

•

Determining whether overdrawn cash balances are properly re
ported as liabilities rather than as negative cash balances
Determining whether interfund balances are properly recorded
for overspent or over-committed agency funds

•
•

Evaluating whether the arbitrage rebate liability is accurately cal
culated (including confirming appropriate information with bond
counsel and using a specialist if necessary) and whether the lia
bility is properly presented in the financial statements

•

Reviewing that the allocation o f internal investment pool bal
ances, income, and expenses/expenditures is reasonable, accurate,
in conformity with GAAP, and properly classified and disclosed in
the financial statements

•

Evaluating that, in presenting its statement of cash flows, the
entity uses the direct method, properly reports cash flows as gross
or net, properly classifies cash receipts and payments, reconciles
operating income to net cash flow from operating activities, and
discloses noncash investing and financing activities

•

Confirming with individuals and other governments for whom
the entity performs investment services that they have received
timely and accurate reporting of transactions and balances

•

Investigating significant variances between budgeted and actual
investment earnings
Determining whether the entity's cash, investment, and
investment-related transaction disclosures (including disclosures
of restricted investments) conform to GAAP

•

•

Determining whether deposit and investment amounts disclosed
in the notes to the financial statements include all appropriate
balances, including balances held by fiduciary funds
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Chapter 6

Revenues and Receivables*
Introduction
6.01 Revenue1 and receivable transactions are closely related, and many
audit procedures satisfy the audit objectives of both types of accounts at the
same time. That is, evidence that supports assertions about revenues also gen
erally supports assertions about receivables. This chapter discusses accounting,
financial reporting, and auditing considerations relating to various transactions
and events that result in revenues and receivables.

Nature of Transactions
6.02 In government, there often are numerous locations for billing, ac
counting, and cash collection—for example, tax collection departments for in
come, sales, or property taxes; billing departments for services rendered; courts
for fines or judgments; and recreational facilities and parking garages for user
fees. Because billing, accounting, and collection functions may not be central
ized, an entity's need to establish multiple internal control systems related to
those functions may increase control risk over revenues and receivables. Also,
cash collections of small, occasional receipts, such as for permits and licenses,
may increase control risk.*1
2 Sometimes a government's revenues are collected
by another entity, either another government (such as a county tax collector or
a tax bureau) or a nongovernmental entity (such as a financial institution with
which the government contracts for "lock-box" services).
6.03 General-purpose governments typically have large amounts of rev
enues and receivables that result from nonexchange transactions, particularly
in governmental funds and activities. As defined in GASB Statement No. 33, A c
counting and Financial Reporting for Nonexchange Transactions, paragraph 1,
in a nonexchange transaction, a government gives (or receives) value without
directly receiving (or giving) equal value in exchange. Examples of nonexchange
revenues are those that arise from income, sales, and property taxes; fines and
certain fees; certain intergovernmental grants, entitlements, and other finan
cial assistance; and private donations.

GASB Statement No. 48, Sales and Pledges o f Receivables and Future Revenues and IntraEntity Transfers o f Assets and Future Revenues, effective for financial statements for periods beginning
after December 15, 2006, discusses exchanges by governments of interests in their expected cash
flows from collecting specific receivables or specific future revenues for immediate cash payments.
The Statement provides standards for determining whether such exchanges should be classified as
sales or as collateralized borrowing transactions. The Statement further provides that intra-entity
transfers o f such assets should be reported at their carrying value. Specifically, the transferred assets
should not be revalued.
1 In general, this chapter does not discuss interfund transfers, loans, or reimbursements; see
Chapter 9, "Interfund, Internal, and Intra-Entity Activity and Balances," for those items. The term
revenue is used in a generic manner throughout much o f this chapter to refer to the resource inflows
from other than interfund transfers that are reported in a government's activity statements. GASB
standards require different classifications o f those reported resource inflows in the various financial
statements, as discussed later in this chapter. Also see footnote *, regarding GASB Statement No. 48.
2 Even small amounts o f cash collections may be o f concern to an auditor because of the entity's
fiduciary responsibilities for the moneys and the adverse publicity that can result from a loss.
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6.04 Governments also have revenues and receivables that result from
exchange and exchange-like transactions, particularly in proprietary funds and
business-type activities. As defined in GASB Statement No. 33, paragraph 1,
exchange and exchange-like transactions are those in which each party receives
and gives up essentially equal values.3 Examples of exchange and exchange
like revenues are those that arise from investment income; user fees; and sales
and leases of capital assets.
6.05 Activities between the funds of a primary government and between
a primary government and its component units also may generate revenues
and receivables. For example, the general fund or internal service funds may
provide services to other funds—for example, communications (telephone and
mail), data processing, printing and duplication, motor pool and maintenance
operations, central supplies, building occupancy and maintenance, and risk
retention. Chapter 9, "Interfund, Internal, and Intra-Entity Activity and Bal
ances," discusses accounting, financial reporting and auditing considerations
for reporting those activities in the financial reporting entity's financial state
ments. However, the measurement and recognition standards for some o f the
transactions and other events discussed in or referenced from this chapter apply
to those activities, subject to the provisions concerning interfund, internal, and
intra-entity activity and balances of GASB Statement No. 34, Basic Financial
Statements—and Management's Discussion and Analysis—for State and Local
Governments. Although the provisions of GASB Statement No. 33, as amended
by GASB Statement No. 36, Recipient Reporting for Certain Shared Nonex
change Revenues, which are discussed in this chapter, do not apply to activities
between the funds o f a primary government, they do apply to the recognition
and measurement o f transactions between the primary government and its
component units. However, the provisions of GASB Statement No. 34 for interfund, internal, and intra-entity activity and balances affect how nonexchange
transactions between the primary government and its component units are re
ported when component units are included with the primary government in the
reporting entity's financial statements.
6.06 The revenue transactions of governments, particularly nonexchange
transactions, often are subject to various compliance requirements, such as the
following:
•

Many intergovernmental grants and entitlements and private do
nations have eligibility requirements, purpose restrictions, and
other requirements that the government should meet to comply
with the terms of the grant or gift.

•

Legal provisions often establish various limits on the govern
ment's taxation of its citizens. Property tax levies often are subject
to a budgetary process that requires public notification and hear
ings and the passage of appropriations that limit the government's
spending authority.

•

Sometimes, governments are required to obtain voter approval to
issue debt and levy property taxes to repay that debt.

3 Footnote 1 of GASB Statement No. 33, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Nonexchange
Transactions, states that "In contrast to a 'pure' exchange transaction, an exchange-like transaction
is one in which the values exchanged, though related, may not be quite equal or in which the direct
benefits may not be exclusively for the parties to the transaction. Nevertheless, the exchange charac
teristics of the transaction are strong enough to justify treating the transaction as an exchange for
accounting recognition."
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•

Specific voter approval often is required before a local government
can impose or increase its sales or income tax rates, and those
approvals often are subject to purpose restrictions on the use of
the incremental revenues.

•

Some governments have legal provisions that limit their revenues
or their revenue growth, including limits on specific types of taxes,
such as millage rate maximums on property taxes. Exceeding
those limits may trigger a legal provision for tax refunds.

•

Special assessments collected from a particular group of property
owners should be used to finance capital improvements or services
to those property owners.

•

Many governments are permitted to seize or sell property for non
payment of taxes, but there are legal provisions relating to the due
process procedures they should follow to do so.

Although a government should be concerned with all compliance requirements,
generally accepted auditing standards (GAAS) focus the auditor's concern on
compliance requirements that could have a direct and material effect on the
determination of financial statement amounts. (See the further discussion of
the auditor's responsibility in that regard in Chapter 4, "General Auditing Con
siderations.")
6.07 Like other entities, governments have revenue collectibility concerns.
In government, legal provisions often are designed to improve the collectibility
of certain revenues, particularly tax revenues. For example, real property taxes
often are deemed to be fully collectible because of legal provisions that permit
the government to place a delinquent-tax lien against the property. Further,
some governments that levy income taxes have legal provisions that allow them
to apply overpayments that otherwise would be refunded to taxpayers against
unpaid receivables for the same type of taxes, other types o f taxes, or other
amounts, such as utility service charges. However, for those legal provisions to
be effective in reducing uncollectible receivables, the government has to enforce
its legal rights. For example, a government that does not file liens against
properties with delinquent tax payments generally would be unable to seize or
sell that property to collect the delinquent revenue.
6.08 Amounts resulting from revenue transactions are classified in gov
ernmental financial statements in various ways. In the government-wide state
ment o f activities, such amounts are classified as program revenues, general
revenues, contributions to term and permanent endowments, contributions to
permanent fund principal, special items, and extraordinary items. The gov
ernmental and proprietary fund financial statements report revenues by ma
jor source and distinguish special items and extraordinary items from other
revenues. Also, governmental funds distinguish revenues from other financ
ing sources. Proprietary funds separately distinguish operating revenues and
nonoperating revenues from capital contributions and additions to term and
permanent endowments. The fiduciary fund statement of changes in net assets
classifies transactions as "additions" rather than as "revenues." In governmen
tal financial statements, no resource inflows are reported as direct changes in
equity. See the detailed discussions of the classification o f resource inflows in a
government's financial statements in paragraphs 6.62 through 6.77.
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Accounting and Financial Reporting Considerations
6.09 This section on accounting and financial reporting considerations is
structured to discuss the following:
•

General recognition standards

•

Recognition standards for (a) nonexchange transactions, (b) ex
change transactions, (c) special assessments, and (d) amounts col
lected for individuals, other entities, or other funds

•

Financial statement presentation for revenues and receivables

•

Disclosures in the notes to the financial statements

Accounting
G en era l Recognition Standards
6.10 Revenue recognition is affected by a financial statement's measure
ment focus and basis of accounting (MFBA). The government-wide statement of
activities; the proprietary funds statement of revenues, expenses, and changes
in net assets (or fund equity); and the fiduciary funds statement of changes in
fiduciary net assets use the economic resources/accrual MFBA. Because of the
economic resources measurement focus, revenue is reported for transactions
and events involving not only the receipt of cash but also the receipt of capital
assets (that is, capital asset donations). Because of the accrual basis of ac
counting, revenues and receivables resulting from exchange and exchange-like
transactions are recognized in those financial statements when the exchange
takes place;4 revenues and receivables from nonexchange transactions are rec
ognized in conformity with GASB Statement No. 33, as amended, as explained
in detail later in this chapter.
6.11 The governmental funds statement of revenues, expenditures, and
changes in fund balances uses the current financial resources/modified accrual
MFBA.5 Because of the current financial resources measurement focus, gov
ernmental funds are not required to report revenues for donations of capital
assets unless the donated assets are being held for sale.6 National Council
on Governmental Accounting (NCGA) Statement 1, Governmental Accounting
and Financial Reporting Principles, paragraph 62, establishes the standard for

4 For accrual-based recognition purposes, revenue from exchange and nonexchange transactions
should be measurable. See GASB Statement No. 33, paragraph 11 and, in the nonauthoritative Basis
for Conclusions, paragraph 56.
5 Although transactions and other events associated with the governmental funds are reported
in the fund financial statements using the current financial resources/modified accrual measurement
focus and basis of accounting (MFBA), they are reported in the government-wide financial statements
using the economic resources/accrual MFBA, usually as governmental activities. That "conversion"
from one MFBA to another is explained through the presentation in the governmental fund financial
statem ents of a summary reconciliation to governmental activities in the government-wide financial
statements. See the further discussion of those reconciliations in Chapter 10, "Equity and Financial
Statement Reconciliations."
6 The GASB staff document, Comprehensive Implementation Guide (GASB Q&A), item Z.33.22,
states that, in governmental funds, donated capital assets that are held for use are not recorded in
the fund as an asset or revenue. GASB standards do not address the accounting for donated capital
assets that are not held for use. If a capital asset is donated to a government and is being held for
sale, it is recorded at its fair value at the date of donation as a fund asset and as revenue.
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the modified-accrual recognition of revenues and other financial resource incre
ments in governmental funds. It states that revenues should be recognized in
the accounting period in which they become both measurable and available.
Measurable refers to the ability to quantify in monetary terms the amount
o f the revenue and receivable. The term available generally means collectible
within the current period or soon enough thereafter to be used to pay liabilities
of the current period.
6.12 The only difference between accrual-basis recognition o f financial re
source inflows and modified accrual-basis recognition o f financial resource in
flows relates to availability.7 The GASB has not established specific standards
that define how to apply the availability criterion, except for property tax rev
enues as discussed in paragraph 6.30. However, many governments use the
property tax standard by analogy and accrue other revenues in governmental
funds based on the amount of the year-end receivables received in cash during
a given number of days after year end. Many governments apply this "time
period approach" consistently for all types o f revenues and in all governmental
funds and apply it consistently from year to year.
6.13 With the modified accrual basis of accounting, revenues resulting
from exchange and exchange-like transactions are recognized when the ex
change takes place, subject to the measurable and available criteria. Revenues
from nonexchange transactions are recognized in accordance with GASB State
ment No. 33, as amended, again, subject to the measurable and available cri
teria. Receivable balances in the governmental funds are reported using the
accrual basis of accounting. Differences between the amounts reported as re
ceivables and the amounts recognized as revenues are reported as deferred
revenues (a liability).
6.14 All receivables should be measured net o f estimated uncollectible
amounts. Charges for uncollectible revenues should reduce revenues, deferred
revenues, or the allowance for uncollectible revenues, as applicable; charges
for uncollectible revenues should not be reported as expenses. (These require
ments for reporting charges for uncollectible revenues are explained in GASB
Statement No. 34, footnote 41, GASB Statement No. 33, paragraphs 16 and 18,
and the GASB staff document, Comprehensive Implementation Guide (GASB
Q&A), item 7.40.3.) (See also item Z.33.5 of the GASB Q&A for a discussion o f
the accounting for uncollectible nonexchange revenues.)
6.15 The remainder of this section on the accounting for revenues primar
ily discusses how to recognize various types of revenues using the economic
resources measurement focus and accrual basis o f accounting. In the govern
mental funds, the accrual-based recognition o f revenue generally should be
modified for the availability criterion as discussed in paragraphs 6.11 and 6.12.
The remainder of this section also discusses some specific accounting and finan
cial reporting requirements in governmental funds that go beyond the general
recognition standards for those funds.

7 There are other differences between resource inflow recognition in the governmental funds
and that in a government's other financial statements (such as in the government-wide financial
statements), but those differences arise from the differences in measurement focus, rather than from
differences in basis of accounting. That is, a measurement focus on economic resources recognizes
different transactions than does a measurement focus on current financial resources.
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N o n ex ch a n g e Transactions
6.16 GASB Statement No. 33, as amended, establishes accounting and
financial reporting standards for nonexchange transactions. It identifies four
classes of nonexchange transactions based on shared characteristics that affect
the timing of recognition:
a. Derived tax revenues. These result from assessments imposed on
exchange transactions (for example, income taxes, sales taxes, and
other assessments on earnings or consumption).
b. Imposed nonexchange revenues. These result from assessments im
posed on nongovernmental entities, including individuals, other
than assessments on exchange transactions (for example, property
taxes and fines).
c. Government-mandated nonexchange transactions. These occur
when a government at one level provides resources to a government
at another level and requires the recipient to use the resources for
a specific purpose (for example, federal programs that state or local
governments are mandated to perform).
d. Voluntary nonexchange transactions These result from legislative
or contractual agreements, other than exchanges, entered into will
ingly by the parties to the agreement (for example, certain grants
and private donations).
6.17 GASB Statement No. 33, paragraph 11, requires recognition of nonex
change transactions unless the transactions are not measurable or are not
probable of collection. (GASB Statement No. 33 states that measurable means
reasonably estimable and that probable means the future event(s) are likely
to occur.) Table 6-1 presents the asset and revenue recognition requirements
for nonexchange transactions; resources received or reported as receivables be
fore revenue is recognized are reported as deferred revenues. Additional details
about the general recognition standards for nonexchange transactions are pro
vided in paragraphs 6.18 through 6.23. Table 6-1 provides references to the
paragraphs in this chapter in which the recognition for particular transactions
types are discussed.
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Table 6-1
Asset and Revenue Recognition: Nonexchange Transaction Reporting

Class of
Nonexchange
Transaction

Revenue Recognition a b
AssetRecognition—
Both Accrual and
Modified Accrual
Modified Accrual Accrual Basis of
Basis of
Bases of Accounting
Accounting
Accounting

Derived tax
revenues, c which
generally include
income and sales
taxes and similar
assessments on
earnings or
consumption
(paragraphs 6.24
through 6.27)

• Receivables when
underlying exchange
transaction occurs or
cash when the
resources are
received, whichever is
first

• When the
underlying
exchange occurs

• When the
underlying
exchange occurs,
subject to
"availability"
criterion

Imposed
nonexchange
revenues, which
generally include
property taxes
(paragraphs 6.28
through 6.30),
fines (see
paragraph 6.39),
and certain fees
(paragraphs 6.40
and 6.41)

• Receivables when
the government has
an enforceable legal
claim to the resources
or cash when the
resources are
received, whichever is
firstd

• When use of the
resources is
required or first
permitted by time
requirements e in
enabling
legislation, or at
the same time as
the assets if there
are no time
requirements

• When use of the
resources is
required or first
permitted by time
requirements e in
enabling
legislation, or at
the same time as
the assets if there
are no time
requirements,
subject to
"availability"
criterion

• When all
applicable
eligibility
requirements g
are met (For
endowments, time
requirements are
met when
• Promises from
resources are
nongovernmental
entities also should be received. See
paragraph 6.35.)
verifiable

• When all
applicable
eligibility
requirements g
met, subject to
"availability"
criterion (For
endowments, time
requirements are
met when
resources are
received. See
paragraph 6.35.)

Governmentmandated and
voluntary
nonexchange
transactions, f
which generally
include most in
tergovernmental
revenues
(paragraphs 6.31
through 6.34) and
certain private
donations and
promises (pledges)
of future
donations
(paragraphs 6.36
though 6.38),
including
endowments
(paragraph 6.35)

• Receivables when all
applicable eligibility
requirements g are
met or cash when the
resources are
received, whichever is
first
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a Purpose restrictions, which specify the purpose for which resources should be used,
do not afFect when revenue from a nonexchange transaction is recognized. Instead,
they affect the reporting of equity. See paragraph 6.18.
b Deferred revenues should be reported for assets recognized before revenue is recog
nized.
c If derived tax revenues have time requirements, asset and revenue recognition should
be consistent with the requirements for imposed nonexchange revenue transactions.
d Paragraph 17 of GASB Statement No. 33 provides that for some governments, the
enforceable legal claim to property taxes does not arise until the period after the
period for which the taxes are levied. Those governments should recognize property
taxes receivable in the same period that revenues are recognized.
e See paragraph 6.18 for a definition of time requirements. Note also the presumption
of time requirements for nonexchange transactions between government discussed in
paragraph 6.20.
f The recognition standards for government-mandated and voluntary nonexchange
transactions are the same despite the involuntary versus voluntary characteristics
of the transactions.
g See paragraph 6.19 for a listing of eligibility requirements.

6.18 GASB Statement No. 33 distinguishes between two kinds of stipula
tions on the use of resources: time requirements and purpose restrictions. Time
requirements specify the period (or periods) when resources are required to be
used or when use may begin, or require that the resources be maintained intact
as specified by the provider. Time requirements affect the timing o f recognition
o f nonexchange transactions. Purpose restrictions specify the purpose for which
the resources should be used. Purpose restrictions do not affect when revenue
from a nonexchange transaction is recognized; instead, they affect the reporting
o f equity. (See Chapter 10, "Equity and Financial Statement Reconciliations.")
6.19 For government-mandated and voluntary nonexchange transactions,
the provider may establish eligibility requirements that affect the recognition
o f revenue. The four types of eligibility requirements are as follows:
a. Required characteristics o f recipients. The provider specifies certain
characteristics for the recipient or secondary recipient. For exam
ple, under a certain federal program, recipients are required to be
states and secondary recipients are required to be counties.
b. Time requirements. See the definition in paragraph 6.18.
c. Reimbursements. The provider offers resources on a reimbursement
("expenditure-driven") basis and the recipient has incurred allow
able costs under the applicable program.
d. Contingencies (applies only to voluntary nonexchange transactions).
The provider offers resources contingent upon a specified action
of the recipient, and that action has occurred. For example, the
recipient is required to raise a specific amount of resources from
third parties or to dedicate its own resources for a specified purpose
and has complied with those requirements.
6.20 Sometimes a provider in a government-mandated or voluntary nonex
change transaction does not specify time requirements. If the provider is not a
government, no time requirement is presumed, and the entire award should be
recognized in the period when all of the applicable eligibility requirements are
met (applicable period). Conversely, if the provider is a government (including
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the federal government), GASB Statement No. 33 presumes a time requirement
if one is not specified. The entire award should be recognized in the period
when all applicable eligibility requirements are met (applicable period). The
presumed applicable period is the immediate provider's fiscal year and begins
on the first day o f that year. (The GASB chose the first day o f the immediate
provider's fiscal year because it is the effective date o f that government's ap
propriation to disburse the resources.) If a provider government has a biennial
budgetary process, each year of the biennium should be considered a separate
applicable period, and the recipients should allocate one-half of the resources
appropriated for the biennium to each applicable period, unless the provider
specifies a different allocation. The following example is provided in the nonau
thoritative Basis for Conclusions of GASB Statement No. 33—if a federal grant
that a state passes through to counties does not specify a time requirement, the
applicable period for state revenue recognition purposes begins on the first day
of the federal fiscal year and the applicable period for county revenue recogni
tion purposes begins on the first day of the state fiscal year.
6.21 Promises from nongovernmental entities to provide cash or other as
sets are sometimes referred to as pledges, promises to give, or promised dona
tions. Recipients o f those promises should recognize revenues and receivables
when all eligibility requirements are met, provided that the promise is veri
fiable and the resources are measurable and probable o f collection. (See the
additional discussion in paragraph 6.38 concerning promises of cash or other
assets for endowments and similar transactions.)
6.22 Paragraph 26 of GASB Statement No. 33 provides guidance on the
contravention o f provider stipulations. After a nonexchange transaction has
been recognized in the financial statements, it may become apparent that (a)
the eligibility requirements are no longer met or (b) the recipient will not comply
with the purpose restrictions within the specified time limit. In these circum
stances, if it is probable that the provider will not provide the resources or will
require the recipient to return all or part o f the resources already received, the
recipient should recognize a decrease in assets (or an increase in liabilities) and
an expense for the amount that the provider is expected to cancel or reclaim.
These contraventions o f provider stipulations differ from the uncollectible re
ceivables discussed in paragraph 6.14 and thus are not reported as revenue
reductions. (Chapter 8, "Expenses/Expenditures and Liabilities," discusses the
GASB standards for recognizing expenditures and liabilities in governmental
funds.)
6.23 GASB Statements No. 33 and No. 36 illustrate the application of
their standards to various nonexchange transactions in nonauthoritative ap
pendixes. Chapters 7 and Z of the GASB Q&A discuss various issues relating
to nonexchange transactions.
Income, Sales, and Similar Taxes
6.24 Income taxes, sales taxes, and other assessments on earnings or con
sumption generally meet the definition of derived tax revenues. Consequently,
under the accrual basis of accounting, revenues are recognized when the un
derlying exchange transaction occurs, for example, when a retail sale is made
or when a taxpayer earns taxable income. Receivables for uncollected revenues
are reported when revenue is recognized. Tax payments received before rev
enue can be recognized are reported as deferred revenues or as part o f a tax
refund amount. (See paragraph 6.26.)
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6.25 The nonauthoritative appendix of illustrative examples in GASB
Statement No. 33 indicates that, from a practical standpoint, a government
will likely base the amount to be recognized as sales or other consumption
tax revenues on total taxable activities reported or estimated for the weeks
or quarters that make up the government's fiscal year. That appendix further
indicates that, from a practical standpoint, a government will likely base the
amount to be recognized as income tax revenue on the amount of withholding
and estimated tax payments made during the government's fiscal year, adjusted
for post-fiscal-year final settlements (additional payments and refunds). Those
"practical" explanations do not change the standard for the recognition of those
revenues but, rather, recognize the application of materiality considerations. A
government that recognizes those revenues following the "practical" approaches
has to be able to demonstrate that the effects do not materially misstate the
revenue that would be recognized using the "underlying event" standard (for
example, because of a high number of unusual transactions).
6.26 Because of the timing of a government's fiscal year in relation to the
taxpayers’ income tax year, many governments will have to estimate the final
settlement amounts for additional payments and refunds. GASB standards
provide no specific guidance for making those measurements. GASB standards
also do not address whether the estimated amount of taxes to be refunded
should be reported as liabilities or, instead, as a reduction of related receivables.
Further, item Z.33.9 of the GASB Q&A indicates that sales and income taxes
and other resources to be received because of tax audits should be recorded,
if measurable, in the same period as the underlying exchange regardless of
when they will be collected (subject to the availability criterion in governmental
funds).
6.27 For income, sales, and similar taxes reported in governmental funds,
the estimated amount of any taxes to be refunded should be reported in the
funds (either as liabilities or as a reduction o f related receivables as discussed
in paragraph 6.26). Those amounts are reported in the governmental funds
(even though they may not be payable in the short term) because they arise
from reducing revenue as provided for in GASB Statement No. 33, paragraph
16, or from reducing deferred revenues.
Property Taxes
6.28 Property taxes, which are addressed in NCGA Statement 1, as
amended and interpreted by NCGA Interpretation 3, Revenue Recognition—
Property Taxes, GASB Statement No. 33, and GASB Interpretation No. 5, Prop
erty Tax Revenue Recognition in Governmental Funds, generally meet the defi
nition o f imposed nonexchange revenues. Consequently, under the accrual basis
o f accounting, governments should recognize property tax revenues in the pe
riod for which the taxes are levied, which often can be determined through the
budgetary process. (That is, property tax levies often are made to finance a
particular fiscal period.)
6.29 Property tax receivables should be reported the earlier of (a) when
revenue is recognized as discussed in paragraph 6.28 and (b) when the enforce
able legal claim to the taxes arises, which generally is specified in enabling leg
islation. Many governments refer to the date the enforceable legal claim arises
as the lien date (even though a lien is not formally placed on the property at
that date) while other governments use a different term, such as the assess
ment date. Property tax payments received before revenues are recognized are
reported as deferred revenues.
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6.30 To modify property tax revenue recognition in governmental funds
for the availability criterion, NCGA Statement 1, as amended and interpreted,
stipulates that available means "collected within the current period or expected
to be collected soon enough thereafter to be used to pay liabilities o f the current
period." However, the time after the current period should not exceed sixty days
unless there are unusual circumstances that justify a longer period, and those
circumstances are disclosed as discussed in paragraph 6.80.
Intergovernmental Revenues
6.31 Intergovernmental revenues, such as grants, entitlements, shared
revenues, and appropriations from a primary government to a component unit,
generally meet the definition o f either government-mandated or voluntary
nonexchange transactions. (Some intergovernmental revenues may arise from
exchange or exchange-like transactions. For example, a county may house state
inmates in its correctional facility for a charge that essentially equals the value
the state receives from the service.) Although most intergovernmental revenues
involve the receipt of cash for operating purposes, some involve the receipt of
capital assets8 or cash for capital purposes. The following recognition stan
dards apply to the accrual-based recognition of intergovernmental revenues
from government-mandated and voluntary nonexchange transactions, regard
less o f the nature or purpose of the resources, except for resources received as
endowments and similar transactions as discussed in paragraph 6.35.
6.32 Under the accrual basis of accounting, governments should recognize
intergovernmental revenue from government-mandated and voluntary nonex
change transactions when all applicable eligibility requirements—required
characteristics o f recipient, time requirements, reimbursements, and contin
gencies (for voluntary nonexchange transactions)—are met. (See paragraph
6.20 concerning the presumption o f a time requirement if a governmental
provider does not specify a time requirement.) Receivables are reported at the
same time as revenue unless the payment already has been received. Items
Z.33.16 and Z.33.17 of the GASB Q&A discuss the effect o f the provider gov
ernment's appropriation process on the recognition o f grant revenue.
6.33 GASB Statement No. 36 applies the revenue recognition require
ments discussed in paragraph 6.32 to shared revenues regardless of whether
the provider government's financing source for those amounts is derived tax
revenues or imposed nonexchange revenues. Some shared revenues require an
annual appropriation before they can be disbursed. In those situations, as dis
cussed in paragraph 6.20, the entire award should be recognized in the period
that begins on the first day of the provider government's fiscal year, provided
that all other applicable eligibility requirements are met. Other shared rev
enues do not require an annual appropriation but instead are disbursed because
o f continuing appropriations. (Continuing appropriations are appropriations
that, once established, are automatically renewed without further legislative
action, period after period, until altered or revoked.) The nonauthoritative ap
pendixes to GASB Statement No. 36 explain that when a provider government
shares resources under a continuing appropriation, the time eligibility require
ment is continuously (automatically) met. Therefore, those nonauthoritative
appendixes explain, shared revenues that are remitted to recipients under con
tinuing appropriations should be recognized as the event underlying the shared
8 As discussed in paragraph 6.11 and footnote 6, governmental funds are not required to report
revenues for donations of capital assets, unless the asset donated is being held for sale.
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revenue source occurs (for example, shared sales taxes are recognized as sales
occur), subject to any other applicable eligibility requirements. GASB State
ment No. 36 states that in measuring the amount of shared revenues disbursed
through continuing appropriations, the recipients may rely on periodic notifi
cation by the provider government of the accrual-basis information necessary
for compliance. If notification by the provider government is not available in a
timely manner, recipient governments should use a reasonable estimate of the
amount to be accrued.
6.34 As discussed in paragraph 6.22, GASB Statement 33, paragraph 26,
provides guidance on recognizing a decrease in assets or an increase in liabil
ities if, in the period after a nonexchange transaction has been recognized, it
becomes apparent that eligibility requirements are no longer met or purpose
restrictions will not be met. In addition, if intergovernmental grant revenues
are subject to adjustment as, for example, when questioned costs from other
than not meeting eligibility requirements or purpose restrictions are identi
fied during a grant compliance audit, the government should consider whether
a loss contingency exists. If that is the case, the government should consider
whether a liability (or a decrease in receivables) should be recorded or whether
disclosure (for example, of a material violation of a finance-related legal or con
tractual provision) is required.
Endowments and Similar Transactions
6.35 In some government-mandated and voluntary nonexchange trans
actions, a provider transmits cash or other assets with the stipulation (time
requirement) that the resources cannot be sold, disbursed, or consumed until
after a specified number of years have passed or a specific event has occurred,
if ever. In the interim, the provider requires or permits the recipient to benefit
from the resources—for example, by investing or exhibiting them. Examples
of such transactions include permanently nonexpendable additions to endow
ments and other trusts; term endowments; and contributions o f works of art,
historical treasures, and similar assets. Under the accrual basis of accounting,
GASB Statement No. 33, paragraph 22, and GASB Statement No. 34, para
graph 28, require revenues for these transactions to be recognized when the re
sources are received, provided that all eligibility requirements have been met.9
For these transactions, the time requirement is met as soon as the recipient
begins to honor the provider's stipulation not to sell, disburse, or consume the
resources and continues to be met for as long as the recipient honors that stip
ulation. (If such works of art, historical treasures, or similar assets are not cap
italized as permitted by GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 27, governments
should recognize an expense equal to the amount of revenue recognized.)
Donations and Promises o f Future Donations From Nongovernmental Entities
6.36 Donations of cash or other assets from nongovernmental entities,
including individuals, are private donations. Private donations generally meet
the definition of voluntary nonexchange transactions. (Some private donations
may arise from exchange or exchange-like transactions. For example, a donor
may give a state university a research grant in return for patent rights to the
research results, which may be an exchange of essentially equal value.) Private
donations may be received with or without purpose restrictions or eligibility
requirements and may be received as promises of future donations.

9 See footnote 8.
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6.37 Under the accrual basis of accounting, governments should rec
ognize receivables and revenues from private donations that are volun
tary nonexchange transactions when all applicable eligibility requirements—
required characteristics of recipient, time requirements, reimbursements, and
contingencies—are met. Amounts received before the revenue recognition re
quirements are met should be reported as deferred revenues.
6.38 Under the accrual basis of accounting, promises o f future donations
from nongovernmental entities should be recognized as revenues and receiv
ables when all eligibility requirements are met, provided that the promise is
verifiable and the resources are measurable and probable of collection. (Item
Z.33.19 of the GASB Q&A indicates that long-term receivables for nonexchange
revenues may be measured using either discounted present values or future
values.) However, promises of cash or other assets for endowments and simi
lar transactions (as discussed in paragraph 6.35) should not be recognized as
receivables or as revenues before the assets are received.
Fines
6.39 Fines, for example, for violations of traffic or environmental laws,
generally meet the definition o f imposed nonexchange revenues. Consequently,
under the accrual basis of accounting, receivables for fines should be recognized
when the government has an enforceable legal claim to the resources. (See
the discussion o f the recognition of fines in item Z.33.10 o f the GASB Q&A.)
Revenues should be recognized at the same time as the assets (amounts received
or receivables) or, if there are time requirements, in the period the use of the
resources is required or first permitted by those time requirements. Fines that
are received or receivable before revenue is recognized should be reported as
deferred revenues.
Nonexchange Fees
6.40 GASB Statement No. 33, paragraph 10, indicates that some nonex
change revenues may be termed "fees" or "charges"—terms normally used for
exchange and exchange-like transactions. Fees that arise from nonexchange
transactions generally meet the definition o f imposed nonexchange revenues.
Consequently, under the accrual basis of accounting, receivables for nonex
change fees should be recognized when the government has an enforceable
legal claim to the resources. Revenues should be recognized at the same time
as the assets (amounts received or receivables) or in the period the use o f the
resources is required or, if there are time requirements, first permitted by those
time requirements. Such fees received or receivable before revenue is recognized
should be reported as deferred revenues.
6.41 The GASB-established definitions of exchange and exchange-like
transactions, the guidance provided in item Z.33.2 of the GASB Q&A,10 and pro
fessional judgment, depending on the facts and circumstances surrounding the
transactions, affect the determination of whether particular fees arise in whole
or in part from nonexchange transactions or, instead, exchange or exchange
like transactions. To ensure intra- and inter-period consistency in recognizing
the revenue from particular fees as nonexchange or, instead, as exchange and
exchange-like transactions, governments usually establish policies or practices

10 Item Z.33.2 of the GASB Q&A indicates that drivers' licenses and business permits generally
are exchange or exchange-like transactions because the cost of a license or permit does not exceed the
value of the services and rights received in exchange.
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concerning such determinations. However, the determination may make little
practical difference in the absence of time requirements for the use of the fee re
sources. When there are no time requirements, imposed nonexchange revenues
generally are recognized at essentially the same time as exchange transaction
revenues (that is, when the government has an enforceable legal claim to the
resources versus when earned). (See also the section on user fees starting at
paragraph 6.47.)
Pass-Through Grants
6.42 Governmental entities often receive pass-through grants—grants
and other financial assistance to transfer to or spend on behalf of a secondary
recipient. All cash pass-through grants received by a government should be re
ported in its financial statements. As a general rule, cash pass-through grants
should be recognized as revenue (using the provisions o f GASB Statement
No. 33, as amended) and expenses/expenditures in a governmental, propri
etary, or trust fund. In those infrequent cases in which a recipient government
serves only as a cash conduit as defined in GASB Statement No. 24, Accounting
and Financial Reporting for Certain Grants and Other Financial Assistance,
paragraph 5, the pass-through grant should be reported in an agency fund.
On-Behalf Payments for Fringe Benefits and Salaries
6.43 GASB Statement No. 24 provides standards for recognizing the ef
fect of on-behalf payments for fringe benefits and salaries, which are direct
payments made by one entity (the paying entity or paying government) to a
third-party recipient for the employees of another, legally separate entity (the
employer entity or employer government). For example, a state government
may make contributions directly to a pension plan for elementary and secondary
schoolteachers employed in public school districts within the state. GASB State
ment No. 24, paragraph 8, requires the employer government to recognize rev
enue and expenses/expenditures for on-behalf payments for fringe benefits and
salaries. The amount the employer government should recognize as revenue
should equal the amounts that third-party recipients of the payments received
and that are receivable at year-end for the current fiscal year. The amount the
employer government should recognize as expenses/expenditures depends on
whether the employer government is legally responsible for the payment. See
the additional requirements concerning the employer government accounting
for such on-behalf payments in GASB Statement No. 24. (Chapter 8 discusses
the accounting and financial reporting for such on-behalf payments by the pay
ing government.)
Contributed Services
6.44 Governments often benefit from various "contributed services." For
example, a small city without a police force may receive law enforcement cov
erage from the state police, a state court may receive office space from county
governments, or a county library may use volunteers to supplement its staff.
Those services may be provided at no cost, or at a cost that is lower than its
value. Sometimes, contributed services arise from "on-behalf payments"—that
is, one entity may pay a third-party recipient to provide services to the govern
ment. For example, a third party may pay telephone companies to provide free
Internet access to school districts. The GASB has not established standards
that require a government to recognize revenue (or expenses/expenditures)
in its financial statements for contributed services (GASB Statement No. 33
specifically excludes contributed services from its scope). Neither has the GASB
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prohibited such recognition (although GASB Statement No. 29, The Use o f
Not-for-Profit Accounting and Financial Reporting Principles by Governmen
tal Entities, prohibits enterprise funds from applying the guidance in Financial
Accounting Standards Board (FASB) Statement of Financial Accounting Stan
dards No. 116, Accounting for Contributions Received and Contributions Made,
which does address the recognition o f revenue for contributed services).
E xchange Transactions
6.45 Under the accrual basis of accounting, revenues that result from
exchange and exchange-like transactions are recognized when the exchange
takes place.
Investment Earnings
6.46 Chapter 5, "Cash, Investments, and Investment-Related Activity,"
discusses the accounting, financial reporting, and auditing considerations for
investment earnings.
User Fees
6.47 Governments have fees that result from exchange and exchange-like
transactions. Such fees are referred to as user fees and may include amounts
charged for the use of various services, such as:
•

Public utilities (for example, water, sewer, gas, electric, storm wa
ter, and trash disposal)

•

Recreation and cultural operations (for example, sports facilities,
convention centers, swimming pools, golf courses, and amusement
parks)

•

Public facilities (for example, parking garages, toll roads and
bridges, airports, and docks)

6.48 As discussed in paragraph 6.41, the GASB-established definitions of
exchange and exchange-like transactions, the guidance provided in item Z.33.2
of the GASB Q&A,11 and professional judgment, given the facts and circum
stances surrounding the transactions, affect the determination o f whether cer
tain fees arise in whole or in part from nonexchange transactions or, instead,
exchange or exchange-like transactions. This may affect, for example, regula
tory and professional license and permit fees, system development fees, and
impact fees. (System development fees are charged to join or extend an existing
utility system; they also are known as tap or connection fees. System develop
ment fees may relate to the cost to physically connect to the system, or they
may substantially exceed the cost to connect. Governments charge property
developers impact fees to help defray the government's costs that result from
increased development.)
6.49 Some user fees are billed and collected essentially at the same time
they are earned, such as fees for some parking garages or toll roads. Other user
fees, such as charges for some electric, water, and gas utility services, are billed
and collected after the service is delivered (and thus after the exchange takes
place). Still other user fees, such as charges for some sewer and trash utility
services, are billed and collected before the service is delivered (and thus before
the exchange takes place). When user fees are not billed and collected at the

11 See footnote 10.
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same time they are earned, a government may need to record receivables for
billed services or liabilities for advance payments, depending on whether the
fees are earned before they are billed and collected or vice versa. (See also the
discussion in Chapter 8 concerning customer and developer deposits.) Further,
depending on the billing characteristics, the amounts reported as receivables
may need to go beyond simply the amounts billed but not collected. For example,
if utility customers are billed at the end of each quarter based on actual (not
estimated) meter readings, but the meter readings are spread evenly through
out the quarter, an average o f forty-five days' service for the entire customer
base is unbilled at the end of the accounting period. Also, consideration may be
required as to the characteristics o f the billing period, such as seasonal usage.
6.50 If a government uses an enterprise fund to account for rate-regulated
services o f the type and under the conditions specified in FASB Statement
No. 71, Accounting for the Effects o f Certain Types o f Regulation (see paragraph
6.51), GASB Statement No. 34 permits the government to apply the provisions
of FASB Statement No. 71 and its related pronouncements issued on or before
November 30, 1989, to that fund and also to the activities o f that fund when
they are reported in the government-wide financial statements. (In addition,
enterprise funds and the resulting reporting in the government-wide financial
statements have an option to apply all FASB pronouncements issued after
November 30, 1989, unless those pronouncements conflict with or contradict
GASB pronouncements. See the discussion of the application of private-sector
pronouncements in Chapter 2, "Financial Reporting.")
6.51 Generally, the type o f regulation covered by FASB Statement No 71,
as amended and interpreted, permits rates (prices) to be set at levels intended
to recover the estimated costs o f providing regulated services or products. In
rate-regulated enterprises, revenues intended to cover some costs are provided
either before or after the costs are incurred. If regulation provides assurance
that incurred costs will be recovered in the future, enterprises are required to
capitalize those costs. If current recovery is provided for costs that are expected
to be incurred in the future, enterprises are required to recognize those current
receipts as liabilities. (See the further discussion of the accounting for rateregulated services in the section on utilities in Chapter 12, "Special-Purpose
and State Governments.")
Risk Financing Activities
6.52 Chapter 8 discusses the accounting, financial reporting, and auditing
considerations for an entity's risk financing activities, including recognition of
(a) interfund charges received by the general fund or internal service funds
that account for those risk financing activities and (b) insurance recoveries. In
addition, Chapter 12 discusses the accounting, financial reporting, and auditing
considerations for public entity risk pools, including revenue recognition.
Defined Benefit Pension Plan and OPEB Plan Contributions
6.53 Chapter 12 discusses the accounting, financial reporting, and audit
ing considerations for certain postemployment benefit plans, including contri
butions received by defined benefit pension plans and postemployment benefit
plans other than pension plans.†
† GASB Statement No. 43, Financial Reporting for Postemployment Benefit Plans Other Than
Pension Plans, establishes accounting and financial reporting standards for plans that provide postem
ployment benefits other than pension benefits (known as other postemployment benefits or OPEB).
(continued)
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Sales and Leases o f Capital Assets
6.54 Reported amounts arising from sales of capital assets should be recog
nized when the exchange takes place; that is, when title to the property trans
fers. In the government-wide, proprietary fund, and fiduciary fund financial
statements, the amount recognized should be the difference between the sales
price o f the asset and its carrying amount. As shown in the nonauthoritative
illustrative financial statements in an appendix to the GASB Q&A, the amount
recognized in the governmental fund financial statements generally is the pro
ceeds from the sale of the asset. Proceeds from the sale o f general capital assets
normally are recorded in the general fund, although some bond indentures,
state or local laws, or grant contracts may require that the proceeds be recorded
in a related debt service fund, special revenue fund, or capital projects fund.
6.55 The accounting and financial reporting for lease agreements is de
scribed in NCGA Statement 5, Accounting and Financial Reporting Principles
for Lease Agreements o f State and Local Governments, as amended by GASB
Statements No. 13, Accounting for Operating Leases with Scheduled Rent In
creases, and No. 14, The Financial Reporting Entity. NCGA Statement 5, as
amended, provides that the criteria o f FASB Statement No. 13, Accounting for
Leases, as amended and interpreted, are the guidelines for accounting and fi
nancial reporting for lease agreements in which the government is the lessor,
except for operating leases with scheduled rent increases. (Chapters 7, "Capital
Assets" and 8 discuss the accounting and financial reporting for capital and op
erating leases, respectively, when the government is the lessee. Those chapters
provide certain details on the provisions o f NCGA Statement 5, as amended,
GASB Statement No. 13, and FASB Statement No. 13, as amended and in
terpreted. The Chapter 12 section on financing authorities discusses leases
between a primary government and its component units.)
Tobacco S ettlem en t R esources
6.56 GASB Technical Bulletin (TB) No. 2004-1, Tobacco Settlement Recog
nition and Financial Reporting Entity Issues, which addresses accounting by
governments in connection with settlements made by U.S. tobacco companies,
provides that tobacco settlement resources (TSRs) are exchange transactions,
based on the notion that the payments are made to the settling states in ex
change for their agreement to release the tobacco companies from present and
future litigation. Chapter 12, in the section on state governments, discusses
the provisions of GASB TB No. 2004-1, including the recognition o f assets and
revenue for TSRs.‡

(footnote continued)
The Statement is effective on a phased-in basis starting for periods beginning after December 15, 2005.
The contribution standards established in GASB Statement No. 43 for OPEB plans are identical to
those established in GASB Statement No. 25, Financial Reporting for Defined Benefit Pension Plans
and Note Disclosures for Defined Contribution Plans, for defined benefit pension plans. See Chapter 12
of this Guide.
‡ GASB Statement No. 48, Sales and Pledges of Receivables and Future Revenues and Intra-Entity
Transfers o f Assets and Future Revenues, effective for financial statements for periods beginning after
December 15, 2006, discusses exchanges by governments of interests in their expected cash flows
from collecting specific receivables or specific future revenues for immediate cash payments. The
Statement provides standards for determining whether such exchanges should be classified as sales
or as collateralized borrowing transactions. The Statement further provides that intra-entity transfers
of such assets should be reported at their carrying value. Specifically, the transferred assets should
not be revalued. Statement No. 48 supersedes Technical Bulletin No 2004-1, paragraphs 58, 61, and
100.
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Special A ssessm ents
6.57 Service-type special assessments usually involve the provision of ba
sic or additional services to property owners on an assessment basis. The types
of services provided under these arrangements include street lighting and street
cleaning, weed cutting, and snow removal. Service-type special assessments
that are exchange or exchange-like transactions should be accounted for like
user fees in that accrual-based revenue should be recognized when the exchange
takes place. Revenues from service-type special assessments that are nonex
change transactions should be recognized in accordance with the guidance in
GASB Statement No. 33. For the fund financial statements, GASB Statement
No. 6, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Special Assessments, paragraph
14, states that service-type special assessment transactions should be reported
in the fund type that best reflects the nature of the transactions, usually the
general fund, a special revenue fund, or an enterprise fund.
6.58 Governments sometimes provide capital improvements to benefit a
particular group of property owners rather than the general citizenry by creat
ing special assessment districts, providing or arranging financing, and billing
and collecting the assessments. The payments made by the property owners
who benefit are known as capital improvement special assessments. The re
ceipt of capital improvement special assessments and the payment of the re
lated debt are accounted for differently depending on whether the government
is obligated in some manner to assume the payment of related debt service in
the event o f default by the property owners, as defined in GASB Statement
No. 6, paragraph 16. If the government is not obligated in some manner to as
sume the payment of special assessment debt if property owners default, the
receipt of the assessments and the payment of the related debt are accounted
for in an agency fund.
6.59 However, if the government is obligated in some manner to assume
the payment of special assessment debt in the event of default by the property
owners, GASB Statement No. 6, paragraph 15, states that the receipt o f the
assessments and the payment of the related debt should be reported in a debt
service fund, if one is required by NCGA Statement 1, paragraph 30. Revenue
from capital improvement special assessment transactions that are exchange
or exchange-like transactions should be recognized on the accrual basis of
accounting. Capital improvement special assessment receivables should be
reported at the time of the levy. (See the additional discussion of capital im
provement special assessment capital assets in Chapter 7 and special assess
ment debt in Chapter 8.)
Am ounts C ollected fo r Individuals, O th er Entities, o r O th er Funds
6.60 Some governments collect and distribute cash and other assets for
the benefit o f individuals or other entities, including other governments. As
examples, a state social services department may collect child support payments
from noncustodial parents to distribute to custodial parents, or a county tax
collector may collect property taxes from property owners and distribute those
taxes among the taxing jurisdictions within the county. Such transactions often
are reported in private-purpose trust funds or agency funds. Private-purpose
trust funds generally are distinguished from agency funds by the existence of
a trust agreement, the degree of management involvement, and the length o f
time that the resources are held. Private-purpose trust and agency funds use
the accrual basis of accounting to recognize resource inflows. (See the further
discussion of these fund types in Chapter 2.)
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6.61 Agency funds involve accounting for amounts held as an agent for
only individuals, private organizations, or other governments. If any amounts
in agency funds are held for other funds o f the government, the portion that
pertains to other funds should be reported as assets in the appropriate funds,
not in agency funds.

Activity Statement Classifications
G overn m en t-W id e Statem ent o f Activities
6.62 GASB Statement No. 34 requires reported resource inflows to be clas
sified as program or general revenues unless they are required to be classified
as contributions to term and permanent endowment principal, contributions to
permanent fund principal, special items, or extraordinary items. See the GASBestablished formatting requirements for the government-wide statement o f ac
tivities in Chapter 2.
6.63 GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 47, provides general rules for
whether four basic sources o f revenues are considered program or general rev
enues, as indicated in Table 6-2:

Table 6-2
Program or General Revenues
Revenue Source

Those who purchase, use, or directly
benefit from the program's goods or
services
Parties outside the reporting government's
citizens as a whole
All the reporting government's taxpayers
The governmental entity itself, for
example, through investing

Revenue Type

Always program revenue

Program revenue if restricted to a
specific program; general revenue if
unrestricted
Always general revenue, even if
restricted to a specific program
Usually general revenue

6.64 Program revenues derive directly from the program itself or from
parties outside the reporting government's taxpayers or citizens as a whole.
Program revenues are separately classified in three categories—(a) charges
for services, (b) program-specific operating grants and contributions, and (c)
program-specific capital grants and contributions.12
•

Charges for services include transactions in which customers, ap
plicants, or others purchase, use, or directly benefit from the goods,
services, or privileges provided, or are otherwise affected by the
services. Examples include charges for specific services, such as
water use or trash collection; licenses and permits (such as dog
licenses, liquor licenses, and building permits); assessments for

12 GASB Statement No. 34, Basic Financial Statements—and Management's Discussion and
Analysis—for State and Local Governments, paragraph 48, as amended by GASB Statem ent No. 37,
Basic Financial Statements—and Management's Discussion and Analysis—for State and Local Gov
ernments: Omnibus, paragraph 12, footnote d, indicates that more than one column may be used to
display components of a program revenue category. Further, governments may use more-descriptive
category headings to explain the types of program revenues being reported.
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street cleaning or special street lighting; fines, and forfeitures;
and payments from other governments that are exchange trans
actions. This type o f program revenue should be reported in the
function that generates the revenue, even if the revenue's use is
restricted to another program. If it is difficult or impractical to
identify the function that generates a program revenue, GASB
Statement No. 34, as amended, requires the government to adopt
a classification policy for assigning those revenues to a function
and to apply that policy consistently.
•

Program-specific operating and capital grants and contributions
include revenues that arise from government-mandated and vol
untary nonexchange transactions with other governments, orga
nizations, or individuals that are restricted for use in a particular
program. This type of program revenue should be reported in the
function to which the revenue's use is restricted. Capital grants
and contributions consist of capital assets or resources that are
restricted for capital purposes— to purchase, construct, or reno
vate capital assets associated with a specific program. Grants and
contributions that may be used either for operating expenses or
for capital expenditures of the program at the discretion o f the
reporting government should be reported as operating grants.

6.65 Multipurpose grants (those that provide financing for more than one
program) should be reported as program revenue if the amounts restricted
to each program are specifically identified in either the grant award or the
grant application on which the award was based. Multipurpose grants that
do not provide for specific identification of the programs and amounts should
be reported as general revenues. (Item 7.34.3 of the GASB Q&A discusses the
classification of revenue from program-restricted multipurpose grants when an
entity reports its operations in functional categories.)
6.66 All revenues are general revenues unless they are required to be
reported as program revenues, contributions to term and permanent endow
ments, contributions to permanent fund principal, special items, or extraor
dinary items. All taxes, even those that are levied for a specific purpose, are
general revenues and should be reported by type of tax, for example, sales
tax, property tax, franchise tax, income tax. (The GASB Q&A, items 7.36.1 and
7.36.2, explains that special assessments, unlike property taxes, are considered
program revenues rather than general revenues.) General revenues should be
reported after the total net expense of the government's functions.
6.67 Contributions to term and permanent endowments, contributions to
permanent fund principal, special items, and extraordinary items each should
be reported after the total net expense of the government's functions. Special
items are transactions or other events within the control of management that
are either unusual in nature or infrequent in occurrence. (APB Opinion No. 30,
Reporting the Results o f Operations—Reporting the Effects o f Disposal o f a Seg
ment o f a Business, and Extraordinary, Unusual and Infrequently Occurring
Events and Transactions, as amended and interpreted, defines the terms un
usual in nature and infrequency o f occurrence.) Extraordinary items are trans
actions or other events that are both unusual in nature and infrequent in
occurrence. GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 56, requires special items to
be reported before extraordinary items. Chapter 7 of the GASB Q&A provides
examples of special and extraordinary items.
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6.68 The classification requirements for resource inflows apply to all
amounts reported in the statement o f activities, including amounts reported for
discretely presented component units. However, because GASB Statement No.
34 does not require special-purpose governments engaged only in business-type
activities to present government-wide financial statements (see Chapter 12),
those classifications may not be presented in the stand-alone financial state
ments of certain component units. Some primary governments may require
their component units to include that information in their basic financial state
ments so that audited information is available for the reporting entity's finan
cial statements. Other governments will infer that information from the com
ponent unit financial statements as discussed in item 7.26.6 of the GASB Q&A.
6.69 Chapter 7 of the GASB Q&A provides additional examples o f the
classification of specific types o f revenues as program revenues or general
revenues.
G overn m en tal Fund Statem ent o f R evenues, Expenditures, a n d C hanges
in Fund Balances
6.70 NCGA Statement 1, paragraph 110, provides that governmental fund
revenues should be classified in the statement of revenues, expenditures, and
changes in fund balances by major revenue source, such as taxes, licenses and
permits, intergovernmental revenues, charges for services, fines and forfeits,
and miscellaneous. Revenues may be further classified by organization units—
departments, bureaus, divisions, or other administrative agencies. Certain re
source inflows are reported as other financing sources. Sales o f capital assets
are reported as other financing sources unless the sale meets the criteria for re
porting as a special item (see paragraph 6.67 for the definition of special items).
Other financing sources also are reported for the financing of capital assets un
der capital leases and the issuance o f debt, as discussed in Chapters 7 and
8, respectively. See the GASB-established formatting requirements for the gov
ernmental fund statement of revenues, expenses, and changes in fund balances
in Chapter 2.
6.71 Special and extraordinary items (see paragraph 6.67 for definitions),
including those resulting from resource inflows, should be reported separately
after "other financing sources and uses." If both special and extraordinary items
occur during the same period, they should be reported separately within a
"special and extraordinary items" classification.
P roprietary Fund Statem ent o f R evenues, E xpenses, a n d C hanges
in Fund N et A ssets
6.72 GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 100,||requires the proprietary
fund statement of revenues, expenses, and changes in fund net assets (or fund
equity) to:
|| GASB Statement No. 48, Sales and Pledges o f Receivables and Future Revenues and IntraEntity Transfers of Assets and Future Revenues, effective for financial statements for periods beginning
after December 15, 2006, discusses exchanges by governments of interests in their expected cash
flows from collecting specific receivables or specific future revenues for immediate cash payments.
The Statement provides standards for determining whether such exchanges should be classified as
sales or as collateralized borrowing transactions. The Statement further provides that intra-entity
transfers of such assets should be reported at their carrying value. Specifically, the transferred assets
should not be revalued. Paragraph 21 of GASB Statement No. 48 requires certain disclosures related
to future revenues pledged or sold.
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•

Report revenues by major source.

•

Identify revenues used as security for revenue bonds.

•

Report revenues either (a) net of discounts and allowances with
disclosure o f the discount or allowance amount parenthetically on
the face of the statement or in a note to the financial statements
or (b) gross with the related discounts and allowances reported
directly beneath the revenue amount.

•

Distinguish between operating and nonoperating revenues and
expenses (as discussed in paragraphs 6.73 through 6.75).

•

Report revenues from capital contributions and additions to the
principal o f permanent and term endowments and special and ex
traordinary items, including those resulting from resource inflows,
separately after nonoperating revenues and expenses.

See the GASB-established formatting requirements for the proprietary fund
statement of revenues, expenses, and changes in fund net assets in Chapter 2.
6.73 GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 102, states that governments
should establish a definition o f operating revenues and expenses that is ap
propriate to the nature o f the activity being reported. It also states that a
consideration for defining operating revenues and expenses is how individual
transactions are categorized in the fund's statement o f cash flows. Those gen
eral guidelines tie a proprietary fund's operating revenues and expenses to its
main purpose. For example, greens fees and the expenses associated with main
taining the course could be operating revenues and expenses for a golf course,
while water billings and the expenses associated with providing the water could
be operating revenues and expenses for a water utility.
6.74 GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 102 and footnote 42, indicates
that nonoperating revenues generally should include revenues from taxes, cer
tain nonexchange fees and charges, and interest. Nonoperating revenues also
generally should include revenues from appropriations between primary gov
ernments and their component units, contributions, grants, entitlements, and
shared revenues for operating purposes or that may be used, at the recipient's
discretion, for either operating purposes or capital outlay.13 However, those
types o f revenue should be classified as operating revenue when they meet the
definition o f operating revenue that is appropriate to the nature o f the activity
as explained in paragraph 6.73. For example, footnote 42 to GASB Statement
No. 34 states that interest revenue and expense transactions should be re
ported as operating revenue and expense by a proprietary fund established
to provide loans to first-time homeowners. Similarly, GASB Statement No. 9,
paragraph 17, states that cash inflows from operating activities include cash
receipts from grants for specific activities that are considered to be operating
activities o f the grantor government. (A grant arrangement of this type is es
sentially the same as a contract for services.) If a government classifies certain
grants in its statement of cash flows as cash inflows from operating activities,
it may be appropriate to classify those same grants as operating revenues.

13 Items 7.72.8 and 7.73.2 of the GASB Q&A support this classification requirement. Those
items also indicate that revenues that are restricted for the acquisition or construction of capital
assets should be classified as capital contributions, reported separately after nonoperating revenues
and expenses, not as nonoperating revenues.
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6.75 The classification o f system development fees (see paragraph 6.48)
differs among entities. In some instances, fees related to the physical connec
tion to the system are recorded as operating income, and the related costs are
expensed. In other cases, amounts assessed that substantially exceed the cost
to connect are recorded as capital contributions, reported separately after non
operating revenues and expenses, or the entire fee is recorded as nonoperating
revenue.
Fiduciary Fund Statem ent o f C hanges in Fiduciary N et A ssets
6.76 The fiduciary fund statement of changes in fiduciary net assets clas
sifies all resource inflows as additions, not as revenues. Chapter 12 discusses
specific provisions for the classifications of additions in the statement of changes
in plan net assets for defined benefit pension plans and postemployment health
care plans.
6.77 Agency funds are not reported in the statement of changes in fiduciary
net assets. However, a combining statement o f changes in assets and liabilities
for all agency funds should be presented as supplementary information other
than required supplementary information (RSI), known as SI, when a Com
prehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR) is presented. (Chapters 4 and 14,
"Audit Reporting," discuss the auditor's responsibility for and reporting on SI.)

Financial Position Statement Classifications
6.78 All receivables should be reported net o f estimated uncollectible
amounts. (APB Opinion No. 12, Omnibus Opinion— 1967, paragraphs 2 and
3, discusses the display of asset valuation allowances.) Applying the provisions
o f APB Opinion No. 12, paragraph 3, the allowance for estimated uncollectible
receivables should be disclosed in the face o f the financial statement (either
parenthetically or as a separate line item) or in the notes to the financial state
ments.
6.79 GASB Statement No. 34 provides guidance relating to reporting re
stricted assets, including restricted receivables, in the government-wide and
proprietary fund financial statements. See the discussion of those requirements
in Chapter 2.

Disclosures
6.80 The following are among the disclosures required for revenues and
receivables:14,#
•

The accounting policies used for recognizing revenues (NCGA
Statement 1, paragraph 69, and APB Opinion No. 22, Disclosure
o f Accounting Policies)

•

A description o f the types of transactions included in program
revenues in the statement o f activities (GASB Statement No. 34,
paragraph 115)

14 Making disclosures for discretely presented component units is a m atter of professional judg
ment, as discussed in Chapter 3, "The Financial Reporting Entity."
# Paragraphs 21 and 22 of GASB Statement No. 48 require certain disclosures related to future
revenues pledged or sold.
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•

Nonexchange revenues that are not recognizable because they are
not measurable (GASB Statement No. 33, paragraph 11)

•

Various data concerning property taxes as provided in NCGA In
terpretation 3, paragraph 11, including details of the governmen
tal unit's property tax calendar (such as lien dates, levy dates, due
dates, and collection dates)

•

The length of time used to define available for purposes of revenue
recognition in the governmental fund financial statements (GASB
Statement No. 38, Certain Financial Statement Note Disclosures,
paragraph 7)

•

If, because of unusual circumstances, the facts justify using a pe
riod greater than sixty days as the availability period for the mod
ified accrual recognition of property taxes, the period being used
and the facts that justify it (NCGA Interpretation 3, paragraph 8)

•

The policy for defining operating and nonoperating revenues of
proprietary funds (GASB Statement No. 34, paragraphs 102 and
115)

•

Details about receivables aggregated in the financial statements
when those aggregations obscure significant components of the
receivables (GASB Statement No. 38, paragraph 13)

•

Significant receivable balances not expected to be collected within
one year of the financial statement date (GASB Statement No. 38,
paragraph 13)

•

The amounts recognized as revenue for on-behalf payments for
fringe benefits and salaries and, for those on-behalf payments that
are pension plan contributions for which the entity is not legally
responsible, the names of the plan and of the entity that makes
the contributions (GASB Statement No. 24, paragraph 12)

•

The amount of special assessment receivables that are delinquent,
if not separately displayed on the face o f the financial statements
(GASB Statement No. 6, paragraph 20)

•

Any significant transactions or other events that are either un
usual or infrequent but not within the control of management
(GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 56)

Auditing Considerations
6.81 The audit objectives for the revenues and receivables (and for de
ferred revenues, which represent the difference between revenue and amounts
received or receivable) of each opinion unit, categorized by financial statement
assertion,** are as follows:
•

Existence or Occurrence. Reported revenues represent amounts
relating to the period. Reported receivables represent amounts

** AU section 326, Audit Evidence (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), recategorizes asser
tions by classes of transactions, account balances, and presentation and disclosure. This guidance will
be revised to reflect the new assertion categories in a future edition of the Guide.
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uncollected as of the end of the period. Reported deferred revenues
represent amounts received or receivable that have not met the
criteria for revenue recognition.
•

Completeness. The financial statements report all revenues relat
ing to the period, and all receivables and deferred revenues as of
the end of the period.

•

Rights and Obligations. The financial statements properly reflect
conditions and agreements that affect the entity's receivables and
deferred revenues as of the end of the period.

•

Valuation or Allocation. Revenues, receivables, and deferred rev
enues are reported at the proper amounts.

•

Presentation and Disclosure. The financial statements properly
classify, describe, and disclose revenues, deferred revenues, and
receivables, including classification in the proper fund and activ
ity. Financial statement presentation and disclosure are made in
conformity with GAAP, consistently applied.

6.82 The auditor might determine the government's various revenue
sources by reading legal documents, such as budgets, enabling legislation, and
grant agreements; asking appropriate officials about revenue sources; and re
viewing the financial statements of the prior period and the draft financial state
ments or other accounting information for the current period. After identifying
the sources and amounts of revenues, the auditor should obtain an understand
ing o f internal control over and assess the risks of material misstatement for
the processes for billing, accounting for, and collecting major revenue sources.
The auditor's understanding of internal control should include performing risk
assessment procedures to evaluate the design of the controls and to determine
whether they have been implemented.
6.83 The auditor should be aware o f the possibility of the decentralization
of the entity's billing, accounting, and collection functions relating to revenues
and receivables, perform procedures to identify the various locations that con
duct such functions, and assess control risk at each location that may materially
affect the financial statement assertions. If the government's revenues are col
lected by another entity, the auditor should consider the guidance o f AU section
324, Service Organizations (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1). Also see the
AICPA Audit Guide Service Organizations: Applying SAS No. 70, as Amended,
for clarification regarding guidance in AU section 324.
6.84 In auditing revenues, receivables, and deferred revenues, it usually is
more efficient and effective to plan to integrate the audit of receivables with the
substantiation of revenues and deferred revenues. Audit procedures should be
designed to respond to the assessed risks of material misstatement at the rele
vant assertion level. Further, the auditor needs to determine that adequate pro
cedures are performed related to activity and balances in each o f those opinion
units with material revenues, receivables, or deferred revenues. (See the discus
sion of opinion units in Chapter 4.) The auditor should consider the procedures
discussed in the following paragraphs when planning the audit of revenues,
receivables, and deferred revenues.
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6.85 The auditor should obtain an understanding of the government's
internal control over revenues, receivables, and deferred revenues.15 In addi
tion to standard internal control features for those accounts, features that are
unique or significant in government may include the following:
•

Specific written procedures to authorize and approve abatements,
exonerations, and refunds of taxes (including penalties and inter
est), service charges, and other applicable revenue transactions

•

Procedures to ensure that tax, fee, and service rates, exemptions,
and discounts are authorized and periodically reviewed by the
governing board

•

Procedures to compare the detailed lists of current taxpayers;
properties subject to property taxes and special assessments;
grantors and contributors; service recipients; pension plan con
tributors; and so forth to (a) the prior-period list, and to identify
and investigate those payers that are not included on the current
list, and (b) corroborating information, such as sales tax vendor
files, real estate assessment files, and permit holders, for com
pleteness and validity16

•

Procedures to compare actual revenues to budgeted amounts and
to investigate significant variances

•

Periodic redetermination of property value assessments in accor
dance with legal provisions, with prompt adjustment of property
records

•

Procedures to accurately update property records for additions,
deletions, transfers, and abatements on a timely basis

•

Appropriate legal procedures for liens, tax sales, and foreclosures

•

Procedures to total individual tax bills and to compare them to the
total tax levy

•

Procedures to estimate amounts receivable and revenues from de
rived tax revenues

•

Review of tax returns for accuracy, and supervisory review and
approval of large or unusual refund claims

•

Conducting audits of tax returns on a scheduled basis

•

Procedures to ensure that the entity complies with the eligibility
requirements, purpose restrictions, and other compliance require
ments of grants, private donations, and trust agreements (See also
Chapter 8.)

•

Procedures to ensure that amounts receivable for fines and fees are
properly recorded on a timely basis and evaluated for collectibility

15 AU section 316, Consideration o f Fraud in a Financial Statement Audit (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 1), requires the auditor ordinarily to presume that there is a risk of material misstate
ment due to fraud relating to revenue recognition and to provide specific documentation if the auditor
does not identify improper revenue recognition as a risk of material misstatement due to fraud in a
particular circumstance. Appendix A to Chapter 4, "General Auditing Considerations," discusses the
provisions of AU section 316.
16 AU section 318.14, Performing Audit Procedures in Response to Assessed Risks and Evaluating
the Audit Evidence Obtained (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), requires auditors to obtain audit
evidence about the completeness and accuracy of nonfinancial information if the auditor uses such
information in performing audit procedures.
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•

Procedures to ensure that all utility customers have meters (if
applicable), that meters are read, that unusual or illogical read
ings are investigated, and that the aggregate use indicated by the
reading of individual meters is reconcilable to the total use for the
system

•

Procedures to recognize and classify resource inflows in conformity
with GAAP

•

Procedures to ensure that enterprise funds that apply the pro
visions of FASB Statement No. 71, as amended and interpreted,
comply with the requirements of those standards

•

Procedures to ensure that the entity conforms with the GASB's
recognition and reporting requirements for pass-through grants
and on-behalf payments for fringe benefits and salaries

•

Adequate physical controls over revenues that are collected in
cash, such as from public transportation fare-boxes, parking me
ters, and licenses and permits

•

Monitoring of revenues collected for the entity by another govern
ment (or another collection agent) for timely receipt and reason
able amounts

•

Procedures to ensure that amounts collected by the entity for other
governments are segregated and remitted on a timely basis

•

Procedures to ensure that all GAAP-required disclosures for rev
enues and receivables are made in the financial statements

Confirmations
6.86 Many revenues and receivables are susceptible to confirmation. Con
firmation o f receivables provides evidence about the existence and ownership of
a receivable but provides little evidence about collectibility. Collectibility usu
ally is evaluated through the examination of subsequent receipts and histori
cal trends. See AU section 330, The Confirmation Process (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 1), for guidance about the confirmation process.17 In some cases,
audit evidence is obtained more readily through the application o f alternative
audit procedures.
6.87 AU section 330.34 and .35, SAS No. 67 states that there is a pre
sumption that the auditor will request the confirmation o f accounts receivable
(defined as the entity's claims against customers that have arisen from the
sale o f goods or services in the normal course o f business) during an audit.
However, if one of the three conditions listed in AU section 330.34 exist, confir
mations o f accounts receivable need not be requested, but the auditor should
document how he or she overcame the presumption that the receivables would
be confirmed. Note that the presumption in AU section 330 that the auditor
will request confirmations applies only to accounts receivables, as defined, not
to other receivables, such as those for intergovernmental revenues and taxes.
However, auditors could consider applying the guidance o f AU section 330.34
and .35, to other types of receivables.
6.88 When a receivable balance is composed o f a few large balances, which
may be the case with receivables arising from intergovernmental revenues and
17 Additional guidance is available in the AICPA Auditing Procedure Study, Confirmation of
Accounts Receivable (second edition, revised).
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revenues collected by other entities, the auditor may confirm the amounts trans
mitted to the auditee during the fiscal period as well as the unremitted amounts
to be recorded as receivables.
6.89 Often, the confirmation of receivable balances is not effective when
the receivable balance is composed of many small balances, which may be the
case with receivables arising from property taxes, special assessments, fees,
and private donations. In such cases, response rates to properly designed con
firmations may be inadequate or unreliable. However, the auditor should use
professional judgment to determine whether to confirm those balances and
whether to follow the provisions of AU section 330 concerning documentation,
as discussed in paragraph 6.87, if those receivables are not confirmed.

Estimates
6.90 Certain receivables, for example, some of those arising from rev
enues from taxpayer-assessed taxes such as sales and income taxes, are not
composed of amounts due from individual taxpayers but rather are estimates
of the amount due from the taxpayer group as a whole. (A government's estima
tion process for certain taxes may have to consider final settlement amounts for
refunds as well as additional payments. See paragraph 6.26). In that situation,
the auditor should consider evaluating the reasonableness o f the estimation
process used to record the receivable. Governments may use various methods
to make those estimates, often considering historical information as well as
current facts and circumstances (such as tax and withholding rate changes
and changes in economic conditions) that affect historical information. Among
other factors the auditor might consider are the entity's internal control over
the collection of current and delinquent income taxes, the methods it uses for de
termining population completeness (for example, whether all citizens are filing
income tax returns), and its audit and follow-up procedures related to income
tax returns filed. However, it usually is not possible to establish conclusively
whether all individuals or entities are reporting and paying all the taxes due,
or whether the government's enforcement or discovery procedures are effective.
To do so would constitute performance auditing and thus go beyond the audi
tor's responsibilities in relation to an audit o f the financial statements. Instead,
the auditor would be considering whether reasonable efforts are being made to
minimize nonpayment.
6.91 GASB Statement No. 33 requires recognition of nonexchange trans
actions in the financial statements unless the transactions are not measurable
(reasonably estimable) or are not probable o f collection. It also requires recog
nition o f property tax receivables in the period when an enforceable legal claim
to the assets arises. If a government's enforceable legal claim to taxable prop
erty arises before taxes are levied, the property tax receivable may or may not
be reasonably estimable in advance o f the levy. In that situation, the auditor
should consider evaluating a government's accounting policies and procedures
for estimating property tax receivables and for disclosure if the receivables are
not recognizable because they are not measurable.

Confidential Records
6.92 In some situations, an auditor may be denied access to certain records
underlying a government's revenue amounts (such as income tax returns) be
cause o f legal provisions concerning confidentiality. Chapter 4 discusses how
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an auditor's lack o f access to records may constitute a limitation on the scope
of the audit if adequate alternative procedures are not available.

Other Auditing Procedures
6.93 In addition to standard audit procedures for revenues, receivables,
and deferred revenues, other procedures that are unique or significant in gov
ernment may include the following:
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

Reviewing underlying documentation (such as statutes and regu
lations, governing board minutes, grant contracts and donor let
ters, contracts to lease or sell capital assets) for support o f tax,
fine, fee, and service rates and revenue amounts
Determining whether tax, fee, and service rates are billed consis
tently and whether rate changes are incorporated into the billing
system on a timely basis
Summarizing revenues by source and type and comparing
recorded revenue to the current budget and to prior-period actual
amounts, and obtaining and evaluating explanations of significant
variances
Reviewing abatements, exonerations, refunds, and similar items
for proper approval
For various revenue types and individual revenue amounts, test
ing compliance with the legal and contractual provisions that
could have a direct and material effect on the determination o f
financial statement amounts. (See paragraph 6.06 and Chapter 8.)
Examining substantiation for the tax exemptions of properties and
organizations
Reviewing a sample of taxpayer-assessed tax returns and verify
ing that the tax liability was calculated in accordance with gov
erning laws and regulations (see paragraph 6.92)

•

Considering whether the entity's revenue recognition and classifi
cation principles conform with GAAP and are consistently applied

•

Evaluating the adequacy of allowances for uncollectible revenues,
including evaluating that the entity has filed liens or taken other
legally required steps to ensure the collectibility of revenues (see
paragraph 6.07)
Evaluating the adequacy of amounts for probable revenue-related
refunds, such as for income or other taxes

•
•
•
•

Determining whether revenues are properly recorded for amounts
collected by another entity.
Determining whether amounts collected by the entity for other
governments are properly segregated and accounted for
Determining whether the entity's revenue and receivable disclo
sures conform with GAAP
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Chapter 7

Capital Assets*
Nature of Transactions
7.01 According to GASB Statement No. 34, Basic Financial Statements—
and Management's Discussion and Analysis—for State and Local Governments,
paragraph 19, capital assets include land, improvements to land, easements,
buildings, building improvements, vehicles, machinery, equipment, works of
art and historical treasures, infrastructure, and all other tangible or intangible
assets that are used in operations and that have initial useful lives extending
beyond a single reporting period.1 Infrastructure assets are long-lived capital
assets that normally are stationary in nature and normally can be preserved
for a significantly greater number of years than most capital assets. Examples
of infrastructure assets are roads, bridges, tunnels, drainage systems, water
and sewer systems, dams, and lighting systems. Buildings, except those that
are an ancillary part of a network of infrastructure assets, are not considered
infrastructure assets.
7.02 How capital assets are accounted for in the different basic financial
statements depends on the measurement focus used. With certain exceptions
discussed later in this chapter:
•

Capital assets acquired with governmental fund resources are ac
counted for as capital expenditures and are not capitalized in the
governmental fund financial statements. Those capital assets are
referred to general capital assets. General capital assets also in
clude capital assets associated with governmental funds that are
received through donation, even though not reported as capital
expenditures or capitalized in the governmental funds.*

*GASB Statement No. 49, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Pollution Remediation Obliga
tions, effective for financial statements for periods beginning after December 15, 2007, (governments
that have sufficient objective and verifiable information to apply the expected cash flow technique
to measurements in prior periods should apply the provisions of Statement No. 49 retroactively for
all such prior periods presented. Governments that do not have that information should apply the
provisions o f this Statement as o f the effective date. In that case, pollution remediation liabilities
should be measured at the beginning o f that period so that beginning net assets can be restated),
addresses accounting and financial reporting standards for pollution (including contamination) re
mediation obligations, which are obligations to address the current or potential detrimental effects
of existing pollution by participating in pollution remediation activities such as site assessments and
cleanups. The Statement provides, in part: Pollution remediation outlays should be capitalized in
government-wide and proprietary fund financial statements, subject to certain limitations, only if the
outlays are incurred (1) to prepare property for sale in anticipation of a sale, (2) to prepare property
for use when the property was acquired with known or suspected pollution that was expected to be
remediated, (3) to perform pollution remediation that restores a pollution-caused decline in service
utility that was recognized as an asset impairment, or (4) to acquire property, plant, and equipment
that have a future alternative use other than remediation efforts. Most pollution remediation outlays
do not qualify for capitalization and should be accrued as a liability (subject to modified accrual provi
sions in governmental funds) and expense when a range o f expected outlays is reasonably estimable
or as an expenditure upon receipt o f goods and services.
1 The GASB staff document Comprehensive Implementation Guide (GASB Q&A), item 7.9.2,
indicates that library books, depending on their nature, may be depreciable capital assets, or works
of art or historical treasures (see paragraph 7.23).
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•

Capital assets acquired with proprietary or fiduciary fund re
sources or donated to those funds are capitalized in those funds
and depreciated in those funds over their estimated useful lives.

•

In the government-wide financial statements, capital assets, in
cluding general capital assets, are capitalized and depreciated
over their estimated useful lives.

This chapter further discusses the accounting and financial reporting for capital
assets in paragraphs 7.10 through 7.57. Chapters 7 and Z of the GASB staff doc
ument Comprehensive Implementation Guide (GASB Q&A) include additional
details about defining, accounting for, and reporting on capital assets.

Capital Asset Management
7.03 Governments usually acquire general capital assets with the re
sources of the general, special revenue, capital projects, and permanent funds.
A government's budgeting policies usually affect how the government finances
and accounts for general capital asset acquisitions o f different sizes and types:
•

Governments often budget for and acquire small purchases of
personal property, such as vehicles, machinery, and equipment,
through the general fund, special revenue funds, or permanent
funds. Those general capital assets normally are financed with,
for example, tax revenues, intergovernmental grants, donations
from nongovernmental entities, and capital leases.

•

Governments often budget for and acquire major capital facili
ties, such as buildings, bridges, streets, parks, and storm drains,
through capital project funds. Those general capital assets nor
mally are financed with, for example, the proceeds o f bond is
sues, special assessment revenues, intergovernmental grants,
donations from property developers or other nongovernmental en
tities, or transfers from other of the government's funds.

7.04 Governments also acquire capital assets for proprietary funds from
the same types o f sources that finance general capital assets as well as from
user fees. Proprietary fund capital assets also may be acquired through gov
ernmental fund resources and contributed to the proprietary funds. This often
is the method of financing used for newly established proprietary funds.
7.05 Many fiduciary funds do not have capital assets, but some do. For
example, public employee retirement systems (PERS) often own the buildings
in which they operate, and own the furniture, fixtures, and equipment that they
use in operations.
7.06 Governments adopt capitalization threshold policies to establish the
per-unit cost that they will use to identify the capital assets they will report
in their financial statements. A low capitalization threshold generally will in
crease the number o f items capitalized, while a high capitalization threshold
has the opposite effect. Typically, a government's capitalization threshold cor
relates with its size. Management usually sets the capitalization threshold at
a level acceptable to its governing board and citizenry, and considering the
various compliance requirements that affect capital assets. For example, many
grantors require that detailed records be maintained on capital assets acquired
with grant moneys that cost in excess of an established amount. A recipient gov
ernment may decide to coordinate its financial reporting capitalization level
with those grant provisions.
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7.07 Governments may establish different capitalization thresholds for
different types o f capital assets. For example, they may establish a higher
threshold for infrastructure assets (given their large dollar cost and normally
stationary nature) and a lower one for other capital assets such as vehicles,
machinery, and equipment. Governments also may establish different capital
ization policies for types of assets with low per-unit costs that are held in large
quantities (groups), such as computers, classroom furniture, and library books.
See the GASB Q&A, item 7.9.8.
7.08 Governments often safeguard their capital assets by affixing iden
tification tags (as appropriate), maintaining detailed records, and conducting
periodic physical inspections, adjusting the records accordingly. Governments
may inspect capital assets that are more susceptible to theft or other misappro
priation, such as personal property that is portable and conducive to personal
use or to sale, more frequently than capital assets that are not. Many gov
ernments extend their capital asset management processes to certain capital
assets that do not qualify for capitalization for financial reporting purposes, but
that are susceptible to misappropriation, and expensive or otherwise valuable
works o f art and historical treasures that are not subject to capitalization (see
paragraph 7.23).

Compliance Considerations
7.09 Legal and contractual provisions often govern a government's acqui
sition and disposition of capital assets. For example, capital asset acquisitions
generally require budgetary authorization and governing board approval. Also,
there often are legal provisions governing procedures for bidding and awarding
contracts, and for selling at auction capital assets that are no longer used or
for contributing those assets to other governments or to not-for-profit organi
zations. If funding is derived from a bond issue, there often are debt covenant
compliance requirements. If part of the funding is derived from intergovern
mental revenues or donations from nongovernmental entities, there may be
compliance requirements that relate not only to the acquisition and disposition
o f capital assets but also to the maintenance o f and recordkeeping for the assets.
Although a government should be concerned with all compliance requirements,
generally accepted auditing standards (GAAS) focus the auditor's concern on
those compliance requirements that could have a direct and material effect on
the determination o f financial statement amounts. (See the further discussion
of the auditor's responsibility in this regard in Chapter 4, "General Auditing
Considerations.")

Accounting and Financial Reporting Considerations
7.10 Paragraphs 7.13 through 7.31 discuss the general accounting and
financial statement presentation standards for capital assets depending on the
financial statements involved. (Tables 7-1 and 7-2 in paragraphs 7.11 and 7.12
summarize certain of those standards.) Paragraphs 7.32 through 7.53 discuss
specific accounting and financial reporting standards for capital leases, capital
asset impairment, the modified approach for infrastructure assets, interfund
movements o f capital assets, and capital assets used in landfills. Paragraphs
7.54 through 7.57 discuss requirements for (a) disclosures about capital assets
in the notes to the financial statements and (b) the management's discussion
and analysis.
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7.11 Table 7-1 provides an overview o f the accounting in the governmentwide statement o f activities, the proprietary fund statement of revenues, ex
penses, and changes in net assets, and the statement of changes in fiduciary net
assets2 for the use of capital assets. Those activity statements use the economic
resources measurement focus and accrual basis of accounting. The governmen
tal funds, which use the current financial resources measurement focus and
modified accrual basis of accounting, do not report the use of capital assets.3
Instead, capital expenditures are reported in the period the liability is incurred.

Table 7-1
Accounting for the Use of Capital Assets
Type o f Capital Asset
Inexhaustible a capital assets, such as
land and certain land improvements and
certain works of art, historical treasures,
and similar assets, b as well as
construction in progress c

Accounting
No use of the asset is recorded

Infrastructure assets
Eligible infrastructure assets d

Depreciation method or the
modified approach

Other than eligible infrastructure assets

Depreciation method

Other exhaustible capital assets, such as
buildings, building improvements,
vehicles, machinery, equipment, and
certain works of art, historical treasures,
and similar assets

Depreciation method

a An inexhaustible capital asset is one whose economic benefit or service po
tential is used up so slowly that its estimated useful life is extraordinarily
long.
b GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 27, establishes the criteria under
which certain works o f art, historical treasures, and similar assets are
not required to be capitalized, although capitalization is encouraged. See
paragraph 7.23.
c This provision comes from Chapter 7 o f the GASB Q&A rather than from
GASB Statement No. 34.
d Eligible infrastructure assets are infrastructure assets that are part of a
network or subsystem of a network, as discussed in paragraph 7.19.

2 This presentation relates only to the trust fund types. The statement of changes in fiduciary
net assets does not include agency funds. See Chapter 2, "Financial Reporting."
3 GASB Q&A, item Z.33.22, states that in governmental funds, donated capital assets that are
held for use are not recorded in the fund as an asset or revenue. If a capital asset is donated to a
government and is being held for sale, it is recorded at its fair value at the date of donation as a fund
asset and as revenue. Since such assets are not financial in nature, fund balance should be reserved
unless the assets are converted to financial assets soon after year end.
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7.12 Table 7-2 provides an overview of capital asset reporting for different
situations.

Table 7-2
Capital Asset Reporting

Proprietary
Fund
Financial
Statements

Fiduciary
Fund
Financial
Statements *

Governmentwide Financial
Statements

Governmental
Fund
Financial
Statements

Capital assets
purchased or
received through
donation (except
noncapitalized
works of art,
historical
treasures, and
similar assetsb)

• Capitalize
assets

• Report assets
purchased as an
expenditure

• Capitalize
assets

• Capitalize
assets

• Report
donation as
revenue or
contribution to
term or
permanent
endowment

• Reporting
donated assets
as assets or as a
financial
resource inflow
or outflow may
depend on
whether the
assets are held
for use (See
paragraph 7.29
and footnote 9.)

• Report
donation as
capital
contribution or
addition to
term or
permanent
endowment

• Report
donation as
addition

Noncapitalized
works of art,
historical
treasures, and
similar assets b
purchased or
received through
donation

• Report assets
purchased and
received through
donation as an
expense

• Report assets
purchased as an
expenditure

• Report assets
purchased and
received
through
donation as an
expense

• Report
assets
purchased
and received
through
donation as a
deduction

• Report
donation as
revenue or
contribution to
term or
permanent
endowment

• Reporting
donated assets
as assets or as a
financial
resource inflow
or outflow may
depend on
whether the
assets are held
for use (See
paragraph 7.29
and footnote 9.)

• Report
donations as
capital
contribution or
addition to
term or
permanent
endowment

• Report
donation as
addition

• Charge
depreciation
expense and
increase
accumulated
depreciation

• Not applicable

• Charge
depreciation
expense and
increase
accumulated
depreciation

• Charge
depreciation
deduction and
increase
accumulated
depreciation

Activity

Capital assets
accounted for
using the
depreciation
method (Table
7-1 in paragraph
7.11 identifies
these assets.)
Use of
exhaustible
capital assets

(continued)
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Governmentwide Financial
Statements

Governmental
Fund
Financial
Statements

Outlays that
extend the
estimated useful
lives of the
assets
(preservation
costs) or improve
their efficiency
(improvements)
or capacity
(additions)e

• Capitalize and
depreciate

• Report as
expenditures

• Capitalize
and depreciate

• Capitalize
and
depreciate

Outlays for
repairs and
maintenance c

• Report as
expenses

• Report as
expenditures

• Report as
expenses

• Report as
deductions

Use of
infrastructure
capital assets

• No charge for
depreciation

• Not applicable

• No charge for
depreciation

• No charge
for
depreciation

Outlays that
improve the
assets’ efficiency
(improvements)
or capacity
(additions)

• Capitalize

• Report as
expenditures

• Capitalize

• Capitalize

Outlays that
extend the
estimated useful
lives of the
assets
(preservation
costs) and
outlays for
repairs and
maintenance

• Report as
expenses

• Report as
expenditures

• Report as
expenses

• Report as
deductions

Sales and other
dispositions
(except
impairment) of
capital assets
(See Chapter 6,
"Revenues and
Receivables.")

• Remove the
assets' cost and
any accumulated
depreciation

• Report
proceeds as
other financing
source d

• Remove the
assets' cost and
any
accumulated
depreciation

• Remove the
assets' cost
and any
accumulated
depreciation

Activity

Proprietary
Fund
Financial
Statements

Fiduciary
Fund
Financial
Statements *

Infrastructure
capital assets
accounted for
using the
modified
approach (Table
7-1 in paragraph
7.11 identifies
these assets.)
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• Report gain or
loss on sale as
general revenue
or general
government-type
expensesc d (See
GASB Q&A,
item 7.38.1.)

• Report gain
• Report gain
or loss on sale
or loss on sale
as revenue or
as an addition
expense
(deduction)
(usually
nonoperating)d
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Activity
Capital asset
impairment4

Governmentwide Financial
Statements
• Reduce the net
carrying value of
the asset for the
amount of the
loss
• Report loss (or
gain) as a
program
expense, special
item, or
extraordinary
item, netted with
any associated
insurance
recovery that is
realized or
realizable in the
same year
• Report
restoration or
replacement of
the impaired
asset as a
separate
transaction from
the impairment
loss (or gain) and
any associated
insurance
recovery.

Fiduciary
Fund
Financial
Statements a

Governmental
Fund
Financial
Statements

Proprietary
Fund
Financial
Statements

• No recognition
of impairment
loss

• Reduce the
net carrying
value of the
asset for the
amount of the
loss

• Reduce the
net carrying
value of the
asset for the
amount of the
loss

• Report loss
(or gain) as an
operating
expense,
special item, or
extraordinary
item, netted
with any
associated
insurance
recovery that is
realized or
realizable in
the same year

• Report loss
(or gain) as a
deduction,
netted with
any
associated
insurance
recovery that
is realized or
realizable in
the same year.

• Report any
insurance
recovery as an
other financing
source or
extraordinary
item
• Report
restoration or
replacement of
the impaired
asset as a
separate
transaction from
any insurance
recovery

• Report
restoration or
replacement of
the impaired
asset as a
separate
transaction
from the
impairment
loss (or gain)
and any
associated
insurance
recovery

• Report
restoration or
replacement
of the
impaired
asset as a
separate
transaction
from the
impairment
loss (or gain)
and any
associated
insurance
recovery

a This presentation relates only to the trust fund types. The agency funds generally do not
hold long-lived assets. If they do, those assets probably would not meet the definition of
capital assets, that is, they probably would not be used in operations.
b GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 27, establishes the criteria under which certain works
of art, historical treasures, and similar assets are not required to be capitalized, although
capitalization is encouraged. (See paragraph 7.23.)
c These provisions come from Chapter 7 of the GASB Q&A rather than from GASB Statement
No. 34.
d The gain, loss, or proceeds also could qualify for reporting as a special item.

Accounting and Financial Statement Presentation—
Government-Wide Financial Statements
7.13 Capital assets are capitalized in a government's government-wide
financial statements, except for certain general infrastructure assets as dis
cussed in paragraphs 7.21 and 7.22 and certain works o f art, historical
4 GASB Q&A, item Z.42.11, states that the guidance for insurance recoveries in GASB Statement
No. 42, paragraphs 21 and 22, applies equally to insurance recoveries from any policy, whether or not
the policyholder is the government.
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treasures, and similar assets as discussed in paragraph 7.23. (General infras
tructure assets are infrastructure assets acquired with governmental funds
resources or otherwise associated with the governmental funds.) When capi
talized, capital assets should be reported at actual or estimated historical cost
or, if donated, at their estimated fair value at the time of acquisition.5 Histor
ical cost should include ancillary charges necessary to place the asset into its
intended location and condition for use. Ancillary charges include costs that are
directly attributable to asset acquisition—such as freight and transportation
charges, site preparation costs, and professional fees. The amount capitalized
for donated capital assets also should include ancillary charges, if any. The cost
o f capital assets reported in business-type activities, which are capital assets
reported in enterprise funds, should include interest capitalized in accordance
with FASB Statement No. 34, Capitalization o f Interest Costs, as amended.
(FASB Statement No. 62, Capitalization o f Interest Cost in Situations Involving
Certain Tax-Exempt Borrowings and Certain Gifts and Grants, which amends
FASB Statement No. 34, provides in part that the interest cost o f acquiring
assets with the proceeds of tax-exempt borrowings should be offset by the in
terest earned on the temporary investment of those proceeds if those funds are
externally restricted to finance the acquisition o f specified qualifying assets or
to service the related debt.) The cost of general capital assets should not include
capitalized interest.
7.14 Often, outlays relating to capital assets are made after the assets
are placed in service. GASB Statement No. 34 does not establish standards
for when those costs should be capitalized or expensed, except as discussed
in paragraph 7.40 relating to the modified approach. For capital assets that
are depreciated, as provided in the GASB Q&A, item 7.17.1, expenditures that
extend the useful lives of capital assets beyond their initial estimated useful
lives (preservation costs) or improve their efficiency (improvements) or capacity
(additions) are capitalized, whereas expenditures for repairs and maintenance
are expensed.
7.15 Infrastructure assets, like most capital assets, should be reported
by the government that owns the asset.6 In some situations, ownership of in
frastructure assets may be supported by legal documentation, such as deeds or
titles conveyed when the government acquires the assets. In other situations,
ownership may be supported by legal or contractual provisions that stipulate
ownership under certain conditions. However, in still other situations, owner
ship may be unclear.
7.16 If ownership is unclear, footnote 67 to GASB Statement No. 34, para
graph 154, requires a government that has the primary responsibility for man
aging an infrastructure asset to report the asset in its financial statements,
even if it has contracted with a third party to maintain the asset. (In addition,

5 Donations of capital assets are reported as resource inflows in the government-wide financial
statements. See Table 7-2 in paragraph 7.12 and Chapter 6, "Revenues and Receivables." The GASB
Q&A, item 7.34.7, discusses the classification of donations of infrastructure assets as program or
general revenues. The GASB Q&A, item Z.33.22, states that in governmental funds, donated capital
assets that are held for use are not recorded in the fund as an asset or revenue. If a capital asset
is donated to a government and is being held for sale, it is recorded at its fair value at the date of
donation as a fund asset and as revenue.
6 In the GASB Q&A, items 7.107.2 and 7.107.3 clarify that ownership, if clear, determines which
entity should report infrastructure assets and items 7.9.6 and 7.12.2 discuss manifestations of own
ership.
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GASB Statement No. 6, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Special Assess
ments, as amended, requires that capital assets constructed or acquired with
capital improvement special assessment debt, which often are infrastructure
assets, be reported as the government's capital assets.) The question of owner
ship and thus the issue of which entity should report particular infrastructure
assets can arise in situations in which those assets have been financed by a
cooperative endeavor, intergovernmental revenues, or private sources. For ex
ample, a developer may convey the continuing management of a subdivision's
streets and utilities to a government. If ownership of those streets and utilities
also has been conveyed to the government or if ownership is unclear, the gov
ernment should report that infrastructure as its assets. However, if ownership
of those assets remains with the developer or with the property owners in the
subdivision and the government simply maintains the assets, the government
should not report the infrastructure as its assets.
7.17 The location of infrastructure assets within a government's jurisdic
tion does not by itself determine what entity should report particular infras
tructure assets. Roads within a county may be owned or managed by a city, the
state, or a special district. Roads that are physically located within a county are
not county assets, unless the county owns the roads or (if ownership is unclear)
has primary responsibility for managing the roads.
7.18 On occasion, a government may transfer ownership of infrastructure
assets to another government. In that situation, the transferor government
should report the removal of the net book value of those infrastructure as
sets from its financial statements using the provisions o f GASB Statements
No. 33, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Nonexchange Transactions, as
amended, and No. 34. The transferee government also should recognize and
report the receipt o f the donated infrastructure assets using the provisions of
GASB Statements No. 33 and No. 34. That transaction may involve the report
ing of special or extraordinary items.
7.19 For purposes of applying its capital assets standards, GASB State
ment No. 34 defines a network o f assets and a subsystem o f a network o f assets.
A network of assets is all assets that provide a particular type of service for a
government; a network of infrastructure assets may be only one infrastructure
asset that is composed of many components. For example, a network of infras
tructure assets may be a dam composed o f a concrete dam, a concrete spillway,
and a series of locks. A subsystem of a network of assets is all assets that make
up a similar portion or segment of a network o f assets. For example, all the
roads o f a government could be considered a network of infrastructure assets.
Interstate highways, state highways, and rural roads each could be considered
a subsystem of that network.
7.20 GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 20, requires capital assets that
are being or that have been depreciated to be reported net o f accumulated de
preciation in the statement of net assets. (Accumulated depreciation may be re
ported on the face of the statement or disclosed in the notes.) Capital assets that
are not being depreciated (see paragraph 7.24) should be reported separately
if the government has a significant amount of those assets. (The GASB Q&A,
item 7.13.5, provides that governments should report fully depreciated capi
tal assets that have not been disposed o f by reporting both historical cost and
accumulated depreciation for the assets.) Capital assets also may be reported
in greater detail, such as by major class o f asset (for example, infrastructure,
buildings and improvements, vehicles, machinery, and equipment).
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Retroactive Application o f Standards fo r G en eral Infrastructure A ssets
7.21 GASB Statement No. 34 exempted smaller governments from retroac
tively applying its capitalization requirements to general infrastructure assets.
That is, governments with total annual revenues of less than $10 million in
the first fiscal year ending after June 15, 1999, were not required to retroac
tively apply the capitalization requirements to general infrastructure assets
owned as o f the date they implemented the Statement.7 Other governments
were required to retroactively apply the capitalization requirements only to
major general infrastructure assets (as defined in paragraph 7.22) acquired in
fiscal years ending after June 3 0 , 1980, or that were significantly reconstructed
or improved during that multiyear period.†
7.22 GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 156, states that the determina
tion o f major general infrastructure assets should be at the network or subsys
tem level (see paragraph 7.19) and should be based on the following criteria:
•

The cost or estimated cost of the subsystem is expected to be at
least 5 percent of the total cost of all general capital assets reported
in the first fiscal year ending after June 1 5 , 1999, or

•

The cost or estimated cost of the network is expected to be at least
10 percent of the total cost of all general capital assets reported in
the first fiscal year ending after June 1 5 , 1999.

The GASB Q&A, item 7.106.2, explains that those percentage calculations
should be based on total reported cost of all general capital assets before any
previously unrecorded infrastructure has been capitalized.
W orks o f A rt, Historical Treasures, a nd Similar A ssets
7.23 Unless a government meets the following conditions, it should capi
talize collections of and additions to collections of works of art, historical trea
sures, and similar assets. Governments are encouraged, but not required, to
capitalize those collections that meet all of the following conditions:
a. Held for public exhibition, education, or research in furtherance of
public service, rather than financial gain
b. Protected, kept unencumbered, cared for, and preserved
c. Subject to an organizational policy that requires the proceeds from
sales of collection items to be used to acquire other items for collec
tions.
Footnote 22 to GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 27, requires collections al
ready capitalized at June 30, 1999, to remain capitalized and all additions to
those collections to be capitalized, even if they meet the conditions for exemp
tion from capitalization.

7 The GASB Q&A, items 7.85.5 and 7.104.15, discusses the disclosures that should be made by
smaller governments th at do not retroactively report some or all of their general infrastructure assets.
In addition, item 7.104.16 explains that GASB Statement No. 34 does not impose a time restriction
on when those smaller governments may choose to retroactively report those assets.
† Transition note: Paragraph 7.76 discusses the effective date provisions from GASB Statement
No. 34, Basic Financial Statements—and Management's Discussion and Analysis—for State and Local
Governments, for retroactively capitalizing general infrastructure assets.
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D epreciation E xpense
7.24 GASB Statement No. 34, paragraphs 21 and 22, requires the net cost
recorded for capital assets (historical cost less estimated salvage [or residual]
value8) to be depreciated and reported in the statement o f activities over their
estimated useful lives in a systematic and rational manner, unless they are in
exhaustible or are infrastructure assets using the modified approach discussed
in paragraphs 7.44 through 7.50. (Construction in progress also would not be
depreciated; see the GASB Q&A, item 7.11.1.) The GASB Q&A, items 7.9.3 and
7.21.9, defines an inexhaustible capital asset as one whose economic benefit or
service potential is used up so slowly that its estimated useful life is extraor
dinarily long and gives the examples of land and certain land improvements
and works of art, historical treasures, and similar assets whose useful lives are
not diminished by display or educational or research applications. The GASB
Q&A, items 7.11.4 and 7.13.4, states that inexhaustible land improvements
may include, for example, excavation, fill, and grading, and exhaustible land
improvements may include, for example, parking lots and fences.
7.25 GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 161, permits governments to
use any established depreciation method. Depreciation expense may be cal
culated for (a) a class of assets, (b) groups of assets of the same class, (c) a
network of assets, (d) a subsystem of a network, or (e) individual assets. (See
the definitions of networks of assets and subsystems of networks at paragraph
7.19.) In estimating useful life to calculate depreciation expense, a government
should consider an asset's present condition and how long it is expected to meet
service demands.9 Governments also may use composite and group methods
to calculate depreciation expense, as described in GASB Statement No. 34,
paragraphs 163 through 166. A composite or group depreciation rate should
be recalculated if the composition of the assets in the composite or group or
their estimated average useful lives change significantly (for example, as assets
are acquired or disposed of). The GASB Q&A explains composite depreciation
methods in items 7.15.1 through 7.15.4 and provides nonauthoritative exercises
illustrating their use in an Appendix to Chapter 7.
7.26 The general standards for the classification of expenses in the
government-wide statement of activities are discussed in Chapters 2 and 8,
"Expenses/Expenditures and Liabilities." Except for depreciation expense for
general infrastructure assets (see paragraph 7.27), depreciation expense should
be included as a direct expense o f functions in the statement o f activities for
capital assets that can specifically be identified with a function and for a ratable
portion o f the depreciation expense for "shared" capital assets (for example, a
facility that houses the police department, the building inspection office, and
the water utility office). Depreciation expense for capital assets that essentially
serve all functions is not required to be included in the direct expenses of the

8 The GASB Q&A, item 7.13.3, states that residual value is the estimated fair value of a capital
asset, infrastructure or otherwise, remaining at the conclusion of its estimated useful life. It also
states that, in most cases, it is probable that many infrastructure assets will have no residual value,
given the cost of demolition or removal.
9 Chapter 7 of the GASB Q&A provides additional guidance on calculating estimated useful lives.
For example, the GASB Q&A, item 7.14.1, states that in determining an asset's estimated useful life,
the government also should consider how the asset is used, its construction type, the maintenance pol
icy, and how long it is expected to meet technology demands. In addition, the GASB Q&A, item 7.14.2,
states that schedules of depreciable lives established by federal or state tax regulations generally are
not intended to represent useful lives.
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various functions.101That depreciation expense may be included as a separate
line in the statement of activities or as part of the general government function
(and subsequently may be allocated to other functions as discussed in Chap
ter 8). If a government uses a separate line in the statement o f activities to
report unallocated depreciation expense, it should clearly indicate on the face
of the statement (for example, through the labeling of the line item) that it
excludes direct depreciation expenses of the various programs.
7.27 Depreciation expense for general infrastructure assets should not
be allocated to the various functions. Instead, it should be reported as (a) a
direct expense of the function (such as, public works or transportation) that the
government normally associates with capital outlays for, and maintenance of,
infrastructure assets or (b) a separate line item.

Accounting and Financial Statement
Presentation— Governmental Funds
7.28 The governmental funds report the costs associated with acquiring
general capital assets as expenditures. (Chapter 8 discusses the classification of
expenditures in the governmental funds statement of revenues, expenditures,
and changes in fund balances.) General capital assets are not capitalized or
depreciated in the governmental fund financial statements. However, subject
to the government's capitalization policies, general capital assets are recorded
in the government's accounting records so that they can be reported in the
government-wide financial statements. (See the requirements for capitalizing
capital assets in the government-wide financial statement in paragraph 7.13.)
7.29 Because of the current financial resources measurement focus, GASB
standards do not require governments to report general capital assets acquired
through donation as revenues (or other financial resource inflows) or expendi
tures in the governmental funds unless the donated assets are being held for
sale.11

Accounting and Financial Statement
Presentation— Proprietary Funds
7.30 General accounting standards for proprietary fund capital assets,
including infrastructure assets, are the same as those described for the
government-wide financial statements in paragraphs 7.13 through 7.19 and
7.23 through 7.25. GASB standards do not establish specific display require
ments relating to proprietary fund capital assets. (The provisions discussed in
paragraphs 7.21 and 7.22 concerning retroactive application of standards for
general infrastructure assets do not apply to infrastructure assets associated
with proprietary funds.)

10 Determining the point at which an asset serves "essentially all" functions involves professional
judgment. The GASB Q&A, item 7.29.1, states that an asset that serves "essentially all" functions
may be one that serves "many" functions, thus decreasing the ease, practicality, and usefulness of
allocating depreciation among functions.
11 The GASB Q&A, item Z.33.22, states that, in governmental funds, donated capital assets that
are held for use are not recorded in the fund as an asset or revenue. If a capital asset is donated to a
government and is being held for sale, it is recorded at its fair value at the date of donation as a fund
asset and as revenue.
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Accounting and Financial Statement
Presentation— Fiduciary Funds
7.31 General accounting standards for fiduciary fund capital assets,
including infrastructure assets, are the same as those described for the
government-wide financial statements in paragraphs 7.13 through 7.19 and
7.23 through 7.25. GASB standards do not establish specific display require
ments relating to fiduciary fund capital assets. (The provisions discussed in
paragraphs 7.21 and 7.22 concerning retroactive application o f standards for
general infrastructure assets do not apply to infrastructure assets associated
with fiduciary funds.) Certain fiduciary operations, such as PERS, may own land
and buildings as investments, not as capital assets used in operations. PERS
account for those assets using the standards for investments as indicated in the
GASB Q&A, item 5.24.1. (See the accounting and financial reporting for invest
ments in Chapter 5, "Cash, Investments, and Investment-Related Activity.")

Capital Leases
7.32 Many governments enter into lease purchase agreements, install
ment purchase contracts, or other forms o f capital asset financing agreements
(collectively termed lease agreements). The accounting and financial reporting
for lease agreements is described in NCGA Statement 5, Accounting and Finan
cial Reporting Principles for Lease Agreements o f State and Local Governments,
as amended by GASB Statements No. 13, Accounting for Operating Leases with
Scheduled Rent Increases, and No. 14, The Financial Reporting Entity. NCGA
Statement 5, as amended, provides that the requirements o f FASB Statement
No. 13, Accounting for Leases, as amended and interpreted, are the guidelines
for accounting and financial reporting for lease agreements, except for operat
ing leases with scheduled rent increases. FASB Statement No. 13, as amended
and interpreted, requires that leases that transfer substantially all o f the rights
and benefits o f ownership to the lessee (and that meet specific criteria) be ac
counted for as an acquisition o f an asset and the incurrence o f an obligation by
the lessee. All other leases should be accounted for as operating leases. Accord
ingly, a lease is classified as either a capital lease or an operating lease. This
chapter discusses lessee accounting and financial reporting for capital leases;
Chapter 8 discusses lessee accounting and financial reporting for operating
leases. Chapter 12, "Special Purpose and State Governments," in the section
on financing authorities, discusses specialized standards for leases between a
primary government and a public authority that is either part of the primary
government or a component unit. (Chapter 6 discusses lessor accounting.)
7.33 If a lease agreement is a capital lease following the criteria of
FASB Statement No. 13, as amended and interpreted, the agreement gener
ally should be capitalized. Capital lease accounting in the government-wide,
proprietary fund, and fiduciary fund financial statements should follow FASB
Statement No. 13, as amended and interpreted, without modification. Gener
ally, the amount capitalized, as determined at the beginning o f the term o f the
lease, is the lesser o f the present value of the rental and other minimum lease
payments or the fair value of the leased property, excluding actual or estimated
payments for executory costs to be paid by the lessor, together with any profit
thereon. The leased property is amortized in accordance with the government's
normal depreciation policy for owned assets of the same type. The amortization
period is restricted to the lease term, rather than the useful life o f the asset,
unless the lease provides for transfer o f title or includes a bargain purchase
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option. FASB Statement No. 13, as amended and interpreted, contains addi
tional details concerning lessee accounting for capital leases.
7.34 NCGA Statement 5, as amended, states that capital leases are re
ported differently in the governmental funds than in the other basic financial
statements. Reporting is different because of the current financial resources
measurement focus and modified accrual basis of accounting used in the gov
ernmental funds. The aggregate purchase liability should be reported as an
expenditure and an other financing source in the governmental fund that ac
quired or constructed the general capital asset. (General capital assets and gen
eral long-term liabilities arising from governmental fund capital leases should
be reported only in the governmental activities column in the government-wide
statement of net assets.) NCGA Statement 5, as amended, requires payments
under the lease agreement to be recorded in the same manner as other debt
service payments. (Chapter 8 discusses the recognition of expenditures for debt
service payments.)
7.35 Some lease agreements may contain a fiscal funding or cancellation
clause to avoid classification as legal debt for debt limit or voter referendum
purposes. Such a clause provides that, although the government will use its best
effort to make the lease payments, it may terminate the lease without penalty
if its appropriating body does not allocate the necessary moneys for lease pay
ments in future adopted budgets. That clause gives the financing the character
o f a one-year annually renewable lease and is not considered legal debt by a
number o f governments under their state laws. However, NCGA Statement 5,
paragraph 20, indicates that the potential for cancellation o f most government
lease agreements is remote, and paragraph 21 states that fiscal funding or can
cellation clauses should not prohibit lease agreements from being capitalized.
Therefore, if a lease agreement meets all other capitalization criteria except for
the noncancelable criterion, the likelihood of the lease being canceled should
be evaluated. If the possibility o f cancellation is remote, the lease should be
capitalized by recording the leased asset and the lease obligation (liability).

Capital Asset Impairment
7.36 GASB Statement No. 42, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Im
pairment o f Capital Assets and for Insurance Recoveries, establishes accounting
and financial reporting standards for the impairment of capital assets. Asset
impairment is a significant, unexpected decline in the service utility of a capital
asset. The service utility o f a capital asset is the usable capacity that at acquisi
tion was expected to be used to provide service. The events or changes in circum
stances that lead to impairments are not considered normal and ordinary—at
the time the capital asset was acquired, the government did not expect the event
or change in circumstance to occur during the useful life of the capital asset.
Determining whether a capital asset is impaired involves a two-step process of
(a) identifying potential impairments (see paragraph 7.37) and (b) testing for
impairment (see paragraph 7.38).
7.37 The events or changes in circumstances affecting a capital asset that
may indicate impairment are prominent—that is, conspicuous or known to the
government. GASB Statement No. 42, paragraph 9, more completely describes
the following five common indicators of impairment:
•
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•

Enactment or approval of laws or regulations or other changes in
environmental factors

•

Technological development or evidence o f obsolescence

•

A change in the manner or expected duration o f use of a capital
asset

•

Construction stoppage

A change in demand for the services of a capital asset is not considered a sepa
rate indicator o f impairment. However, one o f the indicators listed above may
cause or be associated with changes in demand, and governments should test
capital assets in those circumstances for impairment.
7.38 A government should test a capital asset showing an indicator of
impairment for impairment by determining whether (a) the magnitude o f the
decline in service utility is significant and (b) the decline in service utility is
unexpected. A decline in service utility is significant when the expenses asso
ciated with continued operation and maintenance (including depreciation) or
costs associated with restoration of the capital asset are significant in relation
ship to the current service utility. The decline in service utility is unexpected
when the restoration cost or other impairment circumstance is not a part of the
normal life cycle of the capital asset. If the asset meets both impairment tests, a
government should measure the amount of the impairment—the portion of car
rying value of the asset that should be written off—as discussed in paragraphs
7.39 and 7.40. However, if the capital asset is impaired through enactment
or approval of laws or regulations or other changes in environmental factors,
change in technology or obsolescence, change in manner or duration of use, or
construction stoppage and evidence demonstrates that the impairment will be
temporary, a government should not write down the capital asset. (The GASB
Q&A, item Z.42.2, indicates that physical damage to capital assets accounted
for using the modified approach is considered to be temporary.) Further, if an
event or circumstance indicates that a capital asset may be impaired, but the
test of impairment determines that impairment has not occurred, a government
should reevaluate and change, if necessary, the estimates o f remaining useful
life and salvage value used in depreciation calculations.
7.39 If a government will continue to use the impaired asset, it should
measure the amount o f impairment by one of three methods that most appro
priately reflects the decline in service utility of the asset. The three methods,
which paragraph 12 of GASB Statement No. 42 more completely describes and
the nonauthoritative Appendix C of GASB Statement No. 42 illustrates, are:
•

The restoration cost approach, which derives the amount o f the
impairment from the estimated costs to restore the utility o f the
capital asset.

•

The service units approach, which isolates the historical cost of
the service utility of the capital asset that cannot be used due to
the impairment event or change in circumstances.

•

The deflated depreciated replacement cost approach, which repli
cates the historical cost of the service produced.

The restoration cost approach generally should be used to measure impair
ments resulting from physical damage. The service units approach generally
should be used to measure impairments resulting from enactment or approval
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of laws or regulations or other changes in environmental factors or from techno
logical development or obsolescence. The deflated depreciated replacement cost
or the service units approach generally should be used to measure impairments
identified from a change in manner or duration of use.
7.40 For impaired capital assets that a government will not continue to
use and for capital assets impaired from construction stoppage, the government
should report the assets at the lower of carrying value or fair value.
7.41 As further discussed in GASB Statement No. 42, paragraph 17, a gov
ernment should report an impairment loss (or gain, which may result from an
associated insurance recovery that is realized or realizable in the same year) in
the statement of activities and statement of revenues, expenses, and changes in
fund net assets, if appropriate, as a program or operating expense, special item,
or extraordinary item using the guidance in GASB Statement No. 34 and para
graphs 19 through 24 o f Accounting Principles Board (APB) Opinion No. 30,
Reporting the Results o f Operations—Reporting the Effects o f Disposal o f a Seg
ment o f a Business, and Extraordinary, Unusual and Infrequently Occurring
Events and Transactions. (Chapter 8, in the section on claims and judgments,
further discusses insurance recoveries.) Governments should not reverse im
pairment losses in future years, even if the events or circumstances causing the
impairment have changed.

Modified Approach for Infrastructure Assets
7.42 GASB Statement No. 34 introduces an alternative to the depreciation
o f infrastructure assets that are part of a network or subsystem o f a network
(eligible infrastructure assets) that it terms the modified approach. Because
the modified approach is an alternative to depreciation, it can be used for eligi
ble infrastructure assets in the government-wide and proprietary and fiduciary
fund financial statements. The modified approach is not used in the governmen
tal fun d financial statements because those financial statements do not record
capital assets or depreciation. The modified approach may not be applied to
an individual infrastructure asset unless that asset constitutes an entire net
work or subsystem, such as a dam or a levee. It also may not be applied to
non-infrastructure capital assets. (As indicated in paragraph 7.01, buildings,
except those that are an ancillary part of a network of infrastructure assets,
are not considered infrastructure assets.)
7.43 Governments that meet two requirements as discussed in para
graphs 7.44 and 7.45 can elect to use the modified approach for eligible in
frastructure assets in lieu of the depreciation method. If a government applies
the modified approach to a network o f infrastructure assets, the two qualify
ing requirements have to be met for that network. If a government applies the
modified approach to a subsystem of infrastructure assets, the two qualifying
requirements have to be met for that subsystem.
7.44 The first requirement for using the modified approach is for the gov
ernment to have an asset management system with certain features. The sys
tem has to have an up-to-date inventory of the infrastructure assets, and it has
to estimate the annual costs to maintain and preserve those assets at the condi
tion level the government has established and disclosed through administrative
or executive policy or legislative action. The system also has to assess the con
dition o f the assets periodically, summarizing the results using a measurement
scale (for example, by using a condition index or by stating the percentage o f
the assets that are in good or poor condition). Condition assessments may be
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performed based on statistical samples12 o f the assets or on a cyclical basis (for
example, one-third of all the assets in the network or subsystem every year for
three years.) The condition assessments also have to be documented in such a
manner that they can be replicated. Footnote 18 to GASB Statement No. 34,
paragraph 23, defines replicable condition assessments as those that are based
on sufficiently understandable and complete measurement methods such that
different measurers using the same methods would reach substantially similar
results.
7.45 The second requirement for using the modified approach is that the
government document that the eligible infrastructure assets are being pre
served approximately at (or above) the condition level the government has
established and disclosed. Adequate documentary evidence is a matter of pro
fessional judgment because governments' asset management systems and con
dition assessment methods vary (both among governments and within govern
ments for different networks or subsystems). However, a government that uses
the modified approach has to document that it has performed a complete condi
tion assessment of the assets at least every three years. If the government uses
a cyclical basis to perform condition assessments, a complete condition assess
ment is one that, over no more than three years, evaluates all (or statistical
samples of) the assets in the network or subsystem in a consistent manner.
The government also has to document that the results of the three most recent
complete condition assessments provide reasonable assurance that the assets
are being preserved approximately at (or above) the intended condition level.
GASB Statement No. 34 does not establish standards for expressing the condi
tion levels o f infrastructure assets accounted for using the modified approach.
7.46 GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 25, provides that with the mod
ified approach, expenditures for additions and improvements to eligible infras
tructure assets (which increase the capacity or efficiency o f assets rather than
preserve their useful lives) are capitalized. All other expenditures, including
preservation costs, are expensed in the period incurred.13
7.47 GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 152, permits a government to
begin to use the modified approach as long as at least one complete condi
tion assessment is available and it documents that the assets are being pre
served approximately at (or above) the intended condition level. GASB State
ment No. 34, paragraph 25, as amended by GASB Statement No. 37, Basic
Financial Statements—and Management's Discussion and Analysis—for State
and Local Governments: Omnibus, paragraph 8, provides that a change to the
modified approach should be accounted for as a change in accounting estimate,
meaning that depreciation is no longer recorded on the assets and the assets
remain recorded at book value (original cost less accumulated depreciation)
at the time of the modified approach is adopted. The original cost, which may
include capitalized preservation costs, is not restated.

12 GASB Statement No. 34 does not permit the use of haphazard or judgmental samples.
13 GASB Q&A provides guidance on costs expensed versus costs capitalized. See GASB Q&A
items 7.17.1 through 7.17.6. The 2006 edition of the Q&A provides new guidance at item 7.17.5,
describing that a government using the modified approach that replaces a bridge with a comparable
bridge alongside that is equal to the old bridge in capacity and efficiency should consider both the cost
of removing the old bridge and building the new one to be preservation costs and thus, that such costs
would be expensed.
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7.48 If a government no longer meets the requirements for using the mod
ified approach or chooses to change from the modified approach to the deprecia
tion method, the assets should be depreciated beginning with the next reporting
period. Footnote 21 to GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 26, states that the
change to depreciate the assets should be reported as a change in accounting
estimate, meaning that depreciation is applied only prospectively, not retroac
tively calculated.
7.49 Governments that use the modified approach for eligible infrastruc
ture assets are required to present the following two schedules as required
supplementary information (RSI) to allow users to analyze the extent to which
there is ongoing preservation of those assets:14
a. For at least the three most recent complete condition assessments,
the assessed condition o f the assets, showing the dates of the as
sessments
b. For the past five reporting periods, the annual estimate at the begin
ning o f each fiscal year of the amount to maintain and preserve the
assets at (or above) the condition level established and disclosed by
the government, compared with the amounts actually expensed15
The information in the RSI schedules should be for the networks or subsystems
for which the modified approach is used, and should be derived from the entity's
asset management system described in paragraph 7.44.
7.50 GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 133, requires certain disclosures
to accompany the two schedules discussed in paragraph 7.49. Those disclosures
are:
a. The basis for the condition measurement and the measurement
scale used to assess and report condition
b. The intended condition level for preserving the assets
c. Factors that significantly affect trends in the reported information,
such as changes in the measurement basis and scale and the in
tended condition level. If there is a change in intended condition
level, the government also should disclose an estimate of the effect
of that change on the current-year estimate of maintenance and
preservation costs

Interfund Movements of Capital Assets
7.51 A government may move capital assets from one proprietary or fidu
ciary fund to another. It also may move general capital assets to a proprietary or
fiduciary fund (or visa versa). (There also may be a movement o f related debt at
the same time.) These capital asset movements are accounted for at the asset's
book value (original cost less accumulated depreciation, if any) at the time of
the movement. Consequently, no gain or loss is recognized in a proprietary or

14 Chapters 4, "General Auditing Considerations," and 14, "Audit Reporting," discuss the auditor’s
responsibility for and reporting on required supplementary information (RSI). Presenting RSI for
discretely presented component units is a m atter of professional judgment, as discussed in Chapter 3,
"The Financial Reporting Entity."
15 If the three most recent complete condition assessments and the estimated and actual amounts
to maintain and preserve the infrastructure assets for the previous five reporting periods are not
available initially, GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 153, allows the information presented in the
schedules to be presented for as many complete condition assessments and years of estimated and
actual expenses as are available.
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fiduciary fund from which the asset is moved. Further, because general capital
assets are not capitalized in governmental funds, there is no accounting effect
in those funds for movements of general capital assets. The government-wide
financial statements should report internal activity for such movements be
tween the governmental and business-type activities. The asset's book value
should be moved from one column to the other and equal, offsetting internal
activity should be reported and then eliminated in the total primary govern
ment column.‡ The GASB Q&A, item 7.10.4, states that capitalized interest
should not be removed from the cost o f capital assets that are moved from an
enterprise fund to governmental activities.
7.52 If, for example, a government moves a general capital asset to a
proprietary fund, there should be a "one-sided" entry in the funds for the move
ment; that is, only the proprietary fund should report the movement. The GASB
Q&A, item 7.74.4, states that the proprietary fund would classify the move
ment as a capital contribution (in the last section of the statement of revenues,
expenses, and changes in net assets). It also states that both sides o f the move
ment should be reported in the government-wide statement of activities as a
transfer from governmental activities to business-type activities. The fact that
the movement affects government-wide activities but not the governmental
funds should be reported as a reconciling item between the governmental fund
and governmental-wide financial statements. (See the discussion o f financial
statement reconciliations in Chapter 10, "Equity and Financial Statement Rec
onciliations.")

Capital Assets Used in Landfills
7.53 GASB Statement No. 18, Accounting for Municipal Solid Waste Land
fill Closure and Postclosure Care Costs, establishes specialized accounting and
financial reporting standards for equipment and facilities relating to municipal
solid waste landfills. See that Statement as well as the discussion of closure and
postclosure care liabilities in Chapter 8.

Disclosures*16
7.54 GASB Statement No. 34, paragraphs 116 and 117, requires govern
ments to provide details in the notes to the financial statements about the
primary government's capital assets reported in the government-wide state
ment o f net assets. The information in the disclosure should be divided into
major classes of capital assets as well as between type of activity (govern
mental versus business-type). Capital assets that are not being depreciated
should be disclosed separately from those that are being depreciated. Informa
tion by major classes of capital assets should include beginning- and end-of-year
balances (with accumulated depreciation presented separately from historical
cost), capital acquisitions, sales or other dispositions, and current-period de
preciation expense. The amount of depreciation charged to each function in the
statement o f activities also should be disclosed. These disclosures should in
clude capitalized collections of works of art, historical treasures, and similar

‡ GASB Statement No. 48, Sales and Pledges of Receivables and Future Revenues and Intra-Entity
Transfers of Assets and Future Revenues, effective for financial statements for periods beginning after
December 15, 2006, paragraph 15, discusses, in part, intra-entity transfers of assets, including capital
assets.
16 Making disclosures for discretely presented component units is a m atter of professional judg
ment, as discussed in Chapter 3.
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assets. For collections that are not capitalized, GASB Statement No. 34, para
graph 118, requires the government to disclose a description of the collection
and the reasons those assets are not capitalized.
7.55 The following are among the other disclosures required for capital
assets:
•

The policy for capitalizing assets and for estimating the useful
lives of those assets that are used to calculate depreciation ex
pense (GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 115) (Item 7.85.4 of
the GASB Q&A indicates that disclosures about capital asset poli
cies may include [a] the capitalization threshold,17 [b] the methods
used for estimating historical cost or fair value, and [c] and the ex
tent of infrastructure capitalization. Those disclosures also could
include the basis for valuing capital assets, including the capital
ization of interest and ancillary charges.)

•

A general description o f the method or methods used to compute
depreciation with respect to major classes of depreciable assets, as
required by APB Opinion No. 12, Omnibus Opinion— 1967, para
graph 518

•

If using the modified approach for reporting eligible infrastructure
assets, a description o f that approach (GASB Statement No. 34,
paragraph 115)

•

Pertinent data regarding capital leases (FASB Statement No. 13,
as amended and interpreted, as required by NCGA Statement 5,
paragraph 27)

•

If not otherwise apparent from the face of the financial statements,
a general description, the amount, and the financial statement
classification of capital asset impairment losses (GASB Statement
No. 42, paragraph 17)

•

The carrying amount o f impaired capital assets that are idle at
year-end, regardless of whether the impairment is considered per
manent or temporary (GASB Statement No. 42, paragraph 20)

•

Construction commitments (NCGA Statement 1, Governmental
Accounting and Financial Reporting Principles, paragraph 158,
and NCGA Interpretation 6, Notes to the Financial Statements
Disclosure, paragraph 4)

Management's Discussion and Analysis
7.56 GASB Statement No. 34 requires the presentation o f a management's
discussion and analysis (MD&A) as discussed in Chapter 2. Two of the require
ments for presentation in MD&A, which is RSI,19 involve capital assets. Those
items are:
17 Item 7.9.8 of the GASB Q&A discusses how a government's capitalization policy may include
differing capitalization thresholds for different types of capital assets.
18 See the discussion of the applicability of private-sector standards to governmental financial
statem ents in Chapter 2, "Financial Reporting." APB Opinion No. 12, Omnibus Opinion— 1967, para
graph 5, which applies to the government-wide and proprietary fund financial statements, permits
this required information to be disclosed either in the financial statements or in the notes thereto. In
addition, GASB Statement No. 38, Certain Financial Statement Note Disclosures, paragraph 5, states
that disclosure in the notes to the financial statem ents is needed only when the information required
to be disclosed is not displayed on the face of the financial statements.
19 See footnote 14.
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•

Significant capital asset activity during the year, including a dis
cussion o f commitments made for capital expenditures. (As an al
ternative, governments may summarize the information in the
disclosures discussed in paragraph 7.54 and refer to it for addi
tional details)

•

For governments that use the modified approach to report eligible
infrastructure assets, (a) significant changes in the assessed con
dition o f eligible infrastructure assets from previous condition as
sessments, (b) how the current assessed condition compares with
the condition level the government has established, and (c) sig
nificant differences between the actual amounts spent during the
current year to maintain and preserve eligible infrastructure as
sets and the estimated annual amount

7.57 As discussed in Chapter 2, MD&A also should include a description
o f currently known facts, decisions, or conditions that are expected to have a
significant effect on financial position or results o f operations. Examples of cur
rently known facts, decisions, or conditions related to capital assets that might
be expected to have a significant effect on financial position or results of opera
tions could be: the award and acceptance o f a major capital grant; a successful
bond referendum for capital improvement or construction; the failure of a ref
erendum to renew a property tax millage dedicated for capital improvement; a
vote by the governing board to significantly change the condition level the gov
ernment will use in the future to preserve and maintain infrastructure assets
accounted for using the modified approach; and the finalization of contracts to
rebuild a school heavily damaged by a fire.

Auditing Considerations20
7.58 The audit objectives for the capital assets and related accounts of each
opinion unit, categorized by financial statement assertion,||are as follows:
•

Existence or Occurrence. Reported capital assets represent items
owned or otherwise required to be reported (such as capital assets
acquired through capital lease), considering the entity's capital
ization policies, as of the end of the period. Reported capital ex
penditures and depreciation expense represent amounts relating
to the period.

•

Completeness. The financial statements report all capital assets
and accumulated depreciation as of the end o f the period, and
all capital expenditures and depreciation expense relating to the
period.
Rights and Obligations. The financial statements properly reflect
conditions and agreements that affect the entity's rights and obli
gations concerning capital assets as of the end o f the period.

•

•

Valuation or Allocation. Capital assets, accumulated depreciation,
capital expenditures, and depreciation expense are reported at the
proper amounts.

20 Chapter 8, "Expenses/Expenditures and Liabilities," also discusses internal control features
and auditing procedures applicable to capital asset acquisitions.
|| AU section 326, Audit Evidence (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), recategorizes asser
tions by classes of transactions, account balances, and presentation and disclosure. This guidance will
be revised to reflect the new assertion categories in a future edition of the Guide.
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•

Presentation and Disclosure. The financial statements properly
classify, describe, and disclose the activity and balances relating
to capital assets, including classification in the proper fund and ac
tivity. Financial statement presentation and disclosure are made
in conformity with GAAP, consistently applied.

7.59 The auditor needs to determine that adequate procedures are per
formed related to each of those opinion units with material capital asset activity
and balances. (See the discussion o f opinion units in Chapter 4.) The auditor's
understanding of internal control should include performing risk assessment
procedures to evaluate the design of the controls and to determine whether they
have been implemented including obtaining an understanding of the govern
ment's internal control over capital assets and related accounts. In addition to
standard internal control features for those assets and accounts, features that
are unique or significant in government may include policies and procedures
that will:
•

Ensure that capital asset acquisitions and dispositions are initi
ated and administered in accordance with budgetary and other
legal and contractual provisions

•

Define and identify the infrastructure assets that are owned or
otherwise required to be reported by the government

•

Ensure the proper calculation and recording of depreciation ex
pense, including functional allocations

•

Ensure the proper calculation and recording of capital asset im
pairments

•

Properly record any transfers of capital assets and related debt
between funds

•

Ensure that the asset management system and the documentation
of the condition o f the assets comply with the standards in GASB
Statement No. 34, if eligible infrastructure assets are accounted
for using the modified approach

•

Ensure that all appropriate GAAP-required disclosures are made
in the financial statements

7.60 In addition to standard audit procedures for capital assets and related
accounts and in addition to the audit considerations and procedures discussed
in paragraphs 7.61 through 7.74, procedures relating to those assets and ac
counts that are unique or significant in government may include the following:
•

Reviewing underlying documentation (such as statutes and regu
lations, governing board minutes, grant contracts and donor let
ters, and contracts to lease or sell capital assets) and interviewing
the entity's management to determine legal and contractual pro
visions relating to capital assets and related accounts that could
have a direct and material effect on the determination of financial
statement amounts

•

Comparing the entity's budgeted and actual capital outlays for the
period and investigating significant variances.

•

Evaluating the entity's support for reported fair values of donated
capital assets (See AU section 328, Auditing Fair Value Measure
ments and Disclosures [AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1].)
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•

Determining whether the entity has satisfactory title to capital
assets or other evidence supporting the reporting of infrastruc
ture assets (see also paragraph 7.64), whether any liens exist, or
whether any capital assets have been pledged

•

Evaluating whether depreciation expense is properly charged to
the various functions

•

Evaluating whether capital asset impairments have been properly
reported

•

Evaluating whether transfers of capital assets and related debt
between funds have been properly reported

•

If eligible infrastructure assets are accounted for using the mod
ified approach, determining that the asset management system
and the documentation of the condition of the assets comply with
the standards in GASB Statement No. 34 (See the further discus
sion in paragraphs 7.66 through 7.74.)

•

Evaluating whether financial statement disclosures for capital as
sets and related accounts are in conformity with GAAP

Capital Asset Records
7.61 A government's accounting records may not be adequate to provide
audit evidence to support the financial statement assertions for capital asset
accounts. Some entities have not maintained or reconstructed detailed records
of their capital assets, especially older assets. Without detailed records, it may
be particularly difficult for the entity to provide persuasive support for calcu
lating depreciation expense, recording and reporting capital asset dispositions,
and allocating depreciation expense among functions. The auditor should use
professional judgment in evaluating whether and to what extent the lack of
detailed capital assets records affects the auditor's report on the financial state
ments. Factors that the auditor might consider include the relative significance
o f those capital assets for which detailed records do not exist compared to those
for which they do, the existence of other audit evidence to support the applica
ble financial statement assertions, and the materiality of the capital assets and
related accounts to the opinion unit reporting those accounts. The auditor also
should consider whether the lack of records constitutes a significant deficiency
in internal control (including whether it constitutes a material weakness) that
should be communicated to management and those charged with governance
in accordance with AU section 325, Communicating Internal Control Related
Matters Identified in an Audit (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1).
7.62 GASB Statement No. 34 requires certain disclosures about capital
assets to be divided into major classes of capital assets; it also provides that
certain assets are inexhaustible or may be accounted for using the modified ap
proach and thus not subject to depreciation. If a government has not separately
identified its major classes of capital assets or nondepreciable capital assets in
its capital asset records, it either cannot conform with or provide support of
its conformity with those GAAP requirements. The auditor's considerations in
that situation are the same as for the lack of detailed records for capital asset,
as discussed in paragraph 7.61.
7.63 Governments may reconstruct, expand, or refine their capital asset
records to provide the information needed to conform with GAAP. Reconstruc
tion of those records may be based on actual historical data or on estimation
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procedures. In the period that a government reconstructs or expands its capi
tal asset records, the auditor should consider performing procedures normally
applied to capital asset additions to all new information in the records (even
though the entries represent previously owned assets). If the government uses
a specialist to assist in the reconstruction of its capital assets records, the au
ditor should refer to the guidance in AU section 336, Using the Work o f a Spe
cialist (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1). The auditor should consider
recommending that the government retain a permanent record of the matters
addressed during the reconstruction or expansion of its capital asset records
to provide ongoing support for the amounts in future periods. The auditor also
should consider documenting the procedures performed and the result as a
permanent record in the audit documentation (perhaps through a summary
memo).

Ownership of Infrastructure Assets
7.64 The auditor should consider reviewing title documents, plat maps,
capital grant agreements, accounting records for maintenance and repair costs,
board minutes, engineering department logs, and maintenance department
work orders to ascertain the auditee's ownership of or (if ownership is unclear)
responsibility for managing infrastructure assets. The auditor also should con
sider making inquiries of management and the entity's legal counsel and ob
taining written management representations that address the ownership or
management of infrastructure assets to provide corroborating evidence for the
reporting of infrastructure assets.

Useful Lives of Infrastructure Assets
7.65 To depreciate infrastructure assets, a government needs to, among
other things, estimate the assets' useful lives. It may be difficult to establish es
timated useful lives for infrastructure assets with reasonable certainty because,
by definition, they normally can be preserved for a significantly greater num
ber of years than other capital assets. The auditor should consider determining
that the entity has evaluated appropriate factors in establishing those lives.
Sources o f information about estimated useful lives of infrastructure assets
include engineering professionals, appropriate federal agencies and industry
associations (such as the U.S. Federal Highway Administration and the Amer
ican Public Works Association), and other governments in close proximity with
similar infrastructure assets. Useful lives that are based on arbitrary mea
sures, such as the length of the term of bonds used to finance the assets, may
not appropriately represent the assets' estimated useful lives. In evaluating
an entity's estimate of useful lives for infrastructure assets, the auditor also
could consider whether the entity has evaluated the other factors discussed in
paragraph 7.25 and footnote 7.

Modified Approach for Infrastructure Assets
Costs that Extend Initial Estimated Useful Lives
7.66 Usually, after a capital asset is placed into service, expenditures that
extend its initial estimated life are capitalized. However, under the modified
approach, that is not the case. As discussed in paragraph 7.46, only expendi
tures that increase the original capacity or efficiency of those assets are cap
italized. The auditor should consider this nuance in evaluating the entity's
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capitalization policy relating to infrastructure assets accounted for using the
modified approach.
Condition A ssessm ents
7.67 To use the modified approach, GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 24,
requires the government to document that the three most recent complete condi
tion assessments provide reasonable assurance that the eligible infrastructure
assets are being preserved approximately at (or above) the condition level estab
lished and disclosed by the government.21 There are two interrelated matters
involved in determining whether a government has met that requirement. One
has to do with whether and to what extent the three individual condition as
sessments could be below the established condition level. (See paragraph 7.68.)
The other has to do with whether a single substandard condition assessment
constitutes a breach of the requirement. (See paragraph 7.69.)
7.68 The standard's use of the term approximately allows flexibility. The
actual condition levels do not have to equal or exceed the condition level estab
lished by the government; a reasonable variance below the established level is
permissible. The auditor could view "reasonableness" in this context in different
ways, for example:
•

The percentage variance between the actual and established con
dition levels (For example, an actual level of 72 would vary from
an established level of 75 by four percent; that is, 72 is 96 percent
of 75.)

•

The relative cost, size, or other measure o f assets in the network
or subsystem that fail to meet the established condition level com
pared to the total cost, size, or other measure of all of the assets
in the network or subsystem.

7.69 GASB Statement No. 34 does not specify that a single substandard
condition assessment constitutes a breach o f the requirement. If that had been
the intent, the use of the modified approach would have been conditioned on
each complete condition assessment providing reasonable assurance that the
eligible infrastructure assets are being preserved approximately at (or above)
the established condition level. The requirement to consider the results of the
three most recent condition assessments requires the preparer and auditor to
take a broader perspective to the evaluation and consider the three condition
assessments together as a whole. One approach would be to consider the trend
of the three most recent condition assessments; an upward trend would be more
"reasonable" than a downward trend. However, the nature and circumstances
surrounding a single substandard condition assessment might lead to a con
clusion that the three most recent condition assessments, taken as a whole, do
not provide the stipulated reasonable assurance. The auditor should exercise
professional judgment in evaluating whether a single substandard condition
assessment taken together with the two other assessments provide reasonable
assurance that the eligible infrastructure assets are being preserved approxi
mately at (or above) the established condition level.
7.70 An auditor cannot evaluate the results of a condition assessment un
til it is complete, which GASB Statement No. 34 permits to take up to three

21 GASB Statement No. 34 permits governments to begin to use the modified approach with only
one complete condition assessment. See paragraph 7.47.
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years. GASB Statement No. 34 also does not require that condition assessment
activities be conducted every year; it only requires that a complete condition
assessment be conducted at least every three years. Therefore, an entity may
disclose in its summary o f significant accounting policies that it uses the mod
ified approach to account for eligible infrastructure assets even though there
has been no condition assessment activity during the period. When this occurs,
the auditor should consider obtaining in the management representation letter
a specific representation of the entity's intent to use the modified approach. To
substantiate that intent, the auditor could, for example, review minutes of gov
erning board meetings, compare the year's actual maintenance/preservation
costs to the estimated amount, and discuss the plans for future condition as
sessment activity with the staff that perform the assessments. If the entity
does not represent that it intends to continue to use the modified approach (for
example, if it represents that it intends to change to the depreciation method
before the next complete condition assessment is required), the auditor should
consider whether that intention affects the carrying value of the assets, is ad
equately disclosed in the financial statements, and affects the auditor's report
on the financial statements.
7.71 GASB Statement No. 34 requires condition assessments to be doc
umented in such a manner that they can be replicated. (See paragraph 7.44.)
Determining whether a condition assessment is replicable does not require the
auditor to reperform all or part o f the condition assessment, although such a
procedure could be used. Instead, in evaluating whether condition assessments
are replicable, the auditor could consider, for example, internal control over the
input and output o f information and the extent to which the procedures needed
to use the method are documented. If a condition assessment is found not to
be replicable and the entity continues to apply the modified approach in the
subsequent reporting period, which constitutes a departure from GAAP, not a
scope limitation.
7.72 Management may engage a specialist to develop the condition assess
ment method or to perform the condition assessments.22 Further, the auditor
may engage a specialist to evaluate whether a condition assessment is replica
ble. In those situations, the auditor should refer to the guidance in AU section
336. If a government uses another organization to perform its condition assess
ments and those services are part of the government's information system, that
other organization meets the definition o f a service organization. AU section
324, Service Organizations (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), provides
guidance to the auditor about the situations and ways in which to consider the
effect o f the service organization's controls on user organization's controls. Also
see the AICPA Audit Guide Service Organizations: Applying SAS No. 70, as
Amended, for clarification regarding the guidance in AU section 324.
7.73 Footnote 18 to GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 23, permits con
dition assessments to be performed by the government itself or by contract.
The GASB Q&A, item 7.19.3, states that there are no minimum training re
quirements for staff that manage an asset management system. However, the
level o f expertise and experience of the persons conducting the assessments

22 A government's use of a specialist does not eliminate or minimize the asset management
system or documentation requirements for using the modified approach discussed in paragraphs 7.43
through 7.45. If a specialist is used, the government will need to either maintain the documentation
or be able to access or obtain it from the specialist, even if the specialist uses a proprietary product.
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is an element o f internal control over the inputs and outputs of the informa
tion. Therefore, in evaluating that internal control, the auditor should consider
evaluating the qualifications o f the individuals who perform the condition as
sessments, including their educational background, experience in performing
condition assessments (especially with the types of infrastructure assets for
which they are currently performing condition assessments), and the nature
and level o f training on consistently applying the measurement method.
7.74 The auditor also should consider evaluating whether complete condi
tion assessments have been performed in a consistent manner, as required by
GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 24. The GASB Q&A, item 7.20.11, states
that consistency is achieved if the entire condition assessment is performed
using the same condition assessment method, basis for the condition measure
ment, and measurement scale. A government may change the method, basis,
or scale before beginning the subsequent complete assessment. For example, if
a government performs its condition assessment over a three-year cycle, and
changes the method, basis, or scale during the third year o f the cycle, it would
have to perform a condition assessment on all (or a statistical sample) o f the
subject assets during that third year using the new method, basis, or scale. Al
ternatively, the government could complete the cyclical condition assessment
using the old method, basis, or scale, and make the change at the beginning of
the next assessment cycle. If changes are made in the method, basis, or scale
used during the periods covered by the RSI schedules, the auditor's procedures
required for RSI (as discussed in Chapter 4) should alert the auditor to whether
those changes are appropriately disclosed as described in paragraph 7.50.

Transition to GASB Statement No. 3 4 — General
Infrastructure Asset Provisions
7.75 GASB Statement No. 34 became effective in three phases, generally
based on the total annual revenues of the primary government's governmental
and enterprise funds in the first fiscal year ending after June 1 5 , 1999. (GASB
Statement No. 34, paragraph 143, defines the three phases.) GASB Statement
No. 34 includes several provisions to minimize the burden o f retroactively ap
plying its capitalization requirement to general infrastructure assets.23 Those
provisions (a) exempt phase 3 governments from the requirement, (b) allow
phase 1 and 2 governments additional time to retroactively apply the capi
talization requirement, (c) allow governments to estimate historical cost for
existing major general infrastructure assets if actual historical cost data are
not available, and (d) require that phase 1 and 2 governments retroactively
apply the capitalization requirement to only major general infrastructure as
sets (discussed in paragraph 7.22) acquired or significantly reconstructed, or
that received significant improvements, in fiscal years ending after June 30,
1980. However, some governments may not want to limit their retroactive ap
plication o f the general infrastructure asset capitalization requirement because
they have outstanding debt relating to general capital assets and want to re
port assets to offset the effect of that debt in the "invested in capital assets,
net o f related debt" component o f net assets in the government-wide financial
statements. (The GASB Q&A, item 7.104.11, discusses how governments may

23 The provisions that limit retroactive application of the capitalization requirement do not apply
to infrastructure assets associated with proprietary and fiduciary funds because of previous require
ments for reporting infrastructure assets in those funds.
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selectively report portions o f infrastructure networks that were acquired prior
to the July 1,1980 date.)
7.76 For phase 3 governments, retroactive application of the capitalization
requirement to major general infrastructure assets is not required. Other gov
ernments are required to retroactively apply the capitalization requirements24
to major general infrastructure assets within at least four years of the adoption
of the GASB Statement No. 34, specifically:
•

Phase 1 governments are required to retroactively apply the cap
italization requirement to all major general infrastructure assets
by no later than fiscal years beginning after June 15, 2005.

•

Phase 2 governments should retroactively apply the capitalization
requirement to all major general infrastructure assets by no later
than fiscal years beginning after June 15, 2006.

Despite these provisions waiving the retroactive capitalization of some or all
general infrastructure assets, GASB Statement No. 34 encourages (a) phase
3 governments to retroactively apply the capitalization requirement to major
general infrastructure assets and (b) all governments, including phase 3 gov
ernments, to retroactively apply the capitalization requirement to all general
infrastructure assets. (The GASB Q&A, items 7.104.15 and 7.104.16, discusses
the transitional reporting of general infrastructure assets by phase 3 govern
ments.)

"

7.77 During transition to the provisions of GASB Statement No. 34, gov
ernments may partially implement retroactive application of the capitalization
requirement to general infrastructure assets. If information is not available for
all networks o f infrastructure assets, those networks for which information is
available may be reported. (A government may not partially implement retroac
tive application for individual general infrastructure assets or for subsystems
o f networks.) Also during the transition period, governments are required to
disclose descriptions of (a) the infrastructure assets being reported and those
that are not and (b) any infrastructure assets that the government has decided
to report using the modified approach.
7.78 Historically, many governments have not maintained detailed records
to support the financial reporting and depreciation of general infrastructure as
sets that is required by GASB Statement No. 34. Generally, detailed records
will be needed to support that the amounts reported in the financial statements
are in conformity with GAAP. (The adequacy o f detailed records for all capital
assets, which may be an ongoing audit consideration in addition to a transition
consideration for general infrastructure assets, is discussed in paragraphs 7.61
through 7.63.) Governments that have to reconstruct, expand, or refine de
tailed records for a large number of general infrastructure assets should allow
adequate time for the process. The next two paragraphs discuss certain consid
erations relating to the auditor's consideration of that process.
7.79 Although GASB Statement No. 34 requires capital assets to be re
ported at historical cost and estimated fair value at acquisition for donated
capital assets, it also specifically permits the use of estimates to retroactively

24 GASB Q&A, item 7.104.17, indicates that in the year a government retroactively implements
capitalization of infrastructure assets, such assets should be added to beginning balances, and not
shown in the activities statem ent as a current year addition.
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apply the capitalization requirements to general infrastructure assets if deter
mining the actual historical cost is not practical because of inadequate records.
It may not be practical to determine actual historical cost because of inadequate
records when, for example, (a) original records have been destroyed without be
ing retained on microfilm or other storage medium or (b) records are stored on
software that is no longer in use or stored in multiple physical locations or in
multiple formats, and using those records to obtain actual historical cost would
involve more cost, time, or effort than estimating historical cost. The auditor
should consider obtaining evidence concerning the government's reasons why it
was not practical to determine actual historical cost, for example, by examining
the government's documentation and by interviewing appropriate officials.
7.80 GASB Statement No. 34, paragraphs 158 through 160, provides ex
amples of methods to estimate the historical cost of general infrastructure as
sets. Those examples include (a) deflating the current replacement cost of a
similar asset through the use o f price-level indexes to the actual or estimated
acquisition year and (b) using historical records, such as bond documents, prioryear expenditures for capital outlay, and engineering documents, to estimate
the amounts. Other potential sources are prior-year governing board minutes,
including minutes evidencing the acceptance of donated assets, and reports
filed with the grantor agencies that financed the assets. (Item 7.102.2 of the
GASB Q&A indicates that in the process o f calculating accumulated depreci
ation for general capital assets at transition, assets still in use but older than
their assigned estimated useful lives should not be reported as fully depreci
ated, that is, they should not be reported at a net book value of zero or salvage
value. Instead, the estimated useful lives assigned to capital assets should be
reconsidered.)
7.81 As indicated in paragraph 7.75, the retroactive application of GASB
Statement No. 34's capitalization requirement to major general infrastructure
assets by phase 1 and 2 governments is limited to those acquired or signifi
cantly reconstructed, or that received significant improvements, in fiscal years
ending after June 30, 1980. GASB Statement No. 34 does not define "signifi
cantly reconstructed, or that received significant improvements." Determining
significance is a matter o f professional judgment by the preparer and auditor.
7.82 As indicated in paragraph 7.22, retroactive application of GASB
Statement No. 34's capitalization requirement to major general infrastructure
assets is based on the cost or estimated cost o f the infrastructure network
or subsystem. Therefore, even though some general infrastructure assets will
not require capitalization, the government has to estimate the cost of its gen
eral infrastructure networks or subsystems to determine whether retroactive
application is required. This evaluation can be made using preliminary cost
estimates, as discussed in the GASB Q&A, item 7.106.3.
7.83 Many governments did not report general capital assets in their fi
nancial statements in conformity with GAAP in the first fiscal year ending after
June 15, 1999. Although the definition o f major general infrastructure assets
is based on a percentage of all general capital assets reported in the first fiscal
year ending after June 15, 1999, the presumption of the standard is that the
amounts were reported in conformity with GAAP. Therefore, phase 1 and 2 gov
ernments that did not report general capital assets in conformity with GAAP
do not qualify to use the provisions of GASB Statement No. 34 that limit the
retroactive application of the infrastructure capitalization requirement unless
they estimate the amount of GAAP-basis general capital assets that should
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have been reported in their financial statements in the first fiscal year ending
after June 15, 1999. If prior-period amounts are estimated, auditors should
consider performing procedures on those amounts to determine whether they
are in conformity with GAAP.
7.84 The auditor should consider recommending that the government re
tain a permanent record o f the implementation of the GASB Statement No. 34
general infrastructure asset standards. That is because conditions existing be
fore the implementation o f GASB Statement No. 34 and choices made during
implementation will affect whether those assets are properly stated in confor
mity with GAAP in future periods. The auditor also should consider document
ing the implementation of the GASB Statement No. 34 general infrastructure
asset standards in a summary fashion as a permanent record in the audit doc
umentation.
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Chapter 8

Expenses/Expenditures and Liabilities*
Introduction
8.01 Expenses/expenditures1 and liabilities are closely related, and many
audit procedures satisfy the audit objectives of both types of accounts at the
same time. That is, evidence that supports assertions about expenses/ expendi
tures also generally supports assertions about liabilities. This chapter discusses
accounting, financial reporting, and auditing considerations relating to various
transactions and events that result in expenses/expenditures and liabilities.
Chapter 7, "Capital Assets," discusses accounting, financial reporting, and cer
tain auditing considerations for expenses/expenditures for capital assets.*1
2

Nature of Transactions†
8.02 The resource outflows that a particular governmental activity state
ment reports results from its measurement focus and basis of accounting

GASB Statement No. 48, Sales and Pledges o f Receivables and Future Revenues and IntraEntity Transfers o f Assets and Future Revenues, effective for financial statements for periods beginning
after December 15 , 2006, discusses exchanges by governments of interests in their expected cash flows
from collecting specific receivables or specific future revenues for immediate cash payments. The
Statement provides standards for determining whether such exchanges should be classified as sales
or as collateralized borrowing transactions. Liabilities, primarily in the form of deferred revenues,
can result from application o f the guidance provided in GASB Statement No. 48. Such liabilities also
may be required to be amortized using a systematic and rational method.
1 In general, this chapter does not discuss interfund transfers, loans, or reimbursements; see
Chapter 9, "Interfund, Internal, and Intra-Entity Activity and Balances," for those items. The terms
expenses and expenditures are used in a generic manner throughout much of this chapter to refer to
the resource outflows from other than interfund transfers that are reported in a government's activity
statements. GASB standards require different classifications o f those reported resource outflows in
the various activity statements, as discussed later in this chapter.
2 Although Chapter 7, "Capital Assets," discusses accounting, financial reporting, and auditing
considerations for the acquisition and use o f capital assets, this chapter's discussions o f internal
control features and auditing procedures also apply to capital asset acquisitions.

†

GASB Statement No. 49, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Pollution Remediation Obliga
tions, effective for financial statements for periods beginning after December 15, 2007, (governments
that have sufficient objective and verifiable information to apply the expected cash flow technique
to measurements in prior periods should apply the provisions of Statement No. 49 retroactively for
all such prior periods presented. Governments that do not have that information should apply the
provisions o f this Statement as o f the effective date. In that case, pollution remediation liabilities
should be measured at the beginning o f that period so that beginning net assets can be restated)
addresses accounting and financial reporting standards for pollution (including contamination) re
mediation obligations, which are obligations to address the current or potential detrimental effects
of existing pollution by participating in pollution remediation activities such as site assessments and
cleanups. The scope o f the document excludes pollution prevention or control obligations with respect
to current operations, and future pollution remediation activities that are required upon retirement of
an asset, such as landfill closure and postclosure care and nuclear power plant decommissioning. Once
any one o f five specified obligating events occurs, a government is required to estimate the compo
nents o f expected pollution remediation outlays and determine whether outlays for those components
should be accrued as a liability or, if appropriate, capitalized when goods and services are acquired.
Obligating events include the following:
•
•

The government is compelled to take pollution remediation action because o f an imminent
endangerment.
The government violates a pollution prevention-related permit or license.
(continued)
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(MFBA). The government-wide, proprietary fund, and trust fund3 financial
statements, which use the economic resources/accrual MFBA, report expenses.
The governmental fund financial statements, which use the current financial resources/modified accrual MFBA, report expenditures. The primary differences
between expenses and expenditures relate to (a) the acquisition o f capital as
sets versus their use, (b) the issuance and payment of long-term debt, and (c)
certain current-period costs for which payment normally is not due until future
periods.
8.03 Many resource outflows are reported based primarily on events or
transactions that require cash disbursements during the current period or
shortly thereafter; examples are payroll, rent, utilities, and capital asset ac
quisitions. Other resource outflows are reported based primarily on known or
estimated future-period cash disbursements; examples are compensated ab
sences, and claims and judgments. Still other resource outflows are reported
based on the known or estimated use of items acquired through prior-period
cash disbursements and reported as assets or deferred charges; examples are
depreciation of capital assets, allocations of prepaid items, and the use o f in
ventory items.
8.04 Many governments centralize their purchasing, accounts payable,
and cash disbursement activities. Small governments usually have a single
system to control the ordering and receipt of goods and services, the accounting
for expenses/expenditures and liabilities, and cash payments. Larger govern
ments often have multiple systems to control the ordering and receipt o f goods
and services (for example, purchasing offices for individual departments), but
still may account for expenses/expenditures and liabilities and make cash pay
ments through a single system. Some governments may have separate control
systems for grant programs or for autonomous departments or agencies. Some
governments also have specialized processes to handle small-dollar purchases,
such as the use of petty cash funds or debit cards. Many governments centralize
their payroll activities, but multiple systems may exist in certain circumstances.
Sometimes, certain of a government's cash payments are made by another en
tity, such as a financial institution that makes principal and interest payments
to individual bondholders.
8.05 Many of a government's expenses/expenditures arise from exchange
and exchange-like transactions. However, a government also may have signifi
cant amounts o f resource outflows arising from nonexchange transactions, such
as grants and contributions to other entities and individuals, including pass
through grants that are received from other entities to transfer to or spend on
behalf of secondary recipients.

(footnote continued)
•

•
•

The government is named, or evidence indicates that it will be named, by a regulator as a
responsible party or potentially responsible party (PRP) for remediation, or as a government
responsible for sharing costs.
The government is named, or evidence indicates that it will be named, in a lawsuit to
compel participation in pollution remediation.
The government commences or legally obligates itself to commence pollution remediation.

3 This chapter refers to trust funds rather than to fiduciary funds because a government's basic
financial statem ents do not include activity statements for agency funds.
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8.06 Activities between the funds of a primary government and between
the primary government and its component units also may generate expenses/
expenditures and liabilities. Accounting, financial reporting, and auditing con
siderations for reporting those activities in the financial reporting entity's fi
nancial statements are discussed in Chapter 9, "Interfund, Internal, and Intra
entity Activity and Balances." However, the measurement and recognition stan
dards for some of the transactions and other events discussed in this chapter
apply to those activities, subject to the provisions concerning interfund, inter
nal, and intra-entity activity and balances of GASB Statement No. 34, Basic
Financial Statements—and Management's Discussion and Analysis—for State
and Local Governments. For example, paragraph 8.45 discusses the treatment
o f interfund charges for risk financing activities and paragraph 8.23 discusses
employer's accounting for single-employer defined benefit pension plans, which
may involve payments between a primary government's funds or from a primary
government to a component unit. Although the provisions of GASB Statement
No. 33, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Nonexchange Transactions, as
amended by GASB Statement No. 36, Recipient Reporting for Certain Shared
Nonexchange Revenues, do not apply to activities between the funds of a pri
mary government, they do apply to the recognition and measurement of trans
actions between a primary government and its component units. However, the
provisions of GASB Statement No. 34 for interfund, internal, and intra-entity
activity and balances affect how nonexchange transactions between the pri
mary government and its component units are reported when component units
are included with the primary government in the reporting entity's financial
statements.
8.07 Liabilities also arise from issuing debt. Governments borrow money
on a short-term basis either to meet seasonal cash needs or in advance of future
long-term borrowing. Governments usually borrow on a long-term basis to fi
nance capital asset acquisitions, but they also borrow for noncapital purposes,
such as to provide the initial funding for a risk-retention program, to pay claims
and judgments, to finance an accumulated operating deficit, or to advance the
cash flows relating to long-term or delinquent receivables.
8.08 The expense/expenditure and liability activities of governments often
are subject to various compliance requirements, such as the following:
•

The amount of a government's spending for particular funds, func
tions, departments, or object classes usually is subject to bud
getary constraints. (See Chapter 11, "The Budget.") Governments
generally control compliance with budgetary spending require
ments through the use o f an encumbrance system. Encumbrances
record formal commitments (usually contracts or purchase orders)
to acquire goods or services so that budgetary expenditures do not
exceed appropriations.

•

State and local laws and regulations, debt agreements (covenants
or indentures), and grant agreements often impose requirements
for competitive bidding for large-dollar purchases. Those require
ments usually are designed to ensure that the government gets
the best price for the best goods and services and that all qualified
vendors, including small and minority vendors, have an equal op
portunity to provide the goods and services. Those requirements
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also may bar certain vendors from providing goods or services to a
government, for example, because of previous problems with pro
curement contracts.
•

Employee arrangements may be affected by state and local laws
mandating certain fringe benefits; federal laws and regulations
mandating the payment of prevailing wage rates on construction
projects; civil service requirements for hiring, promoting, and ter
minating employees; union contracts establishing wage rates and
benefits; budgetary authorizations limiting the number of employ
ees authorized by department or function; federal laws and regu
lations relating to overtime, compensatory time, and employment
taxes; and intergovernmental grants or private contributions that
restrict the maximum personal service costs that can be charged
to the program.

•

Many intergovernmental grants, entitlements, private contribu
tions, and trust agreements require that amounts provided be
spent for particular purposes or during a particular period or that
the recipient government provide matching funds or raise match
ing contributions. They also may require that cash be disbursed
within a short time after its receipt from the grantor or contribu
tor. Certain awards may permit a government to charge indirect
costs to a grant, sometimes based on an approved indirect cost
allocation plan or rate. Those requirements may be listed in the
award document, the recipient government's application for as
sistance (for example, as part of the program budget), or in cost
circulars or program regulations.

•

State and local laws usually impose limits on the amount o f debt
that a government can issue, and often require approvals by senior
levels of government or voters to issue debt. Those limitations can
apply to all forms of debt, or they may be structured so there are
separate limits and voter requirements for different debt forms
(for example, general obligation, revenue, installment, and lease
purchase debt) or purposes (for example, debt issued for equip
ment, water and sewer, or transportation purposes). Local gov
ernments may not be able to issue debt without explicit authority
in state law, and those laws may limit the form of debt that a lo
cal government can issue. Other limitations on the form, type, or
amount o f debt are imposed by federal tax laws and related In
ternal Revenue Service (IRS) regulations relating to tax-exempt
debt. (See also the discussion in Chapter 5, "Cash, Investments,
and Investment-Related Activity," concerning federal arbitrage re
quirements.)

•

Debt agreements require the payment of principal and interest in
established amounts and on established dates and limit the use of
debt proceeds to specific purposes. Some debt agreements restrict
other activities of the issuer. For example, they may require (a)
that the fund that will repay the debt maintain certain levels of
equity or changes in equity, (6) that particular revenues be used to
pay debt service, and (c) certain reserve funds, such as a sinking
fund to set aside resources for the future payment o f debt ser
vice obligations. Debt agreements often require the government
to file continuing disclosure documents with certain distributing
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organizations as discussed in Chapter 16, "Auditor Association
With Municipal Securities Filings."
Although a government should be concerned with all compliance requirements,
generally accepted auditing standards (GAAS) focus the auditor's concern on
those compliance requirements that could have a direct and material effect on
the determination of financial statement amounts. (See the further discussion
o f the auditor's responsibility in this regard in Chapter 4, "General Auditing
Considerations.")
8.09 Resource outflows are classified in governmental financial statements
in various ways. In the government-wide statement o f activities, they are re
ported as expenses (generally classified by function or different identifiable
activity) or special or extraordinary items. In the governmental funds, they
are reported as expenditures (generally classified by character and function),
other financing uses, special items, or extraordinary items. In the proprietary
funds, resource outflows are classified as operating expenses, nonoperating ex
penses, special items, or extraordinary items. The trust funds activity state
ment classifies resource outflows as "deductions." See the detailed discussions
of the classification o f resource outflows in paragraphs 8.84 through 8.91.

Accounting and Financial Reporting Considerations4
General Recognition Standards
8.10 The government-wide, proprietary fund, and trust fund financial
statements use the economic resources/accrual MFBA. Because of the economic
resources measurement focus, those activity statements report expenses, which
include the deferral and allocation or amortization o f costs that benefit one or
more future periods. Because of the accrual basis of accounting, expenses re
sulting from exchange and exchange-like transactions are recognized when the
exchange takes place; expenses from nonexchange transactions are recognized
in accordance with GASB Statement No. 33, as explained later in this chapter.
8.11 The governmental funds financial statements use the current finan
cial resources/modified accrual MFBA. Because of the current financial re
sources measurement focus, governmental funds report expenditures, which
generally do not include the deferral and allocation or amortization o f costs
that benefit one or more future periods.5 National Council on Governmental
Accounting (NCGA) Statement 1, Governmental Accounting and Financial Re
porting Principles, paragraph 57, as amended, establishes the standards for the
modified-accrual recognition of governmental fund expenditures, stating that
expenditures should be recognized in the accounting period in which the fund
liability is incurred, if measurable, except for unmatured interest on general
long-term debt, which should be recognized when due. Measurable refers to
the ability to reasonably estimate the amount of the expenditure. Other NCGA

4 Presenting note disclosures and required supplementary information (RSI) for discretely pre
sented component units is a m atter of professional judgment, as discussed in Chapter 3, "The Financial
Reporting Entity."
5 See the alternative to use the consumption method for prepaid items and inventory in govern
mental funds in paragraphs 8.56 and 8.57.
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and GASB pronouncements refine the definition of modified accrual expendi
ture recognition.6
8.12 NCGA Statement 1, paragraph 70, as interpreted, requires that gov
ernmental funds accrue liabilities and expenditures in the period in which the
government incurs the liability. However, NCGA Statement 1, paragraphs 43
and 44, as amended and interpreted, requires that the portion o f general long
term indebtedness that is not matured (due for payment) be reported as general
long-term liabilities of the government, rather than as governmental fund lia
bilities. That requirement applies not only to formal debt issues but also to other
forms of general long-term indebtedness. GASB Interpretation No. 6, Recogni
tion and Measurement o f Certain Liabilities and Expenditures in Governmental
Fund Financial Statements, clarifies the modified accrual recognition of expen
ditures and liabilities.7 It states that governmental funds should report ma
tured liabilities and the related expenditures. Matured liabilities include the
following:
•

Liabilities that normally are due and payable in full when in
curred. This includes, for example, liabilities for salaries, profes
sional services, supplies, utilities, and travel. In the absence o f an
explicit requirement to do otherwise, governmental funds should
accrue such liabilities (and expenditures) in the period in which
the government incurs the liability.

•

The matured portion o f general long-term indebtedness. Debt ser
vice on formal debt issues (such as bonds and capital leases) gener
ally should be recognized as a governmental fund liability and ex
penditure when due (matured)—with optional additional accrual
under certain conditions, as discussed in paragraph 8.70. Compen
sated absences, claims and judgments, termination benefits, and
landfill closure and postclosure care costs should be recognized as
governmental fund liabilities and expenditures to the extent the
liabilities are "normally expected to be liquidated with expend
able available financial resources." In general, governments are
normally expected to liquidate those liabilities with expendable
available financial resources to the extent that the liabilities ma
ture (come due for payment) each period. Further, a government
may have "other commitments that are not current liabilities prop
erly recorded in governmental funds," which are forms of general
long-term indebtedness for which explicit recognition criteria have
not been established. For such items, a fund liability and expen
diture should be recognized when the payments are due.

6 Although transactions and other events associated with the governmental funds are reported
in the fund financial statements using the current financial resources/modified accrual measurement
focus and basis of accounting (MFBA), they are reported in the government-wide financial statements
using the economic resources/accrual MFBA, typically as governmental activities. That "conversion"
from one MFBA to another is explained in the governmental fund financial statements through the
presentation of a summary reconciliation to governmental activities in the government-wide financial
statements. See the further discussion of those reconciliations in Chapter 10, "Equity and Financial
Statement Reconciliations."
7 The scope of GASB Interpretation No. 6, Recognition and Measurement of Certain Liabilities
and Expenditures in Governmental Fund Financial Statements, does not include operating leases
with scheduled rent increases (see paragraph 8.52) or employer contributions to (a) pension plans
(see paragraphs 8.23, 8.24, and 8.27) or (b) postemployment healthcare plans if a government elects
to measure and recognize its employer contributions in accordance with GASB Statement No. 27,
Accounting for Pensions by State and Local Governmental Employers (see paragraph 8.30).
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8.13 The recognition of expenditures and governmental fund liabilities
for compensated absences, claims and judgments, termination benefits, and
landfill closure and postclosure care costs is based on the maturity of the liabil
ities and does not depend on how the government accumulates resources to pay
those liabilities. Even though some governments advance-fund part or all of the
liabilities covered by the "normally expected" criterion, that advance funding
should not result in recognizing additional governmental fund expenditures or
liabilities.8 Those accumulated net assets should be reported as a part of gov
ernmental fund balance— for example, as unreserved, designated fund balance,
if appropriate.‡
8.14 GASB Statement No. 33, paragraph 14, requires that governments
report expendable net assets with purpose restrictions as restricted until they
use the resources for the specified purpose. The decision whether to first ap
ply unrestricted or restricted resources to specific expenses is a management
decision.
8.15 When governments issue long-term debt, the accounting treatment
differs depending on the measurement focus used in the financial statements.
In the financial statements that use the economic resources measurement fo
cus (government-wide, proprietary fund, and trust fund financial statements),
issuing long-term debt results in reporting a liability in the financial position
statements, with no effect on the activity statements. In the governmental fund
financial statements, however, issuing long-term debt generally results in re
porting an other financing source in the activity statement. Issuing short-term
debt generally results in reporting a liability in all financial position statements,
including the governmental funds balance sheet. See the detailed discussion of
debt in paragraphs 8.61 through 8.82.
8.16 Governments should record the issuance of debt in the period debt
instruments are issued, that is, on the closing date. No amounts are recorded
until the debt instruments are issued. If a closing takes place before year-end
but proceeds are not received until early in the following year, receivables and
liabilities should be reported on the closing date.

8 GASB Interpretation No. 6 observes that governments that would prefer accrual-basis recogni
tion of the liabilities covered by the "normally expected" criterion in fund financial statem ents might
consider reporting the activity through a trust or internal service fund.
‡ GASB Statement No. 49, effective for financial statements for periods beginning after Decem
ber 15, 2007, (governments that have sufficient objective and verifiable information to apply the
expected cash flow technique to measurements in prior periods should apply the provisions of GASB
Statement No. 49 retroactively for all such prior periods presented. Governments that do not have
that information should apply the provisions of this Statement as of the effective date. In that case,
pollution remediation liabilities should be measured at the beginning of that period so that begin
ning net assets can be restated), addresses accounting and financial reporting standards for pollution
(including contamination) remediation obligations, which are obligations to address the current or
potential detrimental effects of existing pollution by participating in pollution remediation activities
such as site assessments and cleanups. The Statement requires in part, that for goods and services
used for pollution remediation activities, amounts that are normally expected to be liquidated with
expendable available financial resources should be recognized as liabilities upon receipt of those goods
and services. The accumulation of resources in a governmental fund for eventual payment of unma
tured general long-term indebtedness, including pollution remediation liabilities, does not constitute
an outflow of current financial resources and should not result in the recognition of an additional
governmental fund liability or expenditure. In the statem ent of revenues, expenditures, and changes
in fund balances, any facilities and equipment acquisitions for pollution remediation activities should
be reported as expenditures. Further, estimated recoveries of pollution remediation outlays from in
surers and other responsible parties or PRPs for which the government is performing remediation
activities should reduce any associated pollution remediation expenditures when the recoveries are
measurable and available.
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Specific Recognition and Financial Reporting Standards
Em ploym ent-Related Transactions a n d O th er Events
Compensated Absences
8.17 GASB Statement No. 16, Accounting for Compensated Absences, as
interpreted by GASB Interpretation No. 6, provides guidance for measuring
liabilities for compensated absences, which are absences for which employees
will be paid, such as vacation, sick leave, and sabbatical leave. GASB Statement
No. 16 provides different liability measures depending on the characteristics
o f particular benefits. It also provides alternatives—the termination payment
method and the vesting method—for recognizing liabilities for sick leave and
other compensated absences with similar characteristics. GASB Statement No.
16 requires (a) the compensated absences liability generally to be measured
using the pay or salary rates in effect at the reporting date and (b) additional
amounts to be accrued for certain salary-related payments associated with the
payment of compensated absences, for example, the employer's share o f social
security and Medicare taxes and in some cases the employer's contributions to
pension plans. The government-wide and proprietary and trust fund financial
statements should recognize compensated absences expenses when the liabil
ity is incurred. Using the measurement criteria discussed above, governmental
funds should recognize compensated absences expenditures and report the re
lated fund liabilities as discussed in paragraphs 8.12 and 8.13.
Internal Revenue Code Section 457 Deferred Compensation Plans
8.18 Governments establish Internal Revenue Code (IRC) Section 457
deferred compensation plans to allow employees to defer part o f their pay in
a tax-sheltered program. GASB Statement No. 32, Accounting and Financial
Reporting for Internal Revenue Code Section 457 Deferred Compensation Plans,
as amended by GASB Statement No. 34, requires that such a plan that meets
the definition of a pension (and other employee benefit) trust fund be reported
in that manner. In evaluating whether to report an IRC Section 457 plan as a
trust fund, a government should exercise judgment in determining whether it
has fiduciary accountability for the plan and whether it holds the assets in a
trustee capacity. If the plan is reported, GASB standards provide guidance on
the valuation of plan investments. (See Chapter 5.)9
Termination Benefits
8.19 GASB Statement No. 47, Accounting for Termination Benefits, re
quires employers to recognize a liability and expense for voluntary termination
benefits (such as early retirement incentives) when the offer is accepted and the
amount can be estimated. Employers should recognize a liability and expense
for involuntary termination benefits (such as severance benefits) when a plan of
termination (as defined in the Statement) has been approved by those with the
authority to commit the government to the plan, the plan has been communi
cated to the employees, and the amount can be estimated. Governmental fund
financial statements should recognize those liabilities and expenditures to the
extent the liabilities are normally expected to be liquidated with expendable
available financial resources. GASB Statement No. 47 generally is effective for
financial statements for periods beginning after June 15, 2005. However, for

9 GASB Q&A, item Z.32.1, explains that a plan that purchases an annuity for payout to a par
ticipant should exclude the annuity contract from the plan's assets and benefit amounts (liabilities).
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termination benefits that affect defined benefit postemployment benefits other
than pensions, governments should implement Statement No. 47 simultane
ously with GASB Statement No. 45.10
Pensions
8.20 GASB Statement No. 27, as amended by GASB Statement No. 34,
establishes accounting and financial reporting standards for pension expenses/expenditures, and related assets and liabilities by governmental em
ployers. GASB Technical Bulletin (TB) 2004-2, Recognition o f Pension and Other
Postemployment Benefit Expenditures/Expense and Liabilities by Cost-Sharing
Employers, and Chapter 5 of the GASB staff document Comprehensive Imple
mentation Guide (GASB Q&A) provide additional guidance.
8.21 GASB Statement No. 27, as amended, addresses both defined benefit
and defined contribution pension plans. (See paragraph 8.27 for a discussion
of defined contribution pension plans.) Defined benefit pension plans specify
the amount of pension benefits to be provided at a future date or after a cer
tain period of time. Pension benefits include retirement income and all other
benefits provided through a defined benefit pension plan, except postemploy
ment healthcare benefits. For example, disability and death benefits provided
through a defined benefit pension plan are pension benefits. The same benefits
provided through a plan that does not provide retirement income are not pen
sion benefits, rather they are other postemployment benefits. (See paragraphs
8.29 through 8.31.) There are three types of defined benefit pension plans:
•

A single-employer plan covers the current and former employees,
including beneficiaries, of only one employer. (See also paragraphs
8.24 and 8.26.)

•

An agent multiple-employer plan is an aggregation o f single
employer plans, with pooled administrative and investment func
tions. Separate actuarial valuations are performed for each em
ployer's plan to determine its periodic contribution rate and other
information.

•

A cost-sharing multiple-employer plan is a single plan with pool
ing (cost-sharing) arrangements for the participating employers.
All risks, rewards, and costs, including benefit costs, are shared
among the participating employers and are not attributed to in
dividual employers. A single actuarial valuation covers all plan
members and the same contribution rate applies for each em
ployer.

8.22 GASB Statement No. 27 requires employers that participate in singleemployer and agent multiple-employer defined benefit pension plans to mea
sure and disclose an amount for annual pension cost (APC). APC should equal
the employer's annual required contributions (ARC) to the plan, unless the em
ployer has a net pension obligation (NPO) for past under- or overcontributions.
The ARC is the employer's required contributions for the year, calculated in
accordance with certain parameters that concern the frequency and timing of
actuarial valuations as well as actuarial methods and assumptions. An NPO
is the cumulative difference between APC and the employer's contributions to
a plan. An employer with an NPO should measure APC equal to (a) the ARC,
10 GASB Q&A, items Z.47.1-Z.47.5, provide examples of how to compute the liability and expense
for termination benefits using various assumptions.
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(6) one year's interest on the NPO, and (c) an adjustment to the ARC to offset
the effect o f actuarial amortization of past under- or overcontributions.
8.23 Employers that participate in single-employer and agent multipleemployer plans should recognize annual pension expenses/expenditures, and
report related assets and liabilities as follows:
•

Pension expense in the government-wide, proprietary fund, and
trust fund financial statements should equal the APC as discussed
in paragraph 8.22. The NPO should be adjusted for the difference
between contributions made and pension expense. A positive (neg
ative) year-end balance in the NPO should be reported as a liabil
ity (asset) in the government-wide and fund financial statements.
Pension liabilities and assets related to different plans should not
be offset in the financial statements. Separate rows and columns
should be used to distinguish between assets and liabilities of the
total primary government and those of its discretely presented
component units, and between assets and liabilities o f govern
mental and business-type activities of the primary government.

•

Pension expenditures in the governmental funds should equal the
amount contributed to the plan or expected to be liquidated with
expendable available financial resources. (Note that the scope of
GASB Interpretation No. 6 does not include employer contribu
tions to pension plans.) The NPO should be adjusted for the dif
ference between pension expenditures and the APC. GASB State
ment No. 27, paragraph 16, as amended, provides that a positive
year-end balance in the NPO should not be reported in the govern
mental fund financial statements; it should be reported as a gen
eral long-term liability only in the governmental activities column
in the government-wide statement o f net assets. If the year-end
balance in the NPO is negative, a previously reported liability to
the same plan should be reduced to zero. Any additional negative
amount should be reported as an asset (prepaid expense) in the
government-wide financial statements.

8.24 Employers that participate in cost-sharing multiple-employer plans
should recognize annual pension expenses/expenditures in all financial state
ments equal to their contractually required contributions to the plan. Pension
liabilities and assets result from the difference between contributions required
and contributions made. GASB Technical Bulletin (TB) 2004-2 addresses the
recognition of pension expenditures/expenses by cost-sharing employers when
a payment scheduled after the end o f an employer’s financial reporting period
includes contributions for one or more months o f that reporting period. The
GASB Q&A, item 5.52.4, states that when one employer is legally responsible
for almost all actuarially determined required contributions to a cost-sharing
plan, and that level of responsibility is ongoing and unlikely to change sig
nificantly in the foreseeable future, that employer is encouraged to apply the
requirements of GASB Statement No. 27 for single-employer plans.
8.25 GASB Statement No. 27, paragraphs 20 and 21, requires various dis
closures in the notes to the financial statements for each of a governmental em
ployer's defined benefit pension plans. Those disclosures include, for example,
a description o f the plan, the funding policy for the plan, and (except for cost
sharing multiple employer plans) information about APC, actual contributions,
the NPO, if any, and certain actuarial information. GASB Statement No. 27,
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paragraph 22, also requires the disclosure of certain multi-year actuarial data
as required supplementary information (RSI) by employers that participate in
single-employer and agent multiple-employer defined benefit pension plans.11
8.26 Legal or contractual provisions require some governments to con
tribute to pension plans that cover the employees o f one or more other gov
ernments. For example, a state may be legally responsible for the annual
"employer" contributions to a pension plan covering school district employees.
GASB Statement No. 27, paragraph 28, requires the entity that is legally re
sponsible for the contributions to conform with all its provisions for measure
ment and recognition of expenses/expenditures, liabilities, assets, note disclo
sures, and RSI. If the plan is a defined benefit pension plan and the legally
responsible entity is the only contributing entity, the requirements o f GASB
Statement No. 27 for single-employer plans apply, regardless of the number of
entities whose employees are covered by the plan.
8.27 Defined contribution pension plans specify how contributions to a
plan member's account are to be determined, rather than the amount of retire
ment income the member is to receive. Employers that participate in defined
contribution plans should recognize annual pension expenses/expenditures in
all financial statements equal to their required contributions, in accordance
with the terms of the plan. Pension liabilities and assets result from the differ
ence between contributions required and contributions made.
8.28 Accounting and financial reporting requirements for pension plans—
whether presented in the financial report of a public employee retirement sys
tem (PERS) or in the financial report of a plan sponsor or employer—are dis
cussed in Chapter 12, "Special Purpose and State Governments."
Other Postemployment Benefits ||
8.29 GASB Statements No. 12, Disclosure o f Information on Postemploy
ment Benefits Other Than Pension Benefits by State and Local Governmental
Employers, and No. 27 provide guidance on employer accounting and financial
reporting for postemployment benefits other than pension benefits (referred to
as "other postemployment benefits" or OPEB). OPEB include postemployment
health care benefits (such as illness, dental, vision, and hearing), even if those
benefits are provided through a PERS or pension plan. OPEB also includes, for
example, life insurance, disability income, tuition assistance, legal services, and
other assistance programs unless the benefits are provided through a PERS or
pension plan. (See paragraph 8.21.) Employers may or may not advance-fund
OPEB by setting aside assets on an actuarially determined or other basis to
pay future benefits as they become due.
8.30 GASB Statement No. 12 does not establish standards for measur
ing and recognizing OPEB expenses/expenditures, and liabilities but requires
various disclosures in the notes to the financial statements. (See GASB State
ment No. 12, paragraph 10, for those disclosures.) However, employers may

11 Chapters 4, "General Auditing Considerations," and 14, "Audit Reporting," discuss the auditor's
responsibility for and reporting on RSI.
|| Instead of the standards described here for postemployment benefits other than pensions,
GASB Statement No. 45, Accounting and Financial Reporting by Employers for Postemployment Ben
efits Other Than Pensions, and GASB staff Technical Bulletin (TB) 2004-2, Recognition of Pension and
Other Postemployment Benefit Expenditures / Expense and Liabilities by Cost-Sharing Employers, may
be in effect for or in use by certain governments. See Appendix A [paragraph 8.1101.
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elect to apply the provisions of GASB Statement No. 27 to measure and rec
ognize expenses/expenditures and liabilities for postemployment healthcare
benefits.12 (See paragraphs 8.22 through 8.24.) Further, employers that partic
ipate in single-employer or agent multiple-employer postemployment health
care plans and that use GASB Statement No. 27 to measure and recognize
expenses/expenditures and liabilities for those benefits should make the note
disclosures required by GASB Statement No. 27, paragraph 24. Chapters 5 and
7 o f the GASB Q&A provide additional guidance on the accounting for OPEB
prior to the implementation o f GASB Statement No. 43, Financial Reporting
for Postemployment Benefit Plans Other Than Pension Plans, Chapter 8 of the
GASB Q&A provides additional guidance on the accounting for OPEB plans
subject to the requirements of GASB Statement No. 43.
8.31 Accounting and financial reporting requirements for postemployment
healthcare plans administered by a PERS— whether presented in the financial
report o f a PERS or in the financial report of a plan sponsor or employer—are
discussed in Chapter 12.
Grants, Entitlements, a n d Shared R evenues, Including Appropriations
to C om ponen t Units#
8.32 Expenses/expenditures for grants, entitlements, and shared rev
enues, including appropriations from a primary government to a component
unit, generally meet the definitions in GASB Statement No. 33 o f governmentmandated or voluntary nonexchange transactions. Governments should recog
nize expenses and liabilities for government-mandated and voluntary nonex
change transactions when all applicable eligibility requirements—required
characteristics of recipient, time requirements, reimbursements, and contin
gencies (for voluntary nonexchange transactions)— are met. (Chapter 6, "Rev
enues and Receivables," discusses those eligibility requirements.) GASB State
ment No. 33, paragraph 11, states that the standards in the Statement apply
whether the accrual basis or the modified accrual basis of accounting is re
quired, except for the revenue recognition standards. Therefore, expenditures
and liabilities for government-mandated and voluntary nonexchange transac
tions should be recognized in governmental funds when all applicable eligibility
requirements are met. Numerous examples of the recognition of expenses from
intergovernmental grants, entitlements, and shared revenues are provided in
nonauthoritative appendixes to GASB Statements No. 33 and No. 36.
8.33 Paragraph 26 of GASB Statement No. 33 provides guidance on the
contravention of provider stipulations. After a nonexchange transaction has
been recognized in the financial statements, it may become apparent that (a)
the eligibility requirements are no longer met or (b) the recipient will not comply
with the purpose restrictions within the specified time limit. In those circum
stances, if it is probable that the provider will not provide the resources or will
require the recipient to return all or part of the resources already received, the

12 The scope of GASB Interpretation No. 6 does not include employer contributions to post
employment healthcare plans reported using the provisions of GASB Statement No. 27.
# GASB Statement No. 48, effective for financial statements for periods beginning after December
15, 2006, paragraphs 75-79, in the "Basis for Conclusions" section of the Statement, discusses that
annual appropriations to pay debt issued by a component unit for which the primary government has
not pledged its full faith and credit should be reported as an obligation of the primary government
only when the appropriations are irrevocably pledged, that is, usually annually.
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provider should recognize a decrease in liabilities (or an increase in assets) and
a revenue for the amount that it is expected to cancel or reclaim.
8.34 Governments often receive grants and other financial assistance to
transfer to or spend on behalf of secondary recipients. Those amounts are re
ferred to as pass-through grants. For example, state governments often pass
through federal awards for community development, education, and social ser
vices programs to other governments, not-for-profit organizations, and individ
uals. Recipient governments may receive fees for administering pass-through
grants, which they should report as revenues. GASB Statement No. 24, A c
counting and Financial Reporting for Certain Grants and Other Financial A s
sistance, requires that all cash pass-through grants received by a recipient
government be reported in its financial statements. As a general rule, recip
ient governments should recognize cash pass-through grants as revenue and
expenses/expenditures in a governmental, proprietary, or trust fund, and as
revenue and expenses in the government-wide financial statements (unless
reported in a trust fund). In those infrequent cases in which a recipient gov
ernment serves only as a cash conduit (as defined in GASB Statement No. 24),
the grant should be reported in an agency fund, in which case it would not
be reported in the government-wide financial statements. A grantor may dis
allow costs for pass-through grants that do not comply with its requirements.
As applicable, the provisions of GASB Statement No. 33 or FASB Statement
No. 5, Accounting for Contingencies, apply in determining whether to accrue
refund liabilities, accrue receivables from subrecipients, or disclose contingent
liabilities for disallowed costs. (See paragraphs 8.48 and 8.50.)
8.35 On-behalf payments for fringe benefits and salaries are direct pay
ments made by one entity (the paying entity or paying government) to a thirdparty recipient for the employees of another, legally separate entity (the em
ployer entity or employer government). Such payments may be for pension
plan contributions, employee health and life insurance premiums, and salary
supplements or stipends. For example, a state government may make contri
butions directly to a pension plan for elementary and secondary schoolteach
ers employed in public school districts within the state. GASB Statement
No. 24, paragraph 13, states that a paying government should classify the
expenses/expenditures for the on-behalf payments that it makes in the same
manner that it classifies similar cash grants to other entities. For example, if
a state government classifies state aid payments to school districts as educa
tion expenditures, on-behalf payments of pension contributions for the school
districts also should be classified as education expenditures, rather than as pen
sion expenditures. (Chapter 6 discusses the revenue accounting and financial
reporting for such on-behalf payments by the employer government.)
U nrelated Business Incom e Taxes
8.36 Certain governmental entities are subject to federal unrelated busi
ness income taxes (UBIT), which is a tax on income derived from any trade or
business that is regularly carried on and not substantially related to the orga
nization's tax-exempt purpose or function. The governmental entities subject
to UBIT are those that have received federal income tax exemptions from the
IRS, such as Section 501(c)(3) corporations, as well as governmental colleges
and universities and their wholly owned subsidiary corporations. As with most
federal tax provisions, the provisions for UBIT can be complex. Affected gov
ernments should report expenses/expenditures and liabilities for UBIT when
the liability is incurred.
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Fund-Raising Costs
8.37 Some governmental entities, such as colleges and universities and
health care providers, solicit support through a variety o f fund-raising activi
ties. Sometimes fund-raising activities are conducted with activities related to
other functions, such as program activities or supporting services. Sometimes
fund-raising activities include components that would otherwise be associated
with program or supporting services, but in fact support fund raising. AICPA
SOP 98-2, Accounting for Costs o f Activities o f Not-for-Profit Organizations and
State and Local Governmental Entities That Include Fund Raising,13 included
as Appendix C of this Guide, establishes accounting and financial reporting
standards for the costs of joint activities. It also requires disclosures about the
nature the activities for which joint costs have been allocated and the amounts
of joint costs. Although the SOP applies to all governments, its provisions are
only meaningful for those entities that report using functional classifications.
Landfill Closure a n d Postclosure Care Costs
8.38 GASB Statement No. IS, Accounting for Municipal Solid Waste Land
fill Closure and Postclosure Care Costs, as interpreted by GASB Interpretation
No. 6, establishes standards o f accounting and financial reporting for munic
ipal solid waste landfill closure and postclosure care costs that are required
to be incurred by federal, state, or local laws or regulations. GASB Statement
No. 18, as interpreted, requires certain capital and operating costs that result
in disbursements near or after the date that the landfill stops accepting solid
waste and during the postclosure period to be included in the estimated total
current cost of landfill closure and postclosure care.
8.39 In the proprietary fund and government-wide financial statements,
a portion of the estimated total current cost of landfill closure and postclosure
care should be recognized as an expense and liability in each period that the
landfill accepts solid waste. Recognition should begin on the date the landfill
begins accepting solid waste, continue in each period that it accepts waste,
and be completed by the time it stops accepting waste. Estimated total current
cost should be assigned to periods based on landfill use. Equipment, facilities,
services, and final cover included in the estimated total current cost should
reduce the accrued landfill closure and postclosure care liability when they are
acquired. Using the measurement criteria discussed above, governmental funds
should recognize expenditures and related fund liabilities for landfill closure
and postclosure care costs as discussed in paragraphs 8.12 and 8.13.
8.40 Landfill owners or operators may be required to provide financial
assurances for closure, postclosure care, and remediation o f each landfill by
placing assets with a third-party trustee or in a surety standby trust. GASB
Statement No. 18, paragraph 15, states that those amounts should be reported
in the fund used to report landfill operations and be identified by a description
such as "amounts held by trustee." Investment earnings on amounts set aside
to finance closure and postclosure care should be reported as revenue, not as
reductions of the estimated total current cost of landfill closure and postclosure
care and related accrued liability.

13 SOP 98-2 was cleared by the GASB before it was issued and includes governmental entities
in its scope, and thus is category (b) guidance for governmental entities. See the discussion of the
hierarchy of governmental GAAP in Chapter 1, "Overview and Introduction."
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8.41 GASB Statement No. 18, paragraph 17, requires certain disclosures
in the notes to the financial statements concerning the nature and amount of
landfill closure and postclosure care costs and liabilities.
Claims a n d Judgments: Risk Financing an d Loss Contingencies
8.42 Claims and judgments include risk financing and insurance related
activities, which are addressed in GASB Statements No. 10, Accounting and Fi
nancial Reporting for Risk Financing and Related Insurance Issues, and No. 30,
Risk Financing Omnibus; and GASB Interpretation No. 4. In addition, GASB
Statement No. 42, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Impairment o f Cap
ital Assets and for Insurance Recoveries, clarifies and establishes accounting
requirements for insurance recoveries. Chapters 3 and Z o f the GASB Q&A
provides additional guidance.
8.43 GASB Statement No. 10, as amended and interpreted, establishes
accounting and financial reporting standards for risk financing and insurancerelated activities relating to risks of loss from torts; theft of, damage to, or
destruction o f assets; business interruption; errors or omissions; job-related ill
nesses or injuries to employees; and acts of God as well as losses from providing
accident and health, dental, and other medical benefits to employees and re
tirees, and their dependents and beneficiaries, based on covered events that
have already occurred.** Governments may manage and finance those risks by,
for example, purchasing commercial insurance, participating in public entity
risk pools, or retaining the risk.
8.44 GASB Statement No. 10 provides that, except as discussed in para
graph 8.45 when an internal service fund is used, if part or all of a risk of loss
has not been transferred to an unrelated third party, the government should
report an estimated loss as an expense and liability in the government-wide,
proprietary fund, and trust fund financial statements if two conditions are met.
Those conditions are that (a) information available before the financial state
ments are issued indicates that it is probable that an asset had been impaired
or a liability had been incurred at the date of the financial statements and (b)
the amount o f loss can be reasonably estimated. The estimated loss should in
clude incurred but not reported (IBNR) amounts—(a) known loss events that
are expected to later be presented as claims, (b) unknown loss events that are
expected to become claims, and (c) expected future development on claims al
ready reported—if those losses can be reasonably estimated and it is probable
that a claim will be asserted. Additional guidance on measuring the liability is
provided in GASB Statement No. 10, as amended and interpreted. Using the
measurement criteria discussed above, governmental funds should recognize
expenditures and related fund liabilities for those claims and judgments as
discussed in paragraphs 8.12 and 8.13.
8.45 If a single fund is used to account for an entity's risk financing activ
ities, that fund should be either the general fund or an internal service fund.
(Stand-alone entities that engage only in business-type or fiduciary activities
and that are not considered to be a part o f another financial reporting entity

** See Appendix A (paragraph 8.110]. GASB Statement No. 45 amends paragraph 2 of GASB
Statement No. 10, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Risk Financing and Related Insurance
Issues, to eliminate retiree health benefits from the scope of GASB Statement No. 10. The GASB staff
document Comprehensive Implementation Guide (GASB Q&A), item 3.50.3, further discusses this
matter.
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should not use an internal service fund to report their own risk financing ac
tivities.)
•

If a government uses the general fund, that fund should recog
nize claims expenditures and liabilities as discussed for govern
mental funds in paragraph 8.44 (including that paragraph's refer
ence to paragraphs 8.12 and 8.13). The government may use any
method to allocate claims expenditures to other funds, and gener
ally should account for amounts charged to other funds from the
general fund as interfund reimbursements. (Interfund reimburse
ments are discussed in Chapter 9.) However, if the total amount
charged to the other funds (including the general fund itself) ex
ceeds the total claims expenditures and liabilities recognized, the
excess amounts should be reported as interfund transfers.

•

If a government uses an internal service fund, that fund should
recognize claims expenses and liabilities as discussed in para
graph 8.44. The total charge by the internal service fund to the
other funds for the period should (a) equal the expense and liabil
ity recognized or (b) be based on an actuarial method or historical
cost information and adjusted over a reasonable period of time
so that internal service fund revenues and expenses are approx
imately equal (plus, if the government chooses to, a reasonable
provision for expected future catastrophe losses). Those interfund
charges should be recognized as revenue by the internal service
fund and as expenses/expenditures by the other funds. Deficits, if
any, in the internal service fund resulting from using method b do
not need to be charged back to the other funds in any one year, as
long as adjustments are made over a reasonable period o f time. If
the charge by the internal service fund to the other funds fails to
recover the full cost of claims over a reasonable period of time, any
deficit fund balance in the internal service fund should be charged
back to the other funds and reported as expenses/expenditures of
those funds. If the charge by the internal service fund to the other
funds is greater than that permitted by methods a or b, the excess
should be reported in both the internal service fund and the other
funds as an interfund transfer.

8.46 GASB Statement No. 10, as amended and interpreted, also provides
guidance on how governments should account for and report on their participa
tion in public entity risk pools. The accounting and financial reporting require
ments for public entity risk pools are discussed in Chapter 12.
8.47 GASB Statement No. 42, paragraph 21, requires that insurance
recoveries14 be recognized only when realized or realizable. If an insurer has
admitted or acknowledged coverage, an insurance recovery would be realizable.
If the insurer has denied coverage, the insurance recovery generally would not
be realizable. For insurance recoveries associated with capital asset impair
ment, GASB Statement No. 42 states that the governmental fund financial
statements should report the insurance recovery as an other financing source
or extraordinary item, as appropriate. It also states that the governmental and

14 The GASB staff document, Comprehensive Implementation Guide (GASB Q&A), item Z.42.11,
indicates that the guidance in GASB Statem ent No. 42, paragraph 21, applies to any loss covered by
insurance, whether or not the policyholder is the government.
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business-type activities in government-wide financial statements and the pro
prietary fund financial statements should net those insurance recoveries with
the associated loss when the recovery and loss occur in the same year. GASB
Statement No. 42, paragraph 22, states that insurance recoveries other than
those related to impairment of capital assets, such as for theft or embezzlement
o f cash or other monetary assets, should be accounted for as described for insur
ance recoveries related to capital asset impairment. If not otherwise apparent
in the financial statements, the notes to the financial statements should disclose
the amount and financial statement classification of insurance recoveries.
8.48 Claims and judgments also involve loss contingencies—existing con
ditions that may create a legal obligation in the future but that arise from past
transactions or events—resulting from all claims from actions not included in
the scope of GASB Statement No. 10, as amended and interpreted (see para
graph 8.43). Those other claims include contractual actions, such as claims for
delays or inadequate specifications on contracts, or for guarantees o f the debt of
others (see paragraph 8.79), unemployment compensation claims, and, subject
to the guidance in GASB Statement No. 33, property tax appeals, tax refund
claims, and refunds of nonexchange revenues when the government does not
meet a provider's requirements. NCGA Statement 4, Accounting and Financial
Reporting Principles for Claims and Judgments and Compensated Absences, as
amended by GASB Statement No. 10, establishes the requirements of FASB
Statement No. 5 as the guidelines for recognizing a loss liability in these sit
uations. Under FASB Statement No. 5, a liability should be recognized when
(a) information available prior to issuance of the financial statements indi
cates it is probable that an asset has been impaired or a liability has been
incurred at the date of the financial statements and (b) the amount o f the loss
can be reasonably estimated. Consequently, loss contingencies involve pending,
threatened, or unasserted litigation, claims, or assessments as o f the financial
statement date. Using the measurement criteria discussed above, governmen
tal funds should recognize expenditures and related fund liabilities for claims
and judgments arising from loss contingencies as discussed in paragraphs 8.12
and 8.13.
8.49 Governments also may need to recognize loss contingencies and make
note disclosures (including disclosure of material violations o f finance-related
legal provisions and actions taken to address such violations) relating to noncompliance with federal tax requirements, such as those relating to employment
taxes and employee benefits. Those requirements may involve, for example,
Federal Insurance Contributions Act (FICA) reporting and social security and
Medicare coverage. The AICPA's annual Audit Risk Alert State and Local Gov
ernmental Developments often discusses common areas o f noncompliance with
federal tax requirements that affect governments.
8.50 GASB Statement No. 10, as amended and interpreted, and FASB
Statement No. 5 require various disclosures relating to claims and judgments.
For example:
•

If no accrual is made for a loss contingency because one or both of
the required conditions are not met, or if an exposure to loss exists
in excess o f the amount accrued, but there is a reasonable possi
bility that a loss or an additional loss may have been incurred, the
financial statements should disclose the nature of the contingency
and an estimate of the possible loss or range o f loss, or state that
such an estimate cannot be made.
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•

The entity should describe the risks of loss to which it is exposed
and the way(s) in which those risks of loss are handled; significant
reductions in insurance coverage from coverage in the prior year
by major categories o f risk; whether the amount o f settlements
exceeded insurance coverage for each of the past three fiscal years;
and the nature of participation in risk pools, including the rights
and the responsibilities of both the entity and the pool.

•

If an entity retains the risk of loss, it should disclose various data
about recorded and unrecorded liabilities. (See GASB Statement
No. 10, paragraph 77, as amended.)

•

For risk financing internal service funds, deficit net assets should
be disclosed and net assets that result from charging a reason
able provision for expected future catastrophe losses should be
disclosed as designated net assets.

O perating Leases
8.51 Many governments enter into lease purchase agreements, install
ment purchase contracts, or other forms o f capital asset financing agreements
(collectively termed lease agreements). The accounting and financial report
ing for lease agreements is described in NCGA Statement 5, Accounting and
Financial Reporting Principles for Lease Agreements o f State and Local Gov
ernments, as amended by GASB Statements No. 13, Accounting for Operating
Leases with Scheduled Rent Increases, and No. 14, The Financial Reporting
Entity. This chapter discusses lessee accounting and financial reporting for op
erating leases; Chapter 7 discusses lessee accounting and financial reporting for
capital leases. Chapter 6 discusses lessor accounting. Chapter 12 (in the section
on financing authorities) discusses specialized standards for leases between a
primary government and a component unit.
8.52 NCGA Statement 5, as amended, provides that the requirements of
FASB Statement No. 13, Accounting for Leases, as amended and interpreted,
are the guidelines for accounting and financial reporting for operating leases,
except for operating leases with scheduled rent increases. GASB Statement
No. 13, requires that transactions arising from operating leases with sched
uled rent increases be measured based on the terms of the lease contract when
the pattern of the payment requirements, including the increases, is systematic
and rational. However, if the pattern o f the payment requirements is not sys
tematic and rational—for example, if there is a rent reduction or "rent holiday"
that constitutes a financing arrangement between the lessor and the lessee,
or if there are reduced rents to induce the lessee to enter into the lease— the
operating lease transactions should be measured either (a) on a straight-line
basis over the lease term or (b) based on the estimated fair value of the rental.
GASB Statement No. 13 contains guidance on measuring the fair value o f the
rental.
8.53 The government-wide and proprietary and trust fund financial state
ments should recognize operating lease expenses using the measurement cri
teria discussed in paragraph 8.52.15 Governmental funds should recognize op
erating lease expenditures and report the related fund liabilities using the
measurement criteria discussed in that same paragraph to the extent that the
15 If the fair-value measurement is used for operating leases with scheduled rent increases, the
interest portion of the expense should be recognized each period using the interest method.
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amounts are payable with expendable, available financial resources. (Note that
the scope o f GASB Interpretation No. 6 does not include operating leases with
scheduled rent increases.)
8.54 NCGA Statement 5, as amended, requires governments to apply the
disclosure requirements of FASB Statement No. 13, as amended and inter
preted, including for operating leases with scheduled rent increases. NCGA
Statement 1, paragraph 40, also requires disclosure of significant noncapital
ized (operating) lease commitments. GASB Statement No. 38, Certain Financial
Statement Note Disclosures, paragraph 11, requires governments to disclose the
future minimum principal and interest payments for each of the five subsequent
fiscal years and in five-year increments after that for both capital and operating
leases.
C ustom er a n d D ev elop er Deposits
8.55 Many electric, water, gas, sewer, and other utility operations require
customer deposits to assure timely payment for services. Customer deposits
to secure service payments normally are required before service starts and
are refunded when service is terminated. Utility operations also may require
land developers or individual property owners to make deposits as advance
payments o f system development fees to extend utility service lines to their
properties. Utility operations generally are reported in enterprise funds, and
unearned customer and developer deposits initially are recorded as liabilities
in those funds and in the government-wide financial statements. Customer
deposits remain as liabilities until they are applied against unpaid billings or
refunded to customers. Developer deposits remain as liabilities until they are
recognized as revenue from system development fees. (See Chapter 6.)
D eferred C h arges††
Prepaid Items
8.56 Prepaid items are payments for services, such as insurance or rent,
before they are received. The government-wide, proprietary fund, and fidu
ciary fund financial statements should report prepaid items as assets until the
services are received. GASB Interpretation No. 4, Accounting and Financial
Reporting for Capitalization Contributions to Public Entity Risk Pools, has spe
cific provisions for reporting prepaid insurance for capitalization contributions
made to form or join a public entity risk pool. Governmental fund expendi
tures for services extending over more than one accounting period need not be
allocated between or among accounting periods, but may be accounted for as
expenditures o f the period o f acquisition. See Chapter 10, "Equity and Finan
cial Statement Reconciliations," for a discussion o f governmental fund balance
reserves for prepaid items.
Inventory
8.57 Inventory is stocks of materials held for sale or use. The governmentwide, proprietary fund, and fiduciary fund financial statements should report
inventory items as assets until the materials are sold or used. In the govern
mental funds, inventory items may be considered expenditures either when
purchased (purchases method) or when sold or used (consumption method).

†† GASB Statement No. 48, effective for financial statements for periods beginning after De
cember 15, 2006, paragraph 15, calls for a deferred charge to be recognized by the transferee in an
intra-entity sale of future revenues.
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Accounting Research Bulletin (ARB) No. 43, Restatement and Revision o f A c
counting Research Bulletins, Chapter 4, "Inventory Pricing," which applies to
the government-wide and proprietary fund financial statements (and which
may be applied in the governmental and fiduciary funds),16 provides guidance
for when supplies that are held for sale or to be used directly or indirectly in the
production o f goods or services to be available for sale should be written down to
the lower of cost or market. Unless ARB No. 43 is applied, governmental fund
inventories generally are not written down from cost to lower market values
unless the usability of the inventory is affected by physical deterioration or ob
solescence. NCGA Statement 1, paragraph 73, requires significant amounts of
governmental fund inventories to be reported in the fund balance sheet, even
though they may be recognized as expenditures using the purchases method.
If using the purchases method, that reporting is accomplished by recording a
corresponding credit as a fund balance reserve for inventory. (See the further
discussion in Chapter 10.)
8.58 ARB No. 43, Chapter 3A, "Working Capital—Current Assets and
Current Liabilities," paragraph 9, which applies to the government-wide and
proprietary fund financial statements (and which may be applied in the govern
mental and fiduciary funds), requires disclosure of the basis for stating the var
ious classifications of inventory items and, where practicable, the method used
to determine their cost (such as average cost, first-in first-out, last-in first-out,
and so forth). In addition, Accounting Principles Board (APB) Opinion No. 22,
Disclosure o f Accounting Policies, which applies to the government-wide and all
fund financial statements because of the provisions of GASB Statement No. 34
and NCGA Statement 1, includes inventory pricing policies as a commonly re
quired disclosure.
Escheat P roperty
8.59 Local governments often hold abandoned or unclaimed property for
some period of time (often several years) before transmitting it to the state in
accordance with escheat laws. GASB Statement No. 21, Accounting for Escheat
Property, as amended by GASB Statements No. 34 and No. 37, Basic Finan
cial Statements—and Management's Discussion and Analysis—for State and
Local Governments: Omnibus, indicates that escheat property held for indi
viduals, private organizations, or another government should be reported in
a private-purpose trust fund or in agency fund, as appropriate, or in the gov
ernmental or proprietary fund in which escheat property is otherwise reported,
with a corresponding liability. As discussed in Chapter 2, "Financial Reporting,"
private-purpose trust and agency funds (like all fiduciary funds) should not be
reported in the government-wide financial statements. Chapter 12 discusses
state government reporting of escheat property.
A g e n c y Funds
8.60 Agency funds do not report liabilities for amounts owing to other
funds o f the government. If an agency fund is used as a clearing account to
distribute financial resources to other funds, those resources should be reported
as assets in the appropriate funds, not as interfund balances. (See also the
discussion of amounts collected for individuals, other entities, and other fund
in Chapter 6.)
16 See the discussion of the governmental GAAP hierarchy in Chapter 1 and the discussion of
the applicability of certain private-sector accounting and financial reporting standards in Chapter 2.
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D ebt
8.61 The accounting for debt generally is based on whether the debt is
short-term or long-term debt, not on whether the debt is current (that is, due to
be paid within one year of the financial statement date) or noncurrent. Short
term debt instruments are those with original maturities of one year or less.
Long-term debt instruments are those with original maturities of more than
one year.
Short-Term Debt Instruments
8.62 A government's short-term debt instruments may take one of several
forms:17
•

•

•

Revenue anticipation notes usually are secured by future revenues
from one or more specific sources as well as by the government's
unpledged assets. For example, tax and grant anticipation notes
are secured by pledges of specific future tax and grant collections,
respectively.
Bond anticipation notes (BANs) are used primarily to provide in
terim construction financing and usually are retired with the pro
ceeds o f long-term debt. BANs are frequently refinanced by re
placement notes if the original notes mature before the long-term
debt is issued. Although the issuance o f the long-term debt may be
delayed pending improvement in market conditions, governments
usually issue long-term debt before starting construction.
Other short-term debt instruments (such as commercial paper)
usually are secured only by the pledge of the full faith and credit
o f the government (principally its taxing power).

8.63 Short-term debt generally is reported as a liability in the governmentwide financial statements and in the financial statements o f the fund receiving
the proceeds. (See the exception for governmental fund BANs in certain situa
tions in paragraph 8.64.) The issuance o f the debt and the repayment of debt
principal affect only the financial position statements; only the interest on the
debt is reported in the activity statements. APB Opinions No. 12, Omnibus
Opinion— 1967, and No. 21, Interest on Receivables and Payables, which are
required for the government-wide and proprietary fund financial statements
(and which may be applied in the governmental and fiduciary funds)18 provide
certain guidance on the accounting and financial reporting for debt transac
tions. In particular, APB Opinion No. 21 requires a debt issuance discount or
premium to be amortized as interest expense or income over the life of the debt
using the "interest" method, which is described in APB Opinion No. 12. APB
Opinion No. 21 also requires a discount or premium to be reported in the fi
nancial position statements as a direct deduction from or addition to the face
amount of the debt and issue costs to be reported as deferred charges. APB
Opinion No. 21 does not specify an amortization method for issue costs.
Bond and Other Anticipation Notes
8.64 NCGA Interpretation 9, Certain Fund Classifications and Balance
Sheet Accounts, as amended by GASB Statement No. 34, provides that in certain
17 Some governments may issue revenue and bond anticipation notes with original maturities
of more than one year. Such long-term anticipation notes are accounted for in accordance with the
provisions of the GASB standards discussed in paragraphs 8.64 and 8.65.
18 See footnote 16.
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situations, BANs are not reported in governmental funds. If all legal steps have
been taken to refinance governmental fund BANs and the intent is supported
by an ability to consummate refinancing the short-term notes on a long-term
basis in accordance with the criteria in FASB Statement No. 6, Classification
o f Short-Term Obligations Expected to Be Refinanced, the BANS should not be
reported in the governmental funds but only as general long-term liabilities in
the governmental activities column o f the government-wide statement of net
assets. NCGA Interpretation 9, as amended, also requires that proprietary fund
bond, tax, and revenue anticipation notes be reported as current or long-term
liabilities depending on the refinancing status in accordance with the criteria
in FASB Statement No. 6. If a short-term obligation is excluded from fund or
current liabilities, the notes to the financial statements should describe the
financing agreement and the terms of any new obligation incurred or expected
to be incurred as a result of a refinancing.
8.65 NCGA Interpretation 9 also requires that tax and revenue antici
pation notes be reported as a liability in the governmental fund receiving the
proceeds. This requirement is without regard to whether the tax and revenue
anticipation notes are short- or long-term instruments.
Long-Term Debt Instruments
8.66 A government's long-term debt instruments generally take one o f two
forms:19,20
•

General obligation bonds pledge the full faith and credit o f the
government to pay debt principal and interest.

•

Revenue (or limited-liability) bonds pledge specific receipts (such
as gasoline taxes, special assessments, utility revenues, and high
way or bridge tolls) to pay debt principal and interest. Revenue
bonds include tax-increment bonds, which sometimes are issued
in connection with economic development projects where future
property tax revenues to be generated by new development are
pledged to pay for the obligations issued. Revenue bonds also
include bonds that are issued by governments, often financing
authorities, to finance equipment or facilities that are leased to
another entity. The lease payments are pledged to pay the debt
principal and interest. Sometimes, lease-backed revenue bonds
are issued in a form known as certificates of participation (COPs).
(See the discussion of the accounting for lease-backed bonds in the
section on financing authorities in Chapter 12.) Depending on the
expectations for future revenues, or to improve the market for or
lower the interest rate on the debt, governments also may pledge
their full faith and credit on revenue bonds.

8.67 NCGA Statement 1 provides that liabilities arising from long-term
debt that is directly related to and expected to be paid from proprietary funds
should be reported in the proprietary fund and government-wide financial posi
tion statements. (This includes general obligation bonds that are expected to be
retired from proprietary fund revenues.) Liabilities arising from long-term debt*

19 Some state and local laws also may define capital leases as long-term debt instruments for
purposes such as debt limitations. Chapter 7 discusses lessee accounting and financial reporting for
capital leases.
20 See footnote 17.
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that is directly related to and expected to be paid from fiduciary funds should
be reported only in the statement o f fiduciary net assets. The accounting for
long-term proprietary and fiduciary fund debt is the same as for short-term
debt; see paragraph 8.63.
8.68 All other unmatured liabilities arising from long-term debt are gen
eral long-term liabilities. Those liabilities should not be reported as liabilities
in governmental funds but should be reported in the government-wide state
ment of net assets, typically in the governmental activities column. Matured
but unpaid portions of general long-term debt should be reported as liabilities
in both the governmental fund and government-wide financial statements. The
accounting for general long-term debt that is reported in the government-wide
financial statements is the same as for short-term debt; see paragraph 8.63.
8.69 In the governmental funds, except for certain demand bonds as dis
cussed in paragraph 8.71, the face amount of long-term debt issuances is re
ported as an other financing source in the fund that receives the debt proceeds.
Debt issuance premiums and discounts should be reported as other financing
sources and uses, respectively, and debt issue costs paid out o f debt proceeds,
such as underwriter fees, should be reported as expenditures.
8.70 Expenditures for the payment o f principal and interest on general
long-term debt are reported when the payments are due (matured). In addi
tion, debt service expenditures may be reported if a government has provided
financial resources to a debt service fund for payment o f debt that will mature
early in the following year. A government has "provided" financial resources to
a debt service fund if it has deposited in or transferred to that fund financial
resources that are dedicated for payment o f debt service. "Early in the follow
ing year" refers to a short time period—usually one to several days and not
more than one month. Debt service activities should be reported in debt service
funds if those funds are legally mandated or if financial resources are being ac
cumulated for principal and interest payments maturing in future years. Legal
mandates may arise from bond agreements requiring a reservefund to accu
mulate debt service resources or from voter approvals to issue the debt and
to pay the debt through a separate tax levy. (Such reserve funds are more ap
propriately described as accounts rather than as funds.)21 Many governments
establish individual debt service funds for each debt issue, even though not
required by legal or contractual provisions or generally accepted accounting
principles (GAAP). However, some governments combine individual debt ser
vice funds into a single debt service fund for financial reporting purposes.
Demand Bonds
8.71 Demand bonds are debt issuances that give the bondholder the right
to require the issuer or its agent to redeem the bonds within a certain period
after giving notice, creating a potential call on current resources. GASB In
terpretation No. 1, Demand Bonds Issued by State and Local Governmental
Entities, as amended by GASB Statement No. 34, provides guidance for bonds
that have demand provisions that can be exercised at the date of the financial
statements or within one year thereafter. Those bonds should be reported as
general long-term liabilities (and reported only in the government-wide state
ment of net assets, but not in the governmental funds balance sheet) or excluded

21 Chapter 2 discusses the auditor's consideration of whether legal or contractual provisions
require the use of separate funds for financial reporting purposes.
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from current liabilities of proprietary funds if all o f four conditions specified
in GASB Interpretation No. 1, as amended, are met. Those conditions ensure
that any bonds for which demand provisions are exercised will not require the
current use o f the government's resources. Unless those conditions are met,
demand bonds should be reported as liabilities in governmental funds or, in
the case of proprietary funds, as current liabilities. GASB Interpretation No. 1,
paragraph 11, requires certain note disclosures about demand bond programs,
liquidity agreements, take out agreements, and the debt service requirements
that would result if the take out agreement were to be exercised.
Special Assessment Debt
8.72 Special assessment debt is a long-term obligation for which assess
ments levied against the benefiting properties are the primary source o f repay
ment. Sometimes a government pays a portion of the cost o f an improvement,
in recognition of a "public benefit" that results from the project. Frequently, a
government will be obligated in some manner to provide resources for repay
ment of special assessment debt in the event of default by the assessed property
owners.
8.73 GASB Statement No. 6, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Spe
cial Assessments, as amended by GASB Statements No. 33 and No. 34, pro
vides the accounting and financial reporting standards for special assessment
projects, which differ depending on whether the government is obligated in
some manner to assume the payment of related debt service in the event of
default by the property owners. A government is obligated in some manner for
special assessment debt if (a) it is legally obligated to assume all or part of
the debt in the event of default or (b) the government may take certain actions
to assume secondary liability for all or part of the debt—and the government
takes, or has given indications that it will take, those actions. GASB Statement
No. 6 provides additional guidance on the "obligated in some manner" criterion.
8.74 If a government is obligated in some manner for special assessment
debt, all transactions related to capital improvements financed by special as
sessments should be reported in the same manner, and on the same basis o f
accounting, as any other capital improvement and financing transaction. De
pending on the administration o f a special assessment project and the fund that
is expected to pay the government's share of the project debt, if any, the transac
tions may be reported using proprietary or governmental funds and accounted
for as discussed in paragraphs 8.67, and 8.68 through 8.70, respectively.
8.75 GASB Statement No. 6 provides that if the government is not ob
ligated in any manner for special assessment debt, the debt is not reported
in the government's financial statements, and transactions of the debt service
phase are reported in an agency fund. If the construction phase of the project is
reported in a capital projects or other governmental fund, the source of funds
is identified by a description other than "bond proceeds," such as "contribu
tion from property owners." If the project is reported in a proprietary fund, an
amount equal to the amount capitalized in the fund (for the capital asset) should
be reported on the accrual basis after nonoperating revenue and identified by
a description such as "contribution from property owners." In the governmentwide financial statements, program revenue (capital grants and contributions)
equal to the amount capitalized (for the capital asset) should be reported.
8.76 GASB Statement No. 6, paragraphs 20 and 21, provides disclosure
requirements for special assessment debt. If the government is obligated in
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some manner for special assessment debt, it should disclose the information
required for long-term debt (see the later section in this chapter entitled "Dis
closures"). The government also should describe the nature of its obligation,
including identifying any guarantee, reserve, or sinking fund established to
cover defaults by property owners. If the government is not obligated in any
manner for special assessment debt, the notes should disclose the amount of
the debt and the fact that the government is in no way liable for repayment.
Conduit Debt
8.77 Governments sometimes issue conduit debt, which is certain limitedobligation revenue bonds, certificates of participation, or similar debt instru
ments to provide capital financing for a specific third party that is not a part of
the issuer's financial reporting entity. Although conduit debt instruments bear
the name of the governmental issuer, the issuer has no obligation for the debt
beyond the resources provided by a lease or loan with the benefiting third party.
The proceeds from the sale of such debt usually advance or achieve some public
purpose, such as hospital construction or the expansion o f a private business
to increase employment or the government's tax base. Normally, such debt is
repayable only by the benefiting third party. Conduit debt explicitly states that
the government has no obligation other than possibly to help creditors exercise
their rights in the event of default.
8.78 Some governments report conduit debt as liabilities in their financial
statements whereas other governments do not. GASB Interpretation No. 2,
Disclosure o f Conduit Debt Obligations, does not establish accounting standards
for conduit debt. However, it does state that some conduit debt issuers report the
obligations as liabilities and that the interpretation does not alter that reporting
or the reporting of future, substantially similar conduit debt obligations. GASB
Interpretation No. 2 requires governments with conduit debt obligations to
disclose a general description o f the conduit debt transactions, the aggregate
amount of all conduit debt obligations outstanding at the financial statement
date, and a clear indication that it has no obligation for the debt beyond the
resources provided by related leases or loans. See the further discussion of
conduit debt obligations in the section on financing authorities in Chapter 12.
D ebt G u aran tees‡‡
8.79 Some governments may be legally or morally obligated for the debt of
other entities. A legal obligation would be one in which one government has—
through law or contract—agreed to pay the debt o f another entity should the
other entity be unable to do so. On the other hand, a moral obligation is usually
unenforceable unless authorization to pay is adopted by the entity's governing
body. An example is debt issued by a local government for which the state gov
ernment is obligated, in the event of default, to consider assuming responsibility
for total repayment or to consider annually the need to provide the required debt
service payments. For guarantees arising from legal and moral obligations to
pay the debt of other entities (except for special assessment debt as discussed in
paragraphs 8.72 through 8.76), governments should apply the requirements of
NCGA Statement 4, as amended and interpreted, which requires liabilities for
contingencies arising from such guarantees to be recognized and reported using

‡‡ GASB Statement No. 48, effective for financial statements for periods beginning after Decem
ber 15, 2006, paragraphs 75-79, in the "Basis for Conclusions" section of the Statement, discusses
guarantees between a primary government and a component unit.
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the criteria of FASB Statement No. 5. (See paragraph 8.48.) In addition, GAAP
requires the disclosure o f significant commitments. (See paragraph 8.83.)
A d va n ce Refundings a n d In-Substance D efeasan ces
8.80 GASB Statements No. 7, Advance Refundings Resulting in Defea
sance o f Debt, and No. 23, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Refundings
o f Debt Reported by Proprietary Activities, as amended by No. 34, provide guid
ance on the accounting and financial reporting for advance and current refund
ings that result in the defeasance of debt. In a refunding, a government issues
new debt to finance the repayment of previously issued (old) debt. The repay
ment of the old debt may either be immediate (a current refunding) or at some
future time (an advance refunding).
8.81 An advance refunding may defease the old debt, either legally or in
substance. A legal defeasance occurs when debt is legally satisfied based on
certain provisions in the debt instrument even though the debt is not actu
ally paid. Debt is defeased in substance if the government irrevocably places
cash or other assets with an escrow agent in a trust to be used solely to satisfy
scheduled interest and principal payments o f the debt, and the possibility that
the government will be required to make future payments on that debt is re
mote. (See the criteria for an in-substance defeasance in GASB Statement No.
7, paragraph 4.) When debt is defeased, neither that liability nor the escrowed
assets are reported in the financial statements. Only the new debt is reported.
•

For current and advance refundings that defease general long
term debt, the face amount of the new debt should be reported as
an "other financing source— proceeds of refunding bonds" in the
governmental fund receiving the proceeds. Payments to the escrow
agent from resources provided by new debt should be reported as
an "other financing use— payment to refunded bond escrow agent."
Payments to the escrow agent from other resources should be re
ported as debt service expenditures.

•

For current and advance refundings that defease proprietary fund
debt, GASB Statement No. 23 requires that the difference between
the reacquisition price and the net carrying amount o f the old debt
be deferred and amortized as a component o f interest expense in a
systematic and rational manner over the remaining life o f the old
debt or the life of the new debt, whichever is shorter. In the pro
prietary fund statement of fund net assets, this deferred amount
should be reported as a deduction from or an addition to the new
debt liability. The new debt may be reported "net," with either
parenthetical or note disclosure of the deferred amount on refund
ing; or it may be reported "gross," with both the debt liability and
related deferred amount presented in the statement o f fund net
assets. GASB Statement No. 23, as amended, provides additional
standards for debt that refunds previous refunding debt.

•

In the government-wide financial statements, current and ad
vance refundings, including refundings of general long-term debt,
should be reported in the same manner as in proprietary fund
financial statements. (See the previous bulleted item.)

8.82 In all periods following an advance refunding for which debt that
was defeased in substance remains outstanding, governments should disclose
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the outstanding amount of that debt, if any, at the financial statement date.
In addition, GASB Statements No. 7 and No. 23, as amended, require the fol
lowing disclosures in the year o f the refunding: (a) a general description of the
transaction, (b) the difference between the cash flows required to service the
old debt and the cash flows required to service the new debt and complete the
refunding, and (c) the economic gain or loss resulting from the transaction.
GASB Statement No. 7 provides guidance on the various measures needed for
those disclosures.
Commitments
8.83 Governments are subject to various commitments, which are existing
arrangements to enter into future transactions or events, such as long-term
contractual obligations with suppliers for future purchases at specified prices
and sometimes at specified quantities. NCGA Interpretation 6, Notes to the
Financial Statements Disclosure, paragraph 4, requires note disclosure about
construction and other significant commitments. (See also Chapters 10 and
11 concerning the reporting of encumbrances, which are commitments against
the government's appropriations for unperformed contracts for services and
undelivered goods.)

Activity Statement Classifications
G overn m en t-W id e Statem ent o f Activities
8.84 As discussed in Chapter 2, the government-wide statement of ac
tivities presents activities accounted for in governmental funds by function,
and activities accounted for in enterprise fund by different identifiable activ
ities. (GASB Statement No. 34 and this Guide use the term function to refer
to the level o f detail presented in the statement of activities for both govern
mental and business-type activities.) GASB Statement No. 34 requires resource
outflows from other than transfers—expenses in this case— to be classified by
function except those that meet the definition o f special or extraordinary items
(as discussed in paragraph 8.86). At a minimum, governments should report di
rect expenses for each function.22 Direct expenses are those that are specifically
associated with a service, program, or department and, thus, clearly identifi
able to a particular function. (Chapter 7 of the GASB Q&A provides additional
guidance for identifying direct expenses.) Some functions (such as general gov
ernment, support services, or administration) include expenses that are, in
essence, indirect expenses of other functions. Although governments are not
required to allocate those indirect expenses among other functions, they may
allocate some or all of them. If indirect expenses are allocated, direct and in
direct expenses should be presented in separate columns in the statement of
activities. A column totaling direct and indirect expenses may be presented
but is not required. (See the discussion in Chapter 9 about the requirement to
eliminate allocations of overhead and similar expenses.)
8.85 GASB Statement No. 34 also provides classification standards for
expenses for depreciation on general long-term assets and interest on gen
eral long-term liabilities. Chapter 7 discusses those classifications for depre
ciation expense. Interest on general long-term liabilities should be reported as
22 As discussed in Chapter 2, GASB Statement No. 34 encourages governments to provide data
in the statem ent of activities at a more detailed level than by function if doing so provides more useful
information without significantly reducing the statement's understandability.
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an indirect expense except in those limited instances when borrowing is es
sential to the creation or continuing existence o f a program and it would be
misleading to exclude the interest from direct expenses of that program (for
example, a new program that is highly leveraged in its early stages). Most in
terest on general long-term liabilities should be reported in the statement of
activities as a separate line that clearly indicates that it excludes direct interest
expenses, if any, reported in other functions. The amount excluded should be
disclosed in the notes or presented on the face of the statement.
8.86 Special items are transactions or other events within the control of
management that are either unusual in nature or infrequent in occurrence.
(APB Opinion No. 30, Reporting the Results o f Operations—Reporting the Ef
fects o f Disposal o f a Segment o f a Business, and Extraordinary, Unusual and
Infrequently Occurring Events and Transactions, as amended and interpreted,
defines the terms unusual in nature and infrequency o f occurrence.) Extraor
dinary items are transactions or other events that are both unusual in nature
and infrequent in occurrence. Special items should be reported before extraor
dinary items. The GASB Q&A, item 7.43.3, provides the following examples of
items that may be special items: termination benefits resulting from workforce
reductions due to sale o f utility operations; early retirement program offered
to all employees; and forgiveness of significant debt. It also provides the fol
lowing examples of items that may be extraordinary items: costs related to an
environmental disaster caused by a large chemical spill in a train derailment
in a small city and significant damage to the community or destruction o f gov
ernment facilities by a natural disaster (tornado, hurricane, flood, earthquake,
and so forth) or terrorist act. According to the provisions o f FASB Statement
No. 4, Reporting Gains and Losses From Extinguishment o f Debt, paragraph 8,
as amended by FASB Statement No. 64, Extinguishments o f Debt Made to Sat
isfy Sinking-Fund Requirements, gains and losses from extinguishments of debt
usually should be aggregated and, if material, classified as an extraordinary
item. Except as discussed in the rest of this paragraph, that standard applies
to extinguishments of debt that are reported as gains and losses in proprietary
funds and the government-wide financial statements. As discussed in Chapter
2, enterprise funds can elect to apply all FASB Statements and Interpreta
tions issued after November 30, 1989, except for those that conflict with or
contradict GASB pronouncements. In those enterprise funds that make that
election (and in the related portions o f the government-wide financial state
ments), the provisions of APB Opinion No. 30 apply, and the gains and losses
from debt extinguishments are not classified as an extraordinary item because
FASB Statement No. 145, Rescission o f FASB Statements No. 4, 44, and 64,
Amendment o f FASB Statement No. 13, and Technical Corrections, rescinded
FASB Statements No. 4 and No. 64.
G overn m en tal Funds Statem ent o f R evenues, Expenditures,
a n d C hanges in Fund Balances
8.87 In the governmental funds, resource outflows from other than trans
fers should be reported as expenditures, classified at a minimum by function,
unless they are required to be reported as other financing uses, special items, or
extraordinary items. Expenditures also should be classified by character, that
is, on the basis o f the fiscal period they are presumed to benefit. The major
character classifications o f expenditures are current, which benefit the current
fiscal period; capital outlays, which are presumed to benefit both the present
and future fiscal periods; debt service, which presumably benefits prior fiscal
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periods as well as current and future periods, and intergovernmental, where
one government transfers resources to another.
8.88 Other financing uses, which should be reported with other financ
ing sources after the excess (deficiency) of revenues over expenditures, should
include long-term debt issuance discounts (see paragraph 8.69) and payments
to escrow agents for bond refundings paid from resources provided by the new
debt (see paragraph 8.81). Special and extraordinary items (see paragraph 8.86)
should be reported separately after other financing sources and uses. If both
special and extraordinary items occur during the same period, they should be
reported separately within a special and extraordinary items classification.
Proprietary Funds Statem ent o f R evenues, E xpenses, a n d C hanges
in Fund N et A ssets (or Fund Equity)
8.89 In the proprietary funds, resource outflows from other than transfers
are classified as operating expenses, nonoperating expenses, special items, or
extraordinary items. Chapter 6 discusses the GASB Statement No. 34 require
ments for defining operating revenues and expenses. Paragraph 8.86 discusses
special and extraordinary items. Operating and nonoperating expenses should
be detailed. The GASB Q&A, item 7.72.4, indicates that the required detail may
be provided by using natural classifications (for example, salaries and wages,
employee benefits, supplies, utilities) or functions (a public university, for ex
ample, may use instruction, academic support, student services, and so forth).
Fiduciary Funds Statem ent o f C hanges in Fiduciary N et A ssets
8.90 This statement reports only trust funds; agency funds should not be
reported in this statement. Resource outflows are classified as deductions. The
detailed display requirements of GASB Statements No. 25, Financial Reporting
for Defined Benefit Pension Plans and Note Disclosures for Defined Contribu
tion Plans, and No. 26, Financial Reporting for Postemployment Healthcare
Plans Administered by Defined Benefit Pension Plans, apply to the statements
of changes in plan net assets for pension and other employee benefit trust funds.
(See Chapter 12, which discusses GASB Statement No. 43, which supersedes
GASB Statement No. 26.)
8.91 Agency fund activities are reported in a statement of changes in as
sets and liabilities that may be presented as supplementary information other
than RSI, known as SI,23 for example, in the combining and individual fund fi
nancial statements in a comprehensive annual financial report. That statement
presents changes in all assets and liabilities, not only cash transactions.

Financial Position Statement Classifications
8.92 GASB Statement No. 34 requires the government-wide statement
of net assets to present assets and liabilities in order o f liquidity (which is
encouraged) or classified between current and long-term. It also requires as
sets and liabilities o f proprietary funds to be classified between current and
long-term. Chapter 2 discusses the requirements for those presentations. The
detailed display requirements of GASB Statements No. 25 and No. 26 apply to
the statements of plan net assets of pension and other employee benefit trust

23 Chapters 4, "General Auditing Considerations," and 14, "Audit Reporting," discuss the auditor's
responsibility for and reporting on supplementary information other than RSI, known as SI.
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funds. (See Chapter 12, which discusses GASB Statement No. 43, which super
sedes GASB Statement No. 26.)
8.93 If proprietary or trust fund liabilities for which the government is
contingently liable are in default—or if it is probable that those liabilities will
not be paid on a timely basis from the resources of those funds and default
is imminent—NCGA Statement 1, paragraph 46, as amended, requires the
liabilities to be reported separately from other liabilities in the fund balance
sheet and in the government-wide statement of net assets. The notes to the
financial statements should disclose all significant facts with respect to the
situation.

Disclosures
8.94 Earlier portions of this chapter discuss many o f the disclosures re
quired for transactions and balances discussed in this chapter. Other required
disclosures include:
•

The accounting principles used for recognizing expenses/
expenditures (NCGA Statement 1, paragraph 69, and APB Opin
ion No. 22)

•

Material violations of finance-related legal and contractual provi
sions and actions taken to address such violations (NCGA State
ment 1, paragraph 158, and GASB Statement No. 38, paragraph 9)

•

The government's policy for allocating indirect expenses to func
tions in the government-wide statement of activities (GASB State
ment No. 34, paragraph 115)

•

The government's policy for whether it first applies restricted or
unrestricted resources when an expense is incurred for purposes
for which both restricted and unrestricted net assets are available
(GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 115)

•

Details about derivative instruments that are not reported at fair
value on the statement of net assets, including the objective o f
the derivatives and their significant terms, fair values, risks, and
associated debt (GASB TB No. 2003-1, Disclosure Requirements
for Derivatives Not Presented at Fair Value on the Statement o f
Net Assets, paragraphs 5 through 10)

•

Short-term debt activity during the year, including a schedule of
changes in that debt and the purpose for which the debt was issued
(GASB Statement No. 38, paragraph 12)

•

Significant effects of subsequent events (NCGA Statement 1, para
graph 158)

•

Debt service requirements to maturity, presenting principal and
interest requirements separately for each o f the five subsequent
fiscal years and in five-year increments after that (NCGA State
ment 1, paragraph 158, and GASB Statement No. 38, para
graph 10) (Note that interest requirements for variable-rate debt
should be calculated using the rate in effect at the financial state
ment date. Note also that when derivatives are entered into to
achieve a synthetic interest rate, the net cash flow should be dis
closed in addition to the debt service requirements o f the associ
ated debt [GASB TB No. 2003-1, paragraph 9].)
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•

The terms by which interest rates change for variable-rate debt
(GASB Statement No. 38, paragraph 10)

•

Details about payables aggregated in the financial statements
when those aggregations obscure significant components of the
payables (GASB Statement No. 38, paragraph 13)

8.95 Paragraphs 116 and 119 o f GASB Statement No. 34 require govern
ments to provide the following details in the notes to the financial statements
about the primary government's long-term liabilities (both long-term debt and
other long-term liabilities) except net pension obligations.24 The information in
the disclosure should be divided into major classes o f long-term liabilities as
well as between type of activity (governmental versus business-type):
•

Beginning- and end-of-year balances

•

Increases and decreases (separately)

•

The portions o f each item that are due within one year of the
financial statement date

•

Which governmental funds typically have been used to liquidate
other long-term liabilities (such as compensated absences and pen
sion liabilities) in prior years

8.96 GASB Statement No. 34, as amended by GASB Statement No. 37,
also requires the disclosure of certain segment information for governments
that report enterprise funds or that use enterprise fund accounting and re
porting standards to report their activities. For purposes of that disclosure,
a segment is an identifiable activity (or grouping of activities) reported as or
within an enterprise fund or an other stand-alone entity that has one or more
bonds or other debt instruments outstanding, with a revenue stream pledged
in support o f that debt and an externally-imposed requirement for the activity's
revenues, expenses, gains and losses, assets, and liabilities to be accounted for
separately. However, segment disclosures are not required (a) for an activity
whose only outstanding debt is conduit debt for which the government has no
obligation beyond the resources provided by related leases or loans or (b) when
an individual fund is both a segment and reported as a major fund.25 GASB
Statement No. 34, paragraph 122, contains the required segment disclosures,
which should be met by providing condensed financial statements in the notes
to the financial statements and describing the types of goods and services pro
vided. GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 123, encourages governments that
want to present disaggregated data for their multiple-function enterprise funds
beyond what is required for segment reporting (for example, net program cost
information) to present a statement o f activities as SI.

Managemenfs Discussion and Analysis
8.97 As discussed in Chapter 2, GASB Statement No. 34 requires the
presentation o f a management's discussion and analysis (MD&A) as RSI.26
One o f the requirements for presentation in MD&A is long-term debt activity
during the year, including a discussion of changes in credit ratings and debt

24 Information about net pension obligations should be disclosed in a separate note as required
by GASB Statement No. 27.
25 The GASB Q&A, item 7.86.2, explains that common segments should not be grouped for
purposes of the disclosure.
26 See footnote 11.
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limitations that may affect the financing o f planned facilities or services. As
an alternative, governments may summarize in the MD&A the information in
the note disclosure discussed in paragraph 8.95 and refer to that disclosure for
additional details.
8.98 MD&A also should include a description o f currently known facts,
decisions, or conditions that are expected to have a significant effect on fi
nancial position or results o f operations. According to the GASB Q&A, item
7.5.13, examples o f currently known facts, decisions, or conditions related to
expenses/expenditures and liabilities that might be expected to have a signifi
cant effect on financial position or results of operations are: the adjudication of
a significant lawsuit, a flood that caused significant damage to a government's
infrastructure, and a renegotiated labor contract with government employees.

Auditing Considerations
8.99 The audit objectives for the expenses/expenditures and liabilities of
each opinion unit, categorized by financial statement assertion,||||are as follows:
•

Existence or Occurrence. Reported expenses/expenditures repre
sent amounts relating to the period. Reported liabilities represent
amounts unpaid as of the end of the period.

•

Completeness. The financial statements report all expenses/
expenditures relating to the period, and all liabilities as o f the
end o f the period.

•

Rights and Obligations. The financial statements properly reflect
conditions and agreements that affect the entity's liabilities as of
the end o f the period.

•

Valuation or Allocation. Expenses/expenditures and liabilities are
reported at the appropriate amounts.

•

Presentation and Disclosure. The financial statements properly
classify, describe, and disclose expenses/expenditures and liabili
ties, including classification in the proper fund and activity. Finan
cial statement presentation and disclosure are made in conformity
with GAAP, consistently applied.

8.100 The auditor might determine the various types o f expenses/
expenditures and liabilities that a government has by, for example, reading
documents that contain legal and contractual provisions, such as budgets, en
abling legislation, and grant agreements; asking appropriate officials about
functions, programs, and resource use; and reviewing the financial statements
o f the prior period and the draft financial statements or other accounting in
formation for the current period. After identifying the nature and amounts of
expenses/expenditures and liabilities, the auditor should obtain an understand
ing of internal control over and assess control risk for relevant processes such
as purchasing and payroll, accounting for expenses/expenditures and liabili
ties, and making cash disbursements. The auditor's understanding of internal
control should include performing risk assessment procedures to evaluate the
design of the controls and to determine whether they have been implemented.

||||AU section 326, Audit Evidence (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), recategorizes asser
tions by classes of transactions, account balances, and presentation and disclosure. This guidance will
be revised to reflect the new assertion categories in a future edition of the Guide.
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8.101 The auditor should be aware of the possibility o f the decentralization
o f the entity's purchasing and payroll, accounting, or disbursement activities,
perform procedures to identify the various locations that conduct such activ
ities, and assess control risk at each location that may materially affect the
financial statement assertions. If a service organization is used (for example,
in connection with the entity's purchasing and payroll, accounting, or disburse
ment activities), the auditor should consider the guidance o f AU section 324,
Service Organizations (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1). Also see the
AICPA Audit Guide Service Organizations: Applying SAS No. 70, as Amended,
for clarification regarding the guidance in AU section 324.
8.102 The extent of a government's internal control usually will not be
the same for all types of transactions, and consequently neither is control risk.
For example, a government may have more stringent controls over its payroll
and payroll-related transactions (which usually is a significant cost for govern
ments) than it does over its contracts for goods and services (which may not
be as large a cost). Sometimes, increased controls are a result of the govern
ment's budgetary system. In designing an efficient and effective approach to the
audit of expenses/expenditures and liabilities, the auditor should consider the
differing levels of internal control and control risk for different types of costs.
8.103 As explained in Chapter 11, even though a government's budgetary
comparison information may not be audited, an auditor may perform audit pro
cedures relating to the budget to consider, for example, controls to ensure that
expenses/expenditures have been properly approved, monitored and enforced,
and classified within the accounts and thus assist in the audit of those items.
Unlike private sector budgets, governmental budgets typically have the force of
law, are integrated into the government's accounting structure, and are an in
tegral part o f the government's internal controls. The auditor should obtain an
understanding of these controls to evaluate their design and determine whether
they have been implemented. If the auditor determines that those budgetary
controls are in place and functioning properly, the auditor may be able to as
sess control risk for expenses/expenditures at low to moderate and use those
controls as a basis for designing the nature, timing, and extent o f substantive
procedures on expenses/expenditures. Some aspects of a governmental budget
ing process could involve using non-financial information. In accordance with
AU section 318.14, Performing Audit Procedures in Response to Assessed Risks
and Evaluating the Audit Evidence Obtained (AICPA, Professional Standards,
vol. 1), auditors are required to obtain audit evidence about the completeness
and accuracy o f nonfinancial information if the auditor uses such informa
tion in performing audit procedures. Refer to AU section 318 for additional
guidance.
8.104 A significant concern in auditing a government's financial state
ments is evaluating whether the entity has complied with the eligibility re
quirements, purpose restrictions, and other requirements in laws and contracts
that could have a direct and material effect on the determination o f financial
statement amounts. Further, the auditor needs to determine that adequate
procedures are performed related to the activity and balances o f each o f those
opinion units with material expenses/expenditures and liabilities. (See the dis
cussion of opinion units in Chapter 4.)
8.105 The auditor should obtain an understanding o f the government's
internal control over expenses/expenditures and liabilities. In addition to
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standard internal control features for those accounts, features that are unique
or significant in government may include the following:
•

Policies and procedures to ensure that the goods and services (in
cluding employee services) acquired and the related cash disburse
ments conform to legal and contractual provisions

•

Processes to monitor that the government complies with the eli
gibility requirements, purpose restrictions, and other compliance
requirements of intergovernmental grants and entitlements and
private contributions

•

Policies for first applying restricted or unrestricted resources when
an expense is incurred for purposes for which both restricted and
unrestricted net assets are available, and procedures to ensure
that policy is consistently applied

•

Policies and procedures to appropriately allocate grant funds to
recipients and subrecipients, to define compliance requirements
and to communicate those requirements to recipients and subre
cipients, and to monitor recipient and subrecipient activities on a
timely basis

•

Policies and procedures to ensure that debt issuances comply
with legal and contractual provisions—such as debt limits, ap
provals by senior levels o f government and voters, adherence to
debt covenants, and the timely payment o f debt principal and
interest— and that taxes levied to service the debt are adequate
(See also the discussions in Chapter 5 concerning federal arbitrage
requirements.)

•

Policies and procedures for recognizing expenses/expenditures
and liabilities for UBIT

•

Policies and procedures to record encumbrances for contracts and
purchase orders

•

Policies and procedures to ensure the proper use of petty cash and
debit cards for small purchases

•

The review of long-outstanding checks for propriety and the es
cheatment o f abandoned and unclaimed funds that arise from
long-outstanding checks

•

Policies and procedures to ensure that expenses/expenditures, pre
paid items and inventory, liabilities, debt issuances, and commit
ments are measured, presented, and disclosed in the financial
statements in conformity with GAAP, including processes to en
sure that expenses/expenditures are properly classified, as appro
priate, by function, object, character, and operating/nonoperating
designations; that special and extraordinary items are separately
identified; and that liabilities, including debt, are reported in the
proper fund and financial statements and properly classified as to
liquidity or between current and long-term

8.106 In addition to standard audit procedures for expenses/expenditures
and liabilities, procedures that are unique or significant in government may
include the following:
•

Examining a sample o f expenses/expenditures to determine
whether the goods and services acquired and the related cash
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disbursements conform to compliance requirements that could
have a direct and material effect on the determination of finan
cial statement amounts; the entity adheres to its policy concern
ing first applying restricted or unrestricted resources when an
expense is incurred for purposes for which both restricted and
unrestricted net assets are available; and expenses/expenditures,
prepaid items and inventory, and liabilities are properly recorded
and classified in the accounting records
•

Examining a sample o f intergovernmental grants and entitle
ments and private contributions to determine whether the en
tity complies with the awards' eligibility requirements, purpose
restrictions, and other compliance requirements (such as those
relating to subrecipients) that could have a direct and material
effect on the determination of financial statement amounts

•

Examining a sample o f debt issuances to determine whether they
comply with compliance requirements that could have a direct
and material effect on the determination of financial statement
amounts and that taxes levied to service the debt are adequate

•

Making inquiries of responsible officials and reviewing correspon
dence from grantor agencies, other contributors, bond trustees,
and so forth for noncompliance with legal and contractual provi
sions and for unrecorded and unreported contingencies

•

Evaluating whether the entity has properly recorded ex
penses/expenditures and liabilities for UBIT

•

Determining whether year-end encumbrances are appropriately
recorded for outstanding contracts and purchase orders, and that
recorded encumbrances are valid

•

Examining a sample of petty cash and debit cards purchases for
propriety and documentation

•

Determining that the government has appropriately reversed
long-outstanding checks and that such abandoned or unclaimed
amounts have been handled properly in accordance with state es
cheat laws

•

Determining whether the entity's expenses/expenditures, prepaid
items and inventory, liabilities, debt issuances, and commitments
are measured, presented, and disclosed in the financial statements
in conformity with GAAP

8.107 AU section 332, Auditing Derivative Instruments, Hedging Activi
ties, and Investments in Securities (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), pro
vides guidance on planning and performing auditing procedures for financial
statement assertions about derivative instruments, which include certain lia
bilities. Auditors should consider the guidance of AU section 332, which is sum
marized in Chapter 5, and the related AICPA Audit Guide Auditing Derivative
Instruments, Hedging Activities, and Investments in Securities, in their audits
o f governmental financial statements.
8.108 The auditor may use confirmations to verify certain information
with other parties, such as IRC Section 457 plan balances, additions, and de
ductions with the plan administrator; grants, entitlements, and appropriations
awarded and paid with recipients and subrecipients; deposits for systems de
velopment fees with land developers or individual property owners; landfill
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closure, postclosure care, and remediation assets with the trustee; legal com
pliance o f debt sales with bond counsel or appropriate oversight government;
the existence of debt restrictions, terms, and proceeds with debt lenders or un
derwriters; debt principal balances outstanding at the financial reporting date
and compliance with debt covenants with the trustee; and principal and inter
est payments during the year and cash held to pay matured or unmatured debt
with the paying agent. See AU section 330, The Confirmation Process (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1), for guidance about the confirmation process.
8.109 As discussed in paragraph 8.08, some grants, donations, and debt
agreements impose finance-related requirements on the issuer. Although ac
counting and financial reporting standards and changes in those standards are
not specifically designed to affect the evaluation of compliance with those re
quirements, some of those requirements may be written in such a manner that
they could be affected. For example, a debt agreement may require a debt ser
vice reserve account that is based on a percentage of a particular revenue as re
ported in the government's GAAP financial statements. Because revenues may
be measured differently in the government-wide and governmental fund finan
cial statements, the government should determine the measure on which com
pliance should be evaluated. The government may need to consult the grantor,
donor, or legal counsel in determining the effect of accounting and financial
reporting standards on compliance requirements. The auditor should consider
the need to evaluate the government's determination as part of the financial
statement audit.
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Appendix A

Postemployment Benefits Other Than
Pensions and Termination Benefits
A -l. GASB Statement No. 45, Accounting and Financial Reporting by Employ
ers for Postemployment Benefits Other Than Pensions, establishes standards for
measuring, recognizing, and displaying expense/expenditures and related lia
bilities (assets) for postemployment benefits other than pension benefits (known
as other postemployment benefits or OPEB), for note disclosures and, if ap
plicable, RSI. OPEB are defined in GASB Statement No. 45 the same as in
GASB Statement No. 12, Disclosure o f Information on Postemployment Bene
fits Other Than Pension Benefits by State and Local Governmental Employers
(see paragraph 8.29). The approach followed in GASB Statement No. 45 gen
erally is consistent with the approach adopted in Statement No. 27, Account
ing for Pensions by State and Local Governmental Employers (see paragraphs
8.20 through 8.27), with modifications to reflect differences between OPEB and
pension benefits. GASB Statement No. 45 supersedes GASB Statement No. 12
and the application o f GASB Statement No. 27 to OPEB, and amends various
other generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) requirements relating
to employer reporting for OPEB. The provisions of GASB Statement No. 45 are
effective in three phases based on the implementation phase of the employer for
purposes of applying GASB Statement No. 34, Basic Financial Statements—
and Management's Discussion and Analysis—for State and Local Governments.
Specifically:
If the employer's GASB
Statement No. 34 phase
was:

The employer should apply
GASB Statement No. 45 for
periods beginning after:

Phase 1

December 15, 2006

Phase 2

December 15, 2007

Phase 3

December 15, 2008

Early implementation of GASB Statement No. 45 is encouraged. The Statement
generally provides for prospective implementation—that is, that employers set
the beginning net OPEB obligation at zero as o f the beginning o f the initial
year.
A-2. GASB staff Technical Bulletin (TB) 2004-2, Recognition o f Pension and
Other Postemployment Benefit Expenditures/Expense and Liabilities by CostSharing Employers, addresses the recognition o f OPEB expenditures/expenses
by cost-sharing employers when a payment scheduled after the end o f an
employer's financial reporting period includes contributions for one or more
months of that reporting period. As it relates to OPEB transactions, the TB is
effective simultaneously with the provisions of GASB Statement No. 45.
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A-3. The GASB staff has issued Guide to Implementation o f GASB Statements
43 and 45 on Other Postemployment Benefits to answer various questions about
GASB Statement No. 45 and its companion Statement No. 43, Financial Re
porting for Postemployment Benefit Plans Other Than Pension Plans. That Im
plementation Guide is incorporated into the 2006 edition o f the GASB staff
document, Comprehensive Implementation Guide, Chapter 8.
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Chapter 9

Interfund, Internal, and Intra-Entity Activity
and Balances
Introduction
9.01 The need to properly account for and report interfund, internal, and
intra-entity activity and balances is unique to governmental financial reporting.
The principal standards for classifying and reporting that activity and the re
sulting balances are in GASB Statement No. 34, Basic Financial Statements—
and Management's Discussion and Analysis—for State and Local Governments,
paragraphs 57 through 62 and 112, and GASB Statement No. 38, Certain Fi
nancial Statement Note Disclosures, paragraphs 14 and 15. Additional guidance
is presented in Chapter 7 of the GASB staff document Comprehensive Imple
mentation Guide (GASB Q&A).

Nature of Transactions
Nature of Interfund Activity and Balances
9.02 Interfund activity is a resource flow within and among the three fund
categories—governmental, proprietary, and fiduciary—and includes resource
flows between a primary government and its blended component units.1 (Para
graph 9.05 discusses activity and balances between a primary government and
its discretely presented component units.) GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph
112, identifies two categories and four subcategories of interfund activity as
follows:
•

Reciprocal interfund activity is the internal counterpart to exchange
and exchange-like transactions. There are two types of reciprocal in
terfund activity.
a. Interfund loans are amounts provided with a require
ment for repayment.
b. Interfund services provided and used are purchases
and sales of goods and services between funds for a
price approximating their external exchange value.
This includes most internal service fund activity.

•

Nonreciprocal interfund activity is the internal counterpart to nonex
change transactions. There are two types of nonreciprocal interfund
activity.
a. Interfund transfers are flows of assets between funds
without equivalent flows of assets in return and with
out a requirement for repayment. This includes pay
ments in lieu of taxes (PILOTs) that are not payments

1 GASB Statement No. 34 provides that component units that are fiduciary in nature are dis
played with fiduciary funds in the fiduciary fund financial statements. Those component units are
treated the same as fiduciary funds and are therefore referred to in this Guide as fiduciary funds.
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for, and are not reasonably equivalent in value to, ser
vices provided. (Some governments characterize PI
LOTS as interfund services provided and used; see
paragraph 9.30.)
b. Interfund reimbursements are repayments from the
funds responsible for particular expenditures or ex
penses to the funds that initially paid for them.
Interfund balances arise from unpaid interfund activity. See the detailed dis
cussion o f the accounting and financial reporting for interfund activity and
balances at paragraphs 9.06 through 9.15.
9.03 Internal service funds are one source of interfund activities and bal
ances. GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 68, states that internal service funds
may be used to report any activity that provides goods or services to other funds,
departments, or agencies of the primary government and its component units,
or to other governments, on a cost-reimbursement basis. Internal service funds
should be used only if the reporting government is the predominant participant
in the activity.

Nature of Internal Activity and Balances
9.04 In the government-wide financial statements, internal activity and
balances relate to interfund activity and balances reported in the fund financial
statements. GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 57, states "In the process of
aggregating data for the statement of net assets and the statement of activities,
some amounts reported as interfund activity and balances in the funds should
be eliminated or reclassified." See the detailed discussion o f the accounting
and financial reporting for internal activity and balances at paragraphs 9.16
through 9.20.2

Nature of Intra-Entity Activity and Balances
9.05 Activity between primary governments and their discretely pre
sented component units is known as intra-entity activity. Because of the sepa
rate nature o f discretely presented component units, GASB Statement No. 34,
paragraph 61, requires that activity between a primary government and its
discretely presented component units be reported as if it relates to external
transactions. See the detailed discussion of the accounting and financial re
porting for intra-entity activity and balances at paragraph 9.21.

Accounting and Financial Reporting Considerations3,4
Reporting Interfund Activity and Balances
9.06 National Council on Governmental Accounting (NCGA) Statement
1, Governmental Accounting and Financial Reporting Principles, paragraphs
57 and 75, states that interfund transfers should be recognized in the pe
riod in which the interfund receivable and payable arise. The recognition and
2 Chapter 2, "Financial Reporting," discusses how internal service fund assets and liabilities that
are not eliminated in the government-wide statement of net assets generally should be reported in
the governmental activities column.
3 Making disclosures for discretely presented component units is a m atter of professional judg
ment, as discussed in Chapter 3, "The Financial Reporting Entity."
4 The discussion in paragraph 9.22 on differing year ends between a primary government and its
component units affects the discussions on interfund, internal, and intra-entity activity and balances.
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measurement standards for several types of interfund activity—such as risk fi
nancing activities, pension plan contributions, and nonexchange transactions,
lease agreements, and the payment and receipt of the proceeds of tobacco settle
ment revenue bonds between a primary government and its blended component
units— are discussed in Chapter 6, "Revenues and Receivables;" Chapter 8, "Ex
penses/Expenditures and Liabilities;" and Chapter 12, "Special Purpose and
State Governments." Interfund movements of capital assets are discussed in
Chapter 7, "Capital Assets."
9.07 Table 9-1 summarizes the required reporting in the funds for the four
types o f interfund activity and balances, as discussed further in this section.

Table 9-1
Interfund Activity and Balances: Required Reporting
Type o f Interfund Activity/Balances

Financial Reporting

Interfund loans

Generally, interfund receivables/
payables (see paragraph 9.08)

Interfund services provided and used

Generally, revenues and
expenditures/expenses
(see paragraph 9.09)

Interfund transfers

Other financing sources/uses or after
nonoperating revenues/expenses
(see paragraph 9.10)

Interfund reimbursements

Expenditures/expenses only in the
funds responsible for them
(see paragraph 9.11)

9.08 Lender funds should report interfund loans as interfund receivables
while borrower funds should report them as interfund payables. If repayment
is not expected within a reasonable time, the interfund balances should be
reduced, and the lender fund should report a transfer to the borrower fund
for the amount that is not expected to be repaid within a reasonable time,
regardless o f the basis o f accounting used in the fund financial statements. As
discussed in item 7.82.1 of the GASB Q&A, there is no precise definition of
the "expected within a reasonable time" provision, and professional judgment
will determine whether an interfund loan should be reclassified. However, that
item also discusses the notions o f "expectation" and "reasonable time." (See also
paragraph 9.29.) Item 6.4.5 of the GASB Q&A indicates that a promissory note
issued by one fund and purchased by another fund should be reported as an
interfund loan in the fund financial statements.
9.09 Interfund services provided and used should be reported as revenues
in seller funds and expenditures or expenses in purchaser funds. However, when
the general fund is used to account for risk-financing activity, GASB Statement
No. 10, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Risk Financing and Related
Insurance Issues, as amended, requires interfund charges to other funds to be
accounted for as interfund transfers (which are discussed in paragraph 9.10) or
as interfund reimbursements (which are discussed in paragraph 9.11), depend
ing on the circumstances. (See the discussion of accounting for risk financing
activities in Chapter 8.)
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9.10 In governmental funds, interfund transfers should be reported as
other financing uses in the transferor funds and other financing sources in
the recipient funds. In proprietary funds, transfers should be reported after
nonoperating revenues and expenses.
9.11 Interfund reimbursements should reduce the expenditures or ex
penses in the funds that originally paid them and increase expenditures or
expenses in the funds responsible for them. Consequently, reimbursements are
not displayed as interfund activity in the financial statements.
9.12 Unpaid amounts arising from interfund activity should be reported as
interfund receivables and payables in the fund financial position statements,
except as discussed in paragraph 9.08 for loans for which repayment is not
expected within a reasonable time. NCGA Statement 1, footnote 5, states that
where money is owed from one fund to another fund, and money is also owed
from the latter to the former, the amounts receivable and payable should not
be offset in the accounts. However, for purposes of reporting, that Statement
provides that current amounts due from and due to the same funds may be
offset and the net amounts shown in the respective fund financial position
statements.
9.13 GASB Statement No. 38, paragraph 14, requires the notes to the fi
nancial statements to disclose amounts due from other funds by individual ma
jor fund, nonmajor governmental funds in the aggregate, nonmajor enterprise
funds in the aggregate, internal service funds in the aggregate, and fiduciary
fund type. Governments also should disclose the purpose for interfund balances
and interfund balances that are not expected to be repaid within one year from
the date of the financial statements.
9.14 GASB Statement No. 38, paragraph 15, requires the following dis
closures about interfund transfers reported in the fund financial statements:
•

Amounts transferred from other funds by individual major fund, non
major governmental funds in the aggregate, nonmajor enterprise funds
in the aggregate, internal service funds in the aggregate, and fiduciary
fund type

•

A general description of the principal purposes o f the government's
interfund transfers

•

The intended purpose and the amount o f significant transfers that
meet either or both of the following criteria: (a) do not occur on a routine
basis or (b) are inconsistent with the activities of the fund making the
transfer

9.15 If a government chooses to use an internal service fund to account
for its risk financing activities, GASB Statement No. 10, as amended, provides
guidance. The Statement generally provides that the total charge by the inter
nal service fund to the other funds be based on an actuarial method or historical
cost information and adjusted over a reasonable period of time so that internal
service fund revenues and expenses are approximately equal. That guidance
applies even though the fund may periodically report annual deficits or accumu
lated fund balance deficits. If the government cannot recoup such deficits over
a reasonable period of time, however, the internal service fund deficit should be
charged back to the user funds. For risk financing internal service funds, GASB
Statement No. 10, paragraph 67, as amended, requires disclosure in the notes
to the financial statements o f (a) deficit fund balances and (b) designations of
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net assets for net assets resulting from charging a reasonable provision for ex
pected future catastrophe losses. (See Chapter 8 for additional discussion o f the
accounting and financial reporting requirements for risk financing, including
when using internal service funds.)

Reporting Internal Balances and Activity
9.16 In the government-wide statement o f net assets, some internal bal
ances are reclassified or eliminated to minimize the "grossing up" effect on
assets and liabilities within the governmental and business-type activities, in
cluding:
a. Amounts owed between the funds included in the governmental
activities column are eliminated (that is, not reported in the state
ment o f net assets), as are amounts owed between funds included
in the business-type activities column. This includes interfund re
ceivables and payables relating to internal service fund activity.
b. Amounts owed between governmental and business-type activi
ties are presented as internal balances. However, those internal
balances are ultimately eliminated in the "total primary govern
ment" column. As shown in the illustrative financial statements in
a nonauthoritative appendix to Chapter 7 of the GASB Q&A, this is
done either by (1) including both the receivable and payable on the
same financial statement line as "internal balances" (reported with
either assets or liabilities) that offset each other in the aggrega
tion process or (2) adjusting the amounts out of the "total primary
government" column, accompanied by a notice of the elimination.
c. Amounts of receivables and payables between the primary gov
ernment and fiduciary funds are reported as receivable from and
payable to external parties, as required by GASB Statement No. 34,
paragraph 58, rather than as internal balances.
9.17 Table 9-2 summarizes the required reporting in the government-wide
financial statements for internal balances.

Table 9-2
Internal Balances Reporting in
Government-Wide Financial Statements
Nature o f Balance

Reporting

Between funds included in governmental
activities column
Between funds included in business-type
activities column
Between a fund included in
governmental activities column and a
fund included in the business-type
activities column

Eliminate within the governmental
activities column

Between the primary government and
fiduciary funds

Eliminate within the business-type
activities column
Internal balance; eliminate in the
total primary government column

Report as receivable from/payable
to external parties
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9.18 Interfund transfers within governmental activities and within
business-type activities should be eliminated and not presented in the state
ment of activities. Only the net amount transferred between governmental and
business-type activities should be reported in the statement of activities, but
that amount ultimately should be eliminated in the "total primary government"
column. The GASB Q&A, item 7.47.16, indicates that the elimination can be
achieved by combining all transfers in and transfers out within the separate
governmental and business-type activities columns into a single line item on
the statement of activities.
9.19 GASB Statement No. 34, paragraphs 59 and 60, provides the fol
lowing additional guidance concerning eliminations of internal activity in the
government-wide statement of activities:
a . Internal service fund activity is eliminated to remove the "doublingup" effect. For example, suppose an internal service fund that is
reported as governmental activities has revenues and expenses of
$10,000 relating to sales to governmental funds. In determining the
amount o f revenues and expenses of government activities in the
statement of activities, the aggregate fund revenues and expenses
would be reduced by $10,000. Further, the GASB Q&A, item 7.47.6,
indicates that eliminating the "effect" of internal service fund activ
ity requires preparers to "look back" and adjust the internal service
fund's internal charges to break even. That is, internal service fund
net income from internal activity (the amount by which revenues
exceeds expenses) would cause a pro rata reduction in the charges
made to the participating functions or programs. Conversely, an
internal service fund net loss would require a pro rata increase in
the amounts charged to the participating functions or programs. A
nonauthoritative exercise in an appendix to Chapter 7 of the GASB
34 Q&A provides an example o f eliminating the effect o f internal
service funds.
b. Internal events that are in effect allocations o f overhead expenses
between and within functions are eliminated so the allocated ex
penses are only reported by the function to which they were allo
cated. However, the GASB Q&A, item 7.47.13, indicates that, for
practical reasons, elimination of internal activity within a single
function (activity that has no effect on the net [expense] revenue of
the function) is not necessary unless the effect on direct expenses or
program revenues is material. That practical explanation does not
change the standard for the elimination o f internal activity within
a single function, but rather recognizes the application o f material
ity considerations. A government that does not eliminate internal
activity with a single function because it is following the "practical"
approach should be able to demonstrate that the effect does not ma
terially misstate the components o f the net expense or net revenue
of the function.
c. Amounts relating to interfund services provided and used between
functions are not eliminated.
9.20
GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 115c, requires governments to
disclose their policy for eliminating internal activity in the government-wide
statement of activities. Item 7.84.2 o f the GASB Q&A discusses the possible
content of that required disclosure.
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Reporting Intra-Entity Activity and Balances
9.21 As indicated in paragraph 9.05, GASB Statement No. 34, para
graph 61, requires that activity between a primary government and its dis
cretely presented component units be reported as if it relates to external trans
actions. Consequently, loans and repayments between the primary government
and its discretely presented component units should affect only the statement
o f net assets. Other intra-entity activity should be reported as revenues and
expenses.* Intra-entity receivables and payables should be reported on a sepa
rate line. See also the guidance in Chapters 6 and 8, including the guidance on
nonexchange transactions, and the guidance in Chapter 12 on lease agreements
and the payment and receipt of the proceeds of tobacco settlement revenue
bonds between primary governments and their component units.

Differing Year Ends
9.22 When a component unit's fiscal year differs from that o f its primary
government, internal activity and balances may not be fully eliminated in the
government-wide financial statements, and interfund and intra-entity activity
and balances may not equal. GASB Statement No. 14, The Financial Report
ing Entity, paragraph 60, as amended, requires that if transactions between
component units that have different fiscal years result in inconsistencies in
amounts reported as due to or due from and so forth, the government should
disclose the nature and amount of those transactions in the notes to the finan
cial statements.

Auditing Considerations
9.23 The audit objectives for the interfund, internal, and intra-entity ac
tivity and balances o f each opinion unit, categorized by financial statement
assertion, are as follows:†
•

Existence or Occurrence. Reported interfund, internal, and intra-entity
activity represent amounts relating to the period. Reported interfund,
internal, and intra-entity balances represent amounts unpaid as o f the
end of the period.

•

Completeness. The financial statements report all interfund, internal,
and intra-entity activity relating to the period, and all interfund, in
ternal, and intra-entity balances as of the end o f the period.

•

Rights and Obligations. The financial statements properly reflect con
ditions and agreements that affect the entity's interfund, internal, and
intra-entity balances as of the end of the period.

•

Valuation or Allocation. Interfund, internal, and intra-entity activity
and balances are recorded at the proper amounts.*†

* GASB Statement No. 48, Sales and Pledges o f Receivables and Future Revenues and IntraEntity Transfers o f Assets and Future Revenues, effective for financial statements for periods beginning
after December 15, 2006, discusses exchanges by governments of interests in their expected cash
flows from collecting specific receivables or specific future revenues for immediate cash payments.
Paragraph 15 of GASB 48 discusses how such exchanges occurring within a reporting entity should
be accounted for.
† AU section 326, Audit Evidence (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), recategorizes asser
tions by classes of transactions, account balances, and presentation and disclosure. This guidance will
be revised to reflect the new assertion categories in a future edition of the Guide.
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•

Presentation and Disclosure. The financial statements properly clas
sify, describe, and disclose interfund, internal, and intra-entity activity
and balances, including classification in the proper fund and activity.
Financial statement presentation and disclosure are made in confor
mity with generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP), consis
tently applied.

9.24 A government's interfund, internal, and intra-entity activity and bal
ances often are subject to various compliance requirements. Although a govern
ment should be concerned with all compliance requirements, generally accepted
auditing standards (GAAS) focus the auditor's concern on compliance require
ments that have a direct and material effect on the determination of financial
statement amounts. See the further discussion o f the auditor's responsibility
in this regard in Chapter 4, "General Auditing Considerations."
9.25 The auditor needs to determine that adequate procedures are per
formed related to each of those opinion units with material interfund, internal,
and intra-entity activity and balances. (See the discussion o f opinion units in
Chapter 4.) The auditor's understanding of internal control should include per
forming risk assessment procedures to evaluate the design of the controls and
to determine whether they have been implemented including obtaining an un
derstanding of the government's internal control over interfund, internal, and
intra-entity activity and balances. Internal control features related to that ac
tivity may include the following:
•

Legislative or budgetary authorization for the activities

•

A process to ensure that the activities are properly authorized and
in accordance with budgetary authorization before they are initiated,
including periodic supervisory review

•

Policies and procedures to ensure that the activities are properly
recorded and classified in the accounting records, including that they
are properly identified as interfund or intra-entity activities

•

Processes to ensure that internal service fund charges are appropriate
and conform with GAAP

•

Policies and procedures to periodically review outstanding interfund
loans for reclassification as interfund transfers

•

Policies and procedures to ensure that the activities are presented and
disclosed in the financial statements in conformity with GAAP, includ
ing processes to make appropriate eliminations and reclassifications
for internal activity and balances in the government-wide financial
statements

9.26 Audit procedures relating to interfund, internal, and intra-entity ac
tivity and balances may include:
•

Reviewing minutes of the governing body, adopted budget, appropriate
debt issuance documents, and other legal and contractual provisions
for authorization of the activities and for any restrictions that could
have a direct and material effect on the determination o f financial
statement amounts

•

Examining a sample of activities to ensure they are appropriately au
thorized, within budget, properly recorded in the accounting records,
and appropriately reported and classified in the financial statements
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•

Reviewing interfund and intra-entity balances for age, anticipated liq
uidation method, and collectibility

•

Evaluating whether internal service fund charges are appropriate and
conform with GAAP

•

Reviewing and analyzing the entity's eliminations and reclassifica
tions o f internal activity and balances in the government-wide finan
cial statements, including those for internal service fund and similar
cost allocation activities

•

Determining whether (a) interfund receivables equal interfund
payables and whether transfers in equal transfer out, (b) internal ac
tivity and balances are fully eliminated in the government-wide finan
cial statements, and (c) amounts of intra-entity activity and balances
are consistent between the primary government and its discretely pre
sented component units and between those component units (These
conditions may be affected by differing fiscal year ends between the
primary government and its component units and between component
units.)

•

Determining whether the entity's note disclosures relating to the ac
tivities and balances are complete and presented in conformity with
GAAP

9.27 A government's accounting systems, processes, and records may not
provide sufficient information about interfund activities to enable the govern
ment to report interfund activity and balances in the fund financial statements
or to eliminate internal activity and balances in the government-wide financial
statements in conformity with GAAP. The auditor should evaluate whether
the GAAP departure is material to one or more opinion units. If the auditor
is unable to quantitatively or qualitatively assess the materiality of the GAAP
departure, the auditor should consider whether the scope limitation imposed by
that missing information is o f a sufficient magnitude that the auditor's opinion
on the financial statements of one or more opinion units will be affected.
9.28 An internal service fund is operated on a cost-reimbursement basis.
Cost is most often interpreted as all expenses, including capital costs. For an
internal service fund to operate on a cost-reimbursement basis, its charges to
other funds should result in revenues and expenses that are approximately
equal over time, even though it periodically may report annual increases or
decreases in net assets. Because the intent of internal service funds is to
facilitate cost allocation, the accumulation o f net asset surpluses or deficits
over time generally5 indicates that service is no longer being made on a costreimbursement basis, and the auditor should consider evaluating whether the
activity continues to qualify for reporting in an internal service fund. Further,
grantors often require that grantees allocate internal service fund costs to grant
programs using the same methodology they use to allocate costs internally. Sur
pluses in internal service funds could lead a grantor to seek a recovery. The au
ditor should consider evaluating the effect that compliance requirements have
on internal service fund charges made to grant programs and on surpluses

5 GASB Statement No. 10, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Risk Financing and Related
Insurance Issues, paragraph 67, does not require that deficits, if any, in a risk financing internal
service fund that result from certain pricing methods be charged back to the other funds in any one
year, as long as adjustments are made over a reasonable period of time. See the further discussion in
paragraph 9.15 and Chapter 8, "Expenses/Expenditures and Liabilities."
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in those funds. (Chapter 4 discusses the auditor's responsibility for financial
statement misstatements arising from illegal acts.)
9.29 As discussed in paragraph 9.08, interfund loans include only amounts
that are expected to be repaid within a reasonable time. The GASB has left the
judgment o f what constitutes "the expectation of a reasonable time" to financial
statement preparers and auditors. When a government reports interfund loans,
the auditor should consider evaluating whether the borrowing fund has both
the ability and intent to repay within a reasonable time. In evaluating a fund's
ability to repay the interfund loan within a reasonable time, the auditor may
consider factors such as the fund's current financial position and estimates of
future resources. In evaluating the intent to repay, the auditor may consider
factors such as the purpose o f the loan, the established repayment terms, the
loan's current status, and management's representations.
9.30 Some governments characterize payments between funds as services
provided and used when the payments are reasonably equivalent in value to the
services provided. Those payments may be referred to by different terms, but
when they involve enterprise funds, the payments sometimes are referred to as
PILOTs. The government should have documentation supporting its conclusion
that the payment is reasonably equivalent in value to the services provided for
the payment to be characterized as services provided and used. The auditor
should consider evaluating whether the documentation supports the govern
ment's conclusion. A government's failure to provide support for its conclusion
limits the auditor's ability to evaluate whether the appropriate accounting has
been applied in the preparation of the basic financial statements. That is a
scope limitation that the auditor evaluates in developing his or her opinions on
the basic financial statements.
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Chapter 10

Equity and Financial Statement
Reconciliations
Nature of Transactions
10.01 Generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) have unique pro
visions for the display of equity1 in governmental financial statements. The
principal GASB pronouncements that address the display of equity are National
Council on Governmental Accounting (NCGA) Statement 1, Governmental A c
counting and Financial Reporting Principles, and GASB Statement No. 34,
Basic Financial Statements—and Management's Discussion and Analysis—for
State and Local Governments. Depending on the financial statements involved,
equity is displayed based on restrictions on the use of the related resources or
on reservations that affect the budgetary process.
10.02 The equity reported in governmental financial statements changes
only as a result of (a) changes in equity reported in the associated activity
statement, (b) prior-period adjustments, including changes in accounting prin
ciples that are applied retroactively,1
2 changes in the financial reporting entity,
and corrections of an error, and (c) changes in governmental funds inventories
that are accounted for using the purchases method. Otherwise, no amounts
are reported in the financial statements as direct changes to equity. Further,
total equity does not change as a result of changes in the composition of the
components of equity.
10.03 The totals and subtotals of equity and changes in equity reported
in the various financial statements might differ from the amounts reported
in the other financial statements because of the scope of activities reported
and the measurement focus and basis of accounting (MFBA) used. Therefore,
GASB Statement No. 34 requires certain summary reconciliations between the
amounts reported in the various financial statements.

Financial Reporting Considerations
10.04 This section discusses various standards relating to the presenta
tion of equity and its components in the various financial statements and the
related note disclosures. It also discusses the required financial statement rec
onciliations. Additional guidance is provided in Chapter 7 o f the GASB staff
document Comprehensive Implementation Guide (GASB Q&A).

1 The term equity is used throughout this chapter as a generic term to refer to the difference
between assets and liabilities. GASB Statement No. 34, Basic Financial Statements—and M anage
ment's Discussion and Analysis—for State and Local Governments, requires the use of different titles
to report the equity in different financial statements as discussed later in this chapter.
2 See the discussion in Chapter 2, "Financial Reporting," on the application o f APB Opinion
No. 20, Accounting Changes, as amended, in the proprietary fund and government-wide financial
statements.
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Governmenf-Wide Net Assets
10.05 Paragraphs 32 through 37 of GASB Statement No. 34 require the
equity reported in the government-wide statement of net assets to be labeled net
assets and to be displayed in three components: "invested in capital assets, net
of related debt," "restricted," and "unrestricted." The following explains each:
•

Invested in capital assets, net o f related debt consists of capital as
sets, including restricted capital assets, reduced by accumulated
depreciation and by any outstanding debt incurred to acquire, con
struct, or improve those assets. If there are significant unspent
proceeds of capital-related debt at year-end, this component does
not include the portion o f the debt attributable to those proceeds.
Instead, that debt is placed in the net assets component that in
cludes the unspent proceeds, for example, "restricted for capital
projects."3

•

Restricted net assets reports those net assets4 with limits on their
use that are externally imposed (by creditors, grantors, contribu
tors, or the laws or regulations of other governments) or that are
imposed by the government's own constitutional provisions or en
abling legislation. GASB Statement No. 46, Net Assets Restricted
by Enabling Legislation, amends GASB Statement No. 34, para
graph 34, to clarify that, for this purpose, a legally enforceable en
abling legislation restriction is one that a party external to a gov
ernment can compel a government to honor. Footnote 25 o f GASB
Statement No. 34 states that enabling legislation also includes re
strictions established by a governmental utility's own governing
board when that utility's financial statements are based on FASB
Statement No. 71, Accounting for the Effects o f Certain Types o f
Regulation. GASB Statement No 46 also specifies the accounting
and financial reporting requirements if new enabling legislation
replaces existing enabling legislation or if legal enforceability is
reevaluated. The GASB Q&A, items 7.24.15 through 7.24.24, ad
dresses a variety of enabling legislation restriction evaluation and
disclosure issues.
Separate line items should distinguish among major categories
o f restrictions. When permanent endowments or permanent fund
principal amounts are included in this component, "restricted
net assets" are displayed in two subcomponents: expendable and

3 The GASB staff document Comprehensive Implementation Guide (GASB Q&A), item 7.22.15,
indicates that closure and postclosure care liabilities for municipal solid waste landfills are not capital
related debt. GASB Q&A, item 7.23.12, indicates that a discretely presented component unit (see
Chapter 3) that borrows money and lends it to its primary government to use for capital infrastructure
projects also does not have capital related debt.
4 GASB Q&A, item 7.24.7, indicates that the restricted component of net assets represents both
restricted assets and liabilities related to those assets and that a liability "relates to" restricted assets
if the asset results from incurring the liability or if the liability will be liquidated with the restricted
assets. The GASB Q&A, item 7.24.13, explains that negative amounts should not be reported for
any category of restricted net assets. If liabilities that relate to specific restricted assets exceed those
assets, no restricted net asset balance should be reported—the net negative amount should reduce
unrestricted net assets.
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nonexpendable.5 GASB Statement No. 33, Accounting and Finan
cial Reporting for Nonexchange Transactions, paragraph 22, re
quires that net assets that result from endowments and similar
transactions be reported as restricted for as long as the provider's
purpose restrictions or time requirements remain in effect.
The GASB Q&A, item 7.24.26, explains that if a government pro
vides a "match" to receive a donation that will be classified into
restricted net assets, the match portion similarly is considered to
be part of restricted net assets.
Unrestricted net assets consists o f all net assets that do not meet
the definition o f either o f the other two components.

•

Designations of net assets, which represent management intentions for the use
of resources, should not be reported in the statement o f net assets. However,
GASB Statement No. 34 does not prohibit governments from disclosing those
designations in the notes to financial statements.
10.06 The illustrative financial statements in a nonauthoritative appendix
to Chapter 7 o f the GASB Q&A present the display o f the equity section of the
government-wide statement of net assets as shown in Table 10-1.

Table 10-1
Equity of Government-Wide Financial Statements

Primary Government
Governmental Business
Activities
Total
Activities
Invested in capital assets,
net of related debt

Component
Units

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX
X,XXX

—

XX,XXX

XXX

x,xxx

X,XXX

X,XXX

—

x,xxx

—
—

X,XXX
(X,XXX)

—
XX,XXX

x,xxx
x,xxx

—
X,XXX

$XXX,XXX

$xx,xxx

$XXX,XXX

$XX,XXX

Restricted for:
Capital projects
Debt service
Community development
projects
Other purposes
Unrestricted (deficit)
Total net assets

10.07 The amount of net assets reported for a primary government in the
government-wide financial statements usually will differ from the aggregate
amount of equity reported in its fund financial statements. One reason for this
difference is that the government-wide financial statements use a different
5 Nonexpendable net assets are those that are required to be retained in perpetuity. The GASB
Q&A, item 7.24.6, clarifies that this display requirement does not apply to term endowments. The
objective of the display requirement is to identify net assets that cannot be spent. Term endowments
may "currently" be nonexpendable, but at some point in the future (when the term expires) they
will become expendable. The GASB Q&A, item 7.24.14, discusses the valuation of nonexpendable
net assets in a situation in which the fair value of a permanent endowment is less than its original
principal amount.
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MFBA than do the governmental fund financial statements. The other reason
for this difference is that the government-wide financial statements do not
include the amounts reported in the fiduciary fund financial statements. (See
paragraphs 10.19 through 10.21.)

Proprietary Fund Net Assets (or Fund Equity)
10.08 GASB Statement No. 34, footnote 40, requires the equity reported
in the proprietary fund statement o f net assets or balance sheet to be labeled
either net assets or fund equity. GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 98, requires
that equity be displayed using the three net asset components discussed in
paragraph 10.05. (See also Table 10-1.) Equity balances resulting from capital
contributions and designations of net assets should not be displayed as such in
the proprietary fund statement o f net assets or balance sheet.

Governmental Fund Balances
10.09 GASB Statement No. 34, paragraphs 83 and 84, requires the equity
reported in the governmental fund balance sheet to be labeled fund balances
and to be segregated into reserved and unreserved amounts.
10.10 As provided in NCGA Statement 1, fund balance reserves report the
portions of the fund balances that are (a) legally segregated for a specific use
(for example, contractual commitments to third parties that are not liabilities
at the balance sheet date),6 or (b) not appropriable for expenditure because the
underlying asset is not a financial resource available for current appropriation
or expenditure (for example, inventories, prepaid items, noncurrent receivables
that are not offset by deferred revenue, and the noncurrent portion o f interfund
receivables). GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 84, requires reserved fund
balances o f nonmajor governmental funds to be displayed in sufficient detail to
disclose the purposes of the reservations.
10.11 GASB standards do not describe the characteristics of legal provi
sions that should result in reporting reserves as opposed to designations of fund
balance. Some governments report fund balance reserves for legal provisions
based on the guidance in GASB Statement No. 34 for reporting restricted net
assets in the government-wide statement of net assets (see paragraph 10.05).
Other governments contend that the guidance for reporting restricted net assets
does not apply to fund balance reserves arising from legal provisions— even by
analogy. Therefore, they report fund balance reserves even for legal provisions
that would not result in reporting restricted net assets.
10.12 The GASB Q&A, item 7.63.1, indicates that fund balance reserves
would not be reported if resources that are legally segregated for a specific
future use are reported in a separate fund used only for that purpose. The use
o f the separate fund itself communicates the legal segregation for a specific
future use.
10.13 Encumbrances (discussed in Chapter 11, "The Budget") represent
commitments related to unperformed contracts for services and undelivered

6 GASB Statement No. 33, footnote 13, requires that fund balances that result from endowments
and similar transactions be reported as a reservation for as long as the provider's purpose restrictions
or time requirements remain in effect.
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goods. If encumbered appropriations do not legally lapse, the amount of encum
brances outstanding at year-end is reclassified from unreserved fund balance to
a reserve for encumbrances to demonstrate future contractual claims against
the fund balance.
10.14 Governments are permitted to report reserves for inventories and
prepaid items that are accounted for using the consumption method. The in
tent of reporting those reserves is to demonstrate the extent to which the fund
balance is composed o f resources that are not available for other discretionary
expenditures. If a government uses the purchases method to account for inven
tories, it should report a reserve for those inventories and should display the
change in the reserve as a change to beginning fund balance.
10.15 Restricted net assets for governmental activities in the governmentwide statement of net assets generally will differ from amounts that are re
ported as reserved fund balances in the governmental fund balance sheet. Al
though the terms reserved and restricted appear similar, their meanings in a
governmental financial reporting context differ significantly. As discussed in
paragraph 392 of the nonauthoritative Basis for Conclusions o f GASB State
ment No. 34, restricted derives from external, legal constraints, whereas re
served is a function of the budgetary notion of "available for appropriation."
Reserved fund balances may include more than resources that are restricted.
For example, governmental funds report resources reserved for inventories,
but those amounts are not reported as restricted in the government-wide fi
nancial statements. (A nonauthoritative exercise in an appendix to Chapter 7
of the GASB Q&A illustrates how fund balances of governmental funds are
converted to the required components of net assets in the government-wide
financial statements.)
10.16 The fund balances that remain after reservations are unreserved
fund balances. GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 84, requires unreserved
fund balances of the nonmajor governmental funds to be displayed by fund
type.
10.17 Governments also may establish fund balance designations. Desig
nated fund balances indicate tentative management plans for the future use
o f financial resources. Such planned uses may never be legally authorized or
result in expenditures. Examples of designations are amounts earmarked for
next year's budget appropriations or to complete capital projects. Generally,
designations are supported by definitive plans and approved by the govern
ment's senior management. NCGA Statement 1, paragraph 120, requires fund
balance designations to be reported as part o f unreserved fund balances and
to be displayed as separate line items or parenthetically on the balance sheet
or disclosed in the notes to the financial statements. Designations should not
result in reporting negative undesignated balances in the financial statements
at year-end, regardless of the amount of undesignated fund balance at the time
the designation was made. The unreserved fund balances that remain after
designations are undesignated fund balances.
10.18 The illustrative financial statements in a nonauthoritative appendix
to Chapter 7 o f the GASB Q&A present the display o f the equity section of the
governmental fund balance sheet as shown in Table 10-2. Designations of fund
balances may be included in the display or disclosed in the notes to the financial
statements.
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Table 10-2
Equity Section of Governmental Funds Balance Sheet

Other
Total
Community Route 7 Govern Govern
HUD
Redevel Construc mental mental
General Programs opment
tion
Funds Funds
Fund balances:
Reserved for:
Inventories

XXX

—

—

—

Noncurrent
receivables

XXX

—

—

—

XX

XX

XXX

x,xxx

—
XXX

—

—

X,XXX

—
XX,XXX

x,x x x

—

—

—

—

x,xxx

x ,x x x

—

—

—

—

x ,x x x

x,x x x

Capital projects
funds

—

—

—

—

x ,x x x

X,X X X

Total fund balances

x ,x x x

xx,x x x

x ,x x x

Encumbrances
Other purposes
Unreserved:
Unreserved,
reported in
nonmajor:
Special revenue
funds
Debt service
funds

x ,x x x

—
—

XXX

X,XXX
x ,x x x

x,x x x
x,xxx

XXX

XX,XXX

x,x x x xx,x x x

Reconciliations— Equity and Changes in Equity
10.19 As discussed in paragraph 10.07, the amount of net assets reported
for a primary government in the government-wide statement o f net assets usu
ally will differ from the aggregate amount o f equity reported in its fund financial
position statements. Similarly, there will be differences between the changes in
equity reported in the various activity statements. To explain those differences,
GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 77, requires summary reconciliations to
the government-wide financial statements to be presented at the bottom o f the
fund financial statements or in an accompanying schedule. The GASB Q&A,
item 7.57.2, explains that when space permits, the reconciliation can be pre
sented on the same page as, but to the right of, the fund financial statements,
rather than at the bottom o f the page. It also explains that if an accompanying
schedule is used, it should be considered a continuation o f the fund financial
statement and therefore be presented immediately following the statement it
supports. Generally, brief explanations on the face o f the financial statements
suffice. However, governments should provide more detail in the notes to the
financial statements if aggregated information in the summary reconciliation
on the financial statements obscures the nature o f individual elements o f a
particular reconciling item.
10.20 For governmental funds, GASB Statement No. 34 requires total
governmental fund balances to be reconciled to the net assets of governmental
activities. It also requires the total changes in the governmental fund balances
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to be reconciled to the change in net assets of governmental activities. Typical
differences that require reconciliation include equity and changes in equity
arising from capital assets, revenues that are deferred because they are not
"available," and long-term liabilities (including debt issuances and repayments)
as well as the residual assets and liabilities o f internal service funds (which,
as discussed in Chapter 2, "Financial Reporting," generally are reported with
governmental activities in the government-wide financial statements).
10.21 For enterprise funds, (a) total enterprise fund net assets should be
reconciled to the net assets of business-type activities and (b) the total change
in enterprise fund net assets should be reconciled to the change in net assets
of business-type activities provided there are differences that require recon
ciliation. GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 104, states that generally there
are no reconciling items between the enterprise funds and business-type ac
tivities. That is, the amounts reported as total enterprise fund net assets and
changes in net assets usually are the same as net assets and changes in net
assets of business-type activities. However, there may be differences that re
quire reconciliation. For example, in the process of eliminating internal service
fund activities for the statement of activities, some of the fund's net income or
loss may be allocated to business-type activities. Also, the residual assets and
liabilities of internal service funds are reported with business-type activities in
certain situations. Further, the GASB Q&A, items 7.28.4 and 7.75.1, indicates
that differences may arise from (a) allocating indirect costs from governmen
tal activities to business-type activities and (b) reporting enterprise funds with
governmental activities or governmental funds with business-type activities.

Fiduciary Fund Net Assets
10.22 GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 108, requires the equity re
ported in the fiduciary fund statement of fiduciary net assets to be labeled net
assets but does not require net assets to be displayed in the net asset com
ponents as discussed in paragraph 10.05. Specific display requirements for
pension and other employee benefit trust funds and investment trust funds
in GASB Statements No. 25, Financial Reporting for Defined Benefit Pension
Plans and Note Disclosures for Defined Contribution P la n s;* No. 26, Financial
Reporting for Postemployment Healthcare Plans Administered by Defined Ben
efit Pension Plans; and No. 31, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Certain
Investments and for External Investment Pools, require net assets to be labeled
to indicate the purpose for which they are held. For example, GASB Statement
No. 25, paragraph 27, requires the use of the caption "net assets held in trust for
pension benefits." The illustrative financial statements in a nonauthoritative
Appendix to Chapter 7 of the GASB Q&A present the single net asset line item
for both a pension trust fund and a private-purpose trust fund as net assets
"held in trust for pension benefits and other purposes."

* GASB Statement No. 43, Financial Reporting for Postemployment Benefit Plans Other Than
Pension Plans, establishes accounting and financial reporting standards for plans that provide postem
ployment benefits other than pension benefits (known as other postemployment benefits or OPEB).
GASB Statement No. 43 supersedes GASB Statement No. 26, Financial Reporting for Postemployment
Healthcare Plans Administered by Defined Benefit Pension Plans, and amends various other gener
ally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) requirements relating to the financial reporting for OPEB
plans. The provisions of GASB Statement No. 43 are effective in three phases starting for periods
beginning after December 15, 2005. See also Chapter 12, "Special Purpose and State Governments."
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Disclosures
10.23 The following disclosures are among those that GASB standards re
quire about equity if the information is not apparent on the face of the financial
statements:7
•

Deficit fund balances or net assets of individual funds (NCGA In
terpretation 6, Notes to the Financial Statements, paragraph 4, as
amended)

•

The amount of the primary government's net assets at the end
o f the reporting period that are restricted by enabling legislation
(GASB Statement No. 46, paragraph 6)8

•

Fund balance designations for governmental funds (NCGA State
ment 1, paragraph 120)

•

The government's policy regarding whether to first apply re
stricted or unrestricted resources when an expense is incurred
for purposes for which both restricted and unrestricted net assets
are available (GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 115)

•

Detailed explanations o f reconciliations between the fund and
government-wide financial statements (See paragraph 10.19.)

Auditing Considerations
10.24 The audit objectives for the equity o f each opinion unit, categorized
by financial statement assertion,† are as follows:
•

Existence or Occurrence. Reported equity and its components are
based on actual transactions or other events as of the end o f the pe
riod. Reported changes in equity are based on actual transactions
or other events relating to the period.

•

Completeness. The financial statements report all equity as o f the
end of the period, and all changes in equity relating to the period.

•

Rights and Obligations. The financial statements properly reflect
conditions and agreements that affect the entity's equity and its
components as of the end o f the period.

•

Valuation or Allocation. Equity and its components are reported
at the proper amounts.

•

Presentation and Disclosure. The financial statements properly
classify, describe, and disclose equity and its components, includ
ing classification in the proper fund and activity. Financial state
ment presentation and disclosure are made in conformity with
GAAP, consistently applied.

7 Making disclosures for discretely presented component units is a m atter of professional judg
ment, as discussed in Chapter 3, "The Financial Reporting Entity."
8 The GASB Q&A, item 7.24.16, states that a government may choose to disclose net assets re
stricted by enabling legislation (a) by major categories of restrictions, (n) separately for governmental
and business-type activities, or (c) as a single amount for the primary government.
† AU section 326, Audit Evidence (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), recategorizes asser
tions by classes of transactions, account balances, and presentation and disclosure. This guidance will
be revised to reflect the new assertion categories in a future edition of the Guide.
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10.25 Items that are presented in the financial statement reconciliations
result from recognition and scope differences between the financial statements.
Consequently, audit objectives for the transactions underlying those differences
(for example, determining whether all expenses/expenditures and liabilities are
identified, recorded, and disclosed in the government-wide financial statements
and the fund financial statements) also represent audit objectives for the com
ponents of the reconciliations. However, an additional audit objective concerns
presentation and disclosure— whether the reconciliations are presented and
disclosed in conformity with GAAP consistently applied.9
10.26 A government's equity accounts often are subject to various com
pliance requirements. Although a government should be concerned with all
compliance requirements, generally accepted auditing standards (GAAS) focus
the auditor's concern on compliance requirements that have a direct and mate
rial effect on the determination of financial statement amounts. See the further
discussion of the auditor's responsibility in this regard in Chapter 4, "General
Auditing Considerations."
10.27 The auditor needs to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence
for each of those opinion units with material equity accounts. (See the discus
sion o f opinion units in Chapter 4.) The nature, extent, and timing of audit
procedures on the financial statement reconciliations would relate to the au
ditor's assessment of the risks o f material misstatement for the governmental
and business-type activities opinion units in the government-wide financial
statements. The reconciliations explain the differences between (a) the total
governmental funds and the governmental activities and (b) the total enter
prise funds and business-type activities. Therefore, the reconciliations are not
designed to relate to opinion units in the fund financial statements (such as
individual major governmental funds).
10.28 The auditor should obtain an understanding of the government's
internal control over equity and its components and the financial statement
reconciliations. The auditor's understanding of internal control should include
performing risk assessment procedures to evaluate the design o f the controls
and to determine whether they have been implemented. In addition to standard
internal control features for equity, internal control features for equity and
for the financial statements reconciliations that are unique or significant in
government may include the following:
•

A process for identifying and documenting net asset restrictions
and fund balance reserves and designations

•

Review and approval of documentation for net asset restrictions
and fund balance reserves and designations by appropriate per
sonnel

•

A process for identifying and authorizing the use o f restricted,
reserved, or designated resources

•

Periodic review o f restricted, reserved, or designated equity ac
counts

9 AU section 318.52, Performing Audit Procedures in Response to Assessed Risks and Evaluating
the Audit Evidence Obtained (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), states the auditor's substantive
procedures should include agreeing the financial statem ents and its components to the underlying
accounting records and examining material journal entries and other adjustments.
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•

A process for identifying, documenting, and reviewing reconciling
items between the fund and the government-wide financial state
ments and for presenting those reconciliations in conformity with
GAAP

•

A process for identifying, documenting, and reviewing required
note disclosures for equity

10.29 In addition to standard audit procedures for equity, audit procedures
for equity and for the financial statements reconciliations that are unique or
significant in government may include the following:
•

Reviewing minutes o f meetings of the governing body; constitu
tion, charter, statutes, and ordinances; debt issuance documents;
contribution and grant contracts; and other similar documents to
identify the requirements and authorizations for equity restric
tions and reserves

•

Reviewing appropriate documentation to support fund balance
designations

•

Asking appropriate management personnel about the existence of
equity restrictions, reserves, and designations

•

Determining whether equity restrictions, reserves, and designa
tions have been made in compliance with the applicable legal and
contractual provisions and management policies and are properly
disclosed in the financial statements

•

Testing expenses/expenditures to determine that restricted, re
served, or designated resources are used (a) for their restricted,
reserved, or designated purpose and (b) in accordance with man
agement's policy regarding whether to first apply restricted or un
restricted resources when an expense is incurred for purposes for
which both restricted and unrestricted net assets are available

•

Determining whether deficit fund balances or net assets o f indi
vidual funds are properly disclosed in the financial statements

•

Determining whether fund balance designations create or in
crease a negative undesignated fund balance at year-end

•

Determining that fund balance designations represent future ex
penditure intentions rather than unperformed (executory) con
tracts that should be reported as a reserve for encumbrance

•

Determining whether equity restrictions, reserves, and designa
tions are removed if they are no longer required

•

Analyzing changes to equity accounts for the year to determine
whether they are properly reported in the financial statements or
the notes thereto

•

Evaluating whether the reconciling items between the fund and
the government-wide financial statements are properly calculated
and the reconciliations are properly presented
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10.30 As discussed in Chapter 2, the standards for selecting major funds
could result in different funds being reported as major each year. Further, as
discussed in Chapter 4, the auditor should plan, perform, evaluate the results
of, and report on the audit of each opinion unit and each major fund is a separate
opinion unit. If the auditor did not audit a current-year major fund as major in
the previous year, the auditor should consider the need to perform procedures on
the opening equity balance of the fund to evaluate whether the equity amount
is properly stated and supported by underlying assets and liabilities.
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Chapter 11

The Budget
Introduction
11.01 Budgeting is an essential element of the financial planning, con
trol, and performance evaluation processes of many governments. In contrast
to commercial organizations' planning-oriented budgetary practices, govern
ments usually adopt budgets that have the force of law, are subject to sanctions
for overspending budgetary authorizations, and have extensive controls to en
sure budgetary compliance. The budgeting requirements and practices followed
by governments vary greatly, and the auditor should be knowledgeable about
the laws and regulations governing the budgetary requirements of the govern
ment being audited, as well as the government's budget and budgetary process.
In addition to basic information about the budgetary process, this chapter dis
cusses:
•

The financial reporting requirements relating to budgetary com
parison information

•

The auditor's responsibility for required budgetary comparison in
formation, whether presented as required supplementary infor
mation (RSI) or as part of the basic financial statements

•

How performing audit procedures on an entity's budget may as
sist in the audit of financial statement accounts or be required
to satisfy the auditor's responsibility for material misstatements
arising from illegal acts

11.02 State laws and regulations generally require general-purpose and
some special-purpose governments to adopt budgets and to report on their ac
tual results against those budgets for at least their general funds. Legal provi
sions also may require those entities to adopt and report on budgets for other
funds, such as special revenue and debt service funds. Some governments, in
particular special-purpose governments such as utilities, authorities, and col
leges and universities, do not have legal provisions that require budgets or
budgetary reporting, and they may not have legally adopted budgets, which
are budgets that create legally enforceable limits on spending.
11.03 National Council on Governmental Accounting (NCGA) State
ment 1, Governmental Accounting and Financial Reporting Principles; NCGA
Interpretation 10, State and Local Government Budgetary Reporting; and Gov
ernmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) Statement No. 34, Basic Fi
nancial Statements—and Management's Discussion and Analysis—for State
and Local Governments, as amended by GASB Statement No. 41, Budgetary
Comparison Schedules—Perspective Differences, are the primary standards for
budgetary accounting and reporting. In NCGA Statement 1, as amended, the
summary statement of principle regarding budgeting, budgetary control, and
budgetary reporting states the following:
a. An annual budget(s) should be adopted by every governmental unit.
b. The accounting system should provide the basis for appropriate
budgetary control.
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c. Budgetary comparisons should be presented for the general fund
and for each major special revenue fund that has a legally adopted
annual budget.1 Governments are encouraged to present such bud
getary comparison information in schedules as a part of RSI. How
ever, a government with significant budgetary perspective differ
ences that result in the government's not being able to present
budgetary comparisons for the general fund and each major special
revenue fund is required to present budgetary comparison sched
ules as RSI based on the fund, organization, or program structure
that the government uses for its legally adopted budget. The bud
getary comparison schedules should present both (1) the original
and (2) the final appropriated budgets for the reporting period as
well as (3) actual inflows, outflows, and balances, stated on the gov
ernment’s budgetary basis.
Although the principle encourages the presentation of certain budgetary com
parison information as RSI, footnote 53 of GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph
130, as amended, permits governments, except those subject to GASB State
ment No. 41 as discussed in paragraph 11.12, to elect to report that information
in a budgetary comparison statement as part of the basic financial statements.

Budgetary Processes
Types of Budgets1
2
11.04 As indicated above, generally accepted accounting principles
(GAAP) require the presentation of information about a government's legally
adopted annual budgets for certain funds. Those presentations involve appro
priated budgets—the expenditure authority created by the appropriation bills
or ordinances that are signed into law and the related estimated revenues.
An appropriated budget differs from a nonappropriated budget, which is "a fi
nancial plan for an organization, program, activity, or function approved in a
manner authorized by constitution, charter, statute, or ordinance but not sub
ject to appropriation and therefore outside the boundaries of the definition of
'appropriated budget"' (NCGA Interpretation 10, paragraph 11, as amended).
11.05 Governments may establish two types of budgets—monetary and
performance. Monetary and performance budgets are not mutually exclusive.
When one thinks of the term budget, one usually envisions a document and
process that control governmental fund revenues and expenditures for a oneyear period (or two separate annual periods, for those governments that budget
on a biennial basis). That is a monetary budget. Many governments update
their fixed, annual, monetary budgets periodically during the year as revenue
estimates and expenditure needs change. The use of budgetary resources may
be controlled at the program, department, fund, character, or object level, as

1 The GASB staff document Comprehensive Implementation Guide (GASB Q&A), item 7.91.10,
clarifies that governments that budget on a biennial basis are not exempt from the requirement for
budgetary comparison reporting. Further, item 7.91.13 explains that if the general fund does not have
a legally adopted budget, the government should not present a budgetary comparison schedule (or
statement) for the general fund. Finally, item 7.91.14 clarifies that a "legally adopted budget" requires
that the government be unable to expend resources without it.
2 Although this chapter discusses various types of budgets, the GASB requirements for present
ing budgetary comparison information apply only to legally adopted budgets for the general fund and
major special revenue funds.
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discussed later in this chapter. Governments may develop monetary budgets
for other purposes and periods, as follows:
•

Capital budgets. These budgets usually present estimates of ex
penditures for capital outlays and the proposed means of financ
ing them for a period of several years. Capital budgets typically
emphasize major capital outlay plans and usually are updated
periodically as priorities change or unanticipated projects arise.
Capital budgets help governments anticipate future changes in
allowable debt levels and annual debt service requirements. Even
if a government legally adopts a capital budget, GASB standards
do not require the government to report budgetary comparison
information about that budget because it is not an annual bud
get. However, the government may present budgetary comparison
information for that budget as supplementary information other
than RSI, known as SI.

•

Proprietary fund flexible budgets. The nature o f most operations
financed and accounted for through proprietary funds is such that
the demand for the goods and services largely determines the
appropriate level of revenues and expenses. Increased demand
for the goods or services causes a higher level o f expense to be
incurred, but also results in a higher level o f revenues. Thus,
flexible budgets—prepared for several levels of possible activity—
typically are used to plan, control, and evaluate proprietary fund
spending. When formally adopted, the expense estimates o f flexi
ble budgets typically are not viewed as appropriations but as ap
proved plans. A government evaluates and controls a flexible bud
get by comparing actual interim or annual revenues and expenses
with planned revenues and expenses at the actual level o f activity
for the period. In some instances, however, legal provisions may
require a fixed or flexible budget to be legally adopted for propri
etary funds. Even if a government legally adopts a budget for pro
prietary funds, GASB standards do not require the government
to report budgetary comparison information about that budget
because presentation is only required for the general and major
special revenue funds. However, the government may present bud
getary comparison information for that budget as SI.

11.06 Governments also may develop performance budgets in addition
to or as part o f monetary budgets. Performance budgets emphasize outputs,
units of work performed, or services rendered within each budgeted program,
such as tons o f waste collected in the rubbish disposal program, rather than
simply providing for the amounts to be spent. Performance budgets relate the
input o f resources to the output o f services. Usually, performance budgets do
not constitute legally adopted budgets.

Legal Level of Budgetary Control
11.07 Because of financial reporting and auditing considerations discussed
later in this chapter, the auditor needs to understand the legal level at which
budgetary control is exercised. The legal level of budgetary control is the level of
detail at which the government's governing body appropriates resources. Below
the legal level of budgetary control, the government's management can reassign
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resources without governing board approval. Common legal levels of budgetary
control are as follows:
•

Program level. A program-level budget allocates resources for
particular activities or operations, regardless of the funds from
which the resources are provided, the departments that spend
the resources, or the types of items for which the resources are
spent. For example, the governing board may establish a public
safety program budget and control the use o f resources at that
level, even though several funds provide the resources and three
departments—police, fire, and emergency medical services—
charge various types of items to that program.

•

Department level. A department-level budget allocates resources
to a particular department or other organizational unit, regard
less of the funds from which the resources are provided, the pro
grams that department conducts, or the types o f items for which
the resources are spent. For example, a government may establish
a budget for the public works department and control the use of
resources at that level, even though that department spends re
sources from several funds for various types o f items and conducts
both road maintenance and garbage collection programs.

•

Fund level. A fund-level budget allocates resources from an in
dividual fund, regardless of the departments that spend the re
sources, the programs those departments conduct, or the types of
items for which the resources are spent. For example, a govern
ment may establish a budget for its highway special revenue fund
and control the use of resources at that level, even though that
fund finances various types o f items for both the highway and po
lice departments and those departments' highway construction,
maintenance, and safety programs.

•

Character level. In addition to program-, department-, or fundlevel budgets, the legal level of control may be further set by char
acter, that is, on the basis of the fiscal period the use o f resources
are presumed to benefit. The major character classifications are
current, which benefits the current fiscal period; capital outlays,
which is presumed to benefit both the present and future fiscal
periods; and debt service, which is presumed to benefit prior fiscal
periods as well as current and future periods. Intergovernmen
tal, a fourth character classification, is used when one govern
ment transfers resources to another, such as when states transfer
shared revenues to local governments or act as intermediaries in
federally financed programs.

•

Object level. Beyond character level, the legal level of control may
be further set by object classes, that is, according to the types o f
items purchased or services obtained. Examples of current oper
ating objects are personal services, supplies, and utilities. Capital
outlays, debt service, and intergovernmental also are major object
classifications.

11.08 In many governments, compliance with the legally adopted budget
usually is required at the program, department, or fund level (or a combination
of those levels), although some governments may use lower levels. Governments
that establish the legal level of budgetary control at the program, department,
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or fund level also may monitor the use of budgetary resources at the character or
object level, but this would be done to manage the use of budgetary resources
rather than as a legal requirement. For example, a government may set the
legal level of control at the departmental level but track each department's
costs by object to provide useful information about how a given department
spends its resources compared to the purposes for which it requested funding.
However, as long as that department's total use o f resources are less than the
total budgeted level, noncompliance with budgetary requirements relating to
the legal level o f control would not exist. On the other hand, if the government
is legally required to budget the use of resources at the object level, the fact
that a given department's salaries exceed the amount budgeted for that object
represents noncompliance with budgetary requirements relating to the legal
level of control even though the department's total spending is less than the
total amount budgeted.

Encumbrances
11.09 A component of budgetary control in governments is encumbrances,
especially in general, special revenue, and capital projects funds. Encum
brances represent formal commitments (usually contracts or purchase orders)
to acquire goods or services not yet received.3 Encumbrances may be recorded
in governmental fund accounts to lessen the risk that expenditures exceed ap
propriations. Encumbrances outstanding at year-end do not represent GAAP
expenditures. However, they may represent a portion of the fund balance that
should be reserved for commitments outstanding as of year-end as discussed in
Chapter 10, "Equity and Financial Statement Reconciliations."
11.10 Some legal requirements may require encumbrances outstanding
as o f year-end to be considered expenditures and charged against current-year
appropriations. In those cases, encumbrances will be included with the expen
ditures reported in the budgetary comparison schedule or statement. In that
situation, the difference between outstanding encumbrances as of the begin
ning and end o f the year should be a reconciling item between expenditures
reported in the statement o f revenues, expenditures, and changes in fund bal
ances and those reported in the budgetary comparison schedule or statement,
as discussed in paragraph 11.14. On the other hand, a legal requirement or
formally adopted policy may require appropriations to automatically roll for
ward to cover prior-year outstanding encumbrances. In that case, the subse
quent year's original budget presentation should include those appropriation
amounts carried forward.

Budgetary Basis
11.11 NCGA Interpretation 10, paragraph 6, states that the scope and
method of budgetary practices are outside the scope o f financial reporting stan
dards. Ideally, a monetary budget is prepared and executed using the same
basis of accounting that is used in GAAP reporting for the same operations.
However, in some cases, legal provisions will mandate a different budgetary
basis. In those situations, NCGA Statement 1, paragraph 88, observes that gov
ernments typically (a) maintain the accounts and prepare budgetary reports on

3 Some governments also record preencumbrances when they intend to enter into contracts
or issue purchase orders. Preencumbrances are control mechanisms and do not represent formal
commitments.
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the legally prescribed budgetary basis to determine and to demonstrate legal
compliance and (b) maintain sufficient supplemental records to permit presen
tation of financial statements in conformity with GAAP.

Financial Reporting Considerations
Budgetary Comparison Schedules or Statements
11.12 As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, GASB Statement
No. 34, as amended, requires budgetary comparisons to be presented for the
general fund and for each major special revenue fund that has a legally adopted
annual budget.4 Governments are encouraged to present such budgetary com
parison information in schedules as a part of RSI. However, as provided in
GASB Statement No. 41, a government with significant budgetary perspective
differences that result in the government's not being able to present budgetary
comparisons for the general fund and each major special revenue fund should
present budgetary comparison schedules as RSI based on the fund, organi
zation, or program structure that they use for their legally adopted budget.
Those governments generally should present budgetary comparisons for the
activities that are reported in the general fund and each major special revenue
fund. The budgetary comparison schedules should present both the original
and final appropriated budgets5 for the reporting period as well as actual bud
getary inflows, outflows, and balances stated on the government's budgetary
basis. NCGA Interpretation 10, paragraph 14, as amended, requires individual
fund budgetary comparisons to be presented at the legal level o f budgetary
control. If, for the funds or activities for which budgetary comparisons are
required, the government presents budgetary comparisons at the legal level
o f control as SI (for example, in a Comprehensive Annual Financial Report
[CAFR]) or in a separate budgetary report that is referred to from the notes
to RSI, the presentation of required budgetary comparison information in RSI
may be made at a level that aggregates budgetary accounts through revenue
source and expenditure function or program. GASB Statement No. 34 encour
ages governments to present a separate column in the schedules to report the
variance between the final budget and the actual amounts. GASB Statement
No. 34 also permits governments to present a separate column to report the
variance between the original and final budget amounts. Governments may
present the budgetary comparison schedules using the same format, terminol
ogy, and classifications as they use in their budget documents, or using the
format, terminology, and classifications consistent with the statement of rev
enues, expenditures, and changes in fund balances. Budgetary comparison in
formation for other funds, such as for nonmajor special revenue funds or for
capital projects or debt service funds, may be presented as SI, but not as RSI.
(See the related discussions in items 7.91.5 and 7.91.6 of the GASB Q&A. Item
7.91.5 indicates that the consequence of presenting additional special revenue
funds in the budgetary comparison schedule is that those funds are subject
to all major fund reporting requirements and are, therefore, not considered
nonmajor.)

4 See footnote 1.
5 GASB Statement No. 34, Basic Financial Statements—and Managements Discussion and
Analysis—for State and Local Governments, paragraph 130, defines in detail the original and final
appropriated budgets. Additional guidance is provided in Chapter 7 of the GASB Q&A.
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11.13 GASB Statement No. 34, footnote 53, as amended, allows gov
ernments, except those subject to GASB Statement No. 41 as discussed in
paragraph 11.12, to elect to report the required budgetary comparison infor
mation in a budgetary comparison statement as part o f the basic financial
statements, rather than as RSI.6 If presented as a part o f the basic financial
statements, the required budgetary comparison information is subject to the
same minimum information requirements and allowable formats as discussed
in paragraph 11.12. Governments should not present budgetary comparison in
formation in the basic financial statements for funds other than those for which
GASB Statement No. 34 requires budgetary comparison information to be pre
sented as RSI. Footnote 53 o f GASB Statement No. 34, as amended, does not
permit governments to present budgetary comparison information in the basic
financial statements beyond that allowed if budgetary comparisons had been
presented as part of RSI. Budgetary comparison information for other funds,
for example, for nonmajor special revenue funds or for capital projects or debt
service funds, may be presented as SI.

Disclosures
11.14 Notes to RSI should disclose excesses of expenditures over appro
priations in individual funds presented in the budgetary comparison schedules.
As with budgetary comparison information, this disclosure is based on the legal
level at which budgetary control is exercised. Further, the budgetary compar
ison schedules should be accompanied by information (either in a separate
schedule or in notes to RSI) that reconciles budgetary information to GAAP
information. If the required budgetary comparison information is instead in
cluded in the basic financial statements, those disclosures should be included
in the notes to the financial statements.
11.15 Regardless of whether the required budgetary comparison informa
tion is presented as RSI or as part of the basic financial statements, if the excess
o f expenditures over appropriations in any fund (including those funds that are
not required to be presented in the budgetary comparison information) or any
other noncompliance with budgetary legal provisions is considered a material
violation of finance-related legal provisions, that violation should be disclosed
in the notes to the financial statements as required by NCGA Statement 1,
paragraph 11. (See this guidance discussed in item 7.93.1 of the GASB Q&A.)
In addition, the government should disclose actions taken to address such vi
olations, as required by GASB Statement No. 38, Certain Financial Statement
Note Disclosures, paragraph 9.
11.16 In certain circumstances, a budget is not adopted for the general7
or a major special revenue fund because it is not legally required and, there
fore, presentation of budgetary comparison information is not required. That
situation should be disclosed in the notes to RSI to explain why what might
appear to be required information is not part of the presentation. If the govern
ment chooses to present its required budgetary comparison information in the
basic financial statements, that disclosure should be made in the notes to the
financial statements.
6 GASB Statement No. 34, as amended, encourages presentation of the budgetary comparison
information as required supplementary information (RSI).
7 GASB Q&A, item 7.91.13, explains that if the general fund does not have a legally adopted
budget, the government should not present a budgetary comparison schedule (or statement) for the
general fund.
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Auditing Considerations8
11.17 The extent o f the auditor's responsibility over required budgetary
comparison information depends in part on whether that information is pre
sented as RSI or as part of the basic financial statements, as discussed in para
graphs 11.19 through 11.23. Regardless o f the method o f presentation and the
related audit responsibility, however, the auditor may perform audit procedures
relating to a government's development and control of its budget to assist in the
audit of certain financial statement accounts. (See paragraphs 11.24 through
11.26.) Such audit procedures also may satisfy the auditor's responsibility for
material misstatements arising from illegal acts. (See paragraphs 11.27 and
11.28.)

Internal Control Considerations
11.18 A legally adopted budget—which may take many forms, ranging
from a single document that identifies all revenue sources and expenses or ex
penditures to numerous revenue and appropriation bills or ordinances— usually
is the legal authority for the levy of taxes and the spending of moneys. Because
o f the legal importance of budgetary compliance and the consequences of bud
getary noncompliance as described in paragraphs 11.01 and 11.02, governments
frequently have extensive internal control over their budgets. A government's
internal control features relating to its budget may include the following:
•

Segregation of duties between budget preparation, adoption, exe
cution, and reporting

•

The adoption and communication o f procedures to establish au
thority and responsibility for budget development, approval, and
amendments

•

Integration of the budgeting system with the planning process
and compatibility between the type o f budgeting performed and
the accounting system

•

Preparation o f the budget in sufficient detail to provide a mean
ingful tool with which to monitor subsequent performance

•

A process to ensure that the original budget and any subsequent
budgetary amendments receive governing body approval and are
subjected to public notification and hearings, if required

•

Formal integration of the budget into the accounting system

•

Periodic (monthly) comparison of actual revenues and expendi
tures to the budget, with explanation o f and follow-up on signifi
cant variances

•

Other processes and procedures to ensure adherence to relevant
compliance requirements

8 AU section 318.14, Performing Audit Procedures in Response to Assessed Risks and Evaluating
the Audit Evidence Obtained (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), requires auditors to obtain audit
evidence about the completeness and accuracy of nonfinancial information if the auditor uses such
information in performing audit procedures. See AU section 318 for additional guidance.
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Presentation of Budgetary Comparison Information
11.19 If the government presents required budgetary comparison infor
mation as RSI and the auditor is not engaged to audit the information,9 the
auditor's responsibility for that presentation is provided in AU section 558 of
volume 1 o f the AICPA Professional Standards, as discussed in Chapter 4,
"General Auditing Considerations." Those responsibilities include applying cer
tain limited procedures to the information, consisting principally o f inquiries
o f management regarding the methods of measurement and presentation of
the information. The auditor likely would perform those limited procedures
while performing audit procedures because of his or her other auditing consid
erations as discussed in paragraphs 11.24 through 11.28. That is, those audit
procedures may likely encompass the limited procedures required for unaudited
RSI. Further, as discussed in Chapter 4, the auditor may be expressing an opin
ion whether the required budgetary information is fairly stated in all material
respects in relation to the basic financial statements taken as a whole, as pro
vided in AU section 551, Reporting on Information Accompanying the Basic
Financial Statements in Auditor-Submitted Documents (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 1), and should apply procedures sufficient to be able to express
such an opinion.
11.20 In reporting on unaudited required budgetary comparison informa
tion presented as RSI, the auditor's reporting may depend on whether the docu
ment containing the RSI is in a document that is considered auditor-submitted
or client-prepared. Auditors should follow the guidance in AU section 550, Other
Information in Documents Containing Audited Financial Statements (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1), AU section 551 (AICPA, Professional Stan
dards, vol. 1), and AU section 558 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1),
as discussed in Chapter 14, "Audit Reporting."
11.21 If required budgetary comparison information is presented as a ba
sic financial statement,10 or if the auditor is engaged to audit such information
presented as RSI, the auditor should perform audit procedures considered suf
ficient to express opinions whether the budgetary information required for the
general and each major special revenue fund with a legally adopted budget
is fairly stated, in all material respects, in conformity with GAAP. Additional
procedures that the auditor might perform include detailed testing to deter
mine whether the budgetary comparison statement or schedule and the notes
thereto include the information required by GAAP for such presentations. (This
additional procedure is in contrast with asking management whether the in
formation is measured and presented within prescribed guidelines—one o f the
limited procedures for unaudited information presented as RSI.) The auditor
might otherwise perform this type o f audit procedure because of his or her
other auditing considerations as discussed in paragraphs 11.24 through 11.28.

9 Being engaged to audit budgetary compliance information means being engaged to express an
opinion whether that information is fairly presented, in all material respects, in conformity with gen
erally accepted accounting principles (GAAP). Unless the auditor is engaged to audit the information,
this Guide refers to the information as unaudited, even though generally accepted auditing standards
(GAAS) require the auditor to perform specific procedures and perhaps to report on the information,
as discussed in this section and in Chapters 4, "General Auditing Considerations," and 14, "Audit
Reporting."
10 The budgetary comparison information presented as part of the basic financial statements
constitutes a third financial statement relating to each of the major fund opinion units for which it is
presented. See the discussion of opinion units in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 14 further discusses auditor reporting on budgetary information pre
sented as a basic financial statement.
11.22 Because some governments want the auditor's opinion to cover their
budgetary comparison information, they want to present budgetary comparison
information as a basic financial statement. As discussed in paragraph 11.13, a
government (except those subject to GASB Statement No. 41 as discussed in
paragraph 11.12) may elect to present budgetary comparison information in the
basic financial statements (thus subjecting it to audit coverage) for those funds
for which the information is required to be presented as RSI—the general fund
and each major special revenue fund that has a legally adopted annual budget.
(Alternatively, the government may present the information as RSI and engage
the auditor to render an opinion that the RSI is fairly presented, in all material
respects, in conformity with GAAP.) For other funds, the government could
present the budgetary comparison information as SI and engage the auditor
to audit and express an opinion on that SI. (Chapters 4 and 14 discuss the
auditor's responsibility for and reporting on SI.)
11.23 Chapter 14 discusses additional matters relating to budgetary com
parison information that affect the auditor's report.

Audit Support for Financial Statement Assertions
11.24 An auditor may wish to perform audit procedures relating to an en
tity's budget to provide audit support for financial position and activity state
ment assertions. An auditor could consider, for example, controls to ensure that
expenses/expenditures have been properly approved, monitored, and classified
within the accounts to assist in the audit of those accounts. Unlike private
sector budgets, governmental budgets typically have the force of law, are inte
grated into the government's accounting structure, and are an integral part of
the government's internal controls. The auditor should obtain an understand
ing of these controls to evaluate their design and determine whether they have
been implemented. If the auditor determines that those budgetary controls are
in place and functioning properly, the auditor may be able to assess control risk
for expenses/expenditures at low to moderate and use those controls as a basis
for designing the nature, timing, and extent of substantive procedures. Some
aspects o f a governmental budgeting process could involve using nonfinancial
information. In accordance with AU section 318.14, Performing Audit Proce
dures in Response to Assessed Risks and Evaluating the Audit Evidence Ob
tained (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), auditors are required to obtain
audit evidence about the completeness and accuracy o f nonfinancial informa
tion if the auditor uses such information in performing audit procedures. Refer
to AU section 318 for additional guidance. If the required budgetary comparison
information is presented as basic financial statements, the auditor should per
form audit procedures relating to budgetary comparison statement assertions
as discussed in paragraph 11.21. In those situations, the auditor's knowledge
o f the budgetary process and related controls should be sufficient for him or her
to understand how:
•

The budget is developed and adopted.

•

The budget is amended.

•

The original budget and amendments are incorporated into the
accounting system and the budgetary comparison statements.

•

Budgetary compliance is monitored and enforced.
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11.25 Under AU section 329, Analytical Procedures (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 1), the auditor should perform analytical procedures in both
the planning and overall review phases of all audit engagements. Analytical
procedures that compare actual results to either the original or the amended
budget, or both, may be useful during the planning phase of the audit.
11.26 In performing audit procedures relating to an entity's budget, the
auditor should consider whether the government uses its budget to control
spending or, instead, uses its spending to establish the budget. Some govern
ments adopt a preliminary budget and amend it frequently, essentially allowing
the budget to follow the results of operations. In that situation, audit procedures
relating to the budget may not be very useful audit support for financial position
and activity statement assertions.

Budgetary Compliance Considerations
11.27 As discussed in Chapter 4, generally accepted auditing standards
(GAAS) require the auditor to plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the financial statements are free o f material mis
statements arising from illegal acts that have a direct and material effect on
the determination o f financial statement amounts. Further, although an au
ditor is not required to plan and perform the audit to detect misstatements
arising from illegal acts that have a material indirect effect on the financial
statements, procedures applied for the purpose of forming an opinion on the
financial statements may bring such possible illegal acts to the auditor's at
tention. Those responsibilities apply to material misstatements that arise from
budgetary noncompliance, regardless of whether the budgetary information is
presented as part of the basic financial statements or as RSI, or is not required
by GASB standards to be reported.
•

Budgetary noncompliance could have a direct and material effect
on the determination of financial statement amounts if budgetary
comparison information is presented as part o f the basic finan
cial statements. For example, if the government's management
amended the general fund budget without obtaining required gov
erning board approval, the budgetary comparison statement's pre
sentation o f amended budget amounts would be misstated. The
auditor should evaluate the effect of the noncompliance on the
opinion on the general fund opinion unit. (See the discussions of
opinion units in Chapter 4.)

•

Budgetary noncompliance could have a direct and material effect
on the determination of financial statement amounts even if bud
getary comparison information is not presented as part of the basic
financial statements or is not required by GASB standards to be
reported. For example, consider an entity's budget law that re
quires that it transfer any balance in excess of legally required re
serves from a debt service fund to the general fund. If that transfer
is not made, the auditor should evaluate the effect o f the omitted
transfer on the opinions on the affected opinion units. Further, the
auditor may detect budgetary noncompliance that has a material
indirect effect on the entity's financial statements. For example,
if through inquiry and management representations, the auditor
becomes aware that an entity does not adopt a legally required
budget for a nonmajor special revenue fund and does not disclose
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the noncompliance in the notes to the financial statements, the
auditor should evaluate the effect of the omitted disclosure on the
opinion on the aggregate remaining fund information opinion unit.
11.28 The auditor should consider performing procedures to obtain an
understanding o f the laws governing the budgetary process and to determine
whether budgets have been prepared and adopted in compliance with those
requirements. Those audit procedures may include:
•

Discussing with management or legal counsel the applicable legal
provisions governing the budget and the budget's applicability to
the various funds o f the government

•

Determining whether the budgetary process was performed in ac
cordance with legal provisions, including those that require public
notifications and hearings

•

Reviewing the original budget and budgetary amendments for
proper approvals

•

Determining the level of budgetary control—that is, program, de
partment, fund, character, or object, and the adequacy o f the ac
counting system to operate at that level o f control

•

Determining the basis o f accounting on which the budget is pre
pared

•

Evaluating whether expenditures in excess o f appropriations in
individual funds (a) constitute a material violation of legal provi
sions and (b) are appropriately disclosed
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Chapter 12

Special Purpose and State Governments
Introduction
12.01 This chapter builds on the accounting, financial reporting, and au
diting guidance elsewhere in this Guide by providing specific guidance re
lating to certain types of governments, primarily special-purpose and state
governments. All GASB pronouncements are potentially applicable to the
financial statements of all governmental entities, including special-purpose
governments, recognized Indian tribes that apply governmental accounting and
financial reporting guidance, and states. Auditors should consider the "scope
and applicability" section of each GASB pronouncement for specific applicabil
ity as well as the accounting, financial reporting, and auditing guidance in the
other chapters of this Guide.
12.02 Special-purpose governments are legally separate entities that per
form only one activity or only a few activities, such as cemetery districts, school
districts, colleges and universities, utilities, hospitals and other health care or
ganizations, and public employee retirement systems (PERS). Special-purpose
governments are legally separate entities and may be primary governments,
stand-alone governments,1 or component units as defined in GASB Statement
No. 14, The Financial Reporting Entity, as amended, and discussed in Chap
ter 3, "The Financial Reporting Entity."
12.03 Auditors of special-purpose governments should consider consult
ing other AICPA Audit and Accounting Guides for accounting and auditing
guidance as discussed in Chapter 1, "Overview and Introduction."1
2 They also
should consider consulting the annual Audit Risk Alerts issued as comple
ments to those Guides. This chapter discusses how certain sources of account
ing guidance fit into the hierarchy of generally accepted accounting principles
(GAAP) for governmental entities. Chapter 1 discusses the GAAP hierarchy for
governments.

Financial Reporting Requirements
for Special-Purpose Governments
12.04 All legally separate special-purpose governments, whether pri
mary governments, stand-alone governments, or component units of a primary

1 Stand-alone governments, which include joint ventures, jointly governed organizations, and
pools, often are special-purpose governments. Examples o f entities that may be joint ventures and
jointly governed organizations are regional transportation authorities, water treatment plants, solid
waste facilities, tax bureaus, airports, and libraries. Examples of pools are public entity risk pools and
governmental external investment pools.
2 The accounting and financial reporting guidance in the AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide Notfor-Profit Organizations does not constitute category (b) accounting and financial reporting guidance
for governmental entities because the AICPA did not make that Guide applicable to those entities and
the GASB did not clear it. (See the further discussion in footnote 24.) However, even though that Guide
is not applicable to governmental entities, auditors should consider referring to it for specific auditing
considerations because many similar activities are conducted by governmental entities and not-forprofit organizations. The relevance to governmental audits o f the other AICPA Audit and Accounting
Guides referred to in Chapter 1, "Overview and Introduction," is discussed elsewhere in this chapter.
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government, should prepare basic financial statements, including the notes
thereto, accompanied by all appropriate required supplementary information
(RSI), including a management’s discussion and analysis (MD&A). (See Na
tional Council on Governmental Accounting [NCGA] Statement 1, Governmen
tal Accounting and Financial Reporting Principles, paragraphs 135 and 136,
as amended, for the requirements relating to a government's issuance of an
nual financial reports.) GASB Statement No. 34, Basic Financial Statements—
and Management's Discussion and Analysis—for State and Local Governments,
paragraphs 134 through 141, provides standards for the basic financial state
ments of special-purpose governments (as discussed below) that are designed to
be appropriate to the nature and mix of the activities they perform.3 Additional
details about the basic financial statements for special-purpose governments
are in Chapter 7 o f the GASB staff document Comprehensive Implementation
Guide (GASB Q&A). In performing an audit of a special-purpose government,
an auditor should evaluate whether the entity has presented the appropriate
basic financial statements and RSI. (Chapters 4, "General Auditing Consider
ations," and 14, "Audit Reporting," discuss the auditor's responsibility for and
reporting on RSI.)
12.05 Special-purpose governments that have only governmental activ
ities (such as some library districts) or a combination o f governmental and
business-type activities4 (such as some school districts) should present the
same basic financial statements as would a general-purpose government. That
is, they should present both government-wide financial statements and fund
financial statements.
12.06 Special-purpose governments engaged in a single governmental pro
gram (such as some cemetery and fire districts) may present their governmentwide and fund financial statements in one o f the two ways described below.
A government is not considered to be engaged in a single governmental pro
gram if it budgets, manages, or accounts for its activities as multiple programs.
For example, a school district that budgets, manages, or accounts for regular
instruction, special instruction, vocational education, and adult education as
separate programs is not engaged in a single governmental program.
•

First, the government-wide and fund financial statements could
be combined with a reconciliation of the individual line items in a
separate column on the financial statements.

•

Second, the government-wide and fund financial statements could
be presented separately, but the government-wide statements of
activities could be presented using a different format. For exam
ple, that statement could be presented in a single column that
reports expenses first, followed by revenues (by major sources).
The difference between those amounts is net revenue (expense)
and should be followed by contributions to permanent and term
endowments, special and extraordinary items, transfers, and be
ginning and ending net assets.

3 See Chapter 2, "Financial Reporting," for the basic financial statements required for a generalpurpose government. That chapter also provides an overview of required supplementary information
(RSI). Various chapters of this Guide discuss note disclosure requirements.
4 The GASB's definitions of governmental activities and business-type activities are discussed in
Chapter 2.
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See the illustrative financial statements in the nonauthoritative Appendix 7-2
to the GASB Q&A.
12.07 Special-purpose governments engaged only in business-type activ
ities should present the financial statements required for enterprise funds—a
statement of net assets or balance sheet; a statement of revenues, expenses, and
changes in fund net assets or fund equity; and a statement of cash flows.5 (The
financial statements of special-purpose governments engaged only in businesstype activities should measure, recognize, and report transactions and balances
using proprietary fund accounting and financial reporting standards as pro
vided in GASB pronouncements and this Guide.) This requirement could affect
special-purpose governments that reported as of June 30, 1999, using AICPA
not-for-profit model, as defined in GASB Statement No. 29, The Use ofNot-forProfit Accounting and Financial Reporting Principles by Governmental Entities.
GASB Statement No. 34 permits those entities to use enterprise fund account
ing and financial reporting, even if they do not meet the Statement's criteria
for reporting as an enterprise fund. GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 123,
encourages special-purpose governments engaged only in business-type activ
ities to present a statement of activities as supplementary information other
than RSI, known as SI. (Chapters 4 and 14 discuss the auditor's responsibility
for and reporting on SI.)
12.08 Special-purpose governments engaged only in fiduciary activities
should present the financial statements required for fiduciary funds—a state
ment of fiduciary net assets and a statement of changes in fiduciary net assets.
The financial statements of special-purpose governments engaged only in fidu
ciary activities should measure, recognize, and report transactions and balances
using fiduciary fund accounting and financial reporting standards as provided
in GASB pronouncements and this Guide.
12.09 Chapters 4, 13, "Concluding the Audit," and 14 discuss the nature
and effect o f opinion units in planning, performing, evaluating the results of,
and reporting on the audit of a government's basic financial statements. In an
audit of a special-purpose government that has only governmental activities or
a combination o f governmental and business-type activities, the opinion units
normally are the governmental activities, the business-type activities, each ma
jor governmental and enterprise fund, and the aggregate remaining fund in
formation (consisting of the nonmajor governmental and enterprise funds, the
internal service funds, and the fiduciary funds), as applicable. (As discussed in
Chapter 4, in certain circumstances, auditors may choose to combine the two
aggregate opinion units—the one for the aggregate discretely presented com
ponent units and the one for the aggregate remaining fund information—into a
single opinion unit referred to as the aggregate discretely presented component
unit and remaining fund information opinion unit.) In audits o f special-purpose

5 Some special-purpose governments engaged only in business-type activities may report fidu
ciary activities in fiduciary funds. GASB Statement No. 34, Basic Financial Statements—and Manage
ment's Discussion and Analysis—for State and Local Governments, does not require those governments
to present a government-wide financial statement because the activity reported in fiduciary funds is
not part of government-wide financial statements. Item 7.97.3 of the GASB staff document Compre
hensive Implementation Guide (GASB Q&A) indicates that a special-purpose government engaged
only in business-type activities that has discretely presented component units that are engaged in
governmental activities should present government-wide statements. Item 4.28.10 of the GASB Q&A
discusses alternative presentations for a multiple-fund, special-purpose government engaged only in
business-type activities that has a discretely presented component unit that is engaged in businesstype activities.
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governments engaged only in business-type activities and that present more
than one enterprise fund (such as a utility district that provides water, sewer,
electrical, and trash services), the opinion units are each major enterprise fund
and the aggregate nonmajor enterprise funds, if any, which represents "remain
ing fund information."6 In audits o f special-purpose governments engaged only
in fiduciary activities and that present more than one fiduciary fund or fund
type (such as a PERS with more than one defined benefit pension plan), the
aggregate fiduciary funds are a single opinion unit that represents, in effect,
"remaining fund information." In addition, a government's aggregate discretely
presented component units should be a separate opinion unit. For all opinion
units, including the aggregate opinion units, the auditor should consider quan
titative and qualitative factors in determining the nature, timing, and extent of
procedures on the various accounts within the unit, as discussed in Chapter 4.
Chapter 4 also discusses how the terms of the engagement may require the
auditor to set the scope of the audit and assesses materiality at a more-detailed
level than by the opinion units required for the basic financial statements.

Compliance Requirements
12.10 Governments are subject to various legal and contractual provisions
(compliance requirements) arising from, for example, federal, state, and local
laws; grants, contributions, and appropriations from other governments; and
debt covenants. The auditor should consider whether it is necessary to eval
uate the entity's compliance with those requirements as part of the financial
statement audit. Chapter 4 discusses the auditor's responsibility for material
financial statement misstatements arising from illegal acts, both those that
have a direct and material effect on the determination of financial statement
amounts and those that have a material indirect effect on the financial state
ments.

Specific Guidance for Special-Purpose Governments7
Hospitals and Other Health Care Providers8
12.11 There are various differences between the accounting and financial
reporting standards for hospitals and other health care providers that are gov
ernments and those that are not governmental. The listing at paragraph 12.76
highlights many of the differences between governmental and not-for-profit
hospitals and other health care providers. Auditors should become familiar
with governmental standards for hospitals and other health care providers as
discussed in this section and elsewhere in this Guide.
12.12 Generally, governmental hospitals and other health care providers
use enterprise fund accounting and financial reporting. If a hospital or other
health care provider does not meet the criteria in GASB Statement No. 34,

6 If a special-purpose government engaged only in business-type activities reports fiduciary ac
tivities in fiduciary funds, the fiduciary funds are part of the remaining fund information opinion
unit.
7 Although this section is written in terms of special-purpose governments, the accounting, fi
nancial reporting, and auditing considerations are usually equally applicable when the activity is
conducted as a function or program of a general-purpose government.
8 See also the discussion of Medicaid in the section of this chapter entitled "Specific Guidance
for State Governments."
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paragraph 67, requiring the use o f enterprise funds (as discussed in Chapter 2,
"Financial Reporting"), it may use either governmental fund or enterprise fund
accounting and financial reporting. Often, governments do not use enterprise
funds to report activities relating to the long-term institutional care (which in
cludes health care) o f the elderly, children, and the mentally impaired because
they do not meet the criteria requiring the use o f enterprise funds and because
user fees are not a principal revenue source for the activity. Governmental hos
pitals and other health care providers may have component units. (Chapter
3 discusses the provisions of GASB Statement No. 14, as amended, including
the provisions of GASB Statement No. 39, Determining Whether Certain Or
ganizations Are Component Units. A nonauthoritative appendix to Chapter 4
of the GASB Q&A provides an example that evaluates a potential component
unit for a hospital using the GASB Statement No. 39 criteria.) The auditor
should apply the concept of opinion units in planning, performing, evaluating
the results of, and reporting on audits of governmental hospitals and other
health care providers, as discussed in paragraph 12.09. Governmental hospi
tals and other health care providers are subject to various legal and contrac
tual provisions that may affect their financial statements. As discussed in para
graph 12.10, the auditor should consider whether it is necessary to evaluate the
entity's compliance with those requirements as part o f the financial statement
audit.
12.13 As discussed in Chapter 1, the AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide
Health Care Organizations, includes in its scope governmental health care or
ganizations when they issue separate financial statements using enterprise
fund accounting and reporting. Thus, the auditor should consult that Guide for
auditing considerations unique to those health care organizations.9 Further,
Audit and Accounting Guide Health Care Organizations was cleared by the
GASB before it was issued. Therefore, the Guide constitutes category (b) ac
counting and financial reporting guidance for those governmental health care
organizations. In practice, auditors of governmental health care organizations
that issue separate financial statements using enterprise fund accounting and
reporting may use Audit and Accounting Guide Health Care Organizations as
the primary source of guidance because that Guide addresses transactions that
are unique to or prevalent in the health care industry. This Guide, however,
contains information about governmental accounting and financial reporting
standards and other matters that are unique to or prevalent in government
and not included in Audit and Accounting Guide Health Care Organizations.
Those matters are discussed throughout this Guide, but the most potentially
relevant matters for the financial statements of legally separate governmental
hospitals and other health care providers are in the section of this chapter enti
tled "Financial Reporting Requirements for Special-Purpose Governments," the
"Auditing Considerations" sections of other chapters, Chapters 4, 13, 14, and
16, "Auditor Association With Municipal Securities Filings," and Appendix B,
"Category B Guidance." Also particularly applicable may be the discussions
in Chapter 8, "Expenses/Expenditures and Liabilities," on unrelated business
income taxes and fund-raising costs.

9 Even though the AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide Health Care Organizations applies only
to governmental health care organizations when they issue separate financial statements using enter
prise fund accounting and reporting, auditors should consider referring to that Guide in other financial
reporting situations for specific auditing considerations relating to governmental health care organi
zations (such as, for example, audit procedures relating to amounts due from discharged patients and
third-party payors).
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School Districts
12.14 School districts provide elementary and secondary education pro
grams. Depending on state laws, school districts generally operate as (a) part
of the legal entity of the sponsoring government,10 (b) primary governments, (c)
stand-alone governments, or (d) legally separate entities that are component
units of another government. School districts also may have component units.
(Chapter 3 discusses the provisions of GASB Statement No. 14, as amended, in
cluding the provisions of GASB Statement No. 39. A nonauthoritative appendix
to chapter 4 of the GASB Q&A provides examples that evaluate potential com
ponent units for school districts using the GASB Statement No. 39 criteria.) As
discussed in paragraphs 12.05 and 12.06, legally separate school districts usu
ally present both government-wide and fund financial statements. The auditor
should apply the concept of opinion units in planning, performing, evaluating
the results of, and reporting on audits of school districts, as discussed in para
graph 12.09.
Com pliance Requirem ents
12.15 School districts are subject to various legal and contractual pro
visions, including state-established accounting and reporting requirements,
that may affect their financial statements. For example, many states require
their school districts to use standardized charts o f accounts for their basic fi
nancial statements and for special-form annual reports. As discussed in para
graph 12.10, the auditor should consider whether it is necessary to evaluate the
district's compliance with those requirements as part of the financial statement
audit.
A tten d an ce Reporting
12.16 Most school districts receive financial assistance from state govern
ments based on some measure of student attendance. Attendance data also may
affect the amount of certain types of federal awards. Attendance data typically
are determined at individual schools and reported on a district-wide basis. Some
states may require auditors to audit or otherwise perform procedures on atten
dance data. Those engagements should be performed under the provisions of
SSAE No. 10, Attestation Standards: Revision and Recodification, as amended,
Chapter 6, "Compliance Attestation" (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1,
AT sec. 601). Further, the auditor should consider evaluating a district's at
tendance reporting as part of the audit of the district's financial statements
if incorrect data could have a direct and material effect on the determination
of financial statement amounts. (In some cases, a school district's attendance
reporting does not have a direct and material effect on the determination of the
current year's financial statement amounts but, rather, affects the calculation
o f state and federal subsidies in a future period.)
Sum m er Payroll
12.17 Some school districts pay teachers on a twelve-month basis for ser
vices during the nine-month academic year. Because payroll costs are exchange
transactions that should be recognized when the employees provide the ser
vices, school districts should accrue expenses/expenditures and liabilities at
10 School districts that are part of the legal entity of a sponsoring government sometimes issue
separate individual fund or departmental financial statements, as discussed in Chapter 14, "Audit
Reporting."
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year-end for summer salaries earned but not yet paid. Some school districts with
June 30 fiscal year-ends facilitate that expense/expenditure accrual by writing
the checks for summer payroll as of year-end and holding them for later distri
bution. In those situations, the auditor should consider evaluating the internal
control over the safeguarding and subsequent distribution of those checks, as
well as consider determining that the amounts to be paid during the summer
months are reflected in the accounts as a liability and not a reduction of cash.
Student Activity Funds
12.18 Most school districts have petty cash or bank accounts for student
generated moneys. In some cases, those amounts may be under the control of
individual school principals and not subject to the district's budgetary or cen
tralized accounting and purchasing controls. States have different legal pro
visions for how the amounts in student activity funds may or should be used.
Student activity funds should be reported in a district's financial statements as,
for example, special revenue or agency funds, depending on the nature of the re
quirements concerning the use of the moneys. A district's student activity funds
may be of concern to an auditor despite the small amounts involved because
many receipts are in the form of cash, the receipts may be handled by several
persons after the district becomes accountable for the amounts but before they
are deposited, and adverse publicity can result from a loss or misuse o f the
moneys. Therefore, the auditor should consider evaluating the internal control
over and the use of the moneys. However, the auditor should keep in mind that
a district's accountability for student activity moneys may differ depending on
state law and the nature of the fund-raising activity. For example, a school dis
trict may be accountable for gate receipts for functions held on its campus, but
not accountable for receipts from an off-campus fund-raising activity until a
district employee or official takes custody o f the moneys.
Child Nutrition Program s
12.19 Most school districts participate in U.S. Department o f Agricul
ture (USDA) programs that provide cash and commodities to provide nutri
tious meals to students. The auditor should consider whether it is necessary
to evaluate a district's compliance with the USDA's regulations for those pro
grams as part o f the financial statement audit. Revenue for the cash portion of
those programs should be recognized using the provisions of GASB Statement
No. 33, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Nonexchange Transactions, as
described in Chapter 6, "Revenues and Receivables." The GASB Q&A, item
Z.33.4, states that food commodities are within the scope o f GASB Statement
No. 33 and should be recognized as revenue in the period when all eligibility
requirements are met (typically, when the commodities are received). Govern
mental fund balances resulting from that recognition may be reported as re
served. Further, some states have established specific accounting and financial
reporting requirements for child nutrition programs.
Charter Schools
12.20 Many states have laws permitting the creation o f charter schools,
which are publicly funded, nonsectarian schools that operate free o f many o f the
regulations, restrictions, and mandates of traditional public schools. State laws
define the organizations that grant the charters (usually local school districts
or the state department o f education) as well as eligible applicants (usually
governmental entities or one or more persons or organizations). Charter schools
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are established under law and contract as separate legal entities and are ac
countable for their results at the end of the contract period, which is usually
three to five years in length. Per-student state and local funds generally follow
students to a charter school. Depending on legal and contractual provisions,
a charter school may be a governmental or nongovernmental entity, and may
be a component unit o f a governmental entity. (See the definition o f govern
mental entities in Chapter 1.) Standardized accounting and financial reporting
requirements that states have developed for public schools also may apply to
charter schools.

Airports
12.21 Generally, governmental airports are reported using enterprise
funds. If an airport does not meet the criteria in GASB Statement No. 34, para
graph 67, requiring the use of enterprise funds (as discussed in Chapter 2), it
may use either governmental fund or enterprise fund accounting and financial
reporting. The auditor should apply the concept o f opinion units in planning,
performing, evaluating the results of, and reporting on audits of governmental
airports, as discussed in paragraph 12.09. Airports are subject to various le
gal and contractual provisions that may affect their financial statements. For
example, provisions o f grants from the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) may require that the airport's revenues and other resources be used only
for on-airport purposes and not be diverted to off-airport uses. As discussed in
paragraph 12.10, the auditor should consider whether it is necessary to eval
uate the airport's compliance with those requirements as part o f the financial
statement audit.
12.22 Some airports receive revenues from passenger facility charges
(PFCs), which are small-dollar passenger enplanement fees that airports
charge to help pay for capital development projects. An airport is required to
receive approval from the FAA to impose PFCs and to comply with the FAA's
requirements for the use of PFCs. Airlines collect PFCs through the ticket sales
process and remit them to the appropriate airports. Federal regulations require
an audit of PFCs, and the FAA's Passenger Facility Charge Audit Guide for Pub
lic Agencies provides auditors with the procedures for auditing and reporting
on PFCs received and expended by airports.
12.23 GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 102, indicates that PFCs nor
mally would not be reported as components of operating income in a proprietary
fund's statement o f revenues, expenses, and changes in fund net assets. Fur
ther, PFCs are identified in paragraph 102 o f GASB Statement No. 34 and in
the nonauthoritative Basis for Conclusions of GASB Statement No. 33 (para
graph 50) as exchange-like transactions, and, thus, revenue recognition should
be based on the occurrence o f the exchange (that is, the passenger enplane
ment). The auditor should consider evaluating whether PFCs have been prop
erly classified and recognized in the financial statements.

Public Housing Authorities
12.24 Public housing authorities (PHAs) provide shelter to low-income
persons and generally receive substantial capital and operating grants from
the U.S. Department o f Housing and Urban Development (HUD). PHAs provide
shelter by owning and managing housing developments, generally referred to as
the low-income program. They also provide shelter through section 8 programs
by giving participants vouchers for rent subsidies that permit them to locate
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their own housing and by paying rent subsidies directly to private landlords.
In addition, PHAs may finance low-interest mortgages and engage in urban
renewal activities. Depending on state and local laws, PHAs, including those of
recognized Indian tribes, generally operate as (a) departments of the sponsoring
government, (b) stand-alone governments, or (c) legally separate entities that
are component units of another government. Legally separate PHAs may be
created by a single sponsoring government. Alternatively, they can be created
as joint ventures of several governments or as independent regional authorities.
12.25 Generally, PHAs are reported using enterprise funds. If a PHA
does not meet the criteria in GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 67, requiring
the use of enterprise funds (as discussed in Chapter 2), it may use either
governmental fund or enterprise fund accounting and financial reporting. The
auditor should apply the concept o f opinion units in planning, performing,
evaluating the results of, and reporting on the audits of PHAs, as discussed in
paragraph 12.09.
12.26 HUD has established Uniform Financial Reporting Standards
(UFRS) and written guidelines that require PHAs that own HUD-assisted hous
ing to submit financial information electronically to HUD using a template
known as the Financial Data Schedule (FDS). For purposes of those submis
sions, HUD requires PHAs to prepare their basic financial statements in con
formity with GAAP and to have those financial statements audited. HUD also
requires PHAs to include the FDS as SI that accompanies their basic financial
statements and for auditors to attest to whether that data is fairly presented
in relation to the basic financial statements. (Chapters 4 and 14 discuss the
auditor's responsibility for and reporting on SI.) HUD also requires a PHA to
obtain an agreed-upon procedures engagement in which the auditor compares
the authority's electronically submitted data to the hard copies o f the audit
report and FDS.
12.27 The auditor should be familiar with the various federal housing
grant program requirements as well as other compliance requirements that
affect the PHA, and consider whether it is necessary to evaluate the authority's
compliance with those requirements as part of the financial statement audit.
(See paragraph 12.10.) In addition, the auditor should consider confirming di
rectly with HUD the operating subsidies, program grants, and loans and other
housing development and modernization debt relating to the PHA to determine
that receivable and revenue amounts are properly recognized and reported. The
auditor also should consider consulting the annual Audit Risk Alert State and
Local Governmental Developments, which often addresses regulatory develop
ments relating to PHAs.

Financing Authorities*
12.28 Many governmental entities establish financing authorities to make
loans to specific types of recipients. The purpose of those loans is to lower the
*GASB Statement No. 48, Sales and Pledges o f Receivables and Future Revenues and IntraEntity Transfers o f Assets and Future Revenues, effective for financial statements for periods beginning
after December 15, 2006, discusses exchanges by governments of interests in their expected cash
flows from collecting specific receivables or specific future revenues for immediate cash payments.
The Statement provides standards for determining whether such exchanges should be classified as
sales or as collateralized borrowing transactions. The Statement further provides that intra-entity
transfers of such assets should be reported at their carrying value. Specifically, the transferred assets
should not be revalued. GASB Statement No. 48, among other topics, discusses sales of mortgages
and student loan receivables issued by state financing authorities.
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costs o f borrowing for the recipients while advancing or achieving some pub
lic purpose. Sometimes the recipients of those loans are members o f specialinterest groups (for example, as with an authority that provides loans to veter
ans, farmers, or low-income homeowners). Sometimes those recipients are other
governmental entities or not-for-profit organizations (for example, a school or
hospital financing authority that provides loans for new facilities). Sometimes
those recipients are for-profit entities (for example, an economic or industrial
development authority that provides loans for plant expansion, thereby in
creasing a community's employment level and tax base). Financing authorities
typically issue revenue bonds to finance their activities. (Tobacco Settlement
Authorities [TSAs] are financing authorities. See the discussion of the account
ing and financial reporting requirements for TSAs in the section o f this chapter
titled "Specific Guidance for State Governments.")
12.29 Financing authorities generally meet the provisions in GASB State
ment No. 34, paragraph 67, requiring reporting as an enterprise fund (as
discussed in Chapter 2). If a financing authority does not meet the criteria
requiring the use of enterprise funds, it may use either governmental fund or en
terprise fund accounting and financial reporting. The auditor should apply the
concept of opinion units in planning, performing, evaluating the results of, and
reporting on audits of financing authorities, as discussed in paragraph 12.09.
12.30 If an authority finances the purchase or construction o f capital as
sets for other entities, it generally takes title to the assets and leases them to the
recipients. Ownership of the assets passes to the lessees when the bonds mature
and are retired. The lease or loan payments the authority receives are used to
pay the revenue bond principal and interest. Authorities typically charge, to the
entities benefiting from the debt issue, fees in excess of the amounts required
for bond principal and interest payments to finance the authority's adminis
trative costs. In some cases, financing authorities develop a permanent capital
base that is used for making loans and, occasionally, grants to recipients. The
accounting, financial reporting, and auditing considerations for capital leases
when a government is the lessor are discussed in Chapter 7, "Capital Assets."
See also paragraph 12.32 concerning leases between a primary government and
its component units.
12.31 Many authorities that finance capital assets often do not become
directly involved in either purchasing or constructing the assets or repaying
the debt. A financial institution acting as trustee usually administers the debt
service. In such cases, practice supports (a) reporting the debt and related cap
ital lease receivable in the authority's financial statements or (b) disclosing the
debt and related capital lease receivable in the notes to the financial statements.
The authority should report in its financial statements fees and administrative
expenses. See Chapter 8 for a further discussion o f this type of debt—known
as conduit debt—and the disclosures required by GASB Interpretation No. 2,
Disclosure o f Conduit Debt Obligations.
12.32 Sometimes, a government may create a financing authority solely
to finance its own capital assets, such as state office buildings or university
dormitories. In those situations, the sponsoring government usually creates
the authority to shield the borrowing from its own debt limits or other debt
restrictions. The authority generally issues revenue bonds, takes title to the
assets and leases them to the sponsoring government, and uses the lease pay
ments to repay the debt principal and interest. If legally separate entities,
those authorities are component units of the sponsoring governments. NCGA
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Statement 5, Accounting and Financial Reporting Principles for Lease Agree
ments o f State and Local Governments, paragraphs 22 through 26, as amended,
specifies the accounting and financial reporting in the reporting entity finan
cial statements for lease agreements between primary governments and public
authorities that are part of the primary government's legal entity or a com
ponent unit. That accounting and financial reporting depends on whether the
authority is presented in the reporting entity financial statements as part of
the primary government (including as a blended component unit) or, instead,
as a discretely presented component unit.11 (See the criteria for component
units, blended component units, and discretely presented component units in
Chapter 3.)
•

If the authority is reported as part of the primary government's
financial statements (including as a blended component unit),
the criteria of FASB Statement No. 13, Accounting for Leases, as
amended and interpreted, do not apply to the lease agreement in
the reporting entity financial statements. Instead, the authority's
debt and assets should be reported as a form of the primary gov
ernment's debt and assets. For example, the leased assets would be
reported as general capital assets, and the related debt would be
reported as a general long-term liability in the government-wide
statement of net assets. The debt service activity of the authority
would be reported as a debt service activity o f the primary gov
ernment.

•

If the authority is discretely presented component unit, the lease
arrangement should be treated in the same manner as any other
lease agreement of a state or local government (that is, the criteria
of FASB Statement No. 13, as amended and interpreted, apply).
However, related capital lease receivables and payables should
not be combined with other amounts due to or from discretely
presented component units, or with capital lease receivables and
payables with organizations outside of the reporting entity. For ad
ditional guidance on accounting, financial reporting, and auditing
for lease transactions, see Chapters 6, 7, and 8.

12.33 NCGA Statement 5, paragraph 26, requires that when lease ar
rangements exist between state and local governments and public authori
ties, the related-party considerations of FASB Statement No. 13, paragraph 29,
should be considered to determine if there are special reporting and disclosure
requirements. FASB Statement No. 13, paragraph 29, provides that in cases
where it is clear that the terms of the lease transaction have been significantly
affected by the fact that the lessee and lessor are related, "the classification
and/or accounting shall be modified as necessary to recognize the economic
substance rather than legal form." That paragraph further provides that "the
nature and extent o f leasing transactions with related parties shall be dis
closed."
12.34 Finance authorities are subject to various compliance requirements.
The auditor should consider whether it is necessary to evaluate an authority's

11 If the public authority is not a component unit, accounting and financial reporting for lease
agreements between the authority and the lessee government should be treated in the same manner
as any other lease agreement of a state or local government, using the criteria of FASB Statement
No. 13, Accounting for Leases, as amended and interpreted.
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compliance with those requirements as part o f the financial statement audit.
(See paragraph 12.10.) Further, the accounting and financial reporting guid
ance in the AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide Depository and Lending Insti
tutions: Banks and Savings Institutions, Credit Unions, Finance Companies and
Mortgage Companies does not constitute category (b) accounting and financial
reporting guidance for financing authorities because the AICPA did not make
that Guide applicable to governmental entities and the GASB did not clear it.
However, even though that Guide does not apply to financing authorities, audi
tors should consider referring to it for specific auditing considerations relating
to financing authorities (such as, for example, audit procedures relating to the
allowance for loan losses).

Transportation Systems
12.35 Legally separate transportation systems (which provide subway,
bus, rail, or some other transportation service) may be created by a single spon
soring government, as joint ventures of several governments, or as independent
regional authorities. A significant accounting, financial reporting, and auditing
consideration for some transportation systems is infrastructure. See the dis
cussion about infrastructure in Chapter 7. Some transportation systems meet
the criteria in GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 67, requiring reporting as
an enterprise fund (as discussed in Chapter 2). If a transportation system does
not meet those criteria, it may use either governmental fund or enterprise fund
accounting and financial reporting. The auditor should apply the concept of
opinion units in planning, performing, evaluating the results of, and reporting
on audits o f transportation systems, as discussed in paragraph 12.09.
12.36 Because of low rates or low ridership, many public transportation
systems receive grants and appropriations from other governments to finance
facilities, equipment, and operating expenses. Those grants and appropriations
subject a system to various legal and contractual provisions that may affect its
financial statements. For example, the U.S. Department of Transportation's
Federal Transit Administration issues circulars that contain grant manage
ment guidelines for its various programs. The auditor should consider whether
it is necessary to evaluate the system's compliance with those requirements
as part o f the financial statement audit. (See paragraph 12.10.) Further, as
discussed in Chapter 6, such grants and appropriations reported in enterprise
funds generally should not be reported as operating revenue but, rather, as non
operating revenue or as capital contributions, reported separately after nonop
erating revenues and expenses.

Utilities
12.37 Electric, water, gas, sewer, and other utility operations often meet
the criteria in GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 67, requiring the use of en
terprise funds (as discussed in Chapter 2). If those criteria are not met, the
utility may use either governmental fund or enterprise fund accounting and
financial reporting. The auditor should apply the concept o f opinion units in
planning, performing, evaluating the results of, and reporting on audits of util
ities, as discussed in paragraph 12.09. Utilities are subject to various legal and
contractual provisions that may affect their financial statements. As discussed
in paragraph 12.10, the auditor should consider whether it is necessary to eval
uate the entity's compliance with those requirements as part of the financial
statement audit.
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12.38 A governmental utility's services often are rate regulated, with those
rates established by the utility's governing body. GASB Statement No. 34 per
mits qualifying enterprise funds to apply the provisions o f FASB Statement
No. 71, Accounting for the Effects o f Certain Types o f Regulation, as amended
and interpreted,12 within the general rules for the use of private-sector stan
dards by governmental entities.13 Generally, under FASB Statement No. 71, as
amended and interpreted, a rate-regulated governmental entity should follow
applicable GASB and FASB pronouncements for measurement and recognition
unless its regulator has provided alternative measurement or recognition re
quirements. FASB Statement No. 71, as amended and interpreted, applies only
to alternative measurement and recognition requirements; it does not provide
for alternative regulatory financial statement formatting or note disclosures.
Therefore, governmental utilities should apply the financial statement format
ting and note disclosure requirements of GASB Statement No. 34 and other
applicable GASB and FASB pronouncements for those financial statements to
be in conformity with GAAP.14 In auditing a public utility, the auditor should de
termine whether the utility's services are rate regulated and, if so, the entity's
accounting policy with regard to applying the provisions o f FASB Statement
No. 71, as amended and interpreted. (See the further discussion o f the account
ing for rate-regulated services in the section on user fees in Chapter 6.)

Postemployment Benefit Plans
12.39 Governments establish plans in various ways to provide postem
ployment benefits. A common approach is to use public employee retirement
systems (PERS). PERS are governmental entities that administer one or more
pension plans;15 and that also may administer other types of employee benefit
plans, including postemployment healthcare plans and deferred compensation
plans.
12.40 GASB Statement No. 43, Financial Reporting for Postemployment
Benefit Plans Other Than Pension Plans, establishes accounting and financial
reporting standards for plans that provide postemployment benefits other than
pension benefits (known as other postemployment benefits or OPEB). GASB
Statement No. 43 defines OPEB as (a) postemployment healthcare benefits
and (b) other types of postemployment benefits (for example, life insurance)
if provided separately from a defined benefit pension plan. The provisions of
the Statement apply to defined benefit OPEB plans reported in the financial
statements of a participating employer, plan sponsor, PERS, or other entity that
administers the plan. The provisions o f the Statement apply to the financial re
porting (a) of OPEB plans that are trust or equivalent arrangements and (b) by

12 Other governmental services not normally considered utility services, such as municipal solid
waste landfills, also may be rate-regulated and may qualify to use the provisions of FASB Statement
No. 71, as amended and interpreted.
13 See the full discussion of the use of private-sector accounting and financial reporting standards
by governmental entities in Chapter 2.
14 For example, an electric utility may want to present line items in its statement of net assets or
balance sheet using aggregations and sequences that are inconsistent with some of the requirements
of GASB Statement No. 34. To conform with GAAP, the presentation in th at statem ent should be
consistent with the requirements of GASB Statement No. 34 and other applicable GASB and FASB
pronouncements.
15 Pension plans may be defined contribution plans or defined benefit plans. Defined benefit
pension plans may be single-employer plans, agent multiple-employer plans, or cost-sharing multipleemployer plan. Those different types of plans are discussed in Chapter 8, "Expenses/Expenditures and
Liabilities."
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administrators or sponsors of multiple-employer OPEB arrangements that are
not trusts or equivalent arrangements. GASB Statement No. 43 supersedes
GASB Statement No. 26, Financial Reporting for Postemployment Healthcare
Plans Administered by Defined Benefit Pension Plans, and amends various other
generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) requirements relating to the
financial reporting for OPEB plans. The provisions of GASB Statement No. 43
are effective in three phases based on the implementation phase o f the employer
(for single-employer plans) or of the largest participating employer in the plan
(for multiple-employer plans) for purposes of applying GASB Statement No. 34,
Basic Financial Statements—and Management's Discussion and Analysis—for
State and Local Governments. Specifically:
If the sole or largest participating
employer's GASB Statement
No. 34 phase was:

The plan should apply GASB
Statement No. 43 for periods
beginning after:

Phase 1

December 15, 2005

Phase 2

December 15, 2006

Phase 3

December 15, 2007

The principal GASB standards for the accounting and financial reporting of
PERS (including for reporting in the financial statements of a sponsoring or em
ployer government) prior to the effective dates of GASB Statement No. 43 are
GASB Statements No. 25, Financial Reporting for Defined Benefit Pension Plans
and Note Disclosures for Defined Contribution Plans, and No. 26, Financial Re
porting for Postemployment Healthcare Plans Administered by Defined Benefit
Pension Plans. Chapter 5 of the GASB Q&A provides additional guidance. The
following sections describe the requirements first of GASB Statements No. 25
and No. 26, and then of GASB Statement No. 43.

GASS Statem ents N o. 2 5 a n d N o. 2 6
12.41 Each defined benefit pension plan and postemployment healthcare
plan administered by a PERS should be reported as a separate pension (or other
employee benefit) trust fund either by (a) presenting a separate column on the
financial statements for each plan administered or (b) presenting combining
statements for those plans as part of the basic financial statements. The finan
cial statements for each plan should be a statement o f plan net assets and a
statement of changes in plan net assets, which should be prepared using the
economic resources measurement focus and the accrual basis o f accounting.
Among the standards from GASB Statements No. 25 and No. 26 for the finan
cial statements and related note disclosures o f defined benefit pension plans
and postemployment healthcare plans are the following:
•

The statement of plan net assets should provide information about
the fair value and composition o f net assets and should not re
port the actuarially determined funded status of the plan. Plan
receivables generally are short term and consist of contributions
due as of the reporting date from employers, plan members, and
other contributors, and interest and dividends on investments. Re
ceivables should include amounts due pursuant to formal commit
ments as well as statutory or contractual requirements. Most plan
investments should be reported at their fair value at the reporting
date. (See the discussion of the accounting and financial reporting
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for plan investments and for reverse repurchase agreements and
securities lending transactions, and related auditing considera
tions, in Chapter 5, "Cash, Investments, and Investment-Related
Activity.") Plan liabilities generally consist of benefits and refunds
due to plan members and beneficiaries and accrued investment
and administrative expenses. All plan liabilities should be recog
nized on the accrual basis. Plan liabilities for benefits and refunds
should be recognized when due and payable in accordance with
the terms o f the plan. Plan liabilities do not include actuarial ac
crued liabilities for benefits that are not due for payment at the
reporting date. The difference between total plan assets and to
tal plan liabilities at the reporting date should be captioned "net
assets held in trust for pension benefits" (and referenced to the
plan's schedule of funding progress—see paragraph 12.43).
•

The statement o f changes in plan net assets should report the
additions to, deductions from, and net increase (or decrease) for
the year in plan net assets. Recognition o f additions and deduc
tions should be consistent with the requirements for the recogni
tion of plan receivables and liabilities. The additions section of the
statement should separately display contributions from employ
ers, plan members, and other sources and net investment income.
(See the additional discussion concerning net investment income
in Chapter 5.) The deductions section of the statement should sep
arately display (a) benefits and refunds to plan members and ben
eficiaries and (b) total administrative expense.

•

The notes to the financial statements should include specific in
formation in the following categories: plan description, significant
accounting policies, and contributions and reserves. When a plan's
financial statements are presented in both an employer's report
and a separate GAAP report, the employer may limit its disclo
sures to certain items if it discloses information about how to ob
tain the separate report. (See paragraph 12.44 concerning deter
mining whether the separate report is a GAAP report.)

12.42 GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 141, requires PERS to apply
that Statement's measurement focus, basis of accounting, and display require
ments to all plans other than defined benefit pension plans and postemploy
ment healthcare plans. Combining financial statements are not required but
are encouraged for those other plans.
12.43 For many defined benefit pension plans, GASB Statement No. 25
requires the presentation of two schedules as RSI immediately after the notes
to the financial statements.16 The required schedules are (a) a schedule of fund
ing progress that reports the actuarial value of assets, the actuarial accrued
liability, and the relationship between the two over time and (b) a schedule of
employer contributions that provides information about the employer's annual
required contributions (ARC) and the percentage of the ARC recognized by the
plan as contributed. Note disclosures related to the required schedules should
be presented after the schedules and should include the actuarial methods and
significant assumptions used for financial reporting. GASB Statement No. 26

16 GASB Statement No. 25, footnote 18, permits a government to present this RSI in the financial
statements or the notes thereto.
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does not require those RSI schedules for postemployment health care plans but,
if they are presented as SI, requires that the schedules include all information
that is required for pension plans.17 (Chapters 4 and 14 discuss the auditor's
responsibility for and reporting on RSI and SI.)
12.44 When pension and postemployment healthcare plans are included
in a primary government's financial statements, GASB Statement No. 34, para
graph 106, requires presentation of the financial statements for the individual
plans in the notes to the financial statements if separate GAAP financial reports
have not been issued. If separate, GAAP financial reports have been issued, the
notes should include information about how to obtain those separate reports.
An unqualified auditor's opinion on a plan's separate report could provide ev
idence that the report conforms with GAAP. If a plan's separate report is not
presented in conformity with GAAP, the primary government is not allowed to
limit its disclosure of plan information to a reference to the separate report.
12.45 The auditor should apply the concept of opinion units in plan
ning, performing, evaluating the results of, and reporting on audits o f PERS,
as discussed in paragraph 12.09. Further, the accounting and financial re
porting guidance in the AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide Employee Ben
efit Plans,does not constitute category (b) accounting and financial reporting
guidance for PERS because the AICPA did not make that Guide applicable to
governmental entities and the GASB did not clear it. However, even though
that Guide does not apply to PERS, auditors should consider referring to it for
specific auditing considerations relating to PERS (such as, for example, evalu
ating actuarial information). (See also the AICPA's Checklists and Illustrative
Financial Statements for State and Local Governments, which provides check
lists of GAAP-required disclosures in governmental financial statements, notes
to financial statements, and required supplementary information (RSI), among
other things.) Although the audit objectives for PERS are similar to those for
private-sector pension plans, the auditor should be aware that the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) does not apply to governmental enti
ties. Instead, state and local laws and regulations that govern the operations of
PERS may affect, for example, allowable investments, investment income allo
cation, funding requirements, participant eligibility and vesting, and payments
to plan members and beneficiaries. As discussed in paragraph 12.10, the audi
tor should consider whether it is necessary to evaluate the entity's compliance
with legal and contractual provisions as part o f the financial statement audit.

GASS Statem ent N o. 4 3
12.46 GASB Statement No. 43 establishes uniform financial reporting
standards for OPEB plans and supersedes guidance included in GASB State
ment No. 26. The approach followed in GASB Statement No. 43 generally is
consistent with the approach adopted in GASB Statement No. 25, with modifi
cations to reflect differences between pension plans and OPEB plans.
12.47 The standards in GASB Statement No. 43 apply for OPEB trust
funds included in the financial reports o f plan sponsors or employers, as well
as for the stand-alone financial reports of OPEB plans or the public em
ployee retirement systems, or other third parties, that administer them. GASB
Statement No. 43 also provides requirements for reporting o f OPEB funds by

17 GASB Statement No. 26, footnote 5, permits a government to present this supplementary
information other than RSI, known as SI, in the financial statements or the notes thereto.
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administrators of multiple-employer OPEB plans, when the fund used to accu
mulate assets and pay benefits or premiums when due is not a trust fund.
Sum m ary o f Standards fo r OPEB Plans That A r e A dm inistered as Trusts
(or Equivalent Arrangem ents)
12.48 The financial reporting framework for defined benefit OPEB plans
that are administered as trusts or equivalent arrangements includes two finan
cial statements and two multiyear schedules that are required to be presented
as RSI immediately following the notes to the financial statements. The finan
cial statements focus on reporting current financial information about plan net
assets held in trust for OPEB and financial activities related to the administra
tion of the trust. The statement o f plan net assets provides information about the
fair value and composition of plan assets, plan liabilities, and plan net assets
held in trust for OPEB. The statement o f changes in plan net assets provides
information about the year-to-year changes in plan net assets, including ad
ditions from employer, member, and other contributions and net investment
income and deductions for benefits and refunds paid, or due and payable, and
plan administrative expenses.
12.49 Required notes to the financial statements include a brief plan de
scription, a summary o f significant accounting policies, and information about
contributions and legally required reserves. In addition, OPEB plans are re
quired to disclose information about the current funded status of the plan as of
the most recent actuarial valuation date, and actuarial methods and assump
tions used in the valuation.
12.50 The required schedules (RSI) provide actuarially determined his
torical trend information from a long-term perspective, for a minimum o f three
valuations, about (a) the funded status of the plan and the progress being made
in accumulating sufficient assets to pay benefits when due and (b) employer con
tributions to the plan. The schedule o f funding progress reports the actuarial
value o f assets, the actuarial accrued liability, and the relationship between
the two over time. The schedule o f employer contributions reports the annual
required contributions of the employer(s) (ARC) and the percentage of ARC rec
ognized by the plan as contributions. The required schedules are accompanied
by notes regarding factors that significantly affect the identification o f trends
in the amounts reported.
12.51 Plans are required to measure all actuarially determined informa
tion included in their financial reports in accordance with certain parameters.
The parameters include requirements for the frequency and timing o f actu
arial valuations as well as for the actuarial methods and assumptions that
are acceptable for financial reporting. If the methods and assumptions used
in determining a plan's funding requirements meet the parameters, the same
methods and assumptions are required for financial reporting by both a plan
and its participating employer(s). However, if a plan's method of financing does
not meet the parameters (for example, the plan is financed on a pay-as-you-go
basis), the parameters apply, nevertheless, for financial reporting purposes.
12.52 For financial reporting purposes, an actuarial valuation is required
at least biennially for OPEB plans with a total membership (including employ
ees in active service, terminated employees who have accumulated benefits but
are not yet receiving them, and retired employees and beneficiaries currently
receiving benefits) o f 200 or more, and at least triennially for plans with a total
membership o f fewer than 200. The projection of benefits should include all
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benefits covered by the current substantive plan (the plan as understood by the
employer and plan members) at the time of each valuation and should take
into consideration the pattern of sharing of benefit costs between the employer
and plan members to that point, as well as certain legal or contractual caps
on benefits to be provided. The parameters require that the selection o f actu
arial assumptions, including the healthcare cost trend rate for postemployment
healthcare plans, be guided by applicable actuarial standards.
12.53 OPEB plans with a total membership of fewer than one hundred
have the option to apply a simplified alternative measurement method instead
o f obtaining actuarial valuations. This alternative method includes the same
broad measurement steps as an actuarial valuation (projecting future cash
outlays for benefits, discounting projected benefits to present value, and allo
cating the present value of projected benefits to periods using an actuarial cost
method). However, it permits simplification of certain assumptions to make the
method potentially usable by nonspecialists.
OPEB Plans That A re N ot A dm inistered as Trusts
o r Equivalent A rrangem ents
12.54 Multiple-employer defined benefit OPEB plans that are not adminis
tered as trusts or equivalent arrangements should be reported as agency funds.
Any assets accumulated in excess o f liabilities to pay premiums or benefits, or
for investment or administrative expenses, should be offset by liabilities to par
ticipating employers. Required notes to the financial statements include a brief
plan description, a summary of significant accounting policies, and information
about contributions.
12.55 Defined contribution plans that provide OPEB are required to follow
the requirements for financial reporting by fiduciary funds generally, and by
component units that are fiduciary in nature, set forth in GASB Statement
No. 34 and the disclosure requirements set forth in paragraph 41 o f GASB
Statement No. 25.
12.56 The GASB staff has issued Guide to Implementation o f GASB State
ments 43 and 45 on Other Postemployment Benefits to answer various questions
about GASB Statement No. 43 and its companion GASB Statement No. 45, A c
counting and Financial Reporting by Employers for Postemployment Benefits
Other Than Pensions. That Implementation Guide was incorporated into the
2006 edition of the GASB staff document Comprehensive Implementation Guide
as Chapter 8.

Public Entity Risk Pools
12.57 A public entity risk pool is a cooperative group o f governmental
entities joining together to finance an exposure, liability, or risk relating to,
for example, property and liability, workers' compensation, or employee health
care claims. A pool may be a stand-alone entity or a component unit o f or a
part o f a governmental entity that acts as the pool's sponsor. All public entity
risk pools should account for their activities in an enterprise fund regardless
o f whether there is a transfer or pooling o f risk (and regardless o f the criteria
in GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 67, concerning the conditions for us
ing enterprise funds). The auditor should apply the concept of opinion units in
planning, performing, evaluating the results of, and reporting on audits of pub
lic entity risk pools, as discussed in paragraph 12.09. Public entity risk pools
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are subject to various legal and contractual provisions that may affect their
financial statements. As discussed in paragraph 12.10, the auditor should con
sider whether it is necessary to evaluate the entity's compliance with those
requirements as part o f the financial statement audit.
12.58 The principal GASB pronouncements relating to the accounting and
financial reporting for public entity risk pools are GASB Statements No. 10,
Accounting and Financial Reporting for Risk Financing and Related Insurance
Issues, and No. 30, Risk Financing Omnibus, and GASB Interpretation No. 4,
Accounting and Financial Reporting for Capitalization Contributions to Public
Entity Risk Pools. Chapter 3 of the GASB Q&A provides additional guidance.
In addition, the GASB Q&A, item 7.73.3, discusses how interest earnings on a
public entity risk pool's investments generally should be classified as nonoper
ating revenue.
12.59 As discussed in Chapter 1, the AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide
Property and Liability Insurance Companies, includes governmental entities
(specifically public entity risk pools) in its scope, and, thus, auditors should con
sult that Guide for auditing considerations unique to public entity risk pools.
Further, Property and Liability Insurance Companies, was cleared by the GASB
before it was issued. Therefore, the accounting and financial reporting guidance
in that Guide constitutes category (b) accounting and financial reporting guid
ance for public entity risk pools. In practice, auditors of public entity risk pools
may use Property and Liability Insurance Companies, as the primary source of
guidance for audits of those entities because that Guide addresses transactions
that are unique to or prevalent in the insurance industry. This Guide, however,
contains information about governmental accounting and financial reporting
standards and other matters that are unique to or prevalent in government
and not included in Property and Liability Insurance Companies. Those mat
ters are discussed throughout this Guide, but the most potentially relevant
matters for the financial statements of legally separate public entity risk pools
are in the section of this chapter entitled "Financial Reporting Requirements
for Special-Purpose Governments," the "Auditing Considerations" sections of
other chapters, Chapters 4 , 1 3 , 14, and 16, and Appendix B.
12.60 GASB Statement No. 10, paragraphs 18 through 50, as amended
and interpreted, provide accounting and financial reporting guidance for pub
lic entity risk pools in which there is some transfer or pooling (sharing) o f risk.
Those standards concern the recognition o f various revenues and costs (such
as premium revenues, claims costs, policy or participation contract acquisition
costs, and policyholder dividends), the valuation of investments (see Chapter 5),
and certain specific disclosures. GASB Statement No. 10, as amended by GASB
Statement No. 30, requires certain revenue and claims development informa
tion to be included as RSI immediately after the notes to financial statements in
separate pool financial reports. Pools included as part o f a reporting entity and
that do not issue separate financial reports should present the RSI after the
notes to the reporting entity's financial statements. However, if the reporting
entity issues a comprehensive annual financial report, GASB Statement No. 30,
paragraph 7, permits those pools to present the RSI in the statistical section.
However, the placement of that information in the statistical section does not
change its character as RSI, or the nature of the limited procedures or the au
ditor's reporting on it. (Chapters 4 and 14 discuss the auditor's responsibility
for and reporting on RSI.)
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12.61 GASB Statement No. 10, paragraph 51, provides that public entity
risk pools that do not transfer or pool risk among participants are acting as
claims servicers and not insurers. The activity statements of these pools should
report claims servicing revenue and administrative costs. Amounts collected or
due from pool participants and paid to settle claims should be reported as a net
asset or liability on an accrual basis.

External Investment Pools
12.62 An external investment pool is an arrangement that commingles
(pools) the moneys o f more than one legally separate entity and invests, on
the participants' behalf, in an investment portfolio; one or more o f the partic
ipants is not part of the sponsor's reporting entity. External investment pools
sponsored by individual state or local governments or jointly by more than one
government are known as governmental external investment pools.
12.63 The principal GASB pronouncement relating to the accounting and
financial reporting for governmental external investment pools is GASB State
ment No. 31, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Certain Investments and
for External Investment Pools. Chapter 6 of the GASB Q&A provides additional
guidance.
12.64 The manner in which governmental external investment pools value
their investments depends on whether the pool has a policy to and operates like
a Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)-registered money market fund.
Pools that operate similarly to those money market funds, which are termed
2a7-like pools, are permitted to report their investments at amortized cost.
Otherwise, governmental external investment pools report investments at fair
value, except that short-term debt investments with remaining maturities of
up to ninety days at the date of the financial statements may be reported at
amortized cost, provided that the fair value of those investments is not signifi
cantly affected by the impairment of the credit standing of the issuer or by other
factors. GASB Statement No. 31 provides guidance for valuing particular types
o f investments at fair value and for measuring investment income. Chapter 5
describes that guidance and discusses related auditing considerations.
12.65 GASB Statement No. 31, paragraph 17, states that separate or
stand-alone annual financial reports for governmental external investment
pools should include a statement of net assets and a statement o f changes
in net assets prepared on the economic resources measurement focus and the
accrual basis o f accounting. All investment income, including changes in the
fair value of investments, should be reported in the statement o f changes in net
assets. GASB Statement No. 31, paragraph 13, provides that when the change
in the fair value of investments is identified separately as an element o f invest
ment income, it should be captioned "net increase (decrease) in the fair value
o f investments."
12.66 GASB Statement No. 31, paragraph 17, provides certain disclosure
requirements for the separate financial reports of governmental external in
vestment pools, in addition to those required by other GASB standards as dis
cussed in other chapters of this Guide.
12.67 GASB Statement No. 31, paragraph 18, as amended by GASB
Statement No. 34, requires governments that sponsor one or more external
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investment pools (sponsoring governments) to report the external portion18 of
each pool as a separate investment trust fund, presenting statements of fidu
ciary net assets and changes in fiduciary net assets for each investment trust
fund and captioning the difference between the external pool assets and li
abilities as net assets held in trust for pool participants. This requirement
for reporting each pool as a separate fund applies to the sponsoring govern
ment's combining and individual fund financial statements, which are not part
of the government's basic financial statements. Rather, combining and individ
ual fund financial statements are presented as SI. (Chapters 4 and 14 discuss
the auditor's responsibility for and reporting on SI.)
12.68 If an external investment pool issues a separate report, GASB State
ment No. 31, paragraph 19, requires the sponsoring government to describe in
the notes to the financial statements how to obtain that report. If an exter
nal investment pool does not issue such a report, the sponsoring government's
notes to the financial statements should include certain disclosures, including,
for example, condensed statements of net assets and changes in net assets for
each pool. The presumption in this disclosure requirement is that the separate
pool report conforms with GAAP. An unqualified auditor's opinion on the pool's
separate report could provide evidence of conformity with that requirement. If
a pool's separate report is not presented in conformity with GAAP, the sponsor
ing government does not qualify to limit its disclosure o f pool information to a
reference to the separate report.
12.69 Other chapters of this Guide, in particular Chapter 5, discuss ac
counting and financial reporting standards that affect governmental external
investment pools as well as audit objectives, internal control features, and au
dit procedures that would be appropriate for audits of those pools. In selecting
audit procedures, the auditor should be aware of the unique accounting and
financial reporting requirements for such pools as well as the various com
pliance requirements that affect how they operate. Those compliance require
ments may affect, for example, allowable investments, investment income allo
cation, and distributions and reports to pool participants. (See paragraph 12.10
concerning the auditor's responsibility for compliance requirements in a finan
cial statement audit.) The auditor should apply the concept o f opinion units
in planning, performing, evaluating the results of, and reporting on audits
of governmental external investment pools, as discussed in paragraph 12.09.
Further, the accounting and financial reporting guidance in the AICPA Au
dit and Accounting Guides Brokers and Dealers in Securities; Depository and
Lending Institutions: Banks and Savings Institutions, Credit Unions, Finance
Companies and Mortgage Companies; and Investment Companies do not con
stitute category (a) accounting and financial reporting guidance for govern
mental entities because the AICPA did not make those Guides applicable to
those entities and the GASB did not clear them. However, even though those
Guides are not applicable to governmental entities, auditors should consider
referring to them for specific auditing considerations relating to external in
vestment pools (such as, for example, audit procedures relating to cash and
investments).

18 The external portion of an external investment pool is the portion that belongs to legally
separate entities that are not part of the sponsoring government's financial reporting entity. The
internal portion of each external investment pool is the portion that belongs to the primary government
and its component units and should be reported as assets in those funds and component units.
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Colleges and Universities
12.70 Many college and universities are governmental entities. Some gov
ernmental (public) colleges and universities are part of the legal entity o f a
state or local government,19 whereas others are primary governments, stand
alone governments, or component units o f a primary government. (Chapter 3
discusses the definition of the financial reporting entity and financial report
ing provisions o f GASB Statement No. 14.) This section often uses the terms
public institutions and institutions to refer to public colleges and universities.
The auditor should apply the concept o f opinion units in planning, performing,
evaluating the results of, and reporting on audits o f colleges and universities,
as discussed in paragraph 12.09.
Financial Reporting R equirem ents
12.71 GASB Statement No. 35, Basic Financial Statements—and Manage
ment's Discussion and Analysis—for Public Colleges and Universities, requires
that public institutions apply the accounting and financial reporting standards
o f GASB Statement No. 34. A public institution that is not a legally separate
entity should be reported within the fund structure of the government of which
it is a part. A public institution that is a legally separate entity should report as
a special-purpose government: (a) engaged only in business-type activities, (b)
engaged only in governmental activities, or (c) engaged in both governmental
and business-type activities, as discussed in paragraphs 12.04 through 12.07.
Each institution should determine which o f the three presentations is most ap
propriate to its activities. A primary government or other entity with financial
reporting oversight responsibilities may require a particular financial state
ment presentation for public institutions. The auditor should evaluate whether
a mandated financial statement presentation is in conformity with GAAP for a
particular institution. An institution's other accounting and financial reporting
policies or processes also may be mandated by other entities. For example, a
primary government may require that a component unit institution report the
expenses in its enterprise fund statements of revenues, expenses, and changes
in fund net assets by function (for example, instruction, academic support, stu
dent services, and so forth), rather than by natural (object) classification (for
example, salaries and wages, employee benefits, supplies, utilities).
12.72 If a legally separate institution reports as engaged only in businesstype activities, it should present its activities using the three financial state
ments required for enterprise funds—a statement of fund net assets or balance
sheet; a statement of revenues, expenses, and changes in fund net assets or fund
equity; and a statement of cash flows.20 An institution's presentation o f more
than one enterprise fund is governed by NCGA Statement 1, paragraph 30,
as amended, which indicates that individual funds are not required for finan
cial reporting purposes unless required by legal or contractual provisions or by

19 Public college and universities that are part of the legal entity of a state or local govern
ment sometimes issue separate individual fund or departmental financial statements, as discussed
in Chapter 14.
20 Although not required, GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 123, encourages entities that
report as engaged only in business-type activities also to present as SI a statement of activities (which
is the government-wide activity statem ent as discussed in Chapter 2). It also encourages entities to
present such a statem ent of activities as SI for multiple-function enterprise funds if they want to
present disaggregated data beyond what is required for segment reporting. (Chapters 4, "General
Auditing Considerations," and 14 discuss the auditor’s responsibility for and reporting on SI.)
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GAAP. (Item 7.97.4 of the GASB Q&A discusses an institution's presentation
of financial information in multiple columns.)
12.73 If a legally separate public institution is engaged only in governmen
tal activities or engaged in both governmental and business-type activities, it
should present both the government-wide financial statements and the appli
cable fund financial statements required by GASB Statement No. 34. (See the
discussion of those financial statements in paragraphs 12.05 and 12.06 and
Chapter 2.)
Internal Control a n d Com pliance Requirem ents
12.74 Because o f the unique characteristics of each public institution, it
is not possible to suggest uniform or standard internal control. Further, inter
nal control may not be the same across all units o f a multi-campus or multi
institution system. Auditors should be familiar with an institution's internal
control and evaluate the effect of that internal control on their audit procedures.
12.75 Public institutions usually are subject to various legal and contrac
tual provisions that may affect their financial statements. For example, besides
the financial reporting requirements discussed in paragraph 12.71, there may
be compliance requirements relating to grants, appropriations from other gov
ernments, contributions, endowments, split-interest agreements, and debt is
suances. As discussed in paragraph 12.10, the auditor should consider whether
it is necessary to evaluate the institution's compliance with those requirements
as part o f the financial statement audit.
G overnm ental a n d Private-Sector, N ot-for-Profit Accounting
a n d Financial R eporting D ifferences
12.76 There are various differences between the accounting and financial
reporting standards for public institutions and those for not-for-profit insti
tutions, many o f which are highlighted in the following list. (This listing is
provided to help auditors experienced with not-for-profit institutions. Auditors
who are unfamiliar with not-for-profit standards do not need to understand
those standards to understand the standards for public institutions.) Auditors
should become familiar with governmental standards for public institutions as
discussed in this section and elsewhere in this Guide.
•

Order o f presentation o f assets and liabilities. Governmental stan
dards require the enterprise fund statement o f fund net assets
to present assets and liabilities as current or long-term and the
government-wide statement of net assets to present assets and
liabilities based on liquidity or on current and long-term classifi
cations. (See Chapter 2.) Not-for-profit standards require not-forprofit institutions to provide information about liquidity or ma
turity o f assets and liabilities either in the statement of financial
position or in the notes to the financial statements.

•

Accounting and financial reporting for specific types o f transac
tions. Governmental standards for certain types o f transactions,
such as investments, nonexchange transactions, pensions, and
other post-employment benefits (see Chapters 5, 6, and 8), differ
from not-for-profit standards.

•

Pell grants. Under governmental standards, public institutions
consider Pell grants to be pass-through grants and report the
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federal funds as revenues (see paragraph 12.79). Not-for-profit
accounting does not treat third-party payments for services as
contributions. Consequently, not-for-profit institutions treat Pell
grants as agency transactions and do not report the federal funds
as contribution revenue to the institution.
•

Promises to give (pledges). Not-for-profit standards require the dis
counting o f promises to give that are to be received over an ex
tended period. Governmental standards neither require nor pro
hibit discounting. (See Chapter 6.)

•

Contributions made to other organizations. Donors sometimes
make contributions to one organization for the benefit of another
organization. Not-for-profit standards require an institution that
is the ultimate beneficiary of such a contribution to recognize the
contribution and the asset held by the recipient organization un
der certain circumstances. Governmental standards may require
the presentation as a component unit of a legally separate, taxexempt organization that receives or holds economic resources en
tirely or almost entirely for the direct benefit o f the primary gov
ernment, its component units, or its constituents. (See the further
discussion in paragraph 12.98.)

•

Use o f restricted net assets. Not-for-profit standards require that
when an expense is made for a purpose for which both unrestricted
and temporarily restricted net assets exist, the expense should
be charged to restricted net assets unless the expense is directly
attributable to another specific external revenue source. Govern
mental standards require that restricted net assets be reported
until the resources are used for the specified purpose. Even though
governmental standards do not impose a "flow assumption" for
purposes o f expense recognition, a public institution's manage
ment should establish a policy concerning whether to first apply
specific expenses to unrestricted or restricted resources because
governmental standards require disclosure of that policy. (See the
additional discussion o f this provision o f governmental standards
in Chapter 8.)

•

The financial reporting o f equity. Governmental standards estab
lish the following three components o f net assets for presentation
in government-wide and enterprise fund financial statements— (a)
invested in capital assets, net of related debt, (b) restricted, and
(c) unrestricted. Not-for-profit standards establish the following
three classes of net assets—(a) permanently restricted, (b) tem
porarily restricted, and (c) unrestricted. Governmental standards
require that restricted net assets be displayed separately for ex
pendable and nonexpendable restricted net assets and that the
purpose of restricted net assets be displayed to some extent. Notfor-profit standards permit display of the purpose o f temporar
ily restricted net assets, but alternatively permits those purposes
to be disclosed in the notes to the financial statements. Govern
mental standards prohibit display of management designations of
unrestricted net assets on the face of the government-wide and en
terprise fund financial statements but do not prohibit disclosure
in the notes. Not-for-profit standards permit information about
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designations to be provided in notes to or on the face of the fi
nancial statements. (See the further discussion of the display and
disclosure of equity in Chapter 10, "Equity and Financial State
ment Reconciliations.")
•

Cash flows statements. Governmental standards require that cash
flows statements for enterprise funds be prepared using the di
rect method. Not-for-profit standards permit either the direct or
indirect method. With the use of the direct method, governmental
standards require a reconciliation from operating income to net
cash flow from operating activities, whereas not-for-profit stan
dards require the reconciliation to be from the change in net assets.
Governmental standards specify four categories for reporting cash
flows (see Chapter 2), whereas standards for not-for-profit institu
tions specify three categories. Although two of the categories (op
erating and investing) are named the same in governmental and
not-for-profit standards, and governmental standards have two fi
nancing categories whereas not-for-profit standards only have one
financing category, the cash flows reported within each category
differ in several significant ways between governmental and notfor-profit standards.

•

Note disclosures. Governmental standards require specific infor
mation in note disclosures that are not required by standards
applicable to not-for-profit institutions, such as for cash and in
vestments (see Chapter 5), capital assets (see Chapter 7), and
long-term debt and segments (see Chapter 8). Similarly, standards
applicable to not-for-profit institutions require specific informa
tion in note disclosures that are not required by governmental
standards.

•

Required supplementary information. Governmental standards
require the presentation o f an MD&A and other applicable RSI.
(Chapter 2 discusses the GASB's RSI requirements and Chapters
4 and 14 discuss the auditor's responsibility for and reporting on
RSI.) There are no RSI requirements for not-for-profit institutions.

Tuition a n d Fees
12.77 The GASB Q&A, item 7.72.13, provides that revenues from tuition
and student fees of an academic term that encompass two fiscal years— for ex
ample, a summer session—should be recognized partly in each year by accruing
the amount earned each year.
Scholarship Discounts a n d A llow a n ces
12.78 GASB Statement No. 34, footnote 41, requires proprietary funds
(which include enterprise funds) to report revenues net of discounts and al
lowances with the discount or allowance amount parenthetically disclosed on
the face of the statement of revenues, expenses, and changes in fund net assets
or in a note to the financial statements. Alternatively, revenues may be reported
gross with the related discounts and allowances reported directly beneath the
revenue amount. That requirement applies to scholarship discounts and al
lowances that satisfy a student's tuition and fees, housing, meals, books, and
other goods and services provided by the institution. For such discounts and
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allowances reported for governmental activities in the government-wide state
ment of activities, item 7.40.3 of the GASB Q&A states that the same reporting
requirements should be applied.
Pell Grants
12.79 Pell grants (Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance [CFDA] pro
gram number 84.063) is an entitlement program funded by the federal govern
ment that is a major source of aid to college and university students. Institutions
have administrative and direct financial involvement with Pell grants because
they determine eligible secondary recipients (such as determining that students
are enrolled in eligible programs and in the number of credit hours required
for the level of awards) and are liable for disallowed costs. Therefore, under
the provisions of GASB Statement No. 24, Accounting and Financial Reporting
for Certain Grants and Other Financial Assistance, paragraph 5, institutions
should report Pell grants as revenues. (Item 7.72.10 of the GASB Q&A discusses
the reporting o f Pell grants.)
Enterprise Fund R even u e a n d Cash-Flow Classifications
12.80 Paragraphs 12.69 through 12.74 discuss how institutions should
classify certain resource inflows (a) as operating revenues, nonoperating rev
enues, or capital contributions in the enterprise fund statement of revenues,
expenses, and changes in fund net assets and (b) as cash flows from operating,
noncapital financing, capital and related financing, or investing activities in the
enterprise fund statement of cash flows. Chapter 6 discusses the GASB State
ment No. 34 standards for revenue classifications and disclosures, including
how defining a proprietary fund's operating revenues and expenses should con
sider how individual transactions would be categorized for purposes of prepar
ing a statement of cash flows. Chapter 2 discusses the requirements of GASB
Statement No. 9, Reporting Cash Flows o f Proprietary and Nonexpendable Trust
Funds and Governmental Entities That Use Proprietary Fund Accounting.
Research Grants and Contracts
12.81 Public institutions receive funding from various sources— the fed
eral government, state and local governments, businesses, and individuals—
for various purposes. As stated in the GASB Q&A, item 7.73.1, revenues for
which cash flows are reported as from operating activities likely also would
be regarded as operating revenues. GASB Statement No. 9, paragraph 17c,
provides that cash flows from operating activities include cash receipts from
grants for specific activities that are considered to be operating activities o f
the grantor government, stating that a grant arrangement o f this type is es
sentially the same as a contract for services. Therefore, revenue from research
grants and contracts that meet the criterion for reporting as cash flows from
operating activities also generally should be reported as operating revenue.
The auditor should consider the predominant characteristics and substance of
research grants and contracts in evaluating how management has classified
those amounts in the statement of cash flows and the statement o f revenues,
expenses, and changes in fund net assets.
State and Local Government Appropriations
12.82 Many public institutions receive appropriations from state or lo
cal governments. As provided in Chapter 6, nonoperating revenues generally
should include revenues from appropriations between primary governments
and their component units for operating purposes or that may be used, at the
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recipient's discretion, for either operating purposes or capital outlay.21 Item
7.73.4 o f the GASB Q&A indicates that institutions cannot establish a policy
to include state appropriations in operating revenues. The illustrative state
ment o f cash flows in the nonauthoritative Appendix D of GASB Statement
No. 35 illustrates cash flows from appropriations as cash flows from noncapital
financing activities and capital and related financing activities.
Federal Land Grant Income
12.83 In the past, the federal government provided land to certain in
stitutions, including land grant institutions, to be used to generate funds for
the institutions in perpetuity. Those assets provide support to the institutions
through the investment of moneys from the sale of the land or income produced
by the land through mineral or other rights. Those assets would be endowments
if held by the institutions, but they usually are administered by a state land
office or other governmental agency. There often are state statutes or other ex
ternally imposed restrictions on an institution's use of the income from those
grants. The source of the revenues and any externally imposed restrictions on
their use should be considered in determining the proper revenue classification
in enterprise funds.
Third-Party Student Loans
12.84 Many students or their parents secure loans from a source other
than the institution to assist with the cost of attending the institution. These
are transactions between the students or parents and the lender, for example, a
financial institution, the U.S. Department of Education, or a state loan program.
Institutions receive funds from the lenders and then disburse funds to students
or apply amounts to the students' accounts. These third-party transactions are
not within the scope o f GASB Statement No. 24 because they are not pass
through grants. There is no governmental standard that requires institutions
to report the loan amounts received and disbursed as revenue. Institutions that
report as engaged only in business-type activities and that have an accounting
policy to report undisbursed loans at year-end as assets and liabilities in an
enterprise fund statement o f fund net assets should report the cash flows for
these third-party student loans in the enterprise fund statement o f cash flows.
The GASB has provided no guidance concerning the appropriate category for
reporting those cash flows. Some believe that reporting them as cash flows
from noncapital financing activities is appropriate because the cash flows do
not represent operating activities. Others note that cash flows from third-party
loans are not listed in GASB standards as cash flows from capital and related
financing, noncapital financing, or investing activities. They therefore believe
that these cash flows should be reported as from operating activities based on
GASB Statement No. 9, paragraph 17e, which specifies this category should
include "all other cash receipts that do not result from transactions defined as
capital and related financing, noncapital financing, or investing activities."
Institutional Student Loans
12.85 As opposed to third-party student loans discussed in para
graph 12.84, institutions often make student loans from institutional funds and
earn interest income from making those loans. Guidance related to classifying
21 Items 7.72.8 and 7.73.2 of the GASB Q&A support this classification requirement. Those
items also indicate that revenues that are restricted for the acquisition or construction of capital
assets should be classified as capital contributions, reported separately after nonoperating revenues
and expenses, not as nonoperating revenues.
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that interest income as operating or nonoperating revenue in the enterprise
fund statement o f revenues, expenses, and changes in fund net assets can be
derived from GASB Statement No. 9, paragraph 19, which addresses classifi
cation for cash-flow purposes. Student loans from an institution's funds are not
intended to be investments, but are undertaken, instead, to fulfill a govern
mental responsibility. Because such "program loans" are made and collected
as part of a governmental program and are part of the operating activities
o f the governmental enterprise, the related cash flows should be classified as
operating activities. (The illustrative statement of cash flows in the nonauthor
itative Appendix D of GASB Statement No. 35 illustrates this classification.)
Similarly, interest income on the loans should be reported as operating rev
enue. (The principal amounts o f the loans made and collected are reported as
balance-sheet transactions and do not affect the enterprise fund statement of
revenues, expenses, and changes in fund net assets.)
Investment Income on Endowment Resources22
12.86 GASB Statement No. 9 requires cash inflows from investing activi
ties (other than "program loans" as discussed in paragraph 12.85) to be classified
in a category separate from cash flows from operating activities. Further, the
GASB Q&A, item 2.2.1, states that operating income typically excludes interest
income. Thus, investment income on endowment resources generally should be
classified as nonoperating revenues in the enterprise fund statement o f rev
enues, expenses, and changes in fund net assets.23 GASB Statement No. 31
permits the change in fair value of investments to be presented separately or
combined with other investment income as a single amount.
G overn m en t-W id e R even u e Classification
12.87 Often, a public institution that presents its financial statements
using enterprise fund accounting and financial reporting standards also will
present or be presented in a government-wide statement o f activities. This
would occur, for example, when a component unit institution is included in a
reporting entity's financial statements. In the statement of activities, revenues
that are not presented as contributions to term or permanent endowments, con
tributions to permanent fund principal, or special or extraordinary items are
presented as either program revenues or general revenues. As discussed in the
GASB Q&A, item 7.45.1, the distinction between operating and nonoperating
revenues is not required to be made in the government-wide statement o f ac
tivities. That item states that some nonoperating revenues satisfy the criteria
to be reported as program revenues, whereas some may be reported as general
revenues. It further states that capital contributions (which are reported sepa
rately of operating and nonoperating revenues in the proprietary fund financial
statements) often would be reported as program revenues. Item 7.37.3 o f the
GASB Q&A discusses the reporting of the change in fair value o f investments as
program or general revenues. When component unit public institutions do not
present a government-wide statement o f activities, their primary governments
may require them to include government-wide revenue classification informa
tion in their basic financial statements so that audited information is available

22 See the discussion of endowments starting in paragraph 12.88.
23 The GASB Q&A, item 7.73.5, discusses how interest earnings on endowments generally should
be classified as nonoperating revenue. In addition, item 7.74.3, states that it is not appropriate to report
investment income restricted to increase permanent or term endowments as "additions to permanent
or term endowments."
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for the reporting entity's financial statements. Other governments will infer
that information from the component unit financial statements as discussed in
item 7.26.6 o f the GASB Q&A.
Endowments
12.88 Many public institutions have endowments, and the amounts may
be large. The auditor needs to understand the legal and contractual provisions
for endowments that could have a direct and material effect on the determi
nation of financial statement amounts, which may involve understanding the
types o f endowments, the applicable state law, how the institution manages the
investment of the amounts, how the institution decides how much of the revenue
to spend currently, and the proper financial reporting of both the earnings and
net assets. Institutions often define three types of endowments—permanent (or
true) endowments, term endowments, and quasi-endowments. The following
describes those three types of endowments and how their balances and activi
ties are reported in enterprise funds. Paragraph 12.86 and footnote 22 discuss
enterprise fund reporting of investment income on endowment resources.
•

Permanent (or true) endowments are amounts for which donors
or other outside entities have stipulated, as a condition of the gift
instrument, that the principal is to be maintained in perpetuity.
Terms of the gift instrument will stipulate how earnings on the
endowment principal are to be used—either added to the endow
ment account, used for some specific restricted purpose, or used
for unrestricted purposes. Net assets of permanent endowments
should be reported as restricted and nonexpendable. (The GASB
Q&A, item 7.24.14, discusses the valuation o f nonexpendable net
assets in a situation in which the fair value o f a permanent en
dowment is less than its original principal amount.) Net assets
resulting from earnings should be reported in a net asset category
based on the stipulations in the gift instrument.

•

Term endowments are similar to permanent endowments except
that, upon the passage of a stated period of time or the happening
o f a particular event, all or a part of the principal may be expended.
Terms o f the gift instrument will stipulate how earnings are to
be used. Net assets o f term endowments should be reported as
restricted and expendable (see the GASB Q&A, item 7.24.6). Net
assets resulting from earnings should be reported in a net asset
category based on the stipulations in the gift instrument.

•

Quasi-endowments (or funds functioning as endowments) are
amounts that the institution's governing board, rather than a
donor or other outside entity, has determined should be managed
as if they were a permanent or term endowment. (Those amounts
may have come from unrestricted resources or from moneys that
a donor or other outside entity restricted for use for a particular
purpose.) Net assets should be reported as if the board had not
designated the amounts as quasi-endowments. Thus, net assets
should be reported as restricted and expendable or as unrestricted,
depending on whether there are restrictions on the resources used
to create the quasi-endowment.

12.89 A major issue concerning permanent and term endowments is
whether the endowments are governed by trust law. The most significant
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consequence of the resulting conclusion is whether realized and unrealized
appreciation on investments should be considered to increase the endowment
balance or whether all or part of the appreciation may be expended the same as
income. Income includes dividends, interest, rents, royalties, and the like but
not gains from appreciation. The traditional legal view is that endowments are
subject to treatment as trusts. Under classical trust doctrines, gains of endow
ment funds can be added only to principal and cannot be expended.
12.90 Most institutions today do not consider endowment funds to be gov
erned by trust law. Advocates o f this legal view hold that the trust law is inap
plicable to endowment funds and that the concepts o f corporate law are more
applicable if the issues involved are administrative in nature, such as endow
ment investment management and allocation of gains to income or principal.
The corporate law concept views the institution as the absolute owner of gifts
with the obligation to include gains as income. Under the corporate law concept,
the income beneficiary and remainderman are usually the same, whereas trust
law demands a fair division between the income beneficiary and the remainder
man (which are two distinct and sometimes antagonistic interests). Under trust
law, gains traditionally have been kept for the remainderman. Support for not
following trust law is found in the Uniform Management o f Institutional Funds
Act (the Uniform Act), which has been adopted in some form in most states.
Other support is found in the Uniform Prudent Investors Act where that statute
has been adopted. Those laws contain a standard of prudence and the governing
board usually is required to determine how it will allocate earnings to spending
and to maintaining the earning power o f an endowment amount.
12.91 Most institutions have adopted what is usually referred to as a
"total return" approach to endowment fund investment management. That ap
proach emphasizes total investment return—traditional yield plus or minus
gains and losses. Practically all total return approaches emphasize the use of
"prudence" and a "rational and systematic formula" in determining the portion
of gains that may be spent and call for the protection o f endowment principal
from the loss of purchasing power (inflation) as a primary consideration before
spending gains. Total return approaches have many variations, including some
provisions to eliminate extreme short-term fluctuations in the amounts that are
allocated for spending. The total return approach does not change how earnings
are reported. GASB standards neither require nor prohibit reporting earnings
in more detail (for example, distinguishing between nonendowment and en
dowment investment income) either on the face of the statement o f revenues,
expenses, and changes in fund net assets or by note disclosure.
12.92 Paragraph 121 of GASB Statement No. 34 requires note disclosure
of certain information about donor-restricted endowments, including the state
law regarding the ability to spend net appreciation and the spending policy. The
spending policy or "spending rate" is the amount of the total return that the
institution will make available for spending. State laws vary, even when based
on the Uniform Act, and under many state laws, the trustees are required
to exercise prudence in setting the spending rate. The GASB is silent on the
spending rate other than requiring its disclosure.
Split-Interest A greem en ts
12.93 Public institutions often have split-interest agreements, which were
at one time called annuity or life income agreements. Split-interest agreements
include charitable gift annuity contracts, pooled life income trusts, charitable
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remainder unitrusts, charitable remainder annuity trusts, and charitable lead
annuity trusts.24 These agreements require careful attention to legal and tax
issues. Individual agreements may contain specific provisions on permissible
investments, permissible use o f funds when the split-interest ends, or other
matters. Often, some investments may be pooled with those o f endowment ac
counts. However, in other cases, the provisions of agreements or the inherent
objective of the investments dictate separate investments. In enterprise funds,
earnings on the investment of these assets should be reported as nonoperating
revenues. Determining the proper liability o f these agreements is important. In
enterprise funds, net assets usually should be reported as restricted and as ex
pendable or nonexpendable based on the conditions attached to the agreement
on how the institution can use the funds when the split-interest terminates.
Item 7.72.11 of the GASB Q&A discusses the reporting o f split-interest agree
ments.
E xpen se Classifications
12.94 Items 7.72.4 and 7.72.5 of the GASB Q&A explains that expense
classification in the proprietary funds statement of revenues, expenses, and
changes in fund net assets may be by natural (object) classification or by func
tion. If an institution presents its enterprise fund statement o f revenues, ex
penses, and changes in fund net assets using functional classifications, GASB
standards neither require it to allocate nor prohibit it from allocating deprecia
tion and operations and maintenance of plant (O&M) expenses to each function,
as discussed in the GASB Q&A, item 7.29.5.
12.95 GASB Statement No. 34, as amended by GASB Statement No. 37,
Basic Financial Statements—and Management's Discussion and Analysis—for
State and Local Governments: Omnibus, requires the government-wide state
ment of activities to present activities accounted for in enterprise funds by
"different identifiable activities." (See the further discussion of that require
ment in Chapter 2.) GASB Statement No. 37 states that determining whether
an activity is different may require the use o f professional judgment, but gen
erally is based on the goods, services, or programs provided by an activity. It
also states that for public institutions reported in enterprise funds, the variety
of activities common to those institutions (such as food service, bookstore, resi
dence halls, and student unions) generally would not be required to be reported
separately because those various activities might be considered incidental to
the delivery o f a common product or service— higher education.
Fund-Raising Costs
12.96 Many public institutions solicit support through fund-raising activ
ities conducted in conjunction with activities related to other functions, such

24 These and other types of split-interest agreements are described in the AICPA Audit and Ac
counting Guide Not-for-Profit Organizations. Note that the accounting and financial reporting guid
ance for those agreements in AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide Not-for-Profit Organizations does
not constitute category (b) guidance for governmental entities because the AICPA did not make that
Guide applicable to governmental entities and the GASB did not clear it. (See Chapter 1 for a discus
sion of the GAAP hierarchy for governments.) Further, as provided for in GASB Statem ent No. 29,
The Use o f Not-for-Profit Accounting and Financial Reporting Principles by Governmental Entities,
paragraph 7, as amended by GASB Statement No. 34, when read together with the discussion in para
graph 33 in the nonauthoritative Basis for Conclusions of GASB Statem ent No. 20, Accounting and
Financial Reporting for Proprietary Funds and Other Governmental Entities That Use Proprietary
Fund Accounting, enterprise funds that apply post-November 3 0 , 1989 FASB pronouncements should
not apply AICPA pronouncements whose provisions are limited to not-for-profit organizations.
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as program activities or supporting services. AICPA SOP 98-2, Accounting for
Costs o f Activities o f Not-for-Profit Organizations and State and Local Govern
mental Entities That Include Fund Raising, included as Appendix C o f this
Guide, establishes accounting and financial reporting standards for the costs o f
joint fund-raising and program activities.25 It also requires disclosures about
the nature o f the activities for which joint costs have been allocated and the
amounts of joint costs. Although that SOP applies to all governments, its pro
visions are only meaningful for entities that report using functional classifica
tions.
S egm en t Disclosures
12.97 GASB Statement No. 34, as amended by GASB Statement No. 37,
requires governments that report enterprise funds or that use enterprise fund
accounting and reporting standards to make certain segment disclosures in
the notes to the financial statements relating to certain debt-financed activities.
(See the further discussion of those requirements and the definition of segments
in Chapter 8.) GASB Statement No. 37 clarifies that a segment is an identifiable
activity or a grouping o f activities and, thus, reinforces the guidance in the
GASB Q&A, item 7.86.2, which discusses how segment disclosures are made
for an public institution's revenue debt-financed residence halls.
C om p on en t Units
12.98 In certain situations, public institutions may be required by GASB
standards to include information about certain other legally separate organiza
tions in their financial statements, often by presentation as component units.
This may affect, for example, research foundations, fund-raising foundations,
and university hospitals (as well as their medical practice plans). See the discus
sion o f GASB Statement No. 14, The Financial Reporting Entity, as amended,
in Chapter 3.26
Federal U nrelated Business Incom e Taxes
12.99 Governmental colleges and universities and their wholly owned sub
sidiary corporations are subject to federal unrelated business income taxes27
CUBIT), which is a tax on income derived from any trade or business that is reg
ularly carried on and not substantially related to the organization's tax-exempt
purpose or function. See the discussion o f UBIT in Chapter 8.

Specific Guidance for Recognized Indian Tribes
12.100 Recognized Indian tribes are sovereign entities, and the federal
government considers them to be similar to state governments. Although some
recognized Indian tribes do not meet the definition o f governmental entities in
Chapter 1 o f this Guide, they generally use governmental accounting and fi
nancial reporting guidance to prepare their financial statements. Under GASB
25 SOP 98-2 was cleared by the GASB and includes governmental entities in its scope, and thus
is category (b) guidance for governmental entities. See the discussion of the governmental GAAP
hierarchy in Chapter 1.
26 In particular, GASB Statement No. 39, Determining Whether Certain Organizations Are Com
ponent Units, amends GASB Statement No. 14, The Financial Reporting Entity, to provide additional
guidance to determine whether certain organizations for which the primary government is not finan
cially accountable should be reported as component units based on the nature and significance of their
relationship with the primary government.
27 See IRS Publication 598, Tax on Unrelated Business Income of Exempt Organizations.
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standards, recognized Indian tribes usually are considered primary or stand
alone governments and, because they provide various services as would a
general-purpose government, should present both government-wide and fund
financial statements (see paragraph 12.05 and Chapter 2). The auditor should
apply the concept of opinion units in planning, performing, evaluating the re
sults of, and reporting on audits o f recognized Indian tribes, as discussed in
paragraph 12.09.
12.101 Although some recognized Indian tribes have the power to enact
and enforce tax levies, many tribes rely heavily on federal funding. Recognized
Indian tribes often conduct HUD-financed housing programs; see the discus
sion in this chapter about public housing authorities. Indian tribes also often
operate gaming activities and other business activities that meet the criteria in
GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 67, requiring the use of enterprise funds
(as discussed in Chapter 2). If those criteria are not met, the activities may
be reported in either governmental or enterprise funds. The accounting and fi
nancial reporting guidance in the AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide Casinos
does not constitute category (b) accounting and financial reporting guidance for
gaming activities operated by recognized Indian tribes that use governmental
accounting and financial reporting guidance to prepare their financial state
ments because the AICPA did not make that Guide applicable to governmental
entities and the GASB did not clear it. (See Chapter 1 for a discussion o f the
GAAP hierarchy for governments.) However, even though that Guide is not ap
plicable to governmental entities, auditors should consider referring to it for
specific auditing considerations relating to gaming activities operated by those
recognized Indian tribes. In addition, the auditor should be familiar with the
federal and state laws that govern the types o f gaming and other activities
that a tribe may conduct. As discussed in paragraph 12.10, the auditor should
consider whether it is necessary to evaluate the tribe's compliance with those
requirements as part of the financial statement audit.

Specific Guidance for State Governments
12.102 Generally, state governments are large operations, having assets
and operations amounting to billions of dollars. The following discussion in
cludes a number of accounting, financial reporting, and auditing considerations
relating to state governments. Although some of those considerations also may
affect local governments, they are more commonly associated with state gov
ernments.

Nature and Organization of State Governments
12.103 State governments are sovereign entities, with powers that are
limited by their individual constitutions, the powers reserved exclusively for
the federal government by the U.S. Constitution, and the rights guaranteed to
citizens by amendments to the U.S. Constitution. Subject to those limitations,
states can enact, repeal, and modify laws relating to the conduct of economic, po
litical, social, and individual activities. All other governmental entities within
a state exist as consequences of general or specific authorizations from the state
government and are accorded only those powers provided for in such authoriza
tions. State governments have implicit powers, while subordinate governments
created by states generally are limited to the powers expressly provided to them
by the state or not expressly reserved for the state and, in some cases, not ex
pressly prohibited.
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12.104 To meet the varying needs of citizens, states have established var
ious forms o f state agencies and departments, regional governments, local gov
ernments, and special-purpose governments. The extent and nature o f those
organizations affect the structure o f service delivery and the state financial
reporting entity and, thus, the audit approach.
12.105 States usually operate on a highly decentralized basis. Given their
numerous and varied activities, most states have established accountability
centers under the control of an elected or high-level appointed official (usually
a state comptroller or treasurer). In many cases, such centers' responsibilities
are limited to appropriated funds. Consequently, such accountability centers
normally do not maintain accountability for a state's component units or for
certain large or autonomous agencies or departments (such as highway depart
ments or state universities) that finance their operations primarily through
user fees and purpose-restricted grants and contributions. In addition, in some
states, the accountability centers do not maintain accountability for the opera
tions o f the offices o f certain statewide elected officials or the state's legislative
or judicial branches. When a state's centralized accountability center does not
maintain accountability for certain component units, agencies, departments, or
officials, those component units and other organizations maintain their own ac
counts and manage their own financial affairs, either with or without oversight
from the accountability center.
12.106 Auditors should be aware of the possibility that numerous account
ing systems, with varied internal control, can exist within state governments
and should determine the extent to which such systems need to be evaluated
for their effects, if any, on audit procedures. Auditors also should be aware of
possible conflicts among the state officials with accounting responsibilities and
consider whether the appropriate individuals are included in planning the au
dit, advised of audit progress, and provided opportunities to respond to draft
reports.

Specialized Reporting Requirements
12.107 Accounting and reporting requirements for state governments may
extend beyond GAAP. For example, state statutes may mandate certain addi
tional financial summaries. Management should determine the existence and
specifics o f such requirements, including the need for auditor involvement, pos
sibly through discussions with representatives o f the offices of the state's attor
ney general, treasurer, comptroller, and auditor.

Reporting Entity Definition
12.108 Determining a state's financial reporting entity often is difficult
because o f the number, diversity, and autonomy o f state component units, the
existence o f financially independent agencies and departments, and decentral
ized accounting systems. States also tend to be involved in more joint ventures
than are local governments. Chapter 3 discusses the definition o f the financial
reporting entity and the related accounting and reporting under GASB State
ment No. 14.

Separate Fund, Departmental, Agency, and Program Audits
12.109 Sometimes, separate audits o f the financial statements o f state
funds, departments, agencies, and programs are performed, either as compo
nent elements of the audit of the state's financial statements or as completely
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separate efforts. Chapter 14 discusses those financial statements and illus
trates auditor's reports for them.

Medicaid
12.110 Medicaid is a federal program that provides health care services
to low-income persons. Medicaid services may be administered by states or
through local governments on behalf o f the states. In either case, health care
providers (such as hospitals, physicians, nursing homes, and pharmacies), in
cluding governmental health care providers, are required to follow guidelines
established by the state. Various methods and formulas are used to reimburse
providers for services rendered, including the following:
•

Hospitals and nursing homes may be reimbursed for the costs
of rendering the services, with costs based on retrospective cost
reports filed by the provider.

•

Hospitals and other providers may be paid a predetermined
(prospective) amount for each service rendered, based on the na
ture and complexity o f the services.

•

Nonhospital providers may be reimbursed based on the cost of the
service (such as physician office visits and prescriptions) up to a
maximum amount per service, or on a prospectively set rate that
is based on the complexity of the type of service.

Some states make progress payments to providers, particularly hospitals, based
on interim reports. Settlements may be made after the state's year-end, based
on audited cost reports. Those settlements can result in either receivables from
or payables to the providers.
12.111 The costs o f Medicaid services are shared between the federal and
state governments. In some states, local governments also share in the costs.
Such sharing can vary by state and by the type of service rendered. The auditor
should consider becoming familiar with the types o f services provided and the
cost-sharing arrangements and evaluating whether the federal and state (and
local, if applicable) shares have been properly allocated and thereby properly
reported in the financial statements. The auditor also should consider whether
it is necessary to evaluate the state's compliance with other Medicaid require
ments as part of the financial statement audit. (See paragraph 12.10.)
12.112 Governments that administer the Medicaid program should recog
nize revenue and expenses/expenditures using the provisions o f GASB State
ment No. 33, as discussed in Chapters 6 and 8. In many cases, Medicaid service
providers may submit claims for payments well after year-end for services ren
dered before year-end. Such amounts are known as incurred but not reported
(IBNR) amounts. The state may have to estimate the year-end IBNR amount
payable to, or receivable from, providers. The state may estimate those IBNR
amounts, for example, based on historical actual results that establish a re
liable pattern, adjusted for known changes that affect that amount (such as
increases in the reimbursement rate for particular services). The auditor or
dinarily should evaluate whether such payables and receivables (and related
expenses, expenditures, and revenues) are properly estimated and recorded at
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year-end, including whether revenue recognition in governmental funds con
siders "availability."

Food Stamps
12.113 Food stamps is a federal program that permits low-income persons
to buy food. While some food stamps benefits are distributed through the use of
paper coupons, most are distributed electronically through debit cards. GASB
Statement No. 24, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Certain Grants and
Other Financial Assistance,28 provides guidance for how states should report
food stamp transactions in the fund financial statements, requiring that they
recognize distributions o f food stamp benefits as revenue and expenditures in
the general fund or a special revenue fund, whether the state distributes the
benefits directly or through agents and whether the benefits are in paper or
electronic form. Expenditures should be recognized when the benefits are dis
tributed to the individual recipients by the state or its agents;29 revenue should
be recognized at the same time. States should report food stamp balances held
by them or by their agents at the balance-sheet date as an asset offset by de
ferred revenue. Revenue, expenditures, and balances o f food stamps should be
measured based on face value. In the government-wide financial statements,
food stamp-related balances and transactions should be measured using the
economic resources measurement focus and the accrual basis of accounting. The
auditor should consider evaluating whether food stamps balances and transac
tions are properly reported in the financial statements. The auditor also should
consider whether it is necessary to evaluate the state's compliance with the
federal government's program requirements as part of the financial statement
audit. (See paragraph 12.10.)

Unemployment Compensation Benefit Plans
12.114 Unemployment compensation is a federal-state partnership pro
gram providing payments to eligible unemployed workers that is funded princi
pally by "experience-rated" federal and state taxes on employers. GASB State
ment No. 34 requires unemployment compensation benefit plans to be reported
as enterprise funds because the employer taxes are considered exchange-like or
insurance transactions. NCGA Interpretation 9, Certain Fund Classifications
and Balance Sheet Accounts, provides that the administrative costs related to
a state's unemployment compensation program should be included in the gen
eral fund unless legal provisions require it to be reported in another fund. The
GASB Q&A, item 7.50.8, states that such administrative activity should not
be reported in the unemployment compensation enterprise fund. One signif
icant accounting and financial reporting consideration relating to unemploy
ment compensation plans may concern the calculation o f the benefit liability
and disclosure of additional contingencies. (Chapter 8 discusses the account
ing, financial reporting, and auditing for contingent liabilities.) The auditor
also should consider whether it is necessary to evaluate the state's compliance
with the federal government's program requirements as part of the financial
statement audit. (See paragraph 12.10.)

28 GASB Statement No. 33, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Nonexchange Transactions,
does not apply to food stamps.
29 GASB Statement No. 24, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Certain Grants and Other
Financial Assistance, states that food stamp benefits are distributed in electronic form when the
individual recipients use the benefits.
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Lotteries
12.115 Most states conduct lotteries individually or through a multi-state
arrangement. Lottery activities may be (a) part of the state's legal entity30 or
(b) a legally separate entity that may be a component unit of the state. Lottery
activities generally meet the criteria in GASB Statement No. 34, paragraph 67,
requiring the use of enterprise funds (as discussed in Chapter 2). If those criteria
are not met, the lottery activity may use either governmental fund or enterprise
fund accounting and financial reporting. The auditor ordinarily should evalu
ate whether the financial statement amounts for lottery activities are properly
measured and reported. The auditor also should consider whether it is neces
sary to evaluate the state's compliance with legal and contractual provisions
that affect the financial statements, such as legal provisions relating to the use
of lottery revenues. (See paragraph 12.10.)
12.116 Lottery prize costs normally should be accrued based on a per
centage of ticket sales revenues. For example, if a lottery game is designed so
that forty percent of ticket sales is paid out as prizes, prize costs of forty cents
should be accrued for each dollar of revenue recognized for ticket sales. Account
ing and financial reporting considerations may arise relating to (a) prizes won
and claimed but not yet paid, (b) prizes won but not yet claimed, and (c) gamesin-progress at year-end, as discussed in paragraphs 12.105 and 12.106.
12.117 Prize winners generally can choose to have large prizes paid to
them (a) currently at present value in a lump sum or (b) over a period of years
at future values. If the periodic payment option is used, the state may finance
the prize liability, for example, by purchasing (a) an annuity from an insurance
company or (b) U.S. Treasury securities matched in timing and amount to the
future payments. If a purchased annuity is in the name o f the prize winner,
the state should not recognize a liability or asset because it has discharged the
primary liability. However, the state may need to disclose in the financial state
ments that a contingent liability exists. (Chapter 8 discusses the accounting,
financial reporting, and auditing considerations for contingent liabilities.) Fur
ther, if the state does not purchase an annuity in the name o f the prize winner,
any assets specifically identified to pay the liability (such as U.S. Treasury se
curities matched in timing and amount to the future payments) and the present
value o f the liability should be included in the state's financial statements.
12.118 The prize liability (measured using present value) should include
lottery prizes that have been won but not yet claimed as well as anticipated
prizes for games-in-progress at year-end. In addition, the gain contingency
guidance of FASB Statement No. 5, Accounting for Contingencies, should be
used to account for prizes that will be forfeited because the winners will not
claim them within the required time frame.
12.119 Lottery tickets generally are sold in stores and other designated
locations through both on-line computer access to the state lottery agency and
"instant" games that use paper tickets. The state should estimate the amounts
receivable from sales locations for lottery tickets, adjusted for an allowance for
uncollectible receivables. The auditor should consider evaluating the reason
ableness of those estimates.

30 Lotteries that are part of a state's legal entity sometimes issue separate fund or departmental
financial statements, as discussed in Chapter 14.
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12.120 Often, state law requires a certain percentage of lottery sales rev
enues to be used for particular programs, such as elementary and secondary
education or services to the elderly. The GASB Q&A, item 7.39.3, indicates
that such lottery sales revenues should be reported as program revenues of the
lottery function, not o f the function that the revenues support. That guidance
is supported by GASB Statement No. 37, paragraph 12, which states that for
identifying the function to which a program revenue pertains, the determining
factor for charges for services is which function generates the revenue.

Escheat Property
12.121 Escheat property is property that eventually reverts to a govern
ment (usually a state) because legal claimants or heirs have not been identified.
Many state laws provide that a rightful owner or heir can reclaim escheat prop
erty (or its value) into perpetuity. Because large portions of escheat property are
never reclaimed, most states use some of that property to finance operations.
12.122 GASB Statement No. 21, Accounting for Escheat Property, as
amended by GASB Statements No. 34 and No. 37, contains the standards for
reporting escheat property. In addition, when transactions involving escheat
property are nonexchange transactions, the provisions of GASB Statement No.
33 apply to the recognition o f assets, revenue, liabilities, and expenditures/
expenses. GASB Statement No. 37 states that escheat property generally should
be reported as an asset in the governmental or proprietary fund to which the
property ultimately escheats. Escheat property held for individuals, private or
ganizations, or another government should be reported in a private-purpose
trust fund or in an agency fund, as appropriate, or in the governmental or
proprietary fund in which escheat property is otherwise reported, with a cor
responding liability. If reported in a governmental or proprietary fund, escheat
revenue should be reduced and a fund liability reported to the extent that it
is probable that the escheat property will be reclaimed and paid to claimants.
The liability should represent the best estimate of the amount ultimately ex
pected to be reclaimed and paid, giving effect to such factors as previous and
current trends in amounts reclaimed and paid relative to amounts escheated,
and anticipated changes in those trends. Payments to claimants should reduce
the liability.
12.123 In the government-wide financial statements, escheat-related bal
ances and transactions should be measured using the economic resources mea
surement focus and the accrual basis of accounting. However, such balances and
transactions reported in private-purpose trust or agency funds should (like all
fiduciary funds) not be reported in the government-wide financial statements.
12.124 The auditor should consider determining whether the government
has established accounting policies for escheat property, including noncash es
cheat property, and applied them consistently. The auditor also should consider
evaluating the government's support for its measure of the amounts payable to
claimants.

State Tuition Programs
12.125 States administer Qualified State Tuition Programs (QSTPs),
which permit participants to pay currently for or to save money towards future
college costs in tax-advantaged programs. QSTPs are governed by the Internal
Revenue Code (IRC) and generally fall into one o f two categories: prepaid tu
ition plans and savings plans. With prepaid tuition plans, participants pay for
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years or units of education at current tuition rates and receive those years or
units o f education in the future even though tuition rates will have increased.
With savings plans, participants save money in a special account that offers a
variable rate of return and which may guarantee a minimum rate o f return.
12.126 Although the IRC contains some basic requirements, each statesponsored program varies and each state controls how contributions are to be
invested. Auditors should consider the need to evaluate a state's compliance
with legal and contractual provisions governing the program. (See paragraph
12.10.) The fund type to use to report QSTPs depends on the facts and cir
cumstances surrounding a particular program. However, the auditor ordinar
ily should evaluate whether the state has reported an estimated liability for
future payments to or on behalf o f plan participants that is appropriate to the
financial statements in which the program is reported.

Multi-Stale Legal Settlements, Including Tobacco
Settlement Resources†
12.127 States sometimes have common litigation against various parties,
and settle that litigation jointly, often leading to large amounts o f payments
to be received over several years. GASB Technical Bulletin (TB) No. 2004-1,
Tobacco Settlement Recognition and Financial Reporting Entity Issues, ad
dresses accounting by state and certain local governments (referred to as set
tling governments) for transactions relating to the multi-state settlement that
releases participating tobacco companies from present and future smokingrelated claims by the states in exchange for perpetual annual payments to the
settling governments. Some settling governments have created legally sepa
rate entities, referred to as Tobacco Settlement Authorities (TSAs), to issue
tobacco settlement revenue debt that is backed by the rights to all or a por
tion of the settling governments' future tobacco settlement resources (TSRs).*31
GASB TB No. 2004-1 provides that a TSA generally should be reported as a
blended component unit of the settling government that created it. Certain con
ditions, however, may exist that would result in other reporting, for example,
presentation of the TSA as a discretely presented component unit. The auditor
should consider evaluating whether management's conclusions about whether
and how to report a TSA as a component unit is appropriate.
12.128 GASB TB No. 2004-1 also addresses how settling governments and
TSAs should recognize assets and revenue for TSR payments and the resource
flows that result from the issuance of tobacco settlement revenue bonds:
•

TSRs are exchange transactions and settling governments and
TSAs should recognize assets and revenue for TSRs based on the
domestic shipment o f cigarettes (sales). Because annual TSR pay
ments are based on cigarette sales from the preceding calendar

† GASB Statement No. 48, effective for financial statements for periods beginning after December
15, 2006, discusses exchanges by governments of interests in their expected cash flows from collecting
specific receivables or specific future revenues for immediate cash payments. The Statement provides
standards for determining whether such exchanges should be classified as sales or as collateralized
borrowing transactions. The Statement further provides that intra-entity transfers of such assets
should be reported at their carrying value. Specifically, the transferred assets should not be revalued.
GASB Statement No. 48 supersedes Technical Bulletin No 2004-1, paragraphs 16-23. Also see Chapter
6 of this Guide.
31Tobacco Settlement Authorities (TSAs) are financing authorities. See the discussion of the
accounting and financial reporting requirements for financing authorities in the section of this chapter
titled "Specific Guidance for Special-Purpose Governments."
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year, governments should estimate accrued TSRs that derive from
sales from January 1 to their respective fiscal year-ends. Under
the modified accrual basis of accounting, revenue should be rec
ognized to the extent that the event occurs and resources become
available.
•

In its separately issued financial report, when tobacco settlement
bonds are issued, a TSA should report a liability for bonds and an
expense (and liability, if unpaid) for its obligation to remit the net
bond proceeds to its primary government. In the reporting entity
financial statements, the payment to a primary government from
a blended component unit TSA should be reported as a transfer
into the fund receiving the proceeds and a transfer out from the
fund that accounts for the activities of the TSA. The primary gov
ernment should report the payment from a discretely presented
TSA as revenue when the TSA becomes obligated to remit its bond
proceeds to the primary government. Under the modified accrual
basis o f accounting, revenue should be recognized to the extent
that the event has occurred and resources become available.

12.129 Although the tobacco Master Settlement Agreement between the
states and tobacco companies imposed no binding restrictions on the use of the
TSRs, many states have enacted budgetary or other legislation providing for
specific uses for the payments. The auditor should consider evaluating whether
the resources have been spent for the specified purposes and whether the leg
islation should result in the reporting of restrictions or reservations of the re
sulting net assets and fund balance (or, in governmental funds, o f fund balance
designations). In addition, the auditor should consider evaluating the settling
government's estimate of accrued revenue that derives from cigarette sales from
January 1 to its fiscal year-end.
12.130 With other multi-state legal settlements, the gain contingency pro
visions o f FASB Statement No. 5 may apply. The auditor should be alert for
those types o f settlement payments and consider the terms o f the settlement
in evaluating a state's application o f the provisions of FASB Statement No. 5.
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Chapter 13

Concluding the Audit
Introduction
13.01 At or near the date of the auditor's report, the auditor should per
form certain procedures before issuing his or her report. This chapter addresses
those procedures, which concern (a) evaluating misstatements and addressing
audit adjustments, (b) requesting lawyer letters, (c) obtaining written repre
sentations from management, (d ) evaluating related-party disclosures, (e) con
sidering going concern considerations, (f) considering subsequent events, (g)
performing analytical procedures, (h) communicating with the audit commit
tee and others, and (i) audit documentation.

Misstatements and Audit Adjustments
13.02 The auditor must evaluate the effect of individual and aggregate
misstatements in the context of individual opinion units. This is necessary
because the auditor's report on the basic financial statements will provide sep
arate opinions on each opinion unit. Also, professional standards concerning
misstatements (such as management's representation concluding that uncor
rected misstatements are immaterial and the auditor's communication to the
audit committee about uncorrected misstatements) should be applied based on
opinion units. (See the discussion of the concept of opinion units in planning,
performing, and reporting on governmental audits in Chapters 4, "General Au
diting Consideration," and 14, "Planning the Audit.")
13.03 AU section 312, Audit Risk and Materiality in Conducting an Audit
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), establishes requirements and provides
guidance in evaluating whether financial statements are fairly presented in all
material respects in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles
(GAAP). AU section 312 states that auditors must accumulate all misstate
ments identified during the audit, except those that are clearly trivial and
should communicate misstatements to management on a timely basis. In eval
uating misstatements, the auditor must consider the effects, both individually
and in the aggregate, of misstatements (known and likely) that are not cor
rected by the entity. In making this evaluation, in relation to particular classes
of transactions, account balances, and disclosures, the auditor should consider
the size and nature of the misstatements and the particular circumstances of
their occurrence, and determine the effect of such misstatements on the finan
cial statements taken as a whole, which, in the context of a governmental audit,
would be by opinion unit, as discussed in paragraph 4.32 of this Guide.
13.04 As discussed in Chapter 4, judgments about materiality include
both quantitative and qualitative information. As a result of the interaction
of quantitative and qualitative considerations in materiality judgments, mis
statements of relatively small amounts that come to the auditor's attention
could have a material effect on the financial statements. Qualitative consid
erations also influence the auditor in reaching a conclusion about whether
misstatements are material. Qualitative factors that the auditor may consider
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relevant to his or her consideration for an affected opinion unit include the
following:
•

The potential effect of the misstatement on trends, for example,
in revenue

•

The effect of the misstatement on segment information

•

The effect of the misstatement on quantitative materiality if quan
titative materiality were calculated without reference to certain
individual, large-dollar accounts, such as capital assets and long
term debt

•

Misstatements that arise from estimates, allocations, or uncer
tainties

•

The potential effect of the misstatement on the government's com
pliance with legal and contractual provisions, such as revenue
misstatements that might affect the entity's compliance with debt
covenants

•

A misstatement that has the effect of increasing management's
compensation, for example by satisfying requirements for the
award of bonuses or other forms of incentive compensation

•

The significance of the financial statement element affected by the
misstatement

•

The effects of misclassifications, for example, misclassification be
tween operating and nonoperating revenues or restricted and un
restricted net assets

•

The likelihood that a misstatement that is currently quantita
tively immaterial may have a material effect in future periods be
cause of, for example, a cumulative effect that builds over several
periods

•

The risk that possible additional undetected misstatements would
affect the auditor's evaluation

•

The sensitivity o f the circumstances surrounding the misstate
ment, for example, the implications o f misstatements involving
fraud, possible illegal acts, or conflicts o f interest

•

The motivation of management with respect to the misstatement,
for example, (a) an indication of a possible pattern of bias by man
agement when developing and accumulating accounting estimates
or (6) a misstatement precipitated by management's continued un
willingness to correct weaknesses in the financial reporting pro
cess

•

The significance o f the misstatement or disclosures relative to po
litically sensitive matters or known user needs

13.05 Information essential for a fair presentation in conformity with
GAAP includes information required to be disclosed in the notes to the financial
statements. Misstatements that cause the financial statements not to be in con
formity with GAAP include the omission of required financial statement disclo
sures and financial statement disclosures that are not presented in conformity
with GAAP. The auditor should evaluate the adequacy and understandability
o f the note disclosures that accompany the basic financial statements in rela
tion to the fair presentation o f each affected opinion unit. That evaluation may
require the auditor to exercise professional judgment to determine the opinion
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units affected by specific disclosures and disclosure requirements. If a particu
lar disclosure requirement is limited to a particular reporting unit or financial
statement, that is the context within which it should be evaluated. For exam
ple, certain disclosures about capital asset balances and activity are required
for capital assets of the primary government reported in the government-wide
statement of net assets. Thus, those disclosures would relate only to governmen
tal activities and business-type activities if those opinion units have capital as
sets that are or should be reported. Broader disclosures, such as those required
by GASB Statement No. 3, Deposits with Financial Institutions, Investments
(including Repurchase Agreements), and Reverse Repurchase Agreements, as
amended by GASB Statement No. 40, Deposit and Investment Risk Disclosures,
about deposits and investments, and GASB Statement No. 27, Accounting for
Pensions by State and Local Governmental Employers, about the employer's
required contribution rate to a defined benefit pension plan, may relate to all
opinion units in the basic financial statements. Auditors should evaluate both
quantitative and qualitative factors in considering whether omitted or improp
erly presented note disclosures have a material effect on the affected opinion
units.
13.06 The auditor should review the quantitative determination o f ma
jor funds after all adjustments and reclassifications are made to the financial
statements to determine whether all required major funds are separately dis
played in the fund financial statements and have received appropriate audit
coverage.1 AU section 333.06, Management Representations (AICPA, Profes
sional Standards, vol. 1), requires the auditor to obtain written representa
tions of management's belief that the effects o f any uncorrected financial state
ment misstatements aggregated by the auditor during the current engagement
and pertaining to the latest period presented are immaterial, both individually
and in the aggregate, to the financial statements taken as a whole. AU sec
tion 312.69 states that the auditor should document a summary o f uncorrected
misstatements, other than those that are trivial, related to known and likely
misstatements and the auditor's conclusion as to whether uncorrected misstate
ments, individually or in aggregate, do or do not cause the financial statements
to be materially misstated, and the basis for that conclusion. Statement on
Auditing Standards (SAS) No. 114, The Auditor's Communication With Those
Charged With Governance, (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 380)
supersedes SAS No. 61, Communication With Audit Committees, (AICPA, Pro
fessional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 380A), as amended. This SAS establishes
standards and provides guidance to an auditor on matters to be communicated
with those charged with governance. The SAS identifies specific matters to
be communicated, many of which are generally consistent with the require
ments in SAS No. 61. However, the SAS includes certain additional matters
to be communicated and provides additional guidance on the communication
process. AU Section 380.34 describes significant findings from the audit, includ
ing uncorrected misstatements, that should be communicated to those charged
with governance. In a governmental audit, the provisions of AU section 333, AU
section 312, and AU section 380, described earlier in this paragraph, should be
applied based on individual opinion units.

1 As discussed in Chapter 2, "Financial Reporting," a government is required to report certain
governmental and enterprise funds as major in its fund financial statements based on quantitative
criteria. Chapter 14, "Audit Reporting," discusses the effect on the auditor's report if a required major
fund is not reported as such.
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Lawyer Letters
13.07 Auditors should request lawyer letters to obtain corroboration of the
information furnished by management concerning litigation, claims, and as
sessments (AU section 337, Inquiry o f a Client's Lawyer Concerning Litigation,
Claims, and Assessments [AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1]). The letters
may be requested, for example, from inside counsel (such as a city attorney or
the state attorney general) or from outside counsel. If inside counsel provides
the assessment of litigation, claims, and assessments, the auditor should con
sider Auditing Interpretation No. 8, "Use of the Client's Inside Counsel in the
Evaluation of Litigation, Claims, and Assessments," o f AU section 337 (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 9337.24).
13.08 Occasionally, a government may not retain inside or outside counsel
and may not have consulted a lawyer during the period about litigation, claims,
or assessments. In those cases, the auditor should consider obtaining represen
tations from management that no lawyers were consulted during the period,
perhaps as part of the written representations discussed in paragraphs 13.09
through 13.12. When a lawyer is not consulted, the auditor has to rely on other
audit procedures, including inquiries o f government officials, and subsequent
events procedures described below, to determine whether the government has
appropriately reported and disclosed the existence of litigation, claims, and as
sessments. (See also Chapter 8, "Expenses/Expenditures and Liabilities," for a
discussion o f the accounting, financial reporting, and auditing considerations
for claims and judgments and commitments.)

Management Representations
13.09 AU section 333 requires the auditor to obtain written representa
tions from current management on all periods covered in his or her report. AU
section 333 includes a list o f matters for which specific representations should
be made, as well as an illustrative management representation letter and an
appendix containing additional representations that may be appropriate to in
clude in a management representation letter. The following are among the types
o f representations required by AU section 333 that are particularly important
in a governmental engagement:
•

Management has identified and disclosed to the auditor violations
(and possible violations) of laws, regulations, and provisions o f con
tracts and grant agreements with effects that should be considered
for disclosure in the financial statements or as a basis for recording
a loss contingency. (See the discussion o f the GASB requirements
for disclosure relating to material violations o f finance-related
legal and contractual provisions and the auditor's responsibility
with regard to those disclosure requirements in Chapter 4, "Gen
eral Auditing Considerations.")

•

Management is responsible for the design and implementation of
programs and controls to prevent and detect fraud; management's
knowledge o f any fraud or suspected fraud affecting the entity
involving management, employees who have significant roles in
internal control, and others where the fraud could have a material
effect on the financial statements; and management's knowledge
o f any allegations o f fraud or suspected fraud affecting the entity.
(This provision is from AU section 316, Consideration o f Fraud in
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a Financial Statement Audit [AICPA, Professional Standards, vol.
1J. Appendix A to Chapter 4 o f this Guide discusses the provisions
of AU section 316.)
•

Management has considered the uncorrected financial statement
misstatements aggregated by the auditor and has concluded that
any unadjusted differences are not material, both individually and
in the aggregate, to the financial statements for each opinion unit.

13.10 AU section 333 also states that the representation letter ordinar
ily should be tailored to include additional appropriate representations from
management relating to matters specific to the entity's business or industry.
Consequently, depending on the circumstances and professional judgment, the
auditor o f a governmental entity should consider obtaining representations
from management that include the following:2
•

Management is responsible for compliance with laws, regulations,
and provisions of contracts and grant agreements applicable to the
entity (for example, tax or debt limits and debt covenants).

•

Management has identified and disclosed to the auditor laws, reg
ulations, and provisions o f contracts and grant agreements that
could have a direct and material effect on financial statement
amounts, including legal and contractual provisions for reporting
specific activities in separate funds.3

•

Management is responsible for establishing and maintaining ef
fective internal control over financial reporting.

•

Management has followed applicable laws and regulations in
adopting, approving, and amending budgets.

•

The financial statements include all component units as well as
joint ventures with an equity interest, and properly disclose all
other joint ventures and other related organizations.

•

The financial statements properly classify all funds and activities.

•

All funds that meet the quantitative criteria in GASB State
ments No. 34 and No. 37, Basic Financial Statements—and Man
agement's Discussion and Analysis—for State and Local Govern
ments: Omnibus, for presentation as major are identified and
presented as such and all other funds that are presented as major
are particularly important to financial statement users.

•

Net asset components (invested in capital assets, net o f related
debt; restricted; and unrestricted) and fund balance reserves and
designations are properly classified and, if applicable, approved.

•

Investments are properly valued. (AU section 328.48-.49, Audit
ing Fair Value Measurements and Disclosures [AICPA, Profes
sional Standards, vol. 1], discusses management representations
about fair value measurements and disclosures.)

2 The AICPA Audit Guide Government Auditing Standards and Circular A -133 Audits discusses
additional management representations that the auditor should consider obtaining in audits per
formed under Government Auditing Standards and in a single audit.
3 Chapter 4, "General Auditing Considerations," discusses the auditor's responsibility to plan
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statem ents are
free of material misstatements arising from violations of compliance requirements that have a direct
and material effect on financial statem ent amounts.
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•

Provisions for uncollectible receivables have been properly identi
fied and recorded.

•

Expenses have been appropriately classified in or allocated to func
tions and programs in the statement of activities, and allocations
have been made on a reasonable basis.

•

Revenues are appropriately classified in the statement o f activities
within program revenues, general revenues, contributions to term
or permanent endowments, or contributions to permanent fund
principal.

•

Interfund, internal, and intra-entity activity and balances have
been appropriately classified and reported.

•

Special and extraordinary items are appropriately classified and
reported.

•

Deposits and investment securities are properly classified in cat
egory of custodial credit risk.

•

Capital assets, including infrastructure assets, are properly capi
talized, reported, and, if applicable, depreciated.

•

If the modified approach is used to account for eligible infrastruc
ture assets, the entity meets the GASB-established requirements
for doing so.

•

Required supplementary information (RSI) is measured and pre
sented within prescribed guidelines.

Other industry- or entity-specific representations may be needed, depending
on the particular facts and circumstances.
13.11 An auditor should obtain representations from those members of
management with overall responsibility for financial and operating matters
whom the auditor believes are responsible for and knowledgeable about, di
rectly or through others in the organization, the matters covered by the rep
resentations. Such members o f management normally include the chief exec
utive officer and chief financial officer or others in equivalent positions (such
as the management o f component units and o f large or autonomous agencies
and departments). In a governmental audit, it often is desirable also to obtain
representation letters from other officials (for example, asking the recording
secretary for the governing board to represent that the minutes are complete
for all meetings held during the period and through the date o f the auditor's
report).
13.12 As indicated in paragraph 13.09, AU section 333 requires the au
ditor to obtain written representations from current management. AU section
333 discusses auditors' responsibilities for obtaining written representations
in an audit engagement when current management was not present during the
period under audit. It may be difficult for the auditor to obtain a representation
letter if the responsible administrative officer was not in that position during
the audit period. For example, a newly elected official may not be willing, or
able, to sign representations relating to a period before the beginning o f his or
her term o f office unless that official obtains supporting representations from
other key officials who were responsible for financial matters during the au
dit period. AU section 333 states that management's refusal to furnish written
representations constitutes a limitation on the scope of the audit sufficient to
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preclude an unqualified opinion and is ordinarily sufficient to cause an auditor
to disclaim an opinion or withdraw from the engagement.

Related-Party Disclosures
13.13 Chapter 4 provides examples o f related parties in a governmental
audit. The primary accounting and auditing focus for related parties is ade
quate presentation and disclosure in the financial statements. National Council
on Governmental Accounting (NCGA) Interpretation 6, Notes to the Financial
Statements Disclosure, paragraph 5, requires disclosure of related-party trans
actions for all governments. In addition, GASB Statement No. 34, Basic Finan
cial Statements—and Management's Discussion and Analysis—for State and
Local Governments, paragraph 128, requires disclosure, for each major compo
nent unit, of the nature and amount of significant transactions with the primary
government and other component units. FASB Statement No. 57, Related Party
Disclosures, which applies to the government-wide and proprietary fund finan
cial statements, requires the specific disclosures below.4 By reference to FASB
Statement No. 57, the same disclosures are required by AU section 334.11-.12,
Related Parties (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1):
•

The nature of the relationship(s) involved

•

A description of the transactions, including transactions to which
no amount or nominal amounts were ascribed, and such other
information deemed necessary to understand the effects o f the
transactions on the financial statements

•

The dollar amounts of transactions for each o f the periods for
which results o f operations are presented and the effects o f any
change in the method o f establishing the terms from that used in
the preceding period

•

Amounts due from or to related parties as of the date of each finan
cial position statement presented and, if not otherwise apparent,
the terms and manner of settlement

NCGA Interpretation 6, paragraph 5, does not indicate specific information
that should be included in the related-party disclosure. However, to meet the
requirements o f NCGA Interpretation 6, paragraph 5, for governmental and
fiduciary funds, the information provided for in FASB Statement No. 57 could
be presented.
13.14 The auditor should consider applying procedures throughout the
audit to determine the adequacy of presentation and disclosure o f relatedparty transactions. (See AU section 334.04-.06 [AICPA, Professional Stan
dards, vol. 1].) Chapter 4 discusses the need for the auditor to perform proce
dures to identify related-party transactions during audit planning. Substantive
procedures might include testing whether individual items are related-party
transactions and whether they are properly disclosed. When concluding the
audit, the auditor should consider whether the results o f procedures applied
during the audit indicated the existence of related-party transactions that re
quire reporting.

4 Chapter 2 discusses the applicability of certain private-sector pronouncements to the
government-wide and proprietary fund financial statements. The specific disclosures from FASB
Statement No. 57, Related Party Disclosures, listed in this paragraph have been revised to use termi
nology that is appropriate to governmental financial statements.
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Going Concern Considerations
13.15 AU section 341, The Auditor's Consideration o f an Entity's Ability
to Continue as a Going Concern (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), re
quires the auditor to evaluate whether there is substantial doubt about the
entity's ability to continue as a going concern for a reasonable period of time,
not to exceed one year beyond the date o f the financial statements being au
dited. It also provides guidance on (a) the auditor's evaluation o f whether there
is substantial doubt about the entity's ability to continue as a going concern,
(b) the adequacy o f financial statement disclosure, (c) the need to modify the
auditor's report, and (d ) audit documentation concerning the auditor's going
concern evaluation. Ordinarily, a government's financial statements are pre
pared based on the assumption that the government will continue as a going
concern. AU section 341 states that, ordinarily, information that significantly
contradicts the going concern assumption relates to the entity's inability to con
tinue to meet its obligations as they become due without substantial disposition
of assets outside the ordinary course of business, restructuring of debt, exter
nally forced revisions of its operations, or similar actions. In a governmental
audit, the auditor should make the going concern evaluation for the entity as
a whole, not for individual opinion units.
13.16 Some have held the position that many governments are not subject
to the factors that might threaten the future existence of a business enterprise.
This position is largely attributed to an assumption that governments have the
power to assess and levy taxes (and other charges) sufficient to finance oper
ations and to service long-term and short-term debt. However, some govern
ments have constitutional or statutory limits on their taxing powers. Further,
the ability to generate revenues, even if unlimited by law, can be limited by
the incomes and resources of taxpayers. In the past, economic events and de
velopments (such as significant investment losses) also have raised questions
about whether certain governments are able to sustain operations. Although
rare, some governments have declared bankruptcy. Therefore, as required by
AU section 341 the auditor should evaluate the government's ability to continue
as a going concern.
13.17 Examples o f conditions or events that may indicate substantial
doubt about a government's ability to continue as a going concern are as follows:
•

Continuing significant fund balance or net asset deficits, or a pat
tern of annual operating deficits

•

Extremely high estimated liability for actual or incurred-but-notreported (IBNR) claims for uninsured risks, including large ad
verse legal decisions or settlements

•

Higher anticipated costs on construction and similar long-term
projects than the entity can reasonably finance given current eco
nomic conditions

•

Burdensome pension plan or other post-employment benefit obli
gations combined with diminishing revenues

•

Potential for large tax refunds because of, for example, taxpayers'
challenges

•

Declining tax or other revenue base because of, for example, prop
erty value reassessments, one or more large taxpayers relocating
out o f the government's jurisdiction, competitive changes (such
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as consumer choice for electric utility services), or a recessionary
economy
•

Unwillingness of government officials to pay legally incurred lia
bilities

•

Unwillingness o f other governments to continue funding programs
at existing levels

•

Large investment losses

•

Bond rating lowered below investment grade

•

Debt covenant violations

•

Major disasters such as earthquakes, floods, fires, or terrorist acts

•

Tax rate at or near the legal limit

•

Excessive use o f short-term borrowing to reduce cash shortages,
including tax and revenue anticipation notes

•

Long-term borrowing to eliminate deficits or to meet current op
erating needs

13.18 AU section 341 indicates that if, after considering the identified con
ditions and events in the aggregate, the auditor believes there is substantial
doubt about the ability of the entity to continue as a going concern for a reason
able period o f time, he or she should consider management's plans for dealing
with the adverse effects of the conditions and events. The auditor should obtain
information about the plans and consider whether it is likely that the adverse
effects will be mitigated for a reasonable period of time and that such plans can
be effectively implemented. In a governmental audit, the auditor also should
consider whether other governments have a legal or moral responsibility to sub
sidize or otherwise provide financial support to the government being audited.
Those subsidies could affect the auditor's evaluation of the likelihood that the
government being audited might, for example, default on debt or be unable to
meet pension costs or other obligations, support activities that are incurring
large deficits, or support present operating levels.
13.19 The auditor should evaluate whether conditions or events that indi
cate there could be substantial doubt about the government's ability to continue
as a going concern, such as those described above, were noted during the audit
up to the date o f the auditor's report. In addition to standard audit procedures
that may identify such conditions and events, procedures that are unique or
significant in government may include the following:
•

Reviewing compliance with the terms o f debt, loan, and grant
agreements

•

Reading minutes o f meetings o f the governing board or any other
administrative board with management oversight

•

Confirming with related and third parties the details o f arrange
ments to provide or maintain financial support

13.20 See AU section 341 for additional guidance on the effect o f the au
ditor's consideration o f going concern on the financial statements, the notes to
the financial statements, the auditor's report, and audit documentation.
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Subsequent Events
13.21 Subsequent events are those that take place after the financial state
ment date but before the basic financial statements and auditor's report are is
sued. For a discussion, see AU section 560, Subsequent Events (AICPA, Profes
sional Standards, vol. 1).* Subsequent events consist of events or transactions
that:*5
a. Provide additional evidence about conditions that existed at the fi
nancial statement date and affect the estimates inherent in prepar
ing financial statements.
b. Did not exist at the financial statement date but arose subsequent
to the date, but nevertheless, are of such a nature that they should
be disclosed to prevent the financial statements from being mis
leading.
13.22 The following lists includes examples o f subsequent events that
a government may experience. The size or other significance and timing of
subsequent events will affect whether they should be reported in the financial
statements or the notes thereto. The auditor should evaluate the reporting of
subsequent events in relation to the fair presentation of the individual opinion
unit(s) affected by the events:
•

The filing or settlement of a lawsuit

•

The issuance or defeasance of bonds or other debt instruments

•

The award and acceptance of a grant

•

The loss of grant funding or notice of potential disallowed costs

•

Changes in the amounts or activities financed in the subsequent
period's budget

•

A change in the property tax base

•

A decline in the fair value of the entity's investment portfolios

•

The imposition of an unfunded mandate

•

Capital asset impairments, such as a flood or other disaster that
caused damage to the entity's infrastructure

•

A renegotiated labor contract with the entity's employees

13.23 Subsequent events may be discovered as a result of audit procedures
applied to specific financial statement elements for other audit objectives or
through cutoff testing and assessment of asset and liability valuations. In ad
dition to standard audit procedures to identify subsequent events, procedures
that are unique or significant in government may include the following:
•

Reading minutes of meetings the governing board, or any other
administrative board with management oversight, held since the
financial statement date

•

Reading the subsequent years' capital and operating budgets

* See also the Technical Practice Aid (TPA) section 9070.05, Consideration o f Impact of Losses
From Natural Disasters Occurring After Completion of Audit Field Work and Signing of the Auditor's
Report But Before Issuance o f the Auditor's Report and Related Financial Statements, which was issued
in 2005.
5 This definition of subsequent events has been revised to use terminology that is appropriate to
governmental financial statements.
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•

Reviewing the description in the management's discussion and
analysis (MD&A) of currently known facts, decisions, or conditions
that are expected to have a significant effect on financial position
or results of operations for items that represent subsequent events

Analytical Procedures
13.24 In addition to their use in planning an audit, analytical procedures
also should be used as part of a review of financial information in the overall
review stage of the audit. The objective of analytical procedures used in the
overall review stage is to assist the auditor in assessing and documenting the
conclusions reached and evaluating the financial statement presentation for
each opinion unit. AU section 329, Analytical Procedures (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 1), provides guidance on the use of analytical procedures in the
overall review stage.6 In addition, AU section 316 (AICPA, Professional Stan
dards, vol. 1), requires the auditor to evaluate whether analytical procedures
performed in the overall review stage of the audit indicate a previously unrec
ognized risk of material misstatement due to fraud. (Appendix A to Chapter 4
of this Guide discusses the provisions of AU section 316.)

Communicating With Those Charged With Governance
13.25 SAS No. 114 requires the auditor to determine that certain signifi
cant and relevant financial statement audit-related matters are communicated,
orally or in writing, to those charged with governance of the entity. This State
ment is effective for audits o f financial statements for periods beginning on or
after December 15, 2006. As described in AU section 325.02, Communicating
Internal Control Related Matters Identified in an Audit (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 1), "(t)he term those charged with governance is defined in foot
note 5 o f section 339, Audit Documentation, as 'the person(s) with responsibility
for overseeing the strategic direction of the entity and obligations related to the
accountability of the entity. This includes overseeing the financial reporting and
disclosure process." In most entities, governance is a collective responsibility
that may be carried out by a board of directors, a committee of the board of di
rectors (for example, an audit or legislative oversight committee), a committee
o f management (for example, a finance, budget, or governmental agency exec
utive committee), partners, equivalent persons, or some combination o f these
parties. In some smaller entities, management and those charged with gover
nance may be the same people, for example, the owner in an owner-managed
entity or a sole trustee." Examples include governing boards, city councils, audit
committees, mayors, governors, legislators, university/college presidents, and
chancellors. The specific matters to be communicated are listed in SAS No. 114.
Communication with those charged with governance is also addressed in AU
section 325, which is effective for audits of financial statements for periods
ending on or after December 15, 2006. It establishes requirements and pro
vides extensive guidance about communicating matters related to an entity's
internal control over financial reporting identified while performing an audit of
financial statements. AU section 325 also requires that certain communications
be in writing. In addition, other communications with the audit or equivalent
committee or with management are required by AU section 317, Illegal Acts by
6 The AICPA Audit Guide Analytical Procedures provides practical guidance to auditors on the
effective use of analytical procedures.
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Clients (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1); AU section 801, Compliance
Auditing Considerations in Audits o f Governmental Entities and Recipients o f
Governmental Financial Assistance (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1);
and AU section 316 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. I).7 See the discus
sions of those other communication requirements in Appendix A to Chapter 4 of
this Guide, which discusses the provisions of AU section 316, and in the original
pronouncements.
13.26 Many auditors also communicate other information to audit or
equivalent committees or to management even though not required by gener
ally accepted auditing standards (GAAS). That is, the auditor may observe and
communicate through a "management letter" ways in which the entity could
improve operational efficiency and effectiveness or otherwise improve internal
control or other policies or procedures (other than those for which communi
cation is required by GAAS). For example, the auditor may become aware of
inappropriate budgeting techniques or estimates. With declining support from
higher levels of government, declining tax bases, and other economic factors,
governments sometimes use unique budgetary practices that may be inappro
priate or unachievable. Even though not required by GAAS (unless the tech
niques or estimates represent errors, fraud, or illegal acts), the auditor may
want to communicate those observations and concerns to appropriate entity
personnel.

Audit Documentation†
13.27 SAS No. 103, Audit Documentation (AICPA, Professional Standards,
vol. 1, AU sec. 339), establishes standards and provides guidance on audit doc
umentation to auditors o f nonissuers; SAS No. 103 also amends AU section
530.01 and .05, Dating o f the Independent Auditor's Report (AICPA, Profes
sional Standards, vol. 1), by requiring that the auditor's report not be dated
earlier than the date on which the auditor obtained sufficient appropriate au
dit evidence to support the opinion on the financial statements. The SAS further
provides that audit documentation should be retained for a minimum of 5 years
from the audit report release date.‡ Additionally, SAS No. 103 requires that au
ditors complete audit documentation within 60 days of, and retain documenta
tion for at least 5 years from, the audit report release date. Documentation must
not be deleted or discarded during this retention period except as permitted in
AU section 339.
13.28 As stated in AU section 339, (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1),
the auditor should document audit findings or issues that in the auditor's
judgment are significant, actions taken to address them (including any ad
ditional evidence obtained), and the basis for the final conclusions reached.

7Government Auditing Standards 2003 includes an additional fieldwork requirement for com
municating certain information to the auditee, the individuals contracting for or requesting audit
services, and the audit committee during the planning stages of an audit. Government Auditing Stan
dards also requires the auditor to (a) communicate certain information to the auditee in a management
letter and (b) report fraud, illegal acts, violations of provisions of contracts or grant agreements, and
abuse directly to parties outside the auditee under certain circumstances. See the AICPA Audit Guide
Government Auditing Standards and Circular A-133 Audits.
† See also TPA section 8345.02, Considerations When Audit Documentation Has Been Destroyed
by Fire, Flood, or Natural Disaster, which was issued in 2005.
‡ The auditor may also wish to review Practice Alert 2007-1, Dating o f the Auditor's Report and
Related Practical Guidance.
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AU section 339.14 includes a list of types o f significant audit findings and
issues.8 In governmental audits, significant audit findings could include, for ex
ample, not recording dispositions of general capital assets and not including an
allowance for uncollectible receivables. In addition, AU section 316.83 (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1), requires certain documentation o f the audi
tor's procedures and conclusions relating to the consideration of fraud. When
concluding the audit, the auditor should ensure that these and all other audit
documentation requirements have been met. Appendix A to Chapter 4 of this
Guide discusses the requirements of AU section 316, including governmentspecific considerations.

8 Government Auditing Standards includes an additional fieldwork requirement concerning au
dit documentation. That requirement specifies, among other things, that (a) audit documentation
should contain sufficient information to enable an experienced auditor having no previous connection
with the audit to ascertain from it the evidence that supports the auditors' significant conclusions
and judgments, (b) audit documentation should contain support for findings, conclusions, and rec
ommendations before the auditors issue their report, and (c) the contractual arrangements for the
audit should provide for access to audit documentation by other auditors. See the AICPA Audit Guide
Government Auditing Standards and Circular A -133 Audits.
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Chapter 14

Audit Reporting
Introduction
14.01 Many governments are required to publish annual financial reports.
Independent auditors often audit the financial statements in those reports.
A government's management is responsible for the contents of the financial
report. An independent auditor's primary responsibility is to report on whether
the basic financial statements, including the notes thereto, are presented fairly
in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP).1 The type
of report the independent auditor issues depends primarily on the contents of
the basic financial statements and on the scope and results of the audit.1
2 This
chapter discusses the auditor's report on governmental financial statements in
various situations. Chapter 13, "Concluding the Audit," discusses the auditor's
required communications with the audit committee and others.
14.02 The basic financial statements are the minimum financial state
ments that should be prepared under GAAP. The basic financial statements
generally contain government-wide financial statements, fund financial state
ments, and notes to the financial statements. The basic financial statements
should be accompanied by required supplementary information (RSI), which
consists of management's discussion and analysis (MD&A) and, when appli
cable, other RSI.3 Chapter 2, "Financial Reporting," provides an overview of
the form and content of the basic financial statements and RSI. Other chap
ters of this Guide provide more detail about certain aspects of those financial
statements and RSI.
14.03 The auditor's primary responsibility is to report on the results of his
or her audit of the basic financial statements. The auditor has additional respon
sibilities related to both RSI and to supplementary information other than RSI,
known as SI. The auditor's responsibility for performing procedures on RSI and
SI is discussed in Chapter 4, "General Auditing Considerations," and the audi
tor's responsibility for reporting on that information is discussed in paragraphs
14.50 through 14.64. The basic financial statements are designed to include all

1 Auditor's reports on basic financial statements that are presented using a comprehensive basis
of accounting other than generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP), which are referred to as
OCBOA financial statements, are discussed in Chapter 15, "Comprehensive Bases of Accounting Other
Than Generally Accepted Accounting Principles." Auditor's reports on summary financial information
in popular reports are discussed in paragraphs 14.71 through 14.78.
2 Frequently, governments are required by statute or other mandate to have their financial
statements audited in accordance with Government Auditing Standards (also referred to as the Yel
low Book), issued by the Comptroller General o f the United States. In addition, auditors may hold
themselves out as following Government Auditing Standards. The AICPA Audit Guide Government
Auditing Standards and Circular A-133 Audits contains detailed guidance regarding Government
Auditing Standards, including its six reporting standards in addition to those in generally accepted
auditing standards (GAAS).
3 As discussed in Chapter 2, "Financial Reporting;" and Chapter 11, "The Budget;" GASB State
ment No. 34, Basic Financial Statements—and M anagement's Discussion and Analysis—for State and
Local Governments, permits governments to elect to report certain required budgetary comparison
information in a budgetary comparison statement as part o f the basic financial statements, rather
than as required supplementary information (RSI).
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information required for a fair and complete presentation in conformity with
GAAP and may be issued without RSI or SI, although the omission o f RSI will
affect the auditor's report. Specific SI accompanies the basic financial state
ments in a Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR), as outlined in
Chapter 2.

Materiality
14.04 The primary objective of the audit of financial statements is the
expression of an opinion on the fairness with which they present, in all mate
rial respects, financial information as of the date and for the period identified
in conformity with GAAP. As discussed in Chapters 4 and 13, auditors should
plan, perform, and evaluate the results of audit procedures on a government's
basic financial statements based on opinion units. Normally, the opinion units
in a government's basic financial statements are (as applicable) the governmen
tal activities; the business-type activities; the aggregate discretely presented
component units; each major governmental and enterprise fund; and the ag
gregate remaining fund information (nonmajor governmental and enterprise
funds, the internal service fund type, and the fiduciary fund types). As dis
cussed in Chapter 4, in certain circumstances, auditors may choose to combine
the two aggregate opinion units— the one for the aggregate discretely presented
component units and the one for the aggregate remaining fund information—
into a single opinion unit. The resulting combined unit is referred to as the
aggregate discretely presented component unit and remaining fund information
opinion unit. The AICPA's fourth standard of reporting requires that the au
ditor either express an opinion regarding the financial statements, taken as a
whole, or state that an opinion cannot be expressed, in the auditor's report. In
reporting on a government's basic financial statements, the auditor must either
express an opinion regarding the financial statements for each opinion unit or
state that an opinion on one or more opinion units cannot be expressed, in the
auditor's report. Generally, the auditor expresses or disclaims an opinion on a
government's financial statements taken as a whole by providing opinions or
disclaimers o f opinion on each opinion unit.
14.05 AU section 508.05, Reports on Audited Financial Statements
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), states that "reference in the fourth re
porting standard to the financial statements 'taken as a whole' applies equally
to a complete set o f financial statements and to an individual financial state
ment (for example, to a balance sheet) for one or more periods presented. The
auditor may express an unqualified opinion on one o f the financial statements
and express a qualified or adverse opinion or disclaim an opinion on another if
the circumstances warrant." A common example involves situations in which
the auditor is unable to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence to support
the opening equity balance shown in the activity statement. In that situation,
the auditor might render an opinion on the financial position statement while
disclaiming on the activity statement.
14.06 Applying the guidance in paragraph 14.05 to the auditor's report
on a government's basic financial statements, the auditor may express an un
qualified opinion on the financial statements o f one or more opinion units and
modified opinions or disclaimers of opinion on one or more o f the other opin
ion units. Doing this constitutes separate opinions, not a "piecemeal opinion."
(AU section 508.64 [AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1], defines piecemeal
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opinion.) However, as discussed in paragraph 14.10, there are situations in
which an adverse opinion or disclaimer of opinion should be given for the gov
ernment's basic financial statements taken as a whole.
14.07 The auditor's evaluation o f the results of audit procedures that
would lead to an opinion modification on one opinion unit may or may not re
sult in an opinion modification on another opinion unit. For example, a GAAP
departure may result in an opinion modification on a major governmental fund
opinion unit. The auditor may conclude that the effect o f that departure also
has a material effect on the presentation o f governmental activities and there
fore also modify the opinion on the governmental activities opinion unit. On
the other hand, the auditor may conclude that the effect of that departure does
not materially affect governmental activities, and not modify the opinion on
the governmental activities opinion unit for the departure. (See the illustrative
auditor's report in Appendix A [paragraph 14.79], Example A-5.)
14.08 Similarly, the auditor may conclude that the effect of a GAAP depar
ture has a material effect on, for example, the governmental activities opinion
unit, but that the departure does not similarly affect the opinion units that in
clude governmental funds. For example, if a government does not accrue mate
rial compensated absences liabilities relating to governmental activities, that
nonaccrual may result in a modified opinion on the governmental activities
opinion unit, but not directly affect the auditor's opinions on the opinion units
that include governmental funds, which are not required to accrue those lia
bilities. (See the illustrative auditor's report in Appendix A [paragraph 14.79],
Example A-7.) As discussed in Chapter 2, GASB Statement No. 34, Basic Finan
cial Statements—and Management's Discussion and Analysis—for State and
Local Governments, requires reconciliations to the government-wide financial
statements to be presented with the fund financial statements. In developing
opinions on the opinion units, the auditor should view the financial statement
reconciliations as relating to the presentation o f the governmental activities
and business-type activities opinion units, as discussed in Chapter 4.
14.09 As discussed in Chapter 4, the financial statements for some specialpurpose governments engaged only in business-type activities (such as utilities)
and for special-purpose governments engaged only in fiduciary activities (such
as public employee retirement systems— PERS) will have a single opinion unit
(provided the government has no discretely presented component units). Thus,
the auditor will give a single opinion on those financial statements.4 In those
situations, the auditor should either express an opinion regarding the financial
statements taken as a whole, or state that an opinion on the financial state
ments taken as a whole cannot be expressed, in the auditor's report.
14.10 For entities with more than one opinion unit, certain egregious sit
uations will result in the auditor expressing an adverse opinion or disclaimer
of opinion on the financial statements taken as a whole:
•

The auditor should express an adverse opinion on the financial
statements taken as a whole when the required government-wide
or fund financial statements are not presented.

4 Some special-purpose governments engaged only in business-type activities have more than
one opinion unit, for example, because they have more than one enterprise fund or because they
report fiduciary activities in fiduciary funds. Therefore, the auditor's report will provide more than
one opinion.
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•

The auditor should express an adverse opinion on the financial
statements taken as a whole when adverse opinions are appropri
ate for both the governmental activities and business-type activ
ities opinion units (or for only the governmental activities opin
ion unit if that is the only required presentation for the primary
government in the reporting entity's government-wide financial
statements).

•

The auditor should express a disclaimer of opinion on the financial
statements taken as a whole when disclaimers of opinion are ap
propriate for both the governmental activities and business-type
activities opinion units (or for only the governmental activities
opinion unit if that is the only required presentation for the pri
mary government in the reporting entity's government-wide fi
nancial statements).

Other situations occur in which adverse opinions or disclaimers o f opinion on
one or more opinion units are appropriate. In those situations, the auditor
should use professional judgment to evaluate the facts and circumstances of
those opinion modifications to determine whether the financial statement pre
sentations on which he or she is considering issuing a modified report are of
such a nature that the financial statements, taken as a whole, are not presented
fairly in conformity with GAAP or if it is appropriate to disclaim an opinion on
the financial statements taken as a whole.
14.11 As discussed in Chapter 4, the terms of an audit engagement may
cause the auditor to set the scope o f the audit and assess materiality at a
more-detailed level than by the opinion units required for the basic financial
statements (for example, at an individual fund or fund type level). Paragraphs
14.47 through 14.49 discuss auditor reporting in those situations.

Specific Issues in Reporting on the Audits
of Governmental Financial Statements
Basic Financial Statements
Standard R eport
14.12 The auditor's standard report on a government's basic financial
statements states that the financial statements present fairly, in all material
respects, the financial position, changes in financial position, and, where appli
cable, cash flows of each opinion unit in those financial statements in conformity
with GAAP. (See paragraph 14.16 for a discussion o f changes to the standard
report if the basic financial statements contain a single opinion unit.) The ba
sic elements of the standard report are listed in AU section 508.08 (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1).5 The form o f the auditor's standard report on

5 The Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB) establishes standards for audits
of "issuers," as that term is defined by the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (the Act) or whose audit is pre
scribed by the rules of the SEC. Other entities are referred to as "nonissuers." Auditing Interpretation
No. 17, "Clarification in the Audit Report of the Extent of Testing of Internal Control Over Financial
Reporting in Accordance With Generally Accepted Auditing Standards," of SAS No. 58, Reports on Au
dited Financial Statements, as amended (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 9508.85-.88),
provides wording that may be added to the auditor's standard report on the financial statements
(continued)
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a government's basic financial statements covering a single year, with report
ing on accompanying RSI and SI, is shown in Appendix A [paragraph 14.79],
Example A-1.
14.13 The introductory paragraph of the auditor's report should refer to
the audit of the financial statements of each opinion unit, even though some of
those opinion units do not have distinct or separate financial statements. That
is, for example, there usually will not be a single set of financial statements
for the "aggregate remaining fund information." However, the reference in the
introductory paragraph to the financial statements for the aggregate remaining
fund information is meant to refer to the aggregate of the financial statements
for the funds and fund types that comprise that opinion unit. The introductory
paragraph should identify the financial statements being audited. Usually, this
identification includes reference to the table of contents or to the pages on which
the financial statements are displayed. It is appropriate to refer to the table of
contents only if the financial statements for which the reference is made are
listed in the table of contents.
14.14 The introductory paragraph should state that the auditor's respon
sibility is to express opinions on the financial statements based on his or her
audit. However, even though the auditor's report generally will provide more
than one opinion, the auditor is conducting only one audit. Therefore, the scope
paragraph refers to only one audit. If the government presents the required
budgetary comparison information as a basic financial statement rather than
as RSI (see Chapter 11, "The Budget"), the scope o f the audit for the general
and each major special revenue fund that has a legally adopted annual budget
should encompass the required budgetary comparison information. The opin
ion paragraph should refer to the budgetary comparisons for those funds. (See
the discussion in footnotes in Appendix A [paragraph 14.79] in Examples A -1,
A-5, A-15, and A-16.)
14.15 Usually, the introductory and opinion paragraphs o f the auditor's
report will refer in a general manner to the government's major funds, rather
than separately naming individual major funds. This type of reference is ap
propriate if the major governmental and enterprise funds are evident from the
basic financial statements (for example, if the financial statements, through
labeling or disclosure, indicate which governmental and enterprise funds are
major).*6 When the major funds are evident from the basic financial statements,
there is a presumption that the report users will be able to reasonably deter
mine the major funds on which the auditor is opining. However, if the financial
statements are ambiguous about which governmental and enterprise funds are
major, the auditor should name those major funds in the report to make the
scope of the audit and the opinions on the opinion units clear to the report user.*8
(footnote continued)
of a nonissuer to clarify differences between a GAAS audit and an audit conducted in accordance
with the standards of the PCAOB. Auditing Interpretation No. 18, "Reference to PCAOB Standards
in an Audit Report on a Nonissuer," of SAS No. 58, as amended (AICPA, Professional Standards,
vol. 1, AU sec. 9508.89-.92), explains how the auditor should report if engaged to also follow PCAOB
auditing standards in the audit of a nonissuer. See the further discussion in paragraphs A-3 and A-4
in Appendix A [paragraph 14.79].
6 For example, the basic financial statements may include only one nonmajor enterprise fund and
label all enterprise funds by name without indicating which enterprise funds are major and nonmajor.
Item 7.56.8 of the GASB staff document Comprehensive Implementation Guide (GASB Q&A) states
that the government should clearly distinguish between major and nonmajor funds and provides an
example of how that can be accomplished.
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14.16 As discussed in paragraph 14.09, the financial statements for some
special-purpose governments engaged only in business-type activities and for
special-purpose governments engaged only in fiduciary activities will have a
single opinion unit and, thus, the auditor will give a single opinion on those
financial statements.7 See the illustrative auditor's report at Appendix A [para
graph 14.79], Example A-2. If, however, such a special-purpose government has
one or more discretely presented component units, there will be more than one
opinion unit. See the illustrative auditor's report at Appendix A [paragraph
14.79], Example A-3.
D epartures From th e Standard R eport
14.17 AU section 508 explains that departures from the standard report
occur in the case of qualified, adverse, and disclaimers o f opinion on the basic
financial statements. In addition, certain circumstances, while not affecting the
auditor's unqualified opinion on the financial statements, may require that the
auditor add an explanatory paragraph (or other explanatory language) to his
or her report.8 This section explains the types o f conditions that may lead to
an opinion modification and illustrates or refers to report language for those
modifications. Specific situations that may require changes in the standard
report language are discussed in paragraphs 14.26 through 14.49.
Scope Limitations
14.18 A lack o f sufficient appropriate audit evidence or restrictions on the
scope o f the audit of the financial statements for an opinion unit may lead the
auditor to qualify the opinion or disclaim an opinion on that unit. A scope limi
tation is present if a portion of a governmental reporting entity is not audited. A
scope limitation that arises from a lack o f sufficient appropriate audit evidence
to support a financial statement assertion may involve circumstances in which,
for example a government's accounting systems, processes, and records do not
provide sufficient information to enable the government to:
•

Report interfund activity and balances in the fund financial state
ments,

•

Eliminate internal activity and balances in the government-wide
financial statements, or

•

Report capital assets in conformity with GAAP.

The auditor also should consider whether the entity's presentation constitutes
a departure from GAAP. A scope limitation arising from insufficient audit ev
idence also could involve a situation in which an auditor is unable to obtain
information about internal control over service organization services that are
part o f the government's information system.

7 See footnote 4.
8 For example, the adoption of certain GASB Standards constitute changes in accounting prin
ciples that, unless immaterial, will require the auditor's report to include an explanatory paragraph
regarding consistency. Auditors also should consider the guidance in Interpretation No. 3, "The Impact
on an Auditor's Report of an FASB Statement Prior to the Statement's Effective Date," of AU section
410 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 9410.13 through .18), which discusses the effect
on the financial statem ents and the auditor's report if the future application of an issued standard
will require the future restatement of the financial statements because of the retroactive application
of the new standard by prior period adjustment. Although the Interpretation is written in terms of
FASB standards, it is equally applicable to GASB standards.
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Qualified Opinion—Scope Limitations
14.19 When a qualified opinion results from a limitation on the scope of
the audit or insufficient audit evidence, the situation should be described in
an explanatory paragraph preceding the opinion paragraph and referred to in
both the scope and opinion paragraphs o f the auditor's report. An example of a
qualified opinion when a government does not obtain an audit o f one or more
(but not all) discretely presented component units that are material to the
aggregate discretely presented component unit opinion unit, and the auditor
determines that a qualification of opinion is appropriate, is shown in Appendix
A [paragraph 14.79], Example A-4.
Disclaimer o f Opinion—Scope Limitations*
14.20 A disclaimer o f opinion states that the auditor does not express
an opinion on the financial statements for one or more opinion units (or for
the financial statements taken as a whole as discussed in paragraphs 14.10
and 14.21). A disclaimer is appropriate when the auditor has not performed
an audit sufficient in scope to enable him or her to form an opinion on the fi
nancial statements for the opinion unit or when the client imposes restrictions
that significantly limit the scope of the audit. When disclaiming an opinion on
an opinion unit because of a scope limitation, the auditor should state, in a
separate explanatory paragraph preceding the opinion paragraph and referred
to in the scope and opinion paragraphs, all o f the substantive reasons for the
disclaimer o f opinion on the opinion unit. An example explanatory paragraph
when one or more (but not all) discretely presented component units are not
audited, and the auditor determines that a disclaimer of opinion is appropriate,
is the same as that illustrated in Appendix A [paragraph 14.79], Example A-4,
for a qualified opinion. (That example explanatory paragraph would require
some modification if an auditor disclaims an opinion because all discretely pre
sented component units are not audited.) A footnote in Example A-4 illustrates
a disclaimer o f opinion on the aggregate discretely presented component units.
14.21 As discussed in paragraph 14.10, there may be situations in which,
for entities with more than one opinion unit, the auditor will disclaim an opinion
on the financial statements taken as a whole. In those situations, the auditor
should state in a separate explanatory paragraph all of the substantive rea
sons for the disclaimer on the financial statements taken as a whole. He or she
should state that the scope o f the audit was not sufficient to warrant the ex
pression o f an opinion and should not include a scope paragraph in the report.
See the illustrative auditor's report in AU section 508.63 (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 1).
Departures From GAAP
14.22 A departure from GAAP in the financial statements for an opinion
unit may lead the auditor to qualify the opinion or express an adverse opinion on
that unit. Some of the departures from GAAP that, depending on the materiality

* See also the Technical Practice Aid (TPA) section 8345.01, Audit Considerations When Client
Evidence and Corroborating Evidence in Support o f the Financial Statements Has Been Destroyed
by Fire, Flood, or Natural Disaster, which was issued in 2005 and which discusses a disclaimer of
opinion if substantially all of an entity's evidence and corroborating evidence in support of the financial
statem ents has been destroyed and the auditor has been unable to complete audit procedures with
respect to financial statem ent amounts and assertions.
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o f the effect, would require an opinion modification for one or more opinion units
include:
•

Financial information, for example, for a fund, department,
agency, or program, or one or more (but not all) component units,
is omitted from the financial statements. (See the discussion con
cerning omitted major funds in paragraph 14.40 and omitted com
ponent units in paragraphs 14.41 through 14.44.)

•

A portion of the reporting entity does not apply GAAP, for example,
a component unit is on a cash basis of accounting.

•

General capital assets are omitted from the government-wide fi
nancial statements.

•

The entity accounts for infrastructure assets using the modified
approach even though it no longer qualifies to do so. (See the de
tailed discussion about the modified approach in Chapter 7, "Cap
ital Assets.")

•

The fund financial statements do not report one or more govern
mental or enterprise funds as major in conformity with the quan
titative criteria of GASB Statement No. 34. (See paragraph 14.40.)

•

A required note disclosure is omitted or is not presented in con
formity with GAAP.

Qualified Opinion—Departures From GAAP
14.23 When the auditor expresses a qualified opinion, he or she should in
clude a separate explanatory paragraph preceding the opinion paragraph that
explains, for each affected opinion unit, (a) all o f the substantive reasons that
have led him or her to conclude that there has been a departure from GAAP and
(b) the principal effects of the subject matter of the qualification on the financial
position, changes in financial position, or, where applicable, cash flows, if prac
ticable, or a statement that the effects are not reasonably determinable. The
opinion paragraph of the report also should include the appropriate qualifying
language and a reference to the explanatory paragraph. Appendix A [paragraph
14.79], Example A-5 and A-10, illustrate qualified opinions for departures from
GAAP.
Adverse Opinion—Departures From GAAP
14.24 An adverse opinion states that the financial statements for an opin
ion unit (or for the financial statements taken as a whole as discussed in para
graph 14.25) do not present fairly the financial position, changes in financial
position, or, where applicable, cash flows in conformity with GAAP. When the
auditor expresses an adverse opinion for an opinion unit, the auditor's report
should include a separate explanatory paragraph preceding the opinion para
graph that makes the same explanations about the adverse opinion as discussed
in paragraph 14.23 for a qualified opinion.
•

An example of an adverse opinion on governmental activities
because those financial statements do not include certain gen
eral infrastructure assets is shown in Appendix A [paragraph
14.79], Example A-6. The auditor should consider quantitative
and qualitative factors in determining whether the omission of
general infrastructure assets requires an opinion modification
and, if so, whether the modification should be a qualified or an
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adverse opinion. Because a general-purpose government's gen
eral infrastructure assets are presumed to be material in relation
to its governmental activities unless demonstrated otherwise, an
adverse opinion usually would be appropriate. Such a presump
tion does not exist for special-purpose governments because some
special-purpose governments, such as school districts, generally
have little or no general infrastructure assets. Further, some au
ditors may conclude that the omission o f general infrastructure
assets cause the financial statements, taken as a whole, not to be
presented fairly in conformity with GAAP.
•

An example of an adverse opinion because a government does not
accrue compensated absences liabilities and expenses for govern
mental activities is shown in Appendix A [paragraph 14.79], Ex
ample A-7.

•

An example of an adverse opinion because a government does not
report an enterprise fund as major in conformity with the quanti
tative criteria o f GASB Statement No. 34 is shown in Appendix A
[paragraph 14.79], Example A-10. (See the further discussion in
paragraph 14.40.)

•

An example o f an adverse opinion on the aggregate discretely pre
sented component unit opinion unit because a government issues
separate primary government basic financial statements without
also issuing audited financial statements for the reporting entity
is shown in Appendix A [paragraph 14.79], Example A-12. (See
the further discussion in paragraph 14.43.)

14.25 As discussed in paragraph 14.10, there may be situations in which
an adverse opinion(s) on the financial statements of an entity with more than
one opinion unit will result in the auditor expressing an adverse opinion on the
financial statements taken as a whole. An example of an adverse opinion when
a government does not present government-wide financial statements is shown
in Appendix A [paragraph 14.79], Example A-8.

Special Situations
Part o f the Audit P erform ed b y A n oth er A uditor
14.26 There are many situations in which another auditor is involved in
auditing a portion o f a reporting entity. Usually involvement o f another auditor
relates to auditing component units. Chapter 4 discusses identifying the prin
cipal auditor and independence responsibilities in those situations. A principal
auditor should consider the guidance in Chapter 4 concerning whether to as
sume responsibility for the work o f another auditor and, thereby, whether to
refer in the auditor's report to the work of the other auditor. When the princi
pal auditor decides to refer to the audit o f the other auditor, his or her report
should indicate clearly, in the introductory, scope, and opinion paragraphs, the
division o f responsibility between that portion o f the financial statements cov
ered by the principal auditor's own audit and that covered by the audit of the
other auditor. The report should disclose the magnitude o f the portion of the
financial statements audited by the other auditor. When the principal auditor
refers to the audit o f another auditor, and that other auditor's audit encom
passes an entire opinion unit (for example, if another auditor audits a primary
government's only discretely presented component unit), the report still should
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indicate in the introductory paragraph the principal auditor's responsibility for
auditing that opinion unit and should express or disclaim an opinion on that
opinion unit. This reporting is appropriate because the principal auditor is re
sponsible for expressing or disclaiming opinions on the entirety o f the required
financial statement presentation, and for judging the conformity with GAAP
of the opinion unit's presentation and disclosures within the reporting entity
financial statements, even though the underlying information is audited by an
other auditor. Appendix A [paragraph 14.79], Example A-9, illustrates a report
that refers to the work of another auditor.
14.27 AU section 543.11, Part o f Audit Performed by Other Independent
Auditors (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), states: "If the results of in
quiries and procedures by the principal auditor . . . lead him to the conclusion
that he can neither assume responsibility for the work o f the other auditor in
sofar as that work relates to the principal auditor's expression of an opinion on
the financial statements taken as a whole, nor report in the manner set forth in
paragraph .09 [that manner illustrated in Appendix A [paragraph 14.79], Ex
ample A-9], he should appropriately qualify his opinion or disclaim an opinion
on the financial statements taken as a whole. His reasons therefore should be
stated, and the magnitude of the portion of the financial statements to which
his qualification extends should be disclosed." In an auditor's report on gov
ernmental financial statements, the opinion modification should relate to the
opinion units involved.
14.28 Paragraph 14.63 discusses the effect on the principal auditor's report
of another auditor's work on RSI and SI.
Subcontracting, Joint Audits, a nd Joint Ventures
14.29 An auditor occasionally performs an audit with another auditor,
for example, a state auditor's office or a minority-owned or small firm. When
another auditor is involved on a subcontract basis, only the principal auditor
signs the auditor's report.
14.30 When the audit is performed on a joint basis, the auditors partici
pating in the audit each sign the report in their individual capacities. AICPA
standards do not provide for two or more auditors to divide the responsibility
for an audit of the basic financial statements o f a single entity. That is, each
individual or firm signing an audit report is considered to be separately express
ing the opinion(s) in the report. Each individual or firm that signs the report
should have complied with generally accepted auditing standards (GAAS) as if
they were the only signatory of the report.
14.31 A joint venture by two firms to conduct an audit takes the form of a
legal entity, just as individuals band together to form a firm. In that situation,
the audit report might be signed with the joint venture name. However, before
using such an approach, the auditors should consider the implications of ethics
rules on the use of fictitious names and state licensing statutes that may not
recognize such an entity.
P referable A ccounting Policies
14.32 AU section 508.50 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1) requires
the auditor to evaluate management's justification for a change in account
ing principles. In making such an evaluation, the auditor should consider
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whether the standards setter has identified a particular practice as preferable
or encouraged.9 An accounting principle is preferable if the standards setter
has identified it as such. If, instead, the standards setter has identified a prin
ciple as encouraged, that fact is considered in conjunction with other facts and
circumstances (such as industry practice) in applying professional judgment to
conclude whether an accounting principle is preferable. If a change is made to
a less preferable method or without reasonable justification, and if the effect of
the change is material, the auditor should express a qualified or adverse opin
ion for the affected opinion units. A change in a display principle would be less
likely to be material than a change in a measurement or recognition principle.
The auditor's consideration o f and reporting on changes in accounting princi
ples are discussed in AU section 508.50-.57 (AICPA, Professional Standards,
vol. 1).
Prior-Period Financial Information
14.33 Sometimes, a government's basic financial statements include fi
nancial information from a prior period. This may be done in one of two ways:
(a) a complete presentation or (b) a partial or summarized presentation. (A gov
ernment's financial report also may include prior-year information presented
as RSI or SI. Paragraph 14.64 discusses certain considerations relating to that
situation. In addition, paragraph 14.57 discusses the presentation o f MD&A
when comparative prior-year financial statements are presented.)

Complete Presentation of Prior-Period Financial Information
14.34 As discussed in Chapter 2, a complete presentation o f prior-period
financial information occurs when a government includes the complete basic fi
nancial statements from the prior period. That presentation may include addi
tional information on the face o f the current-period statements or may include
both current-period and prior-period statements. In either case, the auditor
should consider AU section 508.65 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1),
which states:10
The fourth standard of reporting requires that an auditor either ex
press an opinion regarding the financial statements taken as a whole
or state that an opinion cannot be expressed, in the auditor's report.
Reference in the fourth reporting standard to the financial statements
taken as a whole applies not only to the financial statements of the
current period but also to those o f one or more prior periods that are
presented on a comparative basis with those of the current period.
Therefore, a continuing auditor should update his report on the indi
vidual financial statements of the one or more prior periods presented
on a comparative basis with those of the current period.

9 Although GASB standards do not identify any alternatives as preferable, they do state or imply
that the use of certain alternatives are encouraged. Appendix A, "Accounting and Financial Reporting
Alternatives in GASB Statement No. 34, as Amended," to Chapter 2 lists certain accounting and fi
nancial reporting alternatives contained in GASB standards and identifies those that are encouraged.
Certain private-sector standards applicable to governmental entities do identify preferable accounting
and financial reporting alternatives as well as encouraged alternatives.
10 The auditor's consideration of this guidance from AU section 508 should be applied within the
context of reporting on a government's financial statem ents based on opinion units as discussed in
Chapter 4, "General Auditing Considerations," and earlier in this chapter.
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14.35 If the prior-period financial statements include the minimum infor
mation required by GAAP for a complete set of financial statements, a contin
uing auditor should report on them.11 When complete comparative financial
statements are presented and the auditor has not been engaged to audit the
prior-period financial statements, the government may request the predecessor
auditor to reissue his or her report. AU section 508.71-.73 (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 1) provides guidance regarding such a reissuance. AU section
508.74 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1) addresses the auditor's respon
sibility when the prior auditor's report is not presented.

Partial or Summarized Presentation of Prior-Period
Financial Information
14.36 Partial or summarized presentations o f prior-period comparative fi
nancial information result when the government presents less than the full ba
sic financial statements from the prior period. (Chapter 2 discusses the display
of and disclosure relating to such partial or summarized presentations.) This
may be the result o f including only some of the prior-period required financial
statements or o f including only a prior-period total column on a financial state
ment that requires multiple columns. AU section 508.65, footnote 24 (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1), states the following:
A continuing auditor need not report on the prior-period financial
statements if only summarized comparative information o f the prior
period(s) is presented. For example, entities such as state and local gov
ernmental units frequently present total-all-funds information for the
prior period(s) rather than information by individual funds because of
space limitations or to avoid cumbersome or confusing formats. Also,
not-for-profit organizations frequently present certain information for
the prior period(s) in total rather than by net asset class. In some cir
cumstances, the client may request the auditor to express an opinion
on the prior period(s) as well as the current period. In those circum
stances, the auditor should consider whether the information included
for the prior period(s) contains sufficient detail to constitute a fair pre
sentation in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
In most cases, this will necessitate including additional columns or sep
arate detail by fund or net asset class, or the auditor would need to
modify his or her report.
14.37 If prior-period financial information is a partial or summarized
presentation (or a combination of partial and summarized information) and
therefore does not include the minimum information required by GAAP for a
complete set of financial statements, a continuing auditor's report should not
mention the prior-period information in the description o f the financial state
ments audited or in the opinion paragraph, although an explanatory paragraph
may be needed, as discussed in paragraph 14.38. A continuing auditor should,
however, make clear the degree o f responsibility that he or she is assuming
in relation to the prior-period information by stating in the introductory para
graph (a) that the partial or summarized information has been derived from a
complete set o f financial statements, (b) the date of the auditor's report on the

11 See paragraph 14.57 for a discussion of comparative information in management's discussion
and analysis (MD&A).
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complete financial statements,12 and (c) the type of opinions expressed.13,14 An
example of such an introductory paragraph is the following:
Introductory paragraph: We have audited the financial statements
o f the governmental activities, the business-type activities, the aggre
gate discretely presented component units, each major fund, and the
aggregate remaining fund information of the City o f Example, Any
State, as of and for the year ended June 30, 20X1, which collectively
comprise the City's basic financial statements as listed in the table of
contents. These financial statements are the responsibility of the City
o f Example's management. Our responsibility is to express opinions on
these financial statements based on our audit. The prior year [partial
or summarized] comparative information has been derived from the
City's 20PY financial statements and, in our report dated September
15,20PY, we expressed unqualified opinions on the respective financial
statements of the governmental activities, the business-type activities,
the aggregate discretely presented component units, each major fund,
and the aggregate remaining fund information.
14.38 As discussed in Chapter 2, if the prior-period financial informa
tion does not include the minimum information required by GAAP, disclosure
should be made about the nature of the information presented. The auditor
should evaluate the adequacy o f that disclosure. If the disclosure is omitted or
incomplete, the auditor ordinarily should add a paragraph to his or her report
calling the omitted or incomplete disclosure to the readers’ attention. To reduce
the likelihood that a reader might misinterpret such a paragraph to be a qual
ified opinion on the current-period basic financial statements, the paragraph
should follow the opinion paragraph and should not be referred to in either the
scope or opinion paragraphs o f the auditor's report. Such a paragraph might
read:
Explanatory paragraph: The financial statements include [partial
or summarized] prior-year comparative information. Such information
does not include [all o f the information required or sufficient detail
to constitute] a presentation in conformity with accounting principles
generally accepted in the United States o f America. Accordingly, such
information should be read in conjunction with the government's fi
nancial statements for the year ended June 3 0 , 20PY, from which such
[partial or summarized] information was derived.

12 Reference to the date of the original report removes any implication that records, transactions,
or events after that date have been examined. The auditor does not have a responsibility to investigate
or inquire further into events that may have occurred during the period between the date of the
original report on the complete financial statem ents and the date of the current report that refers to
the summarized information.
13 If the auditor's opinions on the financial statements were other than unqualified, the report
should describe the nature of, and the reasons for, the opinion modifications. The auditor also should
consider the effect that any modification of the original report on the financial statements might
have on the current report that refers to the summarized information. For example, if the original
auditor's report referred to another auditor or included an explanatory paragraph because of a material
uncertainty, a going-concern matter, or an inconsistency in the application of accounting principles, the
current report that refers to the summarized information should state that fact. However, no reference
to the inconsistency is necessary if a change in accounting referred to in the original auditor's report
on the complete financial statements does not affect the comparability of the information currently
being presented.
14 If prior-period partial or summarized information has been derived from financial statements
that were audited by another auditor, the report should state that fact, and the auditor should not
express an opinion on that information.
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Year-to-Year C hanges in M a jor Funds
14.39 As discussed in Chapter 2, major governmental and enterprise funds
are determined in one o f two ways. Some major funds are determined using
quantitative criteria specified by GAAP. Other governmental and enterprise
funds are presented as major based on management's judgment that the funds
are particularly important to financial statement users. The standards for se
lecting major funds could result in different funds being reported as major each
year. The quantitatively determined major funds may change due to changes
in the relative financial information reported in various funds. The judgmen
tally determined major funds may change due to changing circumstances in
the government. Such changes should not be considered a change in account
ing principles affecting consistency, and thus no modification to the auditor's
report is needed.
M a jor Fund N o t D isplayed o r N o t S epa rately D isplayed
14.40 As indicated in paragraph 14.22, it is a departure from GAAP if the
fund financial statements do not report one or more governmental or enterprise
funds as major in conformity with the quantitative criteria o f GASB Statement
No. 34. In that situation, the auditor should report adverse opinions on the
"missing" major fund opinion units because the omitted displays always are
considered material departures from GAAP. Appendix A [paragraph 14.79],
Example A -10, illustrates an adverse opinion on a major fund opinion unit
when the fund is not included in the financial statements. When an adverse
opinion on a "missing" major fund opinion unit is expressed because the fund
is included in the financial statements but incorrectly displayed with nonmajor
governmental or enterprise funds, the auditor also should modify the opinion on
the remaining fund information opinion unit. The nature of the modification on
the remaining fund information opinion unit (that is, whether it is a qualified
or adverse opinion) should be based on the facts and circumstances surround
ing the effect that including the fund has on the remaining fund information.
(Chapter 10, "Equity and Financial Statement Reconciliations," discusses the
auditor's consideration when a fund that is major in the current year's audit
was not a major fund in the previous year's audit.)
Financial Statements That Include O n ly Part o f the R eporting Entity15
Omission o f Component Units
14.41 As discussed in Chapter 3, "The Financial Reporting Entity," GASB
Statement No. 14, The Financial Reporting Entity, as amended, contains the
standards for defining the governmental financial reporting entity and for iden
tifying which legally separate entities are component units that should be in
cluded with another government (usually a primary government) in a financial
reporting entity's financial statements. GASB Statement No. 14, paragraph 64,
recognizes that there may be circumstances in which a primary government is
sues separate basic financial statements that exclude all component units (both
blended and discretely presented), and requires that the limitations o f the
basic financial statements be clearly disclosed. In addition, the GASB Q&A,
items 4.42.1 and 4.42.2, indicates that "primary government-only" financial
statements should supplement, not supplant, the financial statements o f the*

15 Individual fund and departmental, agency, and program financial statem ents are discussed
in paragraphs 14.65 through 14.69.
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reporting entity. Because o f those requirements, the status o f basic financial
statements that present only the primary government and the auditor's report
ing on those financial statements depends on whether the entity also has issued
audited financial statements for the reporting entity
14.42 If the government also has issued audited financial statements for
the reporting entity the auditor's report on separate primary government basic
financial statements, as illustrated in Appendix A [paragraph 14.79], Example
A -11, should contain the elements in the following listing. Without those ele
ments, such separate basic financial statements for the primary government
could be misinterpreted to be the complete basic financial statements o f the
financial reporting entity.
•

Indicate that the financial statements are those o f the primary
government and not of the financial reporting entity.

•

Define the term primary government.

•

Indicate that the primary government's financial statements do
not purport to, and do not, fairly present financial position,
changes in financial position, or, where applicable, cash flows of
the financial reporting entity in conformity with GAAP.

•

Indicate that the entity has issued separate audited reporting en
tity financial statements.

•

Give opinions or disclaimers of opinion on the opinion units in the
primary government's financial statements.

14.43 If the government has not also issued audited financial statements
for the reporting entity, the auditor's report on separate primary government
basic financial statements should express opinions on the opinion units that
are presented and express an adverse opinion on the missing aggregate dis
cretely presented component unit opinion unit.16 If the reporting entity fi
nancial statements would have included blended component units, the audi
tor should consider expressing a modified opinion on the opinion units that
would have presented those blended component units, as discussed in para
graph 14.44. Appendix A [paragraph 14.79], Example A-12, illustrates a report
on the basic financial statements o f a primary government that omits the fi
nancial data of each component unit and that does not issue audited financial
statements for the reporting entity.
14.44 Governments sometimes present financial statements that omit the
financial information of one or more (but not all) component units. The auditor's
response depends on the materiality o f the omission in relation to the relevant
opinion unit(s). When an omitted component unit should have been presented
as a blended component unit, the auditor considers whether the omitted com
ponent unit would have been presented as a major fund or instead as a part of
the opinion unit that includes the aggregate remaining fund information and
considers quantitative and qualitative factors in evaluating the materiality of
the omission in the context of the relevant opinion unit. When the omitted com
ponent unit is fiduciary in nature, the auditor considers the omission within the

16 Instead of an adverse opinion, circumstances may require that the auditor express a disclaimer
of opinion on the missing aggregate discretely presented component unit opinion unit because of a
scope limitation. That would be the situation if the auditor cannot obtain appropriate information
about the potential component units to evaluate whether they meet the GASB standards for inclusion
as component units.
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context of the opinion unit that includes the aggregate remaining fund informa
tion. When the omitted component unit should have been discretely presented,
the auditor considers the omission within the context of the opinion unit that
includes the aggregate discretely presented component units.
Component Unit Financial Statements
14.45 GASB Statement No. 14, paragraph 65, indicates that a component
unit o f a financial reporting entity may issue separate financial statements.
Component units often issue separate financial statements, for example, to
use in an official statement for the sale o f component unit debt. GASB State
ment No. 14 requires separately issued component unit financial statements
to acknowledge that the entity is a component unit of another government and
to disclose in the notes to the financial statements the primary government
in whose financial reporting entity it is included and describe its relationship
with the primary government. The auditors' report also should disclose that the
entity is a component unit o f a financial reporting entity. See the language used
in the introductory paragraph o f the illustrative auditor's report in Appendix A
[paragraph 14.79], Example A-2.
A d option o f N e w A ccounting Principles b y C om ponen t Units
14.46 Component units may be required or elect to adopt accounting and
financial reporting principles arising from new GASB standards earlier than
their primary governments. AU section 508.16-.18 (AICPA, Professional Stan
dards, vol. 1) explains the need for an explanatory paragraph when an entity
has changed accounting principles that have a material effect on the compara
bility o f the entity's financial statements. The reporting entity's auditor should
consider the effect o f a component unit's change in accounting principles on the
auditor's report on the reporting entity, based on the materiality of the change
in accounting principles to the opinion unit in which the component unit is
reported.
M ore-D etailed M ateriality Levels
14.47 The terms of an audit engagement may require the auditor to set
the scope of the audit and assess materiality at a more-detailed level than
by the opinion units required for the basic financial statements (for example,
at an individual fund- or fund-type level). Chapter 4 explains that a moredetailed audit scope supplements, rather than replaces, the scope of the audit
on a government's basic financial statements.
14.48 In some situations, the financial statements that are subject to the
more-detailed audit scope are reported separately in the government's basic
financial statements. In that situation, the auditor should report on the moredetailed audit in terms of the presentation o f the subject financial statements
as part o f the basic financial statements. For example, GASB Statement No. 25,
Financial Reporting for Defined Benefit Pension Plans and Note Disclosures for
Defined Contribution Plans, as amended, requires the basic financial state
ments of a PERS with more than one defined benefit pension plan to display a
statement o f plan net assets and a statement o f changes in plan net assets for
each plan. The auditor engaged to audit the financial statements of each plan
should report on that more-detailed audit scope by referring to the presentation
in the basic financial statements. Appendix A [paragraph 14.79], Example A-13,
provides an illustrative auditor's report when the auditor has been engaged to
audit the aggregate nonmajor governmental funds, the aggregate nonmajor en
terprise funds, the internal service fund type, and each fiduciary fund type that
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comprise the basic financial statements' aggregate remaining fund information
opinion unit.
14.49 In other situations, the financial statements that are subject to the
more-detailed audit scope are not reported separately in the basic financial
statements. In that situation, the auditor should report on the more-detailed
audit in terms o f the presentation o f the subject financial statements outside
o f the basic financial statements as SI. This would involve, for example, the
financial statements for a nonmajor enterprise fund that are aggregated in the
basic financial statements with other nonmajor enterprise funds. Appendix A
[paragraph 14.79], Example A-14, provides an illustrative auditor's report when
the auditor has been engaged to audit each fund in a government's combining
and individual fund financial statements. See the further discussion in this
regard in paragraph 14.53.

Required Supplementary Information and
Supplementary Information
14.50 A government usually presents its basic financial statements in a
document that includes various financial, statistical, and other information pre
sented outside the basic financial statements. As discussed in Chapter 2, GAAP
specify that certain information be presented as RSI. RSI required by the GASB
is MD&A and certain budgetary comparison, pension, risk financing, and cap
ital asset condition assessment information, if applicable.17 Governments may
voluntarily provide supplementary information other than RSI, known as SI,
to supplement and expand upon the basic financial statements. Some govern
ments provide SI as part of a CAFR, which as discussed in Chapter 2 is required
to contain certain elements—an introductory section, appropriate combining
and individual fund financial statements and schedules, and a statistical sec
tion. A government's basic financial statements may be accompanied by both
RSI and SI.
14.51 Unless the auditor is engaged to audit information that accompanies
the basic financial statements as discussed in paragraph 14.53,18 the manner in
which the auditor reports on that information depends on whether it is RSI or
SI. Paragraphs 14.54 through 14.57 discuss reporting on RSI; paragraphs 14.58
and 14.59 discuss reporting on SI. The auditor's reporting on RSI and SI also
may be affected by AU section 551, Reporting on Information Accompanying
the Basic Financial Statements in Auditor-Submitted Documents (AICPA, Pro
fessional Standards, vol. 1), as discussed in paragraphs 14.60 through 14.62.
Paragraph 14.63 discusses the effect on the principal auditor's report o f another
auditor's work on RSI and SI and paragraph 14.64 discusses the certain issues
relating to expressing an "in relation to" opinion on prior-year RSI and SI.
14.52 The flowchart in Exhibit 14-1 summarizes auditor reporting on RSI
and SI as discussed in this section.
17 At present, private-sector standards have no RSI requirements that affect governmental enti
ties. Future RSI established by private-sector standards, if any, potentially would apply only to those
enterprise funds and business-type activities that apply post-November 30, 1989 FASB Standards
that do not conflict with or contradict GASB Standards, as discussed in Chapter 2.
18 Being engaged to audit information that accompanies the basic financial statements means
being engaged to express an opinion whether that accompanying information is fairly presented, in all
material respects, in conformity with GAAP. Unless the auditor is engaged to audit the accompanying
information, this Guide refers to the information as unaudited, even though GAAS require the auditor
to perform specific procedures, as discussed in Chapter 4, and perhaps to report on the information,
as discussed in this section of this chapter.
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Exhibit 14-1
Reporting on RSI and SI (1)

Wan the auditor
Express an opinion whether the informati on is

Yes

engaged to audit the
information?

fairly presented, in all material respects, in
conformity w ith G A A P (paragraph 14 51)

(A U tecuo m 550 03
and 558 02)

No

SI

A

I t the information R S I or
SI?

RSI
Include an explanatory paragraph to explain
the situation as provided in A U section 558 08
Yet

D o any o f the conditions
listed in A U section
558 08 exist? (2)

(paragraphs 14 54 and 14 6 0)

B
No

Yes

I s the information in an
auditor-submitted
document? (3)

c

No

Is the information in a clientprepared document on which
the auditor has been engaged to

No

c

Yes

D

N o additional
reporting required
(paragraph 14 6 0 )

or chooses to report using the
guidance in SA S N o. 29? (3 )

i d the auditor perform

adequate procedures to support
Yes

an "in relation to" opinion on
the information? (A U sections

Express an opinion whether the information
is fairly stated, in all material respects, a
relation to the basic financial statements,

550 07, 551 0 7 , 551 15, and

(paragraph 14 58 )

558.09)

No

Disclaim an opinion on the
inform ation (paragraphs
14 58 and 14 59)

A
SI
I c l u de an explanatory paragraph to

the mformatio n, or the m a n n e r'
Is
o f its presentation, materially
Yes

mconsistent with information, or
th e manner o f its presentation, in

(paragraph 14 57)

th e financial statements
(A U section 550 04)
No

B
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(1) See also the flowchart on RSI and SI procedures in Chapter 4.
(2) The conditions listed in AU section 558.08, Required Supplementary Infor
mation, (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), are (a) the RSI is omitted,
(b) the RSI measurement or presentation departs materially from prescribed
guidelines, (c) the auditor is unable to complete the prescribed procedures,
and (d) the auditor is unable to remove substantial doubts about whether
the RSI conforms to prescribed guidelines. AU section 558.09 (AICPA, Pro
fessional Standards, vol. 1) also requires an explanatory paragraph if the
entity refers to the auditor's procedures on RSI without indicating that the
auditor does not express an opinion.
(3) AU section 551, Reporting on Information Accompanying the Basic Financial
Statements in Auditor-Submitted Documents (AICPA, Professional Stan
dards, vol. 1), requires the auditor to report on additional information in
an auditor-submitted document by including either an opinion on whether
the information is fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the
basic financial statements taken as a whole or a disclaimer o f opinion. In
addition, a government may engage an auditor or the auditor may choose
to report on additional information in a client-prepared document using the
provisions o f AU section 551.
(4) AU section 551.06 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1) indicates that an
auditor may express an opinion on a portion o f additional information and
disclaim an opinion on the remainder.

Audit Scope Includes Required Supplementary Information
or Supplementary Information
14.53 The auditor may be engaged to audit either or both RSI and SI—
that is, express an opinion whether the information is fairly presented, in all
material respects, in conformity with GAAP. Chapter 4 discusses auditor consid
erations in accepting such an engagement. When engaged to express an opinion
on RSI or SI, the auditor establishes materiality for planning, performing, eval
uating the results of, and reporting on the results o f the audit depending on the
terms o f the engagement. Appendix A [paragraph 14.79], Example A-13, illus
trates an auditor's report when the engagement terms provide for the audit of
each fund presented as SI in combining and individual nonmajor governmental,
nonmajor enterprise, internal service, and fiduciary fund financial statements.

Required Supplementary Information
14.54 Although RSI is not a part of the basic financial statements, audi
tors are required to perform certain limited procedures on unaudited RSI19 as
discussed in Chapter 4. When GAAP designates information as RSI, that infor
mation is not considered essential to the fair presentation o f the basic financial
statements. Therefore, the omission o f RSI or the presentation o f RSI in a man
ner that does not meet the standard established by GAAP does not affect the
auditor's conclusion regarding the fair presentation of the basic financial state
ments. In the prescribed guidelines for RSI, GAAP often require notes to RSI

19 Unaudited R S I is information that accompanies the basic financial statem ents on which the
auditor is not engaged to express an opinion whether it is fairly presented in conformity with GAAP.
Unless the auditor is engaged to audit the RSI, this Guide refers to the information as unaudited,
even though GAAS require the auditor to perform specific procedures, as discussed in Chapter 4, and
perhaps to report on the information, as discussed in this section of this chapter.
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and specify the placement of RSI in relation to the basic financial statements.
Those note and placement requirements are part of the prescribed guidelines.
RSI and SI normally are presented separately from each other to assist users
to understand the nature of each. The auditor should consider whether RSI is
sufficiently segregated from SI. Except in specific situations, professional stan
dards do not address whether RSI should be labeled as unaudited and, thus, it
may or may not be so labeled.20
14.55 Only information required by GAAP to be presented as RSI can be
considered RSI. All other information is considered SI even though law, regula
tion, or resource contributors may require that such information accompany the
basic financial statements. Further, the nature o f RSI does not permit govern
ments to voluntarily expand the contents o f RSI. For example, as discussed in
Chapter 11, GASB Statement No. 34 requires a budgetary comparison schedule
to be presented as RSI for the general fund and for each major special revenue
fund that has a legally adopted annual budget. Budgetary comparison informa
tion for other funds, such as for nonmajor special revenue funds or for capital
projects or debt service funds, may be presented as SI, but not as RSI.
14.56 AU section 558.08, Required Supplementary Information (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1) and AU section 551.16 (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 1), require auditor reporting on unaudited RSI if (a) the infor
mation that GAAP requires to be presented in the circumstances is omitted; (b)
the auditor has concluded that the measurement or presentation o f the infor
mation departs materially from prescribed guidelines; (c) the auditor is unable
to complete the prescribed procedures; or (d) the auditor is unable to remove
substantial doubts about whether the information conforms to prescribed guide
lines. AU section 558.08 provides example language for explanatory paragraphs
that, except for an explanatory paragraph because all RSI is omitted, includes a
disclaimer on the information.21 The language for such explanatory paragraphs
is not affected by the requirement to express opinions on governmental financial
statements based on opinion units. An example o f an explanatory paragraph if
a portion o f required budgetary comparison information is omitted22 follows:
The management's discussion and analysis on pages XX through XX
and the budgetary comparison information on pages XX and XX are
not a required part o f the basic financial statements but are supple
mentary information required by accounting principles generally ac
cepted in the United States o f America.23 We have applied certain

20 See paragraph 14.61. In addition, as discussed in Chapter 2, AU section 558.11, Required
Supplementary Information (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), discusses alternative placement
of RSI provided it is clearly marked as unaudited. However, that alternative placement is not available
for GASB-required supplementary information if GAAP specifies placement, and the requirement for
such labeling in that situation also is not applicable.
21 Note, however, that an auditor may report whether RSI is fairly stated in all material respects
in relation to the basic financial statem ents taken as a whole, rather than disclaim an opinion. See
paragraph 14.60.
22 If all of the required budgetary comparison information is omitted or if only part of the re
quired budgetary comparison information is presented as RSI, the omission of required budgetary
comparison information is an omission of RSI. If, however, the government chooses to present re
quired budgetary comparison information as a basic financial statement and presents only part of the
required information, the omission constitutes a departure from GAAP in the basic financial state
ments that the auditor should consider in evaluating his or her opinions on the opinion units for which
budgetary presentations are required but not made.
23 The auditor may identify the body requiring the information, which in this situation is the
GASB.
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limited procedures, which consisted principally o f inquiries of man
agement regarding the methods of measurement and presentation of
the required supplementary information. However, we did not audit
the information and express no opinion on it. The City of Example,
Any State, has not presented the budgetary comparison information
for the [indicate the funds for which information is omitted] that ac
counting principles generally accepted in the United States of America
require to supplement, although not to be part of, the basic financial
statements.
14.57 These situations regarding RSI require auditor consideration:
•

In certain circumstances, a budget is not adopted for the general
or a major special revenue fund because it is not legally required
and, therefore, presentation of budgetary comparison information
is not required. Although that situation should not result in the au
ditor reporting that RSI has been omitted, it should be disclosed in
the notes to RSI to explain why what might appear to be required
information is not part o f the presentation. (If the government
chooses to present its required budgetary comparison information
in the basic financial statements, this disclosure should be made
in the notes to the financial statements.)

•

If a government does not present RSI relating to infrastructure
assets accounted for using the modified approach, that omission
does not affect the government's ability to apply the modified ap
proach to infrastructure assets in its basic financial statements.
However, the entity should meet the conditions required to use
the modified approach, as discussed in Chapter 7, and the auditor
should include a paragraph in the report about the omitted RSI.

•

If a government provides comparative prior-year financial state
ments, item 7.5.4 of the GASB Q&A states that MD&A is required
to address both years presented in the comparative financial state
ments. The comparative MD&A would include comparative con
densed financial information and related analysis for both years.
(That, is, the MD&A should provide data so that each o f the two
years presented in the comparative financial statements can be
compared to its prior year, meaning that there should be three
years o f comparative data—the current year, the prior year, and
the year preceding the prior year.)

Supplementary Information
14.58 GAAP require or permit certain information to accompany the ba
sic financial statements but do not specifically identify the information as RSI.
For example, a CAFR is required to include a letter o f transmittal and other
introductory information, combining and individual nonmajor fund financial
statements, and a statistical section prepared in accordance with the guidance
prescribed in GASB Statement No 44. Even though GAAP specify that such
information should or may be presented, and may specify the content o f such
information, that information is SI because it is not identified as RSI. In addi
tion, preparers may voluntarily provide other SI.
14.59 As discussed in Chapter 4, AU section 550.04, Other Information
in Documents Containing Audited Financial Statements (AICPA, Professional
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Standards, vol. 1), requires the auditor to read unaudited SI24 and consider
whether such information, or the manner of its presentation, is materially in
consistent with information, or the manner o f its presentation, appearing in
the basic financial statements. If the auditor concludes that there is a mate
rial inconsistency in the SI, the auditor should determine whether the finan
cial statements, the auditor's report, or both require revision. If the auditor
concludes that the financial statements or the auditor's report do not require
revision, he or she should request the client to revise the SI or take other steps
as indicated in AU section 550.04. However, problems with the presentation of
SI do not affect the auditor's conclusion regarding the fair presentation of the
basic financial statements.

Reporting on Required Supplementary Information and
Supplementary Information Using SAS No. 29, as Amended
14.60 When an auditor-submitted document contains unaudited RSI or
SI, AU section 551 requires the auditor to report whether the information is
stated fairly in all material respects in relation to the basic financial statements
taken as a whole or disclaim such an opinion. In addition, AU section 550.07
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1) and AU section 558.09 permit auditors
to report on unaudited RSI and SI that accompanies financial statements in
client-prepared documents using the guidance in AU section 551.25 Chapter 4
discusses auditor considerations and procedures needed to be able to express an
"in relation to" opinion. AU section 551.12-.14 (AICPA, Professional Standards,
vol. 1) provides example language for the auditor's report, which should be
adjusted for the concept of providing opinions on each opinion unit in the basic
financial statements but still provide an opinion on the RSI or SI in relation to
the basic financial statements taken as a whole. Appendix A [paragraph 14.79],
Example A -1, illustrates auditor reporting on SI in this manner. When reporting
on RSI and SI, the auditor should consider the effect o f any modifications in the
report on the basic financial statements. Guidance for such modifications is in
AU section 551.10 and .14. The reporting also should be modified for a qualified
or adverse opinion on the accompanying information.
14.61 When the auditor disclaims an opinion on all or part of the informa
tion accompanying the basic financial statements, AU section 551.13 requires
such information to either be marked as unaudited or to include a reference
to the auditor's disclaimer of opinion. Appendix A [paragraph 14.79], Example
A -1, provides example language for disclaimers on RSI and SI. The language

24 Unaudited S I is information that accompanies the basic financial statem ents on which the
auditor is not engaged to express an opinion whether it is fairly presented in conformity with GAAP.
Unless the auditor is engaged to audit the SI, this Guide refers to the information as unaudited,
even though GAAS require the auditor to perform specific procedures, as discussed in Chapter 4, and
perhaps to report on the information, as discussed in this section of this chapter.
25 The terms of the engagement may require the auditor to report on accompanying information
in client-prepared documents and thus to use the guidance in AU section 551, Reporting on Information
Accompanying the Basic Financial Statements in Auditor-Submitted Documents (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 1). Often, the terms of an engagement require the auditor to report only on accompa
nying information that is financially oriented; in those situations, the auditor can express an opinion
on that information. However, sometimes the terms of an engagement require the auditor to report
on all accompanying information, including letters of transmittal and other introductory information
and the statistical section, which typically include information that is not financially oriented. For
information that is not financially oriented, the auditor cannot express an opinion and should disclaim
an opinion. When not required by the terms of the engagement, the auditor may choose to use the
guidance in AU section 551, to disclaim an opinion on accompanying information in client-prepared
documents to inform the report user of the extent of auditor responsibility for the information.
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for those disclaimers is not affected by the requirement to report on opinion
units.
14.62 When the auditor reports on unaudited RSI and SI using the guid
ance o f AU section 551, the reporting requirements o f AU section 558, and AU
section 550 still apply. That is, reporting on RSI should be expanded if any of
the conditions listed in paragraph 14.56 exist; and if the auditor concludes that
there is a material inconsistency in the SI, the auditor also should determine
whether the financial statements, the auditor's report, or both require revision,
as discussed in paragraph 14.58. If the auditor is not using the guidance of
AU section 551, none o f the conditions listed in paragraph 14.56 exist, and the
auditor does not conclude that there is a material inconsistency in the SI re
quiring a revision in the auditor's report as discussed in paragraph 14.58, the
auditor has no reporting requirement.
Effect o f A n oth er A uditor
14.63 Governmental financial statements often are accompanied by RSI or
SI relating to a portion o f the reporting entity, usually component units, whose
financial statements were audited by another auditor. In those situations, the
principal auditor should follow GAAS in deciding whether to perform required
procedures on that information or, instead, to rely on the work of the other au
ditor. If the principal auditor performs the required procedures, the discussion
earlier in this section applies. If the principal auditor decides instead to rely on
the work of the other auditor, the auditor needs to determine if he or she can
rely on and whether to refer to the work of the auditor, and then decide how to
report that reference, as provided in AU section 543, Part o f Audit Performed by
Other Independent Auditors (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1). Appendix
A [paragraph 14.79], Example A-9, illustrates paragraphs that report on RSI
and SI based in part on the report o f another auditor and that refer to the work
o f other auditors.
"In Relation t o " O pinions on Prior-Year RSI a n d SI W h en
Prior-Year Financial Statem ents A re N ot P resen ted
14.64 Often, RSI and SI include prior-year information. For example,
GASB Statement No. 27, Accounting for Pensions by State and Local Govern
mental Employers, requires the disclosure of certain multi-year actuarial data
as RSI by employers that participate in single-employer and agent multipleemployer defined benefit pension plans. Also, combining and individual fund
financial statements presented as SI may include data for two or more years.
When prior-year RSI or SI is financially oriented, the auditor may be engaged
or choose to express an opinion whether that information is fairly stated in all
material respects in relation to the basic financial statements taken as a whole.
(This includes situations in which AU section 551 [AICPA, Professional Stan
dards, vol. 1], requires the auditor's report for an auditor-submitted document
to include either an "in relation to" opinion on RSI and SI or a disclaimer of
opinion.) The following discusses considerations for expressing an "in relation
to" opinion on prior-year RSI and SI that accompanies the current-year finan
cial statements when the basic financial statements for the prior year are not
also presented in the financial report.
•

If a continuing auditor subjected the prior-year RSI or SI to the
auditing procedures applied in the audit o f the basic financial
statements in the prior year, the auditor is able to express an "in
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relation to" opinion on that information. In expressing that opin
ion in the current-year report, the auditor's report should include
a statement that the prior-year basic financial statements are not
included in the current-year presentation, the date o f the audi
tor's report on the prior-year financial statements, and the types
of opinions expressed on those prior-year financial statements. For
example, the opinion paragraph for SI as shown in the illustrative
auditor's report in Appendix A [paragraph 14.79], Example A -1,
could read as follows:
Our audit was conducted for the purpose o f forming opinions
on the financial statements that collectively comprise the City
of Example's basic financial statements. The [identify accom
panying supplementary information, such as the introductory
section, combining and individual nonmajor fund financial
statements, and statistical section] are presented for purposes
of additional analysis and are not a required part o f the ba
sic financial statements. The 20X1 [identify relevant supple
mentary information, such as the combining and individual
nonmajor fund financial statements] have been subjected to
the auditing procedures applied in the audit o f the basic fi
nancial statements and, in our opinion, are fairly stated in
all material respects in relation to the basic financial state
ments for the year ended June 30, 20X1, taken as a whole.
We also have previously audited, in accordance with auditing
standards generally accepted in the United States, the City of
Example's basic financial statements for the year ended June
30, 20PY, which are not presented with the accompanying fi
nancial statements. In our report dated September 15, 20PY,
we expressed unqualified opinions on the respective finan
cial statements of the governmental activities, the businesstype activities, the aggregate discretely presented component
units, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund in
formation. In our opinion, the 20PY [identify accompanying
supplementary information, such as the combining and indi
vidual nonmajor fund financial statements] are fairly stated
in all material respects in relation to the basic financial state
ments for the year ended June 3 0 , 20PY, taken as a whole. The
[identify relevant supplementary information, such as the in
troductory and statistical sections] have not been subjected
to the auditing procedures applied in the audit o f the basic
financial statements and, accordingly, we express no opinion
on them.
•

If a predecessor auditor audited the basic financial statements in
the years for which the prior-year RSI or SI is presented, and that
auditor subjected the prior-year RSI or SI to the auditing proce
dures applied in the audit of the basic financial statements in the
prior year and expressed an "in relation to" opinion on that in
formation, the successor auditor is able to refer to that opinion.
In the current-year report, the successor auditor should include
statements that the prior-year basic financial statements are not
included in the current-year presentation and that those finan
cial statements were audited by another auditor, the date of the
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predecessor auditor's report, and the types o f opinions expressed
on those prior-year financial statements and on the RSI or SI. For
example, the opinion paragraph for SI as shown in the illustrative
auditor's report in Appendix A [paragraph 14.79], Example A -1,
could read as follows:
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming opinions
on the financial statements that collectively comprise the City
of Example's basic financial statements. The [identify accom
panying supplementary information, such as the introductory
section, combining and individual nonmajor fund financial
statements, and statistical section] are presented for purposes
of additional analysis and are not a required part o f the ba
sic financial statements. The 20X1 [identify relevant supple
mentary information, such as the combining and individual
nonmajor fund financial statements] have been subjected to
the auditing procedures applied in the audit o f the basic fi
nancial statements and, in our opinion, are fairly stated in
all material respects in relation to the basic financial state
ments for the year ended June 30, 20X1, taken as a whole.
The City of Example's financial statements for the year ended
June 30, 20PY, which are not presented with the accompa
nying financial statements, were audited by other auditors
whose report thereon dated September 15, 20PY, expressed
unqualified opinions on the respective financial statements of
the governmental activities, the business-type activities, the
aggregate discretely presented component units, each major
fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information. Their
report on the 20PY [identify relevant supplementary informa
tion, such as the combining and individual nonmajor fund
financial statements] stated that, in their opinion, such infor
mation was fairly stated in all material respects in relation
to the basic financial statements for the year ended June 30,
20PY, taken as a whole. The [identify relevant supplementary
information, such as the introductory and statistical sections]
have not been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in
the audit of the basic financial statements and, accordingly,
we express no opinion on them.

Other Financial Presentations
Individual Fund Financial Statements
14.65 Many entities issue separate GAAP-based financial statements for
one or more individual funds, for example, to use in an official statement for
the sale o f enterprise fund revenue bonds. Financial statements for one or
more individual funds are intended to represent the specific fund(s) and not the
overall government, and the financial statements normally follow the require
ments established for fund financial statements and do not include governmentwide financial statements. In developing an opinion on financial statements for
one or more individual funds, the auditor considers GAAP to the extent those
principles apply to the fund financial statements. Although GASB standards
do not address the accounting and financial reporting for separately issued
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GAAP-based financial statements for one or more individual funds,26 in meeting
their reporting obligations, auditors should consider long-established practice
dictating that those presentations should apply all relevant GAAP. Thus, in de
veloping an opinion on the separately issued GAAP-based financial statements
for one or more individual funds, the auditor considers whether the financial
statements include all relevant GAAP financial statements, note disclosures,
MD&A topics, and other RSI. Because the presentations are equivalent to the
presentation o f major fund financial statements, the auditor should plan, per
form, evaluate the results of, and report on the audit based on each fund as a
separate opinion unit.
14.66 The introductory and opinion paragraphs of the auditor's report
on an audit of fund financial statements should indicate the specific fund(s).
The report also should include an explanatory paragraph after the scope para
graph indicating that the financial statements do not purport to, and do not,
present the government's financial position, changes in financial position, or,
where applicable, cash flows. See the illustrative auditor's report in Appendix
A [paragraph 14.79], Example A-15.
14.67 Auditors may be asked to issue a separate report on individual fund
financial statements that are covered by the audit of the government's audited
basic financial statements. Because o f the focus o f an audit o f a government's
basic financial statements on opinion units, audit procedures on the basic fi
nancial statements o f an overall government may or may not be adequate to
support an opinion on an individual fund's financial statements. For example,
those audit procedures might not be adequate if the fund is a nonmajor fund in
the government's basic financial statements and thus part o f the aggregate re
maining fund information opinion unit. In that situation, the auditor may need
to perform additional audit procedures to support the opinion on the individual
fund. However, if the fund is a major fund in the government's basic financial
statements, it is likely that additional procedures will not be needed to support
the auditor's opinion on the individual fund financial statements.
14.68 When financial statements present only individual fund(s), the au
ditor should evaluate the extent to which the resulting presentation may be
misleading to financial statement users who might misunderstand that the
financial statements are meant to represent the overall government. For exam
ple, if a government presents a complete set of fund financial statements, that
results in a misleading presentation and, as discussed in paragraph 14.10, the
auditor should express an adverse opinion on the financial statements taken as
a whole. Financial statements that include more than one fund are more likely
to result in a misleading presentation. The point at which financial statements
for more than one fund move from being an acceptable presentation o f indi
vidual fund financial information to an incomplete presentation o f the overall
government is a matter of professional judgment considering in part what the
financial statements purport to represent.

Departmental, Agency, and Program Financial Statements
14.69 Many entities, particularly state governments, issue separate
GAAP-based financial statements for the government's departments, agencies,

26 Accordingly, the GASB did not clear the provisions set forth in this paragraph.
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or programs.27,28 (This paragraph uses the term department to refer to depart
ments, agencies, and programs.) Although GASB standards do not address the
accounting and financial reporting for separately issued GAAP-based depart
mental financial statements,2
29 in meeting their reporting obligations, auditors
8
2
7
should consider long-established practice dictating that those presentations
should apply all relevant GAAP. Thus, in developing an opinion on separately
issued GAAP-based departmental financial statements, the auditor considers
whether the financial statements include all relevant GAAP financial state
ments, note disclosures, MD&A topics, and other RSI. The auditor should plan,
perform, evaluate the results of, and report on the audit based on the involved
opinion units. The introductory and opinion paragraphs of the auditor's report
on an audit of departmental financial statements should indicate the depart
ment. The report also should include an explanatory paragraph after the scope
paragraph that indicates the financial statements do not purport to, and do not,
present the government's financial position, changes in financial position, or,
where applicable, cash flows. See the illustrative auditor's report in Appendix
A [paragraph 14.79], Example A-16.

Special-Purpose Regulatory Presentations
14.70 Law or regulation may require governments to prepare and file with
a regulatory agency financial statements that do not constitute a complete pre
sentation o f all the financial statements required by GASB Statement No. 34,
but that otherwise are prepared in conformity with GAAP.30 For example, state
regulations may require that a county prepare and file with a state agency fund
financial statements for each separately elected county official, and specify that
those financial statements be prepared using GAAP measurements, presenta
tions, and disclosures. In those situations, the auditor's report should follow
the guidance in AU section 623.22-.26, Special Reports (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 1). The auditor should make materiality determinations for
purposes of planning, performing, evaluating the results of, and reporting on
the audits o f such special-purpose presentations in a manner consistent with
the requirements of the presentation and with the concept o f opinion units as
discussed in Chapters 4 and 13 and elsewhere in this chapter. In all situa
tions, the wording of the introductory and opinion paragraphs o f the auditor's
report should be sufficiently clear to inform the reader o f the opinion unit(s)
considered by the auditor. The form of the auditor's report should follow the
provisions o f AU section 623.25 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1). Con
sequently, the report should include a separate paragraph at the end stating
27 When an organizational unit is coterminous with a single fund, it is appropriate to issue a
fund financial statement, as discussed in paragraphs 14.65 through 14.68, rather than a departmental
financial statement.
28 Some reasons why separate departmental audits may be conducted include: there may be legal
or contractual provisions for certain departments to be separately audited; the department may be a
separate accountability center; the separate audits may be part of a series of audits for purposes of
OMB Circular A-133, Audits of States, Local Governments, and Non-Profit Organizations; or separate
audits may be an efficient way to plan and execute the work for the audit of the overall government's
financial statements.
29 Accordingly, the GASB did not clear the provisions set forth in this paragraph.
30 Other paragraphs in this chapter discuss the auditor's reports on financial statem ents for
the primary government only (paragraphs 14.41-14.43), an individual component unit (paragraph
14.45), individual funds (paragraphs 14.65-14.68), and departments, agencies, and programs (para
graph 14.69). The provisions of those paragraphs apply to those financial presentations, even if those
presentations are required by law or regulation, unless the law, regulation, or terms of the audit en
gagement require the auditor to issue a report using the provisions of AU section 623.22-.26, Special
Reports (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1).
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that the report is intended solely for the information and use o f those within
the entity and the regulatory agency with which the report is being filed, and
is not intended to be and should not be used by anyone other than these speci
fied parties. That restricted-use paragraph is appropriate in all cases for such
governmental special-purpose financial presentations.31

Summary Financial Information
14.71 Some governments issue popular reports, directed primarily to cit
izens, that contain highly condensed summary financial information with ac
companying notes to those financial statements. Paragraph 175 o f National
Council on Governmental Accounting (NCGA) Statement 1, Governmental A c
counting and Financial Reporting Principles, as amended, requires that con
densed summary financial statements supplement, rather than replace, the
CAFR and the separately issued basic financial statements. That standard also
requires that the data in those summary financial statements be reconcilable
with the government's basic financial statements and refer the reader to the
government’s CAFR or basic financial statements.
14.72 AU section 552, Reporting on Condensed Financial Statements and
Selected Financial Data (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), provides guid
ance in reporting on condensed financial statements that are derived from au
dited financial statements of a public entity that is required to file, at least
annually, complete audited financial statements with a regulatory agency. Be
cause a government is not a public entity as defined under AU section 552
with respect to reporting on separately issued summary financial information,
the provisions of AU section 552 do not apply to governments. The following
paragraphs provide reporting guidance when an auditor of the basic financial
statements is engaged to report on summary financial information issued by
a government in a document that refers to, but does not include, the basic fi
nancial statements. The auditor may report on summary financial information
only if the auditor has rendered an opinion on the government's basic financial
statements and the auditor has not rendered a disclaimer o f or adverse opin
ion on one of the opinion units from which the summary financial information
was derived or on the basic financial statements taken as a whole. Where more
than one auditor has been involved in rendering an opinion on the basic finan
cial statements, only the principal auditor should render the opinion on the
summary financial information.
14.73 Summary financial information often differs in format and con
tent from basic financial statements prepared in conformity with GAAP.
Some governments include only their government-wide financial statements
or only their fund financial statements (and related note disclosures) in their
popular reports.32 Other governments include either or both summarized
government-wide and fund financial statements (and related note disclosures).
31 The provision in AU section 623.25f (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1) directing when
a restricted-use paragraph is not appropriate is not applicable to auditors' reports on governmental
special-purpose regulatory presentations. A restricted-use paragraph always is appropriate for such
governmental presentations because those presentations are not equivalent to filings with the Secu
rities and Exchange Commission of information to be included in a prospectus, the situation for which
that exception was intended.
32 An auditor should apply the guidance in this section only when the summary financial informa
tion supplements, rather than replaces, the CAFR or the separately issued basic financial statements
and refers the reader to the government's CAFR or basic financial statements. If the government
does not issue a CAFR or basic financial statem ents and presents only government-wide financial
statem ents or only fund financial statements, the auditor should apply the guidance in paragraphs
14.10 and 14.25.
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That financial information may differ from GAAP in areas o f summarization,
aggregation, eliminations, inclusion o f component units, or disclosure.
14.74 Governments should exercise discretion in preparing summary fi
nancial information for popular reports. At a minimum, the summary financial
information should (a) be informative of matters that may affect its use, un
derstanding, and interpretation (for example, the financial statements should
be accompanied by notes that describe or should otherwise consider significant
subsequent events, significant contingencies, or restrictions on resources), (b)
be prepared on the same measurement focus and basis o f accounting as the rel
evant portion of the basic financial statements,33 (c) be classified, summarized,
and presented in a reasonable manner, and (d) reflect the underlying trans
actions and events in a manner that presents the summarized data within a
range of acceptable limits, that is, limits that are reasonable and practicable
to attain in summary financial information. The summary financial informa
tion should be clearly marked as such, and not as combined, consolidated, or
condensed financial information, which users may relate to GAAP.
14.75 The auditor's report on summary financial information should be
based on the auditor's judgment as to whether the summary financial informa
tion, including the related notes, are fairly stated in all material respects in
relation to the portion o f the basic financial statements from which it has been
derived. In making that judgment, the auditor should consider the four min
imum conditions listed in paragraph 14.74. The auditor also should consider
whether the summary financial information is fairly presented in accordance
with the method of aggregation described in the notes to the summary financial
information. Further, the auditor should consider whether the notes to the sum
mary financial information disclose how the method of aggregation differs from
the accounting policies used in preparing the basic financial statements, either
through a numerical reconciliation or a narrative explanation and whether the
notes refer the reader to the government's CAFR or basic financial statements.
14.76 Appendix A [paragraph 14.79], Example A-17, illustrates the au
ditor's report when the auditor concludes that summary financial information
is fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the portion o f the basic
financial statements from which it has been derived. The report should include:
a. A statement that the auditor has audited the financial statements
o f the opinion units o f the entity, which comprise the entity's basic
financial statements, and a reference to the auditor's report on those
basic financial statements, including the date o f that report and a
description of any modification of the standard report on the basic
financial statements
b. A statement that the accompanying summary financial information
is not a presentation in conformity with GAAP, with a reference
to the note to the summary financial information describing the
method of aggregation
c. An opinion as to whether the information presented in the sum
mary financial information is fairly stated in all material respects
in relation to the portion o f the basic financial statements from
which it has been derived (The issuance of a qualified opinion on
33 For example, if the summary financial information is related to the governmental funds, a
current financial resources measurement focus and modified accrual basis of accounting should be
used.
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one or more opinion units in the basic financial statements does not
preclude the auditor from issuing a report on the summary finan
cial information. Note, however, that an auditor is prohibited from
issuing a report on summary financial information if the auditor
rendered a disclaimer o f or adverse opinion on one o f the opinion
units from which the summary financial information was derived
or on the basic financial statements taken as a whole.)
d. The date of the audit report on the summary financial information,
which, unless significant subsequent events have occurred, should
be the same as the date of the audit report rendered on the ba
sic financial statements from which it was derived (If a material
event occurs subsequent to the date of the audit report on the basic
financial statements, the audit report on the summary financial in
formation should be dual dated for the subsequent event disclosed
in the notes to the summary financial information.)
14.77 If a government issues summary financial information in a manner
inconsistent with the guidance provided in paragraph 14.74 (for example, be
cause the measurement focus and basis o f accounting differs from that o f the
portion o f the basic financial statements from which it has been derived34), the
auditor should express an adverse opinion on the summary financial informa
tion. In expressing an adverse opinion, the report should describe (a) all of the
substantive reasons for the adverse opinion and (b) the principal effects of the
subject matter of the adverse opinion on the financial position, changes in finan
cial position, or, where applicable, cash flows. If the effects are not reasonably
determinable, the report should so state.
14.78 When SI accompanies summary financial information, the auditor's
responsibility for and reporting on that information is the same as described in
Chapter 4 and earlier in this chapter. Because summary financial information
is not presented in conformity with GAAP, GAAP requirements for RSI do not
apply to those presentations. Any information that accompanies the summary
financial information is considered SI.

34 A different measurement focus and basis of accounting would result, for example, from chang
ing from a modified accrual basis of accounting to a cash basis or recording depreciation on general
capital assets in an activity statem ent that is derived from the governmental fund statem ent of rev
enues, expenses, and changes in fund balances.
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Appendix A

Illustrative Auditor's Reports
A -1 This Appendix illustrates auditor's reports in specific situations dis
cussed in this chapter. Auditors should modify the illustrative reports as needed
in different situations, using selected elements of the illustrative reports where
appropriate. The following list describes conditions that may make modifica
tions necessary. Other conditions that may make modifications necessary are
described in the footnotes to the illustrative reports.
•

The illustrative auditor's reports cover a single year. Paragraphs
14.33 through 14.38 discuss modifications to the auditor's report
on the basic financial statements when those financial statements
include information from a prior period.

•

The auditor's report may need to separately name each individual
major fund rather than refer to "each major fund." See paragraph
14.15.

•

The introductory and opinion paragraphs should list only the opin
ion units presented in the financial statements. As discussed in
paragraph 14.04, under certain circumstances, the auditor may
choose to combine the two aggregate opinion units—the one for
the aggregate discretely presented component units and the one
for the aggregate remaining fund information— as a single opinion
unit. If that is done, the terms aggregate discretely presented com
ponent units and aggregate remaining fund information should not
be used in the auditor's report, for example, as shown in Example
A -1. Instead, the auditor's report should use the term aggregate
discretely presented component unit and remaining fund informa
tion.

•

If the audit is conducted in accordance with the standards ap
plicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing
Standards (also referred to as the Yellow Book), issued by the
Comptroller General o f the United States, the scope paragraph
should be modified and a separate paragraph added after the opin
ion paragraph to refer to the Government Auditing Standards re
ports. See the illustrative auditor's report on governmental finan
cial statement in the AICPA Audit Guide Government Auditing
Standards and Circular A -133 Audits.

•

If a government presents required budgetary comparison informa
tion as basic financial statements instead o f as RSI, the opinion
paragraph should be modified to refer to the budgetary compari
son in the manner shown in footnote 3.

•

Based on the guidance in AU section 508.38 and .59, Reports on
Audited Financial Statements (AICPA, Professional Standards,
vol. 1), an explanatory paragraph should disclose the principal
effects of the subject matter of a qualified or adverse opinion on
the financial position, changes in financial position, and, where
applicable, cash flows for an opinion unit, if practicable, as shown
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in Example A-12. Footnotes in AU section 508.38 and .59 describe
when obtaining that information is practicable. If the effects are
not reasonably determinable, the report should so state, as shown
in other examples in this appendix.
•

The opinion paragraph should refer to cash flows only if the finan
cial statements are required to present one or more statements
of cash flows. If only some opinion units are required to present
statements o f cash flows, the opinion paragraph should refer to
"where applicable, cash flows."

•

Because of the GASB requirement that financial statements be
accompanied by MD&A, most governmental financial statements
are required to present RSI. A government's financial statements
also may be accompanied by SI. Paragraphs 14.54 through 14.64
discuss auditor reporting for RSI and SI. (See in particular the
explanatory language in paragraph 14.56 if RSI is omitted and the
discussion in paragraph 14.64 concerning "in relation to" opinions
on prior-year RSI and SI when prior-year financial statements are
not presented.) Examples A -1 and A-9 illustrate auditor reporting
on RSI and SI and assume that the auditor is required to or chooses
to report on RSI and SI. In addition, Example A-14 illustrates
unqualified opinions on combining and individual fund financial
statements presented as supplementary information.

A-2 The illustrative reports in this appendix are:
Example A -1:

Unqualified Opinions on Basic Financial Statements Accom
panied by Required Supplementary Information and Sup
plementary Information

Example A-2:

Unqualified Opinion on the Basic Financial Statements o f
a Special-Purpose Government That Has a Single Opinion
Unit

Example A-3:

Unqualified Opinions on the Basic Financial Statements of
a Special-Purpose Government That Has One Opinion Unit
for the Primary Government and Another Opinion Unit for
Its Aggregate Discretely Presented Component Units

Example A-4:

Report on Basic Financial Statements That Includes a Qual
ified Opinion Because One (But Not All) Discretely Pre
sented Component Units Are Not Audited

Example A-5:

Report on Basic Financial Statements That Includes a Qual
ified Opinion on Major Governmental Funds Because o f a
GAAP Departure

Example A-6:

Report on Basic Financial Statements That Includes an Ad
verse Opinion on the Governmental Activities Because Cer
tain General Infrastructure Assets Are Omitted

Example A-7:

Report on Basic Financial Statements That Includes an Ad
verse Opinion on the Governmental Activities Because Com
pensated Absences Are Omitted

Example A-8:

Report on Basic Financial Statements That Presents an
Adverse Opinion on the Financial Statements Taken as a
Whole Because the Government-Wide Financial Statements
Are Omitted
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Example A-9:

Unqualified Opinions on Basic Financial Statements Accom
panied by Required Supplementary Information and Sup
plementary Information, With Reference to an Audit by An
other Auditor

Example A-10

Report on Basic Financial Statements That Includes Mul
tiple Opinion Modifications, Including an Adverse Opinion
Because a Major Fund Is Omitted

Example A -11:

Unqualified Opinions on the Basic Financial Statements of
a Primary Government That Omits the Financial Data o f
Each Component Unit and That Issues Audited Financial
Statements for the Reporting Entity

Example A -12:

Report on the Basic Financial Statements of a Primary Gov
ernment That Omits the Financial Data o f Each Component
Unit and That Does not Issue Audited Financial Statements
for the Reporting Entity

Example A-13:

Unqualified Opinions on Basic Financial Statements and on
Additional Detail Presented in the Basic Financial State
ments

Example A-14:

Unqualified Opinions on Basic Financial Statements and
on Combining and Individual Fund Financial Statements
Presented as Supplementary Information

Example A-15:

Unqualified Opinion on General Fund Financial Statements

Example A-16:

Unqualified Opinions on Departmental Financial State
ments

Example A-17:

Report on Separately Issued Summary Financial Informa
tion Prepared in Accordance With the Guidance in Para
graph 14.74

Consideration of the Standards of the Public Company Accounting
Oversight Board
A-3 Optional language may be added to the auditor's report on the financial
statements to clarify that an audit conducted in accordance with GAAS does
not require the same level o f testing and reporting on internal control over
financial reporting as an audit conducted in accordance with the standards
of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB). See Auditing
Interpretation No. 17, "Clarification in the Audit Report of the Extent of Testing
of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting in Accordance With Generally
Accepted Auditing Standards," of AU section 508, Reports on Audited Financial
Statements (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 9508.85-.88), and
footnote 2. Further, while not common, an auditor may be engaged to also follow
PCAOB auditing standards in the audit of a governmental entity. See Auditing
Interpretation No. 18, "Reference to PCAOB Standards in an Audit Report on
a Nonissuer," o f AU section 508 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec.
9508.89-.92) and paragraph A-4.
A-4 If the auditor is engaged to audit and report on the effectiveness o f a
nonissuer's internal control over financial reporting in accordance with PCAOB
auditing standards, the auditor may choose to issue a combined report or sep
arate reports on the entity's financial statements and on internal control over
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financial reporting. Refer to paragraphs 162-199 of PCAOB Auditing Standard
No. 2, An Audit o f Internal Control Over Financial Reporting Performed in Con
junction with an Audit o f Financial Statements (AICPA, PCAOB Standards
and Related Rules, AU sec. 320) for direction about reporting on internal con
trol over financial reporting. In addition, see Appendix A, "Illustrative Reports
on Internal Control Over Financial Reporting," o f PCAOB Auditing Standard
No. 2 for an illustrative combined audit report and examples of separate re
ports (Conforming Amendments to PCAOB Interim Standards Resulting from
the Adoption o f PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 2, AU sec. 508.01).*
a. If the auditor issues separate reports on the entity’s financial state
ments and on internal control over financial reporting as permitted
by PCAOB standards, the following paragraph should be added to
the auditor's report on the entity's financial statements (Conform
ing Amendments to PCAOB Interim Standards Resulting from the
Adoption o f PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 2, AU sec. 508.08).*
"We also have audited, in accordance with the auditing stan
dards o f the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board
(United States), the effectiveness o f City o f Example's inter
nal control over financial reporting as of June 3 0 , 20X1, based
on [identify control criteria] and our report dated [date o f re
port, which should be the same as the date o f the report on the
financial statements] expressed [include nature o f opinions]."
b. When performing an integrated audit of financial statements and
internal control over financial reporting in accordance with PCAOB
auditing standards, the auditor's report on the entity's financial
statements and on internal control over financial reporting should
be dated the same date. Refer to paragraphs 171-172 of PCAOB Au
diting Standard No. 2 for direction about the report date in an audit
o f internal control over financial reporting (Conforming Amend
ments to PCAOB Interim Standards Resulting from the Adoption
o f PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 2, AU sec. 530.01).*

* See the PCAOB web site at www.pcaobus.org for information about the effective dates of the
conforming amendments.
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Example A -1
Unqualified Opinions on Basic Financial Statements
Accompanied by Required Supplementary Information
and Supplementary Information1
(Paragraphs 14.12 through 14.15 and 14.54 through 14.62)
Independent Auditor's Report
We have audited the accompanying financial statements o f the governmental
activities, the business-type activities, the aggregate discretely presented com
ponent units, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information
of the City of Example, Any State, as o f and for the year ended June 30, 20X1,
which collectively comprise the City's basic financial statements as listed in the
table o f contents. These financial statements are the responsibility of the City
of Example's management. Our responsibility is to express opinions on these
financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally ac
cepted in the United States o f America. Those standards require that we plan
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the fi
nancial statements are free of material misstatement. [Optional: An audit in
cludes consideration o f internal control over financial reporting as a basis for
designing audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not
for the purpose o f expressing an opinion on the effectiveness o f the City's inter
nal control over financial reporting. Accordingly, we express no such opinion.]1
2
An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts
and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing
the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management,
as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe
that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinions.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the respective financial position o f the governmental activi
ties, the business-type activities, the aggregate discretely presented component
units, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information o f the
City of Example, Any State, as of June 3 0 , 20X1, and the respective changes in
financial position, and, where applicable, cash flows thereof for the year then

1 Paragraph A-1 describes conditions that may make modifications to this report necessary, such
as when the financial statements include information from a prior period.
2 This optional wording may be added in accordance with Auditing Interpretation No. 17, "Clar
ification in the Audit Report of the Extent of Testing of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
in Accordance With Generally Accepted Auditing Standards," of AU section 508, Reports on Audited
Financial Statements (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 9508.85-.88), which provides re
porting guidance for audits of nonissuers. (This wording may be added even in a report on the financial
statements in an audit conducted in accordance with Government Auditing Standards or U.S. Office of
Management and Budget Circular A-133 (Circular A-133J, Audits o f States, Local Governments, and
Non-Profit Organizations, in which the auditor reports on internal control over financial reporting
but does not express an opinion on that internal control. See the AICPA Audit Guide Government
Auditing Standards and Circular A-133 Audits.) Interpretation No. 17 addresses how auditors may
expand this report to explain that their consideration of internal control was sufficient to provide the
auditor sufficient understanding to plan the audit and determine the nature, timing and extent of
tests to be performed, but was not sufficient to express an opinion on the effectiveness of the internal
control. If this optional wording is added, the remainder of the paragraph should read as follows:
"An audit also includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements, assessing the accounting principles used and signif
icant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinions."
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ended in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United
States o f America.3
The [identify accompanying required supplementary information, such as man
agement's discussion and analysis and budgetary comparison information] on
pages XX through XX and XX through XX are not a required part of the basic
financial statements but are supplementary information required by account
ing principles generally accepted in the United States o f America.4 We have
applied certain limited procedures, which consisted principally of inquiries of
management regarding the methods o f measurement and presentation o f the
required supplementary information. However, we did not audit the informa
tion and express no opinion on it.
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming opinions on the finan
cial statements that collectively comprise the City o f Example’s basic finan
cial statements. The [identify accompanying supplementary information, such
as the introductory section, combining and individual nonmajor fund finan
cial statements, and statistical section] are presented for purposes o f additional
analysis and are not a required part of the basic financial statements. The [iden
tify relevant supplementary information, such as the combining and individual
nonmajor fund financial statements] have been subjected to the auditing proce
dures applied in the audit of the basic financial statements and, in our opinion,
are fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the basic financial state
ments taken as a whole. The [identify relevant supplementary information, such
as the introductory and statistical sections] have not been subjected to the au
diting procedures applied in the audit o f the basic financial statements and,
accordingly, we express no opinion on them.
[Signature]
[Date]

3 If a government presents required budgetary comparison information as basic financial state
ments instead of as RSI, the opinion paragraph would be replaced with the following: "In our opinion,
the financial statem ents referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the respective fi
nancial position of the governmental activities, the business-type activities, the aggregate discretely
presented component units, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information of the
City of Example, Any State, as of June 30, 20X1, and the respective changes in financial position and
cash flows, where applicable, thereof and the respective budgetary comparison for the lindicate the
major governmental funds involved] for the year then ended in conformity with accounting principles
generally accepted in the United States of America."
4 The auditor may identify the body requiring the information, such as the Governmental Ac
counting Standards Board.
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Example A-2
Unqualified Opinion on the Basic Financial Statements of a
Special-Purpose Government That Has a Single Opinion Unit5
(Paragraphs 14.16 and 14.45)
Independent Auditor's Report
We have audited the accompanying basic financial statements of the Example
Component Unit (ECU), a component unit of the City of Example, Any State,6
as of and for the year ended June 30, 20X1, as listed in the table o f contents.
These financial statements are the responsibility of the ECU management. Our
responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on
our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally ac
cepted in the United States of America. Those standards require that we plan
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the fi
nancial statements are free o f material misstatement. An audit includes exam
ining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the
financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles
used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the
overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a
reasonable basis for our opinion.7
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of the ECU as of June 30, 20X1, and
the changes in its financial position and its cash flows for the year then ended in
conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States
of America.8
[Signature]
[Date]

5 Paragraph A-1 describes conditions that may make modifications to this report necessary, such
as when the financial statements include information from a prior period or when the auditor is
reporting on required supplementary information (RSI) or supplementary information other than
RSI, known as SI.
* As discussed in paragraph 14.45, the auditors' report should disclose that an entity is a com
ponent unit of a financial reporting entity. If the special-purpose government is not a component unit
of another government, this reference to being a component unit should be removed.
7 See the optional wording in the second paragraph of Example A-1 and footnote 2.
8 In the opinion paragraph, the terms financial position and changes in financial position could
be replaced with terms that would be more descriptive in the circumstances. For example, in a report
on a public employee retirement system (PERS), the terms plan net assets or fuduciary net a ssets
and changes in plan net assets or changes in fiduciary net assets might be used.
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Example A-3
Unqualified Opinions on the Basic Financial Statements of a
Special-Purpose Government That Has One Opinion Unit for the
Primary Government and Another Opinion Unit for Its Aggregate
Discretely Presented Component Units9
(Paragraph 14.16)
Independent Auditor's Report
We have audited the accompanying financial statements o f the business-type
activities10 and aggregate discretely presented component units o f Example
District, Any State, as o f and for the year ended June 30, 20X1, which collec
tively comprise the District's basic financial statements as listed in the table
o f contents. These financial statements are the responsibility o f the District's
management. Our responsibility is to express opinions on these financial state
ments based on our audit.
[Same second paragraph as in Example A -1]
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the respective financial position of the business-type activi
ties and the aggregate discretely presented component units o f the District as
o f June 30, 20X1, and the respective changes in financial position and, where
applicable, cash flows thereof for the year then ended in conformity with ac
counting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
[Signature]
[Date]

9 Paragraph A-1 describes conditions that may make modifications to this report necessary, such
as when the financial statem ents include information from a prior period or when the auditor is
reporting on RSI or SI.
10 The example assumes that the special-purpose government is engaged only in business-type
activities. If the special-purpose government is engaged only in fiduciary activities, the introductory
and scope paragraphs would refer to fiduciary activities.
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Example A-4
Report on Basic Financial Statements That Includes a Qualified
Opinion Because One (But Not All) Discretely Presented Component
Units Are Not Audited11,12
(Paragraph 14.19)
Independent Auditor's Report
[Same first paragraph as in Example A -1]
Except as discussed in the following paragraph, we conducted our audit in
accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States
of America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of
material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit
also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates
made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our
opinions.13
The financial statements o f Example Component Unit (ECU) have not been
audited, and we were not engaged to audit the ECU financial statements as part
of our audit o f the City's basic financial statements. ECU's financial activities
are included in the City's basic financial statements as a discretely presented
component unit and represent XX percent, XX percent, and XX percent o f the
assets, net assets, and revenues, respectively, of the City's aggregate discretely
presented component units.
In our opinion, except for the effects of such adjustments, if any, as might have
been determined to be necessary had ECU's financial statements been audited,
the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material re
spects, the financial position of the aggregate discretely presented component
units for City of Example, Any State, as of June 30, 20X1, and the changes in
financial position thereof for the year then ended in conformity with accounting
principles generally accepted in the United States o f America.
In addition, in our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present
fairly, in all material respects, the respective financial position o f the govern
mental activities, the business-type activities, each major fund, and the aggre
gate remaining fund information for City of Example, Any State, as of June 30,
20X1, and the respective changes in financial position and, where applicable,

11 Paragraph A-1 describes conditions that may make modifications to this report necessary,
such as when the financial statements include information from a prior period or when the auditor is
reporting on RSI or SI.
12 This example assumes that the auditor has concluded that the single unaudited component
unit warrants a qualified opinion. Another auditor could make a different professional judgment. If the
auditor were to conclude that a disclaimer of opinion on the aggregate discretely presented component
units (but not on the financial statements taken as a whole) is appropriate, the first opinion paragraph
would read as follows: "Because ECU's financial statements have not been audited, the scope of our
work was not sufficient to enable us to express, and we do not express, an opinion on the financial
statements of the aggregate discretely presented component units of the City of Example, Any State,
as of and for the year ended June 30, 20X1." Paragraphs 14.10, 14.20, and 14.21 discuss disclaimers
of opinion.
13 See the optional wording in the second paragraph of Example A-1 and footnote 2.
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cash flows thereof for the year then ended in conformity with accounting prin
ciples generally accepted in the United States of America.
[Signature]
[Date]
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Example A-5
Report on Basic Financial Statements That Includes a Qualified
Opinion on Major Governmental Funds Because of a GAAP
Departure14,15
(Paragraph 14.23)
Independent Auditor's Report
[Same first and second paragraphs as in Example A -1]
Management has not adopted a methodology for reviewing the collectibility
of taxes receivable in the [indicate the affected major governmental funds]
and, accordingly, has not considered the need to provide an allowance for un
collectible amounts. Accounting principles generally accepted in the United
States o f America require that an adequate allowance be provided for uncol
lectible receivables, which would decrease the assets and fund balances and
change the revenues in the [indicate the affected major governmental funds].
The amount by which this departure would affect the assets, fund balances,
and revenues of the [indicate the affected major governmental funds] is not
reasonably determinable.16
In our opinion, except for the effects of not providing an adequate allowance for
uncollectible taxes receivable for the [indicate the affected major governmen
tal funds] as described in the preceding paragraph, the financial statements
referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the respective finan
cial position of the [indicate the affected major governmental funds] o f the City
of Example, Any State, as of June 30, 20X1, and the respective changes in fi
nancial position thereof for the year then ended in conformity with accounting
principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
In addition, in our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present
fairly, in all material respects, the respective financial position o f the govern
mental activities, the business-type activities, the aggregate discretely pre
sented component units, [indicate the major funds not affected by the qualifi
cation], and the aggregate remaining fund information o f the City of Example,
Any State, as o f June 3 0 , 20X1, and the respective changes in financial position
and, where applicable, cash flows thereof for the year then ended in conformity
with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
[Signature]
[Date]
14 Paragraph A-1 describes conditions th at may make modifications to this report necessary,
such as when the financial statem ents include information from a prior period or when the auditor is
reporting on RSI or SI.
15 Depending on the nature and magnitude of the GAAP departure, it is possible that the audi
tor's opinion on the governmental activities also would be qualified, as illustrated in Example A-10.
Further, the same GAAP departure in the nonmajor governmental funds could affect the auditor's
opinion on the aggregate remaining fund information. This example assumes that the auditor has
concluded that the GAAP departure is not material to the governmental activities opinion unit or to
the aggregate remaining fund information opinion unit. Another auditor could make a different pro
fessional judgment. (See paragraphs 14.07 and 14.08.) If a GAAP departure is material to more than
one opinion unit, the explanatory paragraph should explain the nature and effect of the departure on
each affected opinion unit.
16 If a government presents budgetary comparison information as basic financial statements
instead of as RSI, the explanatory paragraph also should explain the effect of the GAAP departure
on the budgetary comparison information. This example assumes that the government budgets on a
cash basis, and thus the GAAP departure would not affect the budgetary comparison information if
it were presented as a basic financial statement.
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Example A-6
Report on Basic Financial Statements That Includes an Adverse
Opinion on the Governmental Activities Because Certain General
Infrastructure Assets Are Omitted17,18
(Paragraph 14.24)
Independent Auditor's Report
[Same first and second paragraphs as in Example A -2]
As discussed in Note X to the financial statements, management has not
recorded certain general infrastructure assets in governmental activities and,
accordingly, has not recorded depreciation expense on those assets. Accounting
principles generally accepted in the United States of America require that those
general infrastructure assets be capitalized and depreciated, which would in
crease the assets, net assets, and expenses of the governmental activities. The
amount by which this departure would affect the assets, net assets, and ex
penses of the governmental activities is not reasonably determinable.
In our opinion, because of the effects o f the matter discussed in the preceding
paragraph, the financial statements referred to above do not present fairly, in
conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States
o f America, the financial position of the governmental activities o f the City of
Example, Any State, as of June 30, 20X1, or the changes in financial position
thereof for the year then ended.
In addition, in our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present
fairly, in all material respects, the respective financial position o f the businesstype activities, the aggregate discretely presented component units, each major
fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information of the City o f Example,
Any State, as o f June 3 0 , 20X1, and the respective changes in financial position
and, where applicable, cash flows thereof for the year then ended in conformity
with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
[Signature]
[Date]

17 Paragraph A-1 describes conditions th at may make modifications to this report necessary,
such as when the financial statem ents include information from a prior period or when the auditor is
reporting on RSI or SI.
18 As discussed in paragraph 14.24, an adverse opinion usually would be appropriate if a generalpurpose government omits general infrastructure assets. Further, depending on the nature and mag
nitude of the facts and circumstances leading to an adverse opinion on one or more opinion units, it
is possible that the auditor would conclude that it is appropriate to issue an adverse opinion on the
financial statem ents taken as a whole. (See paragraphs 14.10 and 14.25.) This example assumes that
the auditor has concluded that the GAAP departure warrants an adverse opinion on the governmen
tal activities, but not on the financial statements taken as a whole. Another auditor could make a
different professional judgment and issue an adverse opinion on the financial statem ents taken as a
whole, and thus use the opinion paragraph in Example A-8.
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Example A-7
Report on Basic Financial Statements That Includes an Adverse
Opinion on the Governmental Activities Because Compensated
Absences Are Omitted19,20
(Paragraphs 14.07, 14.08, and 14.24)
Independent Auditor's Report
[Same first and second paragraphs as in Example A -1]
As discussed in Note X to the financial statements, management has not
recorded a liability for compensated absences in governmental activities and,
accordingly, has not recorded an expense for the current period change in that
liability. Accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of Amer
ica require that compensated absences attributable to employee services al
ready rendered and that are not contingent on a specific event that is outside
the control of the employer and employee be accrued as liabilities and expenses
as employees earn the rights to the benefits, which would increase the liabilities,
reduce the net assets, and change the expenses of the governmental activities.
The amount by which this departure would affect the liabilities, net assets, and
expenses of the governmental activities is not reasonably determinable.
In our opinion, because of the effects of the matter discussed in the preceding
paragraph, the financial statements referred to above do not present fairly, in
conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States
of America, the financial position o f the governmental activities o f the City of
Example, Any State, as o f June 30, 20X1, or the changes in financial position
thereof for the year then ended.
In addition, in our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present
fairly, in all material respects, the respective financial position o f the businesstype activities, the aggregate discretely presented component units, each major
fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information of the City o f Example,
Any State, as of June 3 0 , 20X1, and the respective changes in financial position
and, where applicable, cash flows thereof for the year then ended in conformity
with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States o f America.
[Signature]
[Date]

19 Paragraph A-1 describes conditions th at may make modifications to this report necessary,
such as when the financial statements include information from a prior period or when the auditor is
reporting on RSI or SI.
20 Depending on the nature and magnitude of the GAAP departure, it is possible that the auditor
would issue a qualified opinion rather than an adverse opinion. Further, depending on the nature and
magnitude of the facts and circumstances leading to an adverse opinion on one or more opinion units,
it is possible that the auditor would conclude that it is appropriate to issue an adverse opinion on the
financial statements taken as a whole. (See paragraphs 14.10 and 14.25.) This example assumes that
the auditor has concluded that the GAAP departure warrants an adverse opinion on the governmental
activities, but not on the financial statements taken as a whole. Another auditor could make a different
professional judgment and either issue a qualified opinion (see Example A-10) or issue an adverse
opinion on the financial statements taken as a whole, using the opinion paragraph in Example A-8.
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Example A-8
Report on Basic Financial Statements That Presents an Adverse
Opinion on the Financial Statements Taken as a Whole Because the
Government-Wide Financial Statements Are Omitted21
(Paragraphs 14.10 and 14.25)
Independent Auditor's Report
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of each major fund and
the aggregate remaining fund information of the City o f Example, Any State,
as of and for the year ended June 30, 20X1, as shown on pages XX through XX,
which collectively comprise a portion of the City's basic financial statements
required by accounting principles generally accepted in the United States o f
America. These financial statements are the responsibility of the City of Exam
ple's management. Our responsibility is to express opinions on these financial
statements based on our audit.
[Same second paragraph as in Example A -1]
Management has not presented government-wide financial statements to dis
play the financial position and changes in financial position of its governmental
activities, business-type activities, and discretely presented component units.
Accounting principles generally accepted in the United States o f America re
quire the presentation o f government-wide financial statements. The amounts
that would be reported in government-wide financial statements for the City's
governmental activities, business-type activities, and discretely presented com
ponent units are not reasonably determinable.
In our opinion, because of the effects of the matter discussed in the preceding
paragraph, the financial statements referred to above do not present fairly, in
conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States
o f America, the financial position o f the City of Example, Any State, as o f June
30, 20X1, or the changes in its financial position or, where applicable, its cash
flows for the year then ended.
[Signature]
[Date]

21 Paragraph A-1 describes conditions that may make modifications to this report necessary,
such as when the financial statements include information from a prior period or when the auditor is
reporting on RSI or SI.
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Example A-9
Unqualified Opinions on Basic Financial Statements Accompanied
by Required Supplementary Information and Supplementary
Information, With Reference to an Audit by Another Auditor22
(Paragraphs 14.26 and 14.27 and 14.54 through 14.63)
Independent Auditor's Report
We have audited the accompanying financial statements o f the governmental
activities, the business-type activities, the aggregate discretely presented com
ponent units, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information
of the City o f Example, Any State, as of and for the year ended June 30, 20X1,
which collectively comprise the City's basic financial statements as listed in
the table of contents. These financial statements are the responsibility of the
City of Example's management. Our responsibility is to express opinions on
these financial statements based on our audit. We did not audit the financial
statements of [identify organization, function, or activity], which represent XX
percent, XX percent, and XX percent, respectively, o f the assets, [net assets, or
fund balances], and revenues of the [identify opinion unit(s)].23 Those financial
statements were audited by other auditors whose report thereon has been fur
nished to us, and our opinion, insofar as it relates to the amounts included for
[identify organization, function, or activity], is based on the report o f the other
auditors.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally ac
cepted in the United States o f America. Those standards require that we plan
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the finan
cial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining,
on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the finan
cial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used
and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the over
all financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit and the report
of other auditors provide a reasonable basis for our opinions.24
In our opinion, based on our audit and the report o f other auditors, the fi
nancial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects,
the respective financial position of the governmental activities, the businesstype activities, the aggregate discretely presented component units, each major
fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information o f the City of Example,
Any State, as of June 3 0 , 20X1, and the respective changes in financial position
and, where applicable, cash flows thereof for the year then ended in conformity
with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States o f America.
The [identify accompanying required supplementary information] on pages XX
through XX are not a required part of the basic financial statements but are sup
plementary information required by accounting principles generally accepted

22 Paragraph A-1 describes conditions that may make modifications to this report necessary, such
as when the financial statements include information from a prior period.
23 Appropriate changes to this sentence should be made when an entire opinion unit is audited by
another auditor. For example, "We did not audit the financial statements of the Sewer Enterprise Fund,
which is both a major fund and XX percent, XX percent, and XX percent, respectively, of the assets,
net assets, and revenues of the business-type activities." However, the report still should indicate in
the introductory paragraph the principal auditor's responsibility for auditing that opinion unit and
express or disclaim an opinion on the opinion unit. See the further discussion in paragraph 14.26.
24 See the optional wording in the second paragraph of Example A-1 and footnote 2.
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in the United States o f America.25 We and the other auditors have applied
certain limited procedures, which consisted principally o f inquiries o f manage
ment regarding the methods of measurement and presentation of the required
supplementary information. However, we did not audit the information and
express no opinion on it.
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming opinions on the finan
cial statements that collectively comprise the City o f Example's basic financial
statements. The [identify accompanying supplementary information] are pre
sented for purposes o f additional analysis and are not a required part of the
basic financial statements. The [identify relevant supplementary information]
have been subjected to the auditing procedures applied by us and the other au
ditors in the audit o f the basic financial statements and, in our opinion, based
on our audit and the report o f other auditors, are fairly stated in all material
respects in relation to the basic financial statements taken as a whole. The
[identify relevant supplementary information] have not been subjected to the
auditing procedures applied by us and the other auditors in the audit of the
basic financial statements and, accordingly, we express no opinion on them.
[Signature]
[Date]

25 See footnote 4.
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Example A -10
Report on Basic Financial Statements That Includes Multiple
Opinion Modifications, Including an Adverse Opinion Because
A Major Fund Is Omitted26,27,28
(Paragraph 14.40)
Independent Auditor's Report
[Same first and second paragraphs as in Example A-2]
Management has not included Example Fund29 in the City's financial state
ments. Accounting principles generally accepted in the United States o f Amer
ica require Example Fund to be presented as a major enterprise fund and fi
nancial information about Example Fund to be part o f the business-type activ
ities, thus increasing that activity's assets, liabilities, revenues, and expenses,
and changing its net assets. The amount by which this departure would af
fect the assets, fund balances, liabilities, net assets, revenues, and expenses
of the business-type activities and the omitted major fund is not reasonably
determinable.
In addition, management has not adopted a methodology for reviewing the
collectibility of taxes receivable in the [indicate the affected major governmental
funds] and in governmental activities and, accordingly, has not considered the
need to provide an allowance for uncollectible amounts. Accounting principles
generally accepted in the United States of America require that an adequate
allowance be provided for uncollectible receivables, which would decrease the
assets, fund balances, and net assets, and change the revenues in the [indicate
the affected funds] and in governmental activities. The amount by which this
departure would affect the assets, fund balances, net assets, and revenues of
the [indicate the affected funds] and governmental activities is not reasonably
determinable.
Further, as discussed in Note X to the financial statements, management has
not recorded a liability for compensated absences in governmental activities
and, accordingly, has not recorded an expense for the current period change in
that liability. Accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of

26 Paragraph A-1 describes conditions that may make modifications to this report necessary,
such as when the financial statements include information from a prior period or when the auditor is
reporting on RSI or SI.
27 As discussed in paragraph 14.40, the auditor should issue an adverse opinion on a "missing"
major fund opinion unit when a major governmental or enterprise fund is omitted from the financial
statements. (That paragraph also discusses how the auditor should modify the opinion on the remain
ing fund information opinion unit if the major fund is included in the financial statements but not
as a major fund.) However, depending on the nature and magnitude of the other GAAP departures
illustrated in this report, it is possible that the auditor might issue an adverse opinion on one or more
of the opinion units affected by the "missing" or "misclassified" major fund, or on the financial state
ments taken as a whole. This example assumes that the auditor has concluded that qualified opinions
on the opinion units affected by the "missing" or "misclassified" major fund are appropriate. Another
auditor could make a different professional judgment. (See similar situations handled differently in
Examples A-5 and A-7.)
28 Depending on the nature of the discussions in the explanatory paragraphs and the relation
ships of those discussions to the resulting opinions on the various opinion units, an auditor could
sequence an opinion paragraph presenting an opinion modification directly following the related ex
planatory paragraph.
29 This example presumes that the omitted major fund is part of the primary government's legal
entity. If, instead, the omitted major fund is a blended component unit and the only component unit,
the auditor could instead issue a report on the primary government, as discussed in paragraphs 14.41
through 14.43 and illustrated in Examples A-11 and A-12.
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America require that compensated absences attributable to employee services
already rendered and that are not contingent on a specific event that is outside
the control of the employer and employee be accrued as liabilities and expenses
as employees earn the rights to the benefits, which would increase the liabilities,
reduce the net assets, and change the expenses of the governmental activities.
The amount by which this departure would affect the liabilities, net assets, and
expenses of the governmental activities is not reasonably determinable.
In our opinion, because o f the omission of Example Fund, as discussed above,
the financial statements referred to above do not present fairly, in conformity
with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States o f America,
the financial position of Example Fund o f the City o f Example, Any State, as of
June 3 0 , 20X1, or the changes in financial position or cash flows thereof for the
year then ended.
In addition, in our opinion, except for the effects of not including financial infor
mation for Example Fund as part of the business-type activities, as described
above, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all mate
rial respects, the financial position o f the business-type activities of the City
o f Example, Any State, as o f June 30, 20X1, and the changes in financial posi
tion thereof for the year then ended in conformity with accounting principles
generally accepted in the United States o f America.
Further, in our opinion, except for the effects o f not providing an adequate
allowance for uncollectible taxes receivable for the [indicate the affected major
governmental funds] and governmental activities and not recording a liability
for compensated absences in governmental activities, as described above, the
financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects,
the respective financial position of the governmental activities and the [indicate
the affected major governmental funds] of the City of Example, Any State, as of
June 30, 20X1, and the respective changes in financial position thereof for the
year then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in
the United States o f America.
Finally, in our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly,
in all material respects, the respective financial position o f the aggregate dis
cretely presented component units, [indicate the major funds not affected by
the above adverse and qualified opinions], and the aggregate remaining fund
information o f the City of Example, Any State, as o f June 30, 20X1, and the re
spective changes in financial position and, where applicable, cash flows thereof
for the year then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally ac
cepted in the United States of America.
[Signature]
[Date]
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Example A -11
Unqualified Opinions on the Basic Financial Statements of a Primary
Government That Omits the Financial Data of Each Component Unit
and That Issues Audited Financial Statements for the Reporting
Entity30,31
(Paragraphs 14.41 and 14.42)
Independent Auditor's Report
We have audited the accompanying financial statements o f the governmen
tal activities, the business-type activities, each major fund, and the aggregate
remaining fund information of the City of Example, Any State, as of and for
the year ended June 30, 20X1, which collectively comprise the basic financial
statements of the City's primary government as listed in the table of contents.
These financial statements are the responsibility of the City o f Example's man
agement. Our responsibility is to express opinions on these financial statements
based on our audit.
[Same second paragraph as in Example A -1]
The financial statements referred to above include only the primary government
of the City of Example, Any State, which consists of all funds, organizations, in
stitutions, agencies, departments, and offices that comprise the City's legal en
tity. The financial statements do not include financial data for the City's legally
separate component units, which accounting principles generally accepted in
the United States of America require to be reported with the financial data o f
the City's primary government. As a result, the primary government financial
statements do not purport to, and do not, present fairly the financial position o f
the reporting entity o f the City of Example, Any State, as of June 3 0 , 20X1, the
changes in its financial position, or, where applicable, its cash flows for the year
then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the
United States of America. In accordance with accounting principles generally
accepted in the United States of America, the City of Example, Any State, has
issued separate reporting entity financial statements, for which we have issued
our report dated [date o f report].
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the respective financial position of the governmental activi
ties, the business-type activities, each major fund, and the aggregate remain
ing fund information for the primary government of the City of Example, Any
State, as of June 3 0 , 20X1, and the respective changes in financial position and,
where applicable, cash flows thereof for the year then ended in conformity with
accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
[Signature]
[Date]

30 Paragraph A-1 describes conditions that may make modifications to this report necessary,
such as when the financial statements include information from a prior period or when the auditor is
reporting on RSI or SI.
81 This report should only be used when the entity also has issued audited financial statements
for the reporting entity. The report in Example A-12 should be used if the entity has not also issued
audited financial statements for the reporting entity.
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Example A -12
Report on the Basic Financial Statements of a Primary Government
That Omits the Financial Data of Each Component Unit and That
Does not Issue Audited Financial Statements for the Reporting
Entity 3
,4
2
(Paragraphs 14.41 and 14.43)
Independent Auditor's Report
We have audited the accompanying financial statements o f the governmen
tal activities, the business-type activities, each major fund, and the aggregate
remaining fund information o f the City of Example, Any State, as o f and for
the year ended June 30, 20X1, which collectively comprise the basic financial
statements of the City's primary government as listed in the table of contents.
These financial statements are the responsibility of the City of Example's man
agement. Our responsibility is to express opinions on these financial statements
based on our audit.
[Same second paragraph as in Example A -1]
The financial statements do not include financial data for the City's legally sep
arate component units. Accounting principles generally accepted in the United
States o f America require the financial data for those component units to be
reported with the financial data of the City's primary government unless the
City also issues financial statements for the financial reporting entity that in
clude the financial data for its component units. The City has not issued such
reporting entity financial statements. Because o f this departure from account
ing principles generally accepted in the United States o f America, the assets,
liabilities, net assets, revenues, and expenses of the aggregate discretely pre
sented component units would have been presented as [indicate the amounts].
In addition, the assets, liabilities, fund balances, revenues, and expenditures of

32 Paragraph A-1 describes conditions that may make modifications to this report necessary,
such as when the financial statements include information from a prior period or when the auditor is
reporting on RSI or SI.
33 This report should only be used when the entity has not also issued audited financial state
ments for the reporting entity. The report in Example A-11 should be used if the entity has issued
audited financial statem ents for the reporting entity.
34 This example assumes th at the some of the omitted component units would have been dis
cretely presented and th at others would have been blended. (See also footnote 35.) It also assumes that
the blended component units would have been presented as nonmajor governmental funds and as part
of the governmental activities. As discussed in paragraph 14.43, the auditor should issue an adverse
opinion on the omitted discretely presented component units opinion unit. (See also footnote 16 in
paragraph 14.43.) Depending on the nature and magnitude of the facts and circumstances leading to
an adverse opinion on one or more opinion units, it is possible that the auditor would conclude that it is
appropriate to issue an adverse opinion on the financial statements taken as a whole. (See paragraphs
14.10 and 14.25.) This example assumes that the auditor has concluded that the omitted blended com
ponent units w arrant a qualified opinion on the aggregate remaining fund information opinion unit
but are not material to the governmental activities opinion unit. This example also assumes that the
auditor has concluded that the omitted component units do not w arrant an adverse opinion on the
financial statements taken as a whole. Another auditor could make different professional judgments
and express a modified opinion on the governmental activities opinion unit, an adverse opinion on the
aggregate remaining fund information opinion unit, or an adverse opinion on the financial statements
taken as a whole (using the opinion paragraph in Example A-8).
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the aggregate remaining fund information would have increased by [indicate
the amounts].35,36
In our opinion, because of the omission o f the discretely presented component
units, as discussed above, the financial statements referred to above do not
present fairly, in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in
the United States of America, the financial position of the aggregate discretely
presented component units of the City of Example, Any State, as o f June 30,
20X1, or the changes in financial position thereof for the year then ended.
In addition, in our opinion, except for the effects of omitting blended component
units as discussed above, the financial statements referred to above present
fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the aggregate remaining
fund information of the City of Example, Any State, as of June 3 0 , 20X1, and the
changes in financial position and cash flows thereof for the year then ended in
conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States
of America.
Further, in our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly,
in all material respects, the respective financial position of the governmental
activities, the business-type activities, and each major fund of the City of Ex
ample, Any State, as of June 30, 20X1, and the respective changes in financial
position and, where applicable, cash flows thereof for the year then ended in
conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States
of America.
[Signature]
[Date]

35 If none of the omitted component units would have been blended, this paragraph would not
refer to the effect on opinion units other than the discretely presented component unit opinion unit,
and (absent other reasons to modify the opinions) the report would not contain opinion modifications
for other than the discretely presented component unit opinion unit.
36 Based on the guidance in AU section 508.38 and .59, Reports on Audited Financial Statements
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), an explanatory paragraph should disclose the principal effects
of the subject m atter of a qualified or adverse opinion on the financial position, changes in financial
position, and, where applicable, cash flows for an opinion unit, if practicable. Footnotes in AU section
508.38 and .59 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1) describe when obtaining that information is
practicable. If the effects are not reasonably determinable, the report should so state, as shown in
other examples in this appendix.
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Example A -13
Unqualified Opinions on Basic Financial Statements and on
Additional Detail Presented in the Basic Financial Statements37,38
(Paragraph 14.48)
Independent Auditor's Report
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental
activities, the business-type activities, the aggregate discretely presented com
ponent units, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information
o f the City of Example, Any State, as o f and for the year ended June 30, 20X1,
which collectively comprise the City’s basic financial statements as listed in
the table o f contents. We also have audited the aggregate nonmajor govern
mental funds, the aggregate nonmajor enterprise funds, the internal service
fund type, and each fiduciary fund type39*o f the City of Example, Any State, as
o f and for the year ended June 30, 20X1, as displayed in the City's basic finan
cial statements. These financial statements are the responsibility o f the City
of Example's management. Our responsibility is to express opinions on these
financial statements based on our audit.
[Same second paragraph as in Example A -1]
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the respective financial position of the governmental activi
ties, the business-type activities, the aggregate discretely presented component
units, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information, as well
as of the aggregate nonmajor governmental funds, the aggregate nonmajor en
terprise funds, the internal service fund type, and each fiduciary fund type of
the City of Example, Any State, as o f June 3 0 , 20X1, and the respective changes
in financial position and cash flows, where applicable, thereof for the year then
ended in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United
States o f America.
[Signature]
[Date]

37 Paragraph A-1 describes conditions that may make modifications to this report necessary,
such as when the financial statements include information from a prior period or when the auditor is
reporting on RSI or SI.
38 This report should only be used when the financial statements subject to the more-detailed
audit scope are presented in the basic financial statements. The report in Example A-14 should be
used if the financial statements subject to the more-detailed audit scope are presented as SI.
"
39 The introductory and opinion paragraphs should list only the reporting units that are subject
to the more-detailed audit scope.
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Example A- 14
Unqualified Opinions on Basic Financial Statements and on
Combining and Individual Fund Financial Statements Presented as
Supplementary Information40,41
(Paragraphs 14.49 and 14.53)
Independent Auditor's Report
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental
activities, the business-type activities, the aggregate discretely presented com
ponent units, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information
of the City of Example, Any State, as o f and for the year ended June 30, 20X1,
which collectively comprise the City's basic financial statements as listed in
the table of contents. We also have audited the financial statements o f each of
the City's nonmajor governmental, nonmajor enterprise, internal service, and
fiduciary funds presented as supplementary information in the accompanying
combining and individual fund financial statements as of and for the year ended
June 30, 20X1, as listed in the table of contents.42 These financial statements
are the responsibility of the City of Example's management. Our responsibility
is to express opinions on these financial statements based on our audit.
[Same second paragraph as in Example A -1]
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the respective financial position of the governmental activi
ties, the business-type activities, the aggregate discretely presented component
units, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information o f the
City o f Example, Any State, as o f June 30, 20X1, and the respective changes
in financial position and, where applicable, cash flows thereof for the year then
ended in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United
States o f America. In addition, in our opinion, the financial statements referred
to above present fairly, in all material respects, the respective financial posi
tion of each nonmajor governmental, nonmajor enterprise, internal service, and
fiduciary fund of the City of Example, Any State, as o f June 3 0 , 20X1, and the re
spective changes in financial position and cash flows, where applicable, thereof
for the year then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally ac
cepted in the United States of America.
[Signature]
[Date]

40 Paragraph A-1 describes conditions that may make modifications to this report necessary,
such as when the financial statements include information from a prior period or when the auditor is
reporting on RSI or on SI other than that addressed in this report.
41 This report should only be used when the financial statem ents subject to the more-detailed
audit scope are presented as SI. The report in Example A-13 should be used if the financial statements
subject to the more-detailed audit scope are presented in the basic financial statements.
42 The introductory and opinion paragraphs should list only the funds subject to the moredetailed audit scope.
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Example A -15
Unqualified Opinion on General Fund Financial Statements434
*
5
(Paragraphs 14.65 through 14.68)
Independent Auditor's Report
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the general fund of
the City o f Example, Any State, as o f and for the year ended June 30, 20X1, as
listed in the table of contents. These financial statements are the responsibil
ity o f the City o f Example's management. Our responsibility is to express an
opinion on these financial statements based on our audit.
[Same second paragraph as in Example A-2]
As discussed in Note X, the financial statements present only the general fund
and do not purport to, and do not, present fairly the financial position of the City
of Example, Any State, as of June 3 0 , 20X1, the changes in its financial position,
or, where applicable, its cash flows for the year then ended in conformity with
accounting principles generally accepted in the United States o f America.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in
all material respects, the financial position of the general fund o f the City o f
Example, Any State, as o f June 30, 20X1, and the changes in financial posi
tion thereof for the year then ended in conformity with accounting principles
generally accepted in the United States o f America.44,45
[Signature]
[Date]

43 Paragraph A-1 describes conditions that may make modifications to this report necessary,
such as when the financial statements include information from a prior period or when the auditor is
reporting on RSI or SI.
44 If the fund being reported on is a proprietary fund, the opinion paragraph also should refer to
cash flows.
45 If the general fund or a major special revenue fund presents budgetary comparison information
as a basic financial statem ent instead of as RSI, the opinion paragraph should be modified to refer to
the budgetary comparison in the manner shown in footnote 3. In addition, the explanatory paragraph
would be replaced with the following: "As discussed in Note X, the financial statem ents present only
the general fund and do not purport to, and do not, present fairly the financial position of the City
of Example, Any State, as of June 30, 20X1, and changes in its financial position and budgetary
comparisons for the year then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in
the United States of America."
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Example A -16
Unqualified Opinions on Departmental Financial Statements46
(Paragraph 14.69)
Independent Auditor's Report
We have audited the accompanying financial statements o f the governmen
tal activities, the business-type activities, each major fund, and the aggregate
remaining fund information of the Department of Example, Any State, as of
and for the year ended June 30, 20X1, as shown on pages XX through XX.
These financial statements are the responsibility o f the Department of Exam
ple's management. Our responsibility is to express opinions on these financial
statements based on our audit.
[Same second paragraph as in Example A -1]
As discussed in Note X, the financial statements of the Department of Example,
Any State, are intended to present the financial position, and the changes in
financial position and, where applicable, cash flows o f only that portion o f the
governmental activities, the business-type activities, each major fund, and the
aggregate remaining fund information o f the State that is attributable to the
transactions o f the Department. They do not purport to, and do not, present
fairly the financial position o f Any State as o f June 3 0 , 20X1, the changes in its
financial position, or, where applicable, its cash flows for the year then ended in
conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States
of America.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the respective financial position of the governmental activi
ties, the business-type activities, each major fund, and the aggregate remain
ing fund information for the Department o f Example, Any State, as o f June
30, 20X1, and the respective changes in financial position and, where applica
ble, cash flows thereof for the year then ended in conformity with accounting
principles generally accepted in the United States o f America.47
[Signature]
[Date]

48 Paragraph A-1 describes conditions that may make modifications to this report necessary,
such as when the financial statements include information from a prior period or when the auditor is
reporting on RSI or SI.
47 If a department presents budgetary comparison information as basic financial statements
instead of as RSI, the opinion paragraph should be modified to refer to the budgetary comparison in
the manner shown in footnote 3. In addition, the explanatory paragraph should be modified to refer
to the budgetary comparison in the manner shown in footnote 45.
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Example A -17
Report on Separately Issued Summary Financial Information
Prepared in Accordance With the Guidance in Paragraph 14.7448
(Paragraphs 14.71 through 14.78)
Independent Auditor's Report
We have audited, in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in
the United States o f America, the financial statements o f the governmental
activities, the business-type activities, the aggregate discretely presented com
ponent units, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information
of the City of Example, Any State, as of and for the year ended June 30, 20X1
(not presented herein), which collectively comprise the City's basic financial
statements, and have issued our report thereon dated [indicate date].49
As explained in Note X, the accompanying summary financial information o f
the City o f Example, Any State, as o f and for the year ended June 30, 20X1,
as listed in the table o f contents, is not a presentation in conformity with ac
counting principles generally accepted in the United States o f America. In our
opinion, the accompanying summary financial information is fairly stated, in
all material respects, in relation to the portion of the basic financial statements
from which it has been derived.
[Signature]
[Date]

48 Paragraph A-1 describes conditions th at may make modifications to this report necessary,
such as when the financial statements include information from a prior period or when the auditor is
reporting on SI.
49 As indicated in paragraph 14.76, the report should describe any modification of the standard
report on the basic financial statements.
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Chapter 15

Comprehensive Bases o f Accounting
Other Than Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles
Accounting and Financial Reporting Considerations
15.01 Many governments, especially smaller governments, prepare fi
nancial statements in conformity with a comprehensive basis of accounting
other than generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP). Financial state
ments prepared in this manner are referred to as OCBOA financial statements.
(OCBOA is an acronym for other comprehensive basis o f accounting.) AU sec
tion 623.04, Special Reports (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), identifies
comprehensive bases of accounting other than GAAP. The bases that are appli
cable to governmental financial statements are (a) a basis o f accounting that
the reporting entity uses to comply with the requirements or financial reporting
provisions of a governmental regulatory agency to whose jurisdiction the en
tity is subject, (b) the cash receipts and disbursements basis of accounting, and
modifications of the cash basis having substantial support, such as recording de
preciation on capital assets, and (c) a definite set o f criteria having substantial
support that is applied to all material items appearing in financial statements,
such as the price-level basis of accounting.1
15.02 AU section 623.09 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1) states
that when reporting on OCBOA financial statements, the auditor should con
sider whether the financial statements (including the accompanying notes)
include all informative disclosures that are appropriate for the basis of ac
counting used. AU section 623.10 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1) re
quires that when OCBOA financial statements contain items that are the
same as or similar to those in financial statements prepared in conformity
with GAAP, similar informative disclosures are appropriate. Auditing Inter
pretation No. 14, "Evaluating the Adequacy of Disclosure and Presentation
in Financial Statements Prepared in Conformity With an Other Compre
hensive Basis of Accounting (OCBOA)," of AU section 623 (AICPA, Profes
sional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 9623.92 and .93), clarifies AU section 623.10
by stating that if GAAP set forth requirements that apply to the presenta
tion or disclosure of financial statements, then OCBOA financial statements
should either comply with those requirements or provide information that
communicates the substance of those requirements. That Interpretation also
states that the substance of GAAP presentation requirements may be com
municated using qualitative information and without modifying the financial
statement format. Generally, that guidance does not permit OCBOA financial
statements to omit required basic financial statements or to substitute sub
stantially similar information for a basic financial statement that is required

1 Preparers and auditors should consider reviewing the AICPA's Practice Aid, Applying OCBOA
in State and Local Governmental Financial Statements.
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by GAAP.2,3 Instead, it permits the substitution o f substantially similar infor
mation for required display within those financial statements. For example,
GAAP generally require that basic financial statements present governmentwide financial statements,2
4 columnar presentations based on major funds, and
3
separate identification o f special and extraordinary items. OCBOA financial
statements should include similar government-wide financial statements and
columnar presentations o f major funds. (In governmental financial statements,
major funds are considered separate "reporting units" equivalent to a required
basic financial statement rather than a required display element within the ba
sic financial statements.) However, required line item presentations of special
and extraordinary items, for example, could be disclosed in a note to the fi
nancial statements. If required basic financial statements are not presented, or
information that would be provided by required display elements is not commu
nicated, the auditor should modify the opinion(s) on the financial statements.
Whether the modifications would be qualified, adverse, or disclaimers o f opin
ions depend on the materiality o f the omitted financial statement or information
to the affected opinion units.
15.03 The provisions o f AU section 623 and Interpretation No. 14 dis
cussed in paragraph 15.02 also apply to note disclosures. OCBOA financial
statements should make GAAP-required note disclosures or provide informa
tion that communicates the substance of those disclosures, possibly by substi
tuting qualitative information for quantitative information.5 For example, the
notes to the financial statements may disclose the repayment terms of signifi
cant long-term borrowings if that sufficiently communicates information about
future principal reduction without providing the summary o f principal reduc
tion during each o f the next five years and in five-year increments thereafter
that would be required for a GAAP presentation.
15.04 OCBOA financial statements should be accompanied by required
supplementary information (RSI) applicable to the presentation and may be

2 See, however, Auditing Interpretation No. 14, "Evaluating the Adequacy of Disclosure in Finan
cial Statements Prepared in Conformity With an Other Comprehensive Basis of Accounting (OCBOA),"
of AU section 623 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 9623.92), which provides that
OCBOA financial statements that include a presentation consisting entirely or mainly of cash receipts
and disbursements need not conform with the requirements for a statement of cash flows that would
be included in a presentation in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP).
3 This paragraph discusses the provisions of AU section 623 and Interpretation No. 14 requiring
the display of a complete set of OCBOA financial statements. Those provisions do not apply to OCBOA
financial statements for which contractual provisions or regulatory agreements direct presentation
of less than a complete set of financial statements. Consequently, AU section 623 and Interpretation
No. 14 do not require those financial statements to include all of the basic financial statements re
quired by GAAP. For example, a contractual agreement may require the reporting of a schedule of
cash receipts and disbursements only. That presentation is not intended to present financial position
and is not deficient because it lacks a schedule of cash. AU section 623.23-.26 (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 1) discuss financial statements prepared on a basis of accounting prescribed in a con
tractual agreement or regulatory provision th at results in an incomplete presentation but one that
is otherwise in conformity with GAAP or an OCBOA. Note, however, that AU section 623.24 (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1) states that the presentation should differ from complete financial
statements only to the extent necessary to meet the special purposes for which they were prepared.
4 As discussed in Chapter 12, "Special-Purpose and State Governments," GASB Statement No. 34
provides that special-purpose governments engaged only in business-type activities should present
the financial statements required for enterprise funds and that special-purpose governments engaged
only in fiduciary activities should present the financial statements required for fiduciary funds. Those
special-purpose governments are not required to present government-wide financial statements.
5 As required by AU section 623.24 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), these provisions
do apply to OCBOA financial statements for which contractual provisions or regulatory agreements
direct the presentation (see footnote 3).
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accompanied by supplementary information other than RSI, known as SI.6 The
auditor's responsibility for and reporting on that information is the same as for
RSI and SI that accompanies financial statements prepared in conformity with
GAAP, as discussed in Chapters 4, "General Auditing Considerations," and 14,
"Audit Reporting."

Auditing Considerations
15.05 As discussed in Chapters 4 , 13, "Concluding the Audit," and 14, au
ditors should plan, perform, evaluate the results of, and report on audits o f a
government's GAAP-basis basic financial statements based on opinion units.
The auditor also should apply those requirements concerning opinion units to
audits o f OCBOA financial statements to the extent the opinion unit concept
is applicable to the OCBOA presentation. For example, cash basis or modified
cash basis financial statements (other than those directed by contractual provi
sions or regulatory agreements as discussed in footnote 7) should conform to the
presentation requirements of financial statements prepared in accordance with
GAAP. Therefore, the opinion unit concept applicable to GAAP financial state
ments also is applicable to those financial statements. Generally, the opinion
unit concept requires the auditor to plan, perform, evaluate the results of, and
report on the audit based on required presentations that represent (as appli
cable) the governmental activities; the business-type activities; the aggregate
discretely presented component units; each major governmental and enterprise
fund; and the aggregate remaining fund information (nonmajor governmental
and enterprise funds, the internal service fund type, and the fiduciary fund
types).7

Auditor's Reports
15.06 AU section 623.05 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1) lists el
ements required in an auditor's report on financial statements prepared in
conformity with an OCBOA. An example of an unqualified opinion on modi
fied cash basis financial statements is shown in Appendix A [paragraph 15.09),
Example 15-1. Notable among those required elements are (a) a paragraph
that states the basis o f presentation, refers to the note to the financial
statements that describes the basis, and states that the basis o f presen
tation is a comprehensive basis of accounting other than GAAP and (b) if
the financial statements are prepared in conformity with the requirements

6 For OCBOA financial statements addressed in AU section 623.23—.26 (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 1), where contractual provisions or regulatory agreements direct the presentation
(see footnote 3), the requirements in GASB standards to present required supplementary informa
tion (RSI) do not apply unless the contract or regulator directs the presentation of that information.
Consequently, the auditor's responsibility for and reporting on RSI that accompanies such reports is
the same as for RSI that accompanies financial statements prepared in conformity with GAAP only
if the contract or regulator directs the presentation of the RSI or the RSI is otherwise presented.
7 For OCBOA financial statements addressed in AU section 623.23-.26 (AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 1), where contractual provisions or regulatory agreements direct the presentation
(see footnote 3), the opinion unit concept may not be applicable. For example, the contractual party or
regulator may require that the auditor determine materiality and express an opinion on the financial
statements taken as a whole. In such cases the auditor should look to guidance from the regulatory
agency or contract for determining materiality and the opinion units on which to report. If no guidance
is provided, the auditor should use professional judgment in applying the opinion unit concept. In that
situation, the auditor generally should consider disaggregations (such as columnar disaggregations) of
the presentation (and perhaps certain aggregations of those presentations that represent "remaining
fund information") to be separate opinion units.
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or financial reporting provisions o f a governmental regulatory agency and are
intended solely for filing with the regulatory agency or agencies, a separate
paragraph at the end of the report stating that the report is intended solely for
the information and use of those within the entity and the regulatory agencies
to whose jurisdiction the entity is subject, and is not intended to be and should
not be used by anyone other than these specified parties.
15.07 The auditor should apply due professional care in determining the
likely distribution or public availability of their reports on financial statements
prepared in conformity with the requirements or financial reporting provisions
o f a governmental regulatory agency to whose jurisdiction the entity is subject
(regulatory basis statements). AU section 623.05f (AICPA, Professional Stan
dards, vol. 1) requires that if the financial statements are prepared in confor
mity with the requirements or financial reporting provisions of a governmental
regulatory agency, the auditor's report should include a separate paragraph at
the end of the report that restricts the use of the report solely to those within
the entity and for filing with the regulatory agency, and that such a paragraph
is appropriate even though by law or regulation the auditor's report may be a
matter o f public record. However, paragraph 5f also states that the auditor is
precluded from using the form of report provided in AU 623.05 if the financial
statements and auditor's report are not intended solely for use by those within
the entity and one or more regulatory agencies.
15.08 Footnote 5 to AU section 623.05f (AICPA, Professional Standards,
vol. 1) requires that if the financial statements and report are intended for use
by parties other than those within the entity and one or more regulatory agen
cies to whose jurisdiction the entity is subject, the auditor should follow the
guidance in AU section 544, Lack o f Conformity With Generally Accepted A c
counting Principles (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1). Further to that re
quirement, Auditing Interpretation No. 15, "Auditor Reports on Regulatory Ac
counting or Presentation When the Regulated Entity Distributes the Financial
Statements to Parties Other Than the Regulatory Agency Either Voluntarily
or Upon Specific Request," o f AU section 623 (AICPA, Professional Standards,
vol. 1, AU sec. 9623.96-.98) precludes the auditor from using the OCBOA form
o f report set forth in AU section 623 in circumstances in which the entity dis
tributes the financial statements to parties other than the regulatory agency
either voluntarily or upon request. If the regulatory-basis financial statements
are intended for general-purpose use, the auditor should consider those finan
cial statements and the accompanying auditor's report to be available for public
distribution. Therefore, the auditor generally should follow the guidance in AU
section 544 in reporting on such regulatory financial statements. AU section 544
requires the auditor to use the standard form o f report modified as appropri
ate because o f the departures from GAAP, followed by an additional paragraph
expressing an opinion on whether the financial statements are presented in
conformity with the regulatory requirements. An example o f such a report is
shown in Appendix A [paragraph 15.09], Example 15-2. Paragraph 98 o f In
terpretation No. 15 o f AU section 623 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1,
AU sec. 9623.98) states that nothing precludes the auditor, in connection with
establishing the terms o f the engagement, from reaching an understanding and
obtaining the entity's agreement that the entity and specified parties will not
distribute the report to others.
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15.09

Appendix A

Illustrative Auditor's Reports
A -1 This Appendix illustrates auditor's reports in specific situations dis
cussed in this chapter. Auditors should modify the illustrative report as needed
in different situations. Appendix A, "Illustrative Auditor's Reports," to Chapter
14 describes conditions that may make modifications necessary. The illustrative
reports in this Appendix are:
Example 15-1

Unqualified Opinions on Modified Cash Basis Financial
Statements

Example 15-2

Adverse GAAP Opinion, Followed By Unqualified Opinion
on Regulatory Basis Financial Statements (Report Intended
for Use by Parties Other Than Those Solely Within the En
tity and Regulatory Agencies)
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Example 15- 1
Unqualified Opinions on Modified Cash Basis Financial Statements
Independent Auditor's Report
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental
activities, the business-type activities, the aggregate discretely presented com
ponent units, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information
o f the City o f Example, Any State, as o f and for the year ended June 30, 20X1,
which collectively comprise the City's basic financial statements as listed in the
table o f contents. These financial statements are the responsibility o f the City
o f Example's management. Our responsibility is to express opinions on these
financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally ac
cepted in the United States of America. Those standards require that we plan
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the fi
nancial statements are free o f material misstatement. An audit includes exam
ining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the
financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles
used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the
overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a
reasonable basis for our opinions.
As discussed in Note X, the City of Example, Any State, prepares its finan
cial statements on the modified cash basis, which is a comprehensive basis of
accounting other than accounting principles generally accepted in the United
States of America.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the respective financial position-modified cash basis of the
governmental activities, the business-type activities, the aggregate discretely
presented component units, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund
information of the City of Example, Any State, as o f June 30, 20X1, and the
respective changes in financial position-modified cash basis thereof for the year
then ended in conformity with the basis of accounting described in Note X.
The [identify accompanying required supplementary information, such as man
agement's discussion and analysis and budgetary comparison information] on
pages XX through XX and XX through XX are not a required part of the basic
financial statements but are supplementary information required to accom
pany those financial statements. We have applied certain limited procedures,
which consisted principally o f inquiries o f management regarding the methods
o f measurement and presentation of the required supplementary information.
However, we did not audit the information and express no opinion on it.
[Signature]
[Date]
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Example 15-2
Adverse GAAP Opinion, Followed By Unqualified Opinions on
Regulatory Basis Financial Statements of Each Fund (Report
Intended for Use by Parties Other Than Those Solely Within
the Entity and Regulatory Agencies)1
Independent Auditor's Report
We have audited the accompanying statements of cash and unencumbered cash;
cash receipts and disbursements; and disbursements—budget and actual for
each fund1
2 of the City of Example, Any State, as of and for the year ended June
30, 20X1. These financial statements are the responsibility of the City's man
agement. Our responsibility is to express opinions on these financial statements
based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally ac
cepted in the United States o f America. Those standards require that we plan
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the fi
nancial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes exam
ining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the
financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles
used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the
overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a
reasonable basis for our opinions.
As described more fully in Note X, the City has prepared these financial state
ments using accounting practices prescribed or permitted by [name o f regu
latory agency], which practices differ from accounting principles generally ac
cepted in the United States of America. The effect on the financial statements
of the variances between these regulatory accounting practices and accounting
principles generally accepted in the United States o f America, although not
reasonably determinable, are presumed to be material.
In our opinion, because o f the effects of the matter discussed in the preceding
paragraph, the financial statements referred to above do not present fairly, in
conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States
o f America, the financial position o f the City as o f June 30, 20X1, the changes
in its financial position, or, where applicable, its cash flows3 for the year then
ended. Further, the City has not presented a management's discussion and
analysis that accounting principles generally accepted in the United States
has determined is necessary to supplement, although not required to be part
of, the basic financial statements.

1 This example report assumes the financial statements consist of a columnar presentation of
each fund of the entity presenting the beginning and ending cash and unencumbered cash, cash
receipts and disbursements, and a schedule of disbursements-budget and actual for each fund. This
example report should be modified for different circumstances.
2 This example report assumes that each presented fund is a separate opinion unit. If instead,
regulatory requirements or other circumstances require the auditor to express an opinion on the
financial statements as a whole (see footnote 7 in paragraph 15.05), the scope and opinion wording
would not refer to "each fund" or to "opinions," but would rather refer to the financial statements of
the entity and to an opinion.
3 Reference to cash flows would not be needed if the entity, under generally accepted accounting
principles, is not required to present a statem ent of cash flows.
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In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the cash and unencumbered cash balances o f each fund of
the City as of June 30, 20X1, and their respective cash receipts and disburse
ments and budgetary results for the year then ended, on the basis of accounting
described in Note X.
[Signature]
[Date]
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Chapter 16

Auditor Association With Municipal
Securities Filings
Introduction
16.01 Governments generally issue debt securities—known as municipal
securities—through negotiated sales, competitive bids, or private placements.
In a negotiated sale, the government negotiates a price with one or more un
derwriters. In a competitive bid sale, the government sells the securities to
one or more underwriters who submitted the best acceptable bid. The under
writers then resell the securities to the public. In a private placement, which
frequently occurs for small issues, the government sells the securities directly
to the investor, usually a local bank.
16.02 A government that is selling securities prepares an official
statement1 that offers the securities for sale and provides appropriate financial
and other information about the offering and the government. Financial advi
sors and bond counsel and, frequently, engineers, appraisers, and independent
auditors, assist the government in preparing information for the official state
ment. The following are important stages in a municipal securities offering; the
time periods between these stages may vary:
•

The preliminary official statement is issued to all prospective buy
ers of the securities.

•

The official statement is issued at the time of sale (sometimes
referred to as the effective date) and identifies the buyers and the
actual debt service requirements o f the securities.

•

The closing date is the date the transaction is finalized and the
cash is transferred from the buyers to the government.

16.03 Municipal securities are exempt from all of the provisions o f the
Securities Act of 1933 (1933 Act) and the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (1934
Act) except the antifraud provisions of section 17(a) of the 1933 Act and section
10(b) of the 1934 Act (and the associated Rule 10b-5). Those antifraud provisions
prohibit any person from misrepresenting or omitting material facts in the
offering or sale of securities.
16.04 The SEC's Rule 15c2-12 (17 Code o f Federal Regulations [CFR] Part
240.15c2-12) and associated SEC Releases impose certain requirements on the
underwriters of municipal securities. Because of Rule 15c2-12, issuers of most
municipal securities offerings over set dollar amounts provide certain disclo
sures when issuing securities (primary market disclosures) as well as at cer
tain times thereafter (continuing disclosures1
2). Primary market disclosures are

1 Official statement is the common term used for the offering document or offering circular for
municipal securities.
2 Some literature also refers to continuing disclosures using the term secondary market disclo
sures.
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made by issuing an official statement. Continuing disclosures are made by pro
viding to certain distributing organizations3 (a) annual continuing disclosures
as contractually established and (b) material events notices. Annual contin
uing disclosures are financial information, including audited financial state
ments, that are updated annually. Material events notices, which are required
for eleven specific events with respect to municipal securities, such as principal
and interest payment delinquencies and nonpayment related defaults, are pro
vided through a press release or other written notification on an "as-needed"
basis and do not involve financial statements. Issuers are required to notify
distributing organizations of material events in a "timely" manner.
16.05 In its Release No. 33-7049 and 34-33741,4 Statement o f the Commis
sion Regarding Disclosure Obligations o f Municipal Securities Issuers and Oth
ers, the SEC recommends that governments consult the Government Finance
Officers Association's Disclosure Guidelines for State and Local Government
Securities and other guidance, such as the National Federation of Municipal
Analysts' Disclosure Handbook for Municipal Securities, for recommendations
about the type o f information to include in official statements and continuing
disclosure documents.

Auditor Association
Conditions Affecting Auditor Association
16.06 Because there is no Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
requirement for auditor association with governmental official statements, an
auditor generally is not required to participate in, or undertake any procedures
with respect to, a government's official statement.5 However, the auditor be
comes associated with the official statement when involved in certain situations
and should refer to AU section 550, Other Information in Documents Contain
ing Audited Financial Statements (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1). AU
section 550 provides guidance on the auditor's responsibilities for information
in those official statements other than the financial statements covered by the
auditor's opinion. (See the overview of the provisions of AU section 550 in para
graph 16.07.) The following are the situations in which the auditor becomes
associated with the official statement:
•

Assisting in preparing the financial information6 included in the
official statement

•

Reviewing a draft o f the official statement at the government's
request

3 These distributing organizations include nationally recognized municipal securities informa
tion repositories (NRMSIRs) and a state information depository (SID), if one exists in the issuer's
state. Many governments use the Central Post Office at www.DisclosureUSA.org, to disseminate their
material event and annual filings to the distributing organizations.
4 Note that the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) release is one release that has two
numbers—one for the 1933 Act and one for the 1934 Act.
5 Some auditors require that they become associated with a government's official statements
even though the conditions described in this paragraph establishing association would not otherwise
exist. See the discussion at paragraph 16.10.
6 For the purpose of this requirement, financial information does not include the financial state
ments covered by the auditor's opinion or the required supplementary information (RSI) or supple
mentary information other than RSI (known as SI) accompanying those financial statem ents th at the
auditor already considered during his or her audit of the financial statements.
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•

Signing (either manually or electronically) the independent audi
tor's report for inclusion in a specific official statement7

•

Providing written agreement (for example, through a consent let
ter or signed authorization form) for the use of the independent
auditor's report in a specific official statement (See paragraphs
16.17 through 16.20.)

•

Providing a revised independent auditor's report8 for inclusion in
a specific official statement

•

Issuing a comfort letter, the letter described in AU section 634.09,
Letters for Underwriters and Certain Other Requesting Parties
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), or an attestation engage
ment report in lieu of a comfort or similar letter on information
included in the official statement (See paragraphs 16.13 through
16.16.)

•

Issuing a report on an attestation engagement relating to the debt
offering (See paragraph 16.21.)

16.07 If the auditor is associated with an official statement, the guidance
in AU section 550.04-.06 provides that the auditor has no obligation to perform
any procedures to corroborate other information9 contained in those documents.
However, the auditor should read the other information and consider whether
that information, or the manner of its presentation, is materially inconsistent
with information, or the manner of its presentation, appearing in the financial
statements. AU section 550 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1) provides
guidance if the auditor concludes there is a material inconsistency or a material
misstatement of fact that is not a material inconsistency.
16.08 SAS No. 114, The Auditor's Communication With Those Charged
With Governance (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 380), requires
the auditor to determine that certain significant and relevant financial state
ment audit-related matters are communicated, orally or in writing, to those
charged with governance of the entity. AU section 380 requires the auditor to
discuss his or her responsibility for other information in documents containing
audited financial statements, any procedures performed, and the results. That
requirement pertains to the financial statements currently being issued, and
thus would not apply retroactively to official statements. However, that com
munication could supply that information for official statements issued during
the current audit period and through the auditor's report date, whether or not
the auditor was associated with those official statements.

7 This situation involves an original manual or electronic signature on the auditor's report, not
a reproduction of an auditor's report that was manually or electronically signed. For example, the
underwriter or bond counsel may require a copy of the auditor's report with an original manual or
electronic signature to file with the official closing documents for the offering.
8 A revised report would, for example, eliminate the references made by the auditor in the original
report to (a) SI that had accompanied the basic financial statements or (b) the audit and reports
required by Government Auditing Standards (also referred to as the Yellow Book), issued by the
Comptroller General of the United States.
9 Other information is a term used in AU section 550, Other Information in Documents Contain
ing Audited Financial Statements (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), and is defined therein as
information in addition to audited financial statements and the independent auditor's report thereon.
"Other information" is referred to elsewhere in this Guide as SI because of references in GASB pro
nouncements to that information using the term supplementary information. Chapters 4, "General
Auditing Considerations," and 14, "Audit Reporting," further discuss the auditor's responsibility for
and reporting on SI.
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16.09 The auditor is not required to participate in, or undertake any pro
cedures with respect to, a government's continuing disclosure documents, even
though they may include audited financial statements. A government's contin
uing disclosures are not required to be submitted to or disseminated from the
distributing organizations as a single document. Thus, an auditor's association
with other information encompassed by such disclosures cannot be clearly es
tablished. Therefore, the provisions o f AU section 550 do not apply to documents
that contain those disclosures. Any attention the auditor devotes to other in
formation included with audited financial statements in continuing disclosure
documents at the government's request should be considered a consulting en
gagement under the provisions o f the AICPA Statement on Standards for Con
sulting Services (SSCS) No. 1, Consulting Services: Definitions and Standards
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 2, CS sec. 100).
Auditor-Established A ssociation
16.10 Although an auditor is not required to become associated with a gov
ernment's official statements except in the situations described in paragraph
16.06, some auditors include a provision in the terms of the engagement re
quiring the government to obtain permission from the auditor before using the
independent auditor's report in the official statement. Such a provision estab
lishes a requirement that the auditor become associated with the government's
official statements when the government requests the required permission from
the auditor.
Clarification in the Official Statem ent W h en There Is N o
A uditor A ssociation
16.11 When the auditor and client agree not to include a provision in the
terms of the engagement that would require auditor association (see paragraph
16.10), the auditor should consider including in the terms o f the engagement a
requirement that any official statements issued by the government with which
the auditor is not associated clearly indicate the auditor is not associated with
the contents of such official statements. Such a disclosure could read as: "[Name
o f firm], our independent auditor, has not been engaged to perform and has
not performed, since the date o f its report included herein, any procedures on
the financial statements addressed in that report. [Name o f firm] also has not
performed any procedures relating to this official statement."

Using Government Auditing Standards Reports
and References in the Official Statement
16.12 If the auditor is associated with a government's official statements,
he or she should consider which auditors’ reports the government presents in
the official statement. The official statement should not include the reports re
quired by Government Auditing Standards (also referred to as the Yellow Book),
issued by the Comptroller General of the United States, because those reports
are restricted-use reports under the provisions of AU section 532, Restricting
the Use o f an Auditor's Report (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1). Further,
it generally is advisable for the official statements to use an auditor's report
on the financial statements that does not refer to the Government Auditing
Standards audit or to those reports because those references, without the pre
sentation of the reports in the official statements, could confuse the users of the
official statement.
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Letters for Underwriters
16.13 Underwriting agreements between a government and its under
writers may require the auditor to prepare a comfort letter addressed to the
underwriters. AU section 634 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1) defines
the term underwriters and gives guidance to auditors10 in providing letters to
underwriters and to certain other requesting parties in connection with the
offering or placement o f securities. An auditor may provide a comfort letter to
a broker-dealer or other financial intermediary acting as principal or agent in
offerings of securities issued or backed by governmental entities exempt from
registration under the 1933 Act only if the broker-dealer or other financial inter
mediary provides the required representation letter. The required elements of
the representation letter from the broker-dealer or other financial intermediary
are as follows:
•

The letter should be addressed to the auditor.

•

The letter should contain the following:
This review process, applied to the information relating to the
issuer, is (will be) substantially consistent [footnote omitted]
with the due diligence review process that we would perform
if this placement o f securities (or issuance of securities in an
acquisition transaction) were being registered pursuant to the
Securities Act o f 1933 (the Act). We are knowledgeable with
respect to the due diligence review process that would be per
formed if this placement o f securities were being registered
pursuant to the Act. [footnote omitted]

•

The letter should be signed by the requesting broker-dealer or
other financial intermediary.

16.14 When a party requesting a comfort letter has provided the auditor
with the required representation letter, the auditor should refer in the comfort
letter to the requesting party's representations. See Example P in AU section
634.64 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), which is a typical comfort letter
in a non-1933 Act offering, including the required underwriter representations.
If the required representation letter is not provided by the broker-dealer or
other financial intermediary, auditors who are requested to issue letters in con
junction with securities offerings should follow the guidance AU section 634.09.
As discussed in paragraph AU section 634.10 (AICPA, Professional Standards,
vol. 1), when a comfort letter is requested by a party other than the underwriter,
broker-dealer, or other financial intermediary, the auditor should not provide
that party with a comfort letter or the letter described in AU section 634.09.
Instead, the auditor may provide the party with a report on agreed-upon proce
dures and should refer to Statement on Standards for Attestation Engagements
(SSAE) No. 10, Attestation Standards: Revision and Recodification, Chapter
2, "Agreed-Upon Procedures Engagements" (AICPA, Professional Standards,
vol. 1, AT sec. 201), as amended, for guidance. (See AU section 634.06-.10
[AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1].)
16.15 AU section 634.37 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1) requires
the auditor to perform a review, as discussed in AU section 722, Interim

10 Because of its use in SEC literature, certain auditing literature uses the term accountant to
refer to the auditor. However, this chapter replaces the term accountant with the term auditor.
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Financial Information (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), to provide neg
ative assurance in a comfort letter on interim financial information. If the au
ditor has not performed such a review, AU section 634.37 and .47 (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1) prohibits the auditor from giving negative as
surance with respect to whether any material modifications should be made
to the interim financial information for it to be in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles (GAAP) and from providing negative assurance
as to subsequent changes in financial statements items from the date o f the
interim financial information. Instead, the auditor is limited to stating proce
dures performed and findings obtained. The letter should specifically state that
the auditor has not audited the interim financial information in accordance
with generally accepted auditing standards (GAAS) and does not express an
opinion concerning such information. An example o f that language is in the
third paragraph of the Example A comfort letter in AU section 634.64 (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1).
16.16 When the auditor is asked to prepare a letter for the underwriter,
the letter can be as o f the preliminary official statement date or the official
statement date (as defined in paragraph 16.02), with updating letters issued
as of the official statement date (if applicable) and the closing date. AU section
634.23 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1) states that the underwriting
agreement ordinarily specifies the date, often referred to as the "cutoff date,"
to which certain procedures described in the letter are to relate (for example,
a date five days before the date of the letter). The letter should state that the
inquiries and other procedures described in the letter did not cover the period
from the cutoff date to the date o f the letter. The five-day cut-off period in
AU section 634 is illustrative only and does not set a standard, but practice
generally does not exceed a five-day cut-off period.

Auditing Interpretations Regarding Governmental
Official Statements
16.17 The AICPA has issued Interpretations to AU section 711, Filings
Under Federal Securities Statutes (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1) that
address the auditor's agreement11 to (a) being named in and (b) the use o f an
auditor's report in an offering document other than one registered under the
1933 Act.1
12
1
16.18 Interpretation No. 2 of AU section 711, "Consenting to Be Named
as an Expert in an Offering Document in Connection With Securities Offerings
Other Than Those Registered Under the Securities Act of 1933" (AICPA, Profes
sional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 9711.12-.15), states that when a client wishes
to make reference to the auditor's role in an offering document in connection
with a securities offering that is not registered under the 1933 Act, the caption
"Independent Auditors" should be used to title that section of the document;
the caption "Experts" should not be used, nor should the auditor be referred to

11 The term consent is an SEC term that relates to registered securities, and municipal securities
are not registered securities. Therefore, this Guide uses the term agreement, even though the AICPA
Interpretations discussed refer to consent.
12 As discussed in footnote 1, governments generally refer to the offering document or offering
circular for municipal securities as an official statement.
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as an "expert" anywhere in the document. The following paragraph should be
used to describe the auditor's role.13
Independent Auditors
The financial statements as o f December 31, 20XX, and for the year
then ended, included in this [name o f document], have been audited by
ABC, independent auditor, as stated in its report(s) appearing herein.
If the client refuses to delete from the offering document the reference to the
auditor as an "expert," the auditor should not permit inclusion o f the auditor's
report in the offering document.
16.19 Interpretation No. 3 o f AU section 711, "Consenting to the Use of an
Audit Report in an Offering Document Other Than One Registered Under the
Securities Act o f 1933" (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 9711.16.17), states that the auditor is not required to but may provide an agreement to
the inclusion of the auditor's report in an offering document other than one reg
istered under the 1933 Act. The Interpretation provides the following example
language that the auditor may use:
We agree to the inclusion in this [name o f document] o f our report,
dated February 5, 20XX, on our audit o f the financial statements of
[name o f entity].
16.20 When the auditor is asked to issue a letter agreeing to the use of
the auditor's report in the offering document, the effective date of the letter
can be the preliminary official statement date or the official statement date (as
defined in paragraph 16.02).

Attestation Engagements Related to Municipal
Securities Issuances
16.21 During the process o f issuing municipal securities, governments
or other involved parties often engage practitioners to provide certain needed
information. For example, a government or its bond counsel may engage an
auditor to review the government's compliance with the revenue coverage re
quirements on outstanding bonds or to verify the calculation of escrow account
requirements for an advance refunding of bonds. Those engagements should
be conducted in accordance with SSAE No. 10, as amended.14 If the auditor
o f the financial statements included in the official statement also provides an
attestation engagement report relating to a debt offering, that establishes an
association with the official statement, as indicated in paragraph 16.06. An
attestation engagement report relating to a debt offering need not be referred

13 As discussed in paragraph 16.11, if the auditor is not associated with the offering document
and the terms of the engagement require disclosure of this fact, additional disclosure similar to that
illustrated in paragraph 16.11 should be included here.
14 Generally, these attestation engagements are performed only in accordance with the AICPA's
Statements on Standards for Attestation Engagements (SSAEs). However, if the auditor is perform
ing the engagement in accordance with Government Auditing Standards, the auditor should apply
the guidance of Government Auditing Standards, including Chapter 6, "General, Field Work, and
Reporting Standards for Attestation Engagements." The auditor also should consider the guidance in
Attestation Interpretation No. 6, "Reporting on Attestation Engagements Performed in Accordance
With Government Auditing Standards," of AT Section 101 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1,
AT sec. 9101.56-.58), which explains how an attestation report should be modified when the engage
ment is performed in accordance with Government Auditing Standards and provides an illustrative
attestation report.
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to or included in the official statement to associate the auditor of the financial
statements with the official statement. Sometimes, the attestation engagement
report may only be included in the official closing documents for the offering.
Also, if the practitioner providing the attestation engagement report is not the
auditor o f the financial statements included in the official statements, the is
suance o f the attestation engagement report does not, by itself, associate either
the auditor of the financial statements or the practitioner who issued the at
testation report with the official statement.
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Appendix A

Acronyms and Abbreviations
AcSEC—Accounting Standards Executive Committee of the AICPA
AICPA—American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
APB—Accounting Principles Board
APC—Annual pension cost
ARB—Accounting Research Bulletin of the Committee on Accounting
Procedure
ARC—Annual required contribution
ASB—Auditing Standards Board o f the AICPA
A T sec.—Attestation standards section of the AICPA's Professional Standards
AU sec.—Auditing standards section of the AICPA's Professional Standards
BAN—Bond anticipation note
CAFR—Comprehensive Annual Financial Report
CFDA—Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance
CFR—Code of Federal Regulations
CS sec.—Consulting services standards section o f the AICPA's Professional
Standards
ERISA—Employee Retirement Income Security Act
ET sec.—Ethics standards section of the AICPA's Professional Standards
FAA—U.S. Federal Aviation Administration
FASAB—Federal Accounting Standards Advisory Board
FASB—Financial Accounting Standards Board
FDS—HUD's Financial Data Schedule
GAAP— Generally accepted accounting principles
GAAS— Generally accepted auditing standards
GAO—United States Government Accountability Office
GASB— Governmental Accounting Standards Board
GASB Q&A—Comprehensive Implementation Guide of the GASB staff
GWFS— Government-wide financial statements
HUD—U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
IBNR—Incurred but not reported (claims)
IRC—Internal Revenue Code
MD&A—Management's discussion and analysis
MFBA—Measurement focus and basis of accounting
NCGA—National Council on Governmental Accounting
NPO—Net pension obligation
NRMSIR—Nationally recognized municipal securities information repository
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O&M—Expenses for operations and maintenance of plant
OCBOA— Comprehensive basis of accounting other than GAAP
OMB—U.S. Office o f Management and Budget
OPEB— Other postemployment benefits
PCAOB—Public Company Accounting Oversight Board
PERS—Public employee retirement system
PFC—Passenger facility charge
PBC—Prepared by client
PERS—Public Employees Retirement System
PHA—Public housing authority
PILOT—Payment in lieu o f taxes
QSTP—Qualified State Tuition Program
RFP—Request for proposals
RSI—Required supplementary information
SAS—Statement on Auditing Standards
SEC—Securities and Exchange Commission
SI—Supplementary information other than required supplementary
information
SID— State information depository
SOP—Statement of Position by Committees of the AICPA
SSAE—Statement on Standards for Attestation Engagements
SSCS—Statement on Standards for Consulting Services
TB—Technical Bulletins of the GASB
UBIT—Federal unrelated business income taxes
UFRS—HUD's Uniform Financial Reporting Standards
USDA—U.S. Department of Agriculture
Yellow Book—Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller
General of the U.S.
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Category B Guidance
As discussed in Chapter 1, "Overview and Introduction," AU section 411, The
Meaning o f Present Fairly in Conformity With Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), establishes a hierarchy of
generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) applicable to state and local
governmental entities that indicates the level of authority of various sources.
Category (b) guidance includes AICPA Industry Audit and Accounting Guides
specifically made applicable to state and local governmental entities by the
AICPA and cleared by the GASB, such as this Guide. This Appendix lists the
category (b) guidance in this Guide.
Location

Nature of Guidance

Paragraph 1.01 and
footnote 4

Definition of government

Paragraph 2.56, third
and fourth sentences

Amounts due from other funds are not
appropriately restricted for debt service

Paragraph 5.07, last
sentence

Annual calculation o f an arbitrage liability

Paragraph 5.22, first
part of third sentence

Reporting other governmental fund investments
using cost-based measures

Paragraph 5.22, last
three sentences

Loss recognition on investments reported using
cost-based measures for other-than temporary
declines in fair value

Paragraph 5.27

Overdrafts of internal investment pools and of
cash accounts.

Paragraph 5.29

Interfund balances relating to agency funds
with negative cash balances

Paragraph 6.34, last
two sentences

Loss contingencies for questioned costs on
intergovernmental grants

Paragraph 6.74, second
sentence

Reporting nonoperating revenue for certain
nonexchange revenues for operating purposes or
for operating purposes or capital outlay at the
recipient's discretion

Paragraph 7.51

Interfund movements of capital assets

Paragraph 8.16

When to report the issuance o f debt

Paragraph 8.34, fourth
sentence

Reporting revenue for fees received for
administering pass-through grants

Paragraph 8.48, second
sentence

Tax refund claims and refunds of nonexchange
revenues when the government does not meet a
provider's requirements as examples of loss
contingencies
(continued)
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Location

Nature of Guidance

Paragraph 8.55

Accounting for customer deposits for utility
services

Paragraph 8.57, fifth
sentence

Write-downs of governmental fund inventories
for physical deterioration or obsolescence

Paragraph 8.83, first
sentence

Definition of a commitment

Paragraph 10.10, first
sentence

Examples of fund balance reserves

Paragraph 10.14

Reporting governmental fund balance reserves
for inventories and prepaid items that are
accounted for using the consumption method

Paragraph 10.17,
seventh sentence

Designations should not result in reporting
negative undesignated governmental fund
balances

Paragraph 11.16, last
sentence

Disclosure in the notes to the financial
statements if a budget is not adopted for the
general or a major special revenue fund because
it is not legally required

Paragraph 12.31, fourth
sentence

Revenues and expenses that financing
authorities should report in their financial
statements

Paragraph 12.70,
second sentence

Reporting nonoperating revenue for
appropriations for operating purposes or for
operating purposes or capital outlay at the
recipient's discretion

Paragraph 12.104, first
sentence

Accounting for lottery prize costs

Paragraph 12.105

Using present value to measure lottery prize
liabilities; accounting for prize liabilities for
which annuities have been purchased

Paragraph 12.106; first
sentence

Using present value to measure lottery prize
liabilities

Paragraph 14.57, first
bullet, last sentence

Disclosure in the notes to the financial
statements if a budget is not adopted for the
general or a major special revenue fund because
it is not legally required

Appendix C

Statement of Position 98-2, Accounting for Costs
o f Activities o f Not-for-Profit Organizations and
State and Local Governmental Entities That
Include Fund Raising
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Statement o f Position 98-2

Accounting for Costs of
Activities of Not-for-Profit
Organizations and State and
Local Governmental Entities
That Include Fund Raising

March 1 1 , 1998
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NOTE
Statements of Position on accounting issues present the conclusions
o f at least two-thirds o f the Accounting Standards Executive Commit
tee, which is the senior technical body o f the Institute authorized to
speak for the Institute in the areas of financial accounting and report
ing. Statement on Auditing Standards No. 69, The Meaning o f Present
Fairly in Conformity With Generally Accepted Accounting Principles,
identifies AICPA Statements of Position that have been cleared by either
the Financial Accounting Standards Board (for financial statements of
nongovernmental entities) or the Governmental Accounting Standards
Board (for financial statements of state and local governmental enti
ties), as sources of established accounting principles in category b of
the hierarchy of generally accepted accounting principles that it estab
lishes. AICPA members should consider the accounting principles in this
Statement o f Position if a different accounting treatment of a transac
tion or event is not specified by a pronouncement covered by Rule 203
of the AICPA Code of Professional Conduct. In such circumstances, the
accounting treatment specified by this Statement o f Position should be
used, or the member should be prepared to justify a conclusion that an
other treatment better presents the substance o f the transaction in the
circumstances.
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Summary
This Statement of Position (SOP) applies to all nongovernmental not-for-profit
organizations (NPOs) and all state and local governmental entities that solicit
contributions.
This SOP requires—
•

If the criteria o f purpose, audience, and content as defined in this
SOP are met, the costs of joint activities that are identifiable with
a particular function should be charged to that function and joint
costs should be allocated between fund raising and the appropriate
program or management and general function.

•

If any of the criteria of purpose, audience, and content are not met,
all costs of the activity should be reported as fund-raising costs,
including costs that otherwise might be considered program or
management and general costs if they had been incurred in a dif
ferent activity, subject to the exception in the following sentence.
Costs o f goods or services provided in exchange transactions that
are part of joint activities, such as costs o f direct donor benefits
of a special event (for example, a meal), should not be reported as
fund raising.

•

Certain financial statement disclosures if joint costs are allocated.

•

Some commonly used and acceptable allocation methods are de
scribed and illustrated although no methods are prescribed or pro
hibited.

This SOP amends existing guidance in AICPA Audit and Accounting Guides
Health Care Organizations, Not-for-Profit Organizations (which was issued in
August 1996 and supersedes SOP 87-2, Accounting for Joint Costs o f Informa
tional Materials and Activities o f Not-for-Profit Organizations That Include a
Fund-Raising Appeal, because the provisions of SOP 87-2 are incorporated into
the Guide), and Audits o f State and Local Governmental Units.*
This SOP is effective for financial statements for years beginning on or after
December 1 5 , 1998. Earlier application is encouraged in fiscal years for which
financial statements have not been issued. If comparative financial statements
are presented, retroactive application is permitted but not required.

Foreword
The accounting guidance contained in this document has been cleared by the
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) and the Governmental Account
ing Standards Board (GASB). The procedure for clearing accounting guidance
in documents issued by the Accounting Standards Executive Committee (AcSEC) involves the FASB and the GASB reviewing and discussing in public board
meetings (1) a prospectus for a project to develop a document, (2) a proposed
exposure draft that has been approved by at least ten o f AcSEC's fifteen mem
bers, and (3) a proposed final document that has been approved by at least ten

* The AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide State and Local Governments supersedes the 1994
AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide Audits o f State and Local Governmental Units and subsequent
editions of that Guide with conforming changes made by the AICPA staff. The AICPA Audit and
Accounting Guide State and Local Governments provides guidance on the application of this Statement
of Position (SOP) to state and local governments. [Footnote added, June 2004, to reflect conforming
changes necessary due to the issuance of the AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide State and Local
Governments.]
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o f AcSEC's fifteen members. The document is cleared if at least five of the seven
FASB members and three of the five GASB members do not object to AcSEC
undertaking the project, issuing the proposed exposure draft or, after consid
ering the input received by AcSEC as a result o f the issuance of the exposure
draft, issuing the final document.†
The criteria applied by the FASB and the GASB in their review of proposed
projects and proposed documents include the following:
1. The proposal does not conflict with current or proposed accounting
requirements, unless it is a limited circumstance, usually in spe
cialized industry accounting, and the proposal adequately justifies
the departure.
2. The proposal will result in an improvement in practice.
3. The AICPA demonstrates the need for the proposal.
4. The benefits of the proposal are expected to exceed the costs of
applying it.
In many situations, prior to clearance, the FASB and the GASB will propose
suggestions, many of which are included in the documents.

† This document was cleared prior to July 1, 1997. In July 1997, the GASB increased to seven
members. Documents considered by the GASB after July 1, 1997 are cleared if a t least four of the
seven GASB members do not object. (Footnote renumbered, June 2004, to reflect conforming changes
necessary due to the issuance of the AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide State and Local Governments.]
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Introduction
.01 Some nongovernmental not-for-profit organizations (NPOs) and some
state and local governmental entities,1 such as governmental colleges and uni
versities and governmental health care providers, solicit support through a
variety of fund-raising activities.1
2 These activities include direct mail, tele
phone solicitation, door-to-door canvassing, telethons, special events, and oth
ers. Sometimes fund-raising activities are conducted with activities related to
other functions, such as program activities or supporting services, such as
management and general activities.3 Sometimes fund-raising activities in
clude components that would otherwise be associated with program or support
ing services, but in fact support fund raising.
.02 External users o f financial statements—including contributors, credi
tors, accreditation agencies, and regulators—want assurance that fund-raising
costs, as well as program costs and management and general costs, are stated
fairly.
.03 In 1987, the AICPA issued Statement of Position (SOP) 87-2, Account
ing for Joint Costs o f Informational Materials and Activities o f Not-for-Profit
Organizations That Include a Fund-Raising Appeal.4 SOP 87-2 required that
all circumstances concerning informational materials and activities that in
clude a fund-raising appeal be considered in accounting for joint costs of those
materials and activities and that certain criteria be applied in determining
whether joint costs of those materials and activities should be charged to fund
raising or allocated to program or management and general. Those criteria in
clude requiring verifiable indications of the reasons for conducting the activity,
such as the content, audience, and action, if any, requested o f the participant,

1 This Statement of Position (SOP) uses the term entity to refer to both nongovernmental notfor-profit organizations (NPOs) and state and local governments.
2 Terms that appear in the Glossary [paragraph .30] are set in boldface ty p e the first time they
appear.
3 The functional classifications of fund raising, program, and management and general are dis
cussed throughout this SOP for purposes of illustrating how the guidance in this SOP would be applied
by entities that use those functional classifications. Some entities have a functional structure that
does not include fund raising, program, or management and general, or that includes other functional
classifications, such as m em bership developm ent. This SOP is not intended to require reporting the
functional classifications of fund raising, program, and management and general. In circumstances in
which entities that have a functional structure that includes other functional classifications conduct
joint activities, all costs of those joint activities should be charged to fund raising (or the category in
which fund raising is reported—see the following two parenthetical sentences), unless the purpose,
audience, and content of those joint activities are appropriate for achieving those other functions. (An
example of an entity th at reports fund raising in a category other than fund raising is a state and
local governmental entity applying the accounting and financial reporting principles in the AICPA
Industry Audit Guide Audits of Colleges and Universities, as amended by SOP 74-8. As discussed in
paragraph D.5 of this SOP [paragraph .24], those entities are required to report fund raising as part
of the "institutional support" function. See also footnote # to paragraph D.5.) [Footnote revised, June
2004, to reflect conforming changes necessary due to the issuance of GASB Statements No. 34 and
No. 35.]
4 In August 1996, the AICPA issued the Audit and Accounting Guide Not-for-Profit Organiza
tions. The Guide supersedes SOP 87-2, Accounting for Joint Costs o f Informational Materials and
Activities o f Not-for-Profit Organizations That Include a Fund-Raising Appeal, because the provisions
of SOP 87-2 are incorporated into paragraphs 13.36 to 13.45 of Not-for-Profit Organizations. Not-forProfit Organizations applies to all nongovernmental NPOs other than those required to follow the
Audit and Accounting Guide Health Care Organizations. The discussion in this SOP of SOP 87-2
refers to both SOP 87-2 and the guidance included in paragraphs 13.36 to 13.45 of Not-for-Profit Or
ganizations. Also, SOP 87-2 was not applicable to entities that are within the scope of Governmental
Accounting Standards Board (GASB) Statement No. 29, The Use o f Not-for-Profit Accounting and
Financial Reporting Principles by Governmental Entities.
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as well as other corroborating evidence. Further, SOP 87-2 required that all
joint costs of those materials and activities be charged to fund raising unless
the appeal is designed to motivate its audience to action other than providing
financial support to the organization.
.04 The provisions o f SOP 87-2 have been difficult to implement and have
been applied inconsistently in practice. (Appendix B [paragraph .22], "Back
ground," discusses this further.)
.05 This SOP establishes financial accounting standards for accounting for
costs of joint activities. In addition, this SOP requires financial statement
disclosures about the nature of the activities for which joint costs have been
allocated and the amounts of joint costs. Appendix F [paragraph .26] provides
explanations and illustrations o f some acceptable allocation methods.

Scope
.06 This SOP applies to all nongovernmental NPOs and all state and local
governmental entities that solicit contributions.

Conclusions
Accounting for Joint Activities
.07 If the criteria of purpose, audience, and content are met, the costs of a
joint activity that are identifiable with a particular function should be charged
to that function and joint costs should be allocated between fund raising and
the appropriate program or management and general function. If any of the
criteria are not met, all costs of the joint activity should be reported as fund
raising costs, including costs that otherwise might be considered program or
management and general costs if they had been incurred in a different activity,
subject to the exception in the following sentence. Costs of goods or services
provided in exchange transactions that are part of joint activities, such as costs
o f direct donor benefits o f a special event (for example, a meal), should not be
reported as fund raising.
Purpose
.08 The purpose criterion is met if the purpose o f the joint activity includes
accomplishing program or management and general functions. (Paragraphs .09
and .10 provide guidance that should be considered in determining whether
the purpose criterion is met. Paragraph .09 provides guidance pertaining to
program functions only. Paragraph .10 provides guidance pertaining to both
program and management and general functions.)
.09 Program functions. To accomplish program functions, the activity
should call for specific action by the audience that will help accomplish the
entity’s mission. For purposes o f applying the guidance in this SOP, the fol
lowing are examples o f activities that do and do not call for specific action by
the audience that will help accomplish the entity's mission:
•

An entity's mission includes improving individuals' physical
health. For that entity, motivating the audience to take specific
action that will improve their physical health is a call for spe
cific action by the audience that will help accomplish the entity's
mission. An example of an activity that motivates the audience to
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take specific action that will improve their physical health is send
ing the audience a brochure that urges them to stop smoking and
suggests specific methods, instructions, references, and resources
that may be used to stop smoking.
•

An entity's mission includes educating individuals in areas other
than the causes, conditions, needs, or concerns that the entity's
programs are designed to address (referred to hereafter in this
SOP as "causes"). For that entity, educating the audience in areas
other than causes or motivating the audience to otherwise engage
in specific activities that will educate them in areas other than
causes is a call for specific action by the audience that will help
accomplish the entity's mission. Examples of entities whose mis
sion includes educating individuals in areas other than causes are
universities and possibly other entities. An example of an activity
motivating individuals to engage in education in areas other than
causes is a university inviting individuals to attend a lecture or
class in which the individuals will learn about the solar system.

•

Educating the audience about causes or motivating the audience
to otherwise engage in specific activities that will educate them
about causes is not a call for specific action by the audience that
will help accomplish the entity's mission. Such activities are con
sidered in support of fund raising. (However, some educational
activities that might otherwise be considered as educating the au
dience about causes may implicitly call for specific action by the
audience that will help accomplish the entity's mission. For ex
ample, activities that educate the audience about environmental
problems caused by not recycling implicitly call for that audience
to increase recycling. If the need for and benefits of the specific
action are clearly evident from the educational message, the mes
sage is considered to include an implicit call for specific action by
the audience that will help accomplish the entity's mission.)

•

Asking the audience to make contributions is not a call for spe
cific action by the audience that will help accomplish the entity's
mission.

If the activity calls for specific action by the audience that will help accomplish
the entity's mission, the guidance in paragraph .10 should also be considered
in determining whether the purpose criterion is met.
.10 Program and management and general functions. The following fac
tors should be considered, in the order in which they are listed,5 to determine
whether the purpose criterion is met:
a. Whether compensation or fees for performing the activity are
based on contributions raised. The purpose criterion is not met if
a majority of compensation or fees for any party's performance of 6

5 In considering the guidance in paragraph .10, the factor in paragraph .10a (the compensation or
fees test) is the preeminent guidance. If the factor in paragraph ,10a is not determinative, the factor
in paragraph .10b (whether a similar program or management and general activity is conducted
separately and on a similar or greater scale) should be considered. If the factor in paragraph .106 is
not determinative, the factor in paragraph .10c (other evidence) should be considered.
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any component of the discrete joint activity varies based on contri
butions raised for that discrete joint activity.6,7
b. Whether a similar program or management and general activity is
conducted separately and on a similar or greater scale. The purpose
criterion is met if either of the following two conditions is met:
(1) Condition 1:
— The program component o f the joint activity calls
for specific action by the recipient that will help
accomplish the entity's mission and
— A similar program component is conducted with
out the fund-raising component using the same
medium and on a scale that is similar to or
greater than the scale on which it is conducted
with the fund raising.8
(2) Condition 2:
A management and general activity that is similar to the
management and general component of the joint activity be
ing accounted for is conducted without the fund-raising com
ponent using the same medium and on a scale that is similar
to or greater than the scale on which it is conducted with the
fund raising
If the purpose criterion is met based on the factor in paragraph .10b,
the factor in paragraph .10c should not be considered.
c. Other evidence. If the factors in paragraph .10a or .10b do not de
termine whether the purpose criterion is met, other evidence may
determine whether the criterion is met. All available evidence, both
positive and negative, should be considered to determine whether,
based on the weight of that evidence, the purpose criterion is met.
.11 The following are examples of indicators that provide evidence for
determining whether the purpose criterion is met:
a. Evidence that the purpose criterion may be met includes—
•

Measuring program results and accomplishments o f the
activity. The facts may indicate that the purpose criterion

6 Some compensation contracts provide that compensation for performing the activity is based on
a factor other than contributions raised, but not to exceed a specified portion of contributions raised.
For example, a contract may provide that compensation for performing the activity is $10 per contact
hour, but not to exceed 60 percent of contributions raised. In such circumstances, compensation is not
considered based on amounts raised, unless the stated maximum percentage is met. In circumstances
in which it is not yet known whether the stated maximum percentage is met, compensation is not
considered based on amounts raised, unless it is probable that the stated maximum percentage will
be met.
7 The compensation or fees test is a negative test in that it either (a) results in failing the purpose
criterion or (b) is not determinative of whether the purpose criterion is met. Therefore, if the activity
fails the purpose criterion based on this factor (the compensation or fees test), the activity fails the
purpose criterion and the factor in paragraph .10b should not be considered. If the purpose criterion
is not failed based on this factor, this factor is not determinative of whether the purpose criterion is
met and the factor in paragraph .10b should be considered.
8 Determining the scale on which an activity is conducted may be a subjective determination.
Factors to consider in determining the scale on which an activity is conducted may include dollars
spent, the size of the audience reached, and the degree to which the characteristics of the audience
are similar to the characteristics of the audience of the activity being evaluated.
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is met if the entity measures program results and accom
plishments of the activity (other than measuring the ex
tent to which the public was educated about causes).
•

Medium. The facts may indicate that the purpose crite
rion is met if the program component of the joint activ
ity calls for specific action by the recipient that will help
accomplish the entity's mission and if the entity conducts
the program component without a significant fund-raising
component in a different medium. Also, the facts may indi
cate that the purpose criterion is met if the entity conducts
the management and general component of the joint ac
tivity without a significant fund-raising component in a
different medium.

b. Evidence that the purpose criterion may not be met includes—
•

Evaluation or compensation. The facts may indicate that
the purpose criterion is not met if (a) the evaluation of
any party's performance of any component of the discrete
joint activity varies based on contributions raised for that
discrete joint activity or (b) some, but less than a majority,
o f compensation or fees for any party's performance of any
component o f the discrete joint activity varies based on
contributions raised for that discrete joint activity.

c. Evidence that the purpose criterion may be either met or not met
includes—
•

Evaluation o f measured results o f the activity. The entity
may have a process to evaluate measured program results
and accomplishments of the activity (other than measur
ing the extent to which the public was educated about
causes). If the entity has such a process, in evaluating the
effectiveness of the joint activity, the entity may place sig
nificantly greater weight on the activity's effectiveness in
accomplishing program goals or may place significantly
greater weight on the activity's effectiveness in raising
contributions. The former may indicate that the purpose
criterion is met. The latter may indicate that the purpose
criterion is not met.

•

Qualifications. The qualifications and duties of those per
forming the joint activity should be considered.
— If a third party, such as a consultant or contractor,
performs part or all o f the joint activity, such as
producing brochures or making telephone calls,
the third party's experience and the range of ser
vices provided to the entity should be considered
in determining whether the third party is per
forming fund-raising, program (other than edu
cating the public about causes), or management
and general activities on behalf of the entity.
— If the entity's employees perform part or all of
the joint activity, the full range of their job duties
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should be considered in determining whether
those employees are performing fund-raising,
program (other than educating the public about
causes), or management and general activities on
behalf of the entity. For example, (a) employees
who are not members o f the fund-raising depart
ment and (b) employees who are members of the
fund-raising department but who perform non
fund-raising activities are more likely to perform
activities that include program or management
and general functions than are employees who
otherwise devote significant time to fund raising.
•

Tangible evidence o f intent. Tangible evidence indicating
the intended purpose o f the joint activity should be con
sidered. Examples of such tangible evidence include
— The entity's written mission statement, as stated
in its fund-raising activities, bylaws, or annual
report.
— Minutes of board o f directors', committees', or
other meetings.
— Restrictions imposed by donors (who are not re
lated parties) on gifts intended to fund the joint
activity.
— Long-range plans or operating policies.
— Written instructions to other entities, such as
script writers, consultants, or list brokers, con
cerning the purpose of the joint activity, audience
to be targeted, or method of conducting the joint
activity.
— Internal management memoranda.

Audience
.12 A rebuttable presumption exists that the audience criterion is not met
if the audience includes prior donors or is otherwise selected based on its ability
or likelihood to contribute to the entity. That presumption can be overcome if
the audience is also selected for one or more of the reasons in paragraph .13a,
.13b, or .13c. In determining whether that presumption is overcome, entities
should consider the extent to which the audience is selected based on its ability
or likelihood to contribute to the entity and contrast that with the extent to
which it is selected for one or more of the reasons in paragraph .13a, .13b,
or .13c. For example, if the audience's ability or likelihood to contribute is a
significant factor in its selection and it has a need for the action related to the
program component of the joint activity, but having that need is an insignificant
factor in its selection, the presumption would not be overcome.
.13 In circumstances in which the audience includes no prior donors and
is not otherwise selected based on its ability or likelihood to contribute to the
entity, the audience criterion is met if the audience is selected for one or more
o f the following reasons:
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a. The audience's need to use or reasonable potential for use o f the
specific action called for by the program component o f the joint
activity
b. The audience's ability to take specific action to assist the entity in
meeting the goals of the program component of the joint activity
c. The entity is required to direct the management and general compo
nent of the joint activity to the particular audience or the audience
has reasonable potential for use o f the management and general
component
Content
.14 The content criterion is met if the joint activity supports program or
management and general functions, as follows:
a. Program. The joint activity calls for specific action by the recipient
that will help accomplish the entity's mission. If the need for and
benefits of the action are not clearly evident, information describing
the action and explaining the need for and benefits o f the action is
provided.
b. Management and general. The joint activity fulfills one or more
of the entity's management and general responsibilities through a
component of the joint activity.9
.15 Information identifying and describing the entity, causes, or how the
contributions provided will be used is considered in support of fund raising.

Allocation Methods
.16 The cost allocation methodology used should be rational and system
atic, it should result in an allocation of joint costs that is reasonable, and it
should be applied consistently given similar facts and circumstances.

Incidental Activities
.17 Some fund-raising activities conducted in conjunction with program or
management and general activities are incidental to such program or manage
ment and general activities. For example, an entity may conduct a fund-raising
activity by including a generic message, "Contributions to Organization X may
be sent to [address]" on a small area o f a message that would otherwise be con
sidered a program or management and general activity based on its purpose,
audience, and content. That fund-raising activity likely would be considered in
cidental to the program or management and general activity being conducted.
Similarly, entities may conduct program or management and general activities
in conjunction with fund-raising activities that are incidental to such fundraising activities. For example, an entity may conduct a program activity by
including a generic program message such as "Continue to pray for [a partic
ular cause]" on a small area o f a message that would otherwise be considered
fund raising based on its purpose, audience, and content. That program ac
tivity would likely be considered incidental to the fund-raising activity being
conducted. Similarly, an entity may conduct a management and general activity

9 Some states or other regulatory bodies require that certain disclosures be included when solic
iting contributions. For purposes of applying the guidance in this SOP, communications that include
such required disclosures are considered fund-raising activities and are not considered management
and general activities.
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by including a brief management and general message— "We recently changed
our phone number. Our new number is 123-4567"—on a small area of a message
that would otherwise be considered a program or fund-raising activity based
on its purpose, audience, and content. That management and general activity
would likely be considered incidental to the program or fund-raising activity
being conducted. In circumstances in which a fund-raising, program, or man
agement and general activity is conducted in conjunction with another activity
and is incidental to that other activity, and the conditions in this SOP for alloca
tion are met, joint costs are permitted but not required to be allocated and may
therefore be charged to the functional classification related to the activity that
is not the incidental activity. However, in circumstances in which the program
or management and general activities are incidental to the fund-raising activi
ties, it is unlikely that the conditions required by this SOP to permit allocation
of joint costs would be met.

Disclosures
.18 Entities that allocate joint costs should disclose the following in the
notes to their financial statements:
a. The types of activities for which joint costs have been incurred
b. A statement that such costs have been allocated
c. The total amount allocated during the period and the portion allo
cated to each functional expense category
.19 This SOP encourages, but does not require, that the amount o f joint
costs for each kind of joint activity be disclosed, if practical.

Effective Date
.20 This SOP is effective for financial statements for years beginning on
or after December 15, 1998. Earlier application is encouraged in fiscal years
for which financial statements have not been issued. If comparative financial
statements are presented, retroactive application is permitted but not required.

The provisions of this Statement of Position need not be applied
to immaterial items.
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Appendix A
Accounting for Joint Activities10
Start

Does the activity
include soliciting
contributions?

Do not apply
the
provisions of
the SOP.

No

Apply the provisions of the SOP.

PURPOSE

Does the
activity call for
specific action?
(Par. .09)

Does the activity
have elements o f
management and
general functions?

No

Yes

No

Yes

Does a majority of
compensation or fees of
any party performing a
component of the discrete
joint activity vary based
on contributions raised for
that discrete joint activity?
(Par. .10a)

All costs of the
activity should be
charged to fu nd
raising, except for
the costs of goods
or services
provided in
exchange
transactions.

Yes

No

Is the purpose
criterion met
based on other
evidence?
(Par. .10c)

No

Yes

Is the program
(including a call for
action) or management
& general component
conducted on a similiar
scale using the same
medium without the
fu nd-raising appeal?
(Par. .10b)

No
All costs of the
activity should be
charged to fu nd
raising, except for
the costs of goods
or services
provided in
exchange
transactions.

Yes

A
continued

10 Note: This flowchart summarizes certain guidance in this SOP and is not intended as a sub
stitute for the SOP.
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A

AUDIENCE

Can the presumption that
the audience criterion is
not met be overcome
because the audience is
selected for program or
management and
general reasons?
(Pars. .12 and .13)

Is the audience prior
donors or otherwise
selected based on its
ability or likelihood to
contribute?
(Par. .12)

Yes

Yes

No
No
All costs of the
activity should be
charged to fund
raising, except for
the costs of goods
and services
provided in
exchange
transactions.

Is the audience
selected for program
or management and
general reasons?
(Par. .13)

No

Yes
CONTENT

Does the activity
motivate the
audience to action
in support of
program goals?
(Par. .14a)

Yes
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No

Costs that are
identifiable with a
particular function
should be charged
to that function
and joint costs
should be
allocated.

Does the
content fulfill
management
and general
responsibilities?
(Par. .14b)

Yes

No

All costs o f the
activity should be
charged to fund
raising, except for
the costs of goods
and services
provided in
exchange
transactions.
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Appendix B
Background
B.1. As stated in paragraph .04, the provisions of Statement of Position (SOP)
87-2, Accounting for Joint Costs o f Informational Materials and Activities o f
Not-for-Profit Organizations That Include a Fund-Raising Appeal, have been
difficult to implement and applied inconsistently in practice. That difficulty has
been due in part to the following:
•

The second sentence of paragraph 1 o f SOP 87-2 stated that "some
of the costs incurred by such organizations are clearly identifiable
with fundraising, such as the cost of fund-raising consulting ser
vices." It is unclear whether activities that would otherwise be
considered program activities should be characterized as program
activities if they are performed or overseen by professional fund
raisers. Also, it is unclear whether activities would be reported
differently (for example, as program rather than fund raising) de
pending on whether the fund-raising consultant is compensated
by a predetermined fee or by some other method, such as a per
centage of contributions raised.

•

SOP 87-2 was unclear about whether allocation o f costs to fund
raising expense is required if the activity for which the costs
were incurred would not have been undertaken without the fund
raising component.

•

SOP 87-2 defined joint costs through examples, and it is therefore
unclear what kinds o f costs were covered by SOP 87-2. For exam
ple, it is unclear whether salaries and indirect costs can be joint
costs.

•

Some believe the guidance in SOP 87-2 was inadequate to deter
mine whether joint activities, such as those that request contri
butions and also list the warning signs o f a disease, are designed
to motivate their audiences to action other than to provide con
tributions to the entity. It is unclear what attributes the targeted
audience should possess in order to conclude that a program func
tion is being conducted.

B.2. In 1992, the Accounting Standards Executive Committee (AcSEC) un
dertook a project to supersede SOP 87-2, to provide clearer guidance than that
provided by SOP 87-2, as well as to provide guidance that would improve on the
guidance in SOP 87-2. In September 1993, AcSEC released an exposure draft
of a proposed SOP, Accounting for Costs o f Materials and Activities o f Not-forProfit Organizations and State and Local Governmental Entities That Include
a Fund-Raising Appeal, for public comment. AcSEC received more than 300
comment letters on the exposure draft. AcSEC redeliberated the issues based
on the comments received.
B.3. In 1996, after redeliberating the issues based on the comments received
and making certain revisions to the draft SOP, AcSEC conducted a field test of
the draft SOP. The objectives o f the field test were to determine whether the
provisions of the draft SOP were sufficiently clear and definitive to generate con
sistent and comparable application of the SOP. Based on the field test results,
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AcSEC concluded that the provisions of the draft SOP, with certain revisions,
were sufficiently clear and definitive to generate consistent and comparable
application o f the SOP.
B.4. Some respondents who commented on the exposure draft, as well as
some interested parties who followed the project through its due process sub
sequent to the exposure draft, commented that the SOP should be reexposed
for public comment. Reasons cited include:
•

Approximately three years had passed between the end o f the
comment period and AcSEC's decision to issue the SOP.

•

AcSEC made significant revisions to the SOP subsequent to re
leasing the exposure draft for comment.

Considering whether a proposed standard should be reexposed for public
comment is inherently a subjective process. Factors that AcSEC considered
include—
•

The significance o f changes made to the exposure draft and
whether those changes result in guidance that the public did not
have an opportunity to consider.

•

Whether the scope was revised in such a way that affected entities
did not have an opportunity to comment.

•

New information about or changes in the nature of the transac
tions being considered, practice, or other factors.

AcSEC believes that the length o f time between exposure and final issuance is
not pertinent to whether the SOP should be reexposed for public comment.
B.5. Based on consideration of the factors identified, AcSEC believes that the
SOP should not be reexposed for public comment. AcSEC notes that although
the SOP has been revised based on comments received on the exposure draft,
those revisions do not change the overall model in the SOP. Those revisions
were made primarily to clarify the SOP and improve its operationality. Further,
AcSEC believes that the project received a high level o f attention from inter
ested parties. AcSEC provided working drafts to interested parties and those
parties provided input throughout the process, up to and including the Finan
cial Accounting Standard Board's and the Governmental Accounting Standards
Board's clearance of the SOP for issuance.
B.6. Appendix C [paragraph .23] discusses the key issues in the exposure
draft and comments received on those issues, as well as the basis for AcSEC's
conclusions on those and certain other issues.
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Appendix C
Basis for Conclusions
C.1. This section discusses considerations that were deemed significant by
members of the Accounting Standards Executive Committee (AcSEC) in reach
ing the conclusions in this Statement of Position (SOP). It includes reasons for
accepting certain views and rejecting others. Individual AcSEC members gave
greater weight to some factors than to others.

Overall Framework
C.2. This SOP uses the model in SOP 87-2, Accounting for Joint Costs o f
Informational Materials and Activities o f Not-for-Profit Organizations That In
clude a Fund-Raising Appeal, as a starting point and clarifies guidance that
was unclear, provides more detailed guidance, revises some guidance, and ex
pands the scope of costs covered to include all costs of joint activities. The model
established by SOP 87-2 was to account for joint costs as fund raising unless an
entity could demonstrate that a program or management and general function
had been conducted. SOP 87-2 used verifiable indications o f the reasons for
conducting the activity, such as content, audience, the action requested, if any,
and other corroborating evidence as a basis for determining whether a program
or management and general function had been conducted.
C.3. On an overall basis, the majority of respondents who commented on
the September 1993 exposure draft of a proposed SOP, Accounting for Costs
o f Materials and Activities o f Not-for-Profit Organizations and State and Local
Governmental Entities That Include a Fund-Raising Appeal, opposed it, for
various reasons, including the following:
•

The guidance in SOP 87-2 is operational, results in sound financial
reporting, and should be retained.

•

The guidance in SOP 87-2 should be retained but clarified.

•

The guidance proposed in the exposure draft should be revised.
(Some commented that it overstates fund raising; others com
mented that it understates fund raising.)

C.4. AcSEC concluded that it supports the model in the exposure draft, sub
ject to certain revisions. AcSEC believes that this SOP provides clear, detailed
accounting guidance that, when applied, will increase comparability o f financial
statements. Those statements will also include more meaningful disclosures
without incurring increased costs.
C.5. Some respondents commented that the model in the exposure draft
would adversely affect entities both financially and operationally. Various rea
sons were given, including the following:
•

It would inhibit the ability of entities, particularly small entities
and entities that raise contributions through direct solicitations,
to generate the necessary revenue to perform their program ser
vices.

•

Most entities would not meet the criteria in this SOP for reporting
costs o f joint activities as program or management and general,
because they must combine their mission statements, public in
formation and education, and fund-raising appeals due to a lack
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of resources. Some noted that this may result in unsatisfactory
ratings from public watchdog groups.
AcSEC did not find these arguments compelling. This SOP provides accounting
guidance; it provides no guidance concerning how entities should undertake
their activities. Also, this SOP does not prohibit allocation merely because ac
tivities carrying out different functions are combined. In fact, this SOP provides
guidance for reporting costs as program or management and general in circum
stances in which those activities are combined with fund-raising. Moreover,
actions taken by financial statement users are not the direct result of the re
quirements o f this SOP. Rather, those actions may result from more relevant
and useful information on which to base decisions.
C.6. Some respondents commented that the exposure draft is biased toward
reporting expenses as fund raising. AcSEC believes that determining whether
the costs o f joint activities should be classified as program, management and
general, or fund raising sometimes is difficult, and such distinctions sometimes
are subject to a high degree of judgment. AcSEC believes that external finan
cial statement users focus on and have perceptions about amounts reported as
program, management and general, and fund raising. That focus and those per
ceptions provide incentives for entities to report expenses as program or man
agement and general rather than fund raising. Therefore, in circumstances in
which joint activities are conducted, a presumption exists that expenses should
be reported as fund raising rather than as program or management and gen
eral. The criteria in this SOP provide guidance for entities to overcome that
presumption.

Accounting for Joint Activities
C.7. This SOP requires that if any of the criteria o f purpose, audience, and
content are not met, all costs of the activity should be reported as fund raising,
including costs that otherwise might be considered program or management
and general costs if they had been incurred in a different activity, subject to
the exception in the following sentence. Costs o f goods or services provided in
exchange transactions that are part o f joint activities, such as costs o f direct
donor benefits o f a special event (for example, a meal), should not be reported
as fund raising. (This SOP expands on the model established by SOP 87-2 by
including all costs o f joint activities other than costs of goods or services pro
vided in exchange transactions, rather than merely joint costs.) AcSEC believes
that the criteria of purpose, audience, and content are each relevant in deter
mining whether a joint activity should be reported as fund raising, program,
or management and general because each provides significant evidence about
the benefits expected to be obtained by undertaking the activity.
C.8. Some respondents commented that reporting costs that otherwise might
be considered program or management and general costs if they had been in
curred in a different activity as fund raising is misleading and that the scope
o f the SOP should include only joint costs of joint activities. Some commented
that reporting costs that otherwise might be considered program or manage
ment and general costs if they had been incurred in a different activity as fund
raising conflicts with Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) Statement
o f Financial Accounting Standards No. 117, Financial Statements o f Not-forProfit Organizations, which defines fund raising, program, and management
and general and requires not-for-profit organizations (NPOs) to report infor
mation about expenses using those functional classifications.
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C.9. AcSEC believes that the purpose for which costs other than joint costs
are incurred may be fund raising, program, or management and general, de
pending on the context in which they are used in the activity undertaken. For
example, a program-related pamphlet may be sent to an audience in need of
the program. In that context, the pamphlet is used for program purposes. How
ever, in order to demonstrate to potential donors that the entity's programs are
worthwhile, that same pamphlet may be sent to an audience that is likely to
contribute, but that has no need or reasonable potential for use of the program.
In that context, the pamphlet is used for fund raising. AcSEC believes this
broader scope will result in more comparability and more meaningful financial
reporting by covering all costs o f activities that include fund raising and by as
signing those costs to the function for which they are incurred, consistent with
the guidance in Statement No. 117.
C.10. AcSEC believes that costs of goods or services provided in exchange
transactions should not be charged to fund raising because those costs are
incurred in exchange for revenues other than contributions.

Criteria of Purpose, Audience, and Content
Call For Action
C .11. The definition of program in FASB Statement No. 117 includes public
education. As noted in paragraph C.6, AcSEC believes that in circumstances in
which joint activities are conducted, a presumption exists that expenses should
be reported as fund raising rather than as program or management and general.
AcSEC believes that in order to overcome that presumption, it is not enough
that (a) the purpose of the activity include educating the public about causes,
(b) the audience has a need or reasonable potential for use o f any educational
component o f the activity pertaining to causes, or (c) the audience has the
ability to assist the entity in meeting the goals o f the program component o f
the activity by becoming educated about causes. Therefore, AcSEC concluded
that for purposes o f this SOP, in order to conclude that the criteria o f purpose,
audience, and content are met program activities are required to call for specific
action by the recipient (other than becoming educated about causes) that will
help accomplish the entity's mission. As discussed in paragraph .09, in certain
circumstances educational activities may call for specific action by the recipient
that will help accomplish the entity's mission.
Purpose
C.12. AcSEC believes meeting the purpose criterion demonstrates that the
purpose o f the activity includes accomplishing program or management and
general functions. Inherent in the notion of a joint activity is that the activity
has elements o f more than one function. Accordingly, the purpose criterion
provides guidance for determining whether the purpose of the activity includes
accomplishing program or management and general functions in addition to
fund raising.
Compensation and Evaluation Tests
C.13. The exposure draft proposed that all costs o f the joint activity should be
charged to fund raising if (a) substantially all compensation or fees for perform
ing the activity are based on amounts raised or (b) the evaluation o f the party
performing the activity is based on amounts raised. Some respondents com
mented that basing the method o f compensation or evaluating the performance
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of the party performing the activity based on contributions raised should not
lead to the conclusion that all costs of the activity should be charged to fund
raising. Others commented that the method of compensation is unrelated to
whether the purpose criterion is met. The reasons given included the following:
•

It is counterintuitive to imply that those performing multipurpose
activities that include fund raising would not be compensated or
evaluated based on amounts raised.

•

Such guidance would create a bias toward entities that use em
ployees to raise contributions and against entities that hire pro
fessional fund raisers and public relations firms and is therefore
not neutral.

Some respondents gave examples o f circumstances in which substantially all
compensation is based on contributions raised and asserted that the activity
was nevertheless a program activity. In each of those examples, AcSEC consid
ered all the facts presented and concluded that the activity was fund raising.
C.14. AcSEC continues to support the spirit of the proposed guidance, be
cause AcSEC believes that basing a majority of compensation on funds raised
is persuasive evidence that the activity is a fund-raising activity. Nevertheless,
AcSEC believes that the proposed guidance was unclear and would be difficult
to implement, primarily because of the broad definition of "based on contri
butions raised" included in the glossary of the exposure draft. In connection
with that issue, AcSEC was concerned that any joint activities performed by
a fund-raising department or by individuals whose duties include fund rais
ing, such as executive officers of small NPOs who are employed based on their
ability to raise contributions, would be required to be reported as fund raising
because the compensation o f the parties performing those activities is based
on amounts raised. Also, AcSEC had concerns that it would be difficult to de
termine whether fixed contract amounts were negotiated based on expected
contributions. Therefore, AcSEC concluded that the compensation test should
be revised to provide that the purpose criterion is not met if a majority o f com
pensation or fees for any party's performance of any component o f the discrete
joint activity varies based on contributions raised for that discrete joint activity.
AcSEC believes that guidance is sound and is operational.
C.15. AcSEC believes that the guidance in paragraph .10a is not biased
against entities that hire professional fund raisers, because it applies to the
entity's employees as well as professional fund raisers. For example, if a ma
jority o f an employee's compensation or fees for performing a component o f a
discrete joint activity varies based on contributions raised for that discrete joint
activity, the purpose criterion is not met.
Similar Function-Similar Medium Test
C.16. Some respondents misinterpreted the exposure draft as providing that,
in order to meet the purpose criterion, the program or management and gen
eral activity must be conducted without the fund-raising component, using the
same medium and on a scale that is similar to or greater than the program or
management and general component of the activity being accounted for. That
was not a requirement proposed by the exposure draft. The exposure draft pro
posed that meeting that condition would result in meeting the purpose criterion.
Failing the criterion merely leads to consideration of other evidence, such as
the indicators in paragraph .11. AcSEC has revised the SOP to state this more
clearly.
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Other Evidence
C.17. The compensation test and the similar function-similar medium test
may not always be determinative because the attributes that they consider
may not be present. Therefore, this SOP includes indicators that should be
considered in circumstances in which the compensation test and the similar
function-similar medium test are not determinative. The nature of those in
dicators is such that they may be present in varying degrees. Therefore, all
available evidence, both positive and negative, should be considered to deter
mine whether, based on the weight of that evidence, the purpose criterion is
met.
Audience
C.18. The exposure draft proposed that if the audience for the materials or
activities is selected principally on its ability or likelihood to contribute, the
audience criterion is not met and all the costs o f the activity should be charged
to fund raising. Further, the exposure draft proposed that if the audience is
selected principally based on its need for the program or because it can assist
the entity in meeting its program goals other than by financial support provided
to the entity, the audience criterion is met. Some respondents commented that
that audience criterion is too narrow, because it is based on the principal reason
for selecting the audience. They asserted that for some activities no principal
reason exists for selecting an audience; entities select the audience for those
activities for multiple reasons, such as both the audience's ability to contribute
and its ability to help meet program goals. Some commented that for some
activities, entities select audiences that have provided past financial support
because, by providing financial support, those audiences have expressed an
interest in the program.
C.19. AcSEC believes that meeting the audience criterion should demon
strate that the audience is selected because it is a suitable audience for accom
plishing the activity's program or management and general functions. There
fore, the reasons for selecting the audience should be consistent with the
program or management and general content of the activity. However, AcSEC
believes it is inherent in the notion of joint activities that the activity has ele
ments o f more than one function, including fund raising, and acknowledges that
it may be difficult to determine the principal reason for selecting the audience.
Accordingly, AcSEC concluded that if the audience includes prior donors or is
otherwise selected based on its ability or likelihood to contribute, a rebuttable
presumption should exist that the audience was selected to raise funds. AcSEC
believes that the reasons for selecting the audience that can overcome that pre
sumption, which are included in paragraph .13 of this SOP, demonstrate that
the audience is selected because it is a suitable audience for accomplishing the
activity's program or management and general functions based on the program
or management and general content of the activity.
Content
C.20. AcSEC believes that meeting the content criterion demonstrates that
the content of the activity supports program or management and general func
tions. AcSEC believes that accounting guidance should not impose value judg
ments about whether the entity's mission, programs, and responsibilities are
worthwhile. Therefore, whether the content criterion is met depends on the
relationship of the content to the entity's mission, programs, and management
and general responsibilities.
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C.21. Paragraph .14 provides that, to meet the content criterion, program
activities should call for specific action by the recipient that will help accom
plish the entity's mission. The exposure draft proposed that slogans, general
calls to prayer, and general calls to protest do not meet the content criterion;
some respondents disagreed. AcSEC concluded that this SOP should be silent
concerning whether slogans, general calls to prayer, and general calls to protest
are calls to action that meet the content criterion. AcSEC believes that deter
mining whether those items are calls to action that meet the content criterion
requires judgments based on the particular facts and circumstances.
C.22. Some respondents commented that educating the public about causes
without calling for specific action should satisfy the content criterion. They
noted that this is particularly relevant for NPOs subject to Internal Revenue
Code (IRC) Section 501(c)4, because those NPOs are involved in legislative
reform. Also, some noted that it may be the entity's mission or goal to educate
the public about causes. They believe that, in those cases, the NPO's program is
to educate the public about causes without necessarily calling for specific action
by the recipient.
C.23. As discussed in paragraph C.11, AcSEC concluded that education that
does not motivate the audience to action is in fact done in support of fund raising.
However, this SOP acknowledges that some educational messages motivate
the audience to specific action, and those messages meet the content criterion.
AcSEC believes that that provision will result in the activities of some NPOs
subject to IRC Section 501(c)4 (and some other entities, whose mission or goal
is to educate the public) meeting the content criterion.
C.24. Paragraph .13c provides that one way that the audience criterion is met
is if the entity is required to direct the management and general component
of the activity to the particular audience. Further, as discussed in paragraph
D.13, in Discussion o f Conclusions, an audience that includes prior donors and
is selected because the entity is required to send them certain information to
comply with requirements of the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) is an example
of an audience that is selected because the entity is required to direct the man
agement and general component of the activity to that audience. Paragraph
.14b provides that one way that the content criterion is met is if the activity
fulfills one or more of the entity's management and general responsibilities
through a component of the joint activity. However, footnote 9 to paragraph
.146 provides that disclosures made when soliciting contributions to comply
with requirements o f states or other regulatory bodies are considered fund
raising activities, and are not considered management and general activities.
AcSEC considered whether it is inconsistent to conclude both that (a) activ
ities conducted to comply with requirements of regulatory bodies concerning
contributions that have been received are management and general activities,
and that (6) activities conducted to comply with requirements o f regulatory
bodies concerning soliciting contributions are fund-raising activities. AcSEC
believes that those provisions are not inconsistent. AcSEC believes there is a
distinction between (a) requirements that must be met as a result o f receiv
ing contributions and (b) requirements that must be met in order to solicit
contributions. AcSEC believes that activities that are undertaken as a result
of receiving contributions are management and general activities while ac
tivities that are undertaken in order to solicit contributions are fund-raising
activities.
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Incidental Activities
C.25. Many entities conduct fund-raising activities in conjunction with pro
gram or management and general activities that are incidental to such program
or management and general activities. Similarly, entities may conduct program
or management and general activities in conjunction with fund-raising activ
ities that are incidental to such fund-raising activities. Such efforts may be
a practical and efficient means for entities to conduct activities, although the
principal purpose o f the activity may be to fulfill either fund-raising, program,
or management and general functions. The exposure draft proposed that inci
dental activities need not be considered in applying this SOP. Some respondents
disagreed with that guidance, while others commented that it was confusing.
AcSEC continues to support that guidance. AcSEC believes that guidance is
necessary to avoid requiring complex allocations in circumstances in which the
criteria of purpose, audience, and content are met but the activity is overwhelm
ingly either fund raising, program, or management and general.

Allocation Methods
C.26. Respondents had various comments concerning allocation methods, in
cluding the following:
•

The SOP should focus on allocation methods rather than on cir
cumstances in which entities should allocate.

•

The SOP should prescribe allocation methods.

•

The approach taken in the SOP—discussing, rather than requir
ing or prohibiting allocation methods—is sound.

•

Certain allocation methods should be prohibited.

•

The SOP should set maximum allocation percentages.

AcSEC believes that no particular allocation method or methods are neces
sarily more desirable than other methods in all circumstances. Therefore, this
SOP neither prescribes nor prohibits any particular allocation methods. AcSEC
believes entities should apply the allocation methods that result in the most
reasonable cost allocations for their activities. Appendix F [paragraph .26] of
this SOP illustrates several allocation methods, any one o f which may result
in a reasonable or unreasonable allocation of costs in particular circumstances.
The methods illustrated are not the only acceptable methods. However, AcSEC
believes that the methods illustrated in this SOP are among those most likely
to result in meaningful cost allocations.
C.27. Accounting Principles Board (APB) Opinion No. 20, Accounting
Changes, states in paragraph 7 that "the term accounting principle includes
'not only accounting principles and practices but also the methods of applying
them.'" APB Opinion 20 also states in paragraphs 15 and 16 that
...In the preparation of financial statements there is a presumption
that an accounting principle once adopted should not be changed in
accounting for events and transactions o f a similar type....The pre
sumption that an entity should not change an accounting principle
may be overcome only if the enterprise justifies the use of an alterna
tive acceptable accounting principle [allocation method] on the basis
that it is preferable.
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A change in cost allocation methodology may be a change in accounting principle
for entities covered by this SOP. Accordingly, paragraph .16 of this SOP provides
that the cost allocation methodology used should be applied consistently, given
similar facts and circumstances.

Disclosures
C.28. Respondents made various comments concerning the required and en
couraged disclosures, including recommendations for additional disclosures and
recommendations that certain disclosures be deleted. AcSEC was not persuaded
that the costs of the other disclosures recommended by respondents are justified
by their benefits. AcSEC believes that, with the exception of one disclosure, the
disclosures prescribed by the exposure draft provide relevant information about
the kinds o f activities for which joint costs have been incurred and the man
ner in which those costs are reported in the financial statements. In considering
disclosures proposed by the exposure draft about the allocation method, AcSEC
observed that there are no requirements to disclose methods of allocating other
expenses and questioned the utility of disclosing the allocation method in this
circumstance. AcSEC concluded that the requirement to disclose the allocation
method should be deleted.
C.29. Paragraph .19 encourages, but does not require, certain disclosures. Ac
SEC believes those disclosures provide useful information but that they should
be encouraged rather than required because the costs of making them may not
be justified by the benefits in all cases.

Effective Date
C.30. Some respondents commented that the effective date should be de
ferred. AcSEC believes that the accounting systems required to implement this
SOP are already in place and that implementation should be relatively straight
forward. However, AcSEC acknowledges that some entities may change their
operations based on the reporting that would result from this SOP. Therefore,
AcSEC concluded that this SOP should be effective for financial statements for
years beginning on or after December 1 5 , 1998.

Cost-Benefit
C.31. Some respondents commented that the guidance would increase record
keeping costs. AcSEC believes that implementing this SOP will not significantly
increase record keeping costs, which are primarily the costs o f documenting rea
sons for undertaking joint activities. Further, AcSEC believes that the costs of
making the disclosures required by this SOP should be minimal, because enti
ties should already have the information that is required to be disclosed. AcSEC
believes that implementing this SOP will result in more relevant, meaningful,
and comparable financial reporting and that the cost of implementing this SOP
will be justified by its benefits.
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Appendix D
Discussion of Conclusions
Scope
D .1. This Statement of Position (SOP) applies only to costs o f joint activities.
It does not address allocations o f costs in other circumstances.

Reporting Models and Related Requirements
D.2. Paragraph 26 o f Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) State
ment of Financial Accounting Standards No. 117, Financial Statements o f Notfor-Profit Organizations, specifies that a statement o f activities or notes to the
financial statements should provide information about expenses reported by
their functional classification, such as major classes of program services and
supporting activities. Paragraph 13.34 o f the AICPA Audit and Accounting
Guide Not-for-Profit Organizations provides that the financial statements of
not-for-profit organizations (NPOs) should disclose the total fund-raising ex
penses. [Revised, June 2004, to reflect conforming changes necessary due to
conforming changes made to the AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide Not-forProfit Organizations.]
D.3. Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) Statement No. 29,
The Use o f Not-for-Profit Accounting and Financial Reporting Principles by Gov
ernmental Entities, provides that governmental entities should not change their
accounting and financial reporting to apply the provisions of FASB Statements
No. 116, Accounting for Contributions Received and Contributions Made, and
No. 117. GASB Statement No. 29 permits governmental entities that have ap
plied the accounting and financial reporting principles in SOP 78-10, Account
ing Principles and Reporting Practices for Certain Nonprofit Organizations, or
in the AICPA Industry Audit Guide Audits o f Voluntary Health and Welfare Or
ganizations modified by all applicable FASB pronouncements issued through
November 30, 1989, and by most applicable GASB pronouncements) to con
tinue to do so, pending GASB pronouncements on the accounting and financial
reporting model for governmental entities. Alternatively, those governmental
entities are permitted to change to the current governmental financial report
ing model.‡
D.4. GASB Statement No. 15, Governmental College and University Account
ing and Financial Reporting Models, requires governmental colleges and uni
versities to use one of two accounting and financial reporting models. One
model, referred to as the "AICPA College Guide Model," encompasses the ac
counting and financial reporting guidance in the 1973 AICPA Industry Audit
Guide Audits o f Colleges and Universities, as amended by SOP 74-8, Finan
cial Accounting and Reporting by Colleges and Universities, and as modified by
applicable FASB pronouncements issued through November 30, 1989, and all

‡ GASB Statement No. 34, Basic Financial Statements—and Management's Discussion and
Analysis—for State and Local Governments, supersedes the provisions of GASB Statement No. 29,
The Use of Not-for-Profit Accounting and Financial Reporting Principles by Governmental Entities,
relating to the use of the AICPA Not-for-Profit model. See GASB Statement No. 34, including para
graph 147. The AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide State and Local Governments provides guidance
on the application of this SOP to state and local governments. (Footnote revised, June 2004, to reflect
conforming changes necessary due to the issuance of GASB Statement No. 34.)
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applicable GASB pronouncements. (The other model, referred to as the "Gov
ernmental Model," is based on the pronouncements of the National Council on
Governmental Accounting [NCGA] and the GASB.)||
D.5. For state and local governmental entities, some are required to report
expenses by function using the functional classifications of program, manage
ment and general, and fund raising. Other state and local governmental entities
that report expenses or expenditures by function have a functional structure
that does not include fund raising, program, or management and general. Still
other state and local governmental entities do not report expenses or expen
ditures by function. Examples of those various reporting requirements are as
follows:#
•

Entities applying the accounting and financial reporting prin
ciples in the AICPA Industry Audit Guide Audits o f Voluntary
Health and Welfare Organizations, as well as those that follow
SOP 78-10 and that receive significant amounts o f contributions
from the public, are required to report separately the costs of the
fund-raising, program, and management and general functions.

•

Entities applying the accounting and financial reporting princi
ples in the AICPA Industry Audit Guide Audits o f Colleges and
Universities, as amended by SOP 74-8, are required to report fund
raising as part of the "institutional support" function.

D.6. As discussed in footnote 3 to paragraph .01 o f this SOP, this SOP is
not intended to require reporting the functional classifications of fund raising,
program, and management and general. Rather, those functional classifica
tions are discussed throughout this SOP for purposes o f illustrating how the
guidance in this SOP would be applied by entities that use those functional
classifications. Entities that do not use the functional classifications of fund
raising, program, and management and general should apply the guidance in
this SOP for purposes of accounting for joint activities, using their reporting
model. For example, some entities may conduct membership-development ac
tivities. As discussed in the Glossary [paragraph .30] o f this SOP, if there are
no significant benefits or duties connected with membership, the substance o f
the membership-development activities may, in fact, be fund raising. In such
circumstances, the costs o f those activities should be charged to fund raising.
To the extent that member benefits are received, membership is an exchange
transaction. In circumstances in which membership development is in part
soliciting revenues from exchange transactions and in part soliciting contribu
tions and the purpose, audience, and content of the activity are appropriate for
achieving membership development, joint costs should be allocated between
fund raising and the exchange transaction.

||GASB Statement No. 35, Basic Financial Statements—and Management's Discussion and
Analysis—for Public Colleges and Universities, supersedes GASB Statement No. 15, Governmental
College and University Accounting and Financial Reporting Models. See GASB Statements No. 34
and No. 35. The AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide State and Local Governments provides guidance
on the application of this SOP to governmental (public) colleges and universities. [Footnote revised,
June 2004, to reflect conforming changes necessary due to the issuance of GASB Statem ent No. 35.]
* This discussion is no longer applicable. See footnotes ‡ and || in paragraphs D.3 and D.4,
respectively. [Footnote added, June 2004, to reflect conforming changes necessary due to the issuance
of GASB Statements No. 34 and No. 35.]
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Assigning Costs of Joint Activities
D.7. Paragraph .07 provides: "If the criteria of purpose, audience, and con
tent are met, the costs o f a joint activity that are identifiable with a particular
function should be charged to that function and joint costs should be allocated
between fund raising and the appropriate program or management and general
function. If any of the criteria are not met, all costs of the joint activity should
be reported as fund-raising costs, including costs that otherwise might be con
sidered program or management and general costs if they had been incurred in
a different activity...." For example, if the criteria are met, the costs o f materi
als that accomplish program goals and that are unrelated to fund raising, such
as the costs o f a program-related pamphlet included in a joint activity, should
be charged to program, while joint costs, such as postage, should be allocated
between fund raising and program. However, if the pamphlet is used in fund
raising packets and the criteria are not met, the costs o f the pamphlets used in
the fund-raising packets, as well as the joint costs, should be charged to fund
raising. (If some pamphlets are used in program activities that include no fund
raising, the cost o f the pamphlets used in those separate program activities
that include no fund raising should be charged to program.)

Educational Activities
D.8. Some entities have missions that include educating the public (students)
in areas other than causes. Paragraph .09 provides that, for those entities,
educating the audience in areas other than causes or motivating the audience
to engage in specific activities, such as attending a lecture or class, that will
educate them in areas other than causes is considered a call for specific action
by the recipients that will help accomplish the entity's mission. Educating the
audience about causes or motivating the audience to engage in specific activities
that will educate them about causes without educating them in other subjects is
not considered a call for specific action by the audience that will help accomplish
the entity's mission. An example of a lecture or class that will educate students
in an area other than causes is a lecture on the nesting habits of the bald eagle,
given by the Save the Bald Eagle Society, an NPO whose mission is to save
the bald eagle from extinction and educate the public about the bald eagle. An
example of a lecture or class that will address particular causes is a lecture by
the Bald Eagle Society on the potential extinction of bald eagles and the need
to raise contributions to prevent their extinction. For purposes o f applying the
guidance in this SOP, motivating the audience to attend a lecture on the nesting
habits of the bald eagle is a call for specific action that will help accomplish the
entity's mission. If the lecture merely addresses the potential extinction o f bald
eagles and the need to raise contributions to prevent their extinction, without
addressing the nesting habits o f the bald eagle, motivating the audience to
attend the lecture is not considered a call for specific action by the recipient
that will help accomplish the entity's mission.
D.9. AcSEC notes that most transactions in which a student attends a lecture
or class are exchange transactions and are not joint activities. Such transactions
are joint activities only if the activity includes fund raising.

Audience
D.10. Paragraph .12 provides that a rebuttable presumption exists that the
audience criterion is not met if the audience includes prior donors or is other
wise selected based on its ability or likelihood to contribute to the entity. That
presumption can be overcome if the audience is also selected for the program
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or management and general reasons specified in paragraph .13. Further, para
graph .12 provides that in determining whether that presumption is overcome,
entities should consider the extent to which the audience is selected based on
its ability or likelihood to contribute to the entity and contrast that with the
extent to which it is selected for the reasons that may overcome that presump
tion. Some organizations conduct joint activities that are special events, such
as symposia, dinners, dances, and theater parties, in which the attendee re
ceives a direct benefit (for example, a meal or theater ticket) and for which the
admission price includes a contribution. For example, it may cost $500 to at
tend a dinner with a fair value of $50. In that case, the audience is required to
make a $450 contribution in order to attend. In circumstances in which the au
dience is required to make a contribution to participate in a joint activity, such
as attending a special event, the audience's ability or likelihood to contribute
is a significant factor in its selection. Therefore, in circumstances in which the
audience is required to make a contribution to participate in a joint activity, the
extent to which the audience is selected for the program or management and
general reasons in paragraph .13 must be overwhelmingly significant in order
to rebut the presumption that the audience criterion is not met.
D .11. The source of the names and the characteristics of the audience should
be considered in determining the reason for selecting the audience. Some en
tities use lists compiled by others to reach new audiences. The source o f such
lists may indicate the purpose or purposes for which they were selected. For
example, lists acquired from entities with similar or related programs are more
likely to meet the audience criterion than are lists acquired from entities with
dissimilar or unrelated programs. Also, the characteristics of those on the lists
may indicate the purpose or purposes for which they were selected. For example,
a list based on a consumer profile of those who buy environmentally friendly
products may be useful to an entity whose mission addresses environmental
concerns and could therefore indicate that the audience was selected for its
ability to take action to assist the entity in meeting program goals. However, a
list based on net worth would indicate that the audience was selected based on
its ability or likelihood to contribute, unless there was a correlation between net
worth and the program or management and general components of the activity.
D.12. Some audiences may be selected because they have an interest in or
affinity to the program. For example, homeowners may have an interest in the
homeless because they are sympathetic to the plight of the homeless. Never
theless, including homeowners in the audience o f a program activity to provide
services to the homeless would not meet the audience criterion, because they
do not have a need or reasonable potential for use of services to the homeless.
D.13. Paragraph .13c provides that the audience criterion is met if the en
tity is required to direct the management and general component o f the joint
activity to the particular audience or the audience has reasonable potential for
use of the management and general component. An example o f a joint activ
ity in which the audience is selected because the entity is required to direct
the management and general component o f the joint activity to the particular
audience is an activity in which the entity sends a written acknowledgment or
other information to comply with requirements of the Internal Revenue Service
to prior donors and includes a request for contributions. An example of a joint
activity in which the audience is selected because the audience has reasonable
potential for use o f the management and general component is an activity in
which the entity sends its annual report to prior donors and includes a request
for contributions.
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Content
D.14. Paragraph .14 provides that, to meet the content criterion, program
activities should call for specific action by the recipient that will help accomplish
the entity's mission. As discussed in the Glossary [paragraph .30], the action
should benefit the recipient or society. Examples o f actions that benefit the
recipient (such as by improving the recipient's physical, mental, emotional,
or spiritual health and well-being) or society (such as by addressing societal
problems) include the following:
a. Actions that benefit the recipient:
•

Stop smoking. Specific methods, instructions, references,
and resources should be suggested.

•

Do not use alcohol or drugs. Specific methods, instructions,
references, and resources should be suggested.

b. Actions that benefit society:
•

Write or call. The party to communicate with and the sub
ject matter to be communicated should be specified.

•

Complete and return the enclosed questionnaire. The re
sults o f the questionnaire should help the entity achieve
its mission. For example, if the entity discards the ques
tionnaire, it does not help the entity achieve its mission.

•

Boycott. The particular product or company to be boy
cotted should be specified.

D.15. Paragraph .14b provides that to meet the content criterion, manage
ment and general functions are required to fulfill one or more of the entity's
management and general responsibilities through a component of the joint ac
tivity. Some states or other regulatory bodies require that certain disclosures
be included when soliciting contributions. Paragraph .14, footnote 9, o f this
SOP provides that for purposes of applying the guidance in this SOP, commu
nications that include such required disclosures are considered fund-raising
activities and are not considered management and general activities. Some
examples o f such disclosures include the following:
•

Information filed with the attorney general concerning this chari
table solicitation may be obtained from the attorney general o f [the
state] by calling 123-4567. Registration with the attorney general
does not imply endorsement.

•

A copy o f the registration and financial information may be ob
tained from the Division of Consumer Services by calling toll-free,
within [the state], 1-800-123-4567. Registration does not imply en
dorsement, approval, or recommendation by [the state].

•

Information about the cost o f postage and copying, and other infor
mation required to be filed under [the state] law, can be obtained
by calling 123-4567.

•

The organization's latest annual report can be obtained by calling
123-4567.

Allocation Methods
D.16. Paragraph .16 o f this SOP states, "The cost allocation methodology
used should be rational and systematic, it should result in an allocation o f joint
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costs that is reasonable, and it should be applied consistently given similar facts
and circumstances." The allocation of joint costs should be based on the degree
to which costs were incurred for the functions to which the costs are allocated
(that is, program, management and general, or fund raising). For purposes of
determining whether the allocation methodology for a particular joint activity
should be consistent with methodologies used for other particular joint activi
ties, facts and circumstances that may be considered include factors related to
the content and relative costs o f the components of the activity. The audience
should not be considered in determining whether the facts and circumstances
are similar for purposes o f determining whether the allocation methodology
for a particular joint activity should be consistent with methodologies used for
other particular joint activities.

Practicability of Measuring Joint Costs
D.17. The Glossary [paragraph .30] of this SOP includes a definition o f joint
costs. Some costs, such as utilities, rent, and insurance, commonly referred to
as indirect costs, may be joint costs. For example, the telephone bill for a de
partment that, among other things, prepares materials that include both fund
raising and program components may commonly be referred to as an indirect
cost. Such telephone bills may also be joint costs. However, for some entities, it
is impracticable to measure and allocate the portion o f the costs that are joint
costs. Considerations about which joint costs should be measured and allocated,
such as considerations about materiality and the costs and benefits of develop
ing and providing the information, are the same as considerations about cost
allocations in other circumstances.
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Appendix E
Illustrations of Applying the Criteria of Purpose, Audience, and
Content to Determine Whether a Program or Management and
General Activity Has Been Conducted
Illustration 1
Facts
E.1. Entity A's mission is to prevent drug abuse. Entity A's annual report
states that one o f its objectives in fulfilling that mission is to assist parents in
preventing their children from abusing drugs.
E.2. Entity A mails informational materials to the parents of all junior high
school students explaining the prevalence and dangers o f drug abuse. The ma
terials encourage parents to counsel children about the dangers o f drug abuse
and inform them about how to detect drug abuse. The mailing includes a re
quest for contributions. Entity A conducts other activities informing the public
about the dangers o f drug abuse and encouraging parents to counsel their chil
dren about drug abuse that do not include requests for contributions and that
are conducted in different media. Entity A's executive director is involved in
the development o f the informational materials as well as the request for con
tributions. The executive director's annual compensation includes a significant
bonus if total annual contributions exceed a predetermined amount.
Conclusion
E.3. The purpose, audience, and content criteria are met, and the joint costs
should be allocated.
E.4. The activity calls for specific action by the recipient (encouraging par
ents to counsel children about the dangers o f drug abuse and informing them
about how to detect drug abuse) that will help accomplish the entity's mission.
Therefore, the guidance in paragraph .10 should be considered. Neither of the
factors in paragraph .10a or .10b is determinative o f whether the purpose cri
terion is met. (Although Entity A's executive director's annual compensation
varies based on annual contributions, the executive director's compensation
does not vary based on contributions raised for this discrete joint activity.)
Therefore, other evidence, such as the indicators in paragraph .11, should be
considered. The purpose criterion is met based on the other evidence, because
(a) the program component o f this activity calls for specific action by the re
cipient (encouraging parents to counsel children about the dangers o f drug
abuse) that will help accomplish the entity's mission, and it otherwise conducts
the program activity in this illustration without a request for contributions,
and (6) performing such programs helps accomplish Entity A's mission. (Note
that had Entity A conducted the activity using the same medium on a scale
that is similar to or greater than the scale on which it is conducted with the
request for contributions, the purpose criterion would have been met under
paragraph .106.)
E.5. The audience criterion is met because the audience (parents o f junior
high school students) is selected based on its need to use or reasonable potential
for use o f the action called for by the program component.
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E.6. The content criterion is met because the activity calls for specific action
by the recipient (encouraging parents to counsel children about the dangers o f
drug abuse and informing them about how to detect drug abuse) that will help
accomplish the entity's mission (assisting parents in preventing their children
from abusing drugs), and it explains the need for and benefits of the action (the
prevalence and dangers of drug abuse).

Illustration 2
Facts
E.7. Entity B's mission is to reduce the incidence of illness from ABC disease,
which afflicts a broad segment o f the population. One o f Entity B's objectives
in fulfilling that mission is to inform the public about the effects and early
warning signs of the disease and specific action that should be taken to prevent
the disease.
E.8. Entity B maintains a list of its prior donors and sends them donor re
newal mailings. The mailings include messages about the effects and early
warning signs o f the disease and specific action that should be taken to pre
vent it. That information is also sent to a similar-sized audience but without
the request for contributions. Also, Entity B believes that recent donors are
more likely to contribute than nondonors or donors who have not contributed
recently. Prior donors are deleted from the mailing list if they have not con
tributed to Entity B recently, and new donors are added to the list. There is no
evidence of a correlation between recent contributions and participation in the
program component of the activity. Also, the prior donors' need to use or rea
sonable potential for use o f the messages about the effects and early warning
signs o f the disease and specific action that should be taken to prevent it is an
insignificant factor in their selection.
Conclusion
E.9. The purpose and content criteria are met. The audience criterion is not
met.11 All costs, including those that might otherwise be considered program or
management and general costs if they had been incurred in a different activity,
should be charged to fund raising.
E.10. The activity calls for specific action by the recipient (action that should
be taken to prevent ABC disease) that will help accomplish the entity's mission.
Therefore, the guidance in paragraph .10 should be considered. The purpose
criterion is met because (a) the program component o f the activity calls for
specific action by the recipient that will help accomplish the entity's mission
(to reduce the incidence o f illness from the disease), and (b) the program is
also conducted using the same medium on a scale that is similar to or greater
than the scale on which it is conducted with the request for contributions (a
similar mailing is done without the request for contributions, to a similar-sized
audience).
E .11. The audience criterion is not met. The rebuttable presumption that
the audience criterion is not met because the audience includes prior donors is
11 Paragraph .07 of thia SOP provides that all costs of joint activities, except for costs of goods
or services provided in exchange transactions that are part of joint activities, such as costs of direct
donor benefits of a special event (for example, a meal), should be charged to fund raising if any of
the criteria of purpose, audience, or content are not met. Accordingly, if one or more criteria are not
met, the other criteria need not be considered. However, the illustrations in this Appendix provide
conclusions about whether each of the criteria would be met in circumstances in which one or more
criteria are not met in order to provide further guidance.
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not overcome in this illustration. Although the audience has a need to use or
reasonable potential for use of the program component, that was an insignifi
cant factor in its selection.
E.12. The content criterion is met because the activity calls for specific action
by the recipient (actions to prevent ABC disease) that will help accomplish the
entity's mission (to reduce the incidence o f ABC disease), and it explains the
need for and benefits of the action (to prevent ABC disease).

Illustration 3
Facts
E.13. Entity C's mission is to reduce the incidence o f illness from ABC dis
ease, which afflicts a broad segment of the population. One o f Entity C's objec
tives in fulfilling that mission is to increase governmental funding for research
about ABC disease.
E.14. Entity C maintains a list of its prior donors and its employees call
them on the telephone reminding them of the effects of ABC disease, asking for
contributions, and encouraging them to contact their elected officials to urge
increased governmental funding for research about ABC disease. The callers
are educated about ABC, do not otherwise perform fund-raising functions, and
are not compensated or evaluated based on contributions raised. Entity C's
research indicates that recent donors are likely to contact their elected officials
about such funding while nonrecent donors are not. Prior donors are deleted
from the calling list if they have not contributed to Entity C recently, and new
donors are added to the list.
Conclusion
E.15. The purpose, audience, and content criteria are met, and the joint costs
should be allocated.
E.16. The activity calls for specific action by the recipient (contacting elected
officials concerning funding for research about ABC disease) that will help ac
complish the entity's mission. Therefore, the guidance in paragraph .10 should
be considered. Neither o f the factors in paragraph .10a or .10b is determina
tive of whether the purpose criterion is met. Therefore, other evidence, such as
the indicators in paragraph .11, should be considered. The purpose criterion
is met based on the other evidence, because (a) the qualifications and duties
o f the personnel performing the activity indicate that it is a program activity
(the callers are educated about ABC and do not otherwise perform fund-raising
functions), (b) the method of compensation for performing the activity does not
indicate that it is a fund-raising activity (the employees are not compensated
or evaluated based on contributions raised), and (c) performing such programs
helps accomplish Entity C's mission.
E.17. The audience criterion is met because the audience (recent donors)
is selected based on its ability to assist Entity C in meeting the goals of the
program component o f the activity (recent donors are likely to contact their
elected officials about such funding while nonrecent donors are not).
E.18. The content criterion is met because the activity calls for specific action
by the recipient (contacting elected officials concerning funding for research
about ABC disease) that will help accomplish the entity's mission (to reduce
the incidence o f ABC disease), and it explains the need for and benefits o f the
action (to prevent ABC disease).
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Illustration 4
Facts
E.19. Entity D's mission is to improve the quality of life for senior citizens.
One of Entity D's objectives included in that mission is to increase the physical
activity of senior citizens. One of Entity D's programs to attain that objective
is to send representatives to speak to groups about the importance o f exercise
and to conduct exercise classes.
E.20. Entity D mails a brochure on the importance o f exercise that encour
ages exercise in later years to residents over the age o f sixty-five in three zip code
areas. The last two pages of the four-page brochure include a perforated contri
bution remittance form on which Entity D explains its program and makes an
appeal for contributions. The content of the first two pages of the brochure is
primarily educational; it explains how seniors can undertake a self-supervised
exercise program and encourages them to undertake such a program. In addi
tion, Entity D includes a second brochure on various exercise techniques that
can be used by those undertaking an exercise program.
E.21. The brochures are distributed to educate people in this age group about
the importance o f exercising, to help them exercise properly, and to raise contri
butions for Entity D. These objectives are documented in a letter to the public
relations firm that developed the brochures. The audience is selected based on
age, without regard to ability to contribute. Entity D believes that most of the
recipients would benefit from the information about exercise.
Conclusion
E.22. The purpose, audience, and content criteria are met, and the joint
costs should be allocated. (Note that the costs o f the second brochure should
be charged to program because all the costs of the brochure are identifiable
with the program function.)
E.23. The activity calls for specific action by the recipient (exercising) that
will help accomplish the entity's mission. Therefore, the guidance in paragraph
.10 should be considered. Neither of the factors in paragraph .10a or .10b is de
terminative of whether the purpose criterion is met. Therefore, other evidence,
such as the indicators in paragraph .11, should be considered. The purpose cri
terion is met based on the other evidence, because (a) performing such programs
helps accomplish Entity D's mission, and (b) the objectives o f the program are
documented in a letter to the public relations firm that developed the brochure.
E.24. The audience criterion is met because the audience (residents over
sixty-five in certain zip codes) is selected based on its need to use or reasonable
potential for use of the action called for by the program component.
E.25. The content criterion is met because the activity calls for specific action
by the recipient (exercising) that will help accomplish the entity's mission (in
creasing the physical activity o f senior citizens), and the need for and benefits
of the action are clearly evident (explains the importance of exercising).

Illustration 5
Facts
E.26. The facts are the same as those in Illustration 4, except that Entity E
employs a fund-raising consultant to develop the first brochure and pays that
consultant 30 percent of contributions raised.
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Conclusion
E.27. The content and audience criteria are met. The purpose criterion is not
met, however, because a majority o f compensation or fees for the fund-raising
consultant varies based on contributions raised for this discrete joint activity
(the fund-raising consultant is paid 30 percent o f contributions raised). All costs
should be charged to fund raising, including the costs of the second brochure and
any other costs that otherwise might be considered program or management
and general costs if they had been incurred in a different activity.

Illustration 6
Facts
E.28. Entity F's mission is to protect the environment. One of Entity F's
objectives included in that mission is to take action that will increase the portion
o f waste recycled by the public.
E.29. Entity F conducts a door-to-door canvass of a community that recycles a
low portion of its waste. The purpose of the activity is to help increase recycling
by educating the community about environmental problems created by not re
cycling, and to raise contributions. Based on the information communicated by
the canvassers, the need for and benefits of the action are clearly evident. The
ability or likelihood of the residents to contribute is not a basis for communi
ties selected, and all neighborhoods in the geographic area are covered if their
recycling falls below a predetermined rate. The canvassers are selected from
individuals who are well-informed about the organization's environmental con
cerns and programs and who previously participated as volunteers in program
activities such as answering environmental questions directed to the organi
zation and developing program activities designed to influence legislators to
take actions addressing those concerns. The canvassers have not previously
participated in fund-raising activities.
Conclusion
E.30. The purpose, audience, and content criteria are met, and the joint costs
should be allocated.
E.31. The activity calls for specific action by the recipient (implicitly—to help
increase recycling) that will help accomplish the entity's mission. Therefore, the
guidance in paragraph .10 should be considered. Neither o f the factors in para
graph .10a or .10b is determinative o f whether the purpose criterion is met.
Therefore, other evidence, such as the indicators in paragraph .11, should be
considered. The purpose criterion is met based on the other evidence, because
(a) the qualifications and duties of the personnel performing the activity indi
cate that it is a program activity (the canvassers are selected from individuals
who are well-informed about the organization's environmental concerns and
programs and who previously participated as volunteers in program activities
such as answering environmental questions directed to the organization and
developing program activities designed to influence legislators to take actions
addressing those concerns), and (6) performing such programs helps accomplish
Entity F's mission (to protect the environment).
E.32. The audience criterion is met because the audience (neighborhoods
whose recycling falls below a predetermined rate) is selected based on its need
to use or reasonable potential for use of the action called for by the program
component.
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E.33. The content criterion is met because the activity calls for specific action
by the recipient (implicitly—to help increase recycling) that will help accom
plish the entity's mission (to protect the environment), and the need for and
benefits o f the action are clearly evident (increased recycling will help alleviate
environmental problems).

Illustration 7
Facts
E.34. Entity G's mission is to provide summer camps for economically disad
vantaged youths. Educating the families of ineligible youths about the camps
is not one of the program objectives included in that mission.
E.35. Entity G conducts a door-to-door solicitation campaign for its camp
programs. In the campaign, volunteers with canisters visit homes in middleclass neighborhoods to collect contributions. Entity G believes that people in
those neighborhoods would not need the camp's programs but may contribute.
The volunteers explain the camp's programs, including why the disadvantaged
children benefit from the program, and distribute leaflets to the residents re
gardless of whether they contribute to the camp. The leaflets describe the camp,
its activities, who can attend, and the benefits to attendees. Requests for con
tributions are not included in the leaflets.
Conclusion
E.36. The purpose, audience, and content criteria are not met. All costs
should be charged to fund raising.
E.37. The activity does not include a call for specific action because it only
educates the audience about causes (describing the camp, its activities, who
can attend, and the benefits to attendees). Therefore, the purpose criterion is
not met.
E.38. The audience criterion is not met, because the audience is selected
based on its ability or likelihood to contribute, rather than based on (a) its need
to use or reasonable potential for use o f the action called for by the program
component, or (b) its ability to take action to assist the entity in meeting the
goals of the program component of the activity. (Entity G believes that people in
those neighborhoods would not need the camp's programs but may contribute.)
E.39. The content criterion is not met because the activity does not call for
specific action by the recipient. (The content educates the audience about causes
that the program is designed to address without calling for specific action.)

Illustration 8
Facts
E.40. Entity H's mission is to educate the public about lifesaving techniques
in order to increase the number of lives saved. One of Entity H's objectives in
fulfilling that mission, as stated in the minutes o f the board's meetings, is to
produce and show television broadcasts including information about lifesaving
techniques.
E.41. Entity H conducts an annual national telethon to raise contributions
and to reach the American public with lifesaving educational messages, such
as summary instructions concerning dealing with certain life-threatening situ
ations. Based on the information communicated by the messages, the need for
and benefits of the action are clearly evident. The broadcast includes segments
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describing Entity H's services. Entity H broadcasts the telethon to the entire
country, not merely to areas selected on the basis of giving potential or prior
fund raising results. Also, Entity H uses national television broadcasts devoted
entirely to lifesaving educational messages to conduct program activities with
out fund raising.
Conclusion
E.42. The purpose, audience, and content criteria are met, and the joint costs
should be allocated.
E.43. The activity calls for specific action by the recipient (implicitly—to save
lives) that will help accomplish the entity's mission. Therefore, the guidance in
paragraph .10 should be considered. The purpose criterion is met because (a)
the program component of the activity calls for specific action by the recipient
that will help accomplish Entity H's mission (to save lives by educating the
public), and (b) a similar program activity is conducted without the fund rais
ing using the same medium and on a scale that is similar to or greater than the
scale on which it is conducted with the appeal (Entity H uses national televi
sion broadcasts devoted entirely to lifesaving educational messages to conduct
program activities without fund raising).
E.44. The audience criterion is met because the audience (a broad segment
o f the population) is selected based on its need to use or reasonable potential
for use of the action called for by the program activity.
E.45. The content criterion is met because the activity calls for specific action
by the recipient (implicitly—to save lives) that will help accomplish the entity's
mission (to save lives by educating the public), and the need for and benefits of
the action are clearly evident (saving lives is desirable).

Illustration 9
Facts
E.46. Entity I's mission is to provide food, clothing, and medical care to chil
dren in developing countries.
E.47. Entity I conducts television broadcasts in the United States that de
scribe its programs, show the needy children, and end with appeals for con
tributions. Entity I's operating policies and internal management memoranda
state that these programs are designed to educate the public about the needs
o f children in developing countries and to raise contributions. The employees
producing the programs are trained in audiovisual production and are familiar
with Entity I's programs. Also, the executive producer is paid $25,000 for this
activity, with a $5,000 bonus if the activity raises over $1,000,000.
Conclusion
E.48. The purpose, audience, and content criteria are not met. All costs
should be charged to fund raising.
E.49. The activity does not include a call for specific action because it only
educates the audience about causes (describing its programs and showing the
needy children). Therefore, the purpose criterion is not met. (Also, note that if
the factor in paragraph .10a were considered, it would not be determinative of
whether the purpose criterion is met. Although the executive producer will be
paid $5,000 if the activity raises over $1,000,000, that amount would not be a
majority of the executive producer's total compensation for this activity, because
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$5,000 would not be a majority of the executive producer's total compensation of
$30,000 for this activity. Also, note that if other evidence, such as the indicators
in paragraph .11, were considered, the purpose criterion would not be met based
on the other evidence. Although the qualifications and duties of the personnel
performing the activity indicate that the employees producing the program are
familiar with Entity I's programs, the facts that some, but less than a majority,
of the executive producer's compensation varies based on contributions raised,
and that the operating policies and internal management memoranda state
that these programs are designed to educate the public about the needs of
children in developing countries [with no call for specific action by recipients]
and to raise contributions, indicate that the purpose is fund raising.)
E.50. The audience criterion is not met because the audience is selected based
on its ability or likelihood to contribute, rather than based on (a) its need to
use or reasonable potential for use of the action called for by the program com
ponent, or (b) its ability to take action to assist the entity in meeting the goals
of the program component of the activity. (The audience is a broad segment of
the population o f a country that is not in need o f or has no reasonable potential
for use of the program activity.)
E.51. The content criterion is not met because the activity does not call for
specific action by the recipient that will help accomplish the entity's mission.
(The content educates the audience about the causes without calling for specific
action.)

Illustration 10
Facts
E.52. Entity J is a university that distributes its annual report, which in
cludes reports on mission accomplishments, to those who have made signif
icant contributions over the previous year, its board of trustees, and its em
ployees. The annual report is primarily prepared by management and general
personnel, such as the accounting department and executive staff. The activ
ity is coordinated by the public relations department. Internal management
memoranda indicate that the purpose of the annual report is to report on how
management discharged its stewardship responsibilities, including the univer
sity's overall performance, goals, financial position, cash flows, and results of
operations. Included in the package containing the annual report are requests
for contributions and donor reply cards.
Conclusion
E.53. The purpose, audience, and content criteria are met, and the joint costs
should be allocated.
E.54. The activity has elements of management and general functions.
Therefore, no call for specific action is required. Neither of the factors in para
graph .10a or .10b is determinative o f whether the purpose criterion is met.
Therefore, other evidence, such as the indicators in paragraph .11, should be
considered. The purpose criterion is met based on the other evidence, because
(a) the employees performing the activity are not members of the fund-raising
department and perform other non-fund-raising activities and (6) internal man
agement memoranda indicate that the purpose o f the annual report is to fulfill
one of the university's management and general responsibilities.
E.55. The audience criterion is met because the audience is selected based
on its reasonable potential for use of the management and general component.
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Although the activity is directed primarily at those who have previously made
significant contributions, the audience was selected based on its presumed in
terest in Entity J's annual report (prior donors who have made significant con
tributions are likely to have an interest in matters discussed in the annual
report).
E.56. The content criterion is met because the activity (distributing annual
reports) fulfills one o f the entity's management and general responsibilities
(reporting concerning management's fulfillment o f its stewardship function).

Illustration 11
Facts
E.57. Entity K is an NPO. In accordance with internal management mem
oranda documenting its policies requiring it to comply with Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) regulations, it mails prior donors who have made quid pro quo
payments in excess of $75 documentation required by the IRS. The documen
tation is included on a perforated piece o f paper. The information above the
perforation line pertains to the documentation required by the IRS. The infor
mation below the perforation line includes a request for contributions and may
be used as a donor reply card.
Conclusion
E.58. The purpose, audience, and content criteria are met, and the joint costs
should be allocated. (Note that the costs of the information below the perforation
line are identifiable with fund raising and therefore should be charged to fund
raising.)
E.59. The activity has elements of management and general functions.
Therefore, no call for specific action is required. Neither of the factors in para
graph .10a or .10b is determinative of whether the purpose criterion is met.
Therefore, other evidence, such as the indicators in paragraph .11, should be
considered. The purpose criterion is met based on the other evidence, because
internal management memoranda indicate that the purpose of the activity is
to fulfill one o f Entity K's management and general responsibilities.
E.60. The audience criterion is met because the entity is required to direct the
management and general component of the activity to the particular audience.
Although the activity is directed at those who have previously contributed, the
audience was selected based on its need for the documentation.
E.61. The content criterion is met because the activity (sending documenta
tion required by the IRS) fulfills one o f the entity's management and general
responsibilities (complying with IRS regulations).

Illustration 12
Facts
E.62. Entity L is an animal rights organization. It mails a package of material
to individuals included in lists rented from various environmental and other
organizations that support causes that Entity L believes are congruent with
its own. In addition to donor response cards and return envelopes, the package
includes (a) materials urging recipients to contact their legislators and urge
the legislators to support legislation to protect those rights, and (b) postcards
addressed to legislators urging support for legislation restricting the use o f
animal testing for cosmetic products. The mail campaign is part o f an overall
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strategy that includes magazine advertisements and the distribution of similar
materials at various community events, some of which are undertaken without
fund-raising appeals. The advertising and community events reach audiences
similar in size and demographics to the audience reached by the mailing.
Conclusion
E.63. The purpose, audience, and content criteria are met, and the joint costs
should be allocated.
E.64. The activity calls for specific action by the recipient (mailing postcards
to legislators urging support for legislation restricting the use o f animal testing
for cosmetic products) that will help accomplish the entity's mission. Therefore,
the guidance in paragraph .10 should be considered. Neither of the factors in
paragraph ,10a or .10b is determinative of whether the purpose criterion is met.
Therefore, other evidence, such as the indicators in paragraph .11, should be
considered. The purpose criterion is met based on the other evidence, because (a)
the program component of this activity calls for specific action by the recipient
that will help accomplish the entity's mission, and it otherwise conducts the
program activity in this illustration without a request for contributions, and
(b) performing such programs helps accomplish Entity L's mission.
E.65. The audience criterion is met because the audience (individuals in
cluded in lists rented from various environmental and other organizations that
support causes that Entity L believes are congruent with its own) is selected
based on its ability to take action to assist the entity in meeting the goals of the
program component of the activity.
E.66. The content criterion is met because the activity calls for specific action
by the recipient (mailing postcards to legislators urging support for legislation
restricting the use of animal testing for cosmetic products) that will help ac
complish the entity's mission (to protect animal rights), and the need for and
benefits of the action are clearly evident (to protect animal rights).

Illustration 13
Facts
E.67. Entity M is a performing arts organization whose mission is to make
the arts available to residents in its area. Entity M charges a fee for attending
performances and sends advertisements, including subscription forms, for the
performances to residents in its area. These advertisements include a return
envelope with a request for contributions. Entity M evaluates the effectiveness
o f the advertising based on the number o f subscriptions sold as well as contri
butions received. In performing that evaluation, Entity M places more weight
on the number o f subscriptions sold than on the contributions received. Also,
Entity M advertises the performances on local television and radio without a
request for contributions but on a smaller scale than the mail advertising.
Conclusion
E.68. The purpose, audience, and content criteria are met, and the joint costs
should be allocated.
E.69. The activity calls for specific action by the recipient (attending the per
formances) that will help accomplish the entity's mission. Therefore, the guid
ance in paragraph .10 should be considered. Neither of the factors in paragraph
.10a or .10b is determinative o f whether the purpose criterion is met. Therefore,
other evidence, such as the indicators in paragraph .11, should be considered.
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The purpose criterion is met based on the other evidence, because (a) the en
tity measures program results and accomplishments of the joint activity and
in evaluating the effectiveness of the activity, the entity places significantly
greater weight on the activity's effectiveness in accomplishing program goals
than on the activity's effectiveness in raising contributions (Entity M evaluates
the effectiveness o f the advertising based on the number of subscriptions sold
as well as contributions received and places more weight on the number of sub
scriptions sold than on the contributions received), (b) it otherwise conducts the
program activity without a request for contributions, and (c) performing such
programs helps accomplish Entity M's mission (to make the arts available to
residents in its area).
E.70. The audience criterion is met because the audience (a broad segment
o f the population in Entity M's area) is selected based on its need to use or
reasonable potential for use of the action called for by the program component.
E.71. The content criterion is met because the activity calls for specific action
by the recipient (attending the performances) that will help accomplish the
entity's mission (making the arts available to area residents), and the need
for and benefits of the action are clearly evident (attending the performance is
a positive cultural experience). (Note that the purchase o f subscriptions is an
exchange transaction and, therefore, is not a contribution.)

Illustration 14
Facts
E.72. Entity N is a university whose mission is to educate the public (stu
dents) in various academic pursuits. Entity N's political science department
holds a special lecture series in which prominent world leaders speak about
current events. The speakers command relatively high fees and, in order to
cover costs and make a modest profit, the university sets a relatively expensive
fee to attend. However, the tickets are priced at the fair value o f the lecture and
no portion of the ticket purchase price is a contribution. Entity N advertises
the lectures by sending invitations to prior attendees and to prior donors who
have contributed significant amounts, and by placing advertisements in local
newspapers read by the general public. At some of the lectures, including the
lecture being considered in this illustration, deans and other faculty members
of Entity N solicit significant contributions from attendees. Other lectures in
the series are conducted on a scale similar to the scale of the lecture in this
illustration without requesting contributions. Entity N's records indicate that
historically 75 percent o f the attendees have attended prior lectures. O f the 75
percent who have attended prior lectures, 15 percent have made prior contri
butions to Entity N. O f the 15 percent who have made prior contributions to
Entity N, 5 percent have made contributions in response to solicitations made at
the events. (Therefore, one-half of one percent o f attendees make contributions
in response to solicitations made at the events. However, those contributions
are significant.) Overall, the audience's ability or likelihood to contribute is an
insignificant factor in its selection. Entity N evaluates the effectiveness o f the
activity based on the number o f tickets sold, as well as contributions received.
In performing that evaluation, Entity N places more weight on the number of
tickets sold than on the contributions received.
Conclusion
E.73. The purpose, audience, and content criteria are met, and the joint costs
should be allocated.
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E.74. The activity calls for specific action by the recipient (attending the
lecture) that will help accomplish the entity's mission. Therefore, the guidance
in paragraph .10 should be considered. The purpose criterion is met because (a)
the program component of the activity calls for specific action by the recipient
that will help accomplish the entity's mission (educating the public [students]
in various academic pursuits), and (b) the program is also conducted using the
same medium on a scale that is similar to or greater than the scale on which
it is conducted with the request for contributions (other lectures in the series
are conducted on a scale similar to the scale of the lecture in this illustration
without requesting contributions).
E.75. The audience criterion is met. The rebuttable presumption that the au
dience criterion is not met because the audience includes prior donors is over
come in this illustration because the audience (those who have shown prior
interest in the lecture series, prior donors, a broad segment of the population
in Entity N's area, and those attending the lecture) is also selected for its rea
sonable potential for use of the program component (attending the lecture).
Although the audience may make significant contributions, that was an in
significant factor in its selection.
E.76. The content criterion is met because the activity calls for specific action
by the recipient (attending the lecture) that will help accomplish the entity's
mission (educating the public [students] in various academic pursuits), and the
need for and benefits of the action are clearly evident (attending the lecture
is a positive educational experience). (Note that the purchase of the tickets
is an exchange transaction and, therefore, is not a contribution. As discussed
in paragraph .07 o f this SOP, costs of goods or services provided in exchange
transactions that are part of joint activities, such as costs of direct donor benefits
of a special event, should not be reported as fund raising.12)

Illustration 15
Facts
E.77. Entity O is a university whose mission is to educate the public (stu
dents) in various academic pursuits. Entity O's political science department
holds a special lecture series in which prominent world leaders speak about
current events. Admission is priced at $250, which is above the $50 fair value
o f the lecture and, therefore, $200 o f the admission price is a contribution.
Therefore, the audience's likelihood to contribute to the entity is a significant
factor in its selection. Entity O advertises the lectures by sending invitations to
prior attendees and to prior donors who have contributed significant amounts,
and by placing advertisements in local newspapers read by the general public.
Entity O presents similar lectures that are priced at the fair value of those
lectures.
Conclusion
E.78. The purpose and content criteria are met. The audience criterion is not
met. All costs, including those that might otherwise be considered program or
management and general costs if they had been incurred in a different activity,

12 Paragraphs 13.21 to 13.26 of the Audit and Accounting Guide Not-for-Profit Organizations
provide guidance concerning reporting special events. [Footnote revised, June 2004, to reflect con
forming changes necessary due to conforming changes made to the AICPA Audit and Accounting
Guide Not-for-Profit Organizations.]
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except for the costs o f the direct donor benefit (the lecture), should be charged
to fund raising.
E.79. The activity calls for specific action by the recipient (attending the
lecture) that will help accomplish the entity's mission. Therefore, the guidance
in paragraph .10 should be considered. The purpose criterion is met because (a)
the program component o f the activity calls for specific action by the recipient
that will help accomplish the entity's mission (educating the public [students]
in various academic pursuits), and (b) the program is also conducted using the
same medium on a scale that is similar to or greater than the scale on which
it is conducted with the request for contributions (other lectures in the series
are conducted on a scale similar to the scale of the lecture in this illustration
without including a contribution in the admission price.)
E.80. The audience criterion is not met. The rebuttable presumption that the
audience criterion is not met because the audience is selected based on its like
lihood to contribute to the entity is not overcome in this illustration. The fact
that the $250 admission price includes a $200 contribution leads to the conclu
sion that the audience's ability or likelihood to contribute is an overwhelmingly
significant factor in its selection, whereas there is no evidence that the extent
to which the audience is selected for its need to use or reasonable potential for
use of the action called for by the program component (attending the lecture)
is overwhelmingly significant.
E.81. The content criterion is met because the activity calls for specific action
by the recipient (attending the lecture) that will help accomplish the entity's
mission (educating the public [students] in various academic pursuits), and the
need for and benefits o f the action are clearly evident (attending the lecture
is a positive educational experience). (Note that the purchase o f the tickets
is an exchange transaction and, therefore, is not a contribution. As discussed
in paragraph .07 o f this SOP, costs o f goods or services provided in exchange
transactions that are part of joint activities, such as costs of direct donor benefits
o f a special event, should not be reported as fund raising.13)

Illustration 16
Facts
E.82. Entity P's mission is to reduce the incidence of illness from ABC disease,
which primarily afflicts people over sixty-five years o f age. One o f Entity P's
objectives in fulfilling that mission is to have all persons over sixty-five screened
for ABC disease.
E.83. Entity P rents space at events attended primarily by people over sixtyfive years o f age and conducts free screening for ABC disease. Entity P's em
ployees, who are educated about ABC disease and screening procedures and do
not otherwise perform fund-raising functions, educate interested parties about
the effects of ABC disease and the ease and benefits of screening for it. Entity P
also solicits contributions at the events. The effectiveness of the activity is eval
uated primarily based on how many screening tests are performed, and only
minimally based on contributions raised. The employees are not compensated
or evaluated based on contributions raised.
13 Paragraphs 13.21 to 13.26 of the Audit and Accounting Guide Not-for-Profit Organizations
provide guidance concerning reporting special events. [Footnote revised, June 2004, to reflect con
forming changes necessary due to conforming changes made to the AICPA Audit and Accounting
Guide Not-for-Profit Organizations.]
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Conclusion
E.84. The purpose, audience, and content criteria are met, and the joint costs
should be allocated.
E.85. The activity calls for specific action by the recipient (being screened
for ABC disease) that will help accomplish the entity's mission. Therefore, the
guidance in paragraph .10 should be considered. Neither of the factors in para
graph .10a or .10b is determinative o f whether the purpose criterion is met.
Therefore, other evidence, such as the indicators in paragraph .11, should be
considered. The purpose criterion is met based on the other evidence, because
(a) a process exists to evaluate measured program results and accomplishments
and in evaluating the effectiveness of the joint activity, the entity places signif
icantly greater weight on the activity's effectiveness in accomplishing program
goals than on the activity's effectiveness in raising contributions (Entity P eval
uates the effectiveness of the activity based on the number o f screening tests
conducted as well as contributions received and places more weight on the
number of tests conducted than on the contributions received); (6) the quali
fications and duties of the personnel performing the activity indicate that it
is a program activity (the employees are educated about ABC disease and the
testing procedures and do not otherwise perform fund-raising functions); (c) the
method of compensation for performing the activity does not indicate that it is
a fund-raising activity (the employees are not compensated or evaluated based
on contributions raised); and (d ) performing such programs helps accomplish
Entity P's mission (to prevent ABC disease).
E.86. The audience criterion is met because the audience (people over sixtyfive years of age) is selected based on its need to use or reasonable potential for
use of the action called for by the program component.
E.87. The content criterion is met because the activity calls for specific action
by the recipient (being screened for ABC disease) that will help accomplish the
entity's mission (to reduce the incidence o f ABC disease), and it explains the
need for and benefits of the action (to prevent ABC disease).

Illustration 17
Facts
E.88. Entity Q's mission is to provide cultural and educational television
programming to residents in its area. Entity Q owns a public television station
and holds a membership drive in which it solicits new members. The drive is
conducted by station employees and consists o f solicitations that are shown
during long breaks between the station's regularly scheduled programs. Entity
Q's internal management memoranda state that these drives are designed to
raise contributions. Entity Q evaluates the effectiveness o f the activity based
on the amount o f contributions received. Entity Q shows the programs on a
similar scale, without the request for contributions. The audience is members
of the general public who watch the programs shown during the drive. Station
member benefits are given to those who contribute and consist o f tokens of
appreciation with a nominal value.
Conclusion
E.89. The purpose, audience, and content criteria are met, and the joint costs
should be allocated. (Note that there would be few, if any, joint costs. Costs as
sociated with the fund-raising activities, such as costs o f airtime, would be
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separately identifiable from costs o f the program activities, such as licensing
costs for a particular television program. Also, note that because no significant
benefits or duties are associated with membership, member dues are contribu
tions. Therefore, the substance of the membership-development activities is,
in fact, fund raising.)
E.90. The activity calls for specific action by the recipient (watching the tele
vision program) that will help accomplish the entity's mission. Therefore, the
guidance in paragraph .10 should be considered. The purpose criterion is met
because (a) the program component of the activity calls for specific action by the
recipient that will help accomplish the entity's mission, and (b) the program is
also conducted using the same medium on a scale that is similar to or greater
than the scale on which it is conducted with the request for contributions (En
tity Q shows the television programs on a similar scale, without the request for
contributions).
E.91. The audience criterion is met. The rebuttable presumption that the
audience criterion is not met because the audience is selected based on its like
lihood to contribute is overcome in this illustration because the audience (mem
bers o f the general public who watch the television programs shown during the
drive) is also selected for its reasonable potential for use of the program com
ponent (watching the television programs). Although the audience may make
contributions, that was an insignificant factor in its selection.
E.92. The content criterion is met because the activity calls for specific action
by the recipient (watching the television programs) that will help accomplish
the entity's mission (providing cultural and educational television program
ming to residents in its area), and the need for and benefits of the action are
clearly evident (watching the programs is a positive cultural and educational
experience).
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Appendix F
Illustrations of Allocation Methods
F.1. Some commonly used cost allocation methods follow.

Physical Units Method
F.2. Joint costs are allocated to materials and activities in proportion to the
number of units o f output that can be attributed to each o f the materials and
activities. Examples o f units of output are lines, square inches, and physical
content measures. This method assumes that the benefits received by the fund
raising, program, or management and general component of the materials or ac
tivity from the joint costs incurred are directly proportional to the lines, square
inches, or other physical output measures attributed to each component o f the
activity. This method may result in an unreasonable allocation of joint costs if
the units of output, for example, line counts, do not reflect the degree to which
costs are incurred for the joint activity. Use of the physical units method may
also result in an unreasonable allocation if the physical units cannot be clearly
ascribed to fund raising, program, or management and general. For example,
direct mail and telephone solicitations sometimes include content that is not
identifiable with fund raising, program, or management and general; or the
physical units of such content are inseparable.
Illustration
F.3. Assume a direct mail campaign is used to conduct programs o f the entity
and to solicit contributions to support the entity and its programs. Further,
assume that the appeal meets the criteria for allocation of joint costs to more
than one function.
F.4. The letter and reply card include a total of one hundred lines. Forty-five
lines pertain to program because they include a call for action by the recipient
that will help accomplish the entity's mission, while fifty-five lines pertain to
the fund-raising appeal. Accordingly, 45 percent o f the costs are allocated to
program and 55 percent to fund-raising.

Relative Direct Cost Method
F.5. Joint costs are allocated to each of the components on the basis o f their
respective direct costs. Direct costs are those costs that are incurred in con
nection with the multipurpose materials or activity and that are specifically
identifiable with a function (program, fund raising, or management and gen
eral). This method may result in an unreasonable allocation of joint costs if the
joint costs o f the materials and activity are not incurred in approximately the
same proportion and for the same reasons as the direct costs o f the materials
and activity. For example, if a relatively costly booklet informing the reader
about the entity's mission (including a call for action by the recipient that will
help accomplish the entity's mission) is included with a relatively inexpensive
fund-raising letter, the allocation of joint costs based on the cost of these pieces
may be unreasonable, particularly if the booklet and letter weigh approximately
the same and therefore contribute equally to the postage costs.
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Illustration
F.6. The costs of a direct mail campaign that can be specifically identified
with program services are the costs of separate program materials and a post
card which calls for specific action by the recipient that will help accomplish
the entity's mission. They total $20,000. The direct costs o f the fund-raising
component of the direct mail campaign consist of the costs to develop and pro
duce the fund-raising letter. They total $80,000. Joint costs associated with the
direct mail campaign total $40,000 and would be allocated as follows under the
relative direct cost method:
Program $20,000/$100,000 x $40,000 = $8,000
Fund raising $80,000/$100,000 x $40,000 = $32,000

Stand-Alone Joint-Cost-Allocation Method
F.7. Joint costs are allocated to each component of the activity based on a ratio
that uses estimates of costs of items included in joint costs that would have been
incurred had the components been conducted independently. The numerator
of the ratio is the cost (of items included in joint costs) o f conducting a single
component independently; the denominator is the cost (of items included in joint
costs) of conducting all components independently. This method assumes that
efforts for each component in the stand-alone situation are proportionate to the
efforts actually undertaken in the joint cost situation. This method may result
in an unreasonable allocation because it ignores the effect o f each function,
which is performed jointly with other functions, on other such functions. For
example, the programmatic impact of a direct mail campaign or a telemarketing
phone message may be significantly lessened when performed in conjunction
with a fund-raising appeal.
Illustration
F.8. Assume that the joint costs associated with a direct mail campaign in
cluding both program and fund-raising components are the costs o f stationery,
postage, and envelopes at a total o f $100,000. The costs o f stationery, postage,
and envelopes to produce and distribute each component separately would have
been $90,000 for the program component and $70,000 for the fund-raising com
ponent. Under the stand-alone joint-cost-allocation method, the $100,000 in
joint costs would be allocated as follows: $90,000/$160,000 x $100,000 = $56,250
to program services and $70,000/$160,000 x $100,000 = $43,750 to fund raising.
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Appendix G
Illustrations of Disclosures
G.1. The disclosures discussed in paragraphs .18 and .19 are illustrated be
low. Alternative 1 reports the required and encouraged information in narrative
format. Alternative 2 reports that information in tabular format, as well as in
formation concerning joint costs incurred for each kind of activity by functional
classification, which is neither required nor encouraged, but which is not pro
hibited.

Alternative 1
Note X. Allocation of Joint Costs
In 19XX, the organization conducted activities that included requests
for contributions, as well as program and management and general
components. Those activities included direct mail campaigns, special
events, and a telethon. The costs of conducting those activities included
a total of $310,000 of joint costs, which are not specifically attributable
to particular components o f the activities (joint costs). [Note to reader:
The following sentence is encouraged but not required.] Joint costs for
each kind o f activity were $50,000, $150,000, and $110,000 respec
tively. These joint costs were allocated as follows:
Fund raising

$180,000

Program A

80,000

Program B
Management and general

Total

40,000
10,000
$310,000

Alternative 2
Note X. Allocation o f Joint Costs
In 19XX, the organization conducted activities that included appeals
for contributions and incurred joint costs of $310,000. These activities
included direct mail campaigns, special events, and a telethon. Joint
costs were allocated as follows:
Direct Mail
Fund raising
Program A

Telethon

Total

$40,000

$50,000

$90,000

$180,000

10,000

65,000

5,000

80,000

25,000

15,000

40,000

$110,000

$310,000

Program B

10,000

Management and general
Total

Special
Events

$50,000

$150,000

10,000

[Note to reader: Shading is used to highlight information that is neither re
quired nor encouraged, but which is not prohibited. However, entities may prefer
to disclose it. Disclosing the total joint costs for each kind o f activity ($50,000,
$150,000, and $110,000) is encouraged but not required.]
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Appendix H
Contrast of Guidance in This SOP With the Guidance in SOP
8 7 -2 14,**
This SOP

SOP 87-2

Applies to all entities that solicit
contributions, including state and
local governments.

Applied to entities that follow the AICPA
Industry Audit Guide Audits o f Volun
tary Health and Welfare Organizations
or SOP 78-10. (SOP 87-2 was not ap
plicable to entities that are within the
scope of Governmental Accounting Stan
dards Board Statement No. 29, The Use
o f Not-for-Profit Accounting and Finan
cial Reporting Principles by Governmen
tal Entities.)

Covers all costs of joint activi
ties. (Costs that otherwise might
be considered program or man
agement and general costs if they
had been incurred in a different
activity, except for costs of goods
or services provided in exchange
transactions that are part o f joint
activities, such as costs o f direct
donor benefits o f a special event
[for example, a meal], should be
charged to fund raising unless the
criteria in the SOP are met.)

Covers only joint costs o f joint
activities.

Criteria of purpose, audience, and
content should all be met in or
der to charge costs o f the activity
to program or management and
general.

Unclear concerning whether all criteria
should be met in order to charge costs o f
the activity to program or management
and general.

14 In August 1996, the AICPA issued the Audit and Accounting Guide Not-for-Profit Organiza
tions, which superseded SOP 87-2, Accounting for Joint Costs of Informational Materials and Activities
of Not-for-Profit Organizations That Include a Fund-Raising Appeal, because the guidance in SOP 87-2
is incorporated into paragraphs 13.36 to 13.45 of the Guide. Also, Not-for-Profit Organizations super
seded the AICPA Industry Audit Guide Audits of Voluntary Health and Welfare Organizations and
SOP 78-10. Not-for-Profit Organizations applies to all nongovernmental not-for-profit organizations
other than those required to follow the Audit and Accounting Guide Health Care Organizations. There
fore, incorporating the guidance in SOP 87-2 into Not-for-Profit Organizations broadened the scope
of the guidance previously included in SOP 87-2 to all not-for-profit organizations other than those
required to follow Health Care Organizations. The discussion in this SOP of SOP 87-2 refers to both
SOP 87-2 and the guidance included in paragraphs 13.36 to 13.45 of Not-for-Profit Organizations, ex
cept that the guidance in Not-for-Profit Organizations applies to all not-for-profit organizations other
than those required to follow Health Care Organizations.
*See footnotes ‡ and || in paragraphs D.3 and D.4, respectively. [Footnote revised, June 2004,
to reflect conforming changes necessary due to the issuance of GASB Statements No. 34 and No. 35.]
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This SOP

SOP 87-2

Neither prescribes nor prohibits
any allocation methods. Includes
a discussion to help users deter
mine whether an allocation is rea
sonable, and provides some illus
trations.

Neither prescribes nor prohibits any al
location methods. No illustrations are
provided.

Requires note disclosures about
the types o f activities for which
joint costs have been incurred,
amounts allocated during the pe
riod, and amounts allocated to
each functional expense or expen
diture category.

Requires less extensive note disclosures:
total amount allocated during the pe
riod and amounts allocated to each func
tional expense category.
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Appendix I
Effects on Other Guidance
I.1. For nongovernmental organizations, this Statement of Position (SOP)
amends the AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide Health Care Organizations
and paragraphs 13.35 to 13.44 of the AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide Notfor-Profit Organizations. [Revised, June 2004, to reflect conforming changes
necessary due to conforming changes made to the AICPA Audit and Accounting
Guide Not-for-Profit Organizations.]
I.2. Also, this SOP amends the AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide Notfor-Profit Organizations to clarify that costs of goods or services provided in
exchange transactions that are part of joint activities, such as costs o f direct
donor benefits of a special event (for example, a meal), should not be reported as
fund-raising. In particular, paragraphs 13.21,13.23, and 13.24 o f Not-for-Profit
Organizations are amended as follows:
13.21 Some organizations conduct joint activities fn
9 that are spe
cial events, including special social and educational events (such as
symposia, dinners, dances, and theater parties) in which the attendee
receives a direct benefit (for example, a meal or theater ticket). FASB
Statement No. 117 requires the reporting of the gross amounts o f rev
enues and expenses from special events and other fund-raising activi
ties that are ongoing major or central activities, but permits (but does
not require) reporting net amounts if the receipts and related costs
result from special events that are peripheral or incidental activities.
13.23 For example, assume that an organization has a special event
that is an ongoing and major activity with a ticket price o f $100. As
sume that the activity does not meet the audience criterion in SOP
98-2, Accounting for Costs o f Activities o f Not-for-Profit Organizations
and State and Local Governmental Entities That Include Fund Rais
ing, and, therefore, all costs of the activity, other than the direct donor
benefits, should be reported as fund raising. The event includes a din
ner that costs the organization $25 and that has a fair value o f $30.
(Chapter 5, "Contributions Received and Agency Transactions," of this
Guide, discusses the appropriate reporting if the meal or other items of
value are donated to the organization for resale.) In addition, the orga
nization incurs other direct costs of the event in connection with pro
moting and conducting the event, including incremental direct costs
incurred in transactions with independent third parties and the pay
roll and payroll-related costs for the activities o f employees who are di
rectly associated with, and devote time to, the event. Those other direct
costs, which include (a) $5 that otherwise might be considered manage
ment and general costs if they had been incurred in a different activity,
and (b) fund-raising costs o f $10, are unrelated to the direct benefits
to donors and, accordingly, should not be included as costs o f benefits
to donors. In addition, the organization has the following transactions,
which are unrelated to the special event: unrestricted contributions of
$200, program expenses of $60, management and general expenses of
$20, and fund-raising expenses o f $20.
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13.24 Some ways in which the organization could display the results
of the special event as part of its statement of activities are illustrated
as follows:

Illustration 1
Changes in unrestricted net assets:
Contributions
Special event revenue
Less: Costs of direct benefits to
donors
Net revenues from special
events
Contributions and net revenues
from special events
Other expenses:
Program
Management and general
Fund raising
Total other expenses
Increase in unrestricted net assets

$200
100
(25)
75

275

60
20
35
115
$160

Illustration 2
Changes in unrestricted net assets:
Revenues:
Contributions
Special event revenue
Total revenues
Expenses:
Program
Costs of direct benefits to donors
Management and general
Fund raising
Total expenses
Increase in unrestricted net assets
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Illustration 3
Changes in unrestricted net assets:
Contributions
Dinner sales
Less: Costs of direct benefits to donors
Gross profit on special events
Contributions and net revenues
from special events
Other expenses:
Program
Management and general
Fund raising
Total other expenses
Increase in unrestricted net assets

$270
30
(25)
_5
275

60
20
35
115
$160

fn 9 See footnote 1.
[Revised, June 2004, to reflect conforming changes necessary due to conforming
changes made to the AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide Not-for-Profit Orga
nizations.]
I.3. For governmental entities that have applied the accounting and financial
reporting principles in SOP 78-10, Accounting Principles and Reporting Prac
tices for Certain Nonprofit Organizations, or the AICPA Industry Audit Guide
Audits o f Voluntary Health and Welfare Organizations (modified by all appli
cable Financial Accounting Standards Board [FASB] pronouncements issued
through November 3 0 , 1989, and by most applicable Governmental Accounting
Standards Board [GASB] pronouncements) in conformity with GASB State
ment No. 29, The Use o f Not-for-Profit Accounting and Financial Reporting
Principles by Governmental Entities, this SOP amends the principles—based
on SOP 78-10 and Audits o f Voluntary Health and Welfare Organizations, as
modified—that those entities apply. For governmental entities that have ap
plied the accounting and financial reporting principles in the 1973 AICPA In
dustry Audit Guide Audits o f Colleges and Universities, as amended by SOP
74-8, Financial Accounting and Reporting by Colleges and Universities, and
as modified by applicable FASB pronouncements issued through November 30,
1989, and all applicable GASB pronouncements in conformity with GASB State
ment No. 15, Governmental College and University Accounting and Financial
Reporting Models, this SOP amends the principles—based on Audits o f Colleges
and Universities, as amended and modified—that those entities apply. For other
governmental organizations, this SOP amends the Audit and Accounting Guide
Audits o f State and Local Governmental Units.††

†† See footnotes ‡ and || in paragraphs D.3 and D.4, respectively. Also, the AICPA Audit and
Accounting Guide State and Local Governments supersedes the 1994 AICPA Audit and Accounting
Guide Audits o f State and Local Governmental Units and subsequent editions of that Guide with
conforming changes made by the AICPA staff. The AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide State and
Local Governments, provides guidance on the application of this SOP to state and local governments.
[Footnote added, June 2004, to reflect conforming changes necessary due to the issuance of GASB
Statements No. 34, No. 35, and the AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide Audits o f State and Local
Governmental Units.]
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Glossary
Activities. Activities are efforts to accomplish specific objectives. Some activi
ties include producing and distributing materials. For example, if an entity
undertakes a mass mailing that includes a letter and a pamphlet, produc
ing and distributing the letter and pamphlet are part of the activity. Other
activities may include no materials, such as an annual dinner or a radio
commercial.
Compensation or fees. Reciprocal transfers of cash or other assets in ex
change for services performed.
Contributions. Contributions are unconditional transfers of cash or other as
sets to an entity or a settlement or cancellation of its liabilities in a vol
untary nonreciprocal transfer by another entity acting other than as an
owner.
Costs of joint activities. Costs of joint activities are costs incurred for a joint
activity. Costs of joint activities may include joint costs and costs other
than joint costs. Costs other than joint costs are costs that are identifiable
with a particular function, such as fund raising, program, management and
general, and cost of sales. For example, some costs incurred for printing,
paper, professional fees, and salaries to produce donor cards are not joint
costs, although they may be incurred in connection with conducting joint
activities.
Fund-raising activities. Fund-raising activities are activities undertaken to
induce potential donors to contribute money, securities, services, materi
als, facilities, other assets, or time. They include publicizing and conducting
fund-raising campaigns; maintaining donor mailing lists; conducting spe
cial fund-raising events; preparing and distributing fund-raising manuals,
instructions, and other materials; and conducting other activities involved
with soliciting contributions from individuals, foundations, governments,
and others.
Help accomplish the entity’s mission. Actions that help accomplish the
entity's mission are actions that either benefit the recipient (such as by
improving the recipient's physical, mental, emotional, or spiritual health
and well-being) or benefit society (by addressing societal problems).
Joint activity. A joint activity is an activity that is part o f the fund-raising
function and has elements of one or more other functions, such as pro
gram, management and general, membership development, or any other
functional category used by the entity.
Joint costs. Joint costs are the costs of conducting joint activities that are
not identifiable with a particular component of the activity. For example,
the cost of postage for a letter that includes both fund-raising and program
components is a joint cost. Joint costs may include the costs o f salaries, con
tract labor, consultants, professional fees, paper, printing, postage, event
advertising, telephones, airtime, and facility rentals.
Management and general activities. Management and general activities
are those that are not identifiable with a single program, fund-raising ac
tivity, or membership-development activity but that are indispensable to
the conduct o f those activities and to an organization's existence. They
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include oversight, business management, general recordkeeping, budget
ing, financing, soliciting revenue from exchange transactions, such as gov
ernment contracts and related administrative activities, and all manage
ment and administration except for direct conduct of program services or
fund-raising activities. Disseminating information to inform the public of
the organization's "stewardship" of contributed funds, announcements con
cerning appointments, and the annual report, among other activities, are
management and general activities, as are soliciting funds other than con
tributions, including exchange transactions (whether program-related or
not).
Medium. A medium is a means o f mass communication, such as direct mail,
direct response advertising, or television.
Membership-development activities. Membership-development activities
include soliciting for prospective members and membership dues, member
ship relations, and similar activities. If there are no significant benefits or
duties connected with membership, however, the substance of membershipdevelopment activities may, in fact, be fund-raising.
Program activities. Program activities are the activities that result in goods
or services being distributed to beneficiaries, customers, or members that
fulfill the purposes or mission for which the organization exists. Those ser
vices are the major purpose for and the major output of the organization
and often relate to several major programs. For example, a large univer
sity may have programs for student instruction, research, and patient care,
among others. Similarly, a health and welfare organization may have pro
grams for health and family services, research, disaster relief, and public
education, among others.
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Appendix D

Statement o f Position 98-3

Audits of States, Local Governments,
and Not-for-Profit Organizations
Receiving Federal Awards

[Deleted as a result of the conversion of SOP 98-3 to the AICPA Audit
Guide Government Auditing Standards and Circular A -133 Audits.]
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2.63

Appendix A—Accounting and Financial Reporting
Alternatives in GASB Statement No. 34, as Amended
Auditing Considerations

2.63
2.52-2.62

Compliance Requirements

2.53

Exhibit 2-1, Minimum Required Financial Presentation

2.05

Fiduciary Fund Financial Statements
Financial Statement Reconciliations
Fund Aggregation
Fund and Activity Classifications

2.36-.2.38
2.39
2.26- 2.27
2.54

Fund Classifications

2.22- 2.25

Fund Financial Statements.

2.20-2.39

GASB Statement No. 34 Accounting and Financial
Reporting Alternatives, Table A -1
Governmental Financial Statements

A -1
2.04-2.48
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Governmental Fund Financial Statements

2.28- 2.30

Government-Wide Financial Statements

2.08-2.19

Historical Perspective

2.02-2.03

Internal and Intra-Entity Activity and Balances

2.19

Introduction and Overview

2.01-2.03

Major Funds
Management's Discussion and Analysis

2.06-2.07

Minimum Required Financial Presentation, Exhibit 2-1
Notes to the Financial Statements
Other Financial Reporting Considerations

2.55
2.05
2.40-2.43;
2.57-2.58
2.61

Other Financial Reporting Issues

2.49- 2.51

Prior-Period Comparative Financial Information

2.50- 2.51

Proprietary Fund Financial Statements

2.31-2.35

Required Supplementary Information and
Supplementary Information

2.59-2.60

Required Supplementary Information Other Than MD&A

2.44-2.47

Restricted Assets

2.56

Special-Purpose Governments

2.48

Statement of Activities

2.16-2.18

Statement o f Net Assets

2.13-2.15

Supplementary Information
Table A-1— GASB Statement No. 34 Accounting and
Financial Reporting Alternatives

Chapter 3— The Financial Reporting Entity
Auditing Considerations
Changes in the Financial Reporting Entity

2.49
A -1

3 .0 1 -3 .3 7
3.28- 3.37
3.36

Definition of the Financial Reporting Entity

3.05-3.11

Disclosures

3.21-3.23

Departures of Component Unit Information From GAAP

3.33

Financial Statement Presentation

3.12-3.20

GASB's Financial Reporting Entity Standards

3.04-3.27

Introduction

3.01-3.03

Nongovernmental Component Unit Use of Private-Sector
Standards
Other Component Unit Auditing Considerations
Other Financial Reporting Requirements

3.34
3.37
3.24-3.27

Presentation of Less Than a Complete Financial
Reporting Entity

3.32

Separate Component Unit Auditor

3.35
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Chapter 4 — General Auditing
Considerations
Analytical Procedures
Appendix A, Consideration of Fraud in a Financial
Statement Audit
Assessing the Risks of Material Misstatement
Assessment of Risks of Material Misstatement and the
Design o f Further Audit Procedures
Audit Approach and Program
Audit Planning
Audit Risk
Audit Scope Includes Required Supplementary
Information or Supplementary Information
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4 .0 1 -4 .9 9
4.51
4.99
4.66-4.68
4.65-4.76
4.06-4.08
4.04-4.05
4.23-4.25
4.90

Auditor Materiality Determinations

4.30-4.36

Communicating With the Auditee

4.09-4.11

Consideration of Fraud in a Financial Statement Audit,
Appendix A
Designing and Performing Further Audit Procedures

4.99
4.69-4.76

Discussion Among the Audit Team
Effect of SAS No. 29, as Amended, on Procedures
Relating to Required Supplementary Information and
Supplementary Information

4.93-4.94

Engagement Reporting Objectives

4.12-4.13

Exhibit 4-1, Overview of Reporting Units and Opinion
Units
Exhibit 4-2, RSI and SI Procedures
Financial Statement Compliance Requirements
Financial Statement Misstatements
Further Audit Procedures

4.52

4.32
4.89
4.81-4.86
4.77-4.80
4.72-4.76

GASB Guidance to Preparers on Materiality
Determinations

4.28-4.29

Identification of Significant Risks
Internal Audit Function

4.21-4.22

Introduction

4.68
4.01

Lesser Materiality for Particular Items

4.38-4.39

Materiality

4.26-4.44

More-Detailed Materiality Levels

4.43-4.44

Other Matters

4.95-4.98

Overview of Reporting Units and Opinion Units,
Exhibit 4-1
Overall Responses
Planning and Other Auditing Considerations
Planning Materiality

4.32
4.71-4.76
4.02-4.45
4.31-4.36
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Principal Auditor Status and Independence

4.14-4.20

Quantitative and Qualitative Materiality Factors

4.37-4.42

Related Parties and Transactions
Required Supplementary Information
Required Supplementary Information and
Supplementary Information
Risk Assessment Procedures
RSI and SI Procedures, Exhibit 4-2
Supplementary Information
The Internal Audit Function

4.45
4.91
4.87-4.94
4.50-4.51
4.89
4.92
4.21-4.22

Tolerable Misstatement
Understanding Governmental Accounting and Financial
Reporting Standards

4.40-4.42

Understanding of Internal Control

4.58-4.64

Understanding the Entity and Its Environment

4.53-4.57

Understanding the Entity, Its Environment and Its
Internal Control

4.48-4.64

4.57

Understanding the Government

4.55-4.56

Use of Assertions in Obtaining Audit Evidence

4.46-4.47

Chapter 5— Cash, Investments, and
Investment-Related Activity

5.0 1 -5 .5 3

Accounting

5.17-5.25

Accounting and Financial Reporting Considerations

5.16-5.46

Activity Statement Classifications

5.30-5.35

Additional Information About Investments and
Investment Risks

5.15

Arbitrage Requirements

5.07

Auditing Considerations

5.47-5.53

Collateralization o f Deposits

5.06

Compliance Requirements and Deposits and Investment
Policies

5.03-5.07

Defined Benefit Pension Plans and OPEB Plans Subject
to GASB Statement No. 43

5.43-5.44

Deposit and Investment Risk

5.02

Disclosures

5.37-5.41

Financial Position Classifications

5.26- 5.29

Financial Statement Presentation

5.26- 5.36

Fund Classification—Individual Investment Accounts

5.36

GASB Statements With Investment Accounting
Standards, Table 5-1

5.17

Governmental External Investment Pools

5.42

Individual Investment Accounts, Fund Classification

5.35
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Internal Investment Pools
Investment Arrangements, Including External
Investment Pools
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5.08
5.10-5.12

Nature of Transactions

5.01-5.14

Records and Supporting Documentation

5.13-5.14

Reverse Repurchase Agreements

5.45

Reverse Repurchase Agreements and Securities Lending
Transactions

5.09

Securities Lending Transactions

5.46

Table 5-1, GASB Statements With Investment
Accounting Standards

5.17

Chapter 6— Revenues and Receivables

6 .0 1 -6 .9 3

Accounting

6.10-6.61

Accounting and Financial Reporting Considerations

6.09-6.80

Activity Statement Classifications

6.62- 6.77

Amounts Collected for Individuals, Other Entities, or
Other Funds

6.60-6.61

Asset and Revenue Recognition: Nonexchange
Transaction Reporting, Table 6-1
Auditing Considerations
Confidential Records
Confirmations

6.17
6.81-6.93
6.92
6.86-6.89

Contributed Services

6.44

Defined Benefit Pension Plan Contributions and OPEB
Plan

6.53

Disclosures

6.80

Donations and Promises o f Future Donations From
Nongovernmental Entities
Endowments and Similar Transactions

6.36-6.38
6.35

Estimates

6.90-6.91

Exchange Transactions

6.45-6.56

Fiduciary Fund Statement of Changes in Fiduciary
Net Assets

6.76-6.77

Financial Position Statement Classifications

6.78-6.79

Fees, Nonexchange

6.40-6.41

Fees, User

6.47-6.51

Fines

6.39

General Recognition Standards

6.10-6.15

Governmental Fund Statement of Revenues,
Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balances

6.70-6.71

Government-Wide Statement o f Activities

6.62- 6.69

Income, Sales, and Similar Taxes

6.24-6.27
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Intergovernmental Revenues

6.31- 6.34

Introduction

6.01

Investment Earnings

6.46

Nature of Transactions

6.02-6.08

Nonexchange Fees

6.40-6.41

Nonexchange Transactions

6.16-6.44

On-Behalf Payments for Fringe Benefits and Salaries

6.43

Other Auditing Procedures

6.93

Pass-Through Grants

6.42

Program or General Revenues, Table 6-2

6.62

Property Taxes

6.28- 6.30

Proprietary Fund Statement o f Revenues, Expenses, and
Changes in Fund Net Assets

6.72-6.75

Risk Financing Activities

6.52

Sales and Leases of Capital Assets

6.54-6.55

Special Assessments

6.57- 6.59

Table 6-1, Asset and Revenue Recognition: Nonexchange
Transaction Reporting

6.17

Table 6-2, Program or General Revenues

6.63

Tobacco Settlement Resources

6.56

User Fees

Chapter 7— Capital Assets

6.47-6.51

7 .0 1 -7 .8 4

Accounting and Financial Reporting Considerations
Accounting and Financial Statement
Presentation—Fiduciary Funds
Accounting and Financial Statement
Presentation—Governmental Funds
Accounting and Financial Statement
Presentation—Government-Wide Financial Statements
Accounting and Financial Statement
Presentation—Proprietary Funds
Accounting for the Use of Capital Assets, Table 7-1
Auditing Considerations
Capital Asset Impairment
Capital Asset Management
Capital Asset Records
Capital Asset Reporting, Table 7-2
Capital Assets Used in Landfills
Capital Leases
Compliance Considerations

7.30
7.11
7.58- 7.74
7.36-7.41
7.03-7.08
7.61-7.63
7.12
7.53
7.32- 7.35
7.09

Condition Assessments

7.67-7.74
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Costs That Extend Initial Estimated Useful Lives
Depreciation Expense
Disclosures
Interfund Movements o f Capital Assets
Management's Discussion and Analysis
Modified Approach for Infrastructure Assets
Nature of Transactions
Ownership of Infrastructure Assets
Retroactive Application of Standards for General
Infrastructure Assets
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7.66
7.24-7.27
7.54-7.55
7.51-7.52
7.56-7.57
7.42-7.50;
7.66-7.74
7.01-7.09
7.64
7.21-7.22

Table 7-1, Accounting for the Use o f Capital Assets

7.11

Table 7-2, Capital Asset Reporting

7.12

Transition to GASB Statement No. 34— General
Infrastructure Asset Provisions

7.75-7.84

Useful Lives o f Infrastructure Assets

7.65

Works of Art, Historical Treasures, and Similar Assets

7.23

Chapter 8— Expenses, Expenditures
and Liabilities
Accounting and Financial Reporting Considerations

8 .0 1 -8 .1 1 0
8.10-8.97

Activity Statement Classifications

8.84-8.91

Advance Refundings and In-Substance Defeasances

8.80-8.82

Agency Funds
Appendix A—Postemployment Benefits Other than
Pension and Termination Benefits
Auditing Considerations

8.60
8.110
8.99-8.109

Bond and Other Anticipation Notes

8.64-8.65

Claims and Judgments: Risk Financing and Loss
Contingencies

8.42-8.49

Commitments

8.83

Compensated Absences

8.17

Conduit Debt
Customer and Developer Deposits
Debt

8.77-8.78
8.55
8.61-8.82

Debt Guarantees

8.79

Deferred Charges

8.56-8.58

Demand Bonds
Disclosures

8.94-8.96

Employment-Related Transactions and Other Events

8.17-8.31

Escheat Property
Fiduciary Funds Statement o f Changes in Fiduciary Net
Assets

8.71

8.59
8.90-8.91
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Financial Position Statement Classifications
Fund-Raising Costs
General Recognition Standards
Governmental Funds Statement of Revenues,
Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balances
Government-Wide Statement o f Activities
Grants, Entitlements, and Shared Revenues, Including
Appropriations to Component Units
Internal Revenue Code Section 457 Deferred
Compensation Plans
Introduction

8.92-8.93
8.37
8.10-8.16
8.87-8.88
8.84-8.86
8.32-8.35
8.18
8.01

Inventory

8.57-8.58

Landfill Closure and Postclosure Care Costs

8.38-8.41

Long-Term Debt Instruments

8.66-8.78

Management's Discussion and Analysis

8.97-8.98

Nature of Transactions

8.02-8.09

Operating Leases

8.51-8.54

Other Postemployment Benefits

8.29-8.31

Pensions
Postemployment Benefits Other than Pension and
Termination Benefits, Appendix A

8.20-8.28

Prepaid Items
Proprietary Funds Statement of Revenues, Expenses, and
Changes in Fund Net Assets (or Fund Equity)

8.110
8.56

Short-Term Debt Instruments

8.89
8.62-8.65

Special Assessment Debt
Specific Recognition and Financial Reporting Standards

8.72-8.76
8.17-8.82

Termination Benefits
Unrelated Business Income Taxes

Chapter 9— Interfund, Internal, and
Intra-Entity Activity and Balances

8.19
8.36

9 .0 1 -9 .3 0

Accounting and Financial Reporting Considerations

9.06-9.22

Auditing Considerations

9.23-9.30

Differing Year Ends

9.22

Interfund Activity and Balances: Required Reporting,
Table 9-1

9.07

Internal Balances Reporting in Government-Wide Financial
Statements, Table 9-2

9.17

Introduction
Nature of Interfund Activity and Balances
Nature o f Internal Activity and Balances
Nature of Intra-Entity Activity and Balances
Nature of Transactions
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Reporting Interfund Activity and Balances
Reporting Internal Balances and Activity
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9.06-9.15
9.16-9.20

Reporting Intra-Entity Activity and Balances

9.21

Table 9-1, Interfund Activity and Balances: Required
Reporting

9.07

Table 9-2, Internal Balances Reporting in
Government-Wide Financial Statements

9.17

Chapter 10— Equity and Financial
Statement Reconciliations

10.01 -10 .30

Auditing Considerations
Disclosures
Equity of Government-Wide Financial Statements,
Table 10-1
Equity Section of Governmental Funds Balance Sheet,
Table 10-2

10.24- 10.30
10.23

Fiduciary Fund Net Assets
Financial Reporting Considerations
Governmental Fund Balances
Government-Wide Net Assets
Nature of Transactions

10.22
10.04-10.23
10.09-10.18
10.05-10.07
10.01-10.03

Proprietary Fund Net Assets (or Fund Equity)
Reconciliations—Equity and Changes in Equity

10.06
10.18

10.08
10.19- 10.21

Table 10-1, Equity o f Government-Wide Financial
Statements

10.06

Table 10-2, Equity Section o f Governmental Funds
Balance Sheet

10.18

Chapter 11— The Budget
Audit Support for Financial Statement Assertions
Auditing Considerations
Budgetary Basis

11 .01-11.28
11.24- 11.26
11.17-11.28

Budgetary Comparison Schedules or Statements
Budgetary Compliance Considerations
Budgetary Processes
Disclosures
Encumbrances

11.11
11.12- 11.13
11.27-11.28
11.04-11.11
11.14-11.16
11.09-11.10

Financial Reporting Considerations
Internal Control Considerations
Introduction
Legal Level of Budgetary Control

11.12- 11.16
11.18
11.01-11.03
11.07-11.08

Presentation o f Budgetary Comparison Information

11.19- 11.23

Types o f Budgets

11.04-11.06
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Chapter 12— Special Purpose and State
Government
Airports
Attendance Reporting
Charter Schools
Child Nutrition Programs
[College and University] Component Units
[College and University] Enterprise Fund Revenue and
Cash-Flow Classifications
[College and University] Expense Classifications
[College and University] Financial Reporting
Requirements
[College and University] Government-Wide Revenue
Classification
[College and University] Internal Control and
Compliance Requirements
[College and University] Segment Disclosures
Colleges and Universities
Compliance Requirements
Endowments
Escheat Property
External Investment Pools
Federal Land Grant Income
Federal Unrelated Business Income Taxes
Financial Reporting Requirements for Special-Purpose
Governments
Financing Authorities
Food Stamps
Fund-Raising Costs
GASB Statements No. 25 and No. 26
GASB Statement No. 43
Governmental and Private-Sector, Not-for-Profit
Accounting and Financial Reporting Differences
Hospitals and Other Health Care Providers
Institutional Student Loans
Introduction
Investment Income on Endowment Resources [Colleges
and Universities]
Lotteries
Medicaid
Multi-State Legal Settlements, Including Tobacco
Settlement Resources
Nature and Organization of State Governments
Pell Grants
Postemployment Benefit Plans
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1 2 .01 -12 .130
12.21-12.23
12.16
12.20
12.19
12.98
12.80-12.86
12.94-12.95
12.71-12.73
12.87
12.74-12.75
12.97
12.70-12.99
12.10
12.88-12.92
12.121-12.124
12.62-12.69
12.83
12.99
12.04-12.09
12.28-12.34
12.113
12.96
12.41-12.45
12.46-12.56
12.76
12.11-12.13
12.85
12.01-12.03
12.86
12.115-12.120
12.110-12.112
12.127-12.130
12.103-12.106
12.79
12.39-12.56
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Public Entity Risk Pools
Public Housing Authorities
Research Grants and Contracts
Scholarship Discounts and Allowances
[School District] Compliance Requirements
School Districts
Specific Guidance for Recognized Indian Tribes
Specific Guidance for Special-Purpose Governments
Specific Guidance for State Governments
Split-Interest Agreements
State and Local Government Appropriations [Colleges
and Universities]
[State Government] Reporting Entity Definition
[State Government] Separate Fund, Departmental,
Agency, and Program Audits
[State Government] Specialized Reporting
Requirements
State Governments, Nature and Organization
State Tuition Programs
Student Activity Funds
Student Loans, Institutional
Student Loans, Third-Party
Summary of Standards for OPEB Plans That Are
Administered as Trusts (or Equivalent
Arrangements)
Summer Payroll
Third-Party Student Loans
Tobacco Settlement Resources [Multi-State Legal
Settlements]
Transportation Systems
Tuition and Fees
Unemployment Compensation Benefit Plans
Utilities

Chapter 13— Concluding the Audit
Analytical Procedures
Audit Documentation
Communicating With the Audit Committee and Others
Going Concern Considerations
Introduction
Lawyer Letters
Management Representations
Misstatements and Audit Adjustments
Related-Party Disclosures
Subsequent Events

12.57-12.61
12.24-12.27
12.81
12.78
12.15
12.14-12.20
12.100-12.101
12.11-12.99
12.102- 12.130
12.93
12.82
12.108
12.109
12.107
12.103- 12.106
12.125-12.126
12.18
12.85
12.84

12.48-12.53
12.17
12.84
12.127-12.130
12.35-12.36
12.77
12.114
12.37-12.38

13.01-13.28
13.24
13.27-13.28
13.25-13.26
13.15-13.20
13.01
13.07-13.08
13.09-13.12
13.02-13.06
13.13-13.14
13.21-13.23
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Chapter 14— Audit Reporting
Adoption of New Accounting Principles by Component
Units

14.01 -14 .79
14.46

Adverse Opinion—Departures From GAAP

14.24-14.25

Appendix A—Illustrative Auditor's Reports

14.79

Audit Scope Includes Required Supplementary
Information or Supplementary Information

14.53

Basic Financial Statements

14.12-14.25

Complete Presentation o f Prior-Period Financial
Information

14.34-14.35

Component Unit Financial Statements

14.45

Departmental, Agency, and Program Financial
Statements

14.69

Departures From GAAP

14.22-14.25

Departures From the Standard Report

14.17-14.25

Disclaimer o f Opinion— Scope Limitations

14.20-14.21

Effect o f Another Auditor [on Reporting on RSI and SI]

14.63

Exhibit 14-1, Reporting on RSI and SI

14.52

Financial Statements That Include Only Part of the
Reporting Entity

14.41- 14.45

Illustrative Auditor's Reports, Appendix A

14.79

"In Relation to" Opinions on Prior-Year RSI and SI When
Prior-Year Financial Statements Are Not Presented

14.64

Individual Fund Financial Statements

14.65- 14.68

Introduction

14.01-14.03

Joint Audits [Subcontracting, Joint Audits, and Joint
Ventures]

14.29-14.31

Joint Ventures [Subcontracting, Joint Audits, and Joint
Ventures]

14.29-14.31

Major Fund Not Separately Displayed

14.40

Materiality

14.04-14.11

More-Detailed Materiality Levels

14.47-14.49

Omission of Component Units

14.41- 14.44

Other Financial Presentations

14.65- 14.78

Part o f the Audit Performed by Another Auditor

14.26-14.28

Partial or Summarized Presentation o f Prior-Period
Financial Information

14.36-14.38

Preferable Accounting Policies
Prior-Period Financial Information

14.32
14.33-14.38

Qualified Opinion—Departures From GAAP

14.23

Qualified Opinion— Scope Limitations

14.19
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Reporting on Required Supplementary Information
and Supplementary Information Using SAS No. 29,
as Amended
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14.60-14.62

Reporting on RSI and SI, Exhibit 14-1

14.52

Required Supplementary Information

14.54-14.57

Required Supplementary Information and
Supplementary Information

14.50-14.64

Scope Limitations

14.18-14.21

Special Situations

14.26-14.49

Special-Purpose Regulatory Presentations

14.70

Specific Issues in Reporting on the Audits of
Governmental Financial Statements

14.12- 14.47

Standard Report

14.12- 14.16

Subcontracting, Joint Audits, and Joint Ventures

14.29-14.31

Summary Financial Information

14.71-14.78

Supplementary Information

14.58-14.59

Year-to-Year Changes in Major Funds

Chapter 15— Comprehensive Bases
of Accounting Other Than Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles
Accounting and Financial Reporting Considerations
Appendix A—Illustrative Auditor's Reports

14.39

15.01 -1 5 .0 9
15.01-15.04
15.09

Auditing Considerations

15.05-15.08

Auditor's Reports

15.06-15.08

Illustrative Auditor's Reports, Appendix A

Chapter 16— Auditor Association With
Municipal Securities Filings
Attestation Engagements Related to Municipal Securities
Issuances

15.09

16.01-16.21
16.21

Auditing Interpretations Regarding Governmental
Official Statements

16.17-16.20

Auditor Association

16.06-16.11

Auditor-Established Association
Clarification in the Official Statement When There Is No
Auditor Association

16.10
16.11

Conditions Affecting Auditor Association

16.06-16.10

Introduction

16.01-16.05

Letters for Underwriters

16.13-16.16

Using Government Auditing Standards Reports and
References in the Official Statement

16.12
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Appendix A— Acronyms and Abbreviations
Appendix B— Category B Guidance
Appendix C— SOP 9 8 -2 , Accounting for Costs o f Activities
o f Not-for-Profit Organizations and State and Local
Governmental Entities That Include Fund Raising
Appendix D— SOP 9 8 -3 , Audits o f States, Local
Governments, and Not-for-Profit Organizations Receiving
Federal Awards [Deleted as a result of the conversion of
SOP 98-3 to the AICPA Audit Guide Government Auditing
Standards and Circular A -1 3 3 Audits]
Appendix E— Expanded Contents Listing
Appendix F— Comparison of Key Provisions of the Risk
Assessment Standards to Previous Standards
Appendix G— Statement on Auditing Standards
Cross-Referenced to Professional Standards A U Sections
Transition Schedule
Appendix H— Schedule of Current-Year Changes Made to
This Audit and Accounting Guide
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Appendix F

Comparison o f Key Provisions o f the Risk
Assessment Standards to Previous Standards
This Appendix discusses the key provisions o f each of the risk assessment re
lated SASs and provides a summary o f how each of the SASs differs, if at all,
from the previous AICPA generally accepted audit standards.
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SAS No. 104, Amendment to Statement on Auditing Standards
No, 1, Codification of Auditing Standards and Procedures
("Due Professional Care in the Performance of Work")

Key Provisions
• SAS No. 104 defines reasonable
assurance as a "high level of as
surance."
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How the SAS Differs From Previous
Standards
• SAS No. 104 clarifies the meaning of
reasonable assurance.
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SAS No. 105, Amendment to Statement on Auditing Standards
No. 95, Generally Accepted Auditing Standards

Key Provisions
• SAS No. 105 expands the scope
of the understanding that the
auditor must obtain in the sec
ond standard of field work from
"internal control" to "the entity
and its environment, including
its internal control."
• The quality and depth of the
understanding to be obtained
is emphasized by amending its
purpose from "planning the au
dit" to "assessing the risks of
material misstatement o f the
financial statements whether
due to error or fraud and to
design the nature, timing, and
extent of further audit proce
dures."

How the SAS Differs From Previous
Standards
• Previous guidance considered the
understanding of the entity to be
a part o f audit planning, and em
phasized that the understanding of
internal control also was primarily
part of audit planning.
• By stating that the purpose of your
understanding o f the entity and its
internal control is part o f assess
ing the risks of material misstate
ment, SAS No. 105 essentially con
siders this understanding to provide
audit evidence that ultimately sup
ports your opinion on the financial
statements.
• SAS No. 105 emphasizes the link
between understanding the entity,
assessing risks, and the design o f fur
ther audit procedures. It is antici
pated that "generic" audit programs
will not be an appropriate response
for all engagements because risks
vary between entities.
• The term further audit procedures,
which consists o f test o f controls and
substantive tests, replaces the term
tests to be performed in recognition
that risk assessment procedures are
also performed.
• The term audit evidence replaces the
term evidential matter.
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SAS No. 106, Audit Evidence

Key Provisions
• SAS No. 106 defines audit ev
idence as "all the information
used by the auditor in arriving
at the conclusions on which the
audit opinion is based."

How the SAS Differs From Previous
Standards
• Previous guidance did not define au
dit evidence.
• SAS No. 106 also describes basic con
cepts o f audit evidence.
• The term sufficient, appropriate au
dit evidence, defined in SAS No. 106,
replaces the term sufficient, compe
tent evidence.

• SAS No. 106 recategorizes as
sertions by classes o f trans
actions, account balances, and
presentation and disclosure; ex
pands the guidance related
to presentation and disclosure;
and describes how the auditor
uses relevant assertions to as
sess risk and design audit pro
cedures.

• SAS No. 106 recategorizes asser
tions to add clarity.

• SAS No. 106 defines relevant
assertions as those assertions
that have a meaningful bearing
on whether the account is fairly
stated.

• The term relevant assertions is new,
and it is used repeatedly throughout
SAS No. 106.

• SAS No. 106 provides addi
tional guidance on the reliabil
ity of various kinds o f audit ev
idence.

• The previous standard included a
discussion of the competence o f ev
idential matter and how different
types of audit evidence may provide
more or less valid evidence. SAS No.
106 expands on this guidance.

• SAS No. 106 identifies "risk as
sessment procedures" as audit
procedures performed on all au
dits to obtain an understand
ing of the entity and its envi
ronment, including its internal
control, to assess the risks of
material misstatement at the fi
nancial statement and relevant
assertion levels.

• SAS No. 106 introduces the con
cept of risk assessment procedures,
which are necessary to provide a ba
sis for assessing the risks of ma
terial misstatement. The results of
risk assessment procedures, along
with the results of further audit
procedures, provide audit evidence
that ultimately supports the audi
tors opinion on the financial state
ments.
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• Assertion relating to presentation
and disclosure has been expanded
and includes a new assertion that
information in disclosures should be
"expressed clearly" (understandabil
ity).

Comparison of Key Provisions of the Risk Assessment Standards

Key Provisions
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How the SAS Differs From Previous
Standards

• SAS No. 106 provides that ev
idence obtained by performing
risk assessment procedures, as
well as that obtained by per
forming tests of controls and
substantive procedures, is part
o f the evidence the auditor ob
tains to draw reasonable con
clusions on which to base the
audit opinion, although such ev
idence is not sufficient in and of
itself to support the audit opin
ion.
• SAS No. 106 describes the types
o f audit procedures that the
auditor may use alone or in
combination as risk assessment
procedures, tests o f controls,
or substantive procedures, de
pending on the context in which
they are applied by the auditor.

• Risk assessment procedures include:

• SAS No. 106 includes guidance
on the uses and limitations of
inquiry as an audit procedure.

• Inquiry alone is not sufficient to eval
uate the design of internal control
and to determine whether it has
been implemented.

— Inquiries of management and
others within the entity
— Analytical procedures
— Observation and inspection
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SAS No. 107, Audit Risk and Materiality in Conducting an Audit

Key Provisions

How the SAS Differs From Previous
Standards

• The auditor must consider au
dit risk and must determine
a materiality level for the fi
nancial statements taken as a
whole for the purpose of:

• Previous guidance said that audi
tors "should consider" audit risk and
materiality for certain specified pur
poses. SAS No. 107 states that the
auditor "must" consider.

1. Determining the extent
and nature o f risk assess
ment procedures.
2. Identifying and assessing
the risks o f material mis
statement.

• New guidance explicitly states that
audit risk and materiality are used
to identify and assess the risks of
material misstatement.

3. Determining the nature,
timing, and extent o f fur
ther audit procedures.
4. Evaluating whether the fi
nancial statements taken
as a whole are presented
fairly, in conformity with
generally accepted acc
ounting principles.
• Combined assessment of inher
ent and control risks is termed
the risk o f material misstate
ment.

• SAS No. 107 consistently uses the
term risk o f material misstatement,
which often is described as a com
bined assessment o f inherent and
control risk. However, auditors may
make separate assessment o f inher
ent risk and control risks.

• The auditor should assess the
risk of material misstatement
as a basis for further audit pro
cedures. Although that risk as
sessment is a judgment rather
than a precise measurement of
risk, the auditor should have an
appropriate basis for that as
sessment.
• Assessed risks and the basis
for those assessments should be
documented.

• SAS No. 107 states that the auditor
should have and document an appro
priate basis for the audit approach.
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• These two provisions of the risk as
sessment standards effectively elim
inate the ability of the auditor to as
sess control risk "at the maximum"
without having a basis for that as
sessment. In other words, you can no
longer "default" to maximum control
risk.

Comparison of Key Provisions of the Risk Assessment Standards

Key Provisions
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How the SAS Differs From Previous
Standards

• The auditor must accumulate
all known and likely misstate
ments identified during the au
dit, other than those that the
auditor believes are trivial, and
communicate them to the ap
propriate level o f management.

• SAS No. 107 provides additional
guidance on communicating mis
statements to management.

• The auditor should request
management to respond appro
priately when misstatements
(known or likely) are identified
during the audit.

• SAS No. 107 provides specific guid
ance regarding the appropriate
auditor's responses to the types of
misstatements (known or likely)
identified by the auditor.

• The concept o f not accumulat
ing misstatements below a certain
threshold is included in the previous
standards, but SAS No. 107 provides
additional specific guidance on how
to determine this threshold.
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SAS No. 108, Planning and Supervision

Key Provisions
• SAS No. 108 provides guidance
on:
— Appointment of the inde
pendent auditor.
— Establishing an under
standing with the auditee.
— Preliminary engagement
activities.
— The overall audit strategy.
— The audit plan.
— Determining the extent
of involvement o f pro
fessionals possessing spe
cialized skills.
— Using a professional who
possesses information tec
hnology (IT) skills to un
derstand the effect o f IT
on the audit.
— Additional considerations
in initial audit engage
ments.
— Supervision of assistants.

How the SAS Differs From Previous
Standards
• Much o f the guidance provided in
SAS No. 108 has been consolidated
from several existing standards.
• However, SAS No. 108 provides new
guidance on preliminary engage
ment activities, including the devel
opment o f an overall audit strategy
and an audit plan.
— The overall audit strategy is
what previously was commonly
referred to as the audit ap
proach. It is a broad appro
ach to how the audit will be
conducted, considering factors
such as the scope o f the engage
ment, deadlines for performing
the audit and issuing the re
port, and recent financial re
porting developments.
— The audit plan is more de
tailed than the audit strategy
and is commonly referred to as
the audit program. The audit
plan describes in detail the na
ture, timing, and extent of risk
assessment and further audit
procedures you perform in an
audit.
• SAS No. 108 states that you should
establish a written understanding
with your auditee regarding the ser
vices to be performed for each en
gagement.
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SAS No. 109, Understanding the Entity and Its Environment and
Assessing the Risks o f Material Misstatement

Key Provisions
• SAS No. 109 describes audit
procedures that the auditor
should perform to obtain the
understanding o f the entity and
its environment, including its
internal control.

How the SAS Differs From Previous
Standards
• The auditor should perform "risk as
sessment procedures" to gather in
formation and gain an understand
ing o f the entity and its environment.
These procedures include inquiries,
observation, inspection, and analyt
ical procedures. Previous standards
did not describe the procedures that
should be performed to gain an un
derstanding of the auditee.
• Information about the entity may
be provided by a variety o f sources,
including knowledge about the en
tity gathered in previous audits (pro
vided certain conditions are met),
and the results of auditee acceptance
and continuance procedures.
• SAS No. 109 also directs the auditor
to perform a variety of risk assess
ment procedures, and it describes
the limitations of inquiry.

• The audit team should discuss
the susceptibility o f the entity's
financial statements to mate
rial misstatement.

• Previous standards did not require
a "brainstorming" session to discuss
the risks o f material misstatements.
SAS No. 109 requires such a brain
storming session, which is similar
to (and may be performed together
with) the brainstorming session to
discuss fraud.

• The purpose of obtaining an un
derstanding of the entity and
its environment, including its
internal control, is to identify
and assess "the risks o f mate
rial misstatement" and design
and perform further audit pro
cedures responsive to the as
sessed risks.

• SAS No. 109 directly links the un
derstanding of the entity and its in
ternal control with the assessment of
risk and design of further audit pro
cedures. Thus, the understanding of
the entity and its environment, in
cluding its internal control, provides
the audit evidence necessary to sup
port the auditor's assessment o f risk.
(continued)
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Key Provisions

How the SAS Differs From Previous
Standards

• SAS No. 109 states the au
ditor should assess the risks
o f material misstatement at
both the financial statement
and relevant assertion levels.

• The previous standard included the
concept of assessing risk at the finan
cial statement level, but SAS No. 109
provides expanded and more explicit
guidance.
• SAS No. 109 also directs the auditor
to determine how risks at the financial
statement level may result in risks at
the assertion level.

• SAS No. 109 provides direc
tions on how to evaluate the
design of the entity's con
trols and determine whether
the controls are adequate and
have been implemented.

• Under the previous standard, the pri
mary purpose o f gaining an under
standing of internal control was to plan
the audit. Under SAS No. 109, your un
derstanding of internal control is used
to assess risks. Thus, the understand
ing of internal control provides audit
evidence that ultimately supports the
auditor's opinion on the financial state
ments.
• The previous standard directs the au
ditor to obtain an understanding of in
ternal control as part o f obtaining an
understanding o f the entity and its en
vironment. SAS No. 109 requires audi
tors to evaluate the design o f controls
and determine whether they have been
implemented. Evaluating the design of
a control involves considering whether
the control, individually or in combina
tion with other controls, is capable of
effectively preventing or detecting and
correcting material misstatements. It
is anticipated that this phase of the au
dit will require more work than sim
ply gaining understanding o f internal
control.

• SAS No. 109 directs the au
ditor to consider whether any
o f the assessed risks are sig
nificant risks that require
special audit consideration
or risks for which substan
tive procedures alone do not
provide sufficient appropri
ate audit evidence.

• Previous standard did not include the
concept of "significant risks."
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• Significant risks exist on most engage
ments.
• The auditor should gain an under
standing o f internal control and also
perform substantive procedures for all
identified significant risks. Substan
tive analytical procedures alone are not
sufficient to test significant risks.

Comparison of Key Provisions of the Risk Assessment Standards

Key Provisions
• SAS No. 109 provides extensive
guidance on the matters that
should be documented.

473

How the SAS Differs From Previous
Standards
• The guidance provided by SAS No.
109 relating to documentation is sig
nificantly greater than that provided
by previous standards.
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SAS No. 110 z Performing Audit Procedures in Response to
Assessed Risks and Evaluating the Audit Evidence Obtained

Key Provisions
• SAS No. 110 provides guid
ance on determining over
all responses to address the
risks o f material misstate
ment at the financial state
ment level and the nature of
those responses.

How the SAS Differs From Previous
Standards
• The concept of addressing the risks of
material misstatement at the financial
statement level and developing an ap
propriate overall response is similar to
the requirement in previous standards
relating to the consideration o f audit
risk at the financial statement level.
However, that guidance was placed in
the context o f audit planning. SAS No.
110 "repositions" your consideration of
risk at the financial statement level so
you make this assessment as a result
of and in conjunction with your perfor
mance of risk assessment procedures.
In some cases, this assessment may not
be able to be made during audit plan
ning.
• SAS No. 110 requires you to consider
how your assessment o f risks at the fi
nancial statement level affects individ
ual financial statement assertions, so
you may design and perform tailored
further audit procedures (substantive
tests or tests o f controls).
• The list of possible overall responses to
the risks of material misstatement at
the financial statement level also has
been expanded.

• Further audit procedures,
which may include tests of
controls, or substantive pro
cedures should be responsive
to the assessed risks of mate
rial misstatement at the rel
evant assertion level.

• Although the previous standards in
cluded the concept that audit proce
dures should be responsive to assessed
risks, this idea was embedded in the
discussion o f the audit risk model. The
SASs repeatedly emphasize the need to
provide a clear linkage between your
understanding of the entity, your risk
assessments, and the design o f further
audit procedures.
• SAS No. 110 requires you to document
the linkage between assessed risks and
further audit procedures, which was
not a requirement under the previous
standards.
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Key Provisions

How the SAS Differs From Previous
Standards

• SAS No. 110 provides guid
ance on matters the auditor
should consider in determin
ing the nature, timing, and
extent o f such audit proce
dures.

• The new guidance on determining the
nature, timing, and extent o f tests of
controls and substantive tests has been
expanded greatly and addresses issues
that previously were not included in
the authoritative literature.
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• SAS No. 110 states that the nature
o f further audit procedures is o f most
importance in responding to your as
sessed risks o f material misstatement.
That is, increasing the extent o f your
audit procedures will not compensate
for procedures that do not address the
specifically identified risks of misstate
ment.
• SAS No. 110 states that you should per
form certain substantive procedures on
all engagements. These procedures in
clude:
— Performing substantive tests for
all relevant assertions related to
each material class o f transac
tions, account balance, and dis
closure regardless o f the assess
ment of the risks o f material
misstatements.
— Agreeing the financial state
ments, including their accompa
nying notes, to the underlying ac
counting records.
— Examining material journal
entries and other adjustments
made during the course of prepar
ing the financial statements.
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SAS No. 111 , Amendment to Statement on Auditing Standards
No, 39, Audit Sampling

Key Provisions
• SAS No. 111 provides guidance
relating to the auditor's judg
ment about establishing tolera
ble misstatement for a specific
audit procedure and on the ap
plication of sampling to tests of
controls.
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How the SAS Differs From Previous
Standards
• SAS No. 111 provides enhanced
guidance on tolerable misstatement.
In general, tolerable misstatement
in an account should be less than ma
teriality to allow for aggregation in
final assessment.
• Ordinarily sample sizes for nonsta
tistical samples are comparable to
sample sizes for an efficient and ef
fectively designed statistical sample
with the same sampling parameters.
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Transition Schedule

Appendix G

Statement on Auditing Standards
Cross-Referenced to Professional Standards
A U sections Transition Schedule1
Statem ent on
A u d itin g
Stan dards (SAS)
SAS No. 1

AU S ection Title

AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 1,
C ross-R eferen ce
(AU sec.)

Responsibilities and
Functions o f the
Independent Auditor

AU sec. 110

Due Professional Care in
the Performance o f Work

AU sec. 230

Consistency o f Application
o f Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles

AU sec. 420

Dating o f the Independent
Auditor's Report

AU sec. 530

AU sec. 543
Part o f Audit Performed by
Other Independent Auditors
Lack o f Conformity with
Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles

AU sec. 544

Subsequent Events

AU sec. 560

SAS No. 8

Other Information in
Documents Containing
Audited Financial
Statements

AU sec. 550

SAS No. 12

Inquiry o f a Client's
Lawyer Concerning
Litigation, Claims, and
Assessments

AU sec. 337

SAS No. 22

Planning and Supervision

AU sec. 311

SAS No. 29

Reporting on Information
Accompanying the Basis
Financial Statements in
Auditor-Submitted
Documents

AU sec. 551

(continued)
1 The listing in this table should not be considered to be all-inclusive. For an all-inclusive listing
of the Statement on Auditing Standards cross-referenced to the AU sections, readers should refer to
the AICPA Codification o f Auditing Standards.
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Statem ent on
A u d itin g
Stan dards (SAS)

AU S ection T itle

AICPA, Professional
Standards, vol. 1,
C ross-R eferen ce
(AU sec.)

SAS No. 37

Filings Under Federal
Securities Statutes

AU sec. 711

SAS No. 42

Reporting on Condensed
Financial Statements and
Selected Financial Data

AU sec. 552

SAS No. 45

Related Parties

AU sec. 334

SAS No. 47

Audit Risk and Materiality
in Conducting an Audit

AU sec. 312

SAS No. 52

Required Supplementary
Information

AU sec. 558

SAS No. 54

Illegal Acts by Clients

AU sec. 317

SAS No. 55

Consideration o f Internal
Control in a Financial
Statement Audit

AU sec. 319

SAS No. 56

Analytical Procedures

AU sec. 329

SAS No. 58

Reports on Audited
Financial Statements

AU sec. 508

SAS No. 59

The Auditor's
Consideration o f an
Entity's Ability to Continue
as a Going Concern

AU sec. 341

SAS No. 60

Communication o f
Internal Control Related
Matters Noted in an Audit

AU sec. 325

SAS No. 61

Communication With
Audit Committees

AU sec. 380A

SAS No. 62

Special Reports

AU sec. 623

SAS No. 65

The Auditor's
Consideration o f the
Internal Audit Function in
an Audit o f Financial
Statements

AU sec. 322

SAS No. 67

The Confirmation Process

AU sec. 330

SAS No. 69

The Meaning o f Present
Fairly in Conformity With
Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles

AU sec. 411

SAS No. 70

Service Organizations

AU sec. 324

SAS No. 72

Letters for Underwriters
and Certain Other
Requesting Parties

AU sec. 634
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Statem ent on
A u d itin g
Stan dards (SAS)

AU S ection Title

AICPA, Professional
Standards, vo l. 1,
C ross-R eferen ce
(AU sec.)

SAS No. 73

Using the Work o f a
Specialist

AU sec. 336

SAS No. 74

Compliance Auditing
Considerations in Audits
o f Governmental Entities
and Recipients o f
Governmental Financial
Assistance

AU sec. 801

SAS No. 76

Letters for Underwriters
and Certain Other
Requesting Parties

AU sec. 634

SAS No. 85

Management
Representations

AU sec. 333

SAS No. 87

Restricting the Use o f an
Auditor's Report

AU sec. 532

SAS No. 92

Auditing Derivative
Instruments, Hedging
Activities, and Investments
in Securities

AU sec. 332

SAS No. 95

Generally Accepted
Auditing Standards

AU sec. 150

SAS No. 96

Audit Documentation

AU sec. 339

SAS No. 99

Consideration o f Fraud in
a Financial Statement
Audit

AU sec. 316

SAS No. 100

Interim Financial
Information

AU sec. 722

SAS No. 101

Auditing Fair Value
Measurements and
Disclosures

AU sec. 328

SAS No. 102

Defining Professional
Requirements in
Statements on Auditing
Standards

AU sec. 120

SAS No. 103

Audit Documentation

AU sec. 339

SAS No. 104

Due Professional Care in
the Performance o f Work

AU sec. 230

SAS No. 105

Generally Accepted
Auditing Standards

AU sec. 150

SAS No. 106

Audit Evidence

AU sec. 326
(continued)
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Statem ent on
A u d itin g
S tan dards (SAS)

AU S ection T itle

AICPA, Professional
Standards, vo l. 1,
C ross-R eferen ce
(AU sec.)

SAS No. 107

Audit Risk and Materiality
in Conducting an Audit

AU sec. 312

SAS No. 108

Planning and Supervision

AU sec. 311

SAS No. 109

Understanding the Entity
and Its Environment and
Assessing the Risks o f
Material Misstatement

AU sec. 314

SAS No. 110

Performing Audit
Procedures in Response to
Assessed Risks and
Evaluating the Audit
Evidence Obtained

AU sec. 318

SAS No. 111

Audit Sampling

AU sec. 350

SAS No. 112

Communicating Internal
Control Related Matters
Identified in an Audit

AU sec. 325

SAS No. 114

The Auditor's
Communication With
Those Charged With
Governance

AU sec. 380
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Schedule of Current-Year Changes

Appendix H

Schedule o f Current-Year Changes M ade
to State and Local Governments
As of May 2007
This schedule o f changes lists areas in the text and footnotes o f the State and Lo
cal Governments Audit and Accounting Guide that have been changed from the
previous edition. Entries in the following table reflect current numbering, letter
ing, and character designations that resulted from the renumbering/reordering
that occurred in the updating o f this Guide.

Reference

Change

General

Replaced referencing of original SASs and SSAEs
with AU section and AT section references from
the AICPA Professional Standards literature, respec
tively.

General

Revised to reflect the issuance of SAS No. 104-No.
111, the "Risk Assessment Standards"; This Guide
has been conformed to the new risk assessment stan
dards to indicate, at a minimum, where these stan
dards need to be applied.

General

Revised to reflect revisions in 2006 to the GASB Com
prehensive Implementation Guide (GASB Q&A) in its
numbering convention of questions and answers.

Notice to Readers

Updated; Footnote * revised.

Preface

Revised to reflect SAS No. 104-No. 111, the Risk As
sessment Standards; Revised to reflect references to
Professional Standards.

Paragraph 2.03

Revised for the passage o f time.

Paragraph 2.08
(footnote 4),
paragraph 2.11
(footnotes 7 and 8),
and paragraph
2.15 (footnote 11)

Revised to reflect revisions to GASB Q&A.

Paragraph 2.27
(footnote 15),
paragraph 2.32
(footnote 17), and
paragraph 2.43
(footnote 19)

Added to reflect revisions to GASB Q&A.

Paragraph 2.45

Revised for clarification.
(continued)
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R e feren ce

C hange

Paragraph 2.46
(footnote †)

Revised.

Paragraph 2.49
and paragraph
3.12 (footnote 4)

Revised to reflect revisions to GASB Q&A.

Paragraph 3.16
(footnote *) and
paragraph 3.17
(footnote †)

Added.

Paragraph 3.20
(footnote 9)

Added to reflect revisions to GASB Q&A.

Chapter 4, title
(former footnote *)

Deleted.

Paragraph 4.11

Revised to reflect the issuance of SAS No. 114.

Paragraph 4.29

Revised to reflect revisions to GASB Q&A.

Paragraph 4.95

Revised to reflect the issuance of SAS No. 112; Former
footnote † deleted.

Paragraph 4.96

Revised to reflect the issuance o f SAS No. 112.

Paragraph 4.98

Revised to reflect the issuance of SAS No. 103; Former
footnote * deleted.

Paragraph 4.99

Revised to reflect the issuance o f SAS No. 114 and
GASB Statement No. 49.

Paragraph 5.01

Revised to reflect issuance o f GASB Statement No.
43 and revisions to GASB Q&A; Footnote 1 revised
to reflect revisions to GASB Q&A; Former footnote *
deleted.

Paragraph 5.16

Revised to reflect issuance of GASB Statement No. 43;
Former footnote † deleted.

Paragraph 5.17
(Table 5-1)

Revised to reflect issuance of GASB Statement No. 43;
Former footnote * deleted.

Paragraph 5.24

Revised to reflect issuance of GASB Statement No. 43.

Heading before
paragraph 5.43

Revised to reflect issuance of GASB Statement No. 43;
Former footnote ‡ deleted.

Paragraph 5.43

Revised to reflect issuance of GASB Statement No. 43
and revisions to GASB Q&A; Footnote * added.

Paragraph 5.44

Revised to reflect issuance of GASB Statement No. 43
and revisions to GASB Q&A.

Chapter 6, title
(footnote *)

Added.

Paragraph 6.01
(footnote 1)

Revised to reflect issuance of GASB Statement No. 48.
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R e feren ce

C hange

Paragraph 6.11
(and footnote 6),
paragraph 6.23,
and paragraph
6.31 (footnote 8)

Revised to reflect revisions to GASB Q&A.

Heading before
paragraph 6.53,
paragraph 6.53
(and footnote †)

Revised to reflect issuance o f GASB Statement No. 43.

Paragraph 6.56
(footnote ‡),
paragraph 6.72
(footnote ||), and
paragraph 6.80
(footnote #)

Added.

Chapter 7, title
(footnote *)

Added.

Paragraph 7.02

Revised to reflect revisions to GASB Q&A.

Paragraph 7.11
(footnote 3) and
paragraph 7.12
(Table 7-2,
footnote 4)

Added to reflect revisions to GASB Q&A.

Paragraph 7.13
(footnote 5) and
paragraph 7.29
(and footnote 11)

Revised to reflect revisions to GASB Q&A.

Paragraph 7.46
(footnote 13)

Added to reflect revisions to GASB Q&A.

Paragraph 7.51
(footnote ‡)

Added.

Paragraph 7.61

Revised to reflect the issuance of SAS No. 112 and No.
114; Former footnote † deleted.

Paragraph 7.76
(footnote 24)

Added to reflect revisions to GASB Q&A.

Chapter 8, title
(footnote *)

Added.

Heading before
paragraph 8.01
(footnote †)

Added.

Paragraph 8.13

Revised to reflect issuance o f GASB Statement No.
49; Footnote ‡ added.

Paragraph 8.18
(footnote 9)

Added to reflect revisions to GASB Q&A.
(continued)
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Reference

Change

Heading before
paragraph 8.19
(former footnote *)

Deleted.

Paragraph 8.19

Revised to reflect issuance of GASB Statement No. 47;
Former footnote 9 deleted; and Footnote 10 added to
reflect revisions to GASB Q&A.

Paragraph 8.30

Revised to reflect revisions to GASB Q&A.

Heading before
paragraph 8.32
(footnote #)

Added.

Paragraph 8.42

Revised to reflect revisions to GASB Q&A.

Paragraph 8.47
(footnote 14)

Added to reflect revisions to GASB Q&A.

Heading before
paragraph 8.56
(footnote ††)

Added.

Paragraph 8.61

Revised for clarification.

Heading before
paragraph 8.79
(footnote ‡‡)

Added.

Paragraph 8.110

Revised to reflect revisions to GASB Q&A; Revised to
reflect issuance of GASB Statement No. 47.

Paragraph 9.21
(footnote *)

Added.

Paragraph 10.05

Revised to reflect revisions to GASB Q&A; Footnote 3
added.

Paragraph 11.03
(footnote 1)

Revised to reflect revisions to GASB Q&A.

Paragraph 11.09

Revised for clarification.

Paragraph 11.16
(footnote 7)

Added to reflect revisions to GASB Q&A.

Heading before
paragraph 12.28
(footnote *)

Added.

Paragraph 12.39

Revised to reflect the issuance o f GASB Statement
No. 43.

Paragraph 12.40,
heading before
paragraph 12.41,
heading before
paragraph 12.46,
and paragraphs
12.46-12.56

Added to reflect the issuance of GASB Statement
No. 43.
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Schedule of Current-Year Changes

Reference

Change

Paragraph 12.76

Revised for clarification.

Paragraph 12.99
(footnote 27)

Added for clarification.

Heading before
paragraph 12.127
(footnote †)

Added.

Former paragraph
12.119

Deleted due to passage of time.

Paragraph 13.01

Revised to reflect the issuance o f SAS No. 103.

Paragraphs 13.02
and 13.05

Revised for clarification.

Paragraph 13.06

Revised to reflect the issuance of SAS No. 114.

Heading before
paragraph 13.25

Added to reflect the issuance o f SAS No. 114.

Paragraph 13.25

Revised to reflect the issuance of SAS No. 112 and No.
114; Former footnote † deleted.

Paragraph 13.27
and footnote ‡

Added to reflect the issuance of SAS No. 103.

Paragraph 13.28

Added to reflect the issuance of SAS No. 103; Footnote
||deleted.

Paragraphs 14.04,
14.05, 14.09, 14.18,
14.19, and 14.34

Revised to reflect the issuance of SAS No. 103.

Paragraph 14.58

Revised to reflect the issuance of GASB Statement No.
44.

Paragraph 16.08

Revised to reflect issuance of SAS No. 114.

Appendix E

Updated.
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AICPA RESOURCE: Accounting & Auditing Literature
The AICPA has created a unique online research tool by combining the
power and speed of the Web with comprehensive accounting and auditing
standards. AICPA RESOURCE includes the AICPA, FASB and GASB libraries.
You’ll find subscriptions to these titles:
• AICPA Professional Standards
• AICPA Technical Practice Aids
• AlCPA’s Accounting Trends & Techniques
• AICPA Audit and Accounting Guides
• AICPA Audit Risk Alerts
• AICPA Financial Statement Preparation Manual
• AICPA Audit & Accounting Manual
• FASB Original Pronouncements
• FASB Current Text
• EITF Abstracts
• FASB Implementation Guides
• FASB’s Comprehensive Topical Index
• GASB Original Pronouncements
• Codification of Governmental Accounting and Financial Reporting
Standards
• GASB Implementation Guides
• GASB’s Comprehensive Topical Index
Search for pertinent information from both databases by keyword and get the
results ranked by relevancy. Print out important AICPA RESOURCE segments
and integrate the literature into your engagements and financial statements.
Available from anywhere you have Internet access, this comprehensive reference
library is packed with the A & A guidance you need — and use — the most. All
libraries are updated with the latest standards and conforming changes.
AICPA, FASB and GASB Libraries, one-year individual online subscription
No. WGLBY12
AICPA Member $1,520.00
Nonmember $1,900.00
AICPA and FASB Libraries, one-year individual online subscription
No. WFLBY12
AICPA Member $1,195.00
Nonmember $1,493.75
AICPA Library, one-year individual online subscription
No. WALBY12
AICPA Member $699.00
Nonmember $873.75

AICPA RESOURCE also offers over 95 additional subscription
options - log onto
www.cpa2biz.com/AICPAresource for details.

For additional copies of this Audit and Accounting Guide log onto the AICPA
Store at www.cpa2biz.com - or to automatically receive an annual update
immediately upon its release - call 1-888-777-7077.

Audit and Accounting Guides - 2007 Industry Guides
With conforming changes as of May 1, 2007.
• Construction Contractors (012587)
• Depository and Lending Institutions: Banks and Savings Institutions, Credit
Unions, Finance Companies, and Mortgage Companies (012737)
• Government Auditing Standards and Circular A-133 Audits (012747)
• Federal Government Contractors (012607)
• Health Care Organizations (012617)
• Investment Companies (012627)
• Not-for-Profit Organizations (012647)
• State and Local Governments (012667)
With conforming changes as of May 1, 2006.
• Agricultural Producers and Agricultural Cooperatives (012686)
• Brokers and Dealers in Securities (012706)
• Casinos (012716)
• Common Interest Realty Associations (012576)
• Entities With Oil and Gas Producing Activities (012656)
• Life & Health Insurance Entities (012636)
• Property and Liability Insurance Cos. (012676)

Audit and Accounting Guides - General Guides
• Analytical Procedures (2006) (012556)
• Audit Sampling (012537)
• Auditing Derivative Instruments, Hedging Activities, and Investments in
Securities (2006) (012526)
• Auditing Revenue in Certain Industries (2006) (012516)
• Personal Financial Statements (2006) (012756)
• Prospective Financial Information (2006) (012726)
• Service Organizations: Applying SAS No. 70, as Amended (012777)
• Use of Real Estate Appraisal Information (1997) (013159)

To order log on to the AICPA Store at www.cpa2biz.com Call the
AICPA at 1-888-777-7077 or fax to 1-800-362-5066

AICPA Member and
Public Information:
www.aicpa.org

AICPA Online Store:
www.cpa2biz.com

ISO Certified

012667

